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HUMAN RAYS.
TORPEDO STEERING BY ETHER WAVES.

Established i^83 An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XXIV.—Xo. 633. XEW YORK, JULY 1, 1899. Subscription, $2. 50 per year

.

JForeign Countries, $3. 50 per year

.

1889.

PRRIS EXPOSITION TUEEDTSL
FOR

RUBBER INSULHTION.
^0N/>

1893.

WORLD'S FKIR WEDKL
FOR

RUBBER INSULHTION.
THE STANDARD FOR ^^^^rSffl^uW "

™^™ RUBBER INSULATION.

OKON1TE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRES.
W.LLARD L - CANDEEJ NA
H. DURANT CHEEVER »

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd., Sole Manufacturers, geo . T . MANSO n, g C h ER „lSo~
253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. W. H. HODGINS, Secretary. '

]Mi:VL «V 'JTL< l«LfC L/A.XMPS:
Specialties for Battery

Circuits:
Telephone Switch Board I/smps,

Surgical and Dental Lamps,

Bicycle Lamps, Etc

Specialties for Electric

Light Circuits:
Candelabra Lamps,

Series Lamps,

Sign Lamps, Etc.

SPECIAL LAMPS FOR DRY BATTERIES.
AMERICAN" XIXIATURE & DECORATIVE LAMP CO.,

1-25 White St., Xew York.
H. r. Tv.EiS. <>3a. Ma,a*?3r aid Electrician.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
~

COUNSEL IN

PATENT CAUSES, TRADE-MARKS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

34(5 Broadway,
N. T. Life Ins. Building. NEW YORK.

IT. JV£. PRE8COTT,
44 Broad Street, N. Y., U. S. A.

Electrical and Mechanical Apparatus & Supplies

OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.
TALKING MACHINES A>D XOYEETIES.

Write for Catalogue and mention Electrical Age.

RAXXEY - WI3ISHURST - HOLTZ STATIC
Machine for Therapeutic and X Ray Work.

Manufactured by WAITE & BARTLETT MFG. CO.,

108 East 23d St., N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric and Cas
Globes, Shades, &c

Have you a copy of our No. 8 Catalogue?
If not, send for it

PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

H f m^ TRADE MARE. f^PegamoiU
A waterproof composition not affected by petroleum, kerosene, benzine.

u pentine, linseed, cottonseed or castor oils, salt air, water or atmospheric
ii ltienc s. Unequalled for tanks, barrels, machinery In dark places, hulls of

- cottages near the ocean, interior work and decoration—in all colors.
. E.^ICAN PEGAMOID CO.. = 339 BROADWAY, 1VEW YORK

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC PULL

SOCKET & SWITCH CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

Arc Lights. Pull Switches, Sockets, &c.

401-413 East Ninety-first St.,

Telephone, 2306 Broad. NEW YORK.

175 ARC LAMPS,
VARIOUS MAKES,

^2 Each for Entire L,ot.
Address or apply at

E. M. MOERS SONS,
31 Peck Slip, New York.
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Office Furniture and Fixtures
THE BEST FOR DESIGN AND QUALITY.

MANUFACTURED BY

WM. ' SCHWARZWAELDER & CO.,
343 BROADWAY, <

Near Leonard St., NEW YORK.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
American Circular Loom Co iii

American Decorative & MiDiature Lamp Co i

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. Co xiii

American Pegamoid Co ,
I

Associated Trade and Industrial Press x

Baker & Fox viii

Barnett & Co. , fl. C ii

Bunnell & Co., J. H lv

Carey Spring Works x

Central Mfg. Co ix

Cherry Electric Works . . ix

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange x

Edison, Jr., Thomas A xvl

Edison Decorative & Miniature LampDept ix

Electric Motor Inspection and Repair Co ii

Ericsson Telephone Co ii

Frink, LP viil

(Jleason Mfg. Co., E. P xii.xv

Gordon Battery Co ii

Hatzel & Buehler, li

Hull, J. H x

Hochhausen & Hall Ii

Imhauser, E ix

India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulating Co. . . . vlii

Leffel & Co.,Jas ix

McCreary, A. A v

Mclntire Co., C 11

Meyrowitz, E. B xv

Moers Sons, E. M i

Monarch Mfg. Co xi

Munn & Co Ii

New York Central & H. R. R. R xii

Norden Electric Works x

Okonite Co., Ltd.,The , i

Overman Wheel Co xlil

Phoenix Glass Co i , xv

Pope Manufacturing Co x

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co., The x

Prescott, F. M i

Riley Brothers xii

Ruland & Whiting iv

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co xlv

Schatz, Adam E i

8chmidt & Bruckner
Schwarzwaelder & Co

Standard Underground Cable Co Ii

Stuckyfc Heck ii

Tupper, W. W. & Co ix

Jniversal Electric Pull Socket & S >\ itch Co 1

Vosburgh, Mfg. Co., Limited, W, C viii

Waite& Bartlett Mfg. Co Ii

Weston Electrical Instrument Co 12

Zimdars & Hunt R

DYNAMO and ARMATURE
Rewinding Repairing and Reoonitructlng ArmatnrM,

Dynamoi,Railway Moton,Transform*™, CommnUton.

Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

15 N. J. R. R. Ave., Newark, N. J.

Mclntire Patent Connector „
AND TERMINALS.

Fnae Wire, Fine Llnka and Strip*

C. MclNTIRE CO.
15 Franklin St., Newark, N. J. ft

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

RECOMMENDED BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advertisements of 4 lines or less under this head

$26 per year, additional lines at proportionate
rates.

ZIMDARS A HUNT.
General Electrical Contractcuj. Wiring
complete plants, etc. 127 Fifth Ave., New
York- N. Y. '

HATZEL A BUEHLER
Electrical Engineers and Contractors. 114

^"th Avenue. N'-'v York.

HERBERT C. BARNETT & CO.,
Electrical Engineers and Contractors, El.

ectric Lighting. Electric Bells and Burglai
Alarms a Specialty. 218 Centre St. Tel.

Call, 1220 Spring. Estimates furnished for
all ki>'ds of Electrical Work

SUPPLY PARTS. SPECIAL WORK.
HOCHHAUSEN & HALL,

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS.
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS OPERATED BY PETRO-
LEUM ENGINES. ARMATURE RE-WINDING, ETC.

37 LIBERTY STREET, BROOKLYN, N Y.
"

BARGAINS.
Complete X-Ray Outfit,
10-lnch finest make Rhumkorn* Coll. all hard Rub-

ber Parts; separate Vibrator and Pole Changer. Fine-
Imported Crooks Tube and Fluoroscope, tor taking
pictures or examinations. 'Worth $300: will sell for
cash $70, at once, on account ot removal. Address,
"M. " care Electrical age

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PRIMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

594 Broadway, • • • New York*

Motors Bought, Sold ana installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.*fe»0
THE ELECTRIC MOTOR INSPECTION AND

REPAIR CO. OF NEW YORK.
General Office .34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK
H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call, 418 Cortland.

SL CABLES AND
High Grade Rub-
ber Covered and
Weatherproof WIRES

Conduits and Accessories, for Telephone, Telegraph,
Electric Light and Power.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE COMPANY,
Pittsburg: Westinghou.se Bldg. Philadelphia: 1223 Betz Bldg.

New York: 18 Cortland t St. Chicago: 542 The Rockery.
St. Louis: 507 Security Bldg.

™ Schmidt & Bruckner Electric Co.,

135 ELM STREET, NEW YORK.

NEW ADJUSTABLE
TELEPHONE ARM,

without
Connection
Cord. . .

.

Philadelphia Agency:

THE FRANKLIN
ELECTRIC
SUPPLY HOUSE,
566-508 Cuthbert St.

H.P.FfcJ8TEE,, Proprietor.

®®®®®

Patronize home trade, as

our transmitter is equal to

any foreign make.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

auleklv ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents

sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

tpecial notice, without charge, ir

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

MUNN & Co.
361Broadway New York

II Villi »<» »»»» „ „. w..hlnalnn TV fi.Branch Office. 625 F St.. Washington. D. C



ELECTRICAL EFFECTS AT THE OMAHA EXHIBITION.
BELTING VS. DIRECT CONNECTION,

Established i883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XXIV.—No. 634. NEW YORK, JULY S. 1899. Sub3crlptlon, $2. 50 per year

.

Foreign Countries, $3. 50 per year

.

*?«'*
1889.

PPCRIS EXPOSITION MEDHL
FOR

RUBBER INSULKTION.
THE STANDARD FOR

OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRES
willard t. candee i„ THE OKONITE CO., Ltd., Sole Manufacturers, geo.t. manson, g^^su^

1893.

JBiORLD'S FKIR MEDHL
FOR

RUBBER INSULPCTION.
RUBBER INSULATION.

M. OURANT CHEEVER f-ANAGCRS. 253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. W. H. HODGINS, Secretary

MINIATURE JL,A.l\dLJP«S:!

Specialties for Battery Specialties for Electric

Circuits:
Telephone Switch Board Lamps,

Surgical and Dental Lamps,

Bicycle Lamps, Etc

Light Circuits:
Candelabra Lamps,

Series Lamps,

Sign Lamps, Etc.

SPECIAL LAMPS FOR DRY BATTERIES.
AMERICAN MINIATURE & DECORATIVE LAMP CO.,

135 White St., New i'ork.

H. I. J\'3i3. T^i. Mnu't aad Electrician.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL IN

PATENT CAUSES, TRADE-MARKS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

346 Broadway,
N. Y. Life Ins. Building. NEW YORK.

IT. JS4L. PRK8COTT,
44 Broad Street, K. Y., U. S. A.

Electrical and Mechanical Apparatus & Supplies

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
TALKING MACHINES AXD NOVELTIES.

Write for Catalogue and mention Electrical Age.

RANXEY - WIMSHURST - HOLTZ STATIC
Machine for Therapeutic and X Ray Work.

Manufactured by WAITE & BARTLETT MFG. CO ,

108 East 23d St., N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS of

Electric and Gas
Globes, Shades, &c.

Have you a copy of our No. 8 Catalogue?
If not, send for it

PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

f f m^ TBADE MARE.

rEGAMOl 99

BRIGHT METAL PROTECTOR.
Colorless liquid. Easily applied oy brush or dip. Dries rapidlv -with-

out brush marks. Leaves a colorless, invisible, strongly adhering film,
which protects the surface against rust and corrosion. Unequalled for
bright steel parts of machinery, nickel plate, bicycles, hardware in
stock, etc.

THE AMERICAN PEGAMOID CO., 339 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC PULL

SOCKET & SWITCH CO
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Arc Lights. Pnll Switches, Sockets, 4c.

401-413 Cast Ninety-first St.,

NEW YORK.

175 ARC LAMPS,
VARIOUS MAKES,

^2 Each for Entire Lot.
Address or apply at

E. M. MOERS SONS,
31 Peck Slip, New York.
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Office Furniture and Fixtures
THE BEST FOR DESIGN AND QUALITY.

MANUFACTURED BY

WM/SCHWARZWAELDER & CO.,
3%t ?*°A?,Z5XhL

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
American Circular Loom Co iii

American Decorative & Miniature Lamp Co i

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. Co xiil

American Pegamoid Co i

Associated Trade and Industrial Press x

Baker & Fox vili

Barnett & Co., fl. C il

Bunnell & Co., J. H iv

Carey Spring Works x

Central Mfg. Co ix

Cherry Electric Works ix

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange x

Edison, Jr., Thomas A xvl

Edison Decorative & Miniature Lamp Dept ix

Electric Motor Inspection and Repair Co ii

Ericsson Telephone Co ii

Frlnk, I. P viil

Garvin Machine Co iv

Gleason Mfg. Co., E. P xil.xv

Gordon Battery Co ii

Hatzel & Buehler, ii

Hull, J. H x

Hochhausen & Hall ii

Imhauser, E ix

India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulating Co viil

Leffel & Co., Jas ix

McCreary, A. A v

Mclntire Co., C ii

Meyrowltz, E. B xv

Moers Sons, E. M i

Monarch Mfg. Co xi

Munn & Co 11

New York Central & H. R. R. R xii

Norden Electric Works x

Okonite Co., Ltd.,The i

Overman Wheel Co xlii

Phoenix Glass Co 1, xv

Pope Manufacturing Co x

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co., The x

Prescott, F. M i

Riley Brothers xii

Ruland & Whiting iv

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co xiv

Schatz, Adam E I

Schmidt & Bruckner

Schwarzwaelder & Co
Standard Underground Cable Co 11

Stuckyfc Heck u

Tupper, W. W. & Co Ix

Jniversal Electric Pull Socket & Switch Co... i

Vosburgh, Mfg. Co., Limited, W, C viii

SValtefc Bartlett Mfg. Co H

Weston Electrical Instrument Co 24

Zimdars & Hunt U

DYNAMO Md ARMATURE
Rewinding Repairing and R«oonitrnotlng Armafor*!,

Dynamos,Railway Motora,Tranatorm«ra, Oommatatori.

Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

SB N. J. B. B. Are., Newark, IK. J.

Mclntlrt Patent Connector
AND TERMINALS.

Faie Wire, Pnie Links and Strip*.

C. MclNTIRE CO. _ .
15 Franklin SI., Newark, N. J. A

Genuine: Ericsson
ASwedish Coal-

W2i&

\£

/ME
rk#rECT.

7J9AASMI7-TE/1

1A6 f>Actr///<r, f/e
. .... .v--r^_.,

J&/CSSO/S Tet-EP/SOrte Co. I

JO Wa**£vSt fitr*.YolM.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

ESOMMINOCD BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advertisements of 4 line* or less under this bead-

326 per year, additional lines at proportionate
rates.

ZIMDARS A HUNT.
General Electrical Contraotoie. Wiring
complete plants, etc. 127 Fifth Ave., New
York- N. Y.

HATZEL * BUEHLER
Electrical Engineers and Contractors. 114

Fifth Avenue, N«w York.

HERBERT C. BARNETT & CO.,
Electrical Engineers and Contractors, El.

ectric Lighting. Electric Bells and Burglar
Alarms a Specialty. 218 Centre St. Tel.
Call, 1220 Spring. Estimates furnished for

all kinds of Electrical Work

SUPPLY PARTS. SPECIAL WORK.
HOCHHAUSEN & HALL,

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS.
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS OPEKATED BY PETRO-
LEUM ENGINES. ARMATURE RE-WINDING, ETC.

S7 LIBERTY STREET, BROOKLYN, N T.

BARGAINS.
Complete X-Ray Outfit,
10-inch finest make Rhumkorff Coll. all hard Rub-

ber Parts ; separate Vibrator and Pole Changer. Fln»
Imported Crooks Tube and Fluoroscope, for taking
pictures or examinations. Worth $300: will sell lor
cash $70, at once, on account of removal. Address,
"M. " care Electrical age

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PRIMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

694 Broadway, • • • New York.

Motors Bought, Sold ana Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates,wfx"?
THE ELECTRIC MOTOR INSPECTION ANT>

REPAIR CO. OF MEW YORK. %? i

General Office 34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK
H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call, 418 Cortland.

SL CABLES AND
Ilteh Grade Rub-
ber Covered and
Weatherproof WIRES

Conduits and 4 ccessories. for Telephone, Telegraph,
Electric Light and Power.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE COMPANY,
Pittsburg: Westinghonse Bldg. Philadelphia: 122.") Betz Bldg.

New Yck: 18 Cortlarult St. Ctaicsjeo: 542 The Rockery.
St. Louis: 507 ^eourity Bldg.

™ Schmidt & Bruckner Electric Co.,

135 ELM STREET, NEW YORK.

NEW ADJUSTABLE
TELEPHONE ARM,

without
Connection

Philadelphia Agency: ^ Lord. . . .

THE FRANKLIN ^5«iPr| P ®sm®
ELECTRIC ^HSEJI IL
SUPPLY HOUSE, ^^ .* W& Patronize home trade, as

506-S08 Cuthbert St. HL our transmitter is equal to

H. P. FLI8TER, Proprietor, (jgy|jj|^pp any foreign make.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may

autckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

tpecial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly
culation of any scientific journal

°ol

Largest cir.

Terms, $3 a
Sold by all newsdealers.year: four months, $L ou.u »,«..«.—--——

MUNN & Co.
36,Broadway New York

Branch Office. 625 F St., Washington, D. C.



AN ELECTRICAL COUNTERFEIT COIN DETECTOR.
AUTOMOBILES.

Established i883. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. :o cents per copy

VOL. XXIV—No. 635. NEW YORK, JULY 15, 1899. Subscription. $2. 50 per year.
Foreign Countries, $3. 50 per year

.

1889.

PKRIS EXPOSITION WEDKL
FOR

RUBBER INSULKTION.

^0N/>
1893.

WORLD'S P=7*IR MEDKL
FOR

RUBBER INSULHTION.
THE STANDARD FOR ^^^™?553wG5t"^^™ RUBBER INSULATION.

OKON1TE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIREa
willaro l. canoee ) „ „.„„. THE OKONITE CO., Ltd., Sole Manufacturers, geo . T . manson. gcc.uSu
H. OORANTCHEEVERl M *NA0t"8

- 253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. W. H. HODGINS. Sccct^y. '
Svwt.

MHVIA/TUl^IC IvAMPSi!
Specialties for Battery

Circuits:
Telephone Switch Board Lamps,

Surgical and Dental Lamps,

Bicycle Lamps, Etc

Specialties for Electric

Light Circuits:
Candelabra Lamps,

Series Lamps,

Sign Lamps, Etc.

SPECIAL LAMPS FOR DRY BATTERIES.
AMERICAN JMINIATURE & DECORATIVE LAMP CO.,

135 White St., New York.
H. 3. IA.E1B, Gm. tfiatger and Electrician.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL IN

PATENT CATJSES.TRADE-MARKS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

34<5 Broad^ray,
N. T. Life Ins. Building. NEW YORK.

H\ M. PRB8COTT,
44 Broad Street, N. Y., U. S. A.

Electrical and Mechanical Apparatus & Supplies

OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.
TALKING MACHINES AND NOVELTIES.

Write fer Catalogue and mention Electrical Age.

RANNEY - WIMSHURST - HOI/TZ STATIC
Machine for Therapeutic and X Ray Work.

Manufactured by WAITE & BARTLETT MFG. CO.,

108 East 23d St., N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric and Gas
Globes, Shades, &c.

Have you a copy of our No. 8 Catalogue?
If not, send for it

PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

f*l 99P
TRADE MARK. f^ECAMOlU

A waterproof composition not affected by petroleum, kerosene, benzine,
urpentine, Unseed, cottonseed or castor oils, salt air, water or atmospheric
nluencrs. Unequalled for tanks, barrels, machinery in dark places, hulls of

. .-ssels. cottages near the ocean, interior work and decoration—in all colors.
AMERICAN PEGAMOID CO., 339 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

——

—

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC PULL

SOCKET & SWITCH CO
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Arc Lights. Pull Switches, Sockets, 4c.

401-413 East Ninety-first St.,

NEW YORK.

175 ARC LAMPS,
VARIOUS MAKES,

^2 Each for Entire L,ot.
Address or apply at

E. M. MOERS SONS,
31 Peck Slip, New York.
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Office Furniture anu Fixtures
THE BEST FOR DESIGN AND

MANUFACTURED BY

QUALITY.

WM.SGHWARZWAELDER & CO..
343 BROADWAY, <

Near Leonard St., NEW YORE.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
American Decorative & Miniature Lamp Co i

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg Co xiii

American Pegamoid Co 4

Associated Trade and Industrial Press x

Auto-Acetylene Co xvl

Baker & Fox. vili

Barnett & Co., fl. C »

Bunnell & Co., J. H !
Carey Spring Works x

Central Mfg. Co lx

Edison Decorative & Miniature Lamp Dept Ix

Electric Motor Inspection and Repair Co li

Ericsson Telephone Co ii

Frink. I. P «»
Garvin Machine Co i v

Oleason Mfg. Co., E. P xli, xv

Gordon Battery Co 11

Hatzel & Buehler, 11

Hoggson & Co., S. H x

Hochhausen & Hall li

Imhauser, E Ix

India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulating Co viil

McCreary, A. A v

Molntlre Co. , C li

Meyrowitz, E. B xv

Moers Sons, E. M i

Monarch Mfg. Co xvl

Munn & Co II

New York Central & H. R. R. R. xil

Norden Electric Works x

OkoniteCo., Ltd..The i

Overman Wheel Co xlii

Phoenix Glass Co i, xv

Pope Manufacturing Co x

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co., The x

Prescott, F. M i

Rlker Electric Motor Co il
(

Riley Brothers xil

Ruland & Whiting iv

Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co ix. xiv

Schatz, Adam E 1

Schmidt & Bruckner

Schwarzwaelder & Co

Standard Underground Cable Co U

Stuckyfc Heck lJ

Cupper, W. W. & Co lx

dntversal Electric Pull Socket & Switch Co 1

Vosburgh, Mfg. Co., Limited, W, C viii

Waitefc Bartlett Mfg. Co H

Weston Electrical Instrument Co 36

Zlmdars & Hunt.. li

DYNAMO aid ARMATURE
Rewinding Repairingand lUooMtmcting Armatwaa,

Dynamoi.RaUway Motora,Tr»n«fora»«n, Commutators.

Stucky ft Hack Electric Ufa- Co., Ltd.,

IS N. J. R. R. Ate., Rlawark, W. J.

Mclntlrt Patent Connector .
AND TERMINALS.

rut Wire, Fue Link* and Strips.

C. MclNTlRK CO.
15 JKranklln bi., Newark, N. J. h

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

RECOMMENDED BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advertisements or 4 lines or less under this bead)

826 per year, additional lines at proportionate
rates.

ZIMDARS * HUNT.
General Electrical Contractors. Wiring'
complete plants, etc. 127 Fifth Ave., New
York. N. Y. '

HATZEL A BUEHLER
Electrical Engineers and Contractors. 114

Fifth Avenue. Now York.

HERBERT C. BARNETT A CO.,
Electrical Engineers and Contractors, EL
ectric Lighting. Electric Bells and Burglar
Alarms a Specialty. 218 Centre St. Tel,
Call, 1220 Spring. Estimates furnished for

all kinds of Electrical Work

SUPPLY PARTS. SPECIAL WORK.
HOCHHAUSEN & HALL,

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS.
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS OPERATED BY PETRO-
LEUM ENGINES. ARMATURE RE-WINDING, ETC

87 LIBERTY STREET, BROOKLYN, N- IV

BARGAINS.
Complete X-Ray Outfit,
10-inch finest make Rhumkorn* Coll. all hard Bab.

ber Parts ; separate Vibrator and Pole Changer. Fin*
Imported Crooks Tube and Fluoroscope, tor taking
pictures or examinations. Worth $300 : will sell for
cash $70, at once, on account of removal. Address,
"M. " care Electrical age

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PRIMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

594 Broadway, • • • New York*

Motors Bought, Sold ana Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.
THE ELECTRIC MOTOR INSPECTION AN1>

REJPAIB CO. OF NEW YORK.
General Office 34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK
H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call, 418 Cortland.

Fibre
Paper
Rubber

High Grade Rub- <

ber Covered and
Weatherproof

Conduits and \ ccessorie-. for Telephone, Telegraph,
Electric Light aud Power.

CABLES AND WIRES

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CARLE COMPANY,
Pittsburg: Westinphonse Bldg.
New York: 18 Cortlanrtt St,

St. Louis: 50'

Philadelphia: 1225 Betz Bldg.
Chicago: 542 The Rockery.

Security Bldg.

™ Schmidt & Bruckner Electric Co,
135 ELM 8TREET, NEW YORK.

NEW ADJUSTABLE
TELEPHONE ARM,

without
Connection

Philadelphia Agency: ^^ ^VJV^Sk Cord. . . .

THE FRANKLIN ^kSP . ®®®o®
ELECTRIC ^mliJ
SUPPLY HOUSE,

^fejW^ Patronize home trade, as

506-50S Cuthbeii St. L our transmitter is equal to

E.r?FiIBTER, Proprietor, m^^^^ any foreign make.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights 4c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patent*
gent free. Oldest agency for securing patehta.
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Aluminum IPaint.
Latest application of aluminum. Looks liko frosted silver. Washable,
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NEW YORK.

% A Direct Reading

OHMMETER
A Resistance Can Be
Found Easily, Rap-
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ELECTRICAL TABLES and MEMORANDA
By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

This little book is only 2x2^ inches in size, and can be
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It gives electrical tables and formulae of every kind. On
account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable
books. PRICE, SO CENTS.
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Copyrights &c.
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DIRECT CONNECTED LOW SPEED PLANTS.

AUTOMOBILES.

Established io83. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. o cents per copy
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USE OF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE FOR ENGINE ERECTION.

CONDITIONS OF STREET RAILWAY PRACTICE.
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HARD RUBBER GOODS
For Electrical anr* Mechanical Pnrpoars a Specialty.
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I C I C(J II
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IlC ncUcllBIS, tors, Magnet Heads, Battery

WStCn u3SB n6C6IY6rS, Covers. Cord Adjusters' Socket
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Manufacturers of Hard Rubber Rod, Sb. ;t and Tubing.
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Office: 568 Broadway, N.Y. Factory: Morrisvillo, Pa.

M. Dittenhoefer, Gen'IMgr. Geo. Pellinger, Mgr. Elec'l Dept.

field's Electric

15fi?^S^H?B!?5J!f5fi55ff5S .

Improved Construc-
tion. Highest Effi-

ciency. Simple and
Compact. Greatest
Economy.

Write for Particulars.

Acknowledged eve-
rywhere without an
equal.

GOLD STREET CAR HEATING CO., Frank rort and Cliff Sts.. N. Y
658 Rookery, Chicago.

Front View ol Gold's Improved Three- Degree Panel
Electric Heater.

THE PHOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric and Gas
Globes, Shades, Sec

Have you a copy of our No. 8 Catalogue?
If not, send for it

PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

ii
P

TRADE MARE. M^
ECAMOlU

Aluminum Paint.
Latest application of aluminum. Looks like frosted silver. Washable,
fjntarnishable. Water and Oil Proof, Durable, Easily applied. Bicycles,
Radiators, Pipes, Metal Work, Machinery, etc. Makes tarnished objects
better than new. A necessity in household, in machine shop and t»
engineer.

THE AMERICAN PE3AM01D CO., 330 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Eschwei Electric Co.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

ARC LIGHTS.
47 49 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.

A Direct Reading

OHMMETER
A Resistance Can Be

Found Easily, Rap-
idly and Accurately

AM. Fl. Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., New York.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AM CONTRUTORS
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THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advertisements «f 4 linea or leaa under this head)
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ratea.

ZIMDARS * HUNT.
General Electrical Contraotoi*. Wiring-
complete planU, etc. 127 Fifth Are., New
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HATZEL* BUEHLER
Electrical Engineers ana Contractors.

Fifth Avenue, New York.
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J. F. BIDSTRUP & CO.
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C. MclNTIRE CO.
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Motors Bought, Sold and Installed.

Motors Main taint d at Reasonable Ratea.

THE ELECTRIC IfOTOK INSPECTION ANIi
REPAIR CO. OF NEW YORK.

General Office .. .34 PARK ROW. NEW YORr
H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call. 418 Cortland

CUT FULL SIZE OF BOOK.

ELECTRICAL TABLES and MEMORANDA
By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

This little book is only axa^ inches in sire, and can be
easily carried in the Test pocket for immediate reference.

It gives electrical tables and formuUe of every kind. On
account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable

books. PRICE, 50 CENTS.

address, THE ELECTRICAL AGE, NEW YORK.
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£LECTRO- MAGNETS and TELEPHONE BOBBINS
17-27 Vande water St., New York.

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PJUMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

£94 Broadway, • • • New York.
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Copyrights Ac.
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MUNN £ Co.36tBread-^ Hew York
Branch Office. 625 F St., Washington, D. C.
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Pittsburg: Westinjrhouse Bldg. Philadelphia: 1225 Betz Bldg

f New York: iscortlandt St. I Moago: 543 The Rookery.
St Louis: 507 Security Bldg.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL IN

PATENTGAUSES.TRADE-fflMS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

34C5 Broad^way,
]f. T. Life Ins. Building. NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Gas and Electric

Globes, Shades, Etc.

^ HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATALOGUE?

• IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

• Pittsburgh. New York. Chicago.

© **»© f•+•+••+•+•+•+•+•+•+•+•

it
P

TRADE HARE. M^
ECAMOlU

Aluminum JPaint.

HARD RUBBER GOODS
For Electrical an'" Mechanical Pnrpeses a Specialty.

I GlGpriOnG KGCGIVGrSt tors, Maunet Heads, Battery

WSICn u3S6 nGCGIYGrS. Covers. Cord Adjusters,' Socket
Bushings, Switch Handles. Key Knobs, Nipples.

Manufacturers of Hard Rubber Rod, Sh it and Tubing.

THE GOODYEAR VULCANITE COMPANY,
Office: 568 Broadway, N.Y. Factory: Morrisville, Pa.

Latest application of aluminum. Looks like frosted silver. Washable.
Untarnishabte. Water and Oil Proof, Durable, Easily applied. Bicycles,
Radiators, Pipes, Metal Work, Machinery, etc. Makes tarnished objects
better than new. A necessity in household, in machine shop and f
enginee>-.

THE AMERICAN mAMOID CO.. 3*0 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

M. Dittenhotfer, Gen'lMgr. Geo. Pellinger, Mgr. Elec'l Dept.

Gold's Electric

HEATERS.
Improved Construc-

tion. Highest Effi-

ciency. Simple and
Compact. Greatest
Economy.

Write for Particulars.

Acknowledged eve-
rywhere without an
equal.

.GOLD STREET CAR HEATING CO., Frankfort and Cliff Sts.. N.

658 Rookery, Chicago.

Fi i<iit View of Gold's Improved Three-Degree Panel
Electric Heater.

Eschwei Electric Co.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

AEC LIGHTS.
47 49 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.

A Direct Reading

OHMMETER
A Resistance Can Be
Found Easily, Rap-
idly and Accurately

AM. Fl. Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., New York.

SEE PAGE IV.
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Office Furniture and Fixtures
THE BEST FOR DESIGN AND

MANUFACTURED BY
QUALITY.

WM.-SCHWARZWAELDER & CO.,
343 BROADWAY, <

Near Leonard St., NEW YORK.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
|
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Prentiss Clock Improvement Co , The x
1 Riley Brothers viii

Ro bliuy's Sons Co , John A iii

American Electric Specialty Company i Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co x

American Pegamoid Co i
Schatz, Adam E

|

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

RECOMMENDED BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advertisements of 4 lines or less under this head)

§26 per year, additional lines at proportionate
rates.

ZIMDAR8& HUNT.
General Electrical Contraotoi*. "Wlrlnr
complete plant*, etc. 127 Fifth Ave., New
York. N. Y.

SeliitY, Jordan & Co x\i

I Schoonmauer, A. O i

Schwarzwaelder & Co., Wm.

Associated Trade & Industrial Press x

Auto-Acetylene Co viii

Baker&Eox iii . Scientific Publishing Co., The x

Bidstrup & Co., J.F ii Splitcort, C. F ii

Brewster Engineering Co , The ii
Staudard Underground Cable Co.

.

HATZEL A BUEHLER
Electrical Engineers ai

Fifth Avenue, New York
ectricarEnglneer8 and Contractors. 114

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange ii

Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co., L't'd.

iii J. F. BIDSTRUP &, CO.
35 Frankfort Street, New York El*v*v
trical Work of all kinds. "Wiring etc Drnamo and Motor Repairing, Electrical
bupplies.

Vosburgh Mfg Co., L't'd., W. C viii

DYNAMO Md ARMATURE
Rewindinc Repairing and Reconstructing Armararss.

Dynamos,Railway Motori.Tranaformsrs, Commutators.

Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

S3 N. J. R. R. Are., Newark, N. J.

Oarey Spring Works x Weston Elestrical Instrument Co Sfl*

Central Mfg. Co ix Zimdars fc Hunt

Edison Decorative & Miniature Lamp Dep't ix

Electric Motor Inspection & Repair Co ii

Ericsson Telephone Co ii

Eschwei Electric Co i

Garvin Machine Co vi

Gleason Mfg Co
t
E. P xii, xv

Gold Street Car Heating Co i

Goodyear Vulcanite Co., The i

'

Gordon Battery Co ii

Goubert Mfg. Co xvi

Granger, Francis v

Eatzel & Buehler ii

Hoggson & Co. , i>. H x

Holmes, Jay vii

India Rubber and Guttapercha Insulating Co xi

Jones & Son Co , The J xiv

Mclntlre Patent Connector
AND TERMINALS.

Fue Wire, Fu»e Links and Strips.

C. MclNTlRE CO.
IS Frankll:i M.. Xewark, .V J. W

X-RAY COILS ASpecialty.

C. F. SPLITDORF, 17-27 VandewaterSt., N. Y-

GORDON BATTERY GOMPANY.
THE BEST PRIMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

the electric motor inspecyion axd 594 Broadw ay, . . . New York.REPAIR CO. OF NEW YORK. w««» aj

,

"°" ""*•

Motors Bought, Sold and Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.

Molntire Co., C ii

Meyrowitz, E. B xiv

Morris Elec'ric Co., The xiii

Munn & Co ii

National Ore & Reduction Co, Tlie viii

New York Central & H. R. R. R xii

Norden Electric Works x

Okonite Co., L't'd, The i

Paull Music Co., E.T viii

Phoenix Glass Co i

General Office ...34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK
H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call. 418 Cortland

^7". WO*(0C*rui. ALL rf*TAL A*Cr>V/TA

IT IS THE BEST
- WHY NOT HAV£T tl

000000000€>OOOfWy»000«M>©©0©
TYPEWRITER BARGAINS. 2

Practically new liemlngtoiu, }L
Calik-r.-iph., Smith-Premier*, v
HauimmiUO iM-.Drn.oiore^ J
fully guaranteed, only f20 to3
tSO—Cost $100. Good ma-
chines rented ft monthly. £k
Free Handsome Colored^
Price List. Also, list of Re-
vised American Standard Pit-

Shorthand Books, arraneed for self-instruction.
; ( on«olldnt»d Typewriter Exchange, 245 B'war, H. T.

CUT FULL SIZE OF BOOK.

ELECTRICAL TABLES and MEMORANDA
By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

This little book is only 2x25^ inches in size, and 'can be
•asily carried in the vest pocket for immediate reference.
It gives electrical, tables and formulae of every kind. On
account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable
books. PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address, THE ELECTRICAL AGE, NEW YORK.

50 YEARS'
RIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights 4c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest areney for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

tpecial notice, without; charee, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest otr.
eulation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN 4 Co. 36,Bread«* New York
Branch Ofifice. 625 F 9t., Washington, D. C.



THE CANAL QUESTION FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

Established ic83. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XXIV.— No. 640. NF.W YORK, OCTOBER 21, 1899. Subscript per year.

A&Jfe
1889.

F>J=CRIS EXPOSITION MEDKL
FOR —

RUBBER INSULKTION.
THE STANDARD FOR

OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE WEATHERPROOT WIRES
WIUARD l candee ',„,„.„„ THE OKONITE CO., Ltd., Sole Manufacturers, geo . T . manson, gcn<.» son

W. H. HODGINS SccncTARY. "

1893.

JltfORL-D'S FHIR MEDKL
FOR

RUBBER INSULHTION.
RUBBER INSULATION.

w,fc *' ,__ ,' Managers.
M. DURANT CHEEVERl 253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Fibre
Paper
Rubber CABLES AND

High Grade Rub-
ber i uveiTil and
Weatherproof WIRES •+••+••.

t onduitx and Acce«»orle«. for Telephone, Telegraph,
Electric Light and Power.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE COMPANY,
Pittsbursr: Westhisrhouse. Bldg. Philadelphia: ie,'5 Betz Bldg.

New Yo'k: IS Cowlanflt St. Chicago: 542 The Rockery.
St. Louis: 507 Security Bldg.

THE

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL IN

PATENT CAUSES, TRADEMARKS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

34<> B:roa.clA2vray,
V. T. Life Ins. Building. NEW YORK.

8PEER
Carbon Brushes

Are made under tha
direct supervision of

Mr. J. s. SPEER for-

inerly of the Partridge
Carbon Co . This
guarantees the e.vcel-

iency of the brushes,
which are made in

every, type required.

I PHOENIX GL0SS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gas and Electric

Globes, Shades, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATALOGUE?

IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

• Pittsburgh. New York. Chicago.
*

• t•©•©©•••••©©•••©
ii PTKAD£ MARK. Maw

ECAMOlU
Aluminum IPaint.

Latest application of aluminum. Looks liko frosted silver. "Washahla.
Untarnishable. Water and Oil Proof, Durable, Easily anplied. Bicv
Radiators, Pipes, Metal Work, Machinery, etc. Makes tarnished obi
better than new. A necessity la household, in machine shop and f
engineer.

NOT IN THE TRUST. THE AMERICAN PEOAMOID CO.. 330 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

The Speer Carbon Co., ST. MARYS,
Pa., U. S. A.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now succegaor to the Patent Bugtnetm heretofore conducted
by •' The Electrical World."

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES Bldg., N. Y.

Gold's Electric

HEATERS.
Improved Construc-

tion. Highest Effi-

ciency. Simple and
Compact. Greatest
Economy.

Write tor Particulars.

Acknowledged eve.
rywhere without an
equal.

GOLD STREET CAR HEATING CO., Frankfort and Cliff Sts., N.

658 Rookery, Chicago.

Front View ol Gold's Improved Three-Degree Panel
Electric Heater.

Eschwei Electric Co.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

AEC LIGHTS.
47 49 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.

Direct Reading

Ohmmeters
BRUSHES

RHEOSTATS,
Special Machinery.

AM. El. Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., New York.

SEE PAGE IV.
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Office Furniture anu Fixtures
THE BEST FOR DESIGN AND QUALITY.

MANUFACTURED BY

WM.-SCHWARZWAELDER & CO.,
343 BROADWAY, <

Near Leonard St., NEW YORR.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.

American Electric Specially Company i

American Pi Kanioul co i

Associated Trade k Industrial Press x

Audit Co., The... viii

Auto-Acetylene Co viii

Baker&Eox iii

Bidsirup & Co., J. F ii

Brewster Engineering Co , The ix

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange ii

Oarey Spring Works x

Central Mfg. Co ix

Edison Decorative k Miniature Lamp Dep't ix

Electric Motor Inspection k Repair Co i)

Ericsson Telephone Co ii

Eschwei Electric Co i

Garvin Machine Co vi

Gleason Mfg Co , E. P xii, xv

Gol.1 Street Car Heating Co

Gordon Battery Co. ii

Granger, Francis v

Hatzel & Buehler ii

Hoggson & Co., S. H x

Holmes, Jay vii

India Rubber and tlutta Percha Insulating Co xi

Jones & Son Co , The J xiv

Milntire Co., C ii

Meyrowitz, E. B xiv

Morris Elec'ric Co., The xiii

Munn & Co ii

New York Central & H. R. R. R '.

xii

Morden Electric Works x

OkoniteCo., L't'd, The i

Paull Music Co., E.T viii

Phoenix Glass Co i

Pope Mfg Co x

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co , The x

Riley Brothers viii

Roeblins's Sons Co , John A iii

Rosenbaum, W. A i

Satety Insulated Wire & Cable Co x

Schatz, Adam E i

Scliiff, Jordan & Co wi
Schoonmaner, A. O i

Schwarzwaelder & Co., Wm ii

Scientific Publishing Co., The x

Speer Carbon C i

Splitdort, C. F ii

Standard Underground Cable Co i

Stucky k Heck Electric Mfg. Co.. Ltd ii

Vosburgh Mfg. Co.. Ltd., W. C viii

Weston Elestrical Instrument to -2|6

Zimdars & Hunt ii

DYNAMO Md ARMATURE
Rewinding Repairing »nd Reoonitrnoting Armatures,

Djn»moi,Railw»y Ifotora.Tranaformeri, Commutator!.

Stucky k Hack Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

S5 N. J. R. R. Ave., Newark, N. J.

Mclntlre Patent Connector
AND TERMINALS.

Pnae Wire, Fu»e Links and Strips.

C. MclNTlRE CO.
IS Franklin St., Newark, N. J.

Motors Bought, Sold and Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.

THE EI/KCTKIC WOTOn IN-ri( ION AXb
REPAIR CO. OK NEW YORK.

General Office 84 PARK ROW, NEW YORE
H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call. 418 Cortland
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

RECOMMENDED BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advertisements of 4 lines or less under this heae)

1*26 per year, additional lines at proportionate
rates.

ZIMDARS A HUNT.
General Electrical ContraotOis. "Wiring
complete plants, etc. 127 Fifth Ave., New
York. N. Y. '

HATZEL «V BUEHLER
Electrical Engineers and Contractors.

Fifth Avenue, New York.
114

J. F. BIDSTRUP & CO.
35 Frankfort Street, New York. Ele«-
trical Work of all kinds. Wiring etc by
namo and Motor Kepairing, Electrical
Supplies.

ELECTRO- MAGNETS and TELEPHONE BOBBINS
11-27 Vandewater St., New Yoik.

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PJUMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

G94 Broadway, . . . New York.

2©©<Hwoe©«©©T!r©©f»f»©©©©©©©§
TYPEWRITER BARGAINS. 2

Practically new Krrolngtons, Z
r wz , u CaligrupbN Mmllh-Prrinltn, J
J n|K MT Humnii>nd>,Yo»ts,Urn«iBOrr*

>
9

'*.' - fc RTI fully gua'anteed, only $20 to 3
|. »50—Cost $100. Good ma- 5
Ichines r>-nt'd $4 nvnthly. r"
Free Handsome Colored}
Price List. Also, list of Re.

J
vised A nirrlfan Standard Pit- v

Shorthand Rook., arraneed for self-instruction.
' ' on.nlldatcd Trprwrltrr Ktrhanitp, 24S H'w.y, N. T.
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CUT FULL SIZE OF BOOK.

ELECTRICAL TABLES and MEMORANDA
By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

This little book is only 2x2^ inches in size, and can be
•asily carried in the vest pocket for immediate reference.
It gives electrical tables and formulas of every kind. On
account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable
books. PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address, THE ELECTRICAL AGE, NEW YORK.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest aeency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Slunn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. $3 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN «Co. 36,Broad^ New York
Branch Office. 625 F St., Washington, D. C.



AHERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION CONVENTION REPORT NUMBER.

Established ic83. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XXIV.—No. 650. NEW YORK, OCTOBER 28, 1* Sul'- |n. r yoar.

1889.

PHRIS EXPOSITION MEDHL
FOR

RUBBER INSULKTION.
THE STANDARD FOR

*Wa
1893.

WOR J-D'S

RUBBER
RUBBER INSULA"

FHIR MEDKL
FOR
INSULATION.

TRADE MARK.

OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRES.

WIULARD L. CANDEE >
'» THE OKONITE CO., Ltd., Sole Manufacturers, GE0 .T. MANSON, Gcr^SurT

M. ouRANTCHEEVERt manaccrs. 253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. w. H. hodgins, sec « Ct.r»

The Speer Carbon Co.,

SPEER
Carbon Brushes

Are made under tha
direct supervision of
Mr. J. S. SPEER for-

merly »l the Partridge
Carbon Co.). Ibis
guarantees the excel-
lency of the brushes,
which are made in

every type required

NOT IN THE TRUST.

ST. MARYS,
Pa., U. S. A.

& cables and
High Grade Rub-
ber Covered and
Weatherproof WIRES

Conduits and Accessories, for Telephone, Telegraph,
Electric Light and Power.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE COMPANY,
Pittsburjr: Westinghouse Bldg. Philadelphia: 1225 Betz Bldg.

e» New York: 18 Cortlandt St. Chicago: 542 The Rockery.
St. Louis: 507 Security Bldg.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL IN

PATENTCAUSESJRADE-MMS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

346 Broadway,
V. T. life Ins. Building. NEW YORK.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by •• The Electrical World."

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y.

Gold's Electric

HEATERS.
Improved Construc-

tion. Highest Effi-

ciency. Simple and
Compact. Greatest
Economy.

Writefor Particulars.

Acknowledged eve-
fitho

SMiHiHiiiiiiS
Front View ot Gold's Improved 1 hree-Degree Panel

Electric Heater.
rywhere without an
equal.

fiOLO STREET CAR HEATING CO., Frankfort and Cliff Sts., N. Y-
658 Rookery, Chicago.

PHOENIX GLflSS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gas and Electric

Globes, Shades, Etc,

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATALOGUE?

IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

Pittsburgh. New York. Chicago.

i i |*f
TRADE MARE.

rEGAMOl 99

Aluminum 3?aint.
Latest application of aluminum. Looks like frosted silver. Washable.
Untarnishable. Water and Oil Proof, Durable, Easily applied. Bicvclea.
Radiators, Pipes, Metal Work, Machinery, etc. Makes tarnished object*)
better than new. A necessity in household, in machine shop and f
engineer. r

J

THE AMERICAN PE3AM0ID CO., 330 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Eschwei Electric Co.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

ARC LIGHTS.
47 49 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.

Direct Reading

Ohmmeters
BRUSHES.

RHEOSTATS,
Special Machinery.

AM. El. Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St.. New York.

SEE PAGE IV.
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BAKER & CO.,
Newark, N. J.

Xlw York Office: 120 Liiikrty Si.

In Sheet or Wire, any degree of hardness.

PLATINUM
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
Prentiss Clock Improvenien t Co , The t

Rilev Rrothers viii

America.. Electric Nov. & Ml". Co Xtl BtteWng'* Sons Co
,

Job,, A

lioscnbtiim, W. A
American Electric Special! J I'ompany 1
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Dynamoi.Railway Motora,Tr»na<orm»n, Oommutatora.

Stucky k Heck Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

S5 N. J. R. R. Ave., Newark, I». J.

i in" t mmrii n

Associated Trade & Industrial Press x

Audit Co., The viii

Baker A; Co ii
Scientiflc Publishing Co., The.

.

Speer Carbon C >

Baker &Fox '"
Splitdor., C. F «

Bidsirup & Co., J . E ii standard Underground Cable Co i

Brewster Engineering Co , Tic ix Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co.. I/tfd ii

Consolidated Typewriter Excha,.,,. si
Yosbnrgh Mfg. Co.. L't'd

.
W. C v.,i

Weston Elestrical Instrument Co •£±rt

Oerey Spring Work. x
ziwdars & Hunt Q

Central Mfg. Co ix^^___
Edison Decorative & Miuiature Lamp Uep't ix

Electric Motor Inspection .v. Repair Co ii

Ericsson Telephone Co >'

Eschwei Electric Co i

Garvin Machiue Co vi

6-leason Mfg Co , E. P xii, xv

Gold Street Car Heating Co i

Gordon Battery Co. .
.

ii

Granger, Francis v

Hatzel & Buehler ii

Hoggson & Co., S. H x

Holmes, Jay vii

India Rubber and Guttapercha Insulating Co xi

Jones k Son Co , The J xiv

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co xvi

Molntire Co., C ii

Meyrowitz, E. B xiv

Morris Electric Co., The. . xiii

Munn & Co ii
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Norden Electric Works x

Okonite Co., L't'd, The i

Paull Music Co., E.T viii

Phoenix Glass Co j

Pope Mlg Co \

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

RECOMMENDED BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advertisements of 4 lines or less under thin hea4

$t26 per year, additional lines at proportionate
rates.

ZIMDAR8 A. HUNT.
General Electrical Contraotoi*. Wiring
complete plants, etc. 127 Fifth Ave., New
York. N. Y. '

HATZEL II BUEHLER „
Electrical Engineers and Contractors. 114

F,f*h Avenue, N*»w York.

Melntlra Patent Connector
AND TERMINALS.

Faie Wire, Fine Link* and Strips.

C. MclNTIRE CO.
15 Franklin *»».. Newark, N. J.

Motors Bought, Sold and Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.

THE ELECTRIC TtfOTOU IXSPKCYION AN:
REPAIR CO. OF NEW YORK.

General Office 34 PARK ROW. NEW TORF

H L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call. 418 Cortland

CUT FULL SIZE OF BOOK.

ELECTRICAL TABLES and MEMORANDA
By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

Th.'s little book is only 2x25^ inches in size, and can be
easily carried in the vest pocket for immediate reference.
It gives electrical tables and formulas of every kind. On
account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable
books. PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address, THE ELECTRICAL AGE, NEW YORK.

J. F. BIDSTRUP &l CO.
:i5 Fiaukfort iSireet, New York. Elee-
trical Work of all kinds. Wiring, etc. Dy-
namo and Motor Repairing, Electrical
Supplies

X-RAY COILS A specialty.

C. F. SPLITDORF, 17-27 Vandewater St., N. Y

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PRIMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

594 Broadway, • • • New York.
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EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anvonp sending a sketch and description may

quleklv ascertain our opinion free whether an
inveiit'ion is probably patentable. Coninmnie*-

•rictly confldential. Handbook on Patents
scut 1. Qcy for securing patents.

its taken through Munn & Co. receive
thout charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Tarjrest etr-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms. *8 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealer*.

MUNNSCo. 361Broad^ New York
Branch Office. 026 F St., Washington, D. C



• THE LATEST AUTOMOBILE.
ELECTRICITY IN THE GOLD HINES AT CRIPPLE CREEK, COLO.

Established iS83. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XXIV.—No. 651. new york, November 4. Sub- ..'at.

Foreign Conntrii

1889.

PARIS EXPOSITION MEDHL
FOR

RWBBEF2 INSULHTION.
*S»fc

1893.

WORLD'S FKIR
FOR

RUBBER INSULHTION.

7VtEDHL

THE STANDARD FOR ™^^™^5ffi?Eu5t*^^^ RUBBER INSULATION.
OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRES

WILLARD l. candee ' M . NAr„^ THE OKONITE CO., Ltd., Sole Manufacturers, geo . T MANSO n, g c.c, s^
M. DURANTCHEEVER' managibs. 2g3 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. W. H. HOGGINS. Stcti....

The Speer Carbon Co.,

SPEER
Carbon Brushes

Are made under tha
direct --upervisioti of
Mr. J. S. SPEER for-

merly of the Partridge
Carbon Cn.!. This
guarantees the excel-
lency of the brushes,
which are made in

e\ erv type required

NOT IN THE TRUST.

ST. MARYS,
Pa., U. S. A.

(•••^©^©©©©©©©.©©©^

ai CABLES AND
Hifrh Grade Rub-
ber covered and
Weatherproof WIRES

Conduits and S cce.iiories. for Telephone, Telegraph,
Electric L.ight and Power.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE COMPANY,
Pittsbursr: Westinghouse Bldg. Philadelphia: 1225 Betz Bldg.

Xew York: 18 Cortlandt St. Chicago: 542 The Rockery.
St. Louis: 507 Security Bldg.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL, IN

THE

PHOENIX GLflSS CO.

.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Gas and Electric .

Globes, Shades, Etc,

.

*

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATALOGUE?

IF NOT, SEND FOR IT. ?

Pittsburgh. New York. Chicago, t

+•+•+©•••+••••©©©©©•
it
P

TRADE MARE. j^ .

ECAMOlD
Aluminum r»aint.

_ Latest application of aluminum. Looks liko frosted silver w«ah«hu

PATENTCAUSESJMDE-M \RRS and COPYRIGHTS &&&®si®!&S23is,s&»
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

346 Broad^way,

Rad.ators, Pipes, Metal Work, Machinate. Mak'es tarnished object.
better than new. A necessity in household, in machine shop and to

THE AMERICAN PE3AM0ID CO..

V. T. Life Ins. Building. NEW YORK.
330 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now snecessor to the Patent Bunlnemt heretofore conducts*
by •• The Electrical World."

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N. Y.

Gold's Electric

HEATERS.
Improved Construc-

tion. Highest Effi-

ciency. Simple and
Compact. Greatest
Economy.

Write for Particulars.

Acknowledged eve-
rywhere without an
equal.

Eschwei Electric Co.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

ARC LIGHTS.
47 49 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.

Front View of Gold's Improved I hrce-Degree Panel
Electric Heater.

GOLD STREET CAR HEATING CO., Frankfort and Cliff Sts., N. Y
658 Rookery, Chicago.

Direct Reading

Ohmmeters
BRUSHES

RHEOSTATS.
Special Machinery.

AM. El. Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St.. New York

SEE PAGE IV.
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BAKER & CO.,
Newark, N. J.

New York Office: 120 Liberty St.

In Sheet or Wire, any degree of hardness.

PLATINUM
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
American Electric Soy. \ Mlg. Co xii

American Electric Special!} Tympany i

American Pegamoid to 1

Associated Trade & Industrial Press x]

Audit Co., The hi

Auto-Acetylene Co viii
,

Baker A: Co ii

Baker&Fox iii

Bidstrup A: Co., J.F ii

Brewster Engineering Co , Tlie ix

Bullock Electric M'g. Co v
.

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange '.

ii

Oarey Spring Works x I

Central Mfg. Co ix

Edison Decorative k Miniature Lamp Dep't ix

Electric Motor Inspection & Repair Co ii

Ericsson Telephone Co ii

Eschwei Electric Co i

,

Garvin Machine Co vi

Gleason Mfg Co , E. R xii, xv
,

Goli Street Car Heating Co i

Gordon Battery Co« ii

Granger, Francis v

Hatzel & Buehler it I

Hoggson & Co., S. H x

Holmes, Jay vii

India Rubber and Guttapercha Insulating Co xi

Jones k Son Co , The J xiv

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co xvi I

Mclnrire Co., C ii

!

Meyrowitz, E. B xiv

Morris Electric Co., The xiii

Munn & Co ii

New York Central k H. R. R. B xii

Norden Electric Works x

Okonite Co., L't'd, The j

Paull Music Co., E.T viii

Phoenix Glass Co j

Pope Mfg Co x

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co , The x

Kiley Brothers iii

Rosenheim, W. A i

Safety Insulated Wire A: Cable Ci x

Schatz, Adam E 1

Schwarzwaelder & Co., Wm ii

Scientific Publishing Co., The x

Speer Carbon Co '

SplitC'Ort, C. F ii

Standard Underground Cable Co i

Stucky A: Heck Electric Mfg. Co. LtM ii

Vosburgh Mfg Co., L't'd . W. C iii

Weston Electrical Instrument Co 24"

Zimdars & Hunt n

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

RECOMMENDED BY
THE ELECTRICAL AGE.

Advertisements of 4 lines or less under this bead)
926 per year, additional lines at proportional*

ZIMDARS A. HUNT.
General Electrical Contract&i*. Wlrlnr
complete plant*, etc. 127 Fifth Ave.. New
York. N. Y.

'

HATZEL A. BUEHLER
Electrical Eugineers and Contractors. 114

Fifth Avenue, N*»w York.

J. F. BIDSTRUP A ro,
:*0 Ftaukfort Street, New York. Elec-
trical Work of all klnde. Wiring etc Lry
namo and Motor Repairing, Electrical
Supplies

DYNAMO tid ARMATURE
Rewindln( Repairing and Reconstructing Armatnrsi,

Dynamos, Railway Motors,Tranaformsn, Commutatori.

Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co.. Ltd.,

35 \. J. R. R. Are., Newark, N. J.

Mai

O. 3E-. SPLiITDORP,
MAN'CTACTDREB OF

Mclntlre Patent Connector
AND TERMINALS.

Fine Wire, Fine Links and Strips.

C. MclNTIRE CO.
IS Franklin M., Newark. ,V J. ffe

Motors Bought, Sold and Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.

THE ELECTRIC TtfOTOK iNM'KCI'ION AXLp
REPAIR CO. OF NEW YORK.

General Office 34 PARK ROW. XEW YORK
H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call. 418 Cortland

ELECTRO- MAGNETS and TELEPHONE BOBBINS
17-27 Vandewater St., New York.

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PHIMARY BATTERY POR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

694 Broadway. • • • New York.

' fi TYPEWRITER BARGAINS. 2
IngtMu, ^Practically new Kci

- <« p Csllcrapkt, BailU-PrcBicn;
2 |n| BT HlBmontt.,l wtsDfiisorM,
£ I ijK3vH Ssask. ^ul '>' guaranteed, only f90 to

C JaflflSfl L **°—c"st * ,0°- Good rna-

C ^tf&. Kchir.es rented 94 monthly.
*"-- " ^^ Free Handsome Colored

Price List, Also, list of Re-
vised AaeHran Staadard Pit.

'* Shorthand Book., arranged for self-isstrnction.

J Consolidated Typewriter Eiebaaiv. 245 B'wsy, H. T.

CUT FULL SIZE OF BOOK.

ELECTRICAL TABLES and MEMORANDA
By SILVANU8 P. THOMPSON.

This little book it only 2x23^ inches in sire, and can be
easily carried in the vest pocket for immediate reference.
It gives electrical tables and formulae of every kind. On
account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable
books. PRICE, 50 CEITrS.

Address, THE ELECTRICAL AGE. NEW YOBJL

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest aeency for seenring patents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Larcast cir-
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. %& a
year ; four months, Jl. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co.36lB~-*^ New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.



Established i&83.

/\ unique waick kuwck rLAi> I

An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XXIV.—No. 652. NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 11. 1809. Subsr-riptii ii. - oar.

Foreign t'ouutri' r year.

1889.

PRRIS EXPOSITION MEDHL
FOR —

RWBOER INSULHTION.
THE STANDARD FOR

aw^
1893.

SnZOR LD'S

RUBBER
RUBBER INSULAT

FT* I R 7UVEDHL
FOR
IINSVJLTTTIOIN.

TRADE M6RK.

OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRES
THE OKONITE CO., Ltd., Sole Manufacturers,

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.U. DURANT CHEEVER'
GEO. T. MANSON, Ginom Suf»
W. H. HODGINS. Sccrctarv

SPEER
Carbon Brushes

Are made under tha
direct supervision of
Mr. J. S. SPEER (for-

merly of the Partridge
Carboi This
guarantees the excel-
lency of the brushes,
which are made in

every type required

NOT IN THE TRUST.

The Speer Carbon Co., ST.
Pa.

MARYS,
U. S. A

aL cables and
High Grade Rub-
ber Covered and
Weatherproof WIRES

Conduits and A cce»§orien. for Telephone, Telegraph,
Electric Light and Power.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE COMPANY,
Pittsburg: Westinghouse Bldg. Philadelphia: 1SS5 Beta Bldg.

r New York: 18 Cortlandt St. Chicago: 542 The Rockery.
St-. Louis: 507 Security Bldg.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
COUNSEL IN

PATENTCAuSESJRADE-MARKS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN ANTJ FOREIGN,

34<5 Broadv^ay,
V. T. Llf« Ins. Building. NEW YORK.

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR ANi
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducts*
by "The Electrical World."

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES Bldg., N. Y.

The IMPROVED "DAYLIGHT" DESK LAMP,
PARABOLA EFFECT.

This Electric Desk Lamp is i . n
strut-ted upon scientific principles,
and is of great value to those who
are compelled to do desk work.
The fight Is soft and abundant, and
so well distributed as to leave no
shadows or dark corners on the
desk; yet the lamp itself is entirely
shaded from the eyes, and in no
way interferes with the opening or
closing ot ;i "roll top" desk.
Nothing in the market compares

favorably with it It doubles the
power of an incandescent lamp
without bunching the light.

Adjustable "Roll Top" Desk Lamp, without socket, $3.00.

FRANK E. KINSMAN. 26 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
HAVEMEVER BUILDING.

No Special Lamp or Socket Necessary.

ILLUSTRATION
• NEXT

ISSUE.

• ?

I PHOENIXGLflSS CO. I
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gas and Electric I

Globes, Shades, Etc.

!

— •
HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATALOGUE? ±

IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

• Pittsburgh. New York Chicago.
*

•>•+••

f f p^, TRADE MARK.

EGAMOI JJ

Aluminum Paint.
Latest application of aluminum. Looks like frosted silver. Washabla,
Uutarmsbable. Water and Oil Proof, Durable, Easily anplied. Bicvelea,
Radiators, Pipes, Metal Work, Machinery, etc. Makes tarnished obiecta
better than new. A necessity in household, in machine shop and t«
enginfter.

THE AMERICAN PE5AM0ID CO., 330 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

Eschwei Electric Co.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

ARC LIGHTS,
47 49 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.

Direct Reading

Ohmmeters
BRUSHES.

RHEOSTATS.
Special Machinery.

AM. El. Specialty Co.,

123 Libert, St.. New York.

SRE PAGE FV.
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BAKER & CO.,
Newark, N. J.

New York Office: 120 Lihertv St.

In Sheet or Wire, any degree of hardness.

pijmNUM
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
American Electric Nov. &; Mlg Co xii

American Electric Speri&ltj Cunipaiiy i I

American Pegamoid i_n. i

Associated Trade A Industrial Press x

Audit Co., The iii

'

Auto-Acetylene Co viii

Baker & Co ii

Baker & Fox iii

Bidstrup & Co., J.F ii

Brewster Engineering Co , The ix

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co xi.

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange ii

Carey Spring Works / x

Central Mfg. Co *x

Edison Decorative & Miniature Lamp Ittp*t ix

Electric Motor Inspection & Repair Co i:

Ericsson Telephone Co i i

Eechwei Electric Co i

Garvin Machine Co vi

Gleason Mfg Co , E. P xii, xv

Gold Street Car Heating Co i

Gordon Battery Co ii

Granger, Francis v

Hatzel & Buehler ii

Hoggson & Co.f S. H x

Holmes, Jay vii

Jones & Son Co , The J xiv

Lynn Incandescent Lamp Co xvi

Mclntire Co., C ii

Meyrowitz, E. B xiv

Morris Electric Co., The xiii

Munn & Co ii

New York Central k H. R. R. B xii

Norden Electric Works x

Okonite Co., L't'd, The j

Paull Music Co., E.T viii

Phoenix Glass Co i

Pope M fg Co ... x

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co . The x

Kiley Brothers ii*

Rosenbiiim, W. A i

Safety Insulated Wire \- cable C > x

Schatz, Adam E
|

Schwarzwaelder & Co., Wm ii

Scientific Publishing Co., The x

Speer Carbon Co '

Splitrjorl, C. F ii

Standard Underground Cable Co '

Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co. L't'd ii

Vosburgh Mfg. Co., L't'd , W. C Hi

Weston Electrical Instrument Co

Zimdars A: Hunt ii

DYNAMO and ARMATURE
Rewinding Repairing; and Reconstructing Armatnrai,

Dynamoi,Railway Motors,Transform*]*, Commutator*.

Stucky It Heck Electric Mfg. Co.. Ltd.,

35 N. J. B. R. Ave., Newark, N. J.

Mclntire Patent Connector
AND TERMINALS.

Pnie Wire, Fine Link* and Strip*.

C. MclNTIRE CO.
IS Franklin M-. Newark. N. J. A
Motors Bought, Sold and Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.

THE ELKUTRIC MOTOR INSPECTION A>
REPAIR CO. OV NEW YORK.

General Office 34 PARK ROW, NEW YO T

H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call. 413 Cortlai •

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

RECOMMENDED BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advrr'Urmenrs *if 4 line* or Iron under this bra4

92f> per year, additional Hues ai proportional*
i air*.

ZIMDARS <fc HUNT.
General Electrical Contractor. Wiring
complete plants, etc. 127 Fifth Ave.. New
York. N. T. '

HATZEL «t_BUEHLER
ElllectricalEnglneers and Contractors. 114

Fifth Avenue, N>w York.

J. F. PIDSTKUP &, O.
<ib Fiaukiort cjiieet. New York. Elee-
trical Work of all kinds. Wiring, etc. L>y-
namo and Motor Repairing, Electrical
Supplies

X-RAY COILS A Specialty.

C. F. SPLITDORF, 17-27 Vandewater St.. N. Y

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY.
THE BEST PRIMARY BATTERY FOR
CLOSED OR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.

694 Broadway, • • • New York.

<»0©0000000©OOr>^^*50000©©©^
C ^e»V riPEWRITER BARGAINS. 2
|- ^Kj^l^SL Practically new Kemlagtoai, z

*«*-»__ ^»^rm Calliraph,., Smith. Premier*.
^J

fully guaranteed, onlv $tO to \

$56—Cost • 100. Good ma-
Ichines rented $4 monthly.

C afc<^l'« i'.'. -'H-Z^WF^' ~jr Free Handsome Colored***^=--?-«« - Price List. AJso, list of Re-
vised American Standard Pit- '

5 m *» Shorthand Book*, arranged for self-instruction.

C1 Conwlldated Typewriter Eiehanre, 245 B'way, H. T.

CUT FULL SIZE OF BOOK.

ELECTRICAL TABLES and MEMORANDA
By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

This little book is only 2x2^ inches in size, and can be
easily carried in the vest pocket for immediate reference.
It gives electrical tables and formulae of every kind. On
account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable
books. PRICE, 50 CENTS.
address, THE ELECTRICAL AGE, NEW YORK.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
Sent free. Oldest aeency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

tpecial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I.arrest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms. $3 a
year: four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co. 36,Broadwa^ New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.



AUTOHOBILES.
NIAGARA FALLS HYDRAULIC POWER PLANT.

Established I&83. An Illustrated Weekly Electrical Journal. 10 cents per copy

VOL. XXIV.—No. 653. NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 18, 1899. Subscripts ii, $2.60 j><;r year.
Foreign Countries, (3.50 per j

—

—

1889.

PKRIS EXPOSITION 7U?;EDHL.
FOR

RWB3ER INSULHTION.
*£«'*

1893.

T^EDHLWORLD'S FHIR
FOR

RWE3BE5R INSULHTION.
THE STANDARD FOR ^^^^SwfiiLi '

^^^ RUBBER INSULATION,

OKONITE WIRES, OKONITE TAPE, MANSON TAPE, CANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRE&
THE OKONITE CO., Ltd., Sole Manufacturers, GE 6. T . manson, g^-... sU pt.

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. w. h. hodgins, Scc BET«rv.
«f|tLARD t^ CANDEE »

NAGt
41. OORANT CHEEVER1 RS.

The Speer Carbon Co.,*

SPEER
Carbon Brushes

Are made under tha
direct supervision of
Mr. J. S. SPEER (for-

merly of the Partridge
Carbon Co.). This
guarantees the excel-
lency of, '.he brushes,
which a-, e made in

every type required.

NOT IN THE TRUST.

ST. MARYS,
Pa., U. S. A.

IiL CABLES AND
High Grade Rub-
ber t oveiuu and
Weatherproof

PATENTS. PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by « The Electrical World."

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N.Y .

The IMPROVED " DAYLIGHT" DESK LAMP.
PARABOLA EFFECT.

Tliis Electric Desk Lamp is con-
structed upon scientific principles,
and is of great value to those who
are compelled to do desk work.
The light is soft and abundant, and
so well distributed as to leave no
shadows or dark corners on the
desk; yet the lamp itself is entirely
shaded from the eyes, and in no
way interferes with the opening <>r

closing of a "roll top" desk.
Nothing in the market compares

favorably with it. It doubles the
power of an incandescent lamp
without bunching the light.

Adjustable "Roll Top" Desk Lamp, without socket, $3.00.

FRANK E. KINSMAN, 26 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
HAVEMEVER BUILDING..

No Special Lamp or Socket Necessary.

••••+•+•>••+•+•+•+•+••+••+

THE

! PHOENIX GLflSS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gas and Electric

Globes, Shades, Etc,'!
!

WIRES
Conduits BJid % ccessorieo. for Tel«-pl«o>:e, Telegraph,

Electric Light and Power.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE COMPANY,
pittsbumr: Westinirhonsp IMdg. Philadelphia: 1225 IJetz Bldg.

New Yc.>-k: 18 I ortWnrlt PI l h'oas^; 542 The Rockery.
st i on?*' spfWnritv P.ldBr.

ADAM E. SCHATZ,
~

COUNSEL IN

PATENT CAUSES, TRADE-MARKS and COPYRIGHTS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

34<5 •Broadway,
V. T. Lift Ins. Building. NEW YORK.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATALOGUE?

IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

• Pittsburgh. New York. Chicago.

•< i fy TRADE MARE.

ECAMOI 99

Aluminum. Paint.
Latest application of aluminum. Looks liko frosted silver. Washable.
Untarnishable. Water and Oil Proof, Durable, Easilv applied. Bicvclea.
Radiators, Pipes, Metal Work, Machinery, etc. Makes tarnished object*
bettor than new. A necessity in household, in machine shop and t»
engineer.

THE AMERICAN PE3AM0ID CO., 330 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Eschwei Electric Co.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

AEC LIGHTS.
47 49 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.

Direct Reading

Ohmmeters
BRUSHES.

RHEOSTATS,
Special Machinery.

AM. El. Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St.. New York.

TELEPHONE, 126 CORTLANOT.

SKJC PAGE IV.
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BAKER & CO.,
Newark, N. J.

New York Office: 120 Liberty St.

In Sheet or Wire, any degree of hardness.

PLATINUM
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
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Associated Trade & Industrial Press I
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Baker*; Fox iii
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Bullock Electric llfg. Co «(

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange ii

Carey Spring Works x
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Holmes, Jay vii
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Horden Electric Works x
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Paull Music Co., E.T viii

Phoenix Glass Co 1

Pope Mfg Co x

Prentiss Clock Improvemen t Co , The x

Riley Brothers iii

Rosenbaum, W. A i

Safety Insulated Wire A Cable Co x

Schatz, Adam E i

Sehwarzvvaelder It Co.. Wm ii

Scientific Publishing Co., The x

Speer Carbon Co '

Splittforf, C. F ii

standard Underground Cal.lt Co i

Stucky k Heck Electric Mfg. Co. Ltd ii

VosburgB Mfg Co., Ltd . w.c iii

Weston Electrical Instrument Co \>r>i

Zimdars b Hunt ii

DYNAMO MdJVRMATURE
Rewindlnf Repairing and Reconstructing Armature!,

Dynamoi,Railway Motore.Traneformeri. Commutator!.

Stucky & Heck Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

S3 IV. J. R. R. Aif., INewark, N. J.

Mclntlre Patent Connector
AND TERMINALS.

Fiie Wire, Fu«e Links and Stripe.

C. MclNTlRE CO.
15 Franklin *»»., Newark, K. J. ft

Motors Bought, Sold and Installed.

Motors Maintained at Reasonable Rates.

THE ELECTRIC .>fOTOR INSFKCVTOM AND
REPAIR CO. OF NEW YORK.

General Office ...34 PARK ROW, NEW TORE
H. L. SMITH, Mgr. Telephone Call. 41S Cortland

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS

RECOMMENDED BY

THE ELECTRICAL AGE.
Advertisements of 4 lines or less under thla heaA

$26 per year, additional lines at proportionate)
rates.

ZIMDARS A HUNT.
General Electrical Contractors. Wlrinr
complete plant", etc. 127 Fifth Ave.. New
York. N. Y. '

HATZEL Ml BUEHLER
Electrical Engineers and Contractors. 114

Fifth Avenue, New York.

J. F. BIDSTRUP& CO.
35 Frankfort Street, New York. Elee-
trical Work of all kinds. Wiring etc L»y
namo and Motor Repairing, Electrical
Supplies

O. JP. S]P1jITIDOIII»,
&UNUFACTUKKB OF
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CUT FULL SIZE Of BOOK.

ELECTRICAL TABLES and MEMORANDA
By SILVANUS P. THOMPSON.

This little book is only 2x23^ inches in size, and can be
easily carried in the vest pocket for immediate reference.
It gives electrical tables and formulae of every kind. On
account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable
books. PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address, THE ELECTRICAL AGE, NEW YORK.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Oommuniea
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

tpeeial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. $3 s
year: four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN 4 Co.3618™311^ New York
Branch Office. 625 F St., Washington, D. C

HOLOPHANE GLOBES.

More Light.

No Glare.

Perfect Diffusion.

Artistic Patterns

For all kinds of electric lighting,

Send for catalogues and price lists.
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The Speer Carbon Co.,

SPEER
Carbon Brushes

Are made under tha
direct supervision of
Mr. J. S. SPEER (for-

merly of the Partridge
Carbon Co.). This
guarantees the excel-
lency of. the brushes,
which are made in

every type required.

NOT IN THE TRUST.

ST. MARYS,
Pa., U. S. A.
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i PHOENIX GLfISS CO.
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SL CABLES AND
Ili^rii Grade I.'ub-

ber t civcroi and
Weatherproof WIRES
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Electric Light mid i'owcr.
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Globes, Shades, Etc.—
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PATENTS.
3 JO BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

PATENT SOLICITOR AND
ELECTRICAL EXPERT.

Former Manager, now successor to the Patent Business heretofore conducted
by " The Electrical World."

W. A. ROSENBAUM, 177 TIMES BLDG., N . Y.

The IMPROVED " DAYLIGHT" DESK LAMP.
PARABOLA EFFECT.

This Electric Desk Lamp is con-
structed upon scientific principles,
and is of great value to those who
are compelled to do desk work.
The light is soft and abundant, and
so well distributed as to leave no
shadows or dark corners on the
desk; yet the lamp itself is entirely
shaded from the eyes, and in no

jway interferes with the opening or
closing of a "roll top" desk.
Nothing in the market compares

favorably with it. It doubles the
power of an incandescent lamp
without bunching the light.

Adjustable "Roll Top" Desk Lamp, without socket, $3.00.

FRANK E. KINSMAN, 26 Cortlandt St., N. Y.
HAVEMEVER BUILDING.

No Special Lamp or Socket Necessary.

Eschwei Electric Co.,

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

AEC LIGHTS.
47 49 Centre Street,

NEW YORK.

Direct Reading

Ohmmeters
BRUSHES.

RHEOSTATS,
Special Machinery.

AM. El. Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., New York.

TELEPHONE, 126 CORTLANDT.

SEE PAGE IV.
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account of its convenient size it is one of the most salable
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complete plants, etc. 127 Fifth Ave., New
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LIGHT AND ITS MANIFESTATIONS.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2.

Human Rays.

•HUMAN RAYS.

(By Ottokar Hofmann.)

I have discovered the very interesting fact that the

human body emits rays which act on a sensitive photo-

graphic plate. There is a distinct difference in the prop-

erty of these rays and that of light. They pass through

certain opaque substances, while to others they impart

their vibration; and these substances in this condition

then act on the photographic plate. Before giving a

description of my experiments I will mention that it

seems that not all persons emit rays of the same chemical

energy. Some persons whom I tried produced a strong,

while others only a faint impression on the film and others

even none at all. But it may be that, had I tried these

Through the courtesy of "The Engineering and Mining Jour-
nal."

same persons the next day, the result would have been an
entirely different one, because I made t>ie observation
on myself that at different times there was much differ-

ence in the chemical energy of the rays emitting my fin-

gers. What causes these differences I do not know, but
these rays being produced by the functions of our organic
sj stem, it is not improbable that these differences occur
in connection with the regularity and irregularity of these
functions. However, my experience in this direction is

too limited to justify the expression of a positive opinion.
I filled a developing tray a little over half with de-

veloping solution and placed a sensitive photographic plate
ir. it with the film up. This was done in perfect darkness
without the use of a developing lamp. (The developing
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solution consisted of: Metol, | oz. hvdrochinon, | oz.

water, 80 oz. ; sulphate of soda, crystals, 4 oz., and car-

bonate of soda, crystals, 2\ oz.) Then I put the tips of

my fingers into the solution and kept them for 10 minutes

as' close as possible to the film. After this the plate was

put as usual into the "hypo" solution. When taken out

the negative showed five distinct black spots on the plate,

See Fig. 2. In this case the reaction on the silver com-
pounds of the film was apparently produced through the

glass, still the possibility was left that hydrogen sulphide

may have been absorbed by the liquid, and being so very

diluted, may have acted only on those parts of the film

which were warmed by the touch of the fingers.

Next I soaked a plate for 5 minutes in the develop

-

m !
Fig-

Fig. 1. This showed that a chemical reaction took place,

but it did not give any information as to the nature of this

reaction, whether it was caused by a chemical reagent like

hydrogen sulphide, which the body emitted, or by rays,

especially as it was difficult to keep the fingers close to

the plate without touching the film occasionally.

ing solution, then took the plate out, held it in one hand
and pressed the fingers gently against the glass side of

the plate. There was again the image of the fingers im-

pressed on the film. This was nearly conclusive that the

reaction took place through the glass, but there was still

the faint possibility left that hydrogen sulphide emitted

Fig. 3.

In my next experiment I put the plate in the tray with into the air acted more readily on the warmer places of

the film down and resting on the four little buttons with the film.

which the bottom of the tray was provided. Then I I now soaked again a plate for 5 minutes in the de-
pressed the back of my four fingers gently against the veloping solution and pressed the plate with the film

plate and kept them in position for 10 minutes. The re- against the rim of a cut glass vase. The soft film closed
suit was a quite distinct image of my fingers on the film, the vase hermetically. Then I placed the fingers on the
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back of the plate for 10 minutes, and obtained a very dis-

tinct imprint of the fingers. See Fig. 3. During the

operation the plate was sliding a little on the rim ot the

vase, as can be seen by the photograph, but nevertheless

the inside of the vase remained perfectly closed, so that

no air could enter the same while the experiment was per-

formed. It can be seen that the part of the fingers within

the rim of the vase is just as plainly imprinted as the part

outside of it.

The result of this experiment convinced me that the

reaction on the silver compounds of the film was caused

by ravs and not by any chemical reagent.

Then I tried the effect of the rays when intersected by

different substances. I placed a silver dollar on the glass

side of the plate, the dollar being covered by the develop-

ing solution, and held two fingers during ten minutes on

the metal. The result was a distinct impression of the

dollar without giving any detail of the stamp of the coin.

The fingers touching the coin were not imprinted on the

film. See Fig. 4. This indicates that the rays did not

pass through the metal, but that their vibration was im-

parted to the metal, which then acted on the film. Then

I placed, also on the glass side of a plate, two silver dol-

lars and touched one of them. The result showed that

the image of the dollar which I touched was imprinted

on the film, while the other did not act at all. Next I

tried a plate of fine silver 1.32 in. thick, 2 in. wide and 3

in. long and touched the same with three fingers. Though

the silver plate was thin, the tips of my fingers were not

impressed on the film, but an imprint of the whole plate

was plainly visible. The impression, however, was not as

strong as that obtained with the dollar, indicating that

the force of the rays may be in proportion to the surface

of the metal. Then I experimented with a round plate

of lead of the size and thickness of a silver dollar. The
result was the same as obtained with the coin, only that

the imprint was fainter, suggesting that not all metals are

equally affected by the rays. In order to investigate if

these rays can be conducted for some distance through

the metal, I had soldered with lead to the center of the

round lead plate a lead rod -\ in. thick and 10 in. long.

The soldering was done with lead to avoid the formation

of a galvanic current by the contact of two different met-

als. I bent the rod about 4 in. above the lead plate, held

the bent part of the rod in my hand and kept the metal

10 minutes on the glass side of the photographic plate.

The shape of the metal was not imprinted on the film,

only a few irregular spots where the metal rested were

visible, but it could be plainly seen that an action took

place over the whole film. The negative became dark.

In my next experiment I placed again a photographic

plate in the tray with the film down. Then I took the

hard rubber tray in my hand and placed my fingers on the

outside of the bottom of the same and held them in posi-

tion the usual time. The result of the experiment was a

plain imprint of my fingers on the film. As the plate

rested on the four little buttons of the bottom of the tray,

the rays therefore passed through £ in. thick hard rubber

and a sheet of solution.

Comparing the results of the experiments, we find

that by placing the fingers on the rubber or glass we ob-

tain the image of the fingers, while if we place them on a

metal we do not obtain the image of the fingers, but that

of the metal we touched. Though the information ob-

tained by these few experiments is very limited, the re-

sults seem to indicate that the human rays have the prop-
erty of passing undisturbed through a material which is

a non-conductor of electricity (rubber, glass), while they

communicate their vibration to a conductor of electricity

(silver, lead), which then acts as such on the film.

During my experiments I observed some phenomena
which were rather puzzling on account of the irregularity

with which they appeared. For instance, it happened
sometimes that the film melted away from some of the

places where the fingers touched the glass, leaving the
same bare in the shape of the fingers. The gelatine was
then found adhering to the bottom of the tray in exactly

the same position as the fingers were touching the plate.

This happened sometimes and not at others, even if I

used in both cases developer of the same temperature

and touched the plate during the same number of min-

utes. I attribute the melting away of the film to the ef-

fect of the temperature of my fingers. Still, I had it also

happen when I placed the fingers on the outside of the

bottom of the tray, and it is not easy to see how the heat

of the fingers could have passed through such a non-con-

ductor of heat as rubber and through the solution during

the short time of 10 minutes.

Again I observed that occasionally the places touched
with the fingers assumed on the film a metallic luster. In

one instance it happened that the whole plate was con-

verted into a mirror, while, if held against the light, the

dark imprint of the fingers could be plainly seen.

Using distilled water instead of the developing solu-

tion, I did not succeed in getting an imprint on the film

;

nor did I when I touched a dry plate and then placed it

in the developer. In experimenting it is well to change
frequently the developing solution.

My discovery undoubtedly opens a very interesting

field for investigation for the physiologist.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POAVER.

ELECTRIC POWER FOR SHIPYARDS.
The shipyard, however, presents some new problems

not encountered in the ordinary manufacturing plant,

for power is required not only in the shops where regular

machine work of all kinds is done, but also for the large

derricks and traveling cranes in the yards, an extensive

system of tramways, portable drills and other tools for

use on the hulls, temporary lighting of the hulls, pumps
for dry docks, and for various other purposes. Appli-
ances, like those mentioned, must be ready for use at any
and all times and in different parts of the yard. Further-
more, shipyards, with the exception of those on the Great
American Lakes, are located on salt water, and as many
of these appliances must operate out of doors, the motors
and the conductors leading to them must be properly
protected from salt air and from the weather.

While this necessitates special precaution in these

cases, it cannot be said that such applications are experi-

mental, for no service in a shipyard can equal in severity

that imposed on a street car motor, for example, which is

operated by a man who does not see it, and who knows
little or nothing of its construction or care. It is, besides,

necessarily exposed in its location under the car to all

kinds of weather conditions under the most unfavorable
circumstances. In spite of these difficulties, there are more
street car motors in use to-day than motors of any other
single type built. The distinguishing features of such-

a

motor are its generally massive construction, ample bear-
ings, large reserve capacity, and an enclosing steel case,

itself a part of the structure, which protects the more
delicate parts and renders the motor practically dust and
water proof. Such a type lends itself readily to many of

the out-of-door requirements of a shipyard.

Before the general introduction of electricity in ship-

yards it was customary to use compressed air for operat-
ing rivetters and drills, and for other out-of-door work.
This not only necessitates an expensive plant for com-
pressing and storing the air, but permanent pipes must be
laid wherever the power is required, and flexible pipes
must be used in the vicinity of the work. The svstem is

cumbersome and expensive, both in first cost and in oper-
ation, while not over 10 to 15 per cent, of the power gen-
erated by the engines driving the compressors is realized
in effective work.
With electricity, the operating-cost is greatlv reduced,

while an efficiencv of from 60 to 70 per cent, is realized in

the system. This, of course, means a smaller plant for a
piven amount of work, and, therefore, a lower first cost of
installation.—S. Dana Greene in Cassier's Magazine tor

July.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.
TIDAL POWER AND ELECTRICAL ENERGY.
'Electricity" states that there is a scheme on foot at

Bath, Maine, to utilize tidal power in the production of

electrical energy. The scheme is to secure an old mill site

where at one time 10 sawmills were run by tide power to

repair the dam there, and to generate electricity by the

same force that in former years operated scores of saws.

HORSELESS CARRIAGES FOR THE U. S.

SIGNAL CORPS.
Brigadier-General Greely, Chief of the United States

Signal Corps, has invited proposals for furnishing the

army with three electric horseless carriages, and experi-

ments will be carried out with them near Washington.

Gen. Greely thinks it will be possible for these car-

riages to pay out wire promptly between two points so

that telegraphic and telephonic communications can be

readily opened. If the experiment is successful, carriages

will be used for other purposes by the Signal Service.—

"Scientific American."
ELECTRIC MOTORS IN SWEDEN.

The manufacture of electric motors in Sweden, more

especially those of smaller dimensions, is becoming quite

an important industry. The well-known electric com-

pany at Vesteros, in spite of large manufacturing facia-

ties, is unable to keep pace with the orders ; they have,

therefore, arranged for co-operation with the De Laval

Electric Company, in Stockholm, about te manufacture

of a quantity of small electric motors of their model (un-

der 3 horse-power), and this manufacture of small elec-

tric motors is expected to amount to 1,000 to 1,200 per

annum.
—

'Eng. & Min. Journal."

THE ELECTRICITY BUILDING AT THE PARIS
EXPOSITION.

The building which will be devoted to the electrical

exhibits of the Paris Exposition will be a most remark-

able structure. It is so florid and ornate that it resembles

no other building ever constructed. It will undoubtedly

be the most striking building which is seen on entering

the grounds. The facade has a richly ornamented por-

tico, and directly in the middle is an enormous fountain

which masks three-quarters of the central part of the

facade. It is what is known as a "Chateau dEaux," and

consists of a deep niche with steps at various levels over

which water will flow, and a group of sculpture will ter-

minate it. The building will be made of staff and will be

brilliantly treated in color.
—

"Scientifis American."
THE NERNST ELECTRIC LAMP.

The Allgenmeine Electricitats-Gesellschaft are about to

undertake the manufacture of the Nernst lamp on a large

scale. The standard sizes so far decided on are of 25,

50 and 100 candle-power, though some of 480 candle-

power will also be supplied. The life is about 300 hoursf
and it is stated that the simpler type of lamp will be ex-

tremely cheap. Those arranged to light up automati-
cally will naturally be somewhat more expensive, owing
to the large amount of platinum used in them. The life

of this platinum is, however, very much more than
that of the Nernst rod which gives the light.

—
'Eng. &

Min. Journal."
ALUMINUM FOR ELECTRIC WORK.

The Pittsburgh Reduction Company has received an
order from the Chicago Northwestern Elevated Railway
Company for 150,000 lbs. of aluminum to be used as feed
wires on that road. This will be the first electric road in

the country' that has attempted the use of aluminum for

feed wires. Three sizes of aluminum cable will be used.
The largest feeder is about i£ in. in diameter, and the rail-

road company is buying over 10 miles each of the two
larger sizes. The feeders will be placed in a wooden box,
or trough covered by the board walk between the tracks
of the elevated. They will be supported on vitrified clay
blocks, about 9 ft. apart and designed with an umbrella

drip. Every 100 ft. a special malleable iron chair will

be used, the cable being carried in split spool insulators to

hold the slack. It is estimated that 47 lbs. of aluminum
wire will answer the same purposes as 100 lbs. of copper
wire, while the difference in cost considering the conduc-
tivity, will make the aluminum cheaper. The copper
costs about 20c. a pound, while the aluminum can be had
for about 36c. a pound. The installation in Chicago
was caused by the rising price of copper.—Ex.

SULHATE OF COPPER IN FRANCE.
The approach of the wine-making season has caused

the agriculturists in this part of France to unite in a move-
ment for the repeal of the tariff on sulphate of copper,
which is extensively used to protect the grapevines
against black rot and mildew. In periods of heavy rains,

the vines sometimes require five treatments, at an aggre-
gate expense of from $2 to $2.50 per acre. The use of

copper has increased, and is expected to further raise

the cost of the sulphate; hence, the movement for a re-

duction of the duty.

As the United States is the largest copper-producing
country in the world, a resume of what is said on this

subject in France will not be without interest. The im-
ports of the sulphate into France were

:

Tons
1895 24,641
l89° 34,539
l %97 30,909
1898 31,468

The metal base enters into the composition of the sul-

phate in the proportion of 26 per cent, the price of the

sulphate being entirely governed by the price of copper.

When the proposition was made to remove the tariff

of 3 francs (57 cents) per 220 pounds from copper, it was
stated that an American syndicate had cornered the mar-
ket and that the corner must soon break, with a resulting

fall in prices. Wine growers influenced by this report,

refrained from laying in a supply of sulphate, and as the

demand for that article ceased, manufacturers stopped
producing. A legislative commission appointed to inves-

tigate the subject reported the advance in price to be a

legitimate result of the working of the law of supply and
demand, to wit, the new and increased uses of copper
in machinery, the extensions of telegraphs, telephones,

electric lighting and electric tramways, and especially the

building of the Metropolitan Trolley Railroad in Paris,

which will consume 5,000 tons of copper. The opinion

was expressed by the commission that the demand for

consumption will continue in excess of production ; that

Japan and Spain can not increase their output ; that Chile

can increase hers, but that the possibility of equalizing the

two factors—supply and demand—must depend upon the

copper producers of the United States.

The consumption in France amounts, annually, to 60,-

000 tons—47,000 tons in block, bars, and plates ; 8,000

tons of old metal, all imported ; and 5,000 to 6,000 tons

of old copper picked up at home
The committee of the Lower House of Parliament re-

ported adversely that to a reduction of the customs duty.

It declared that France was powerless to lower the price

of copper, as it does not produce that metal. It is be-

lieved here that much of the copper that enters France
from England is the production of the United States.

It is entered as English goods, so as to escape the extra

warehouse tax levied upon merchandise that is trans-

shipped from the country of its origin to France. It was
stated in the report of the commission that if the duty

were abolished, English dealers would at once raise the

price of copper.

The customs tariff on copper yields a revenue of 90.000
francs ($17,370) per year.

JOHN C. COVERT,
LYONS, April 5, 1899. Consul.
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THE DYNAMO AS A FACTOR OF CHEAP.
POWER.

When Watt immortalized himself by the invention of

the steam engine, he stated that greater work than his

would be done by a man who invented a rotary engine.

As far as science is concerned, it would be impossible to

build a more efficient piece of apparatus than the electric

motor. The rotary engine of Watt appeared in its most
modern form far better in construction and operation than
he ever imagined. The motor or its converse, the dynamo,
have played and will play a part in the world's history

which may some day make them be regarded as indis-

pensable props of civilization.

The dynamo is certainly a superior type of machine,

and, in fact, the only imaginable type for certain purposes

to which it has and will be put. In transforming water

power into electrical energy and sending it along lines for

purposes of distribution, a link was added to the chain of

completed inventions which added enormous impetus to

the industrial developments then occurring. The mining

districts of the West, as well as the East, wherever water

power was accessible, were equipped with electric power
transmission systems. In fact, this idea of transforming

the power which goes to waste all over the earth's surface

has so taken possession of certain moneyed men that they

have concluded to invest in wave power plants, one of

which has been erected on the Pacific coast and another

on the Atlantic. The rise and fall of the water operates

a system of plungers which pump water into a tank

against the air sealed up in it. By this means the water

which is under pressure can be used to drive a water

wheel, operate a dynamo, which gives light and power.
There is no question now as to whether wave power

can or cannot be used. Practical experience has shown
that a plant of this kind, when properly erected, will be
sufficiently reliable to give a certain uniform output of
power during the year. The well-known inventor, Chas.
v. Brush, erected an automatic and self-contained wind
power plant by means of which the dynamo was operated
and storage batteries charged. This apparatus gives ex-
cellent satisfaction, and represents one of a type of which
many could be erected with distinct advantages to the
owners. In a land like Holland a proposition of this

kind would receive the utmost consideration, windmills in

that country being a most familiar part of a farm, some
of them being enormously large and capable of developing
considerable horse power.

Although Holland is a land of windmills, the same
series of enterprises does not manifest itself as quickly
there as in the United States. A large windmill construct-
ed along modern lines might be of great service to farmers,
small manufacturers, and, in certain cases, to mine owners.
A windmill driving a dynamo would not be a more com-
plex case to handle than that of a dynamo attached to

the axle of a train such as is now used for electric light-

ing. Recent reports from abroad and a record of other
experiments tried here show that attention has been di-

rected to the use of the sun's heat for power purposes.
From the data that is obtainable, wre discover from a

quarter to a half horse power square yard of surface is

developed by the sun's rays.

Prof. L. G. Carpenter, of Fort Collins, Colo., presented

at the late meeting of the American Association, in Bos-

ton, the results of some interesting observations, continued

during ten years, of the amount of solar energy received

on our Western plains. These observations, to quote from
the "Journal of the Franklin Institute," show an intensity

of from seven to seventeen calories per square metre from
eight A. M. on sunny days. His conclusions seem to

show that sun power is as reliable as the wind, and can

be used to great advantage by those desiring large or small

power at their disposal. Of course, in using the sun for

lighting or power certain disadvantages would be met
which are not present when either wind or water are

utilized for the same purpose. There are no calms which

last three or four days along the water's edge ; no atmos-

pheric quietness which prevents breezes and winds from

blowing ; but there are times when the sun, during stormy

periods, is overcast for many days. The only provision

which could be made against this contingency would be

the erection of a larger plant than is actually required, and

the use of enough accumulators to continue power distri-

bution uninterruptedly. As far as cost is concerned, it is

difficult to decide as to whether one method is cheaper

than the other. In the winter the sun is cold, so to speak.

In the summer the temperature may be torrid. Such vary-

ing conditions as these make it questionable as to whether

sun power could ever be relied upon for the steady per-

formance of any machinery. Tt seems, though, after a

plant has been e'rected, that the expenses reduce down to

a minimum. In the course of a few years the profits ac-

cruing from the sale of power would probably increase

very rapidly.

BALM FOR THE STOCKHOLDERS OF THE
ELECTROLYTIC SALTS COMPANY.

At last the Electrolytic Salts Company have received a

report on the "process" of extracting gold from sea water.

The professor whom the directors employed reports that

the process was fraudulent. The directors are said to have

recovered a considerable sum from the orierinator of the

swindle, which, together with the sale of the machinery,

etc.. has realized enough to pay 20 per cent, dividend to

the stockholders.—"Scientific American."
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TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT WIRES.

TORPEDO STEERING BY ETHER WAVES.*
From the London "' Electrician,"

Now that wireless tdelegraphy is being so much talked

about, a description of an invention for the wireless con-

trol of torpedoes might not be without interest for our
readers. A representative recently had an opportunity

of seeing in Glasgow a working model for effecting this

purpose. The method is the joint invention of Mr.

ated in devising a large and improved model. The model
was tried in June last, but, owing to a glass sight-hole
breaking, it sunk and ruined the apparatus. A new and
larger model was built, and has been an entire success,
working without a hitch under all kinds of conditions.
The apparatus can take several forms, although the

method of using the Hertz waves is more or less the same
in the various models, the difference being in the method
of applying the opposing currents controlled by the se-
lector to the rudder of steering mechanism. This can be
done, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. i, by means of

WWW
Fin. 2.—Torpedo Steering by Ether

Waves.

Walter Jamieson, of Greenock, and Mr. John Trotter,

the well-known optician and electrician, of Glasgow.
The idea of steering torpedoes without shore connections
occurred to Mr. Jamieson in the Summer of 1896, but
though several methods were thought of, including sound
waves, these were not found satisfactory. However, on
reading an account of the life of Hertz and his work, a
probable solution suggested itself, and following this up,

Prof. Lodge's now famoues lecture gave a key to the dif-

ficulty. A rough model was made and experimented
with, and, on the strength of this, Mr. Jamieson went to

two solenoids into which are sucked cores attached to the

rudder head ; or, as shown in Fig. 4, by means of a motor
attached to the rudder head by means of an electric coup-

ling; or, again, a model has been tried with twin screws

and two motors, the current being arranged to flow to

one or other or to both, as needed, to effect the required

direction. Two staffs, projecting about four feet above
the surface of the water, receive the waves, and have a

coherer of special type in circuit, and this affects a relay

in the usual way. The relay—a most important part of

the invention—was devised by Mr. Trotter, and most in-

Fio. 1.—Torpedo Steering bx Ether Waves.

London during the Summer of 1897, and visited many
people interested in torpedo manufacture, but the idea of

steering torpedoes without shore connections appears to

have been too much for them to credit. The invention

was shelved till the end of 1897, when Mr. Jamieson
wrote an account of the experiments, with descriptions of

the apparatus, intending to publish it and let any one
who cared take up the matter. On showing the article

to Mr. Trotter, however, the latter saw several points in

the mechanical details that could be improved, and at

once advised letters patent to be applied for, and co-oper-

geniously gets over the difficulties which made ordinary

relays useless, owing to the very great vibration. It has

no loose contacts, and does not depend on an electro-

magnetic attraction for contact. There is no trembling

during decohering, as in tapping arrangements. The
steering mechanism consists of a peculiar form of switch,

termed the "selector," the principle of which is shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. The selector switch may take any suitable

form of the ordinary commutator type of switch, such as

a number of metallic studs arranged in a circle, with re-

volving contact-piece operated by an electro magnet and
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so arranged that the contact-piece is shifted round one

stud further by the electro-magnet immediately on the

cessation of the current in the circuit, the studs being so

arranged that at each shift round, the direction of the

current, through the electro-magnetic apparatus and elec-

tro-magnet coupling, is reversed. It has been found most

convenient to use for the selector switch a metallic tube

split longitudinally (the two sections being insulated),

mounted on a spindle and capable of rotating on bearings.

On one end of the tube is fixed a disk with four teeth cut

therein, in sets of two each at opposite diameters of the

disk, one tooth in the set of two being a little ahead of

the other and extending only half across the rim of the

disk. This selector allows the current to pass to two
solenoids alternately. In other forms the motor of the

torpedo takes the place of the solenoids. On sending

waves the helm is first pulled to port ; on cessation of the

the armature is attracted and the disk will rotate a little

till the catch engages in the second tooth at that part of

the circumference. When the current ceases the armature

will spring back behind the first tooth and allow the disk

to rotate nearly half a revolution, when one of the other

pair of teeth will engage with the catch and the position

of the sections of the tube will be reversed with regard

to the brushes. The method of acting on the steering

apparatus, shown in Fig. I, is by means of two solenoids

F and Fi. From each of the brushes pressing on the tube

of the selector switch a wire is taken to one or other of

che two solenoids, and there is a common return wire to

tne electro-magnet E and battery D. The solenoids have
each an iron core, f and fi, fixed to the rudder-head direct

or to rods connected to the rudder. When an electric

current traverses the coil of the solenoids the core will be
sucked to the right or left, according as the current tra-

Figs. 3 and 5.—Torpedo Steering by
Ether Waves.

waves it flies back to zero. The next impulse sends the

nelm to starboard, but if it is desired to send to port again

rwo waves are sent in quick succession. The first operates

the selector but not the steering mechanism, the second

steers to port again.

The transmitting apparatus has many forms. The best

results have been got from two small dumb-bell, Hertz

pattern oscillators with balls three-fourths-inch diameter,

sparking in the middle. The oscillator has a wire exten-

sion about three feet long with duplex reflectors. Referr-

ing to Fig. i, A is the coherer connected with one termi-

nal to an insulated conductor, a, projecting outside the

torpedo for receiving the electric vibrations and having

the other terminal connected to earth. B is a battery in

series with the coherer and with the relay C. The arma-

ture of the relay is in series with the battery D, electro-

magnet E, two solenoids F and Fi, and the selector

verses the right or left coil.

The apparatus for generating the electric waves may
take many forms. A convenient form is shown in Fig. 2,

consisting of three metallic balls. H, highly polished,
two small and one large, thoroughly insulated, and hav-
ing a small space between each as a spark gap. To one
of these small balls is connected a wire, h, projecting a
short distance above it, while an earth connection is made
to the other small ball, as shown. The two mall spheres
are also connected to the terminals of a powerful induc-
tion coil, I, capable of giving large sparks. By means of
a switch, i, an electric current may be supplied to the
induction coil by a suitable battery of cells, when the high
tension current thus generated will spark across the a ; r
gaps between the spheres and generate oscillations.
These will travel in all directions from the point of gen-
eration.

Fig. 4.—Torpedo Steering by Ether Wavep,

switch G. The selector switch may be constructed in

various ways. As shown in Fig. I it consists of a tube in

two parts, g and gi, which are insulated from one an-
other and capable of rotating on bearings. At one end of

the tube their is a disk g2, having four teeth, two at each
end of a diameter. The pair at each end of the diameter
are placed one a little behind the other, as shown in Fig.

3. The tube is rotated by means of a spring. On either

side of the tube there are brushes, g3, g4, connected re-

spectively to the solenoids F and Fi as shown. The arm-
ature of the electro-magnet E has a catch e, which gears
with the teeth on the disk g2 of the selector switch. The
armature is kept back from the poles of the electro-magnet
E by a spring, and in this position the catch e engages
with one tooth of the disk and prevents the tube turning.
When the current passes through the electro-magnet E

Having now described the apparatus in detail, let us

examine the actual processes involved in steering and
controlling a torpedo. Let a torpedo, containing a suit-

able combination of the apparatus mentioned, be

launched, say, from a vessel containing the necessary

sending apparatus as described. Suppose the torpedo

goes off its course. Then, by means of the switch men-
tioned above, the induction coil is supplied with electric

current, and waves or oscillations are generated, as al-

ready shown. These on reaching the torpedo, pass into

the projection wire, and thence reach the coherer. As
already mentioned, this operates the relay, closing its

secondary circuit. An electric current now tlows though
the "selector" to one of the solenoids, F or Fi, the iron

core is sucked into right or left, and the helm is thus

turned. When the torpedo has attained a proper course,
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the switch i is opened and the waves cease. The vibration

in the neighborhood of the coherer restores it to the orig-

inal resistance, the current passing through it becomes
weaker and ceases to affect the relay coil, which therefore

opens the secondary circuit and allows the helm to fly

back to the midship position while the "selector" is

turned one-half revolution. The torpedo is now ready to

be steered in the opposite direction to its former one, or

it may be steered in the same direction provided two
waves be sent from the transmitting apparatus in quick

succession. The first will operate the selector, but should

be so short in duration as not to act on the solenoids ; the

second wave may be continued the necessary time.

As has already been mentioned, instead of the sole-

noids F and Fi for working the steering apparatus, as

shown in Fig. i, we may employ other means, as, for

instance a motor. This is shown in Fig. 4. The co-

herer, relay circuit, selector switch, battery and electro-

magnet are arranged as already described, but the wires

from the terminals j and j 1 of the field coils of an electric

motor J, and the armature terminals J2 and j'3 are con-
nected respectively to the electro-magnet E and to one
section g of the selector tube. The spindle of the motor
is connected by an electric coupling K to the rudder.

The electric coupling is provided to allow the rudder
to fly back to midship position as soon as the current

ceases. To accomplish this the steering shaft is in two
pieces, as shown in Fig. 5, with flanges similar to ordi-

nary shafting couplings. The two sections of the shaft

are allowed some slight end play. Round these flanges,

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

MEANS OF ATTAINING SAFETY IN ELECTRI-
CAL DISTRIBUTION.

By
W. L. R. Emmet.

( Concluded from page 335.

)

Figure 8 illustrates the principal of a circuit-breaker
that has produced excellent results. Two terminals are
placed side by side on a vertical board, and are separated
both in front and behind the board, by high barriers. Into
the metal surrounding these terminals stout fibre tubes
are attached, which extend downward on either side of

the barrier. Two copper rods, connected at the bottom
by a crosshead, are inserted in these tubes, and forced
upward until they make contact in the terminals ; the

circuit is thus established through the copper rods and
the crosshead around the lower extremity of the barrier,

and through the fibre tubes. The crosshead carries a

piston, and this piston moves in a long, air dash-pot.

To set the circuit-breaker, the rods are foced upwad,
by means of a wooden rammer, until the contacts are

made ; in this position therods are held by a latch con-
trolled by a selenoid. When the proper amount of

current is put through this selenoid the latch is released

;

a spring starts the rods downward, so that the circuit is

Fig. 10.

at a distance only sufficient to allow of free rotation, is

placed a coil of wire of suitable guage and in series with

the motor. When the electric current passes through,

it will couple the flanges together, but on the cessation

of the current the shafts will be uncoupled, and the press-

ure on the rudder will cause it to fly back to the natural

position amidships.

The radius of control is evidently great, but as the

highest authorities do not consider torpedoes of any

great value beyond 2.000 yards, it will be seen how
deadly a weapon of offence the Jamieson-Trotter torpedo

can be.

Messrs Jamieson and Trotter have applied themselves

of late to simplifying the coherer and relay circuits, so

that the only electric part of the mechanism may be the

coherer, coherer battery and selector magnet. In this

thev have met with much encouraging success and pro-

gress. Of course, the mode of effecting this is at present

preserved a secret, as is also the mechanism of stopping,

starting, altering the depth en route, and for exploding

the weapon.

Toledo. Ohio.—Toledo Union Railway Co.. incorpor-

ated by James King Duffev, Thaddeus S, Powell. Frank

S. Mitchell, Scott H. Kelly and Benjamin F. Tames

;

electric railway in Lucas County. Capital stock $50,000.

broken in both tubes, the gas produced by the arc ex-

pels the rods rapidly from the tubes, the acceleration be-

ing checked by the dash-pot. This device has been

found very effective on the heavy circuits with which we
have experimented. It occupies a small amount of

space, and is simple in its mechanical construction.

Figure 9 illustrates the construction of a switch or

circuit-breaker somewhat similar in principle to that

shown in Figure 8. In this case the terminals are at

the lower end and are situated inside of vessels into

which the fibre tubes project for a short distance. These
vessels are partly filled with oil, the break occurring be-

low its surface. In the switches of this type which we
have designed the rods have been withdrawn from the

tubes by a pneumatic cylinder. The presence of the oil

materially increases the breakng power of the switch

and reduces the violence of the explosive effect when the

circuit is opened.

Figure 10 shows a shunt fuse device mat has been

used in connection with circuit-breakers at Niagara Falls

and elsewhere. The object of the design is to produce

a fuse that can be placed in shunt with the circuit-breaker,

^o open the circuit after the main contacts are broken.

It is. of course, desirable so to design such fuses that they

can be very easily replaced. The fuse is placed in a slot

in a long, wooden rod ; this wooden rod is covered by a
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paper tube, and part of the wood is cut away at three

points, so as to form air chambers inside of the paper

tube. The rod is inserted in a long wooden tube, pro-

vided with vents that come opposite to these air cham-
bers when the fuse is in place. The fuse is a small cop-

per wire and is attached to ferrules on the rod which make
contact with springs at both ends of the tube. When
the current is diverted into the tube, which immediately

volatilizes, the pressure in the chambers bursts the paper

opposite the vents and the gas escapes through chim-

neys provided above the vents. The paper covering

of the rod prevents the hot gas from getting into the

interior of the tube ; consequently the device can be used

over and over again without any deterioration. These

act very well with limited amounts of power. If, how-
ever, the capacity of the circuit is sufficiently large, the

tube will be exploded with great violence. My exper-

ience is that the open-ended tube never explodes and
never fails to open the circuit. It is, however, only prac-

ticable in certain cases, because of the heavy discharge

of gas from its ends, on account of which it has to be
given a good deal of room.

AUT03IOBILES.
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OPERATING COSTS OF HORSE AND ELEC-
TRIC DELIVERY WAGONS IN

NEW YORK CITY.
By G. F. Sever and R. A. Fleiss.

Fig. 8.

fuses have worked perfectly in parallel with circuit-

breakers under the most difficult conditions that we
have yet been able to produce.
Another form of fuse, which has been found very ef-

fective for difficult conditions, consists simply of a short
piece of glass or porcelain tube with terminal at each
end, and an asbestos lining to prevent burning of the

porcelain. The objecton to this type is that the gas is

blown with great violence from both ends of the tube,

and must be diverted from surrounding conductors, or

else short circuits are liable to be caused by it.

Many forms of fuses have been designed that operate
inside of tubes with closed ends. Some of these fuses
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Fig. 9.

During the last three years many descriptive articles

relating to the automobile, have appeared in the technical

press, but up to the present time, there has been published

no defiinite data which might be used to indicate wheth-
er or not electric operation posessed any advantages,
Hence both the general as well as the technical public,

could form no definite opinion as to the benefits to be
derived from the use, in any particular class of service, of

cither an electric or a horse system.

Presented at the i6th General Meeting of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, Boston, June 28th,

1899.
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The purpose of this paper is to present the results of an
investigation, carried on during the past year in the city

of New York, of the operating costs of the horse and elec-

tric delivery service, as at present instituted by the large

department stores. This investigation formed part ot a
graduation thesis in the Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment of Columbia University.

The present status of the art does not permit of an ex-

haustive comparison, as some of the data now presented
will probably be entirely altered by the rapid develop-
ments which are taking place, the art progressing quite

similarly to that of the electric railway. That which can
be done most successfully is to compare the cost ot

maintenance of the two above mentioned systems, and if

to-day, an electrical system costs less to operate and keep
than a horse system, it is simply a question of a short time
as to the repepl&eement of the 'horse by the electrical

method. Of course in considering the economy of any
system, depreciation enters largely as a factor ; but, in

case of any new system such as is under consideration,
the determination of the depreciation of any of the var-

ious parts or of the system as a whole, would be diffi-

cult and for its solution would require long continued
service and close observation. Owing to the short time
that the automobile has been in the field in commercial
competition with the horse, it has been impossible to

collect a sufficient amount of data on this point to make its

introduction of value in drawing a comparison between
(the total operative cost of the two systems.

SECTION I.

Some Data on Horse Delivery Service.

The work done by a horse in moving a vehicle over level

ground, consists in overcoming resistance to motion due
to friction ; it may be conviently expressed in foot-pounds.

When grades are encountered, the number of foot-pounds
of work performed in the same distance, will increase.

This additional work is necessary to overcome the force

of gravity. When on la doending grade, the horse does
work in resisting the tendency of the vehicle to acceler-

ate. Hence when in motion, the horse is continually do-
ing work. The exact amount of work performed by
upon many factors, some of which are

:

i. Kinds of road surface—macadam, asphalt, etc.

2. The conditions of roads traveled over.

3. Topography of the country passed through.

4. Nature of the load.

5. Distribution of the load on the wheels.
6. The horse itself.

The horse is not an automobile that can be designed
to perform a given amount of work with a given effic-

iency. It is, on the contrary, a most variable, and at

times, willful, source of motive power. The breed, state

of health, temperament, environment, adaptation to, the
load, etc., affecting in a greater or less degree, the
amount of work that can be performed in a day by any in-

dividual horse. The problem therefore, of determining
the amount of work done by a horse, under any but very
regular and systematic conditions, is one of great com-
plexity. But under regular conditions, the amount of
work performed may be quite closely approximated. It

is proposed in this section to give the results obtained
in an investigation which was undertaken to determine,
as closely as possible, the average amount of work per-
formed daily by a certain lot of horses engaged in the de-
livery service of a large dry goods store in New York
City.

It may be well to explain in some detail the exact na-
ture of the work required of this class of horses. The
"large department stores," as they are now called, have
to keep in operation winter and summer, irrespective of
the weather, a delivery service which must be as regular
in the fulfilment of its functions as the local steam rail-

roads and street railway systems are in the execution of
their obligations. The nature of the work necessitates

a hignly organized system of delivery by means of small
units capable of carrying 700 to 800 lbs., over short dis-
tances and with considerable speed. This problem nas
been met and solved by tnese stores through the introduc-
tion of a horse delivery service composed of many small
units, each one of which has its special district to cover
and a certain time schedule to follow.
To illustrate more clearly the method pursued, we will

follow one of these units through its daily routine. Let
us consider the case of a wagon making three deliveries
a Jay. The first delivery starts from the stable at 8 o'clock
in the morning and arrives at the store a few minutes lat-
er—the stable in moot cases bing not far from the
stores. Arrived at the store the wagon receives its load,
which varies from day to day, but which will average
the year round, not over 800 lbs. This load may be
taken as the average load on all trips as the wagon leaves
the store. The load decreases as deliveries are made so
that theoretically when the wagon has reached the store
again, it should be without load. This however, seldom
happens in practice, as there are many c. o. d. packages in
each delivery that must be returned to the store as col-
lection could not be made. Also packages sent out on
approval are called for and brought back to the store on
each trip. Hence, the load as a general thing, does not
entirely disappear before the wagon reaches the store
at the end of any one delivery. It mav safely be assumed
however, that the average load carried throughout anv
trip will not be more than 500 lbs. The load having been
received, the wagon starts out to deliver its packages.

i

The following table gives for a certain store, the divis-
ion of the city into what may be called unit districts, each
store having of course, its own peculiar scheme of sub-
division—this depending upon the volume of its business.

Table 1

1 Canal St. to Battery, East and West.2 deliveries a day.
2 Canal St. to 19th St., E. of Fifth Ave. 3 deliveries a dav.
3 Canal St. to 19th St. W. of Fifth Ave. 3 deliveries a dav
4 20th St. to 40 th St. W. of Fifth Ave. 3 deliveries a day
5 41st St. to 59th St. W. of Fifth Ave. 3 deliveries a dav.
6 60th St. to 75th St. W. of Fifth Ave. 3 deliveries a daV.
7 76th St. to 90th St. W. of Fifth Ave. 3 deliveries a dav.

It will be observed that on the longer trips only two
deliveries are made a day, while above 145th street only
one delivery is made. This latter is an all day route and the
horse that goes up one clay comes back the next—horses
being changed at the local stable of this particular store
near 180th street.

Let us suppose that the wagon has started on trip N<

.

7. then it will go from that store to 76th street without
stopping, the first delivery being made in 76th street. To
make it easier for the horse and to facilitate the deliverv,
the driver does what is called "backloading." This
means giving a number of packages to his helper or de-
livery boy to distribute on foot, while he drives to another
street, makes some deliveries and meets his boy again at
some pre-arranged point. By this method the horse is

saved a great deal of work and the time of delivery is

much shortened. After the deliveries are all made on the
way up, say, between 8th avenue and Amsterdam avenue
as far as 90th street—the end of this route—then the
wagon comes down delivering between Amsterdam ave-
nue and Riverside Drive to 76th street. At this point de-
liveries stop, and the wagon proceeds to the store, there
to deposit the money collected on C. O. D. packages and
to return undelivered goods. By this time it is usually
after 12 o'clock and the wagon goes to the stable to
change horses and prepare for its second trip. The horse
used on the morning trip is sent to his stall and a
fresh one is harnessed to the wagon. The wagon starts
out again at 1 o'clock to load up for another deliverv.
The same procedure as before is carried out, the wagon
usually returning to the stable a few minutes
before 5 o'clock. The horse used during the morning
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trip is harnessed to the wagon again and starts out on the

5 o'clock delivery. This horse returns about 7.30 or 8

o'clock. Hence we see that it takes two horses for every

delivery wagon—the horse that makes only one trip on

any one day, making two trips on the following day, on a

route calling for three deliveries each day. On a route

having two deliveries a day, each horse makes but one

trip a day.

It has been found that the mileage per wagon per day

is nearly a constant, irrespective of the number of trips

made. The method pursued which led up to this conclu-

sion was the following: An odometer was placed on the

axle of a delivery wagon in the service of one of the large

department stores in the city. This wagon was sent over

each of the routes specified in table 1, an accurate record

being kept of the number of miles covered by the wagon

on each day. This wagon was kept on the various routes in

regular delivery service for a period of some three weeks,

and the results obtained indicate that approximately the

same number of miles are covered by all the wagons in

this service each day. This will be readily understood

when one considers that a wagon, making a trip over an

apparently short route, is in reality covering very much
more ground than would at first be thought. The density

of population in the district which the route covers mate-

rially affects the number of deliveries and consequently

the mileage of the wagon. The explanation of the fact

that the average mileage per day of the wagons is nearly

the same, is that experience extending over many years

of service, has taught those in charge the best method of

district subdivision which will produce such a proportion-

ing of the work that it shall be equally distributed among
the units.

In determining the amount of work done per day by

one of these delivery horses, it is essential to know the

number of miles traveled by the horse, the average draw-

bar pull of the wagon, and the average speed of the horse

while in motion. To determine these factors one of the

authors spent a number of days on his wheel following

delivery wagons of many firms, under varying conditions

of load and in many different streets. Attached to the

wheel ridden, was an accurately tested cyclometer and
an equally accurately tested tachometer. A notebook,
pencil and watch completed the outfit, and the following

is an illustration of the method pursued in determining

the amount of work done by horses attached to delivery

wagons in New York city.

The draw-bar pull of the wagon was determined by the

use of a traction dynamometer. For the wagons under
consideration it was found that the average pull per ton

was 60 lbs. on ordinary cobblestones at a speed of seven
miles per hour. On asphalt the draw-bar pull was found
to be 40 lbs. per ton at 7 miles per hour. The unit under
consideration was composed of a wagon weighing 1,300
lbs. drawn by a horse weighing 1,100 lbs. Each wagon
is provided with a driver and a delivery boy. The average
weight of the driver may be taken at 150 lbs. and that of

the boy at 125 lbs. Hence the total weight of the unit

without load was 2,675 ms - To this must be added the

average load, which may be considered as being 500 lbs.

Adding this to 2,675 lbs. we have as the total weight of

the unit 3,175 lbs. The weight causing the draw-bar pull,

however is 2,075 ms - The test recorded was approximate-
ly one-half on cobblestones and one-half on asphalt. The
true average draw-bar pull may then be taken as having
been 50 lbs. per ton during the test.

(To be continued.)

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING JUNE 20, 1899. $82,157.00.
New York, N. Y., June 20, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of Electrical Material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

—

Antwerp:—39 cases electrical material, $1,829.

Bremen:—9 cases electrical material, $50
British Australia :—8 packages electrical material $348.

71 packages electrical machinery, $14,890.
British West Indies :— 12 packages electrical material,

$333-
British East Indies:—8 cases electrical material, $401.

9 cases electrical material, $534.
Berlin:— 1 case electrical material $15.
British Possessions in Africa:—27 packages electrical

material, $731.
China:—47 cases electrical machinery, $2,505. 5 cases

electrical material, $130.
Chili :—3 cases electrical material, $47.
Central America:—19 packages electrical material,

$347-
Cuba :—9 cases electrical material, $188.
Dutch West Indies:— 1 case electrical material,$23.
Dutch East Indies :— 1 case electrical material, $22.
Genoa:—6 cases electrical material, $197.
Hamburg:—37 cases electrical material, $2,949.
Hong Kong:—15 cases electrical material, $470. 3

cases electrical machinery, $160.
Havre:— 13 cases electrical material, $1,586. 4 cases

electrical machinery, $310.
Japan:

—

21 cases electrical material, $1,324. 35 cases
electrical machinery, $1,882.

Liverpool:— 11 packages electrical material, $3,975.
London:—24 packages electrical material, $1,115. 5

packages electrical material, $300.
Mexico:—35 packages electrical material, $1,613. :

case electros, $32. 32 packages electrical machinery,
$13,788.

Manchester:—70 cases electrical machinery, $350.
Marseilles:—283 cases electrical machinery, $25,000.
Newfoundland :—2 cases electrical material, $24.
Nova Scotia :— 1 case electrical material, $50.
Naples:—2 cases electrical material, $50.
Odessa:—43 packages electrical material, $925.
Peru:— 10 packages electrical material, $533.
Porto Rico :—25 packages electrical material, $433.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Ford City, Pa.—Ford City Electric Light, Heat & Power

Co. Capital stock, $1,000.
Chicago, 111.—The Ray Co., incorporated under the laws

of West Virginia by M. F. Sullivan, C. A. Ross, C. F.
Morse, A. A. Goodrich, and R. S. Badler; transmis-
sion of light, heat, power and electricity. Capital
stock, $1,000,000.

West Bethlehem, Pa.—The West Bethlehem Light Co..

incorporated by E. W. Mulligan, L. Flick, J. Flanigan
and others. Capital stock, $1,000.

El Paso, Tex.—The International Light & Power Co.. in-

corporated by J. P. Dieter. J. J. Kyler. W. S. Mc-
Cutcheon and others. Capital stock, $25,000.

Portland, Me.—Electrical Association, incorporated by
C. H. Xewhall. J. S. Bartlett. M. P. Clough and
others ; manufacturing and dealing in electrical plants.

Capital stock, $300,000.

f><
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

K00111 185 World Bid., N. Y. City.

t ONE CELL of our BLIZZARD Battery will run our BLIZ
ZARD 6-inch fan motor 50 hours, at a cost of 10 cents. One*

cell of our battery and our BLIZZ\RD 6-inch motor will be*

sent tu any address In the United States on receipt of $2.00 X< «:
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Chelsea, Vt.—Chelsea Electric Light & Power Co., in-

corporated by W. F. Davis, E. D. Burnes, Viola
Davis, H. M. Dufur and C. F. Smith

;
producing elec-

tricity and furnishing same for heat, light and power.
Capital stock, $10,000.

Cavendish, Vt.—Vermont Electric Light & Power Co.,

incorporated by E. G. White, C. E. Ongley and others.

Capital stock, $100,000.
Trenton, N. J.—Gas & Electric Appliance Co., has been

incorporated by Fred P. Auten, Theodore Backus,
and Henry McMillan ; deal in electric appliances.

Capital stock, $10,000.

Spencer, Mass.—Citizens' Gas & Electric Light Co., has

been incorporated by E. Jones, F. A. Drury and N.
Sagendorpt. Capital stock, $60,000.

Camden, N. J.—Wildwood Holly Beach & Anglesea Elec-

tric Light, Heat & Power Co., has been incorporated

by Spencer Simpson, Peter W. Wiltbanks and John
M. Mays. Capital stock, $30,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Mooresville, Tex.—Tbe Mooresville & Waco Telephone

Co., incorporated by J. E. Brown, Robert Brown and
others ; for the construction of a telephone system
from Mooresville to Waco. Capital stock, $1,000.

Littleton, N. C.—The Henderson Telephone Cd., will con-

struct a telephone exchange at Littleton.

Attalla, Ala.—The Citizens' Telephone Co., incorporated

by J. W. Wood and others ; for the erection of a tele-

phone system. Capital, $2,000.

Fernandina, Fla.—Mayor John G. McGiffin is endeavor-
ing to organize a $10,000 company for the construc-

tion of a telephone system.

Owingsville, Ky.—The Owingsville Telephone Co., incor-

porated, with a capital stock of $2,500, for construc-

tion of telephone system.

Carrollton, Ky.—The Carrollton Telephone Exchange Co..

incorporated by R. M. Parker and others. Capital

stock, $5,000.

Millersburg, Pa.—Susquehanna Telephone & Telegraph
Co., incorporated by J. E. Kahler, and others. Capi-

tal stock, $5,000.
Elizabeth, Pa.—The Elizabeth Telephone Co., incorporat-

ed by E. P. Van Kirk, W. P. Wylie ; telephone and
telegraph. Capital stock, $5,000.

Glen, N. Y.—Glen Telephone Co., has been incorporated

by J. S. G. Edwards, A. M. Burt, A. A. Turnboul.

J. W. Shelp and others; telephone line. Capital

stock, $10,000.

Blountsville, Tenn.—Holston Telephone Co., incorporated

by J. C. Henry, J. B. Wolf, W. E. Wolf, E. J. Burke>
and W. C. Webb ; constructing and operating a tele-

phone system. Capital stock, $1,000.

Duluth, Minn.—Duluth Telephone Exchange Co., incor-

porated by Edw. Lomasney, C. M. Mansean, James
Wanless and others ; operating telephone lines. Capi-
tal stock, $500,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—United States Telephone Co., incor-

porated by Oscar L. Lefferts, Oscar A. Enholm and
John W. Hutchinson, Jr. ; manufacture electrical ap-

paratus, etc. Capital stock, $125,000.
Milwaukee, Wis.—The Wisconsin Telephone Co., meet-

ing of directors and stockholders held recently, and
capital stock increased from $1,200,000 to $3,000,000.

Pulaski, Va.—The Virginia and Tennessee Telephone Co.,

has been incorporated, with George M. Holstein pres-

ident, D. D. Hull. Jr., vice-president and treasurer,

B. F. Garnett secretary, and B. Langhon manager.
Capital stock, $200,000.

Diller, Neb.—Diller Telephone Co., has been incorporated

by E. L. Osborne, T. P. Price, T. Nelson and J. A.
Price; telephone business. Capital stock, $1,000.

Decatur, 111.—Macon County Telephone Co., incor-

porated by H. M. Whitmer, C. S. Hankins and W. P.

Shade. Capital stock $20,000.

Kankakee, 111.—Hamlin Telephone Co. has certified
to an increase in capital stock from $15,000 to $20,000.

Butler, Ind.—Butler Telephone Co., incorporated by
L. E. Gardner, W. W. Morrison, Sam G. Stone and L.
C. Harding. Capital stock $10,000.
Hamburg, N. Y.—Hamburg Telephone Co., incorpor-

ated by Jacob Peffer, John Schoefflin, Wm. Krenenberg,
N. C. Fish and others ; to conduct a system of telephone
communication between Hamburg, Buffalo and various
towns and villages of Erie County. Capital stock $10,-
000.

Batesville, Ark.—The Batesville & Winnerva Tele-
phone Co., incorporated with E. C. Cook, St., President

;

John A. Cockrum, Vice-President; E. A. Farris, Secre-
tary and Treasurer. Capital stock $25,00.

Salem, N. J.—Steps are being taken to construct a
telephone line between Salem and Pennsville. ffi

Millville, N. J.—Millville Telephone Co., incorporated
by Wm. H. Ott, Ephraim P. Clark, Lillie P. Ott and
Pleasant R. Clark. Capital stock $7,500.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Mankato, Minn.—An electric street railway line is to

be constructed, to build and operate an electric street
car line. It will be known as the Mankato Electric
Street Car, Light and Power Co., with L. S. Lamm,
President ; O. W. Schmidt, Vice-President ; S. Wilbartz,
Secretary, and C. J. Macbeth, Treasurer. Capital stock
$75,000.

Montague, Mass.—An electric street railway is to be
constructed to connect Montague with the Greenfield
and Turner's Falls system.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Electric Traction Company of

America is being organized by John Lowber Welsh,
Silas W. Pettit, W. F. Shelmerdine and former Mayor
Warwick. Capital stock $25,000,000. ffl

Mankato, Minn.—Mankato Electric Street Railway Light
& Power Co.. incorporated by L. S. Lamm, Chas. J.

Macbeth, ( ). W. Schmidt and others ; operating elec-

tric railway in the city of Mankato. Capital stock,

$500,000.
Boston, Mass.—The Beacon Motor Traction Co.. of Bos-

ton, has been incorporated at Dover, Del., to operate

cars and deal in electrical supplies. Capital stock,

$1,000,000.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Pekin, 111.—Pekin Gas Light Co. has changed its name to

Pekin Light, Heat & Power Co.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Abbeville, La.—Lee & Savers have been granted franchise

for the establishment of an electric light plant.

Durant. Miss.—The Mayor may be addressed concerning

the issuance of $10,000 worth of bonds for an electric

light plant.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
JHESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed in a neatly designed

dust proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The Electrical Fountain at the Greater America Exposition, Omaha.

[Courtesy of " Electricity."]

ELECTRICAL EFFECTS AT THE OMAHA EXHIBITION.

In the fall of this year an opportunity will be given to
American to view the progress made in electrical and
other fields of industrial effort. The name given to this

magnificent spectacle will be the First Greater America
Colonial Exposition, which will be opened in Omaha
July ist and continue to November the ist, 1899. Henry
Rustin, in the capacity of superintendent, has taken
entire charge of the lighting. A minimum of forty-five

thousand lights will be employed and through their aid

a fairy city has thus far been constructed, which is more
like a crystallized dream or a magic city, created by a

wave of the wand, than a thing of stone and plaster and
mortar and brick. Through the courtesy of one of our
contemporaries we are able to give the reader a night
view oi the scene at the Grand Court and of the electrical

fountain. Everything is finished in pure white with a

strict adherence to the idea that Venice, as she was in

her days of glory, was to be as nearly duplicated as pos-
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sible. The co-operation of the architect, landscape gar-

dener and electrician have resulted in some remarkable
effects which will not fail to leave an everlasting impres-

sion on the minds of visitors. At certain sections of the

exposition the mingling of color and classic architecture

creates an indefinable sensation. The inimitable hues
of color shot out of the electric fountain, the splashing

of these shafts of light upon continuous objects, and the

wide dazzling circle of splendor reflected from the la-

goons and canals presents a scene indescribable in detail.

Electric lighting on the exhibition grounds will be
done by the aid of underground cables. A large electric

light and power plant has been installed by the expo-
sition company. The Omaha Electric Light Company
have received the contract for the arc and commercial
lighting on the Midway. A novel feature of this expo-
sition will be the race track. At night races will be run
over a course as bright as day. Search lights, focussing

PLEA FOR A WORKING STANDARD OF LIGHT.

BY S. EVERETT DOANE.*

It was my desire to present what I am about to say as

a part of the discussion on the report of the committee
on the standard of light. As this committee will not re-

port at this meeting, I bring the following before the

Institute with no intention, of course, of interfering with

the work our comittee is doing. We all agree as to the

importance of this work. What I wish to propose is

that this committee or a new one, fix definitely the means
for maintaing a working standard of light pending the

adoption of a primary one.

There are scattered over the country many well

equipped laboratories, and in the near future every cen-
tral station and large isolated plant will be provided with
means for measuring light. There is not now in existence

The Grand Court at the Greater America Exposition, Omaha.

[Courtesy of " Electricity."]

lamps and incandescent lamps will be used ad libitum to
make this an unqualified success. In all probability this

spot will be the Mecca of our Western friends, of which
they may well feel proud. The general plan of the build-
ings is like that followed out by the founders of the Chi-
cago Fair,_ although differing from it in elaborateness
and being, in many respects, more beautiful. It is strange
to realize that a quarter of a century ago this portion of
American territory was regarded by the inhabitants of
Eastern cities as unsettled, and, in many respects, un-
civilized. No delusion could have been greater and no
quicker transforamtion can be imagined in practice than
that which has led unbiased judges to believe that the
West shares the crown of civilization and successful pro-
gress with the East.

any workable primary standard which can be used by
the ordinary photometer corps.

It may be said that this is equally true of all primary
standards. The mercury column or resistance standard,

in fact presents so many difficulties that it is rarely ever

used, even in our best equipped laboratories. In reply

we can say that the standard of light differs from all these

in that its terms are so indefinite and so crudely outlined
that two laboratories cannot produce the same value for

the candle power, if they work entirely independently.
The discussion on this paper will probably bring out very

^Presented at the 16th General Meeting of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, Boston, June 27th,

1899.
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diverse views as to what is the proper direction in which

to work to eliminate our present difficulties with the light

standard.

The standard of light is in quite another class from the

other standards. Every instrument maker is anxious that

his instruments shall be calibrated in true units and he

can so calibrate them if he uses care. He sends his in-

struments out so calibrated to the best of his knowledge.

A lamp user may say to the manufacturer, "Your stand-

ard is wrong," and neither ever dreams of suggesting a

recalibration ; they know by experience that an agree-

ment cannot be reached. No observer can ever duplicate

his own work. What is the result? Every lamp maker
in the country is sending out some lamps which are

wrongly marked according to his own standards because

some of his customers have standards of their own.

Lamp makers differ among themselves and there exists

no way by which they can be brought together. It is

obviously to the interest of the whole electrical engineer-

ing fraternity that some action looking to the correction

of this condition be inaugurated.

Tn passing I wish to go on record as saying that in a

very few years the incandescent lamp, will be adopted as

a primary standard. It could be so adopted to-day if

lamp makers would only tell what they know.
Every committee (our committee included) ever hav-

ing to do with investigation of proposed light standards

has found an incandescent electric lamp a very conven-

ient secondary standard. It has been entirely satisfac-

tory, so much so that my whole purpose in writing this

paper has been to see if we cannot inaugurate some ac-

tion which will result in the appointment of a committee
who will provide means whereby a standard of light may
be arbitrarily maintained. This committee could send

out under proper restrictions properly seasoned and cali-

brated incandescent lamps for this purpose.

It does not matter just how this is done. Possibly a

national laboratory could be founded. A committee of

the professors of electrical engineering from our various

colleges might agree to do this for us. Something should
be done, and the first step toward it will be the appoint-

ment of an Institute committee on the maintenance of

what our committee on light may decide is a proper
standard value. Such a decision will be arbitrary and
may have to be changed later, but what of that? We
need now a common working standard of light.

That the discussion may be entirely free I refrain from
making any definite suggestions until the views of the

members may be obtained, but whatever these views may
prove to be, I hope some action will be taken which will

afford us temporary relief, and enable our committee on
light standard to pursue its work unhindered by the

necessity for hasty action. We can take action none too
soon. A year from now, at the rate photometers are be-
ing made, we shall have as many standards of light as

Joseph's coat had colors, unless something be done.

AUTO-MOBILES.

ELECTRIC AUTOM< WHILES.

BY ELMER A. SPERRY.*
At the National Electric Light Association meeting a

few days since, Mr. Crosby gave expression to a senti-

ment which has been rapidly talcing form for the past

twelve months. He said: "To-day we are as near
sweeping the horses off the street with the automobile,
as we were in 1889, in taking them off the tracks with
the electric car."

Why, I ask. was the date '80. chosen ? True, it marks
a decade in the history of a branch of electrical applica-

Presented at the 16th General Meeting of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, P>oston, June 28,

1899.

tion which has made the most stupendous strides ; in fact,

distanced all sober predictions as to achievement. It

marks more. To those associated with the early develop-
ment of electrical traction, it was about these years that

the conservative engineer began to breathe easily

;

through rigorous experience that seemed nigh about in-

terminable, he became convinced that at last, insulation
and materials peculiar to the art, startingly new to, and
even held in derision by, the traction engineer, could
nevertheless be relied upon to do the rugged work of
heavy traction.

By '89, what we might call a "motor mortality" under
severe conditions of service had been reached, that meant
success. In a space then considered contracted, we had
found room for ample area of journal and commutation ;

ample insulation and dielectric, to withstand the voltage
strains. Methods of supporting and imbedding insula-

tion and conductors had been devised, that ensured life

not only against heat and overload, against vibration,

pounding and concussion, and last, but not least, against
misuse and abuse at the hands of the non-expert.

It had been an evolution, gradual though rapid, many
had contributed to its success ; it had finally placed on a
firm basis, the dream of the engineering world from the
time of Watt, down ; namely, "The Rotary Motor." The
achievement can hardly be over-estimated. Unnumbered
engineers had planned, toiled and passed with the solu-
tion of this enchanted problem almost within their grasp.
A rotary motor with no oscillating or reciprocating part
had at last been developed. It delivered torque, pure
and simple—constant and regular, and had a capacity
measured by its size, and an efficiency measured by other
motors, nothing short of wonderful. The motor was
simply ideal.

At first much was said to the effect that the machine
was not a prime mover; but it had been "hitched to a

star." Its system of connection with the prime source
of power was at once so complete, and its association so
intimate as to perform more acceptably and economically
than the prime mover itself, and as compared with the
smaller sources, its economy back to the fuel, even at

miles distant, was found to be superior.

The fact that the electric motor is a rotary motor, con-
tributes to the success of electric motor-driven systems
to a degree difficult to over-estimate. Our compressed
air friends, compelled as they are, to use a multiplicity

of reciprocating engines as motors, have made a long
step backward and are certainly in the rear in this, as in

other features of their system.

The electric automobile coming upon the scene at this

time falls heir to many of the rich results worked out in

connection with tramway traction. There are many who
go so far as to predict that the younger claimant will dis-

place the former, especially the lighter class of street

car service, and tin's doubtless will be the case to a

degree.

Electric railways are rapidly reaching out witli wider
radii of operation and heavier and heavier equipment,
and the automobile will doubtless have wide use as sup-
plemental to the heavier systems. In fact, co-operation
has already been proposed in a number of instance-. Tts

great flexibility and independence of track render it the

ideal urban conveyance.
\s the perfection of the electric motor gave the first

impetus to electric tramway traction, so the point now-

reached in the perfection of the storage battery will yield

results in the field of the electric automobile. The past

three years have advanced the art remarkably, and drawn
it to the attention of both skill and capital, and results

have followed.

The perfected storage battery presents some remark-
able features. Tt even rivals the electric motor in its fit-

ness and special adaptability to the automobile problem.
Its very large reserve power at instant command: its

entire freedom from danger when fully charqvd ; its
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almost constant pressure throughout its capacity; its

recently developed capacity for quick charging ; and ease

with which charge may be obtained in almost any hamlet

in the country, are among its advantages.

The author can state definitely from personal tests of

the principal types of batteries built on the Continent

and in England that most of the published records are

trustworthy as to specific capacity at the various rates.

Some of the structures, however, are open to serious

objection from the standpoint of vehicular traffic. For

instance, one of the most popular French batteries,

though packed with the utmost care, reached this coun-

try with 50 per cent, of the positives broken off, and

upwards of 40 fragments of positive plate disintegrated,

per cell. What are we to expect with such a cell in the

hands of the non-expert? Fortunately materials are at

hand and systems of developing the plates perfected that

render them thoroughly reliable and commercial to a

degree commensurate with their life. The recent claim

of one maker that batteries light enough for traction

purposes would live through 5,000 full discharges is

hardly credible, though the negatives of some special

types seem to indicate a near approach to this figure.

The engineer is at present engaged in increasing the life

of the light positive, with every indicaton of success, at

least beyond the point ensuring commercial requirement.

It has been supposed that compressed air is the ideal

stored power, but it is safe to say that electric storage dis-

tances it in the important features. Compressed air

reservoirs weigh about 85 pounds per cubic foot capacity

for air at 2,000 pounds pressure to the square inch, the

air itself weighing nearly 11 pounds. How many horse
power hours will this cubic foot develop? Those who
know are reticent. It is found by adding to the air a

large quantity of heat, at extra cost, by compounding
cylinders and using pressure reducers and wire-drawing
valves, all with added weight, that about .27 of a horse
power hour may be obtained. We know that this weight
of storage battery will develop 1 1-2 horse power hours,

requiring no reducing valves and maintaining its pres-

sure practically at one point until exhausted, rather than
gradually exhausting the pressures, as with air. This
straight line of discharge of the batteries is not matched
by any other storage system of which we now have
knowledge.

(To be continued.")

from lightning is thus assured. By some this is deemed
a superstition, but the custom is based on reason, inso-

much as the smoke acts as a good conductor for carrying
away the electricity slowly and safely. In 1,000 cases of

damage by lightning, 6.3 churches and 8.5 mills have
been struck, whilst the number of factory chimneys has
only been 0.3.—Industries and Iron.

GENERAL ELECTRIC OFFICIALS SETTLING AT
SCHENECTADY.

The General Electric Company has purchased of

Union College 76 acres of land at $750 an acre. The
land, which is over a mile from the company's factory,

will not be used for manufacturing purposes, but for

residential sites for the officers and leading employees
of the company. This sale will give to the college nearly

$60,000 which will be devoted to carrying on the higher
educational work of this well known institution. It is

the intention of all the leading officials of the General
Electric Company to make Schenectady their home and
put up fine residences there.—Electrical Review.

OBSERVATORIES AND TROLLEY CURRENTS.
In his report on the year's work at Greenwich Observa-

tory, the Astronomer Royal has the following regarding
(he effect of electric tramway and railway currents upon
magnetic observatories: "The question of the protection

of the Observatory from disturbance of the magnetic reg-

isters by electric railways or tramways in the neighbor-
hood has caused much anxiety during the past year. A
number of such railways are now projected, and the value

of the magnetic registers, which have now been carried

on continuously for nearly 60 years, will depend entirely

on the conditions under which electric traction is used.

Steps have been taken, in concert with Prof. Rucker,
acting on behalf of Kew Observatory, to have a special

clause inserted for the protection of Greenwich and Kew
( )l)servatories. This has already been accepted in sev-

eral cases , and it is hoped that it wid be agreed to in

others when necessarv."—London Electrical Review.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.
SALT WATER AS A RETURN CIRCUIT

FOR A TROLLEY ROAD.

According to the Australian Mining Standard some
interesting experiments are being carried out, at the in-

stance of the New South Wales Railway Commissioners,
to determine the value of the salt water of Sydney Harbor
as a return circuit for the electric tramways. If found
practicable, the intention is to apply the principle- to the

North Shore system, so that instead of laving cables in

order to establish a complete metallic circuit the salt

water will be used as a means of conveying the return
current to the conductor on the land side.—Electricitv.

A MODEL MAN.

Adiline—When I marry I shall select a man who re-

sembles an arc light.

Mae—Gracious! in what way?
Adiline—Not go out at night and never smoke.—Ex.

SMOKE AS A CONDUCTOR OF ELECTRICITY.

On the approach of a thunder storm French peasants

often make up a very smoky fire in the belief that safety

SPEED OF TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION.
Forty years ago, after the first Atlantic cable was laid,

the transmission of a message of thirty words occupied
twenty-five minutes. To-day a similar message can be
transmitted over the new Atlantic cables in less than one
minute. The following are specimens of the quick work
performed in the trials of the third cable of the Commer-
cial Cable Co.: On June 13, 1893, between the hours
of 6:54 A. M. and 4:42 P. M. (9 hours and 48 minutes),

807 messages were passed in one direction over one of

this company's main Atlantic cables, 2,338 miles long,

being an average of 82.2 messages per hour. This rate

of speed has never been equaled. On the 21st of Sep-
tember. 1894. a Manchester firm sent a message to Vic*

toria, British Columbia, over the lines of the Commercial
Cable Co. and Canadian Pacific Telegraphs and received

a reply in 90 seconds. The distance out and return is

13.000 miles. The vast strides in rapidity of transmis-

sion during one decade may be seen by comparing the

two following: In December. 1884. a communcation was
sent from New York to London and an answer received

in 45 seconds. In October, 1894, a similar trial of speed

was made over this company's new third cable, which
ocupied 5 seconds. There are now 1.459 submarine
cables, 1,141 of which are laid along coasts and in rivers.

The total length of cable is 162,928 miles.. Of this

mileage, corporations own 143.024, and of the companies
themselves 76 per cent, are managed in London. France
commands 12 cables measuring 2.033 nautical miles in

colonial waters. Germany controls 1 1 cables of 3.040

nautical miles in European waters, and three cables of

470 miles in colonial waters.—The Railway and Engi-
neering Review.
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GLASS MADE BY ELECTRICITY.
The use of electricity for industrial purposes has, in

many cases, entirely displaced the power formerly used,

and caused a revolution in methods of a most surprising

character. One of the most interesting hits of news in

this respect comes from Cologne, where a glass-making
plant has been erected in which electricity is used almost
exclusively.

An electric furnace has been erected in which the raw
materials are placed from which glass is to- be made.
When the current is turned on the mass is fused into glass

in a period of time not exceeding fifteen minutes. The
quantity of glass made in this interval is not very great,

hut sufficient is there for immediate use. The coal con-

sumption, which is ordinarily very great with the old-

fashioned furnace, and by the use of which many difficul-

ties were met with, is, in this case, at the boiler end,

about forty per cent, of what it would be were it burned
directly in the old-fashioned manner. Neither dirt nor

ashes mixes in with the glass, and instead of a delay of

thirty hours in getting one charge of glass ready, a quar-

ter of an hour is sufficient, that is to say, an electric glass-

making furnace takes less than one one hundredth of the

time generally required to get the molten stream ready.

The labor element is therefore reduced, the cost of opera-

tion reduced, as far as fuel is concerned, and the size of

the plant for a given daily output likewise reduced.

It may be said without fear of denial that an electric

glass-making factory operates at a reduced expense of

at least twentv-five per cent., this being simply another

illustration of how some of the oldest industries are

transformed by the use of the most recently discovered

forces.

BURNING GARBAGE FOR ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

The town of Shoreditch, England, derives its light and
power from that which was formerly regarded as a nui-
sance and a menace to health. The garbage is carefully
collected in this town and after a slight preliminary dry-
ing is burnt in the boiler, of the municipal electric light
plant. This disposal of the refuse has been seriously con-
sidered by the boards of aldermen of several large Ameri-
can cities. In Greater New York the matter received
some attention, but no experiments have been conducted
for the purpose of discovering whether the investment
would be a paying one.

In Shoreditch the refuse burnt consisted largely of
combustible material, such as wood, paper, etc. What
the flotsam and jetsam of New York would be, from a
calorific standpoint, no man can tell offhand. It is very
probable that a large percentage of the waste of our
homes contains sufficient carbonaceous material to sus-
tain a very lively fire. If the sale of this refuse would
fetch a higher price when auctioned off than the light
itself would cost, were the matter consumed by burning,
the city could not afford to erect its own plant. But if it

can be shown by practical experiment that from every
ton of refuse a certain number of horse power hours could
be obtained, capable of giving all the light required, it

would certainly pay in the end to undertake municipal
lighting.

The residual products, if collected, would probably add
an element of profit to the plant which might make the

electric lighting cost nothing. We hear that Lord Kel-
vin and Prof. Archibald Barr made some experiments in

Bradford, Oldham and Edinburgh for the purpose of dis-

covering whether the town refuse, when consumed, would
develop any disagreeable features, such as smoke, etc.

According to their report, a large mass of garbage, con-
sisting of vegetable matter, sweepings, and other forms
of debris, when burnt, consumed without a suspicion of

smoke and the by-products were of enough value to be

saved for commercial purposes.

We do not think that the combustible properties of

garbage differ so largely in American cities that it could

not be relied upon for steam making. In Greater New
York great masses of paper are wasted along with scraps

of combustible foods, etc. This makes us think that a

large municipal electric light plant, if carefully designed,

could be run with every possible economy and in the end

mean a saving of considerable money to its citizens.

THE RISE IN COPPER.
The steady rise in the price of copper can be largely

attributed to the increasing demand made for it by elec-

trical concerns. The spread of trolley roads over the

country, the unusual development of electric light and

power industries, the constantly increasing sale of motors

and generators, and, in addition, the manufacture of more
alloys containing copper, have all tended to raise its price

so appreciably that the ownership ^i a copper mine is

practically on a par, as far as profits and aggregate sales

are concerned, with a diamond mine.

Each year the amount of copper used will increase,

thus giving a chance to those who can suggest a substi-

tute for it to open up a new field of industry. Quite a

few transmission plants have erected between their limits

an aluminum conductor of such a size that its conductivi-

ty is as great as copper and its weight is considerably I<

One <^ <>ur eminent electricians suggested the use oi a

system >->i water pipes of insulating material, the water

within them acting as the conductor. If the price of cop-

per continues rising such a scheme as this may be seri-

ously considered by some Western capitalists.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER

BELTING VERSUS DIRECT CONNECTION.
The problem of transmitting power is one which be-

comes of more vital importance day by day. The trans-

only look upon it by itself but compare it with all that
has gone before and might be superseded by it. This is

especially the case if we have to deal with a new thing
that has many rivals, and the electric transmission of
energy is precisely in this position. Ever since man
began to use tools worked by other than manual power

Crocker-Whetler Motor Geared to Silk Loom In Operation. Flnishlig Side Motor on Left.

mission of power is not limited to those cases which in- he had to employ some system of transmission of energy
volve its transit over ten, twenty or thirty miles of and as a natural consequence the number of systems is

Crocker -Wheeler Motors Geared to^Llthographlc Presses, Donaldson Bros., N. Y.

territory but is related, and is part of those difficulties not only very large but each has, in the course of time,

met in the engine room, the work shop and even the been brought to great perfection."

power stations of large cities. In Kapp's "Electric It is hardly necessary to discuss in detail not the fail-

Transmission of Energy" the author says: "If we would ures but the losses met with in transmitting power in

judge fairly the merits of a new invention we should not driving machinery. If all the coal consumed by engine
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plants used for driving shop and other machinery by should be stamped out and the system improved suf-

belt were carefully calculated it would be found that the flciently to show that an effort has been made to diminish

Printing Boom Showing Electrically Driven Presses and Abseoce of Belting and Shafling; 17

C.-W. Motors Installed in this Establishment.

lowest estimate would show a total loss of over forty per the working expenses. A prejudice does not actually
cent. It is true that the cost of power is a small item exist against the introduction of motors into machine

Crocker-Wheeler Motor Geared to a Lithographic Press.

in comparison with the price paid by customers for the shop-, but there is some doubt in the minds of many
work done by this power, yet any large waste oi energy practical men as to whether the expense of an electric
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installation would not in total be greater in the course

of a year than the purely mechanical system adhered to

by them for so long. It is surprising to realize that the

machine shop ,the printing house, the factory and many
other industrial establishments make free use of elec-

tricity for lighting, and yet doubt, in many respects, the

advisability of installing an electric system of direct con-

nection by means of motors. A rough estimate

might be of some interest to those inclined to entertain

a proposition relating to the installation for direct con-

nection. Take a one horse motor whose market price

would be at least one hundred dollars and for which the

cost of power would be three cents an hour. On the

basis of this supposition a motor would run at an ex-

pense of twenty-four or twenty-five cents per diem of

reach to higher figures in case the shafting is run for any
length of time without overhauling. At eight hours a

day and for three hundred days in the year the cost for

power would reach ninety-six dollars, to wrhich may be
added twenty-five dollars for shafting, belting and erec-

tion, reaching a total of one hundred and twenty-one dol-

lars net. The difference between belting and direct con-
nection would be even greater than the fifty dollars differ-

ence, but this calculation would show that the second
year everything favors the motor ; the third year proba-
Diy showing a direct gain in dollars and cents. In one
case coming within the writer's notice an engine lathe

of nine-inch swing was shown direct connected to a six

horse motor. Even though very heavy cuts were taken
the use of gearing absolutely prevented any variation in

Modern Electric Light Station ShowlDg Complete Absence of Belting.

eight hours duration. With three hundred working days

in the year the cost for power would amount to seventy-

five dollars, which, in addition to the first cost of motor,

would figure up to one hundred and seventy-five dollars.

With a belt drive, calculating the cost of counter shaft-

ing, belts, etc., the installation would certainly cost at

least twenty-five dollars with a necessary loss in trans-

mitting the power of from forty to fifty per cent. In other

words, one horse power could be delivered to the ma-
chine itself by developing from one and a half to two
horse power at the engine. This would. increase the cost

of power to at least four cents, which would probably

speed or any signs of unusual load on the motor. There
is every reason for believing that the reduction in power
by direct connection amounts to at least one-quarter of

that otherwise consumed. In the following illustrations

some Crocker-Wheeler motors are shown direct con-
nected to silk looms, lithographic and printing presses.

It is worth while noting the appearance of the printing
shop, free from all manners of belts. Other illustrations

of the Chicago-Edison station as compared with one of

a still existing, though older type, will certainly indicate

advantages as regards floor space as well as saving in

power. The most modern machine shop as well as the
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up-to-date station has not diminished in size on account

of the use of direct connected machinery, but it presents

the appearance of an establishment in which nearly twice

as much machinery can be placed without interfering

with the amount of floor space required for practical pur-

poses. The Edison Electric Illuminating Company, of

New York, actually save $25,000 a year by using

their present system in lieu of belts or wire rope.

This applies to the saving in floor space, the diminished

strain on the building and the lack of noise usually

deemed troublesome by residents closely adjacent.

OPERATING COSTS OF HORSE AND ELEC-
TRIC DELIVERY WAGONS IN

NEW YORK CITY.

By G. F. Sever and R. A. Fleiss.

( Continued from page 11.

)

We find that, starting from the store, the average speed

while in motion was 6.7 miles per hour. The actual run-

day this same horse made two trips over the same ground.

From this data the average work done per day the year

round by a horse in this class of service, may be taken

to be not over 16.5 miles ait 50 lbs. per ton, at a speed of

7 miles per hour. Other data bears out this conclusion.

It is quite probable that on some special oc'asion a horse

may be called upon to do more than is shown above, but

the average work, day by day, for the year is not more
than this. In fact experience has shown that a horse in

delivery service in New York city cannot average over

fifteen miles a day for six days a week and be expected to

render good service for any reasonab'e length of time.

The length of the working life of a horse in this service,

is seldom over five years. At the end of this time he has

depreciated in value at least 50 per cent, and cannot be

sold for more than half his original cost.

The time that a horse is in harness per day the year

round, will not average more than seven hours, and we
have seen that he is only working a small fraction of this

time. However, for the purposes of this paper, it will be

considered that a horse can do a greater amount of work.

Electric Light Station Showing Floor Space Occupied by Belted Machinery.

ning time was 1 hour 36 minutes ; time at rest 2 hours 28
minutes.

From the time the horse left the stable until he re-

turned to it was 4 hours and 52 minutes. The time taken

to load at store was 46 minutes. The time to run from
stable to store was 2 minutes. Hence the actual time the

horse was working from the time he left the stable until

he returned to it was 1 hour and 38 minutes ; time at rest

3 hours and 14 minutes.

It will be noticed that the horse was at rest and doing
no work for nearly two-thirds of the time.

Taking the draw-bar pull as found, at 50 lbs. per ton,

the number of foot-pounds of work done by the horse in

traveling 11 miles was 50 x 58,080—2.904.000 foot

pounds, or at the rate of 1,781,596 foot pounds per hour,

which is at the rate of 29,693 foot pounds per minute.

This delivery hose then exerted nearly .9 of a theoretical

H. P. for 1 hour and 38 minutes. This was all the work

done by this particular horse on this day. The following

day in and day out the year round, than experience has

indicated that he accomplishes.

We will assume, therefore, that it is possible for a horse

to do 21 miles a day under a draw-bar pull of 50 lbs., at

seven miles per hour and be in harness eight hours a

working day, the year round.
The number of foot-pounds of work done per day by a

horse, under this supposition, would be 5,280,000. This

at the rate of .89 of a theoretical II. P. for three hours

per day. This, of course, refers only to the time in actual

motion.
Having established the amount of work that a horse

is to do per day, it is now necessary to ascertain how
much it costs to do this work. The basis upon which this

calculation can most readily be made, for comparison

with other values, is the ton-mile ; that is. how much it

costs to transport a ton one mile over a level road under

ordinary conditions ; the ton weight to include every-

thing that enters as a factor in causing the draw-bar pull
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of the wagon. These factors are, the weight of the
wagon, weight of driver and boy, and weight of load
carried. In order to facilitate the calculation, the data
collected has been condensed into a table and is given
below. This table represents the results of a personal
canvass of a large number of stables for delivery and for

general livery service. The figures given are the lowest
that were procurable in New York city.

TABLE III.

TABLE OF ITEMS ENTERING INTO THE CAL-
CULATION OF THE COST OF MOVING A
TON A DISTANCE OF A MILE ON

LEVEL GROUND, IN LIGHT
DELIVERY SERVICE IN
NEW YORK CITY.

i. Cost of food per day for one horse. . . . 32.00 cts.

2. Interest on cost of wagon (at 6 per cent.

per annum) per day, original cost of

wagon, $312 5.13

3. Interest on cost of horse (at 6 per cent.

per annum) per day, original cost of

horse, $125 2.06

4. Interest on cost of harness (at 6 per cent.

per annum) per day, original cost of

harness, $55 .90

5. Part of stable rent charged to each horse

per day, (cost of stable, $40,000. Int. 9.39

at 6 per cent.—$2,400.)

46 horses in stable, part of rent charge-

able to horses—$1,578.55.
6. Part of stable rent chargeable to each

wagon per day, 24 wagons in stable. . 9.39
Part of rent chargeable to wagons

—

$822.85.

7. Part of cost of attendance chargeable to

each horse T 3-66

4 men to take charge of 46 horses at

$11 a week per man—$44 a week for

care of horses.

8. Shoeing per horse per day ($2 per month
a head, the year round) 6.60

9. Driver per wagon per day, $12 per week. 171 .42

10. Boy helper, $8 per week 1 14.28

Total cost of 1 wagon, 1 horse and
attendance per day 364.83c.

It is to be understood that this table represents the

actual coist per day. to a stable in the city, for a wagon
and horse, the figures given being those of a stable con-

nected with one of the large dry-goods houses in the City.

Assuming 500 pounds as the average load carried by
any one wagon per day. the total weight of the unit which

causes the draw-bar pull as found before, is

Wagon 1 .300 lbs.

Driver 15°

Boy 125 "

Load 5°° "

1 boy. The cost per day of this outfit from Table III is
as follows:

1

.

Food for two horses 64
2. Interest on cost of 2 horses 412
3. Interest on cost of wagon 513
4. Interest on cost of 1 set of harness

.

9
5. Stable rent chargeable to 2 horses. . 18 78
6. Stable rent chargeable to wagon. .

.

9 39
7. Attendance on 2 horses 27 32
8. Shoeing for 2 horses 13 20
9- Driver ][ l?1 42
IO

-
Bo>' 114 28

Total 428 54
The cost of delivery per pound is then .17856 cents.

If we assume that in doing this work the wagon was out
12 hours and is in motion one-half its time, going at a
speed of 7 miles per hour while in motion, then the
wagon wil cover 42 miles per day. Under these con-
ditions the cost per ton-mile is ]o]2 cents. This is also
the cost per car mile.

If we consider the load only, it costs 10.2 cents per
500 lbs. per mile, or at the rate' of .0204 cents per lb. per
mile.

If we assume that on the three trips the deliveries
average 50 per trip, then 150 deliveries were made per
day. This is at the rate of 25 deliveries an hour or 1 de-
livery in 2.4 minutes. It is well to call attention here to
the fact that a wagon sometimes is called upon to make
as high as 100 to 150 deliveries on a sing'le trip and the
average rate of delivery may be taken as not over 25 de-
liveries an hour. Hence it is evident lhat the case con-
sidered in Table IV. is for ideal conditions only. The
weight per package under our supposition is 16 lbs., and
it is not often that the packages will average over 10 lbs.

The results deduced from Table IV. it will be under-
stood, represent the lowest .possible figure under the con-
ditions now existing in the stable under consideration.

Therefore, if in making a comparison between the costs

of operating a horse and an electric delivery service under
identical conditions, the above figures are used, all possi-

bility of error in favor of the electric automobile would
seem to be eliminated.

(To be continued.)

LITERARY.

Total 2.075 "

Hence, draw-bar pull being taken as 50 lbs., the cost

to move 1 ton 21 miles may be taken as 364.83 cents, the

cost per ton-mile being then 17.373 cents.

Taking another case where the two horses and the de-

livery wagon are considered, and assuming the most

ideal conditions, we find the following:

TABLE IV
Supposition:

One wagon making three deliveries a day of 800 lbs.

each—assuming 500 lbs. average load as before, making

a total deliverv per day—2,400 lbs.

To do this will require 2 horses, I wagon, 1 driver and

PRACTICAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS.

No 20 of the "Four Track Series," entitled "The Adi-

rondack Mountains and How to Reach Them," has just

been issued by the Passenger Department of the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

This folder contains an immense amount of practical in-

formation about the Adirondack Mountains in a con-

densed but very comprehensive form.

It has a map of this wonderful region, carefully revised

to date, that is a marvel of accuracy and beauty, also a

complete list of Hotels, Boarding Houses, Private Camps,
Lakes, Rivers, etc., etc., plainly and correctly located on
the map by marginal references, and which has been

carefully corrected to date. The folder will be found an

invaluable aid in arrranging a trip to the mountains.

Other valuable features are a complete list of stage

lines, steamer routes and other modes of conveyance in

the Adirondack region, together with the rates of fare for

same.
The time to make the trip from any large city in the

United States is also given.

A copy will be sent free, postpaid to any address upon

receipt of a one cent stamp by George H. Daniels, Gen-

eral Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station, New York.
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ACCUMULATORS AND VOLTAIC ACCUMU-
LATORS.

Despite the prophecies of many would-be experts the

storage battery has come to stay. Its failure to suc-

cessfully establish itself at the beginning was largely due

to attempts made to force its use in cases where it was

not practical to apply it. For electric lighting, in con-

nection with large stations, the accumulator has estab-

lished itself as a necessary adjunct. During periods of

heavy load, lasting for about an hour, a storage battery

costs less to use than a heavier investment in generators,

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS FOR WEEK

ENDING JUNE 2.J , 1899, $43,156.00.
New York, N. Y., June 27, 1899 The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp—10 packages electrical material, $925.
Argentine Republic—25 cases electrical machinery,

$2,588; 71 cases electrical material, $2,053.
Brazil—90 cases electrical material, $2,840.
British Guiana—7 cases electrical material, $145.

View of Storage Battery Plant.

steam engines and boilers for that additional output.
The peak of the load, as it is called, is taken up by the
storage battery so successfully that nearly every large
electric light plant in the country now recognizes the
distinct advantages they possess.
A new storage battery or primary battery, called the

"voltaic accumulator," is slowly appearing on the market.
It is ably suited to traction purposes and may, in the
course of time, find a place in that particular field of work.
The average weight per horse power hour reaches one
hundred and twenty-five pounds with storage batteries,

but it falls below this to fifty or sixty pounds per horse
power hour in the voltaic accumulator. This battery
consists of a peroxide of lead depolarizer, a twelve per
cent, solution of sulphuric acid and a positive element of

amalgamated zinc. The E. M. F. of this cell is two and
one-half volts, and its low internal resistance, simplicity
of construction, etc.. make it exceedingly practical to use.

Until further experiments have been made with it it can-
not displace the accumulator proper, although it can be
charged by a current in the same manner.
A view of a large storage battery plant is shown in the

illustration. It consists of many hundred chloride accu-
mulators, which perform the function of supplying power
as described above.

Bristol— 1 case electrical material, $127.

British West Indies—89 packages electrical material,

$3,685.
Chili— 1 1 cases electrical material, $60.
Central America— 14 packages electrical material,

$251 ; 20 cases electrical machinery, $3,820.

Cuba—74 packages electrical material. $1,281.

Dublin—92 packages electrical material, $113.
Glasgow—8 packages electrical material, $179.
Genoa—37 cases electrical material. $3,600.

Havre— 12 packages electrical material, $1,675; l 9
cases electrical machinery, $691.<

BLIZZARD MOTOR CO. '

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom 185 World Bid., N. Y. City,

ONE CELL of our BLIZZARD Battery will run our BLIZ
ZARD G inch fan motor 50 hours, at a cost of 10 oents. One*

t cell of our battery and our BLIZZ\RD 6-inch motor will bet

sent to any address In the United States on receipt of $2.00«
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Hamburg—150 packages electrical machinery, $3,600;

98 packages electrical material, $5,543.
Liverpool—12 cases electrical material, $518.

London—65 cases electrical material, $2,240; 27 pack-

ages electrical machinery, $1,762.

Mexico— 1 case electros, $21 ; 24 cases electrical ma-
terial, $197.
Madrid— 1 case electrical material, $53.
Peru

—

27 cases electrical material, $2,486.

Porto Rico—26 packages electrical material, $71.

Rotterdam—3 cases electrical material, $45.

Santo Domingo—3 cases electrical material,, $45.
Sandwich Islands—17 cases electrical material, $80.

Southampton—2 cases electrical material, $18; 21

packages electrical machinery, $1,140; 1 electrical whis-

tle, $350.

GENERAL NEWS,
The Dayton & Eaton Electric Railway is at work se-

curing: a franchise to extend its line from Eaton to Rich-

mond.
UTICA, N. Y.—H. C. Markham has purchased the

water power on the Black River at Hurlbutville. Mr.

Markham contemplates forming a company to furnish

Boonville, Fort Leyden and Lyons Falls with electricity

for light and power purposes.

TUNKHANNOCK, PA.—The plant of the Tunkhan-

nock Light. Heat & Power Company was sold on fore-

closure proceedings a few days ago. the property being

sold to Mr. W. E. Little for $8,000. Mr. Little repre-

sented the bondholders. The new proprietors propose

to pay the claims outstanding against the old company
ana put the plant in good condition.

AKRON. OHIO.—The Akron & Cuyahoga Falls

Rapid Transit Street Railroad's strike has been settled by

the company granting the wages demanded of the men.

through declining to recognize the union. This company

is owned by Henry A. Everett, of Cleveland, president of

the Big Consolidated of Cleveland.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.—The Independent Elec-

tric Light & Power Company is rapidly perfecting ar-

rangements to enter the field in active competition with

other concerns engaged in the same line of business.

The contract for the construction of an underground sys-

tem of conduits involving an outlay of $1,500,000 has just

been entered into with Gray Brothers. The work will be

commenced at once and hurried to completion.

HOUGHTON, MICH.—Mr. Anson B. Miner and

Donald McYichie. of Ishpeming. have concluded a care-

ful examination of the copper country for a Marquette

County syndicate and have decided to install a telephone

system covering Houghton. Ontonagon and Keweenaw

County, to compete with the Bell system. The promoters

of the new company are owners of the Marquette County

telephone system.

ALBANY, N. Y.—The Greene County Traction Com-

pany and the' Coxsackie & Greenville Traction Company

have been consolidated. The new corporation is to be

known as the Coxsackie & Greenville Traction Company,

and its capital stock is $200,000. The directors are T. E.

Smith, J. D. Farrington, Dr. James D. Perry, G. L. Alhn.

William S. Smith, G. C. Spencer, of New York; WilKara

S. Vanderbilt, of Greenville ; Newton A. Calkins, of Cox-

sackie, and Lucius Smith, of Ridgewood, N. J.

KANSAS CITY. MO.—The East Side Electric Rail-

wav Companv has increased its capital stock from $2,000

to $200,000.
'
Contracts have been made with the Lorain

Steel Companv, Lorain, Ohio, for over 600 tons of 82-

pound rails, the St. Louis Car Company for eight 28-foot

cars, the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-

pany for the electrical equipment, and the St. Louis Iron

& Machine Company for a 230 H. P. Corliss engine.
_

It

is expected that a portion of the line will be in operation

by Aug. 1.

JOTTINGS.
Lowe & Leveridge, manufacturers' agents and dealers

in general electrical supplies, 183 Greenwich street, New
York City, have secured the contract to install one 50
K. W. and one 125 K. W. direct American Ball duplex
engine and American Ball dynamo, together with switch-
boards, wiring, etc., at McCreery's, Twenty-third street,
New York City.

The Manhattan General Construction Company, man-
ufacturers of the well-known Manhattan Enclosed
Arc Lamps, have removed to their new factory at Plane
and Orange streets, Newark, N. J., where their general
offices are located. The Manhattan Company, however,
retains a sales office at their old address, No. 1 1 Bowlin^
Green Building, Room No. 814, New York City.

IMPORTANT TO CONTRACTORS.
City of New York, Department of Public Buildings,

Lighting and Supplies, Office, 346 Broadwav, Henry S.
Kearny, Commissioner.

Please take notice that on and after JULY 1, 1899,
the Department of Public Buildings. Lighting and Sup-
plies will require that the minimum thickness of wall for
all metal conduits, whether flexible, enameled, insulated
or otherwise, must conform to the following table:
Size in Inches. Thickness of Size in Inches. Thickness of
Internal diameter. Wall. In. Internal diameter. Wall, In.

2 -109 ii .140

f
- 111 l\ -145

4 113 2 .154
1 -134

An allowance of 2-100 inch for variation in manufac-
turing and loss of thickness by cleaning will be permitted.
And said wall must be equal in strength to the commer-
cial forms of gas pipe of the same size.

Also that the insulating compound of rubber covered
wires for low potential systems (300 volts or less) must be
approved and of a thickness of not less than that given
in the following table for B. & S. gauge sizes:

From 18 to 16 inclusive, 1-32 inch.

From 14 to 8 inclusive, 3-64 inch.

From 7 to 2 inclusive, 1-16 inch.

From 1 to 0000 inclusive, 5-64 inch.

From 500,000 C. M.. yT>2 inch.

From 1,000,000 C. M., 7-64 inch.

Larger than 1,000,000 C. M., 1-8 inch.

Measurements of insulating wall are to be made at the

thinnest portion of the dielectric.

The completed coverings must show an insulation re-

sistance of at least 100 megohms per mile during thirty

days' immersion in water at 70 degrees F.

Respectfully, Frank E. Brown, Chief Inspector.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS a>»

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circnits.

*
:

'JX
-'

J The only standard portable in-

strument of the type de-

serving this name,

Write for Circulars and Pri e Llste

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSThUMENT CO,

114-120 William Street, Newark, N. J.
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AX ELECTRIC COUNTERFEIT COm DETECTOR.

In the following" diagram an effort is made to show the

principle and operation of an electric counterfeit coin de-

tector. The apparatus can also he used for discovering
the differences in purity between two metals or the dif-

ferences existing between -the proportions.of ,aUoy in. each-,

The apparatus consists essentially: according -to '<4io m-°
ventor, of an electro-magnet energized by an alternating,

ptflsatin'g or'intermittenf'CurreiTt of electricity," This mag-
' ner'rs ^shbwVi br the .tetter A. Ah elbctro-.rnagnet B, so

^ttuated'as to be'affected 'inductively hy the firsts Ithesec-

'V>fid hikgnet ailso carrying' coils 'so- adjusted and connected

,

fhaf'the electrombtive force' in them- shall he equal and
• r.i I •_}, . 1 1 . H i •

ii

opposite. By this means an electrical equilibrium is estab-

lished. If a standard piece of metal or alloy of metal or a
genuine coin is placed between the two magnets, so as to be
in inductive relation to them, causing thereby a change in

,»tte. etattipaJ$lMB.i{ Stei^jWS&ftf 'F^ 01" coin
^> is.ifrotf&Uo a^sland^sd article, a now of current takes place

through the coils on magnet R. which are connected to a
, ,pa,i(«r„^.wpvftbJp„coi^. ,C an^.^^pje^ ^vaj^coil^^are

, pMM«edove,v the imddlcje-^an. E,-shap<>d e^j^o-ti^gnet.
figure E, having its middle leg bifurcated, wfnch is also
. -uergincd. by eithrr «i,^t

1e!;naHflffMRuJs^in^^r intermit-

teiU,,^"-Wi*»,0f elecir^cj^vj iJl^Wi W-XtftPffl Wt .

a,so

00
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carry a contact arm which, upon deflexion to right or

left, closes a circuit through a relay placed between the

magnets A and B, whose armature carries a support for

the test coin or other piece of metal. The energizing coil

on this magnet E is also on the middle leg, as shown in

sketch. The operation of this instrument, as far as United

States specie is concerned, is as follows

:

A standard coin is normally in position on one side.

and the test piece or coin is inserted on the other side.

The dropping of the test piece of metal automatically

closes the circuit. If the test is up to requirements—that

is, if the coin is of exactly the same degree of purity or

composition as the standard—no disturbance of electrical

ceived scam attention ii we judge the present develop
ment of the design methods in use, by the writings i >i

Essen, Kapp, S. P. Thompson. Hopkinson, Elihu
Thomson, Ryan, and many more of our engineers w

have instructed us so well in other and intricate matters
pertaining to the efficient construction of electrical m;i

chinery.

The only reference to research bearing directly upon
this subject known to the writer was made by \Y. M.
Mordey during his discussion of Dr. John Hopkinson-
paper on the "Propagation of Magnetism in Iron" befon
the Institution of Electrical Engineers. He stated thai

some seven or eight years ago he made a test with th<

/"
rOQ

\

/
•f

i iiirp

Fig. 1—Showing the calculated distribution of the magnetic flux in au armature core under three coudittonb. ^4—The distri-
bution due to the field ampere turns acting alone. B—The distribution due to the armature ampere turns

acting alone. C—Distribution due to the combined action of the field and armature ampere turus.

The numerals give the values of the flux density In deelgau«eep

equilibrium will take place, in which case the test coin
and the coin being tested remain undisturbed. If the coin
tested be of different composition from the standard—for

instance, a counterfeit coin—a disturbance causing a flow
of current takes place, the movable coils are operated, and
their extending arm closes the circuit of the relay. This
will practically eject the bogus coin. This instrument,
therefore, is a counterfeit coin detector by ejecting a false

piece of money. Qualitative differences between two equal
sized pieces of metal can also be detected, as well as their

value from a specie standpoint.

DYNAMO DESIGN.

AIR-GAP AND CORE DISTRIBUTION.
THE MAGNETIC FLUX AND ITS EFFECT UPON

THE REGULATION AND EFFICIENCY OF
DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINERY.—II.

BY W. ELWELL GOLDSBOROUGH.*
The exact analysis of problems, the solution of which

object of finding whether the penetration in lamina;

iron took place evenly over the whole area of the sheet.

Although the length of certain paths of the magnetic-

parts was necessarily greater than others, he found the

magnetic density uniform. He accounted for it by as-

suming that any tendency to a greater density in one
place would be counteracted by the relatively stronger

permeability elsewhere.

I am not informed as to the character of the apparatus
which Mr. Mordey used in obtaining his results, nor am
I sure that he performed his experiments with the end
in view of investigating the subject from tlie standpoint

from which it is taken up in this paper. Certain it is.

however, that all theoretical considerations point to the

fact that, as used in electrical apparatus, laminated iron

is not in general so placed as to warrant the assumption
that there is an even and uniform distribution of the flux

in planes at right ang the direction of the flu\

paths.

In many instances where the iron is not subject to

cyclic fluctuations in the intensity of the magnetic lines,

Fig. 2—Flux distribution in the core »f an armature under full load conditions. Each path between pole faces as defined by
the dotted lines embraces the same number of gausses.

depends upon a knowledge of the actual distribution of variations in the density in plane? at right angles to the

the magnetic flux in masses of iron, seems to have re- mean path of the flux are unimportant ; but is this tru<

in the case where masses of iron and steel are. madt
Presented at the i6th General Meeting of the Ameri- revolve in strong magnetic fields? or, when fields of flux

can Institute of Electrical Engineers, Boston, June 28th. are induced in masses of iron and by coils excited fi

1899. sources of alternating E. M. F.?
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In discussing this matter., suppose we consider the

condition existing in the armature core of a six-po.e,

no K W, railway generator, a half-section through

the armature and field ring of which is shown in big. 2

We have shown in Section A, of Fig. i, by the dotted

curve extending across the pole-face, the air-gap distri-

bution of the flux at no load. It is practically umtorm

over the pole-face owing to the toothed armature con-

struction and the relatively narrow clearance space. In-

asmuch as only a little over one per cent of the total

field ampere turns are used in forcing the flux through

the armature core and 73 per cent, is needed to force

the flux through the double air-gap, the assumption that

the surface of the armature under any pole-face is an

equipotential area is admissible. The problem of deter-

mining the exact position of the flux-paths, and the

density at various points in the plane of the section then

resolves itself into a problem of dividing that portion of

a lamina that lies between the center lines of two adjacent

poles into paths of equal magnetic reluctance connecting

equipotential surfaces.

The pole-face over Section A, of Fig. I has been

divided parallel to the shaft, into io equal strips, and

these have been projected upon the armature surface as

shown The dotted lines joining the pole-faces through

ing radii equal to the distances of these arrows from the

center O. In other words a molecule of iron is sub-

jected to the greatest magnetic stress when it passes

under one of these arrows. The arrows are supposed to

maintain fixed positions relatively to the poles, while the

armature core rotates. Projecting the maximum density

points of section A circumferentially on a radial line,

and transferring them to Fig. 3, we obtain the curve A,
Fig. 3, Part 1. This curve shows the maximum core

densities occurring in the iron at points having different

radial distances from the center of rotation. The ordi-

nates are expressed in kilogausses and the abscissae in

inches. The distance (s-t) is the depth of the slots; the

distance (t-u) the depth of the core iron below the slots.

The magnetic density of 8,000 plotted over (s-t) is the

average density in the teeth and slots; the actual maxi-
mum density in the teeth at no load being 20,600 gausses.

In laying out the equal flux paths of Fig. 1, allowance
was made for the difference in the actual magnetic density

in the teeth and slots, by reducing the depth of the slots

and increasing the length of the clearance space by an
amount equal to the length of an air path having a
width equal to the polar arc, and a reluctance equal to

the reluctance of the path through the teeth and slots.

(To be continued.)
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Fig. 3-Core Distribution Curves and Hysteresis Core Low Curves.

the armature show the dividing lines between the paths

of equal reluctance. These paths have been determined

by first equalizing their reluctance on the basis of a per-

meability of the iron of unity, and then making the nec-

essary connection for the variations in the permeability

>f the iron with the varying densities by successive trial.

ice each of the paths have the same reluctance and are

influenced by the same M. M. F.
;
acting at their terminal

points the same number of webers passes through each

path and the number of gausses at any point on the

center line of a path is equal to the flux per path in

webers divided by the width of the path in centimetres at

the point considered. The arrows drawn in section V

show the direction taken by the flux at as many points,

and the numbers indicate the densities at the center ot the

arrows in decigausses. The magnetic density in the iron

near the inner surface of the core on the dotted line be-

tween Section A and C is a little less than 3,000 gausses

while the densitv in the iron just below the teeth on the

same line is a little over ji.000 gausses. At no load the

dux paths are svmmetrical about the section lines, exc

in so far as they arc distorted b) being slightly depressed

under the leading pole tips 1- and raised under the trail-

ing pole tips T as-each molecule of iron is earned through

the evele of the hysteresis loops by the rotation of the

armature. The arrows passing through the small circles

indicate the points of maximum densitv in the rings hav-

AUTO-MOBILES.

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

BY ELMER A. SPERRY.

(Continued from page 16.)

In common with other systems, it has its limitations.

which are just beginning to be understood. These are,

however, largely those of roadway and materials now em-

ployed. The fact that yielding tires are at present (prac-

tically) indispensable, amounts to a tacit acknowledgment

of the prevailing inferiority of roadway and pavements.

The universal cry of the automobilist is for good roads.

and no one improvement will do more to create a giant

industry.

Should the pavements ever l>e so improved as to render

the rubber tire unnecessarv. would the steel tire do the

work? The bearing of this question upon the heavier

class of automobile drays, vans. etc.. led the author to

cause trials to be made touching this subject. Tests were

made with a vehicle having two driving-wheels, supplied

with smooth, wide-faced steel tires, 72" in diameter, carry-

ing 60 per cent, of load. The approximate draw-bar pull

was ascertained on various kinds of pavement, dirt and

gravel roads and macadam, on the level, and on grades,

wet and dry. It was found that under the most adverse
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of its courser 'X^ecalJJ.^jJ]^5S^p'g|-i^f pole or' thills in

ordinary vehicles.) Many attempts nave been made to

reduce the leverage of reaction, but at best it has remained

a problem of some importance. The accompanying illus-

tration shows the method employed by the author. Ex-

periments designed to thoroughly test the practical opera

tion of the device, and especially to compare it with th
1: :i_. _~~i~.,~,4 „-„ ; 11. «-«.-„ «-a;i-;vi. r? ;^——4

—

a-

one ordinarily employed are illustrated in Higffe

It was found that the amount of side-t}irusTtransmitt

to the guiding handle was practically"iirpToporfion"to' the

leverage measured by the distance between the stetfing

axis and the plane of the wheel, at th e height-&f

of interception of the obstruction. A
dle was connected for equal angular movemje
swiveling axles, the wheels being the same diameter,, viz.

32" and loaded with the same weight, y\z., 370 pounds
A small obstruction causes so flat a trajectory curve as to

be negligible; this curve is seen at x Y (Fig. ).

I have used, as the height of obstruction, the smallest

dimension of an ordinary Belgian paving block, lying upon
its side, assuming this to be the standard oWtr'fcfcfion to

be encountered by the various.JWhflfilPeWJfe^ i^feja(?PrJU*
erating the two devices each a number of times over this

obstruction, at diffgfgjj Ffi£0te-^y,|W1/nt °f effort upon
the handle, tending to swing it laterally, or snatch it out

of the grasp of^the^^atpff j\yas fpjwl ft
bxj in the two

cases as follows : Figure ordinary device ; mean
value for pull = iof lbs. Figure author's device ;

mean value for pu-IY *#?<# Ifts/nfFfrfe Ysfhows an entirely

different action uradttregnrqialiicflli>»pfiiBAing conditions.

.aforYHttib* ^eu£^ropi ^jgketqlir^a^^e peering a,xis

A#i«S9e§Hfe tckJ8terefiGfcjtl}fl p^ne,,^,^ Y;keViYerr,-\1I?/
fii^m v&ft k^te»ri*n>figQHjWbli»f ."itwi^jff, ohs.tmcjtio.jis., .ar

e,

thfiW^BSHrctaflsly iftOltiaJjf^H^§, ^as^en,. demonstrate^
gMsgt^tfefi^ne^tc^ *#%
cjit^iofeoo^ ioi gi teilidomoJujB arfl to tv; Iszipvinu jd'V

a quality of self-centering, or running straight-forivarxl:

l^^i^Q^^TAn<Hh^upe^^ajn^uve ;
)i
fs,.^}ia,ff in. tty^ctjftn

Whqt^£^lik5t tflffl?fcd*d$P -m^t. fyjponUH&f^J% %tfj

This1 System of - m©imj;i(ng thei wheels, lis |oaiu4 itQihaMe
peculiar'advantages1 on rough iroadsl and oyenobstruc^iopfi, , .

pre'v-ehtihg entirely tbe'reactionutoithg stoegcing: handle,, giv-
ing entire 'imnranihy frOnnifear. ofciaontrloHing .handle, being, 1

sifefdnly Crested from 'the grasp. of. the operator ; and on//
ordinary ' Binooth 'pavement), .instantly .assuming; .the fqrr,,

,

ward' positiohs upon'being ""git^ntthe reins.,';; This ieafrun?ni
has 1 'been 1 employed upon' a"minibeniof. vehicles, bpt-hlheire/,

and abroad^ and"is"well'reaeivedJ ..M1.1 M ,,ii |,,,,_ ,„,,, ,, nl
lli'U fblind witVautdmobttesthat while 'the 1 best- practice ,

In'trarff^ky' fractibn ckn 'be 'followed'tlosely im theiimain^n

yet't'he different' conditions umder which'the vehiclesiopnli

erkw,1

\Veight
1

bf 'motor iperrtliss^bl'e,,'!heig3itl;at('whiohjlthfili

mbtofs| art
:

inotmted: e-normous' ' Variation) i iii -thetrohin^i i

fric'fi'dn 'fac't^H'aM 'rither 'bbrnts'.'i^llow.Toi Id-epartwresp^

wh^h'Wave an''•importa¥ll

t
, beartn^Joni the- -motor) clseai^nji

aiiH."yoriyrftic1idfl! •'•FW%s"tahdt»:-NViri> tiheiiauton>oi»ae-p|.

only "a" sfhail"m6tei<
' te' felllowabWi '• > ^lvis- >thoiO& Jbe-,liglvt,

,

arid'.yt't
i

yhbuirJ ,,deif^er aH"riVe'p
l

6wer'n^oessafVi.ifa aseriof..

emyfg'enyy." WWtokfid'pmztteul lt»|us^oa^ihe^>D7wntbIa(|

somewhat increased ratio of copper t^^roh/iwhijah-ahqwid)-?

haV^ ,l
a"h.ligh ,

o*<eiJloa
,d c^patftVi'buti-morevtiianl^l, itl lis

fciilHd thfef?
1the

l

^?ie, al

rtd wWghfWkhe'mot^rloanilBej .^reatWb
reVhi'ce'd

1

, 'rfW'^ear^ *eari ,bdiptHCttca!llvioompi>uridedt. 1 i This! 1

is
i, esp>yiairy ""'d&Vdftlef.11 b^mg"tO 4hel drrditrrioml Variat?iorir

in the rolling friction factor.

Obstructions and grades are encountered, never met on
tram tracks, and at the same time may be coupled with
soft road, which, owing^ to the weights necessarily present,

would render progress impossible, unless an inordinately

large~rnotor~tvere
T

at'"ffarid. At such times, often if a few
feeTT5n1y~cari be compassed, the journey can be resumed.
Tt^is under these and similar conditions, that the value

of the-eompound -gear- becomes apparent. One form of
this-gear, -employed in a number of vehicles, has been
found to Jie entirely ^satisfactory, increasing the leverage

of the motor over the load. In case of a motor, with a

suitable over-load factor, this gear, while only doubling
the leverage, is found to compass anything that has ever
been encountered in city, park and country service. Any
ratio of gearing can of course be employed. By means
of the compound gear, the torque is brought up to nearly

the slipping point of the drivers without overdraft of

current-supnlv tfrom the batten'. The manipulation is by
a small handle, usually imbedded in the cushion at the

§MeJ,
'lt

u,tt&HJ* J'Ws^ <Wily afi infrequent intervals. This
compound gear not only enables a small motor to meet
aniiMfCTgencVi/^ttt! b»Sdau„iniPflrtanf J^jng^uflofl, th«

stooagjribatteiryrjatt-iqaiasiftiS^f^gHard iiya^yer^.j^riportan,^

sense, ^preventing.; fts.it. dw?& ,inQr,dina,t# , Qyer4fait^ojt,.^ec
/7 ,

triowuntfei^iftftdiiiiit^m^v.^n^lyifij^jgh^ plkt£S|1:0 be

emp1dY.ed;™^lwljt,feaT„gf,;$^

Atoothe>r/£eai'Ujiteof'iflTJi^ with the com-
IwnjuidiigeaniASMfjOundntfiV l^e(jits

/;
i||terlock and interaction

\iithiithejoowifliroJAer;., 1 ,jThis jfea^uqe renders the compound
gtar>eritameWljsHsc;efi^fui-;}n, f)i?< ,n^§j:n incompetent hands.

THe jEjeannranpotibe t}?rO'\vt?i/?.r. changed, when the current

iKnorijmpriean^thft cnrjrQUjt hejpa.it^pqiWil the gear is en-

rireiy 1 thrown .toi e^erji^re, cfjj^e.^hefl of its normal
r>^eratiivQ^oaUiou/S,,!f 1 Th;oil..dq})^ aufjo^o^jcally and with-

oatrrfbq l«rawiedg9».-oj,the qpefj|t9fJyj J;) /I( „,
'' fSrkakittgjagelflnJiof jthennlotoh ats:ahwili*>le. its elevated

l^OsttioriJ attd<ithej!compar^tflrrel}( lopei%^5pace it occupies.

Wheiv^oihpfilrdd 'jwiithn street Galu motoKiFi enables the em-
]Tto^ifn»ejit , '0'f./yentiij'latioii.-;ljThiiS -ahouldi.be designed with

c*#fe.'8o ds'to prfen-entfinfgT-ess of. wa»tfr and moisture. The
\¥iftitoi»6iV4S &ipeciaUAnappl*yal)le to the small-sized motor.

cV)jl?si/4
,

er.Higiitlmjilrreavyil(i>\rorlo'a(t$--to which they are fre-

cjt»**ifly4'sfwlyjled1jeili gniad (d \>->v

-ficu ?di isbnu L-^tjOiriiQi^o^TjxrF.n.)

rf^uoirfl bainso gi noiLio-»Ittt—

't'tHQr's'^HFe.^l^crlU^'lind illustrations omitted bv

8@tw«fe^Ji»Ni tJrn vfi&Kift tetitwdisg^itf yjb bnB }; v/ -vBrT ?^nn 9rit m vlignab
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AUTOMOBILES AXD THEIR OPERATION.
The subject of automobiles and their operation has been

frequently discussed in the daily papers of late. The auto-

mobile, as is well known, is not a distinctly electrical con-

trivance, but may be operated by any form of power capa-

ble of driving it. Two of the most popular types of auto-

mobiles are gasolene and electric. In the first a purely

mechanical device is met with, consisting of a carriage,

a supply of gasolene and the driving mechanism. In the

second we find a carriage as before, storage batteries and
a motor. The question now arises, not so much as to

which is the fastest or can cover the most ground, but

which is the most practical. By this is meant not only

the ease of operation expected by untrained hands, but a

reasonable cost of operation as well.

We cannot but confess that the electric automobile, as it

at present exists, is limited to a comparatively short dis-

tance in its travels. Gasolene automobiles, on the other

hand, as shown by a recent test of the Winton carriage,

are able to cover a great distance at a high rate of speed.

It may he possible that each of these types must be regard-

ed from seperate standpoints. The city and the country
are widely different, both as regards the nature of the

roads and the conditions of the surface. For opei

within the city limits the Trench seem to have demon-
strated that the gasolene automobile is jtwrf :--> serviceable

im the electric motor carriage, but we are ine?"ned to differ.

The noise and odor arising from a gasolene carriage
makes it interior in operation to the electric automobile.
On the other hand, the expense of equipment and limited
range < t the electric automobile would make a choice be-
tween the two a matter of considerable difficulty.

In an article on electric automobiles by Elmer A. Sperry.
the following paragraph appear- : "By "89 what we might
call a "motor mortality' under severe conditions of ser-
vice had l>een reached that meant success. In a space then
considered contracted we had found room for ample area
of journal and commutation ; ample insulation and dielec-
tric to withstand the voltage strain. Methods of support-
ing and imbedding insulation and conductors had been
devised that insured life, not only against heat and over-
load, against vibration, pounding and concussion, and last,

but not least, against misuse and abuse at the hands of
the non-expert.''

This general statement made regarding the motor ap-
plies equally well to the stationary motor, the street rail-

way motor and a motor used for an automobile. But
this is not all of the problem. The driving power, the
dead weight of the batteries and their limited capacity are
matters of serious consideration by the builders of elec-

tric automobiles. It is true that the storage battery, as
far as its present construction is concerned, has climbed
to the top notch of usefulness, but. weight for weight and
bulk for bulk, it is inferior to any other form of portable
power. Mr. Sperry states that "the perfected storage
battery presents some remarkable features. It even rivals

the electric motor in its fitness and special adaptability

to the automobile problem. Its very large reserve power
at instant command : its entire freedom from danger when
fully charged : its almost constant pressure throughout its

capacity ; its recently developed capacity for quick charg-
ing and ease with which charge may be obtained in almost
every hamlet in the country are among its advantages."

The freedom from danger implied by the use of a stor-

age battery is admitted, but the difficulty still exists of be-

ing unable to get a charge of current readily and conve-
niently when required if the automobile is out of town.

There may be many hamlets in the country, but it is not

quite so easy as the author supposes to either charge an
electric automobile or to get the automobile even that dis-

tance. Country residences, with the exception of rMc
wealthiest, are in the large majority entirely devoid of

current. But this is not the point. The distance question

is much more important ; then the necessity for the fre-

quent charging of cells would disappear. The compressed

air idea need not be considered as a competitive factor,

as the author gives some facts relating: to the same which

seem to show that compressed air will never be a success

for automobile purposes. The weight and hulkiness of the

apparatus as well as its general inefficiency will entirely

prevent this.

Vehicles equipped with rubber tires require but a slight

tractive effort to move them. In a bicycle of racing equip-

ment with a tractive effort of four pounds the efficiency

is ninety per cent, and becomes almost one hundred per

cent, when the tractive effort reaches ten pounds. With
an automobile of greater weight the figures hold true.

thus necessitating the use of a comparatively small motor.

It does not seem to be such a difficult problem to build

storage batteries that have double the capacity for the

same weight of those commonly used.- The weu/ht of

the supporting grid and the liquid is a large item. Therr

are many forms of batteries that would he just as prac-

tical to use for short trips, and be less expensive, in cer-

tain respects, than the storage battery. At oresent a

weight of at leasl one hundred pounds per horse jx>wer

hour is required. Some newly constructed batteries no

not exceed fifty pounds per horse power hour nr.d will

>tand a heavy rate of discharge without rapid deteriora-

tion. By loul ng the distance an automobile can cover

active competition will disappear, as far as mVr auto-

mobiles are concerns i
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OPERATING COSTS OF HORSE AND ELEC-
TRIC DELIVERY WAGONS IN

NEW YORK CITY.

By G. F. Sever and R. A. Fleiss.

(Continued from page 22.

)

SECTION II.

SOME TESTS ON ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES FOR DELIVERY
SERVICE.

The results recorded in this section were obtained under
service conditions, in the streets of New York City. Over
6o miles were covered during the tests recorded below,
and all grades between the lower section of the city and
Washington Heights were surmounted with the greatest

ease. During the tests, various conditions of weather
were encountered, including heavy rain, strong head
winds and muddy streets, as well as very clear weather,

no wind and dry streets.

During the series of tests no accidents of any kind

happened. It was not necessary at any time to stop the

vehicles for repairs—all the mechanical and electrical parts

performing their functions with the utmost ease, and with

practically no noise, and absolutely no odor.

The method followed during all the tests was the same.

It consisted in measuring the watt-hours of energy sup-

plied by the storage batteries during the runs, by means
of a Thomson recording watt-hour meter, which was ac-

curately calibrated before the test began. The distance

traveled by the vehicles was recorded by a tested cyclom-

eter and the speed in miles per hour was noted at any
second by means of a tachometer. Placed in series with

the watt-hour-meter was a Weston portable ammeter,

while a Weston voltmeter was placed across the battery

connection at the controller. In this way, instantaneous

readings of the power were obtained, while the watt-hour

meter gave the total energy used. The Weston instru-

ments were accurate, and every precaution was taken to

guard them from any jolts or jars which might have
impaired their accuracy.

The first tests to be presented were made upon a vehicle

built for a large drygoods store in New York Citv. The
vehicle was intended for the delivery of light goods about

me city, and was to be placed in competition with horse

delivery service of the same class. The results tabulated

^elow show the instantaneous power consumption with

this vehicle, while traveling over the same ground, at the

same speed as recorded on two different davs. The col-

umn headed "Rain" refers to readings taken during- a

severe storm which lasted throughout the entire test. The
column headed "Clear" shows the consumption of power
on a clear dav with no perceptible wind. *

Insert Table V. (Table omitted by author')

.

An inspection of Table V. brings us to the conclusion

that the power consumption is not greatly affected by
change of pavement, as from cobblestones to asphalt.

There is, however, a slightly greater power required on
wet macadam than on dry. and more power is required

on macadam than on asphalt or cobbles. The grades
were measured in every case after the tests were com-
pleted. In Table VI. is given the data obtained during

a test run of a little over 13 miles, in very bad weather.

For the greater part of the trip, a heavy wind was blow-

Insert Table VI. (Table omitted bv author).

The time given in the last column of this table has no
bearing on the speed. The soeed may have been 10 miles

an hour while running, and vet. owing to "slow-uos,"
stops, etc., the time occupied in passing from one street

to another, where the readings of the time were noted,

mav indicate a speed of onlv 6 miles an hour. The last

column was inserted as a check on the trip—the speed
m the second column being- given as the speed at the time

the readings of the voltmeter and ammeter were t?ken,

ihe watt-hour-meter, of course, taking care of the inter-

mediate fluctuations.

A study of Table VI. shows us that on grades the speed
of the vehicle is very much reduced, and that the power
required to propel the vehicle at the reduced speed is very
large—which is quite natural. The table is instructive in

showing the relative proportion of increase of power due
to grades. It must be remembered, however, that the
comparison is made in this case between level asphalted
streets and macadamized hills that were very muddy, and
that this condition would cause the variation in power
to be greater than in the case of grades of asphalt surface.
The average of ten readings taken from Table VI. gives
as the power consumed on level asphalt the following

:

Volts 85.3
Amperes 23.

1

It is to be understood that these ten readings were
selected from the table with the idea of eliminating up
or down grades. The lowest ammeter reading taken was
20 and the highest 26. Above and below these reading

-

the vehicle was on perceptibly up or down grades. It may
be well to note that this wagon was equipped with solid
rubber tires ; these, as is quite generally recognized, absorb
slightly less power than pneumatic tires.

Table VII. gives the results obtained during a test
in very fine weather. The run was one of 6.25 miles over
a continually ascending route.

Insert Table VII. (Table omitted by author).
The watt-hour-meter reading during this test showed a

consumption of 1364.22 watt-hours. The wagon alone
was weighed on balanced coal-scales and was found to
weigh 3,750 pounds. On this trip it carried three passen-
gers and the instruments used. The total weight was
found to be as follows

:

Weight of wagon 3-75° lbs.
" passengers 413

"

" instruments 37
"

Total weight 4,200
"

The distance traveled was 6.25 miles and the time ac-

tually in motion was 52.75 minutes.
Therefore

:

Average speed in miles per hour was 8.44 miles.

The watt-hours per car mile were.. .218.28

The watt-hours per ton mile were. . 103.95
It should be remembered that these results were ob-

tained during a run which was always tending up hill as

was noted above. This becomes quite evident when the

average of the 27 readings of Table ATI. is compared
with the average of the 10 readings taken from Table VI .

representing level asphalt.

Average of the 27 readings of Table ATI.

:

Volts 81 .72

Amperes 26.25

Average of the 10 readings taken from Table VI.

:

Volts 85.3
Amperes 23.1

Table VIII. gives the results of a run made in the op-

posite direction to that recorded in Table ATI., that is.

starting on the high ground on which the run of Table

VII. terminated ; it records the pow^r consumed during a

run of 7.24 miles. The run ended where that of Table

VII. began. Thus in the run recordt d in Table VIII. the

tendency was always down hill ; this will be appreciates

from an inspection of the table.

Insert Table VIII. (Table omitted by author "1

.

The watt-hour-meter showed a consumption of energy

on this run of 1243.38 watt-hours. The weight was the

same as previously given, namely 4.200 pounds. The time

in actual motion was 58.5 minutes. The distance traveled

was 7.24 miles. The average soeed per hour. 8.08 miles.

The watt-hours per car mile were 171.7.1

The watt-hours per ton mile were 8t.o8

Combining the results of the watt-meter readings for

the tests of Table VII. and VIII., we find that for a total

distance of 13.49 miles the average was an follov

Watt-hours per car mile ior.01

Watt-hours oer ton mile 9-r ^75
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The results were obtained under the ordinary service mission was finally granted the Spaniard to install in his
conditions, and can be duplicated at any time. circus the first electric light plant ever operated in Con-

(to be continued.) stantinople.—"Electricity "

MISCELLANEOUS.

STRAY CURRENTS.
ALLOYS FOR DYNAMO BRUSHES.

The following- alloys for dynamo brushes to combine
conductivity with as little friction as possible are given
by the "Elektrochemische Zeitschrift" : Copper with .2 per
cent, of bismuth, .3 per cent, of cadmium, and 1.5 per cent,

of antimony. If the commutator is of hard bronze, the

ingredients added should be doubled in quantity, and if

the commutator is of steel, they should be trebled.
—

''Elec-

tricity."

A NEW STORAGE BATTERY PLATE.
An important improvement in storage battery plates—

giving them lightness, high capacity, and great solidity

and strength—is claimed by the patent of M. Camille

Brault. The plate consists of two grids, between which
the active material is placed, the grids being then forced

together by great pressure. The triangular ribs, with the

sharp edges inside, firmly hold the paste. The active ma-
terial is a mixture of litharge with 10 per cent, of sulphate

of potassium or similar alkali salt, to which is added 1 to

3 per cent, of the double chloride of platinum and mer-
cury, ammonia gas being passed through the substances

during the mixing.—London "Invention."

WIRELESS TELEPHONY.
The "Sydney Bulletin" has a note referring to the fact

that about 13 years ago the officers at the termini of the
Milton-Milburn line (New Zealand) found their tele-

phonic conversations frequently interrupted by a voice,
which

.
as was subsequently discovered, belonged to the

postmaster at Outram, some 30 miles away. The tele-

phone wire from Outram to Japanni runs for some miles
on the same posts as the telegraph wire from Outram to
Mosqiel; it then branches off, and for some miles it is

parallel with the Milton-Milburn telephone line, both lines
being about three-quarters of a mile apart. Experts said.

"Induction"; but, as they could not find a way either to
control or utilize the phenomenon, the mysterious voice
continued to contribute by its interruptions to the already
somewhat flowery language of the country.—London
" Electrical Engineer."

THE ACCUMULATOR AS AN INCUBATOR.
That an "incubator" is an essential part of an efficient

electric light plant, is the gospel of electric lighting ac-

cording to a member of a place of worship in the fair

Vale of Conway, and as the Electric Light Company has

not put down an "incubator," then it would be better

to defer the question of lighting the church electrically

for the time being. We will be charitable enough to as-

sume that this was purely a case of lapsus linguae, or else

imagine that the speaker was not used to the steep grad-

ients and sudden curves of the Welsh dialect. Obviously,

"accumulator" was meant, but as the speaker was a lead-

ing man of the town and professed to possess knowledge
of the subject, we suppose no one presumed to contradict

him. although the local press had a little smile all to itself.

Some one suggests that the speaker was confused with

that statement, whose frenuency is very high, that elec-

tricity is in its infancy. But we rather fancy that elec-

tricity passed its incubator stage before that convenient

invention made its appearance.—London "Electrical Re-
view."

RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF COAL.
The London "Colliery Guardian" says : "Many colliery

companies are already provided with radiographic appar-
atus, which they apply successfully to examining the frac-

tures that show themselves in the disturbances met with
in their mines ; and the apparatus they have at their dis-

posal may readily be employed either for radioscopic ex-
amination or for radiometric analysis, so that it appeared
interesting to M. Henry Couriot, Professor of Mine
Working at the Paris School of Mines), to make known
the methods that can be turned to account for obtaining
this last-named result, in order to enlighten the mine
owner as to the value of the mineral wealth he possesses.
Thus terminates his communication to the Societe de
ITndustrie Minerale ; and M. Couriot observes that the
X ray supplies fresh means, not only for ascertaining the
greater or less degree of purity in mineral fuels, but also

for at once determining their value without the loss of
time required by incineration, with the tedious weighings
that precede and follow that operation."—Ex.

LITERARY.

ELECTRICITY TRIUMPHANT IN CONSTANTI-
NOPLE.

Until recently, as is generallv known, the use of elec-

tricity in any shape or form in Constantinople was strictly

forbidden. The final triumph over the prejudices of the

Sultan, who has always imagined that dynamo was a

synonym for dynamite, is now said to have been clue to a

Spaniard and the kinematograph. This Spaniard, Don
Ramirez by name, so the story runs, started a circus in

Constantinople, and in order to be no to date imported a

kinematograph. But the city authorities would not allow

him to set his new instrument in operation because it had

to be driven bv the condemned electricitv. In his difficultv

he applied to his ambassador, who promised to do his besl

for him. During" the next audience which he had with

the Sultan, the wily diplomatist took occasion to enlarqre

on the wonders of the kinematograph, and interested the

Sultan so much that Don Ramirez was ordered to bring

his instrument to the palace. Moving scenes from the

leading capitals of Europe were thrown on the screen

for the delectation of the Sultan, with the result that per-

A TREATISE ON CAR HEATING.
We have just received from the Gold Car Heating

Company, of New York City, a copy of their 1899 and
[900 catalogue of the various improved systems of car

heating and the accompanying parts and appliances which
they manufacture. This catalogue—containing about
eighty pages. <)lxi2 inches, and handsomely hound in

cloth— is, without doubt, the most complete of its kind

published and well worthy of a place in the library of every

electrical engineer and others interested, in the subject

of car healing. To railway men especially will it prove

a boon. The various Gold systems of car heating, by
means of either direct steam heat, hot water circulation.

Storage heating apparatus or electric heaters, are tersely

described to their minutest details and fully illustrated by

diagrams and drawings of the essential parts. Appended
there are a. number >^i testimonials from some of the

largest surface and elevated roads in the country, who
-peak in the highest terms of the "Gold System of C*r
I [eating." A list o\ the principal users o\ the Gold beating'

items is also given, and. judging by this and the testi-

monials received, the Gold Company have reached t!tf

standard of perfection in car heating, one which it will

he difficult to eclipse. We would advise those of our road'

ers interested in the above to communicate with the Gold

Car Heating Company, Bridge Store No. 6, N. E. Cqv.

Franklin and Cliff streets^ New. York City.
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DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA-
TION.

THE BOGUE FOCUSING LAMP AND SEARCH
LIGHT.

In the illustrations are shown types of focusing lamp

and search light built by Charles J. Bogue, of 215 Centre

street, New York City. The focusing lamp is so con-

BY THE EDITOR.

[Note.—Any one is invited to ask questions on any point that is not
made c'ear in these articles. Suitable explanations will be cheer
fully given under the head of " Answers to Inquiries:']

WHEATSTOXE BRIDGE TESTS.
In figures 1 and 2 are shown the diagram of connections

The Bogue Search Ltght.

structed that it rests upon a broad mantle base and op-
erates in series with a set of resistance coils confined with-
in a substantial metal framework which can be attached
to the wall, ceiling or in any other convenient position.
The mechanism of the lamp is exceedingly simple, the
feeding being so regul?ted that the arc is always at the

of a YYheatstone bridge and the appearance of a postoffice

set connected up for testing insulation resistance. In a

test of this description one wire of the bridge is grounded

and the other is brought in contact with the insulation of

the line by coiling the wire and allowing it to rest in a

bucket of water. Another way, such as is practiced by

The Bogue Foousing Lamp

centre of the reflecting device. The search light shown
:n illustration is easily adjustable for marine purposes and
general signaling. The feeding mechanism is strongly
constructed, keeping in perfect order and producing a

steady arc between the carbons of little or no changeability.
The high-class workmanship, fine finish and economical
current consumption of these lamps have created an ex-
cellent reputation for them. Mr. Bogue also engages in

general repair work, and will undertake to build ma-
chinery of a special nature when so required.

builders of electrical machinery, is to connect one wire of

the bridge to the metal framework of the machine instead

of the G connection, shown in sketch, and the other wire

of the bridge to any wire of the motor or dynamo. If there

is a ground current it will leak through the insulation at

that point, and the resistance will be measured by the

bridge in the regular manner, by balancing up the arms
A compact form of the Wheatstone bridge has been built

and sold under the title of ohmmeter. which is about th*

most convenient form it has appeared in.
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TWO-PHASE THREE-WIRE SYSTEMS.
The production of a rotary magnetic field is, of course.

one of the objects in view in a two or three phase system

of transmission or distribution. In the sketch a two-

ph^se generator is shown, the power of which operates

two two-phase motors and four groups of incandescent

lights. Bv examining the generator carefully, the con-

nections to the collector rings can be traced, by means of

\vto|j the two phases are carried along three wires without

THE GENERAL EFFICIENCY OF A CORLISS
PLANT.

This rather curious investigation will not he from the

indicated horse power of the engine to the watts output

of the dynamo, but will trace out the resulting efficiency

from the coal hole to the lamp itself. Making every al-

lowance, it will be seen that the burning of coal, the stor-

ing up of its heat as steam, and the ultimate utilization

of this caloric energy in producing power from the engine
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interfering. The winding of the transformers is also

shown for this current, and it will be noticed that in the

first case the connections differ from those in the second,

gives us a net result of fourteen per cent, in the best of

steam plants. The furnace and boiler efficiency would be

nearly sixty per cent.; that of the engine, as previous!)

Galvo.

Line

Ulllllllllllllllll-
Battery

Buttery

FIG. 2

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

third and fourth for operating electric lights or motor.

Two-phase systems are largely in vogue in this country,

and have given great satisfaction to those operating them.

both as regards the smoothness of running, as well as

their general high efficiency.

stated, about fourteen. Allowing ninety per cent, for the

generator, the net output from its lines would he twelve

and six-tenths, of which ten per cent, would again he

lost in the mains, leaving about ten per cent, to he turned

into light. An arc lamp whose efficiency is about ten
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per cent, would give us about one per cent, of the original

fund of energy in the coal as light. For every hundred

pounds of coal burnt in the boiler we create light equal

to the energy of one pound of coal at the end of the line.

Engineering' skill can therefore be rated, as far as results

go, at a one per cent, basis from this standpoint.

A SHADOW PHOTOMETER.
A Rumford photometer can be built for experimental

purposes in a cheap and simple manner, as shown in illus-

tration. All that is required is a pine board, a framework

to hold a cardboard sheet, and a thin, round, wooden rod.

An ordinary paraffine candle gives, approximately, one

candle power. The shadow thrown by this lamp can be

easily compared with that thrown by an incandescent lamp

or other source of illumination. The respective distances

from the rod can be measured and the candle power of

each source of light, as tested, calculated. When the

president, Charles Flower, Detroit; second vice-president,
I. A. Lumpkin, Alattoon, 111. ; third vice-president, George
T. Hewitt, Cedar Rapids, la.; secretary and treasurer,
S. P. Sheerin, Indianapolis, Ind. ; first assistant secretary,
G. W. Beers, Fort Wayne, Ind.; second assistant secre-
tary, S. E. Wayland, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
A banquet was tendered by the supply men, at which

covers were laid for 250 guests. A number of gentlemen
prominent in the independent telephone field were called
upon for toasts. In connection with the convention an
exhibition of telephone apparatus and supplies was held in
the hall and rooms of the Auditorium, which was very
successful.

TIDAL POWER.
It is stated that a London capitalist has offered to con-

struct at Southend a huge sea-wall at a cost of $5,000,000.
In return he asks permission to use the tidal force for

Rumford Shadow Photometer.

shadows are of equal color the candle powers vary in-

versely as to distance.

THE TELEPHONE.

THE THETHIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE AS-

SOCIATION.
The third annual convention of the Independent Tele-

phone Association, held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago,

working a generating plant, with the idea of supplying

London with electricity. He guarantees that there shall

never be less than 3 ft. 6 in. of water on the beach ; in fact,

it will be a huge marine lake. No particulars are given

as to the kind of water engine to be used.
—

"Trade Jour-
nals' Review."

PRODUCTS OF THE ELECTRIC FURNACE
ACETYLENE GAS.

When it was announced a few \ears ago that a discov-

A Model Low Speed Direct Connected Plant.

June 26, 27 and 28, was by far the most successful meet-
ing ever held by that vigorous and growing body. A
number of important papers, bearing on telephone mat-
ters, were read and discussed at the meeting, the greatest

interest and enthusiasm being aroused by the same. At
the business meeting, held on the evening of June 26,

the following officers were elected for the coming year

:

President, James M. Thomas, Chillicothe, O. ; first vice-

ery of a new illuminant had been made which was likely

to supersede illuminating gas and electricity as a light-

giving medium, many people were sceptical, and even
when the vastly superior light was exhibited, showing a
beautiful, brilliant flame, the public still questioned
whether it could be produced cheaply and safelv enough
to compete with electricity and ordinary coal gas. Results
of the last three years have answered these questions de-
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cidedly in the affirmative and proven that acetylene gas can

be furnished cheaply in a form which makes it available

for individual use as well as that of communities.

Acetylene is a gaseous hydro-carbon of formula C2 H2.

It was discovered by Davy in 1836. This gas is found

in many reactive materials, and is commercially introduced

in the form of calcic carbide, made direct from the com-

bination of carbon and lime rock, fused in an electric fur-

nace. In this form it is supplied with suitably made gen-

erators, which principally consist of means of supplying

water to the carbide to set free the acetylene gas, and a

gas chamber (gasometer) for retaining the gas and effect-

ing a proper pressure under which it is consumed by

burners, similar to those used in ordinary gas.

BUSINESS NEWS

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN'.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW YORK CITY EOR WEEK
ENDING JULY 4, 1899, $99,109.

Xew York, X. Y.. July 4, 1899.—The following exports
of electrical material are from the port of Xew York for

the week ending this date :

Antwerp)—I case electrical material, $10.
Argentine Republic—482 cases electrical material,

%2J,02J.
Amsterdam— 1 case electrical material, $25.

Auto-Aceytelane Generator.

Acetylene gas, as an illuminant, is sixteen times greater

than ordinary gas, creates perfect combustion, leaving no
residuum of smoke and very little heat, only about one-

twelfth of that of ordinary gas. The burning flame of

acetylene gas gives a pure white light resembling very
closely sunlight, and it is possible with this new illuminant

to distinguish the delicate tints of fabrics, flowers and
paintings as accurately as can be done by daylight ; when
taken altogether, it appears to be one of the most useful

discoveries for artificial lighting made during the present

century.

Its cheapness, as compared with other illuminating me-
diums, is very clearly shown by stating that a dollar will

buy 5,000 candle power of acetylene light; 3,850 of gaso-

lene light, 2,625 of ordinary gas, or 1,600 candle power
of electric light.

The Auto-Acetylene Company, 13-21 Park Row. N*r/
York, U. S. A., give in their catalogue a great deaf 01

information about this new gas and its adaptability to

commercial uses, and will be pleased to furnish particulars

to persons desiring further information.

Brazil—7 cases electrical material, $180.

British West Indies— 1 package electrical material. $25.
British Possessions in Africa—85 cases electrical ma-

terial, $2,686.

British Australia

—

7$ packages electrical material,

$29,550.
Berlin—2 packages electrical material, $60.

•(,.
BLIZZARD MOTOR CO.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

Boom 185 World Bid., N. V. City.

ONE CELL of our BLIZZARD Battery will run our BLIZ
Z ARD 6-inch fan motor 50 hours, at a cost of 10 cents. Ooe*
cell of our battery and our BLIZZARD 6-lnch motor will be*

sent t<» any address In the Uulted States on receipt of $2.00 X

+ <*
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( !uba- 9 packages electrical material. $183. 19 cases

electrical light material, $212.
Hull— j 1 cases electrical material, $115.
Havre

—

\j cases electrical material, $7,087. 96 cases

electrical machinery, $2,000.

Japan— 1 case electrical material, $24.
Liverpool—7 cases electric carriages, $7,000.

London—71 cases electrical material, $6,121. 50 cases

electrical machinery, $428.
Mexico'—83 cases electrical material, $2,251. 11 cases

electrical machinery, $1,221.

-Manchester—33 packages electrical machinery, $8,950.

Naples—6 cases electrical material, $567.
New Zealand—9 packages electrical material, $263.

Oporto— io boxes electric motors, $2,100.

Porto Rico—25 cases electrical material, $816.

Tasmania—2 packages electrical material, $100.

Uruguay—3 cases electrical material, $77.
Venezuela— 4 cases electrical material, $31.

Yonkers, N. Y.—The Palisade Telephone Co., incorporat-
ed by Manning Merrill, Thos. T. Hill, Geo. W. Ro-
manic, Win. P. Catlin, A. T. Holbrook, Geo. B.
Dresher, and George L. Catlin. Capital stock,

$250,000.

NEW 1NCOR PC )RATIONS.
Little Rock. Ark.—The Brown Electric Co., incorporated

with George M. Heard president, Milton Mill secre-

tary-treasurer. W. G. Brown and others. Capital

stock, $30,000.

Bowling Green, O.—The Bowling Green Gas Co., incor-

porated by J. T. Lynn, and others; to supply electric

light and heating power. Capital stock, $5,000.

Du Bois. Pa.—Du Bois Electric Co.. incorporated by J. E.

Du Bois, F. W. Hatfield, and others; supply light,

heat and power. Capital stock, $42,000.

Mt. Kisco, N. V.—Mt. Kisco Lighting Co., incorporated

by D. Cromwell. C. D. Morton, R. B. Goodman, and
others. Capital stock, $20,000.

Trenton, N. J.—New Jersey Gas, Oil and Electric Light-

ing Co., incorporated by Watson H. Linburg and
others. Capital stock, $20,000.

Xew Brunswick, N. J.—Raritan Electrical Manufacturing

Co., incorporated by Albert H. Gleason and others;

manufacture electrical machines, etc. Capital stock.

$ 1 50.000.

Camden. X. I.—Mason Heating and Lighting Co.. incor-

porated by James A. Mason and others ; manufacture

electric and other burners. Capital stock, $1,000,000.

Chicago, 111.—Chase Electrical Construction Co., incor-

porated by A. P. Peck and others : manufacturing and

dealing in electrical goods. Capital stock. $10,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—California Power Co.. incorporated

by S. \Y. Ferguson. A. P. Woodward, and others:

to manufacture and sell power. Capital stock.

$100,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The Minneapolis Electric Light and

Bower Co., has filed a petition for dissolution. The
company had a capital of $750,000.

Los Angeles. Cal.—Los Angeles Suburban Gas Co., in-

corporated by T. S. C. Lowe. L. P. Lowe, and others;

general gas and electric light. Capital stock. $500,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Huntingdon, Tenn.—The Carroll County Telephone Co.

will increase its capital stock from $2,000 to $20,000.

Salem, O.—The Columbiana County Telephone Co.. in-

corporated by S. C. Thayer, W. D. McKeefrey and

others; operate a telephone system. Capital stock.

$200 ,o< >o.

Syracuse. N. Y.—The Syracuse Telephone Co., incor-

porated by J. J. Jermyn, J. L. Wentz, and other-

Capital stock. $450,000.

Worcester, Mass.— Worcester Telephone Co.. incorporat-

ed by H. F. Harris, W. P. Searles. and H. S. Pratt :

telephone and telegraph lines. Capital stock, $200,000.

Lansford, Pa.—Carbon Telephone Co., incorporated- by
W\ D. Zehner, E. H. Kistler, and others; telephone

t> *iuess. Capital stock, $2,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Glens Falls, X. Y.—Warren County Railway Co., incor-

porated by A. B. Colvin, J. M. Coolidge, and others;
electric railway. Capital stock, $200,000.

Youngstown, O.—The Mahoning Valley Traction Co., in-

corporated by C. E. Sanders and others ; to build and
operate an electric road. Capital stock, $10,000.

THE WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY TO INVADE
ENGLAND.

A press dispatch from London states that the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Co., of Pittsburg, Pa.,

will erect works at Manchester, England, and employ five

thousand men. George W'estinghouse will direct the en-
terprise. Lord Kelvin, the English authority, will act as
the company's technical adviser in England.

JOTTINGS.
John S. Nowotney, of 313 East Second street, Cin-

cinnati, O., announces to the public and his many friends

in the electrical business and kindred lines, that he sev-

ered his connection with the Xowotney Electric Company,
March 31, 1898. Mr. Xowotney founded the Xowotney
Electric Company, and managed the business from its in-

ception until March 31, 1898. The assignment of the

Nowotney Electric Company, which occurred June 30,

1899, m no wa >' affects him. After severing his connec-

tion with the above-named company, he immediately em-
barked in the manufacture of Xowotney's semi-vacuum
long-burning arc lamp and electrical specialties. The lat-

ter named business is owned solely by him, and operated

under his personal supervision and name, and is in no
wise connected with the Xowotney Electric Company,
which assigned June 30, 1899.

The Western Electric Company will erect a ten-

story fireproof factory building at Washington and Bank
streets. Xew York City, the plans for which have been

riled with the Building Department. The building will cost

$500,000.

The Electrical Exhibition Company presented to

Mr. Luther Stieringer a hunting-case gold imported re-

peater watch, striking the hours and minutes, with the

following inscription : "Presented to Luther Stieringer by

the Electrical Exhibition Company, in recognition of valu-

able and gratuitous aid rendered in connection with the

Electrical Exhibition, held in May,. 1890*7, l( ,.i,i^./
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Electrolytic Chlorate.— Pipe Lines on Bridge.

Electrolytic Chlorate.—One of the 830 H. P. Dynamos.

*THE ELECTROLYTIC CHLORATE WORKS
AT CHEDDE, SAVOY.
JOHN B. C. KERSHAW.

Chemical works have in the past usually been grouped
together in close vicinity to coal-fields or salt deposits

;

and allied with other manufacturing establishments—such
as glass works—they have formed great industrial cen-
ters. In England such a center exists in South Lanca-
shire. The chemical works of the future will be, how-
ever, in many cases, isolated units, placed in mountainous
districts, the chief conditions requisite being water-power
and railway communication.
Ten years ago the world's consumption of chlorate of

potash was wholly produced by the older chemical
method. To-day, more than half the chlorate production
is the output of electrolytic factories ; and the writer has
little doubt that ten years hence the proportion of the
total production made by the electrolytic method, with
the aid of water-power, will be considerably increased.
The following facts may be given to show the progress

of the new method of manufacture. In 1889 Messrs.

Condensed from 'The Engineering and Mining Jour-
nal."

Gall & Montlaur started the first electrolytic works at

Villers-sur-Ilermes in Switzerland; utilizing a few hun-
dred horse- power from the falls in the neighborhood of

the place for this experimental work. At the end of 1898

—or nine years later—there were seven electrolytic chlo-

rate factories in operation, all operated by water-power,

utilizing 30,000 horse-power, and producing 6,500 tons

chlorate per annum. Two new electrolytic chlorate fac-

tories were also under construction in 1808; and the fact

that one of these is promoted by the United Alkali Com-
pany—the chief producer by the older method of manu-
facture, is highly significant.

In a previous article on this manufacture, the writer

was able to give a detailed description of the St. Michel

Works of the Societe d'Electrochimie, where the Gall &
Montlaur process is operated on an extensive scale* In

the present article he is able to presenr a similar account

* "Electrical Review" (London), November 25th,

1898; "Engineering and Mining Journal," December
17th, 1898.
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of the more recently built factory of the Societe des

Forces Motives de l'Arve, which carries on the manufact-

ure of chlorate under the patents of M. Paul Corbin.

The works are situated at Chedde, Haute Savoie, close to

Chamounix, and almost under the shadow of Mt. Blanc.

The patents of M. Paul Corbin, above referred to,

were applied for in 1892 and 1894, and were based on ex-

periments made at M. Corbin's cellulose factory at Lan-
cey, Isere. They relate to the forms and details of elec-

trodes and vats for the electrolytic decomposition of solu-

tions of the alkali metal chlorides. The above named
company was formed early in 1895, for development and
utilization of the waters of the Arve and for industrial

operation of the Corbin patents ; and the building of the

works at Chedde was commenced in June of that year.

Six hundred men were employed upon the various hy-

draulic, engineering and building works required, and in

13 months from the date of commencement the factory

was ready for manufacturing operations. It has been in

continuous operation since July, 1896, and is now pro-
ducing chlorate at the rate of 3,000 tons per annum, in

addition to other chemical products, of which calcium

total length of galleries and tunnels carying the waters of

the Arve to the factory is 1,790 metres. The sectional
area varies from 5 to 30 sq. metres ; while the flow of the
water varies between 5 and 8 cubic metres per second.
The power available is said to be 12,000 H. P.; the maxi-
mum of course being in spring when the River Arve is in

flood. At present only a portion of this total is utilized

in the works.
The turbine house is a narrow building, 120 metres in

length. It contains 12 vertically placed turbines, each of

1,000 H. P. The dynamo house adjoins and is of the

same length ; it contains 12 direct current Oerlikon dyna-
mos, each directly coupled to one of the 1,000 H. P. tur-

bines; and each capable of delivering 830 E. H. P. The
total area covered by the buildings of the Chedde Works
is 13,000 sq. metres. The chief building is that contain-
ing the decomposing vats, which is 130 metres long, 60
metres broad, and 21.5 metres in height. The vats in

which the solution of potassium chloride is submitted to

electrolysis are built of cement,* and have the form shown
in Fig. 7, which represents a sectional elevation of the
vat. Diagrams 1-7 illustrate the details of the chloride
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Electrolytic Chlorate.—Details of Vat.

carbide is the chief.

The power used in the factory is obtained from the

River Arve, the most important hydraulic engineering

works being situated at the point where the valley of

Chamounix joins that of Sallanches. A dam with the

usual flood gates and sluices has been built at this point,

just below the bridge of Servoz. From here the water is

led by a tunnel 698 metres in length to the foot of the

ravine at Chatelard, where the first fall occurs. The
power generated at this spot is to be utilized for the elec-

tric railway which is to unite Chamounix and Fayet. The
water is then led through the valley of Chatelard in two
steel pipe lines (each 1.40 metres in diameter), and enters

a second tunnel 700 metres in length. From this it

emerges at a point 140 metres above the works at Chedde,
and is carried down to the turbine house, in two steel

pipe lines, 600 metres in length, each 1.40 metres in diam-
eter, and of metal 15 mm. thick at the lower end of the

line. A bridge over the river is necessary to carry the

two pipe lines into the turbine house. (See Fig. 8.) The

cell. The chief features of this form of decomposing cell

are a large number of insulated intermediate electrodes

—(second electrodes)—and the provision of external ce-

ment channels round the vats, for carrying off the elec-

trolysed solution, which flows over its sides.

The secondary electrodes are all of thin platinum foil,

held in ebonite or other non-conducting frames, of ex-

ceptional width. By use of these wide frames, M. Corbin
holds that he has overcome the lossess due to lateral

dispersion of the electric current, which usually occur

when attempts are made to utilize secondary electrodes

in industrial operations. The secondary electrodes are

entirely submerged in the electrolyte, and are held in po-

sition by two longitudinal guide bars, uinning parallel to

one another in the vat, bearing grooves for reception of

*The description of the decomposing vats used at

Chedde is based on that given in French Patents 226.257

of 1892, and 238,612 of 1894. It is possible that modifica-

tions of these forms have been introduced as the result

of practical work.
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the ebonite frames. The distance separating the secon-

dary electrodes is only 12-15 rn.m. The two terminal

electrodes are alone connected with the external current

conductors. They are formed of thick plates of metal

covered with platinum foil, and fixed over the openings

in the two end walls of the vats, as shown in Fig. 6. M.
Corbin lays great stress upon the importance of having

both secondary and primary electrodes mathematically

in line, and exactly similar in form and surface area. The
flow of the electrolyte within the vat is indicated by the

arrows in Fig. 7. The current on passing through such

a cell as this is confined to the line of the electrodes, by
reason of the wide ebonite frames encircling them, and
performs electrolytic work between each pair of elec-

trodes. In this case, when a solution of potassium chlo-

ride forms the electrolyte, chlorine is liberated at the

anode surface, and potassium hydrate at the cathode sur-

face, of the platinum walls forming each separate cell

;

and these unite to produce potassium chlorate or potas-

sium hypo-chlorate, according to the temperature at

which the reaction occurs. The remaining buildings of

the Chedde factory comprise the usual recrystallizing,

drying, grinding and packing departments, common to all

chlorate factories, whether using the old or new process

of manufacture.

ButcWIDobiles.

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

BY ELMER A. SPERRY.

(Continued from page 28.)

In the hands of non-expert, simplicity of control is

found to be indispensable to satisfactory operation.

With the automobile, there is one handle, which always

should be kept in hand, viz., the steering handle. The

question naturally arises, "why not let his handle do all

of the work of controlling this vehicle?" In a paper be-

fore this body, in 1894, the writer pointed out a system

of tram car control, which has since been widely adopted,

in which starting, stopping, speed control and brake

were confined to the operation of a single handle. This

having now been classed as the best practice with tram

cars, why not utilize the combination in connection with

the steering handle, allowing it, by the most natural and

almost trivial movements, to do the whole work of opera-

tion. In this way, the entire control of the vehicle is

simplified to a single handle. The direction of the vehicle

is controlled by lateral movement of the lever, the vehi-

cle going in any direction to which the handle is pointed

or aimed. Depressing the handle, from notch to notch,

increases the speed, and pulling up the handle, as one
would draw in the reins, in case of emergency, instantly

turns off the current and applies powerful brakes. The
intensity of the brakes is increased as the handle is further

raised. When the speed has been reduced, by again

lowering the handle, any of the speed notches can be

readily picked up ; the speed and brake being always
under instant control, one hand only being engaged. It

is apparent that the current manipulation to the motor
and brakes require only an imperceptible effort. Tn pro-

duction, the controlling handle is made either to stay

where placed, or is self-raising to the brake position, to

suit the fancy of the owener. The controlling handle
lying nearly horizontal, the "aiming" action in steering,

completes the almost ideal simplicity of the operation.
_

The controlling head, which is shown irc Fig- — > is

supplied with an indicator, showing at all times the posi-
tion of controlling cylinder, and by touching a button
on the side (seen in Fig. —) the handle may readily be
raised to position shown in the figure, for convenience of

occupants, especially for getting in and out on driver's
side.

In crowded thoroughfares the brake is the most impor-
tant feature of the automobile. The French authorities
in passing upon vehicles insist upon this factor more than
any other, and it is certainly the most indispensable.
W hatever else the vehicle can or cannot compass, it must
be possible to stop it, and that instantly, on occasions.
The brake should be powerful and at least in duplicate.
The carriages illustrated herewith are each provided with
hree separate brake systems.
The location of the controller beneath the footboard is

found to present decided advantages in point of conven-
ient interlock and inter-connection with the brakes. The
motor cannot be started without first removing all the
brakes. This location gives ready access at all times and
upon all sides by the hinged floor

;
gives a natural inter-

lock between the controller and the compound gear above
referred to, and also between the controller and charging
terminals, which are also here located. Numerous acci-

dents and even wrecks have been caused for failing to

open a special motor switch, when placing the controller

in series position for charging. A simple interlock with
the charging terminals, entirely eliminates this danger,
and in need the interlocking system throughout the car-

riage very thoroughly protects it in inexperienced hands

;

for instance, if the directing indicator (seen in Fig. —) is

removed, the motor and controller are locked. If the in-

dex or pointer of this indicator points forward, the vehi-

cle will go forward. If to the rear, the vehicle will go
backward. If it points upward, the carriage may be
charged, but when in this position all the conductors of

the motor cable are automatically open-circuited, pre-

venting accident. The pointer can never be manipulated

until the controller is first open-circuited, and if the index

is only partially turned, through carelessness or other-

wise, the controller cannot be operated until the mistake

has been corrected.

The motor being light and small, normally should be

of relatively "high speed," still farther reducing the

weight. A small motor is possible with the compound
gear. The double reduction motor possesses advantages

of allowing the hand-brake to be operated on the inter-

mediate shaft, thus working through the compensating

gear. A small brake, in this way. gives all the leverage

necessary, being one reduction back through steel gears

with small peripheral velocity, thus acting without^ noise.

Another advantage of double reduction is in keeping all

the gears of the power system small, and thus insuring a

neater appearance. The somewhat high speed permissi-

ble in the double reduction arrangement also renders

possible the bipolar motor, with its higher efficiency, as

compared with the multipolar. Every condition tending

to higher efficiencies should be considered in connection

with automobile equipment, as conserving the resources

of the battery. These conditions are not as necessary

with systems of tram traction, where the prime source of

power is always available.

The location of the controller and current manipulating

switches, low. and in front of the batteries, avoids hydro-

gen detonation and eliminates all danger of explosion

from spark or opening circuit.

Much has been -aid of one motor versus two. This is

largelv a matter of mechanics; it is conceded that one

motor gives higher efficiency than two of half the power,

and is less expensive to maintain. As even the heaviest

strains are comparatively small, the compensating gear,

where one motor is employed, is easily maintained, yield-

ing a combination which is far simpler and employs less

parts than with a double motor equipment.

(To be Continued.)
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OPERATING COSTS OF HORSE AND ELEC-
TRIC DELIVERY WAGONS IN

NEW YORK CITY.

By G. F. Sever and R. A. Fleiss.

(Continued from page 31.)

To determine as accurately as possible the lowest value

for the power consumption at the different speeds, some

special tests were made. A block paved with asphalt

which was fairly level between 24th and 25th Streets, on

Madison Avenue, was selected for the tests. The method

of procedure was as follows: First, readings were taken

while the vehicle was passing between 24th and and 25th

Streets, and then readings were taken when passing back

over the same ground, in every case care being takenthat

the vehicle had reached a constant speed an appreciable

time before the readings were noted. The average of

these readings should, of course, eliminate any slight

grades, if present, and the average should give the true

power consumption for absolutely level asphalt. The
readings obtained for the three different speeds of the

wagon were:
Volts. Amperes.

No. 3 speed—10.5 miles per hour. . .82 22

82 20

Average 82 21

No. 2 speed—5.4 miles per hour. . . .42 21

42 18

Average 42 19.5

No. 1 speed—2 miles per hour 21 22
21 16

Average 21 19

At No. 3 speed the rate of travel was 15.4 ft. per second

and the rate of work 1722 watts. Since a watt represents

0.7373 f°ot pounds per second the total work required

to propel the vehicle at this speed for one second was
1269.63 foot pounds. This represents a rate of 2.3 H. P.

The draw-bar pull was then 52.44 lbs., or at the rate of

39.26 lbs. per ton. At No. 2 speed the draw-bar pull was

36.3 lbs. per ton. The value of the draw-bar pull at No 3
speed is probably very closely approximate to the value

that would be shown at all speeds between 5 and 12 miles

per hour if a dynamometer was used. From the results

recorded in Table VII. we may take J05 watt-hours per

ton mile as quite within the reach of actual practice under
service conditions to-day. However, a more conservative

estimate of 120 watt-hours per ton mile as a basis upon
which to calculate the operating costs of electric vehicles

for delivery service will be assumed. Under ordinary

conditions a well-designed electric delivery wagon should

not consume over 120 watt hours per ton mile. In sup-

port of this statement the following data is presented,

these results being obtained while testing a small car-

riage which, owing to a number of circumstances, had
failed to come up to the expectations of the designers.

This carriage had been sent back to the shop for some
alterations and it was at that time that an opportunity

was afforded for making a number of experiments and
tests upon it. The point of greatest interest in these tests

is the fact that though working under most unfavorable
conditions, the watt-hours per ton mile did not reach 120.

The weight of this vehicle was 1200 lbs., over 300 lbs.

more than the original design called for. With one
passenger and the instruments it weighed 1400 lbs. Its

draw-bar pull was found, by a dynamometer, to be over
42 lbs. at 8 miles per hour on level asphalt. This is at

the rate of 62 lbs. per ton, and is approximately the same
as found for ordinary horse delivery wagons on cobble-
stones. This excessive draw-pull was due to poor bear-
ing design. Table IX. gives the result of a run of 9.45
miles with this vehicle on New York city streets.

TABLE IX.
Distance traveled 9.45 miles.

Watt-hour meter record. 771.15 watt hours.
Average speed 8.0 miles per hour.
Watt-hours per ton mile 1 16.5

It is interesting to note that even with this abnormal
pull the watt-hours per ton mile were only 116.5.

The test recorded in Table X was a fairly severe one
so far as hill climbing and bad roads are concerned. The
vehicle on this occasion travelled from 59th Street up the
Boulevard to 137th Street and return, taking en route
the long hill from 125th Street to 137th Street on the
Boulevard; on the return the hill from 125th street to

117th street was surmounted. The hill climbing part of

the trip was over a very bad macadam road surface. The
hill at 96th street and the Boulevard was surmounted
twice during the trip and the carriage covered 14 miles.

TABLE X.
Distance traveled 14 miles.

Time in actual motion.... 1 hour 47 minutes.
Average speed 7.8 miles per hour.
Total watt-hours recorded. 1162.29
Watt-hours per ton mile.. 118.57

It is worthy of note that with all the hill climbing, the

bad roads and the large friction loss due to bad design,

the watt-hours per ton mile only reached 118.57. From
the above, 120 watt-hours per ton mile would seem to be
a conservative estimate for the power consumption of well

designed electric delivery wagons in New York city un-
der ordinary service conditions.

(To be continued.)

SDpnamo Design.

AIR-GAP AND CORE DISTRIBUTION.
THE MAGNETIC FLUX AND ITS EFFECT UPON

THE REGULATION AND EFFICIENCY OF
DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINERY.—II.

BY W. ELWELL GOLDSBOROUGH.
(Continued from page 27.)

To determine the hysteretic loss occurring in the part

of the core below the slots from the distribution curve

A of Fig. 3, the ordinates of the curve A were raised to

the 1.6 power of the density which they represent, and
then reduced in the ratio of their distance from the center

of rotation to the distance of the point t from the center

of rotation. In this way the curve E, figure 3, part 2,

was obtained, the area of which is proportional to the

hysteretic loss in the core. The correction for the differ-

ence in the distance from the center o of the successive

points of the curve A is necessary as the volumes of the

rings which the densities influence vary 54 per cent, be-

tween the outside and inside rings. We therefore find

that with the distribution given in section A of Fig. I,

the core loss due to hysteresis will be 663 watts.

If we follow the usual practice* in making these calcu-

lations and assume that the flux in passing between the

poles spreads evenly over the core, the density in the core

will be 7220 gausses and the core loss 492 watts, than
which the value given above is 35 per cent, greater. (See

curve H.) Apparently, therefore, if we admit the basis

upon which these calculations have been made to be cor-

rect, the methods at present in use give erroneous results.

The discrepancy between the two methods, however,
is greater than the considerations so far presented would

* Dr. John Hopkinson, "Philosophical Transactions,"

of the Royal Society. May 6. 1886.

Gisbert Kapp, "Dynamos. Alternators and Trans-
formers," p. 242.

S. P. Thompson. "Dynamo-Electric Machinery," p.

176.

Rvan and Macomber, "Sibley Journal," Jan., 1897, p.
125.'
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lead us to suppose. In general it is assumed that if the

total effective field ampere-turns impressed on the mag-
netic circuit are kept at a constant value, i. e., if the dif-

ference between the armature back ampere-turns and the

total impressed field ampere-turns is kept at a constant

value, the armature losses, in the part of the core that is

below the slots, will remain constant in value from no
load to full load.

With a view to investigating this point, suppose we
consider the effects produced by the cross-magnetizing

armature ampere-turns when the field circuit is open and

the armature coils are separately excited. Under these

conditions, as shown in section B of Fig. I, a field will be

set up through the trailing pole-tip T, across the air-gap,

up into .the leading pole-tip, L. The ampere-turns acting

to set up this field, will be zero about the center line of the

pole-face, but gradually increase to a maximum under
the pole-tips. The M. M. F. acting on the core paths

between the two halves of the pole-face, will be propor-

tional to the ampere-turns, and if paths be traced through
the armature core, connecting points on either side of

the center line of the pole-face and having a constant re-

luctance, the average flux density per path will be pro-

portional to the M. M. F. impressed upon each path, and
a balanced system of forces will be established in the ar-

mature core. The paths traced in section C have been
calculated, with due reference to the permeability of the

iron at different densities, to fulfill this condition ; and the

densities as indicated by the numbers over the arrows
have been determined as being the actual densities set

up in the core by the cross-magnetizing ampere-turns.

Owing to the fact that the M. M. F. acting on the longest

path has the greatest value, the arrow points of maximum
circumferential density all fall in this path. When these

points are projected on the center line, and the values

they represent transferred to Fig. 3, we get the curve B,

which gives the values of the maximum densities through
which the iron passes as it is revolved under the poles.

In calculating the hysteretic losses that will take place

in the core with separate armature excitation, we get

curve F, obtained from curve B in the same way that

curve E was obtained from curve A, and find that the

core losses will amount to 174 watts.

Now to determine the distribution in the core at full

load, when the total effective field ampere-turns are kept
at the no-load value, we must combine the results already

obtained and recorded in sections A and B of Fig. 1.

This was done, and each of the arrows of sections A and
B were properly transferred to section C, and the vector
sums taken. As examples, vectors f and (c) were com-
bined as shown to obtain vector s. Again it must be
noticed, that vector f is numerically equal to vector g
and vector c is numerically equal to vector d, but owing
to the difference in the angular positions they assume
when combined, vector r has a value 29 per cent, greater
than the value of vector s. It is also interesting to notice
that as the load comes on the machine the density at the

point f gradually increases, with constant effective field

excitation, from 4400 to 5800 gausses at full load ; and
that an increase of 32 per cent, in the flux density at this

point has produced an increase of 55 per cent, in the core
losses per unit volume for all iron at a distance f-o from o.

These same considerations apply to all points in the

armature core to a greater or less degree, and result in

giving us an entirely new distribution of the flux in the

core. The points of maximum radial or circumferential
density are also changed, and we find them located under
the trailing pole tip T of section C, in the leading pole-
tip L, in the lower part of the cone. If we project the
maximum density points upon the center line and transfer
them to Fig. 3, we get now the curve C, the curve of

maximum core densities at full load. Calculating the
hysteretic losses, we get the curve G, and finally deter-
mine the full load loss to be 830 watts. Between no load
and full load, therefore, while the total flux entering the

armature per pole is maintained at the same constant
value, the hysteretic loss in the core would seem to in-

crease from 663 to 830 watts, or 25 per cent. And if the

final value of 830 watts is compared with the uniform
density value of 492 watts, we see the discrepancy in

methods is really much greater than at first seemed
probable, being 69 per cent, instead of 35 per cent.

Of course these values refer only to the losses in the

solid part of the core below the teeth. The hysteretic

loss in the teeth at no load is 132 watts, and at full load

246 watts, owing to the change in the density under the

strong or trailing pole corner, and an additional 27 per
cent, must be added for eddy-current losses. The total

armature core losses at no load are, therefore, 1000 watts
and at full load 1370, and the real increase in the total

core losses from no load to full load is 37 instead of 25
per cent.

(To be Continued.)

Stra^ Currents.

TELEPHONES IN DIVING BELLS.
T. A. Smith, district superintendent of the Bell Tele-

phone Company at Kingston, Ont., has invented special

instruments of unique design for communication between
the attendants on the surface and the divers at the bot-

tom of the river while they are engaged in the work of

raising the Cornwall bridge across the St. Lawrence at

Cornwall. The ordinary diving apparatus has been dis-

pensed with and supplemented by special diving bells so

constructed as to withstand the pressure of the current.

They are also protected by heavy metal shields. The
telephone is put inside the bell and electric alarms give

the signal when either party desires to converse. Any-
bodv can operate the ingenious mechanism.

—
"Electrici-

ty."

AN X-RAY PHOTOMETER.
At the Jefferson physical laboratory, Harvard Univer-

sity, some valuable experiments on the absorption of X-
rays by air have lately been conducted by Prof. Trow-
bridge, and with interesting results, it being found that

rarefied air under atmospheric pressure absorbs the rays
largely. These investigations suggest the use, it would
appear, of an exhausted air chamber in front of a Crookes
tube for the purpose of obtaining more light and a clear-

er definition of forms in the use of X-rays in surgery.

The important fact is mentioned that a new photometer
for measuring the amount of light given by the rays

through different media has been devised, consisting of

a wedge of glass or aluminum in front of a slit whidi is

illuminated by the rays ; the medium to be tested

is placed between the slit and the wedge, upon which
a regular system of gradations is marked, and the
wedge is moved forward until the light is entirely

shut off—an arrangement very simple, but by means
of which the degrees of absorption by various media can
be tested with remarkable accuracy.—Ex.

IRON FELT.
A new insulating material known as iron felt, which

is coming into quite general use in Europe, is made at

the Aldershof Works, near Berlin. This felt, it is said,

consists essentially of long and strong woolen fibres, im-
pregnated with a by-product of petroleum, and then
coated (with a certain amount of penetration) by a gela-

tine rendered insoluble, and also (alternately) or in ad-
dition) with india-rubber, afterwards vulcanized. After
being subjected to considerable pressure, the iron felt

assumes the form of plates, measuring 20 square centi-

meters (2 square feet 22 square inches) and upwards,
with a thickness varying from 1 to 5 centimeters (13-32
inch to 2 inches). These plates are very elastic, being
practically imperishable, while they will stand a pressure
of 1,158 kilograms per square centimeter (20,736 pounds
per square inch), and their surface is so hard as not to

be cut by the sharp edges of bolt heads or of iron girders.
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THE FOURTH STATE OF MATTER.
As early as 1859 Pluecker, a physicist of those times,

while experimenting with tubes exhausted to various de-

grees of rarifaction, discovered a curious greenish phos-
phorence in some of them. Being an authority on the

magnetic field, he attributed this light to currents of elec-

tricity, eminating from the cathode along the surface of

the tubes and back again. His knowledge of magnetism
enabled him to discriminate between those discharges
which produce the greenish light and the ordinary dis-

charge. Certain reaction occurred in one case which did

not appear in the other, when exposed to the influence

of magnetic lines of force. A comrade and countryman
of Pluecker's was Geissler, to whom Pluecker is under
immediate obligations, as Geissler was the first to pro-
duce a vacuum of any consequence.

Hittorf was the first to notice that a solid body cast a
shadow when placed between the cathode and the walls

of the tube. The casting of the shadow was an important
point as it clearly showed the direction of the rays from
the cathode. A luminous disk used in place of the cath-
ode would not cast a shadow from a small object. The
reason for this was that the disk would throw out rays
sideways and enough light would come through the
small object, from which a shadow might have been ex-
pected, to entirely prevent this phenomenon from oc-
curring. The first hint or suggestion of the nature of
cathode rays came from Goldstein, who noticed the issu-

ance of rays from the side of the disk and therefore con-
cluded that cathode rays are transversal vibrations of the
ether.

Crookes, the inventor of the tube bearing his name,

in his efforts to extend his knowledge of radiant matter,

investigated the properties of the mysterious cathode
rays from which spring the now famous Roentgen rays.

In identifying the cathode ray it might almost be said

that the Roentgen ray itself is recognized. Certain pecu-
liar qualities possessed by cathode rays may account for

many of the irruptions and disturbances produced on the

skins of patients of experimenters, exposed to the in-

fluence of X rays. Cathode rays, according to J. J.

Thomson, F. R. S., when they fall on a substance produce
changes of a physical or chemical character in the nature

of the substance. From a purely chemical standpoint it

has been noticed that the chlorides of the alkaline metals

are not only affected in this manner but change color,

which is a consequence of there having been created

within the chlorides a sub-chloride. A photo-electric

property also manifests itself, that is to say, bodies ex-

posed to cathode rays are capable of discharging negative

electricity after having been exposed to them and sub-

sequently brought into a bright light. Prof. E. Wiede-
mann discovered a phenomenon called "thermo-lumines-
cence," which means that although bodies exposed to

the cathode rays seem to return to their normal condi-

tion, after the rays cease to operate, it has been found
that when such bodies are heated to a moderately high
temperature they become luminescent, giving out light

which would otherwise not appear, except by exposure
to a much greater temperature.
More curious than this however is the fact that some

substances manage to retain this property for not only
hours but days, weeks and even months after they have
been removed from the influence of the cathode rays. A
peculiar solution, ar rather mixture, called the Van t'Hoff

solid solution, reproduce this phenomenon to a marked
degree. A Van t'Hoff solid solution is made by
precipitating two salts, one in greater quantity than the

other, at the same time from a solution. By this

means the salts are more closely combined, or at least

mix better, than they would if purely mechanical means
were employed. A magnificent luminescence is pro-

duced in this mixture for an exceedingly long interval

after it has been removed from the cathode rays. Another
curious feature of the cathode rays is shown by their in-

fluence over a charge of negative electricity, which charge
is bound to follow their course, as shown by numerous
experiments. Believed at one time to be a sand storm of

charged particles they were regarded from a somewhat
different standpoint, until it was shown that a body,
charged with static electricity, could not deflect the cath-

ode rays.

Yet more remarkable than any of the preceding state-

ments is the one which relates to the charge occurring in

a gas, through which cathode rays are allowed to pass.

When such rays play upon a gas it becomes a conductor
of electricity, acting in every respect as a high resistance

conductor would be expected to act. Numerous experi-

ments have been tried through the aid of which it has
been shown that no known rays exeed in interest or mys-
terious significance those familiarly known as "cathode
rays." The opinion of Crooks regarding the fourth state

of matter seems to be supported by a great variety of

experiments. The work of Lenard seems to show that

cathode rays are charged particles moving with high
velocities, the size of which are small compared to the

dimensions of ordinary atoms or molecules.
In other words, it seems as though the cathode rays

are streams of matter ultra-atomic. They arc atoms to

atoms and represent the true elements or primitive forms
of those substances from which the rays emanate. In
other words, the idea supported by the discovery of cath-
ode rays is a startling one. No other than that primordial
matter appears, the matter from which all elements have
sprung, when its compositions and combinations are ex-
posed to the conditions implied by the production of

cathode rays.
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IRoentocn 1Raps.

THE MODUS OPERANDI OF RADIOGRAPHY.*
By Fredekick Strange Kolle, M. D.

A few minutes of explanation sometimes saves a num-
ber of plates, as the uninstructed will naturally start at

the snapping and buzzing of the coil and its adjuncts,

and also by the unexjected fluorescence of the tube. It

is best to tell them what to expect before the apparatus is

brought into action. If the patient is a child it is advis-

able to go through the entire operation, showing the

child the coil and the tube in action. Within a few min-
utes it will become accustomed to the procedure, enabl-

ing you to secure a good negative by a short exposure,

without constant movment on the part of the patient. It

may be necessary to hold the arm or limb to be radio-

graphed so to prevent their moving during the ex-

posure.**

complish good results, and even the dexterity of an ex-
pert.

By all means study the tube effects with the fluoro-

scope, and when accustomed to that use the radiometer
which can be graded to suit the operator or coil, furnish-

ing at once a reliable and ever-ready means of telling the

distance for, and necessary time of, exposure.

Some experimenters claim that by inserting a spark
gap in the secondary circuit, efficiency of the tube would
be increased, and that better results can be obtained from
low vacum than in circuits where the spark gap is not
employed. This gap should be inserted at the positive

or anode pole, and its width regulated according to the

effects produced in the tube.

When making a long exposure, say from 20 to 30 min-
utes, it is advisable to rest the tube from time to time, as

best results are obtained from a cool or cold vacum tube

with cold electrodes, as already shown. A platinum disk

heated to a white heat may give good results, but it is

X Rays Work as Practised in a Medical Labratory.

An expert using a 10-inch spark coil can make a pic-

ture of the hand and forearm in 4 to 8 seconds, at a dis-

tance of 18 to 26 inches. The amateur should give enough

time in all exposures, at least until he becomes familiar-

ized with the apparatus and the results obtained. Re-

member there is less danger of over-exposure than under-

exposure. The best method of determining time is to

develop the negatives personally. They will show the

differences of time of exposure at once in their time of

developing.

An over-exposed plate is quickly developed, and turns

black in a short time, whereas an under-exposed plate

takes minutes and sometimes as much as an hour or

more to develop.

It is best to make radiographs of a few small objects

to begin with and develop the negative yourself, to ac-

*From "The X Rays. Their Production and Applica-

tion." Published by the J. S. Ogilvie Publishing Com-
pany, New York City.

**See Kolle, an appliance for securing proper radio-

graphs about the elbow joint. Elect. Eng., March 31,

1897.

advisable to allow the disks to remain below that point,

as the tube would soon be rendered low in vacuum by
the disintegration of its metallic composition.
When the object has been exposed for a given time,

the currents of the motor and coil are turned off, and
the plate is removed to the dark room ready to be de-

veloped, etc.

If a radiogram of a foreign body is to be made, i. e., a

bullet in the limb, where its exact location is required,

two plates or negatives must be made. One laterally,

giving the lateral view of the part and depth of the fore-

ign body contained within, and the other negative direct-

ly antero-posterior, giving the distance of the foreign ob-
ject from the outer borders of the limb. By comparing
the two negatives, depth and distance can be exactly

measured.
Another method of determining the exact location of

a foreign body is obtained by triangulation.*** For this

two tubes are used, placed a slight distance apart, so that

two shadows of objects arc thrown upon the dry plate.

***See, also, Dr. N. S. Scott, "The Location, by Triangu-
lation, of Foreign Bodies in the Hand." American X
Ray Journal, June, 1897.
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By measuring the relative position of the tubes and

object radiographed upon the plate or seen upon the

screen, imaginary lines may be drawn from the picture

to the screen or dry plate to the tubes, which will be

found to cross or bisect exactly at the position of the

object; to be located. The former method, however, is

much simpler, readily applied and less confusing to an

amateur geometrician.

If the radiograph of a limb in splints is to be made,
and the latter are composed of wood or felt, they can be

allowed to remain on the limb during the exposure, as

well as bandages, etc. Stiff starch bandages are not

opaque and need not be removed. A plaster of paris cast

must, however, be removed, to obtain pictures of the

bones, etc.

Bandages are not opaque and, as has been said, need
not be removed ; in fact, you may find it necessary to

bandage the plate to the limbs of children so that they

AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTION.
The name "locomotive" is not more inexpressive than

the title "automobile." Yet custom has such an in-

fluence upon us that it would be impossible to change
either of these titles for one more comprehensible or fa-

miliar to the lay mind. A locomotive and automobile are

closely related. In the one case we have a heavy engine
operated by steam and driven along steel tracks, and in

the other case a comparatively light vehicle, the wheels of

which are rimmed with rubber, carrying motive power
either in the condition of steam, gasolene or electricity.

Instead of running along well defined tracks it is pro-
pelled from point to point either in the city's thorough-
fares or along country roads.

The difference, however, between them is obvious, as

far as appearances are concerned. Yet one is practically

the prototype of the other. The electric automobile con-
sists of a vehicle, storage batteries, and motor. The
construction is ideal, as regards the vehicle and motor,

Storage battery plant.

may be firmly and safely held during the time of ex-

posure.

Shoes should be removed, although leather offers but

little obstruction—yet the eyelets, buttons and nails in

the heel and sole of the shoe would show, obliterating

certains portions of bony structure.

The object radiographed must be brought as close to

the plate as possible to obtain an exact outline. It is

therefore found necessary to remove extra clothing or
bulging bandages.

Patients are best radiographed in bed, with the part to
be exposed laid upon the plate holder. The tube em-
ployed can be fixed into the proper position by the use of
the large laboratory stand described.

the method of governing or controlling, and the plan, as

practically fulfilled, of carrying stored electricity. Tak-
ing a conservative technical view of the case, the follow-

ing requirement must be complied with in the construc-

tion of a successful automobile. First a source of cur-

rent or electrical energy which will carry the automobile
not only over a given distance but also over hilly ground
or undulating roads without either draining the storage
batteries or injuring the motor.
The modern automobile, carrying either one thousand

pounds or one ton of storage batteries, becomes chroni-
cally unable to pass through certain ordeals forced upon
it within city limits or on country roads. A twenty-five

mile run over hilly country is almost an impossibility at

present unless storage batteries that have undergone pre-
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paration in construction are utilized. In these the rate of and fifty ampere hour cell, limited to a ten ampere rate

discharge is high and the life comparatively long. It of discharge, might weigh fifty pounds inclusive, but a

iidecuie suiicv.

Storage Battery Switchboard.

may be worth while mentioning that the rate of discharge two hundred and fifty ampere hour cell, from which

largely governs the weigth of the cell. A two hundred twenty or twenty-five amperes or more can be drawn,
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would weigh more than twice as much on account of the strueted, would not weigh much more and its employ-
increased thickness of the plates. This, therefore, is the men t would doubtless prove a great source of satisfaction

point of greatest consequence to automobile manufactur- to those trying it.

-p °
r ,, , ., , ., , f i- -In the following llustrations the charging plant, car-

ers. Either a lighter battery for the same rate, of dis-
riages and switch£oardf as employed byl concern adja-

charge or with the same outfit a greater distance of run. cen t to New York, are shown. The storage battery plant

Electric Two Passenger Trap.

All that is of consequence in automobile construction

is secondary to this question, and at present it is a hard

nut to crack. The average weights of storage batteries,

per horse power hour of output, vary from thirty pounds

to two hundred ; the lightest cell being the voltaic accu-

mulator with zinc as the positive element and a thick

peroxide plate serving as the negative element and de-

is not entirely devoted to automobile purposes, but all

that is necessary for a complete equipment is on the

premises. Tests that have been made seem to indicate

that within a very short time the storage battery, after

undergoing a series of modifications, wil become an in-

tegral part of the electric automobile business. There is

every possibility of the cost of automobiles reducing
down to such figures that the general public may be

Electric Four Passenger Trap.

polarizer. The weight of such cells as these depends
entirely upon their rate of discharge. In a certain cell

known to the writer, of three hundred ampere hours

capacity, and two and one-half volts pressure, three am-
peres were obtainable for one hundred hours, or one
horse-power hour from about thirty pounds weight. With
the rate of discharge increased this type of cell, recon-

tempted to consider this new addition to civilization.

Orders have been placed with automobile manufacturers
to the extent of more than one million dollars to date for

this new and popular vehicle. In the large cities of the

Union the electric cab will become as familiar a feature as

that driven by the traditional horse in the streets of Lon-
don.
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DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA-
TION.

BY THE EDITOR.

[Note.—Any one is invited to ask questions on any point that is not

made clear in these articles. Suitable explanations will be cheer-

fully given under the head of " Answers to Inquiries.'']

TECHNICAL NOTES.

LENGTH OF CONDUCTOR PER VOLT.

The length of conductor per volt on armatures varies

WROUGHT IRON VERSUS CAST IRON FOR
FRAMES.

The following sketches gives the dimensions and rela-
tive sizes of two machines producing exactly the same
number of lines of force, one being of wrought iron the
other of cast iron. The difference in bulk would be more
striking in reality than by sketch. According to these
diagrams a wrought iron frame need only be of two-
thirds the size. In some cases where the wrought iron
was unusually soft and pure the reduction amounted to
fifty per cent, in favor of the wrought iron. Cast iron
carries fifty to sixty thousand lines of force per square
inch ; wrought iron one hundred thousand. Not only is

The Simple Dynamo.

from one yard to three yards on an average. A genera- there a gain by reducing the weight and size but much
tor may average one volt per foot if its field is intense or less copper is used for producing the same magnetization
its speed very high. With a saturated wrought iron in wrought iron as in cast iron.

CAST IRON FRAME

« h-»»S-

WROUGHT IRON FRAME

Comparative Sketches.

core, a toothed armature and a moderate air gap the yard
per volt basis is about the best, the speed being about

THE TOOTHED ARMATURE,
So much is said in text books about the toothed arma-

A Slotted Armature Plate.

eighteen hundred per minute. The above is subject to ture and the air gap that little can be mentioned of prac-
criticism, but is a good practical rule to go by. tical importance in a brief article. To begin with, the
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teeth enclosed by a pole piece should not be unable to

carry the lines of force without a high specific induction.

If two million lines of force emanate from the pole piece

the teeth must have sufficient cross section to carry them.

Another fact of consequence is the keeping of the air gap

and width of slot at the ratios of one to three ; a quarter

inch slot requiring three thirty seconds clearance. By
observing these two points not only will heat be avoided

in the pole piece and teeth but magneto motive force

field. Armature reaction can be overcome as far as the
voltage is concerned by means of a great series coil.

THE ECONOMY OF WATER POWER.
Self sustaining electric light plants represent an ideal

combination; a water-wheel of eigthy per cent, efficiency

and a generator of ninety per cent. It is hard to con-
ceive of a more efficient outfit than this. Where water
power can be obtained without involving the construction
of very expensive dams or penstocks the cost of fuel dis-

£L£dTU ACE.M.

Sketch showing accumulation of magnetic field at corners.

that is not excessive will be used.

ARMATURE REACTION.
Armature reaction causes two difficulties. First, a dis-

appears from the list of expenses. Were fuel the greatest
item of expense in the running of a plant large fortunes
would have already been made, but the constant ex-
pense of labor, the steady rate of depreciation, and re-

=JU
A high-pressure water wheel.

tortion of the field ; secondly, a reverse magneto motive newals which are necessary bring down the fuel question

torce. A distorted field changes the angle of lead ; a

back magneto motive force causes a drop in pressure with

increase of load. In the sketch both armature and field

are shown with this reaction occurring. The width of the

air gap governs in some respects the distortion of the

to one of secondary consideration. Yet it must not be

forgotten that with water power there is no outlay for

coal. Consequently, at the end of a ten years' run a great

saving would have been effected as far as this item is

concerned.
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AN ELECTROLYTIC PLATINUM ALLOY.

Dr. Foveau de Courmelles, writing-

in L'Electricien,

describes a new allow of platinum formed on the surface

of the anode of a Wehnelt interrupter of the usual form.

The anode wire had previously been coated with silicate

of potash. On forcing the current to an extreme point

there was a sudden interruption, and the formation of a

brilliant yellow metallic layer on the platiunm wire,

probably a silicide of platinum.—Ex.

^Business iRews.

RUNNING TRAINS BY TELEPHONE.

An innovation by the Illinois Central Company lis in

the operating of trains by telephone instead of by tele-

graph. This telephonic train dispatching has been done
on a two-mile stretch of elevated track in Chicago, over
which 11,664 trains were moved, during much of the

time on a single track, but without an accident. Whether
to continue or to abandon the system, on the completion
of the other tracks, has not been decided. The officials

pronounce it a success, however, and as capable of ap-

plication over 100 miles as over two. All of the trains

moved were subject to the verbal orders of the telephone

dispatcher from his office in an elevated blockhouse, and
the quickness and cheapness of the service are the sub-

ject of comment among railroad managers. There is no
time lost in sending and copying messages and no oc-

casion to employ expert telegraphers.—Ex.

DELICATE HEAT MEASUREMENT.
A new calorimetric machine, said to be the. finest of its

kind in the world, has been received by the geological

survey at the Johns Hopkins University. It is a con-
trivance for finding the relative quantity of heat in dif-

ferent qualities of coal. The testing apparatus consists

essentially of a bomb, or heavy shell, about the size of a

large orange, in which a small platinum crucible is sus-

pended by a small wire and a jacketed tank of water. A
gram of coal dust is compressed into a cake and placed

in the platinum crucible, which, after receiving 375
pounds of oxygen and being rendered airtight by a screw
cap, is immersed in the tank. By an electric spark the

oxygen is ignited with the coal, and the increase of tem-
perature in the water, caused by the consumption of

the coal, is accurately measured by two delicate thermo-
meters. The bomb is made of aluminum bronze, weighs
about two pounds and is coated on the inside with 20
coats of gold plating.—Ex.

THE AUTOMOBILE NOT A NOVELTY.

The automobile is no new thing, says a daily paper.

Fifty years ago Robert Dudgeon, a New York master
machinist, invented a steam road wagon that was ex-
hibited in the Crystal Palace and was lost when that

structure was destroyed by fire. Mr. Dudgeon immedi-
ately began work on a new machine, his men in the shop
helping him at odd moments. The resulting automobile,
like the first one was heavy and awkward, as no doubt
it had to be in order not to be shaken to pieces on the

rough roads of the day. Still its trial trip was faily suc-

cessful, and people, marveling much at the strange horse-
less carriage, talked just as men do to-day about the

vanishing of the horse. Mr. Dudgeon used his carriage
for ten years, usually to ride from his place of business
to his house in Harlem. Sometimes on Sunday he would
hitch an ordinary carriage behind it and draw his family
to church. The carriage made considerable noise, and
was finally ruled off the streets by the city authorities

because it frightened horses.—Ex.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW YORK FOR WEEK END-
ING JULY 11, 1899, $52,767.00.

New York, N. Y., July 11, 1899.—The following ex-
ports of electrical material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date

:

Antwerp.—39 packages electrical material, $2,553.
Amsterdam.— 1 case electrical material, $100.
Argentine Republic.—2 cases electrical motors, $30.
British Guiana.—4 cases electrical material, $200.
British East Indies.—16 cases electrical material, $288.
British Possessions in Africa.—21 cases electrical ma-

terial, $997.
Berlin.—3 packages electrical machinery, $1,169. 4

packages electrical material, $5,759.
Central America.—4 cases electrical material, $54.
Chili.—10 packages electrical material, $667.
Cuba.-—28 packages electrical material $2©7. 88 cases

electrical material, $1,210.

Christiania.—2 packages electrical material, $22.
Glasgow.—6 cases electric motors, $80.
Genoa.— 1 case electros, $10. 3 cases electrical ma-

terial, 130. 3 cases electrical machinery, $219.
Hamburg.—78 packages electrical material, $6,081.

107 packages electrical machinery, $2,550.
London.—29 packages electrical material, $1,454.
Liverpool.—27 packages electrical material, $3,796.
Marseilles.—247 cases electrical material, $21,250.
Milan.—2 cases electrical material, $200.
Mexico.—12 cases electrical material, 315.
Newfoundland.—6 cases electrical material, $83.
Nova Scotia.—2 cases electrical material, $19.
Odessa.—28 cases electrical material, $780.
Porto Rico.—18 cases electrical material, $297.
Rotterdam.—7 cases electrical machinery, $350. 2

packages electrical material, $31.
Southampton.—3 cases electrical material, $132.
U. S. of Colombia.—43 cases electrical material,

$1,388.

Venezuela.—51 cases electrical material, $446.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Georgetown, S. C.—The Georgetown Electric Co. has
been incorporated by Frank K. Bull and E. E. Mande-
ville.

Chicago, 111.—Commercial Electric Co., incorporated
by H. N. Rose, D. I. Sicklesteel and J. R. Hastings

;

furnish electricity and manufacturing electrical machin-
ery, etc. Capital stock, $10,000.

Point Pleasant, W. Va.—The Point Pleasant Water
& Light Co., which was recently incorporated, has been
granted franchise for construction of electric light plant,

etc.

Charlestown, W. Va.—The Howell & Shanklin Con-
struction Co. has been incorporated bv Clark Howell,

J. P. Shanklin, J. W. Spencer. W. R. Gunn and H.
R. Howard ; for the construction and equipment of water
and power plants, etc. Capital stock, $100,000.

Wheeling, W. Va.—National Light. Heat & Power
Co., incorporated by J. Piedell, J. A. Miller and others.

Capital stock, $500,000.
Moristown, N. J.—New Jersey Engineering & Con-

struction Co., incorporated by Frederick N. Taff. Fred-
erick W. Schmidt, and Louis C. Bonnell ; construct and
equip gas and electric plants. Capital stock, $25,000.

Paynesville, W. Va.—The Paynesville Yargan Co., in-

corporated by G. H. Burrows, A. P. King, R. L. Moody
and G. G. Grant ; furnishing hot water, heat, electricity

and other ingredients. Capital stock. $75,000.
Jersey City. N. J.—Butte Lighting & Power Co.. in-

corporated by William
J.

Canning, William S. Brayton
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and others ; carry on electric lighting, heating and power

business. Capital stock, $1,000,000.

Toms River, N. J.—Toms River Electric Light &
Power Co., incorporated by Thomas H. Smith, Aenas S.

Bailey and others; carry on the business of an electric

light and power company. Capital stock, $25,000.

Trenton, N. J.—The Electric Axle Light & Power Co.

has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $25,000,-

000.

Dover, Del.—The Hill & Miller Co., a Baltimore-

Washington company, has been incorporated with a cap-

tial stock of $50,000, to manufacture and sell electrical

apparatus.

Trenton, N. J.—The Continental Compressed Air

Power Co. has been incorporated by Frank R. Shattuck,

Edward Everett and George Martin. Capital stock, $15,-

000,000.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Pacific Wave Motor Co. has

been incorporated by H. T. Hollingsworth, A. L. Perley

and others; manufacture and operate motors by steam,

electricity, compressed air or wave power. Capital stock,

$1,000,000.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Ohio Valley Electrical & Motor

Co., incorporated bv M. Horkheimer, F. Ff. Lange, H.

W. McLare, C. M. Fressell and J. F. Conifr; selling and

dealing in electricity for the use of motor power. Capi-

tal stock, $500,000.

New York, N. Y.—United States Gas & Electric Im-

provement Co., of Mexico, incorporated under the laws

of West Virginia, by H. H. Barnes and others. Capital

stock, $5,0000,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.

Monticello, Fla.—Mr. Drew of Madison will establish

a telephone exchange in Monticello.

Lexington, Ky.—The Fayette Telephone Co. has been

incorporated by J. J. Shelby, John R. Allen and others.

Capital stock, $6,000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Maryland Telephone Co. has

purchased site for $80,000, at Lexington and Courtland

Streets, and will erect a telephone factory.

Buchanan, Va.—The Botetourt Telephone Co., incor-

porated by H. A. Latane, O. E. Obenshain, J. Z. Schuhz

:

operate and maintain a telephone exchange. Capital

stock, $5,000.
POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.

Kansas City, Mo.—James D. Wade of St. Louis has

applied for franchise to erect an electric light plant in

Kansas City.
' McKenzie, Tenn.—S. C. Hearne may give informa-

tion concerning proposed erection of electric light plant.

Plaquemine, La.—The Mayor may give information

concerning establishment of an electric light plant.

Shelby, N. C.—H. D. Wilson is interested in the pro-

posed establishment of an electric light plant.

JOTTINGS.

lar Edison and General Electric representative and
creator of the large demand for phonographs in the
United States and Europe, has lately opened an electrical

department under the care of Mr. A. W. McLimont.
They are making a specialty of export trade, but are

also doing a large domestic business. Send to them for

quotations on your fall stock order.

THE GOODSON GRAPHOTYPE illustrates one
of the latest applications of electricity. This apparatus
is a new form of type setting and type making machine,
having the standard typewriter keyboard. Each type is

made separately, differing in that respect from machines
casting lines of type, coming out of the machine in gal-

leys ready for the publisher. The whole system is worked
by electricity, it being the only machine of its kind in

which electricity is used exclusively. The company
manufacturing these machines are preparing a complete
line of dies for placing a large stock of the machines on
the market this fall.

J. WEBBER, manufacturing electrician, Brooklyn,
N. Y., has lately installed a complete gasoline plant and
engine to operate his new works for the manufacture of

special electrical musical attachments, etc. Mr. Webber
seems to be a coming 'Edison" as far as the manufacture
of electrical novelties of an attractive nature is con-
cerned.

THE FALCON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTUR-
ING COMPANY is being organized and will operate a

factory on Seventy-first street. Prominent in the com-
pany are Edward Lessner, a well known carpet manu-
facturer; L. E. Frorup, formerly with Sehiff, Jordan &
Company but latterly with the General Incandescent
Arc Light Company, and H. O. Swoboda, also of the last

named concern.

THE MANHATTAN RAILWAY COMPANY are

making active preparations to equip their system with

electricity.

An order was lately placed with the E. P. Allis Com-
pany, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for nearly $1,000,000
worth of steam engines for direct connection to electric

generators of 5,000 kilowatts capacity each. The erec-

tion of the power house at Seventy-fourth and Seventy-
fifth streets will be begun at once.

A SYNDICATE OF NEW YORKERS representing

the Sprague Electric Company, has purchased the Stan-

ley Electric Manufacturing Company, of Pittsfield, Mass.
Henry Hine, formerly manager of the Stanley Company,
has assumed the position of general manager of the

Sprague Company. Edward H. Johnson, one of the or-

ganizers of the Sprague Company, and who recently re-

signed his position as vice-president and general mana-
ger, has gone to England to look after his interests.

The officers of the Sprague Electric Company are A. B.

Chandler, president
; John E. Searles, vice-president

;

Henry Hine, general manager, and Lieut. Frank J.

Sprague, electrician.

THE NEW RIKER THEATRE ELECTRIC AU-
TOMOBILE was on view at Broadway and Liberty

street, Thursday, July 18th, and attracted the attention

of merchants generally. The Singer Manufacturing

Company, in whose office building the above vehicle was
exhibited, are contemplating its adoption for their travel-

ing men.

J. JONES & SON, 64 Cortlandt street, manufacturing

electrical supply house and headquarters for everything

electrical, have trebled their business since January 1st.

They are constantly adding new novelties ; their new au-

tomatic pull knife switch for ceilings, to operate fans,

arc lamps, motors, etc., needs to be seen to be appre-

ciated. The sales of their specialties in switches, switch-

boards and electric light goods are exceeding all their

expectations.

. F. M. PRESCOTT, 44 Broad street, the old and popu-

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed in a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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THE GAS ENGINE FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The thermo-dynamic efficiency of heat engines is rep-

resented by the total work done by the engine divided
by the total heat expended. It has been shown by fre-

quent tests that the theoretical efficiency of a steam en-
gine cannot be more than .25, or its practical efficiency

fourteen per cent. Gas engines as heat engines are supe-
rior because of the higher temperature limits between
which they can work. One of the most historic types
of gas engine is the "Otto." in which the various opera-
tions are conducted for the generation of power in a

highly efficient and practical manner. In this engine
the great difficulty has been overcome of having the ox-
plosion occur before the piston was ready to make use
of it. The fact that the explosion and movement of the
piston were not consecutive in many cases gave rise to
inefficiency due to loss by radiation, conduction and
wasted kinetic energy.
A direct connected electric light plant, the generator

of which is driven bv a gas engine, is shown in the illus-

tration. Electric lighting conducted on this plan means a

minimum of care and the least possible operating ex-

penses. Various tests have shown that the consumption
of gas per horse-power in cubic feet clings closely to an
average of twenty. Of course, in smaller types of gas
engines from thirty to forty cubic feet per horse-power
w.ill be consumed but in the large sizes the reduction is

obvious. A ten-horse gas engine, operating a one hun-
dred light generator, represents a fair example of electric

lighting and the expense connected thereto when com-
mercially considered. If the engine is always at full load

its average consumption of gas per hour will be about
two hundred and fifty cubic feet. At sixty cents per
thousand cubic feet the cost of gas will amount to fifteen

cents. The generator has meanwhile been producing
electricity to light one hundred lamps for one hour, the

actual cost of electricity for each being .15 of a cent. This
is, of course, operating in New York City with gas at the
latest reduced rates.
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A householder in New York who desires to have at his

command thirty incandescent lights throughout his home
can operate a -three horse-power gas engine and dynamo
plant with a consumption of gas not exceeding one hun-

dred cubic feet an hour. As a month's lighting amounts

to about one hundred and fifty hours in total 15,000 cubic

feet of gas per month would be consumed, the cost of

which at sixty cents per thousand, would amount to $9.

If five-foot burners were used in place of the generator

ducted on an electrical basis, aside from other conve-
niences, than by the mere combustion of this illuminant.

A gas engine driving a dynamo tested in Brooklyn
showed an efficiency at full load of over twelve per cent.

At full load, consuming 171 cubic feet of gas per hour,
the generator delivered 4,000 watts, the average consump-
tion being about forty cubic feet per kilo watt hour or
thirty cubic feet per horse-power hour. At half load 144
cubic feet were consumed, with a delivery by the dynamo

Indicator Cards of Gas Engine Tests.

and gas engine thirty jets would consume one hundred
and fifty cubic feet an hour and for one hundred and fifty

hours per month would consume in total 22,500 cubic
feet, costing at the above rate of sixty cents per thousand
$13.50. or $4.50 more.
The gas consumption in the case of a gas engine is

figured in this case at the very highest. It would prob-
ably be less and therefore show that house lighting with
the reduced price of gas can be more economically con-

of 2,200 watts, averaging about 45 cubic feet per horse-

power hour. From these tests, made by the writer, with

the cost of gas reduced to one-half, at full load with 4.000

watts delivered per hour gas cost ten cents. Sixty-six

incandescent lamps, in other words, could be run at an

expense of ten cents. At half load one hundred and forty-

four cubic feet cost nine cents and enough electricity was
generated to run more than forty incandescent lamps.

Soecial tests are apt to give unusually high results.
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but the conclusions arrived at plainly show that electric

lighting by the aid of the gas engine is the most conven-

ient and probably the cheapest method of illumination

conceivable. Above are shown some of the indicator

cards obtained during various gas engine tests. Thev
clearly show how perfect and systematic an expansion

has been obtained in modern machines. In view of this

fact it seems likely that many electric light companies
could save the expense of a large boiler plant and floor

ren for same by the direct use of illuminating gas.

Huto=/ll>obiles.

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

BY ELMER A. SPERRY.

(Concluded from Page 39.)

The automobile will, for some time, necessarily be in

the hands of the inexperienced and non-expert, and while

it is not possible to render it "fool proof," yet certain

safeguards may be employed in and about its operating

devices and charging system which will materially reduce

and almost prevent derangement. The manipulation may
be so thoroughly interlocked as to effectually prevent a

wrong operation preceding the right one, and rendering

it nearly impossible to make a mistake in anything like

normal operation. Interlocks and safety devices are used
in many 'branches of engineering; the introduction of

automatic interlocking switches is a notable example,
having placed steam railway operation on an entirely new
basis. After subjecting these devices to continual practi-

cal test, and altering them until the requirements seem to

have been met, the author is prepared to say that there

is no reason why the important results leached in the in-

terlocking switch and signal system should not be com-
passed in automobile manipulation, and by devices vastly

simpler and inexpensive.

As to charging and care of batteries, it is believed that

the differential wattmeter system for ordinary use, cou-
pled with the periodic inspection by an expert from the

home office or local headquarters, is the best arrangement
now at our command. The author has found that the

differential factor of the wattmeter should be adjustable

and should be brought from time to time into step with
both the efficiency and charging curves of the battery.

These curves change and are peculiarly altered by the

time factors. These adjustments are easily made through
determinations by the use of hydrometer. This can
easily be one of the duties of the periodic inspection above
referred to. The practical employment of the adjustjng
feature, or, in fact, any device by means of which the

meter may be left in step with the battery, is found to

constitute such a meter an almost perfect safeguard
against the destructive effects of overcharge and over-

discharge in inexperienced hands.
With the public conveyance, or a delivery system, op-

erating a number of vehicles from one station, it may not
be difficult to secure the services of a single expert at-

tendant, yet for anything like commercial operation, the

automobile itself must be entirely successful in the hands
of the "raw recruit." The driver must be a man familiar,

especially at first, with the routes and business in hand.
The vehicle must be depended upon to perform success
fully, even under the most trying conditions, without de-

manding especial thought or attention on the part of its

operator, who should simply be a good driver, and who,
from an engineering standpoint, would be considered
thoroughly non-expert.

OPERATING COSTS OF HORSE AND ELEC-
TRIC DELIVERY WAGONS IN

NEW YORK CITY.

By G. F. Sever and R. A. Fleiss.

(Continued from Page 40.)

SECTION III.

HORSE VERSUS ELECTRIC DELIVERY SER-
VICE.—A COMPARISON.

In considering the advantages and disadvantages of
two radically different systems for the performance of the
same work, other things being equal, the cost is the de-
ciding factor. Assuming that all other considerations are
equal, it will be shown in this section that the cost of op-
eration, maintenance, etc., of the electric automobile is less

than for horses in the light delivery service of New York
City, the horse being considered in the most favorable
light.

From the results recorded in Section II. we are led to
the conclusion that, under highly disadvantageous con-
ditions, the power necessary to propel a vehicle through
the streets of New York City from the lower part of the
town to points situated on the highest ground, including
all grades that may be encountered, will not average more
than 120 watt-hours per ton mile. That this is a high
figure for vehicles of good design and equipment is evi-

dent from the results obtained while testing the delivery
wagon previously mentioned. The fact that the small
carriage never reached 120 watt-hours per ton mile,
though working under most unfavorable conditions,
should lend weight to this conclusion.

Taking 120 watt-hours per ton mile as a basis on which
to compute the power consumed by an electric delivery
wagon, we will now compare the results obtained in Sec-
tion I., Table IV., with the resultts that would be ob-
tained if an electric wagon were substituted.

From Table IV. it was found that the total cost per
day for 2 horses, 1 driver and 1 boy, was 428.54c. The
wagon was to travel 42 miles a day—being an average of

21 miles per day for each horse. The time in motion was
assumed to be 6 hours. An electric wagon with an aver-
age speed of 9 miles an hour could cover this distance in

4.66 hours, thus saving 1.34 hours—the other conditions
remaining the same. The cost per day for the electric,

assuming cost of power at 5c. per K. W. hour, is given
in Table XIII.

TABLE XIII.
1. Cost of power for 42 mile run, at 5c. per K.
W. hour 71.28c.

assuming power consumption as 120 watt-

hours per ton mile.

Weight of wagon 375° lbs.

Weight of driver 150 lbs.

Weight of boy 125 lbs.

Average load 500 lbs.

Total weight 4525 lbs.

2263 tons.

Watt-hours per car mile, 271.56.

Watt-hours per 42 car mile. 11.405.00—11.405 K. \V.

hours.

Taking battery efficiency as So p. c.

Total power to be paid for = 14.250 EC. W. hours.

2. Interest on cost of wagon per day 21.4

Cost of wagon. $2,300, at o p. c. interest.

3. Interest on stable rent for one wagon o .39

4. Driver 171

5. Boy . 1 14.28

Total cost per day for 42 miles, t wagon, 1 driver,

and 1 boy 387'.Jjc
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Therefore, cost per pound of delivery is .16158c, or distribution of the armature ampere-turns. It will be

.01698c. less than the figures for the horse. The cost per seen that they have the effect of forcing the flux toward

car mile is 9.232c. or .968c. less than for the horse. Cost the bottom or inner periphery of the core under the lead-

per ton mile is 4.08c, or 6.12c less than for the horse ing pole tips and of crowding it upward toward the outer

service. If we consider the load only, it costs 9.232c per periphery of the core under the trailing pole-tips. Ac-
500 lbs. per mile, or at the rate of .018464c per lb. per ^ordingly, the maximum density curve c of Fig. 3 has an

mile, or .00194c less per lb. than for the horse service. area a number of per cent, greater than the area of a

Attention is again called to the conditions under which similar curve plotted from densities taken in a plane at

this comparison is made. The horse is supposed to be right angles to the direction of the flux. In other words,

able to average 21 miles per day, doing this at the rate the area of the curve c represents a greater amount of

of seven miles per hour, under a draw-bar pull of 50 lbs. flux than really exists in the armature core.

In other words, he is doing work at the rate of .89 of a The regulation of the machine here discussed is modi-
theoretical H. P. for three hours per day. The automo- fled to some extent by the effect of the saturation that

bile, on the other hand, is to do 42 miles a day at the rate occurs in the teeth and cast-iron pole shoes, so that the

of nine miles per hour, and the cost of power is assumed full load air-gap distribution is better than that shown in

to be 5 cents per K.. W. hour. Under these conditions section c of Fig. 2, but for the sake of simplicity in taking

the automobile can do the work of two horses in 1.34 up the subject for discussion, all modifying factors of this

hours less time than they can do it with a saving of .01698 character have been eliminated.

cents per lb. of goods delivered or at a saving of 40.752 With the end in view of obtaining experimental evi-

cents per day on a delivery of 2,400 lbs. dence of the correctness of the method of determining
Now, having shown that it is cheaper to use an electric core losses that has been outlined above, two of my stu-

delivery wagon than the present horse delivery wagon

—

dents, Messrs. W. T. Hensley and E. B. Kirk, constructed

even when the supposition is made that the horse is do- a special piece of apparatus. It is an electro-magnet, re-

ing much more work than he really is—it is proposed to sembling as much as possible one pair of poles of a multi-

make a comparison between the two systems under con- polar dynamo with a section of the armature. The arma-
ditions which actually exist to-day. It was shown in Sec- ture is of rectangular form. As the flux divides in the

tion IV. that the delivery horse does not average 18 miles pole of a multipolar machine each pole of the magnet was
per day during the year. We will assume, however, that made to represent half a pole of a dynamo,
the horse does travel this distance per day. Each wagon The magnet is built up of thin plates of transformer

will go 36 miles a day under this assumption; hence the iron. .015-inch thick. The core and armature are made
total mileage of the wagon for the year will be 11,268 up of 180 of these laminations held by two side plates,

miles. This assumes that on Sundays the wagon does each of the same surface dimensions, but 3-16-inch thick,

not go out. Then for 52 days a year, at least, the horses The whole is fastened together in both armatures and cores

have to be fed without any work in return. This, of by means of rivets.

course, is a condition not met in electric automobile ser- A series of holes were bored in the armature, perpen-
vice. dicular to the side faces. They are .089-inch in diameter
The cost per day for the two horses, wagon, driver, and placed in rows at right angles to each other. 5-8-inch

etc, necessary to accomplish 36 miles a day was found apart either way. Exploring coils of five turns each were
from Table IV., Section I., to be 428.54 cents. The cost wound in each pair of holes, making 29 conductors in

of covering 11,268 miles will then be $1,562.20. Here each pole. Double silk covered wire was used,

it must be remembered that 365 days have to be taken. Before winding the armature it was placed in a coil

The cost per car mile is then 13.86 cents. oven and baked for twelve hours in order to rid it of all

(To be Continued.) moisture. To insulate the sides of the armature and to

keep the ends of the coils from coming in contact with

jEDVMiatUO 5>CSiflU.
tne armature iron

-
side plates of wood fibre were put on,

' holes being bored in them, corresponding with those of

AIR-GAP AND CORE DISTRIBUTION. the armature. The winding was then made by threading

THE MAGNETIC FLUX AND ITS EFFECT UPON the nolcs with the wire b
.
v nieans of a ]onS slim needle.

THE REGULATION AND EFFICIENCY 0F Each coil was tested for grounds and short-circuit when

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINERY.—II. the windings was completed.
The field winding of the magnet consists of eight coils

by w. elwell goldsborough. which were so designed that when placed in a series the

(Continued from Page 41 )
magnet could be energized from 110-volt mains and when

The increase in the core loss with the load which these connected in parallel it could be used with as low a volt-

calculations show, probably accounts in part for the fail-
a£e as 7-5-

ure of many machines to come up to the expectations of
(lo be Continued.)

their designers, and certainly presents an interesting field

for speculation. With each change in the depth of the

core, the core distribution of the flux changes. With FUNERALS BY TROLLEY,
each modification of the percentage of the armature cov- Several Chicago street railwav companies are said to

ered by the poles it changes. With each modification of be running funeral trains on their lines, and it is further

the armature winding, the distribution of the flux in the alleged that "trolley" funerals are becoming popular. The
core changes. All these matters have a direct bearing innovation, it is thought, will soon supplant the horse

upon the core losses, and are interesting as problems. cortege method, as it is a good deal cheaper and quicker

In Fig. 2 the results obtained in connection with Fig. I The charge for a hearse car is $11, and for each additional

are displayed. The equal flux paths traced between the car $3. The company makes the necessary arrangements
poles have been carefully located with reference to the full with the undertakers along the line. As yet the Calumet
load flux distribution, and without reference to the direc- Company has no funeral car, but it has fitted out an or-

tion of the vectors. It will be seen, however, that the dinarv motor oar which serves the purpose well. The
black vectors on the right, which are the same as those word "Special" in black letters in the front part of the car

of section c. Fig. 1, follow quite closely the direction of tells its mission. Most of the trollev funerals so far have
ihe paths, as is to be expected. On the left of Fig. 2 the gone to Oakwood Cemetery, but three other buryinq-

trace is shown of only the maximum density vectors, to the grounds are also used a good deal. They are situated on
end of bringing out more clearly the effect upon the core- the Chicago Electric Traction line.—Ex.
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the various openings."
With a plate, the chemical compounds on which are

mixed in absolutely fixed proportions, and the time of

exposure unchanged with each plate, we -see a way of

measuring the intensity of light by having it make a
photographic record. Rays of various intensities will

leave blurs of different shades of color, if the interval of

time during exposure is the same in each case. Were it

possible to construct a machine in which, upon light being
admitted, the chemical changes in the nitrate of silver

operated some delicate mechanism, thereby moving a
needle over a dial, many of the questions which now arise

regarding photometer tests would be satisfactorily settled.

At present so much depends upon the eye of the experi-
menter making the test that absolutely correct photometer
measurements are impossible. In fact, after having made
a series of photometric tests with a Bunsen photometer,
the eye becomes so uncertain in its estimate of the equal
brightness of the two spots on the screens that further

progress can only be made conscientiously after a long
rest to the eyes. Not only would the invention of an ac-

curate standard be of immense advantage, but the meas-
uring of light in a positive manner would turn this some-
what empirical department of laboratory work into a

CONTENTS: perfect science.
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electricity in Canada. has now become a question of motive power. Not only
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the most troublesome to those whose fortunes
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>
but jt is sti11 the same unsolved problem to those

.

—

— - — desirous of making automobiles whose operation is to be

_ T ~,™ extended over a period of many hours.
A PHOTOGRAPHIC STANDARD OF LIGHT. At present there are two classes of storage batteries

The difficulty of accurately measuring the intensity oi which may be used. In the first the capacity of the eel.'

any source of light is familiar to both physicist and manu- is great but its rate of discharge is low and insufficient foi

facturer. All that is done, whether in the laboratory the demand made by the operator of an automobile. In

proper or in the photometer room of a large lamp manu- the second class the cell capable of giving a high rate of

facturing establishment, is to take a relative measure- discharge is disproportionately heavy and unreliable in

ment with respect to a provisionally accepted standard oi the sense that heavy draughts of power on it may take

light. The standard candle, as manufactured by certain place too rapidly to allow the cell time to recuperate. The

English concerns, has been shown by certain repeated capacity of the storage battery ami its weight are there-

tests to be unsatisfactory, both as regards its candle powef tore apt to affect the rapid development of automobile

and the uniformity of its light. One square inch of plati- interests. From one hundred to cue hundred and fift)

num of accurately measured thickness and area through pounds of storage battery per horse-power hour is the

which a definite current is passed, also carefully meas- best that can be supplied without affecting the life of the

ured, the platinum square being raised to approximate cell. An automobile that would run ten hours and take

incandescence in a vacuum, would certainly be a better two-horse-power would therefore require at least one ton

standard than the sputtering flame of the so-called stand- of storage batteries,

ard candle. Very little hill climbing could be done with this equip-

An inventor has recently described a simple piece of ment because the capacity of a storage cell becomes an

apparatus before the French Academy of Science, by uncertain quantity after a heavy draught of power has

means of which candle power or various light intensities been made upon it. This is apt to occur in a crowded

can be accurately measured. "It consists of a box which city, the surface of which is irregular at any time of the

is perforated with a number of holes. The first is cov- day, and particularly if a layer of slippery slush or mud
ered with a single film of collodium with a slight tint; the rests on the roadway. Storage batteries weighing hft\

second has two such films and so on. Beneath the holes and seventy-live pounds per horse-power hour have been

is placed a strip of sensitized paper and an exposure of built, but the period of usefulness of such cells is as short

a certain length of time is made and the highest number in proportion as the reduction in weight. Some new

that can be "read on the paper gives a means for esti- means of storing power other than that at present adopt-

mating the intensity of the light. The apparatus is first ed would be of inestimable value to those that have tin-

standardized with some source of illumination whose in- dertaken to place within our reach for the twentieth cen-

tensity is known and the results are then computed for turv a new means of locomotion.
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Strav Currents.

THE SENSATION OF BEING SHOCKED ELEC-
TRICALLY.

While Fred Bussler was adjusting a switchboard at the

Lycoming (Pa.) Electric Company's power honse, a few

days ago, he fell to the floor as if dead, the full volume of

i,600 volts having passed through his body. After work-

ing with him for a long time he was resuscitated. Buss-

ler says he experienced no pain, but enjoyed a beautiful

dream while unconscious.—Ex.

A PATENT FOR MARCONI.
A patent has been granted at Washington, D. C, to G.

Marconi, of London, for a piece of apparatus employed

in wireless telegraphy. It is a receiver for electrical os-

cillations., consisting of an imperfect electrical contact, a

local circuit through it, an induction coil, a capacity, a

conductor connected to one end of the primary of the

coil, a connection between the other end and the capacity,

connections between the ends of the imperfect contact

and the ends of the secondary of the coil, and a condenser

in one of the latter connections.—Ex.

PREVENTING COLLISIONS AT SEA BY TELE-
PHONY.

The New York Journal states, on good authority we

presume, that Thomas A. Edison has solved the problem

of averting collisions at sea by a simple telephonic device.

Following the lines of a diving bell, he concludes that by

means of diapraghms at the bottom and sides of vessels

collisions would be averted. Experimenting on these

lines the electrical wizard finds that the idea is practicable.

The diaphragms, which would occupy but a small space

at the bottom or sides of a ship below the water line, just

large enough to admit a man's body, would be con

structed of a light metal. A seaman stationed within

could distinguish the revolutions of the propellers of an-

other steamer at a distance of eighteen miles. Commu-
nication by telephone with the navigator of the ship

would warn him of the proximity of the other vessel and

put him on his guard.—Ex.

PHOSPHORESCENCE.
Mr. Ernest Gerard found that by rubbing the glass

bulb of an incandescent lamp with his hand or with his

sleeve that an evanescent light, having the appearance of

phosphorescence, manifested itself inside the 'tube or

bulb. In seeking information on this point, it is explained

by '"L'Electricien" that it was the custom, in order to as-

certain the degree of vacuum possessed by the bulbs, to

rub these with a cat-skin in the dark, and that phosphor-

escence more or less intense was the measure of the de-

gree of emptiness. The phenomenon observed by Mr.

Gerard was brought under the notice of the Belgian So-

ciety of Electricians, and it was then pointed nut that in

1660 the physicist Picard had noticed a luminous appear-

ance in the vacuum of a barometer, and that Haiikesbef-,

in agitating the mercury in the same tube, observed a pur-

ple light, and it was upon these evidences that Mr. Ge-

rard, in rubbing with a cat-skin, found a Gessler tube to

be illuminated. The phenomenon, which has not been

clearly explained, seems worthy of attention.—Ex.

THE APPLICATION OF THE STORAGE BAT-
TERY.

*C. D. Wood.

In no department of electrical engineering can we find

a greater recent advancement than that perceptible in the

manufacture of the storage battery. Ten years ago the

promoter of the accumulator was a man suspected by the

world in general as one dealing in fraudulent articles

;

*In the "Yale Scientific Monthly."

he was handicapped by litigation and bound hand and
foot by special patent laws, both of which tended to crush

out the feeble industry. To-day the manufacture of the

battery is upon a permanent footing. Rules and regula-

tions have been established to protect the producer and
likewise to guarantee satisfaction to the consumer.
The early inventor tried to produce in his system the

greatest possible chemical efficiency, with apparent dis-

regard for the mechanical construction. The result was
a heavy, cumbersome apparatus, unfit for practical use.

The battery upon the market to-day, with its higher

degree of economy and increased generating power, has

become an acknowledged factor in electrical problems of

the day and the increase in its manufacture for the past

four years bears testimony to this statement. In Decem-
ber, 1894. the total weight of the battery plates then em-
ployed was 349.000 pounds ; three years later the figure

was 3.607,000 pounds, and the constant demand during
the past year points to a proportional large advance for

the year 1898.

If we should look into one of the large generating
plants of our city railroads we should find the battery

filling a position that has long been in need of just such
an agent—namely, one to supply additional power to the

generating machinery at the time of the maximum load

requirements, as the action of the storage battery when
charged depends upon chemical action alone, there is no
danger of instantaneous failure, and an overload does not
injure as in the case of an ordinary dynamo.

Every city railroad power plant experiences large fluc-

tuations in the amount of power required during the

twenty-four hours of service, consequently, when the time
of the maximum load occurs the speed of the dvnamo
has to be increased and we find a proportional addition

the amount of coal consumed. The loss of this extra
coal, together with the increased number of employees,
caused those men interested in the traffic question to' test

the capacity of this new method of storing energy.
Let us take a specific case of a railroad in a certain

Pennsylvania town of 50.000 inhabitants and examine the
fluctuations in its daily output of power. In a recent
number of the "Electrical Review" Robert McLloyd dis-

cussed this railroad and plotted the load curves for twenty-
four hours while thirty-five cars were running upon the
line. The curves were drawn upon a diagram whose axis
of X represented the different twenty-four hours of the
day and the axis of Y the strength of the current in

amperes required at the different periods.
'fhe maximum load was found to occur at 8 p. m. and

to continue for one hour, requiring a current of 15.000
amperes, which was furnished by six dynamos, each sup-
plying approximately 200 kilowatts apiece. The curve
of the average load requires 650 amperes. Therefore, ii

a battery, charged at the time of the minimum strain was
installed, capable of leveling off this load peak, the coal
consumed in the running of two of the dynamos woulc
be saved. The capacity of this battery should be 3.000
ampere hours, and if totally discharged in one hour should
yield 1.500 amperes. The one-hour rate of discharge is a'

modern method of quoting battery capacity ; the total dis-

charge in ten hours was the rate formerly used. In order
to furnish a constant current to the battery plant a shunt
wound booster was placed in the dynamo circuit and both
the generators and accumulators connected in parallel that

they might furnish power to the same feeds. The batten'
we have installed would be able to carry a load peak that

would completely stall the dynamo plant of 1.150 kilo-

watts : it would cost, however, as much as the plant, but
would save 50 per cent, of the total amount of coal con-l

sumed during the twenty-four hours. At ten dollars per
ton we would have a yearly saving of $5,474, an increase
in the flexibility of the station and the number of hands
employed diminished.

(To be Continued.)
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FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL
ELECTRICIANS TO BE HELD AT WIL-

MINGTON, DEL., SEPTEMBER 5th,

6th, and 7th, 1899.

A meeting of the Entertainment Committee of the

Board of Trade of Wilmington was held in the parlors

of the Clayton House last evening. The meeting was a

large one and was held for the purpose of further ar-

ranging for the coming convention of the National Asso-
ciation of Municipal Electricians. Chief of Police Dolan
and Fire Chief Sasse were present at the meeting, and
there will be a fire and police review on the afternoon of

September 6th, at 4 o'clock. Chief Sasse says that many
of the companies are already preparing for the event and
are repainting their apparatus and other equipment as

well as the interior of their houses. President Aydon
reported that he had sent out the final invitations and
the replies that he had received point to a large attend-

ance. Pyle's Cycle Academy which had been secured for

the electrical exhibit had been blocked off and the spaces

on the floor sold to various electrical companies. The
spaces are all taken, and there will be an electrical show
that will surprise the citizens of Delaware and people from
afar. There will be almost every kind of electrical ap-

paratus. Besides the electrical novelties there will be
automobiles, moving pictures, electrical cooking utensils

and other exhibits which will be enumerated at a later

date. The convention will be a mammoth affair and the

show will commence at 7:30 o'clock on September 4 and
continue until 11 o'clock on Saturday night, September 9.

The convention will meet at ten o'clock on the morning
of September 5th, and will hold until the police and fire

review on September 6th. About two weeks before the

convention the reception and entertainment committee
will meet and complete the arrangements for the enter-

tainment of the members of the convention and of other

guests. President Aydon is sparing no trouble and ex-

pense to make the affair one of the greatest if not the

greatest event that has ever taken place in the State of

Delaware. The Board of Trade is also with Mr. Aydon,
and the Police Commission has notified him that it will

do all in its power to make the affair a success.

Xiterarp.

AMERICA'S GREAT RESORTS.

The new issue of "Four Track Series" No. 3, an illus-

trated and descriptive folder, 48 pages, entitled, "Amer-
ica's Great Resorts," has just been issued by the Passen-
ger Department of the New York Central. This folder

gives a description of a large number of the great health

and pleasure resorts reached by the New York Central,

and shows the time and rates of fare to the different points,

not only from New York, but from all the principal cities

along the line. This folder will be found invaluable to

those arranging the details of a Summer trip. It is

beautifully illustrated by half-tone engravings, repro-

duced from photographs of some of the most delightful

spots at the different resorts. It also contains a large

map in colors, which is a marvel o accuracy. A copy
of this folder will be sent free, postpaid, to any address
upon receipt of a i-cent stamp by Ciorge H. Daniels,

General Passenger Agent, Grand Cental Station, New
York.

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL NEWS.
(Special Correspondence to the Electrical Age.)

Kamloope, B. C.—The town will employ an expert tr

report on the advisability of purchasing an entirely new
plant for electric lighting purposes, the one now in use
being of insufficient capacity.

Hull, Que.—The town is without electric lighting, th<»

council having not yet awarded the contract for a new
civic plant, although tenders were invited some month*
ago. The pending lawsuit between the Hull and Ottawa
Electric Companies is the cause of the council being
slow in taking action.

Tweed, Ont.—The installation of an electric lighting
system is in project.

Arnprior, Out.—The council have appointed a com
mittee to learn on what terms the Electric Light Co. wi!>
dispose of their plant to the corporation.
Almonto, Ont.—Mr. Ritchie is said to be considering

the question of installing a 500 light incandescent electric-
light plant.

Shelbourne, Ont.—The council is considering the ques-
tion of installing a municipal lighting plant.

Quebec, Que.—The Canadian Electric Co. expect
to commence work at an early date in developing the
Chaudiere Falls water power, for which plans have been
prepared by J. M. McCarthy and by T. Pringle & Son of
Montreal. The scheme includes the construction of an
electric railway. John Breakey has been elected presi-
dent.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—A by-law to raise by debentures
$71,000 for the purchase of the Niagara Falls Electric
Light Company's plant by the town was carried by the
town on Thursday last. It is proposed to utilize the
power by day by the Ontario Silver Plate Co., who have
decided to remove their works to this town.

Lorette, Que.—The Lorette Electric Light Co. has
been formed here, to light the village by electricity ; capi-
tal, $10,000.

Moncton, N. B.—The Street Railway Company have
plans prepared for considerable extensions to their sys-
tem and the establishment of a park outside the city.

Bear River, N. S.—The people are trying to secure the
construction of an electric railway five miles in length to
connect this town with the main line of the D. A.R. rail-

way.
Ottawa, Ont.—The Senate have reduced to two years

the time allowed the Ottawa Electric Railway Co. to ex-
tend its line to Bell's Corners.
London, Ont.—A deputation from this city recently

waited upon the Government at Ottawa and asked for a

subsidy to raise the construction of an electric railway
from this city to Goderich, a distance of sixty-six miles.

I'.arrie. Ont.—The Royal Electric Company are said
to have made application to the council for a franchise
for an electric railway between this town and Allendale,
with right to extend it to other points.

Guelph, Ont.—Messrs. Carscallen and Win gate of
Hamilton are said to be endeavoring to interest Xew
York capitalists in the construction of an electric railway
from that city to Guelph.

Montreal, Que.—The Montreal Belt Line Railway Co.
are applying to Parliament for power to issue securities

to the amount of $4,000,000 for the construction of the
Montreal section of the company's system of proposed
railway ; also to issue bonds to the extent of 300,000 for
each bridge, which it has authority to build across the
Ottawa and Prairie Rivers; also debentures for $1,000,-
000 for docks, elevators, buildings, etc., etc. The com-

(Continued from page 65.)
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THE NEW TOWER STATION OF THE
CAPITOL TRACTION COMPANY,

WASHINGTON. D. C*

When the cable station of the Capitol Trac-

tion Company, on Pennsylvania avenue, in

Washington, D. C, was destroyed by fire in

September, 1897, it was determined to change

the motive power to electricity. The company

owned a large building on the Chesapeake &
Ohio canal, near the Georgetown end of the

line, which had been used for feed storage,

paint and repair shops, etc. The proximity of

the canal for coal carriage and water supply

made this an ideal site for a generating sta-

tion, and the work was commenced in Decem-
ber, 1897.
The brick walls of the original building

were strengthened by pilasters, new windows
cut in, partitions removed and the whole
structure, 300 feet in length, divided by a sub-

stantial brick fire wall into an engine and
boiler room as shown in the plan upon the

following page. The original roof being re-

tained facilitated the carrying on of this work
during the winter months.
Steam is furnished by eight boilers of the

JBabcock & Wilcox type, built by the Aultman
& Taylor Co., each boiler being equipped with

the Roney stoker, operated by small engines

as shown. The aggregate heating surface of

the eight boilers is 28,648 square feet and the

grate surface 600 square feet, giving a ratio

of about 47.75. Each boiler consists of 18

sections of 9 tubes each 4 inches in diameter
and 18 feet long, with Mowed steel headers,

Cahall swinging manholes, and Reliance
water columns. The drums are 42 inches in

diameter of half-inch open hearth steel with

butt joints inside and outside straps triple

riveted. The heads are bumped and £ths in

thickness. Ihe boilers are set in four batteries

of two boilers each, connected three on one
side and one on the other to a steel stack

built by Campbell & Zell, of Baltimore. Some
of the details of this stack are shown in Fig.

1. By digging a few feet a foundation of

solid rock was reached. The jagged face of

the ledge was leveled off with concrete and
the brick foot of the stack, octagonal in sec-

tion, and 26 feet 6 inches in height, built upon
this. The steel portion is 150 feet in height
and 9 feet in diameter at the top inside the
brick lining. The flues entering at opposite
sides are 10 feet in height and six feet wide,
each containing a pair of five foot dampers
swung horizontally and each controlled by a
Locke damper regulator.
The boilers are covered with i£ inches of

magnabestos bricked in. The steam piping-
was designed by the company's engineers,
cut to their drawings, the pieces numbered,
and erected by their own men. Extra heavy
pipe and flanges were used throughout. Out-
side screw yoke Chapman gate valves with
self packing spindles were used even for sizes
as low as half an inch. All valves over eight
inches are provided with a special by-pass
shown in Fig. 2, the feature being the entire
absence of flanged joints, which in the ordin-

ary by-pass have to be all broken if one leaks.

of the best material erected in the best manner after an
intelligent design has resulted in a piping system which
remains perfectly tight under the 130 pounds of steam

'Through the courtesy of "Power."

Engine and Condenser Room , New Powei

This use pressure carried with the minimum of attention.

The boilers and engines are piped upon the loop sys-

tem. A 12-inch main makes a circuit oi the boiler and
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engine room as shown in the plan. Into this main each ing in either battery that section of the main can be cut

boiler is connected with an 8-inch branch, with two stop out and all the other boilers remain operative, those be-

valves on each branch, one at the boiler and one .it the yond the break feeding through the back or auxiliary

side of the loop.

Upon the 12-inch main just before it rises

into the engine room is placed a Best-Fox
separator, the drip of which is carried along
the back of the boilers and connecteu into the

blow-offs. This method of disposing of the
drip is quite original and very efficient. Each
connection is provided with a check valve,

which works regularly as the pressure in the

separator chamber fluctuates with the taking
ot steam by the engines, and the multiplicity

of connections precludes any liability to dis-

aster, as from the sticking of a single check,
the water never accumulates enough to show
in the gage glass upon the separator.

In the engine room steam is taken from the
bottom of the twelve-inch main to each engine
by a six-inch branch which descends to the
top of the high pressure cylinder by a reverse
curve consisting of two long bends. The ring
or loop main is anchored in the partition wall

between the engine and boiler rooms, which
is at about one-half of its length, expansion
taking place in both directions from this

point. The probable expansion was com-
puted and the branches made up so that their

movement would be as nearly as possible to

equal distances on each side of a line at right

angles to the main, attention being paid to the
increased movement at the further engines.
No expansion joints or special bends to pro-
vide for expansion are necessary with the sys-

tem here used.

The engine room contains five units of 525
kilowatts capacity each, consisting of Rey-
nolds-Corliss tandem compound condensing
engines direct connected to General Electric

generators. The engine cylinders are 20 ami
40 inches in diameter with a 42-inch stroke,

and run at 100 revolutions per minute. The
voltage carried is 600. Beside each armature
is mounted a fly wheel. i() feet in diameter,
weighing about 25 ton-. From the high pr

sure cylinder the steam passes through a re-

ceiver, provided with a live steam reheating
coil, thence to the low pressure cylinder from
which it is exhausted through a Hartford
horizontal heater having 270 square feet ^i

heating surface, to the condenser. These
heaters were subjected to a cold water
pressure of 500 pounds before acceptance,
l-'rom the heater the steam passes [,, a Deane
independent jet condenser, a separate con
denser being supplied for each engine. The
water supply is taken from the canal through
a 24-inch main into a concrete well inside the
engine room foundation, passing on entering
through a double wire screen of half-inch
mesh. The screens can be removed separately
lor cleaning, leaving one always in place.

Each condenser has a separate 6 in^h suction
provided with strainer and foot-valve. Be-
tween the heater and the condenser an auto-
matic free exhaust valve is inserted, each piped
independent!) outside the engine house and

^^B upward to the gable level with spiral riveted

galvanized pipe. The automatic exhaust
valves were furnished by the Deane Com-
pany, and are so arranged that the valve once

opened remains open until closed by the engineer, avoid-
ing any tendency to slam. The condenser pumps can be
exhausted into the condensers themselves or into a aec-

^J.§9wk% -#> y?

the Capitol Traction Co., Washington, D. C.

main line. The boiler room main is divided into Four

sections by stop valves, one section to each battery.

Should anything occur to either of the boilers or the pip-
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ondary heater, as desired. All the condenser valves are steam main beyond the separator, throttle drips, etc., all

operated from the engine room through floor standards, of which are discharged into the canal.
The live steam coils in the reheaters are drained by Flinn The feed water is taken from the same well which sup-

differential traps, the barrels of the reheaters by Bundy plies the condensers, and pumped by a small Deane pump
traps. A large Bundy trap also takes the drip from the to an elevated tank, whence it flows to a pair of Loomis-
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Manning filters, having an aggregate capacity of 300,000 ing surface, where it is further heated by the exhaust of
gallons in 24 hours. The filters deliver to a storage tank the pumps, stoker engines and other auxiliaries. This
from which the water is taken by one of a pair of boiler heater is piped with a by-pass and the three pumps are

~~ ~ •" •

feed pumps also made by Deane and sent first to the ingeniously arranged, so that water can be taken from
primary heaters, where it is heated to about 120 degrees, either the well, the storage or the filter tank and passed
then to a Berryman heater having 339 square feet of heat- through both, either or neither of the heaters. Either of
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failure of both feed pumps or trouble with the feed main
a pair of Metropolitan injectors is provided delivering
into an entirely separate feed main entering at the back-

city water service.

Coal is brought to the station by the canal and is

hoisted from the boats in iron buckets to a receiving

•
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of the boiler drums. In case of a failure of the water sup-

ply, and for use during the eight or ten days of each year

when the canal is drained off a connection is made to the

hopper in the top of an elevator house, a corrugated iron
structure separate from the station, as seen in the eleva-
tion. From this receiving hopper it goes through the
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weighing hopper to a crusher, which delivers it to a does not come in contact with the iron work, and the

bucket conveyor, by which it is elevated to the storage corrosion from this cause which has resulted in the rapid

bin above the boiler room. The bin is deserving of es- deterioration of some bins is avoided. The conveyor has
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u - GALV»Hl>rP IRON EXHAUST STACK

!_

pecial attention. It is built in the form of a W, forming a capacity of 40 tons an hour, but delivers only to one
two pockets with a combined capacity of 2,000 long tons of the pockets, that over the boiler fronts. When this

and is lined throughout with concrete, so that the coal pocket is full the coal will be above the middle peak
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the boiler pumps can be used not only for its regular

service but to replace the tank pumps and in case of a

and must be pulled over and trimmed in the other pocket.

From the front pocket it is chuted over and trimmed in

the other pocket. From the front pocket it is chuted to

the hoppers of the Roney mechanical stokers. Ordinarily

the station will run with the front pocket, the other

being for the purpose of storing a fuel supply for the

several months when the canal is closed to navigation.

electric motors. It was furnished by the Steel Cable En-
gineering Company, of Boston. A sheet of steel is turned
up at the ends so as to form the bottom and the two ends
of a pan. Each of these sections is attached to a pair of
trucks as shown in Fig. 3, and the axles of the trucks are
attached to a pair of steel cables aa, Figs. 3 and 4, at such
a distance apart that the sections overlap as shown at A,
Figs. 4 and 5. Pivoted in each section is a bucket B,
which lies upon the bottom of the pan as in Fig. 4 when

- -
"-

UNION ELL.

Power, X r.

When it is desired to use coal from the rear pocket it is

chuted as shown in the end elevation to the ash conveyor,

which is simply the return side of the coal conveyor, and
elevated to the front pocket. Each boiler has an ash
hopper of a capacity to hold the ashes made in a full day's
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the pan is above the trucks, and hang as in Fig. 5 when
the trucks are above. In passing from the position shown
in Fig. 4 to that shown in Fig. 5, it is evident that the
contents of the moving trough formed by the interlap-
ping sections will pass into the buckets as the trough be-
comes vertical and be carried in the buckets as in Fig. 5
when the interlapping pans are inverted. This conveyor
requires no measuring filler, it being necessary only to
chute the coal into it as in Fig. 4. The tripping device
for automatically emptying the buckets at any desired
point is shown in Fig. 6. The frame supporting the cam
d is attached to the under side of the T rail upon which
the conveyor trucks run at the point at which it is de-
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run. These hoppers deliver to the returning side of the

conveyor, and the ashes are thus carried to an elevated

tank in the elevator house capable of holding a week's

accumulation. From here they can be chuted either to

canal boats or to carts.

The elevator and conveyor machinery is operated by

sired that the coal shall be discharged. The roller c upon
the end of the bucket runs up the incline d. tipping the

bucket as shown and discharging the contents. Beyond
the highest point of the incline the cam track is continued
horizontally with indentations which shake the bucket
so as to insure its complete discharge. This tripping de-
vice can be set to be operative or inoperative while run-
ning, so that no stops are necessary to change the point

of discharge. The conveyor is driven by an electric

motor, the location of which is shown in the end eleva-

tion on page 3.
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In the station under discussion nine tripping devices

are employed, the last one having the corrugated track.

These trips are set at regular distances along the bin and

the successive height of the cams so adjusted that the

first raises the buckets only sufficiently to spill a small

portion of its contents, the next, enough more to spill

an equal amount and so on until it is completely emptied

and shaken clean by the last cam. The coal is thus au-
tomatically distributed the length of the bin.

In the basement are two tanks into each of which is

emptied from the engine room level a barrel of cylinder
oil. One tank is used for a high grade oil for the engine
cylinders, the other for a cheaper grade of oil for the
condensers. Full boiler pressure is admitted to these
tanks, and this pressure supplemented by that of the col-
umn of water reaching to the steam main level is sufficient

to feed the oil to the cylinders through Ashton sight-feed
lubricators, consisting simply of the sight-feed portion
of the oridinary cup without the reservoir. The whole

the large Union Passenger Station where the administra-
tion offices of the company are located, several blocks
away, which is the end of the line.

The switchboard containing all the necessary instru-

ments, etc., is located on the floor of the engine room as

shown in the engraving on the front page and in the plan
and elevation on page 2. A hand power traveling crane
spans and runs the entire length of the engine room.

(Continued from page

pany also ask power to construct the following exten-
sions: An extension of the main line from St. Anne de
Bellevue to a point on the Canada Atlantic Railway at

St. Justine, an extension of the main line from Brett de
l'lsle in the parish of Pointe aux Trembles to the town of

Joliette to a point on the Great Northern Railway at

Joliette, a branch line from a point on the St. Justine ex-

tension to the town of 1'Assomption, a branch to the vil-

lage of Rowden in the County of Montcalm, passing the

village of St. Jacques.
Hamilton. Ont.—The Cataract Power Co. is reported

to have finally secured control of the Hamilton Street

Railway. This acquisition will in all probability hasten

the construction of the proposed electric roads to Guelph,
Gait, Berlin, St. Catharines, and other points, but it is

reported that owing to the large demand of iron it will be
impossible to secure rails before next spring.

Ottawa, Ont.—The bill of the Ottawa Suburban Rail-

way Co. was before the Railway Committee of the House
of Commons last week. George E. Kidd, representing

jrr ., :,. .^

arrangement is in fact like a gigantic sight-feed cup, with

a reservoir as big as a barrel, and numerous feeds. The
same system is in use in the boiler room for the stoker

engines, boiler feed and tank pumps.
The machinery oil is run into a tank in the basement

having a capacity of about 20 barrels, and is pumped into

another tank occupying an elevated position on the end
wall of the engine room. From this tank the oil flows

by gravity to its various points of application, the supply

being controlled locally by drop-feeds. Regular cups are

also provided and kept filled in case of emergency. From
the bearing the oil returns by gravity to two Cross filters

in the basement which it passes successively, after which
it is returned to the receiving tank to make the same
circuit. The oil from the guides, which is mixed with

water from the stuffing-box is not returned with the rest

immediately to the filters, but is first collected in a sep-

arating tank and the oil allowed to separate by gravity,

the water drawing off automatically and the oil return-

ing to the filters.

In addition to the main engines there is an Ideal engine
direct connected to a General Electric multipolar generator
run at i to volts for lighting purposes, not only for the

power house and the neighboring repair shops, but for

the company, stated that the railway would extend along
the canal reserve to Hog's Back and Graham's Bay, with
lines across the Ottawa to Kingsmere, Meach's Lake and
Chelsea.

Ayr, Ont.—YY. D. McNair of New York and J. S.
Clarke of this town are promoting an electric road from
Ayr to Berlin

J. Alcide Chausse.

Business IRews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FOR WEEK ENDING JULY 22,

1809, $67,550.
New York, X Y.. July 22. 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material arc from the port of New York
for the week ending this date -

Antwerp.— 17 cases electrical material. $1,047. .? cases
electrical machinery, $54.

Berlin.—28 packages electrical material, $871.
Brazil.—16 cases electrical material, $160.
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British East Indies.—5 cases electrical material, $95.

British Australia.—9 cases electrical material, $3,024.

Bremen.—2 packages electrical material, $265,

British West Indies.—81 cases electrical material.

$1,874-

Chili.—4 cases electrical material, $189.

Central America.—63 packages electrical material.

$1,542.

Dublin.—47 electric cable reels, $14,803.

Ecuador.—4 packages electrical material, $96.

Cuba.—40 packages electrical material, $4,967. 27

packages electrical machinery, $370.
Glasgow.—2 cases electrical material, $18. 2 case?

electrical machinery, $210.

Dutch West Indies.— 1 case electrical material, $2?.

Havre.—in cases electrical material, $5,091. 14 cases

electrical machinery, $813.
Hamburg.—2£ packages electrical machinery, $884. fa

packages electrical material, $7,878.

Japan.—121 packages electrical material, $7,230
London.—7 cases electrical machinery, $765.

Liverpool.—2 cases electrical material, $331.

Mexico.—15 cases electrical materia 5 $1,506.

Madrid.—80 cases electrical material, $1,621.

Manchester.—5 cases electrical material, $g.56a

Peru.—2 cases electrical material. $^0.

Santo Domingo.—3 cases electrical material. $43
St. Petersburg.—3 cases electrical material, $13.'?

U S. of Colombia.—292 packages electrical material

$2,449.
Vienna.— 1 package electrical material, $50.

Venezuela.—10 packages electrical material, $438.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Kittery, Me.—Rhode Island Liquid Air Co. has been

incorporated by George J. O'Doherty, of Boston
; Jeromr

D. Smith, of Arlington. Mass.; F. E. Rowell, of Kitterv

Me.; to
%
produce electricity, compressed and liquid air

heat, light, power. Capital stock. $1,000,000.

Jersey City. N. J.—Marietta Electric Manufacturing

Co. has been incorporated by Edward Barr, Herbert T'»

Colio. Edwin M. Remhold. all of Marietta, Pa.; for the

manufacture of all kinds of goods, wares, and merchan-

dise. Capital stock, $125,000.

Camden, N. J.—Continental Compressed Air Power
Co. has been incorporated by Frank R. ShaUuck, Ed-
ward Everitt, George H. B. Martin ; to manufacture air

compressors, electrical machines, etc. Capital stock,

$T 5.000,000.

Cleveland, Ohio.—The General Incandescent Lamp
Co. has been incorporated by J. Instill, F. H. Goff. T. H.
Bushnell, S. H. Tolles. J McGregor. Jr.. all of Cleveland

;

to manufacture and deal in electrical machinery and elec-

tric lamps. Capital stock. $50,000.

Jersey City. N. J.—Electric Axle Light & Power Co
has been incorporated by Aug. Treadwell, Jr., Benjamin
S. Hart, Eads E. Schmidt, all of New York City; f. H.
Potts, Jersey City. N. J. ; to manufacture electric, com-
pressed or liquefied air machines for lighting .heating and
refrigerating. Capital stock, $25,000,000. Principal of-

fice. No. 1 Montgomery street, Jersey City. N. J.

Jersey City, N. J.—Rockaway Electric Light & Im-
provement Co. has been incorporated by Anthony Blum,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Kent E. Stearns, Jersey City; Isaac

Blum, New York City; to construct and operate gas and
electric light works. Capital stock. $15,000. Principal

office, 83 Montgomery street, Jersev City.

TELEPHONE CALLS'
Chicago, 111.—United States Telephone Manufacturing

Co. has been incorporated by T. D. Perry, J. B. Wier, and

J. B. Halpenny; manufacturing telephone supplies and
operating telephone lines Capital stock, $2,500.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—Niagara Falls Home Telephone
Co. has been incorporated by S. B. Rawson, of Elyria,

O.; W. R. Campbell, J. E. Rock, of Niagara Falls; to

establish a telephone line. Capital stock, $roo.ooo.
St. Louis, Mo.—The United States Telephone Com-

pany has been incorporated by F. A. Churchill, Jr., A. F.
Garechie, and W

. G. Lackey, all of St. Louis ; for the pur-
pose of manufacturing telephones, switchboards, etc.
Capital stock, $10,000.
Watertown, N. Y.—The Citizens' Telephone Company

has been incorporated by S. F. Bagg, C. B. Taggert and
R. J. Buck, all of Watertown ; to construct a telephone
line. Capital stock, $50,000.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Independent Telephone & Telegraph
Construction Co. has been incorporated by E. T. White.
E. Barneman. of Syracuse; J. J. Jermyn, J. L. Wentz, of
Scranton, Pa.; general contracting. Capital stock.
$5,000.

Killbuck. Ohio.—The Killbuck Telephone Co. has
been incorporated by D. R. Welker, C. C. Carpenter, T.

Horn, J. J. Day, J. E. Duncan, all of Killbuck
; to con-

struct and operate an independent telephone. Capital
stock, $5,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Toledo, Ohio.—The Toledo & Adrian Electric Rail-

way Co. has been incorporated by F. W. Haves, L. B.
French, A. L. Smith, G. H. Beckwith, I. E. Knisely, all

of Toledo; capital stock, $25,000.
Columbus. Ohio.—The Columbus, Winchester & Lan-

caster Traction Co. has been incorporated bv T. A. Sim-
ons, D. C. Beggs. R. E. Jones, H. C. Park, t. B. Beatty,
and F. Post, all of Columbus

; to construct an electric rail-

way. Capital stock. $10,000.
Rockville, Md.—The Washington and Rockville Elec-

tric Railway will establish an electric line though Rock-
ville.

Corsicana, Texas.—An electric street car line is soon
to be established in this citv.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Thomasville. Ga.—W. S. Keefer has applied for a fran-

chise for an electric-light plant.

Belgrade. Minn.—Contract has been let for the con-
struction of a water and electric-light' plant for this vil-

lage. The work will be completed Nov. 15.

JOTTINGS.
ANDREW L. RIKER. the electrician and manager

of the Riker Electric Vehicle Company. 45-47 York St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has just returned from London, where
he has been organizing a new English company to build
works for the manufacture of Riker automobiles. The
automobile which he exhibited in London took the city

by storm and the name Riker is on every tongue. Since
his departure from London Mr. Riker has received a

cablegram notifying him of the awards of two gold
medals for the superiority of his own over all other Amer-
ican and English automobiles. This award was only
made after an unusually severe test.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS am,

WATTMETERS
For Alternating: and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in-

strument of the type de-

serving this name,

Write for Circulars and Price Lists

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,

114-120 William Street, Newark, N. J.
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Tea and Coffee Urns Operated by Electricity.

View of the Electrical Kitchen.

ELECTRIC HEATING IN A CARMELITE
HOSPICE.*

The developemen* of electrical power at Niagara Falls and heating which has not its equal in the world. This
.. « « . 1 • .1 • 11 , * • lL. Uy\(mm'aa i.- 1, v,"it,./1 ,M1 t 1 1 , » i 'lll'lill'lll C 1 * 1 i* , \ t till* T"1 \'i >f ^iltlli*

in vast quantities has resulted in the installation in the

new Carmelite Hospice of an electrical plant for cooking

*From the "Scientific American."

hospice is located on the Canadian side ot the river some

distance hack from the falls. It is on a bluff and from its

windows a most magnificent view oi the Niagara scenery

is obtainable. Its location removes it from the circle of

the falling spray cloud, hut it is close enough to the cata-
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ract to secure the benefit of the electrical development

made by the Canadian Niagara Power Company in the

power station of the Niagara Falls Pari; and River kail-

way. This installation of the Canadian Niagara Power

Company is a temporary construction, and in time will

be supplanted by the magnificent development the

company intends to make under the franchise it holds

in Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park.

In the power station of the Niagara Falls Park and

River Railway, the Canadian Niagara Power Company
has installed two 1,000 horse power generators, the power

from which is used for various purposes, but there has

not yet been a demand of any magnitude for power on

the Canadian side at Niagara. From this power station

to the transformer house of the hospice, two miles, the

current is conducted on bare copper wires. About ioo

horse power is used in the hospice, 25 horse power for

lighting, cooking, and heating water, and 75 horse power

for heating the lower floor of the building.

In the transformer house of the hospice has been in-

stalled two 30 K. W. Westinghouse and one 25 K. W.
General Electric transformer, primary 2,200 volts and

In the kitchen are to be found features that are most
interesting. The range has a heating surface of 6 square
feet, and each square foot of surface has a switch and can
be controlled to full or half heat at the will of the operator
or cook. The baking and roasting facilities are included
in two small and one large oven. Each of the two small
ovens has three compartments and consumes 23 amperes
at no volts, while the large oven takes 50 amperes at

the same voltage. This large oven is so arranged that it

will roast four 25-pound roasts of meat at one time. Some
idea of the work this equipment in this electrica 1 kitchen
will do may be gained from what was accomplished in it

on June 15, the occasion of the blessing of the building
and its formal opening for sacred purposes. At that
time all the meats for two hundred and fifty people were
cooked in two and one-half hours, while all the other
cooking for the same number of people was done at the
same time. This is with the exception of the sou]),

which was made the day before, as it requires many
hours of attention to be good. As the heat of all the ap-
paratus is uniform, the liability to bum is less than with
other fuels. As the point of baking or roasting is plainlv

Water Tank and Switchboard.

three-phase secondary 110 volts, current being trans-

mitted through underground cable to the switchboards
located in the basement of the main building. One of

these switchboards is shown in the illustration. The
switchboard with double-throw switches controls two
phases of the current, while the third phase is controlled

by a switchboard adjoining the first one, and is used for

cooking, lighting, etc. The arrangement of the switch-

boards is such that either transformer can be used inde-

pendent of the other for either purpos
The present building is but a wing of the structure

contemplated in the plans of the Carmelite Fathers. In
this building two hundred 16 candle power lights are used
for illumination, and on the lower floor, which is heated
by electricity, there are eleven bedrooms, a dining room,
a reception room, and office. The corridor of this floor

is 120 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 15 feet high. This cor-

ridor contains nine 4 horse power electric heaters, and
in each bedroom, which is 10 by 12 by 15 feet, there is

one 4 horse power electric heater with changeable heat
switch of two heats.

In the butler's pantry there are three 5-gallon urns
and a chafing dish electrically operated. One of the urns
is used for tea, one for coffee, and one for boiling water
to supply the coffee and tea urns.

indicated, the cook can make no mistake. In the small

ovens bread can be baked in 18 minutes.

In one of the illustrations, at the left of the switchboard
will be noticed a large tank. This is the 400-gallon boiler

in which water is boiled for the laundry and bathroom
purposes. It takes a current of 120 amperes, being di-

vided into three heats. Opposite this 400-gallon boiler.

but not shown in the illustration, there is a 150-gallon

boiler, in which water is boiled for kitchen purposes, but
it services can also be used in connection wth the large

boiler. This small boiler takes 125 amperes for its opera-

tion, being also divided into three heats. This small

boiler is used mostly for quick boiling. Both boilers are

covered with 2^ inches of asbestos covering. An effort is

usually made to -boil all the water at the time the current

is not being used for other purposes. In this 400-gallon

boiler water js raised from 6o° to 212 in six hours, with

full heat.

Naturally the main interest in this plant centers on the

cost of the service ; and here it may be said that the expe-

rience in the operation of the hospice plant can hardly be

taken to form comparison with what the same service

would cost elsewhere. This is because there are some
exceptional features of cost found in this installation.

The 25 horse power used for hot water heating, cooking,
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and for lighting purposes, costs $25 per horse power, but car mile—25644 K. \Y. hours per 11,268

the 75 horse power used for heating the corridor and miles—2889.57, taking efficiency of bat-

bedrooms is obtained at about one-fifth of this cost per tery at 80 per cent. K. \Y. hours to be

horse power. It is evident that this power is not used the paid for = 3261.

year around ; and then another feature is that in the sta- 2. Interest on cost of wagon at 6 per cent, for

tion of the Niagara Falls Park and River Railway there year 78.05

is always a surplusage of power in the winter time, as the Cost of wagon, $2,300.

business of the road is mainly a summer one. For this 3. Interest on stable rent for 1 wagon, for year. 34.28

reason the same number of cars are not run in the winter 4. Driver 625.68

as are run in the summer, and, therefore, not so much 5. Boy 416.83

power is demanded from the power house.

. . Total cost per year $1,263.15
liien the

HutO=/IDobileS. ^ost Per car mile 11.21 cents.

Cost per ton mile 5.246
Cost of power per mile 961

OPERATING COSTS OF HORSE AND ELEC- Cost of power per ton mile 45
TRIC DELIVERY WAGONS IN Hence the saving considered that the horse drawn

NEW YORK CITY. wagon does 36 miles a day 6 days a week, is 2.65 cents

per car mile in favor of the electric vehicle which means
a saving 95.4 cents per day per wagon.

By G. F. Sever and R. A. Fleiss. Owing to the greater speed of the electric vehicle, it

._..,,, t-. v takes onlv 4 hours to travel 16 miles as against 5.14
(Concluded from Page 54.) hours for

'

th
*

horse This is a
J
saving of j^^^^r

When we come to consider the electric automible for day. or of 356 hours a year,

a year, covering -\6 miles a day, its advantages are The figures given above speak for themselves and

brought out very clearly. Since the vehicle, owing to the would appear to be a most effective argument in favor of

nature of its construction, does not consume any energy adopting the electric automobile for delivery service.

when not in motion, it follows that, during the periods of SECTION' IV.

rest, while deliveries are being made and the wagon is

being loaded, there is no more expense than that inci- Conclusion.

dental to wear and tear. This, of course, is common in jn light delivery service in large cities, when a number
amount to all vehicles of the same class and may be con-

f un jts are employed by individual firms, the adoption
sidered the same in each case. That a slight loss does f tne automobile would seem to be merely a question

occur when the vehicle is at rest, due to local action, etc..
f t ime jror tt,j s \^{n<\ f service it seems pre-eminently

in the batteries, is true, but this loss is considered when
t jie j)est solution. It is cheaper to operate than horse

the efficiency of the battery is taken at 80 per cent. W e service, and the mechanical problems have been so far

may say then, that the factor most important in deter- solved as to make the vehicles commercially successful,

mining'the expense of operating an electric vehicle is the Though, as stated before, it is not the intention to dis-

price that must be paid for the power. This is a very cuss depreciation, it may be noted that the comparison
variable factor indeed and the price per K. W. hour will Qf the costs of operation as regards food, cost of power,
determine in all cases the amount of saving that will be etc., would show a saving in favor of the electric delivery

possible through the use of electric automobiles. wagon, in one year, of 20 per cent, which, under more
A stable taking power from a large central station favorable conditions as to the price of power, might easily

would, if of average size, add a load which, if properly be increased. Assuming, for the moment, that the de-

distributed as it easily could be. might become a con- preciation in a year is 25 per cent, for the electric system,

siderable factor in straightening out the load curve of the and. under the same service conditions, is only 10 per

station. If several stables were supplied from the same cent, for horse traction, we still have a saving of 5 per

central station, this load would become a great source cent, in favor of the automobile. The advantages that

of economy to the station, and power could be sold to will arise from the substitution of mechanical propulsion

them at a very low figure. Owing to the regular nature for horse traction on a large scale, are so well known and
of the work imposed upon the wagons in delivery ser- understood, that any extended consideration of the sub-

vice it could easily be arranged to have the electric vehi- ject seems unnecessary. Among the many advantages,

cles charged at night after the heavy load is off the sta- however, the following would seem to be the most im-

tion. They might also charge early in the morning and portant.

at noon or at periods that experience would indicate 1. The hygienic condition of large cities will be
were the most advantageous for the station, the time of improved, and the cost of street cleaning will be de-

deliveries being adjusted to suit the new conditions. In creased.

this way a stable should be able to buy power at from 1 2. The wear and tear on pavements and streets will

to 2 cents per K. W. hour. As this time has not yet ar- be reduced, and the use of rubber tires will lessen the

rived we will install for our purposes a small isolated noise in the crowded streets,

gas engine plant A plant of this kind should be able to ELECTRIC—THREE

—

produce a K. W. hour, at the switchboard for 3 cents. 3. The traffic in cities will not be as congested, owing
Assume the cost for a K. W. hour, as 3 cents, the power to the saving in room now occupied by the horse. When
consumed per ton mile as 120 watt-hours and the weight we consider that there are approximately 200,000 horses

as 3,500 lbs., for the wagon. Taking the average load as used in Xew York City alone, and that a horse increases

500 lbs., weight of driver as 150 lbs., and that of boy as the length of a tinit by nine feet, it can he readily ap-

125, the total weight is 4175 lbs. The- cost for the elec- predated lmu gnat a saving will he affected. Taking
tris vehicle to cover ri.268 mile* is given in Table XIV: the average width occupied by a hirse and shafts as two

TAMJE' X I V. >'f 1 feet, k' is seen that 200.000 hordes oceupv about 3.600,06a

^"'•'Cost of power for IT.268 miles at 3 cents. . $108:35 square feet. '0^82.6 acres of valuable street roorrt.' >f, ' n,fff '

b f''»i-^!K'."W.'hbitr, and a consumption 'of 120 4. When the tw of automobiles fofes become more
sib 1. w'a'tt^ridilt's' per 'ton mile, total' wefight-"- general, the cost oi operation will &g redheedl Tnb

—4,275 lbs.,—2,137 tons, watt-hours per- " baHri rrtret'fof tfoie reason that 'with'att iHttfeaied r6trtpuiof A'ag-
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ons, the price will decrease, and with the greater use of

power, the cost of it for this purpose will diminish.

5. The danger of accident from runaways will be

eliminated.

Stray Gutventi

A WIRELESS TELEPHONE SYSTEM.
Dr. Peter Steins, a Russian, is in England introducing

a system of wireless telephone}- which he says he has in-

vented. He says that it is as successful as the wire sys-

tem and that voices can be recognized at long distances.

He proposes to experiment with his system between Eng-

land and Belgium, and declares that it is feasible to use

it between England and the United States.—New York

Sun.
A GOAT AS A HIGHWAYMAN.

A bellicose billygoat held up a Jersey City trolley car

full of passengers for ten minutes a few days ago by

.akmg possession of the track and refusing to budge. The

motorman was obliged to stop the car to avoid running

over the animal. Then he tried to coax it oft the track,

out the goat would not be coaxed. Next the rnotorman

resorted to the switch iron, and prodded the goat for fully

ten minutes, with no effect. The passengers were de-

lighted with the episode. They cheered the goat and

chaffed the motorman unmercifully. Finally he called the

conductor to his aid, and between them he lifted the goat

trom the track and so cleared the way.—Ex.

A NEW APPLICATION OF WIRELESS TELEG-
RAPHY.

A rather novel application of wireless telegraphy is

suggested by Mr. J. J. Buckland, in Engineering, for

warning vessels off dangerous shores.

tlvusingverticalsof varying heights and sending signals

from each in turn, he states, a vessel suitably fitted would,

on approaching clanger, receive signals from each as it

entered its effective zone. In this way, he explains, a

signal could be received at, say. a distance of ten miles;

a second, timed to follow the first, at a distance of six

miles, and a third, timed to follow the second, at a dis-

tance of three miles. In other words, the navigator would
learn of his increasing peril through the increasing warn-

ings. The signals could be automatically given by revolv-

ing contacts.—Ex.
FREIGHT TRAFFIC ON TROLLEY LINES.
The freight traffic of the Detroit. Ypsilanti and Ann

Arbor electric railway promises to be a profitable branch

of the business of that line. Every day two shipments

are made from its office depot on Griswold street, in De-
troit, says The Tribune of that city, and two shipments

are received back at the same place. The receipts from
inbound freight average $10. and for outbound freight

about $25 a day, and it is expected that the total receipts

will be increased to more than $100 a day by June, 1900.

Ann Arbor takes about half of the freight and Ypsilanti

is next in volume, but shipments to Wayne are daily in-

creasing. A good deal of the freight consists of vege-

tables and groceries, although trunks and all light articles

usually carried in express cars on steam railroads are also

taken.—Western Electrician.

THE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE ON THE JUNG-
FRAU MOUNTAIN RAILWAY.

It is statated that the electric locomotive destined for

the Jungfrau mountain railway is the most powerful rack-

wheel machine hitherto constructed. It is designed to

haul the trains over the steepest portion of the track.

The motors are placed under the passengers cars, whereby
greater adhesion between the driving wheels and rails is

obtained. The car truck is provided with two bearing
axles and two driving axles, which latter are situated

between the former. Two motors, each of 125 horse
power, at 800 revolutions per minute, actuate the toothed

wheels through the medium of duplicate gearing. If re-

quired, these motors are capable of working up to 300
horse power. The driving current is conveyed overhead
at a tension of 500 volts. The pivots of the toothed
wheels are of aluminum bronze, the teeth being of cast

steel. Three methods of braking are provided for; an
electric brake arranged to work on the driving shaft, a

hand brake, and a third brake which grips the rails by
means of cheek pieces. The locomotive was constructed
by Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Co.—English Electrical Re-
view.

ALUMINIUM ELECTRODES.
Aluminium condensers, which stop currents to which

the aluminium is an anode, were proposed by Buff in

1857 already, but it is only quite recently that they have
found practical application by Graetz and principally by
Pollak, who have aluminium rectifiers in use in Frank-
furt-on-the-Main to charge his accumulators from the

alternating current mains of the municipal electricity

works, not only for laboratory purposes, but for running
the tramways. The electrodes are placed in solutions of

alkalies, soap, alum, etc. There have been various pro-

posals, and it had not been thought that the electrolyte

would be of much importance as long as it permitted the

formation of the film of oxide on the aluminium, to which
the effect is ascribed by Pollak. Wilson, and other scient-

ists. According to Polzenius, however, who is working
in Pollak's laboratory, the electrolyte plays an important

part. He found hydrochloric and nitric acids of little

use for stopping the currents ; sulphuric acid stops 20
volts; silicic and phosphoric acids, 120; the silicates and
phosphates are also much more active than the sulphates.

Bichromate arrests 80 volts ; the electrode sparkles and
hisses all over. Some organic acides and salts are emi-

nently suitable, and there seems to be a peculiar influence

of the hydroxyle and canboxyle groups. Whilst glycerin

and sugar (hydroxyle compounds) oppose a resistance

equivalent to not more than 50 volts, tartaric and citric

acids do not allow currents of 500 volts to pass. The
luminous phenomena are always observed when ener-

getic action takes place.—Ex.

THE COHERER.

Much attention has been devoted to the design and
construction of the coherer, and much experimental

work has been done. Among the mere advanced workers
in this field, says the Western Electrician, is T. Tom-
masina. who discovered that a sensitive coherer might
be constructed by inclosing a drop of mercury in a glass

tube between two cylindrical brass electrodes. This fact

led him to investigate the properties of liquids with refer-

ence to electro-magnetic waves. For this purpose he im-

mersed a copper disc and a pendulum bob in distilled

water. Both conductors had 'previously been coated with

with a film of electrolytic copper and well washed. On
passing a current through the two electrodes a black de-

]> rsit was formed in the disc which grew until a chain of

particles, probably cupric oxide, joined the two elec-

trodes. ( )n increasing the distance between them the

current was not interrupted, but the chain grew until

it again united both electrodes, even when three centi-

metres apart. The chain followed the pendulum bob on
displacing the latter to the right or to the left, although

the chain is sometimes invisible. If a small incandescent

lamp is inserted in the circuit, and the bob suddenly re-

moved to three centimetres, the lamp continues to burn

even before a visible chain is formed.

When the distance between the electrodes is

very small, a chain may be formed simply by the action

of electro-magnetic waves. Tommasina constructed a

coherer on that principle with a very thin layer of dis-

tilled water.
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LET THERE BE LIGHT.
Since the first edict was thundered forth from the vaults

of space the world has undergone a change. It is not the

charm of color that arouses the deepest sentiment, but

the first wan light stealing from the East—the bluish

dawn with its hesitating advance and flood-like embrace.

Many years ago the strange conclusion was arrived at

that light was like the sand, or the water—a material

thing. Sir Isaac Newton believed it to be due to the ema-
nation of myriad particles—a blow upon the curtain of the

eye of unaccountable and swiftly moving atoms. The cor-

puscular theory was the first definite conclusion arrived

at, and it might have been still more correct had some
idea of the existence of so tenuous and elastic a medium
as the ether crossed the mind of its illustrious originator.

But the ether was not the fact ; it was merely the product

of it. It simply became a modern idea when an explana-

tion was sought ; its existence was then verified.

The phosphorescent sulphur ball, glowing with cold-

light, was the extraordinary phenomenon presented to

the gaze of Otto Von Guericke. The awe-struck sailors

viewed the lambent light of St. Elmo's fire creeping about

the yard-arms with the same unspeakable sensations. It

is not alone these few that had awakened in them some
element of thought by this ghostly light. Faraday, Max-
well, Hertz, and a host of latter-day scientists saw in this

"will-o'-the-wisp" more than an ignis fatuus ; they saw
in it the beginning of new discoveries and possibly a new
and useful source of light.

Since the flickering aurora was seen by the Norsemen
and the Vikings of old, its spectral presence has been the
Basis for many strange traditions. Like the rainbow, it

entered into their superstitions and mythological tales.

It is this continual notice taken of so strange a light,

not by the individual alone but by entire nations, that af-

fects us to-day. To produce light without heat ; to do
what nature has done in her own subtle way for unre-
corded ages ; to follow in the footsteps of those whose ef-

forts gave impetus to the science and whose ambition was
lofty in its commendable object.

This is the work laid out for those that will enter the
arena. Tesla has drawn aside the curtain and given us
one glimpse of the glories within. There have been others
silently achieving success. Moore and Haines, whose
work in this inviting field has been publicly described, are
approaching their goal. Etheric light they call the glow
within their tubes. That is the light we want. Apart
from the closer influence of grosser matter etheric light

is lambent, soft, diffused and pleasant. In contrast with
it we have an undesirable heat and a loss that pains the
mind on contemplation.
The ether waves, undulating outward at the rate of

many millions per second, comprise the underlying prin-
ciple of light. With a vibrator in a vacum, a break of

unequalled suddenness and resistance occurs. The ether
waves are shot through the tube and the phorphoresence
with dawn-like purity radiates as the softest illumination.

OUR MODERN MINTS OF THOUGHT.
Many have thought, but how few do think—or care to

think. This might aptly explain many of the lost senti-

ments and unexposed ideas that for lack of vigor or ap-
preciation on the part of their originators are lost. To-
day money and ideas are almost one, in the opinions of

active-minded men More so to-day because the ripeness

of the age with its great crop of inventions has made the

way easier and the applications greater for their discovery

and development. The great masses are becoming more
and more the actual, conscious and valuable thinkers of

the day. Many a year has passed since the first evidence
of inward pith manifested itself, and many a year will

pass before this incomparable virtue shall depart. Yes,

the public, the vast rushing horde do think with an inten-

sity at times that produces a Stephenson, a Watt, a Fulton
and an Edison. To struggle against environment, cling-

ing to one idea through thick and thin merits some con-

sideration.

To-day this is easier in the field of which we speak.

One hundred years ago it was almost impossible. Yet
the struggle seems to be as fierce as ever, because the ob-

jects strived for are harder to obtain. There is no doubt
that the public are our modern mints of thought, for they

coin the wants of the age and produce the men to supply

them

.

INVENTORS AX!) INVENTIONS.
There is a doubt existing amongst many as to the true

meaning of the word "inventor." To originate a new
article of popular or technical interest is sufficient to cause

the expression to be used. Few of so-called inventive

power have more than made additions to the large stock

of inventions of a similar if not identical nature. A patent

that is granted is not always proof that an invention has

been made. An army of men make it their business to

simply improve what already exists.

Few create entirely or make a radical departure from

the beaten track. The discoverer of a new principle rarely

makes an application of it himself. The ability to discover

a new law require^ a perfect equipoise of the reasoning

abilities ; it may not suffice at all for the construction of a

machine making use of the discovery. Again it is a
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familiar fact that the original inventor of a new machine
makes but few changes in its crudity, but the host that

follow perfect it in detail until we have as an example
side by side, the first rough design of Watt and the elab-

orate triple expansion engine of a modern marine equip-

ment.
The unfinished idea does not lose in value because it is

not perfected. Like a rough casting it needs finishing

and polishing. The general structure does not pass

through other than detailed processes insignificant indi-

vidually in comparison with the whole, but of equal im-

portance in the concrete. An inventor may enter into

either fields as his native qualities appear. It is therefore

necessary to divide inventors, and therefore their inven-

tions, into two classes ; the first greater than the second.

The first headed by such men as Watt; the second greater

class, those that added their mite to the pile. Inventors

may therefore invent the entire device; that is, originate

the base of a great superstructure, or he may simplv add

or improve some necessary adjunct. The steam engine

represented the original idea ; its further application to

rail and water required comparatively few changes in

other than its external form. But the use of the governor,

the thousand and one details, each of which was and is

the subject of special study, give a perfect illustration of

the variations and striking differences between "inventors

and inventions."

XCbe Storage Batters.

THE APPLICATION OF THE STORAGE BAT-
TERY.

*C. D. Wood.

(Concluded from Page 56.)

It is the tendency nowadays for the electric lighting

.
companies of our large cities to consolidate, thereby ob-

taining a monopoly of the lighting contracts, and here

, again in these stations we find the accumulator battery

applied to a saving of time and labor.

,, In the city of Chicago there is one of the largest electric

power plants in the country; in fact, the Edison Electric

'Lighting station is 50 per cent, larger than any other one
plant in the world, and contains one of the finest battery

equipments yet installed. The plant consists of 166 cells,

having 83 plates to each cell, the plates being 15^ inches

wide by 32 inches long, while the containing tank, to

facilitate the action of the electrolyte, is lined with five

.pounds of sheet lead. The total weight of the battery is

1,092,000 pounds. The plant has been divided so that the

ihain generating department furnished power to oiie por-

tion of the city while the batterv plant forms an auxiliary

tition of its own, situated at Adams street. During the

nter months the main load occurred at 4.45 when the

strain upon the Adams street station amounted to 1 1 ,000

amperes for a period of one hour, while the maximum
^teald peak of the entire plant was only 55,000 amperes.
vB>yt a competent series of switches the cells can be cut off

etarld on at leisure, and any strength of the total current

'obtained. The cells are charged at the time of the mini-
.tanttm load and again we have a large saving in the coal

tsupply. Twenty-six per cent, of the total output of the

2£dmpany's power is furnished by the battery plant of the

oAdams street station.

The tremendous electric power plant recently erected at

iiNirigara Falls is well known, where we find power sup-
vjMiiad for all kinds of manufacturing purposes. The owner
lO^ca. factory in that vicinity purchases his power at the

^jraHterof so many horse power per day ; this power is avail-

fi 1o fti

—

£ a*Ih the "Yale Scientific Monthly."

able for twenty-four hours and at the rate of 100 horse
power per hour. He is entitled to 2,400 horse power dur-
ing the entire day; but as the average factory is working
for only ten out of the twenty-four hours, we see fourteen

hours of power unused. Let the merchant buy a battery

plant capable of furnishing 50 horse power for 10 hours,

or 550 horse power hours, and by using the remaining
fourteen hours of power, due time to charge his battery

for the following day's work, he saves one-half of the

total expense. The initial cost of the battery would weight
heavily upon the balance sheet of the day, but would soon
be equalized by the daily saving in operation.

The installation of accumulators in private dwellings

and office buildings is now coming to be an every-day

occurrence and we find in almost every instance that the

battery is proving satisfactory. On one occasion during
the past winter the Cushman Building of Maiden Lane,

New York, was left without steam, caused by the burst-

ing of a main belonging to the New York Steam Company.
The storage battery of chloride accumulators, only partly

charged, took up the load dropped by the dynamos, sup-

plied current for the regular service until five o'clock, and
ran the lamps throughout the building until the next
morning.

For several years the manufacturers of automobiles

have been in search of a suitable motive power. Gas, oil,

compressed air and electricity have all been tried, with the

result in favor of the electric current, which in this case

means the storage battery.

In the Columbia Phaeton, built by the Pope Manufac-
turing Company, we find a chloride accumulator battery

of 44 cells, encased in rubber jars and charged from a

no volt circuit; the entire battery weighs 900 pounds, and
can be charged without removing the cells. However, this

use of the storage battery will not become general until

the weight and cost has been reduced—an ordinary elec-

tric cab seen in New York City to-day costs approximately

$2,400.

We have not yet touched upon the application of the

battery at sea which in time will offer a large field for its

operation. On board one of our larger men-of-war there

are upwards of 75 auxiliary engines operating various con-

trivances, from the ammunition hoists to the refrigerating

machines. Would it be practical to run these machines
by power from a storage battery installed in the hold?
Many naval engineers would advocate this proposition,

but on further consideration it might seem as if the dead
weight of a battery capable of performing this work would
greatly lessen the ship's speed and that the space could be
occupied to better advantage.

Suppose we are to furnish a torpedo boat of 140 feet

over all, a draught of five feet and displacement of no
tons, with electric power, allowing 45 tons for ammuni-
tion, crew, etc., which would give us 95 tons for electrical

equipment. The requirements of a torpedo boat are speed,

noiseless operation, and the faculty for quick movement.
The noise of escaping steam when the small vessel is ap-

proaching a powerful man-of-war would be very likely to

cause its destruction ; but if we should substitute elec-

tricity as the motive power this danger would be overcome
and our boat would be under a perfectly controlled power.

For a speed of 22 knots of a lx>at of the given dimen-
sions, 1,500 horse power would have to be generated. A
battery of 175,000 pounds, supplying current to foui

motors weighing 6,500 pounds apiece, would develop this

power and we would have 140 horse power applied at the

screws for a period of 24 hours ; or if the time is ditniro-

ished, 300 horse power would be supplied for 10 hours.

If the battery were discharged entirely within the 24
hours at a speed of nine knots an hour the cruising radius

of our craft would be 216 nautical miles—a fair area for

the action of a torpedo boat. The batteries could be
charged in four hours from an 80 volt circuit, commonly
found on board a man-of-war, and as the torpedo boat
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works in common with the larger craft this would not be

impracticable.

By placing the batteries below the water line we would

lessen the chances of their being hit, and if connected in

parallel the injured part could be cut off and power ob-

tained from the portion still intact.

As time advances new fields open to this powerful agent

of the engineer, and it seems as if the storage battery were

yet in the infancy of its usefulness.

TLbe flDotor.

*MOTOR SPEED REGULATION.

Alton D. Adams.

While great advances have been made in the application

of alternating machinery, the distribution of power by

direct current was probably never increasing faster than

to-day.

Tens of thousands of horse power are now delivered by
direct current motors, and a large part of this work is

done at variable speed.

In spite of this extended use, the direct current motor
as commonly used for variable speed is by far the least

efficient link between the central station engine and the

consumer's machinery.
This lack of efficiency is by no means inherent in the

motor, but results from the common method of speed regu-

lation bv the use of a variable resistance in the armature
circuit.

As the case now stands the central station furnishes

ut 8o per cent, of the power developed by its engines

to consumers. Manufacturers provide motors of from
8o to 90 per cent, efficiency at full speed and load and
the user in order to regulate the speed to his requirements

commonly employs a method of regulation which reduces

the efficiency of his motor to 50, 25 or even 10 per cent.

Consider for example a motor having an efficiency of 86
per cent, at full load and speed, with losses of 3 per cent,

in armature windings, 3 per cent, in shunt magnet wind-
ing and 8 per cent, local currents, friction and hysteresis.

Let this motor be loaded to full and constant armature
current and then regulated for variable speed by a re-

sistance in the armature circuit.

As the energy entering the armature circuit is 97 per

cent, of that drawn from the line and the loss in armature
winding is 3 per cent, of the total, this winding loss is

.03 — .97 = 3.09 per cent, of the energy entering the

armature circuit.

The pressure required to force the full current through
the armature resistance is therefore 3.09 per cent, of the

line pressure.

The counter electromotive force of the armature at full

speed will be 100 — 3.09 = 96.91 per cent, of the line

pressure, and at one-fourth speed the counter electro-

motive force will be 96.94 — 4 == 24.22 per cent, of the

line pressure.

At quarter speed, then, the rheostat in armature circuit

must consume 100— (3.09 -f- 24.22) = 72.69 of the line

pressure, and as 97 per cent, of the total energy is de-

livered to this circuit the rheostat in this case consumes

97 -\- .7269 = 70.5 per cent, of the energy taken from
the line.

Assuming that the losses from local currents, hysteresis

and friction vary directly with the speed, the losses in-

ternal to the motor at one-quarter speed, became (8 — 4)
-j- 3 -|- 3 = 8 per cent., and the total losses in motor and

regulator became 70.5 + 8 = 78.5 per cent., thus giving
the combination an efficiency of 100 — 78.5 = 21.5 per
cent, at one-quarter speed.

At less than constant torque and armature current, the
combined efficiency will evidently be lower than above
figures.

As there are well known methods of speed regulation
which involve only the small losses internal to motors,
whatever the speed, it seems that a stronger effort on the
part of manufacturers to introduce machines with efficient

means of speed regulation, would benefit all concerned.
i wo practical methods of motor speed regulation are

the variation of magnet strength, and the variation in

arrangement of armature conductors as to each other.

A rheostat in the shunt magnet winding, gives any de-
sired speed above the minimum, with constant armature
capacity, and two or more separate windings and com-
mutators on the armature, give two, three or four times
the minimum speed, with corresponding increase in arma-
ture current capacity.

The work required of variable speed motors is of three
kinds, namely, constant whatever the speed, varying di-

rectly as the speed, and varying directly as same power
of the speed.

These three classes of work are illustrated by machine
tools, which require, when in use, nearly constant power
for all speeds, by shafting which consumes power nearly
as its speed, and by centrifugal fans whose driving power
varies as the cube of their speeds, friction aside.

As constant power at all. speeds involves a constant
armature current, it is well provided for by a variable

magnet strength to correspond with all desired speeds,

but special proportions are necessary to avoid sparking
with a constant armature reaction and weak magnets at

the higher speeds.

When the required power and consequently armature
current varies directly with the speed, the armature re-

action, winding loss and magnet strength may be held

constant and the desired speeds secured through two or

more separate windings and commutators, provided a re-

duction of the maximum speed to one-half or one-quarter

is sufficient.

If the power and armature current must vary as the

cube or other high power of the speed it is well to com-
bine the method of multiple armature windings with the

variation of magnet strength, as the variation of armature
conductors which gives the desired speed does not in this

case afford proper current capacity.

It is certain that motors constructed for above methods
speed regulation will cost more than those of ordinary

type, whose speed can only be regulated by a resistance in

the armature circuit.

It is equally certain that the saving of energy effected

by the more efficient means of speed regulation will soon

offset its increased cost in any given case.

Efficient means of regulation in variable speed motors

will benefit manufacturers through the sale of more valu-

able machines, the consumer by a reduction in power bills

and central stations and manufacturers alike in the in-

creased use that a large reduction in the cost of operation

will produce.

Attention is called to these facts, not because they are

new but because their importance entitles them to more
consideration than thev have received.

*Presented at the 16th General Meeting of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, Boston, June 27th,

1899.

The Waxahachie Electric Light Company, of Waxa-
hachie, Texas, has decided to use aluminium wire in mak-
ing its extensions, on account of the prevailing high price

of copper. It has ordered 5001b. of aluminium wire, and,

should the present prices for copper wire be maintained, it

will need several thousand pounds more for extensions in

the Spring.—Ex.
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ZDgnamo Design.

AIR-GAP AND CORE DISTRIBUTION.
THE MAGNETIC FLUX AND ITS EFFECT UPON

THE REGULATION AND EFFICIENCY OF
DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINERY.—II.

BY W. ELWELL GOLDSBOROUGH.

(Continued from page 54.)

As it was verv necessary to know the exact area en-

closed by each exploring coil, the distance between the

edges of the holes was accurately measured. The exact

area was then determined where tbe holes were not par-

allel by finding the area of the parallel part and the area

of the' trapezoid and taking the sum. The holes were

parallel to a depth of 1.72 inch, but lor the remaining

distance the area was a trapezoid. Knowing the area en-

closed by each coil, corrections were made for the read-

ings from each coil.

The armature was made deep in order to magnify the

distortion of the lines of force which it was thought

would occur. The distribution in the armature core of

a dynamo is the important element in calculating the

core losses, whereas the field core distribution is un-

important.

The terminals of the exploring coils were brought up

to mercury cups in a board above the armature. I hese

were arranged in such a way that any coil could be put.

when desired, in series with a ballistic galvanometer, ter-

minals of the galvanometer being simply placed in the

two mercury cups containing the terminals of the coil.

Since the coils were wound in places perpendicular to

each other they afford a means of determining the hori-

zontal and vertical components of the density. Hence,

the vector sum of the components at a given point is

the actual density for that point and the direction >f the

vector is the direction of the flux at the point.

The intensity of the magnetism at the center of the

area enclosed by each four holes was determined by tak-

ing the mean of the readings from the (n)th and (n-i)th

vertical coils and the mean of the readings of the (nuth

and (m-i)th horizontal coils of the (y)tfa vertical and (x)th

horizontal rows. The vector sum of these means gives

the intensity at the point considered, and unless the

curves for the horizontal and vertical components are ex-

tremely irregular from point to point, the method gives

a very close approximation to the correct value.

The width of the face of the armature in contact with

the poles was practically the same as that o; the poles,

hence the component of the magnetism perpendicular to

the side faces was taken as zero, since the sides of the

armature are parallel also. Correction was made for the

distortion due to the holes containing the exploring

coils as follows:

The actual area enclosed by a square having ffl'r its

vertices the centers of four of the holes was found and

the side of the equivalent square was determined. Then
the ratio of the actual distance between the inner sides

of the two holes from one another to the side of the equi-

valent was taken as the correcting multiplyer for the

holes.

Correction for lamination was made as follows

:

Weight of armature if solid. 24655.3 grams with

wrought-iron at 480 pounds to the cubic foot.

Actual weight of armature, 21437.64 grams. The ratio

of these weights. .87 is the proportion of iron in the arma-

ture.

(To be Continued.)

UeleorapbfnjTTOtbbut TlUires.

FURTHER FXPFRIMEXTS WITH WTRELESS
TELEGRAPHY.

The London "Electrical Review" states that the French

naval authorities, acting in conjunction with Mr. Marconi.
recently conducted some successful experiments with
wireless telegraphy between a ship and the shore in the

English Channel. The French storeship Yienne was used
for the purpose. YVimereux, near Boulogne, and the

South Foreland lighthouse, on the Kentish coast, were
used as the land stations. Messages were sent between
the vessel and the English coast from off Boulogne, and
afterwards at intervals, until the vessel was 12 or 14 miles

away from that port. The greatest distance through
which the messages were telegraphed was 42 miles, this

being considerably in excess of the distance hitherto suc-

cessfully covered. The increased distance appeared to

have no effect, the messages being recorded at the re-

ceiving station at the South Foreland with unvarying dis-

tinctness. Messages were exchanged while the vessel was
traveling at various conditions of speed, with the same re-

sult. An interesting feature in the experiments was stated

to be the facility with which Mr. Marconi's latest develop-
ment for cutting out a station was applied. The messages
were sent at will either to YVimereux or to the South
Foreland, without the other station being able to intercept

them. The results of the experiments are to be reported

to the French Government.

Xiterarp.

•A MESSAGE TO GARCIA."
Mr. George H. Daniels, the general passenger agent

of the Xew York Central and Hudson River Railroad,

is distributing broadcast Elbert Hubbard's editorial, ori-

ginally published in the "Philistine," of which Mr. Hub-
bard is the editor, under the inspiring heading of "A
Message to Garcia." This editorial, or preachment, as

Mr. Daniels calls it, is one of the most forceful sermons
which was ever written, and reveals the secret of success,

obeying orders. The sound sense of the article at once
appealed to Mr. Daniels, and with customary energy he
began to make preparations to have copies of the same
spread over the country. How Mr. Hubbard's preach-

ment struck the country is best seen by the number of

requests which have been received for copies of it—over

thirty thousand. We advise our readers, not only those

who employ help, but also those employed as help, to

write for a copy of "A Message to Garcia." A copy will

be sent J pon the receipt of a stamp by Geo. H. Daniels,

general passenger agent. Xew York Central & Hudson
River Railroad, Grand Central Station. Xew York.

LEXTXGTOX. KY.—The deal for the consolidation

if the street railways and electric light properties in this

city has been closed and officers and directors of the new
corporation have been elected as follows: Mr. R. Lan-
caster Williams, of Richmond, president, and Messrs. J.

William Middendorf and S. Davies Warfield. of Balti-

more, were elected members of the board. The new com-
pany is capitalized at S800.000, and will issue $830,000 in

5 per cent, gold bonds. It will operate about seventeen

miles of track and furnish electric light and power foi

manufacturing purposes. The consolidation was arranged

by Messrs. Middendorf. Oliver & Co.. of Baltimore. Mr.

E. C. Hathaway, of Charlotte. X. C. will have charge of

the properties.

AX ELECTRIC GOAT.
Electricity is being put to very novel uses. Here we

read that in a Western city an ingenious electrician has

sent out a machine which he calls an "electric goat."

and whose use is to gather and carry away the sticks.

paper and debris that gather in the city streets. This is

done by a system of arms which reach out and take up
whatever comes within their grasp.—Ex.
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Electricity in the Dome.

FAX -MOTORS FOR HOME USE.
Thousands of men, women and children in homes, offices

time of the year. A large percentage of deaths from
exhaustion dors not come from exposure to the sunlight
but rather from the combination of heat, humidity and
the stifling air in sun-baked buildings. Invalids above
all others are the greatest sufferers in this respect and

The "Prize" Battery Jar. The Portable Electric Fan and Battery

The "Prize " Battery.

Details of Fan Motor.

The "Prize" Battery Zinc.

and factories are sweltering with the high temperature
and humid atmosphere peculiar to the climate at this

many means have been devised to make their lot a more
comfortable one.
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A boon is now offered to all such sufferers by the in-

troduction of the "Portable Electric Fan and Battery,"

manufactured by James H. Mason, the well-known in-

ventor and electrician, of Room 185. World Building,

New York City. This outfit, ilustrations of which are

shown herewith, consists of a motor mounted on a stand,

an eight inch, 4 blade fan, fan guard, conducting cord.

a "Prize" battery with charges of battery salt, and full

directions for the setting up and operation of the equip-

ment.
The outfit is well constructed, beautifully finished

case the solution requires a little time to soak through the
cup. One charge of compound is guaranteed to operate
the fan for over fifteen hours ; the zinc used in the battery
will last through four charges and is easily replaced with-
out any tools.

GOLD'S IMPROVED ELECTRIC HEATERS.
The efficiency of an electric heater depends very largely

upon the access which the flow of air has over the heated

/maw
mm

Fig. 81.

throughout and cannot get out of order, the breeze
thrown out from the motor is strong and constant and
can be easily regulated to any desired strength.

The "Prize" battery consists of two carbons, set as

shown in the illustration, connected in multiple and thus
forming one electrode. Through the carbon support is a

hole through which the zinc is raised or lowered as re-

wires. The principle of a free circulation of air through
the heater, so that ail of the electrical energy developed
into heat is utilized to the best advantage by being carried
off of the resistance wire and into the car body, in an
even and steady flow of warmed air, has been demon-
strated to be the most satisfactory, and proven itself the
means of warming the cars at the least expense of cur-

Fig. 82.

quired, and also regulated to remain in a stationary po-
sition in the fluid, thus giving any amount of current

desired. When the zinc is fully submerged in the fluid

the battery will give one and nine-tenths volts and twenty
amperes. The full capacity of the battery is fifty ampere

rent.

The Gold Street Car Company's object has been to so
arrange the construction of their electric heaters that the
freest possible circulation of air may be had, so that the
air as it passes through the heater should be divided
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Fig. 84.

hours, by the use of the "Prize" battery compound. The
compound is a dry product and requires only the addi-
tion of water, preferably rain water, to reduce it to a

fluid condition. It shows no polarization, has a high
electro-motive force and low resistance, the consumption
of zinc in batteries using this compound being reduced
to a minimum. After the battery is charged with the
compound and water, the generation of current is in-

stantaneous, except when a porous cup is used, in which

into the smallest particles, and each particle of air come
in contact with the heated surface, and as a result, carry
with it into the car body its full and equal share of the

heat generated. It has been their constant aim to get the

benefit in the form of thoroughly warmed air in the car

body of all the electrical current expended in the heater,

and the only known practical way of accomplishing this

is by having a free circulation of

sistance coils.

air through the re-
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The construction of the Gold improved heater pro- burned on the rod at over two thousand degres of heat.

vides for the perfect features desired. The resistance It is therefore not affected by any heat to which it will

coils have been arranged in such a way that the support ever be subjected, and is at the same time an absolute
itself, while holding the wire firmly in place and not per- non-conductor. This rod is shaped in zig-zag form, and

mitting vibration, will offer the smallest possible amount the resistance coil when slipped on in place assumes the
of friction to the flow of air through the heater. This position shown by the illustration, Fig. 8i.

new method is shown in Fig. 8i, and as can be readily Special attention has been given to the composition of
seen from the ilustration, this method of supporting the the resistance wire used in these coils, and in that which

EES8EEISUltfttttl 9 3.318.9 1 1 SU 3U 33 9 5

Fig. 88.

;

resistance coil of an electric heater is quite novel, and is is now being produced a high resistance is combined
radically different from anything of a like character that with absolute non-corrosive qualities. This wire is the

has ever been attempted. It is compact, efficient, simple Gold Company's product and it is the result of long and

Fig. 94.

and durable, and that as a heating factor it far surpasses

all other forms, is at once manifest. This support consists

of a one-quarter inch steel rod, which is thoroughly cov-

ered with an insulating enamel and which enamel is

careful experimenting. It has been tried under all sorts

of conditions, and has never been known to fail. The re-

sult shown by this wire has made a very great demand
for it as it has earned the complete approval of every one
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who has used it. For heating purposes, this wire com-

bining, as it does, a high resistance, being positively non-

corrosive and always maintaining its original condition

is without any equal. The resistance coil is. wound on an

open pitch, so that when it is placed on the zig-zag rod

the wire is in its natural condition and is not subjected

to any strain whatever. It has only tension enough to

keep it firmly in place. The many advantages of this

method of construction are apparent. A large amount

of wire is secured in a small space without resorting to

the use of a bulky and solid core.

Persons familiar with the use of electric heaters know

//#'iflfcV\\
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Fig. 91.

that when resistance wire is wound around a solid core,

the unevenness of the temperature on the wire caused

bv insufficient circulation of the air over the heated sur-

faces, has resulted hi a great many instances, in the com-

plete failure of such forms of electric heaters. Another

disadvantage which was found with electric beaters was

that the wire of the resistance coils was wound on a close

pitch, and when applied to the support was necessarily

pulled out under a tension. When the current was turned

on to these coils, the inequality in the temperature of

different parts of the coil caused' it to draw apart or pull

open in some places, and draw together in others, thus

cutting out a large amount of the resistance, and conse-

quently increasing from time to time the consumption

of current. Fig. 81 is an exact reproduction of the Gold

Resistance Coil and Support. This construction is of

the greatest simplicity. There is no bulky core to ob-

struct the passage of the air. but. on the contrary, the

very freest circulation of air through the coil takes place,

and it is a known fact that to thoroughly heat air it must

be circulated, or in other words must be divided up into

the smallest particles and passed over the heated surfaces.

The wire is evenly heated over the entire surface and al-

ways maintain its original and natural condition. In the

improbable event of a wire breaking, it would be held
fast on the supporting rod, whereas, in heaters which
have the wire wound around a core under tension, when
a wire does break it will unwind and short-circuit with

the heater casing. Extensive tests made by disinterested

parties have always proven that electric heaters using this

improved coil far surpass in every way all other heaters

on the market, and they show at least thirty per cent,

more efficiency in delivering the warmed air into the

space to be heated with our improved heaters than is

possible with any others.

Fig. 82 shows Gold's most improved form of Electric

Car Heater. This heater sets into the panel under the

seat, the front of the heater being flush with the panel.

It is the standard size of such electric heaters in use to-

day. It is solidly built, the mechanical details are all

perfect, and it is easily applied. The ends of the en-

ameled supports are fitted into solid porcelain blocks.

The resistance coils are connected to the binding posts

on the inside of the porcelain ends and from the out-

w/i"S%^ts

Fig. 92.

side terminal of the binding posts connection is made
direct to the adjacent heater. As two circuits are used,

one for the single series and the other for the parallel

series, two wires are run from the regulating switch to

the first heater and thereafter from heater to heater

around the car, teminating at the ground. This arrange-

ment of the binding posts in the solid porcelain end plate

of the electric heater is a decided advantage, as it affords

the simplest possible method of wiring and avoids all

liability of breakage, short circuits or mistakes in wiring.

This heater has the coils so arranged that the upper sets
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are in multiple and the lower sets in single series. Six

of these heaters are usually applied to a car of about

twenty-four foot body, and graduate the heat into three

different degrees by turning the handle of the switch to

any of the three points noted on the dial.

Fig. 84 shows a large view of the Gold Standard Elec-

tric Heater. This heater consists of three Gold Improved

Resistance (oil- and Supports shown in Fig. 81. These

rest in porcelain plugs or caps at either end. and are

encased in a cylindrical perforated sheet-iron casing, as

shown. This heater is three inches in diameter and about

twenty inches long. It is particularly adapted for cross-

seat cars, elevated railway or regular railway cars which

are propelled by electricity.

Fig. 88 show's a Gold Standard Heater, supported on

cast-iron base and made up complete, with cord and plug

ready for attachment. The switch on the base is

for the puropse of turning the current "on" or "off."

The Gold Street Car Heating Company also make
electric heaters similar to the the small, round gas stoves

(see Figs. 91 and 92) which are very ornamental as well

as efficient. They are so constructed that they will boil

water by placing a vessel on the support arranged at the

top of the heater for this purpose. This is a very desirable

form of electric heater, as it can be used for heating liq-

uids or for ordinary room heating. As the original cost

of installation and the expense of maintaining these elec-

tric heaters compare very favorably with the other sys-

tems of heating now in use, they are certainly a very

valuable adjunct to any well-equipped building. They
have been installed in a number of offices, dwellings, and

in many of the largest transatlantic steamers, and in all

cases the reports show that they have given universal sat-

isfaction. It is needless to describe the advantages which

such electric heaters possess over other methods of heat-

ing. The dust, dirt and ashes, together with the obnox-

ious gases arising from the use of coal stoves, hot air,

steam, or hot water heaters, are all entirely eliminated

when electric heaters are used.

Fig. 93 shows Gold's improved riser board electric

heaters.

They have been designed to fit on the outside of the

riser board and occupy a very limited space. They are

wired for two or three degrees of heat, as desired, and are

especially adapted for use in cars where the heel board

sets back some little distance from the end of the seat.

They are also very well suited for use in cross-seat or par-

lor cars where it is desirable to screw the heater on the

truss plank. The resistance coils and supports used in

these heaters are the same as shown in Fig. 81. The case

is thoroughly ventilated, is nicely ornamented, and the

whole is put together in a very concise form. As these

heaters are very narrow and of proportionally small

length and width, they require very little space for attach-

ment. Several different patterns of this new style riser

board heater have been made, some with closed fronts

and others with the faces entirely of open work.
For catalogues, prices, etc., address the Gold Street Car

Heating Co., Frankfort and Cliff streets, New York city.

justness Ittcws.

TOTAF AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FROM NEW YORK FOR WEEK ENDING

JULY 25, 1809, $46,141.00.
New York. X. Y.. July 25 1899. The following ex-

ports of eiectrical material, etc., are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp—50 cases electrical material, $1,122.

Argentine Republic—246 cases electrical material,

$9-556
:

British Y\ est Indies— 10 packages electrical material

$263; 11 cases electrical material, $418.

Brazil— 1 package electros, $15.
British East Indies—25 cases electrical material, $1,084.

British Australia—30 packages electrical material,

$976.
China— 16 ca>es electrical machinery, $515; 3 cases

electrical material, $135.
Chili— 1 case electrical material, $_'*.

Cuba—45 packages electrical material, $970.
Central America—74 packages electrical material.

$1,240.

Ecuador—3 packages electrical material, $101.

Havre—20 cases electrical machinery, $750; 39 pack-
ages electric heating material, $1,607.

Japan—37 cases electric material, $2,434.
Liverpool—231 packages electric material, 810,915.
London— 177 packages electrical material, $4,844; 7

crates electrical machinery, $1,620; 5 packages electric

motors, $200.

Mexico—51 packages electrical material, $2,345.
Odessa—27 packages electrical material, $1,195.
Porto Rico—7 cases electrical material, $117.
Peru—35 packages electrical material, $427.
Rotterdam—4 cases electrical material, $94; 1 case

electros, $50.
Southampton—2 packages electrical material, $125;

62 packages electrical machinery, $1,174; 6 cases electric

cars, $1,200.

Siam—20 cases electrical material, $115; 1 package
electrical material, $189.

U. S. of Colombia—21 packages electrical material,

$3D~-

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Raleigh, N. C.—The Standard Gas & Electric Co. has

been incorporated by J. S. Carr, L. A. Carr, B. P. Wil-
liamson and others. Capital, $100,000 to $500,000.

Saco, Me.—Rhode Island Electrical Works has been
incorporated by J. Booth, C. D. Wood, G. M. Clark, O.
A. Newall, A. F. Montgomery, E. B. Seaver and A. East-
man ; manufacturing insulated wires. Capital stock,

$125,000.
Albany, N. Y.—Catskill Mountain Electric Co. has

been incorporated by John B. Blish, George H. Lasher,

Carl Herman and others ; for the manufacture and pro-

duction of light, heat and power in Ulster and Delaware
County. Capital stock, $100,000.

San Francisco, Cal.—Napa Gas & Electric Co.. in-

corporated by T. Addison, J. L. Howard, O. E. Clark,

S. E. Keany and J. G. Whittengton ; for the manufacture
and sale of gas and electricity. Capital stock, $100,000.

Emporia. \"a.—Meherrin Power Co. has been incorp-

orated by W. S. Goodwin. W. F. Xea!. H. Schwartz,

G. B. Wood, C. P. Burgwyn, W. N. Puffin and H. H.
Massie; to lease or sell water and electric power. Capi-
tal stock, $100,000.

Lakewood, N. J.—Lakewood Water, Light and Power
Co., incorporated by Frederick H. Green. W'm. H. Blair,

Carroll P. H. Bassett; furnish light, heat, power, etc.

Capital stock, $150,000.

Harrisburg, Ta.—The Harrisburg Light, Heat and
Power Co., incorporated by E. Z. W'allower, W. O.
Bishop, H. Cohen and others; supply light, heat, etc.

Capital stock, $2,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Dillon, S. C.—The Home Telephone Co. has been in-

corporated with Bright Willamson. President ; Duncan
McKenzie. vice-president; E. L. Moore, secretary and
manager. Capital stock, $5,000.
Ducktown, Tenn.—The Ducktown Telephone Co. has

been incorporated by J. M. Rostell. \Y M. Adams.
J. M.

Carter,' E L. Auburn and G. G. Hyatt.
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Bay St. Louis, Miss.—The Cumberland Telephone

and Telegraph Co. has applied to the city for franchise.

Warm Springs, Va.—The Bath County Telephone Co.

has been incorporated by W. M. McAllister, M. H. Mc-

Clintic, J. W. Harper, J. T. McAllister and M. O. Fer-

rall ; operating a telephone exchange. Capital stock,

$5,000.
Pittsburg. Pa.—Home Telephone & Electric Co., in-

corporated by T. B. Lee, H. T. Van Ostrander, and

others. Capital stock, $100,000.

Alliance. Neb.—Auburn Telephone Construction Co.,

incorporated bv J. W. Kerns, G. W Homan, J M. Bur-

ress, and H E. Furlong; construction, operation tele-

phone exchange. Capital stock, $5,000

Houston, Tex.—The Longview Telephone Co. has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.

Monticello, Fla.—M. N. Drew, of Madison, Fla., will

establish a telephone system in Madison.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Southern Bell Telephone and Tele-

graph Co. has applied to the city for permission to lay

creosoted conduits, etc..

Shepherdsville, Ky.—J. M. Lee is president of a com-

pany which has 'been formed to construct a telephone

line to Washington.
STREET RAILWAY NEWS.

Detroit, Mich.—The North Detroit Electrical Railway

Co. has been incorporated by John Winter, O. H. Lau,

D. W. Simons, Frank C. Andrews, James K. Andrews

and others

Hancock. Ohio.—The Findlay, Fostoria and Toledo

Electric Railway has been granted a franchise, and the

road will be built to Fostoria this fall and to Toledo in

the spring.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Belair, Md.—John H. Reckford will install a 150-horse

power steam plant to furnish electric lights to Havre-de-

Grace and other towns.

Mt. Pleasant. Tenn.—The Mayor may be addres

concerning establishment of an electric light plant.

Abbeville, S. C—The Abbeville Electric Light and

Power Co. will construct its electric light plants.

NEW YORK N( >TFS.

Mr. IT. W. Bates, still young in wars but old in ex-

perience in the electrical business, is a very affable gen-

tleman and of unique address. His friends and acquaint-

ances, and buyers generally, should know that he is as-

sociated with a good firm of well known gentlemen, J.

Holmes and Company, of 30-41 Cortiandt street, gen-

eral electrical supplies and also agents for the Liberty

incandescent lamp. Send in you Is wanted

for the fall ami get their quotatL
Central station supplies and apparatus is a

specialty with Mr. John C. Lott, the electrical engineer

who on July 1st took charge of a department under the

above heading for the' Columbia Electrical Supply Com-
pany, of 03 Liberty street. Mr. Lott was formerly with

the old Fort Wayne Electric Corporation and is carry-

ing on the Eastern branch of the new Fort Wavne Elec-

trie Works at the above address.

B. H. Pomf.roy, the electrician of the Hagedorn &
Ward Manufacturing Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has

just returned from Furope and reports that the Riker

Electric Vehicle Company are erecting big works for the

manufacture of their popular automobiles in London.
He also states that Riker automobiles are on top and
that they "take the cake" in Europe.
The Auto-Acetylene CoMr.\xv, of 13-21 Park Row,

have made arrangements to open offices at 26 New
Bridge street, London, E. C, and probably also at No. 9
Rue L'Opera, Paris, France. Mr. Walter K. Freeman
has gone to the two cities to set ,up .machines, showing
what advancements aeeivleti

"La Bretagne." for a six week's business tour in Paris,

London and St. Petersburgh.
Merritt & Lockwood, electrical contractors, 54 W.

28th street, since the inauguration of their business a

little over a year ago, have built up an excellent trade

among a large number of prominent firms, industries and
residences in Greater New York. They have had an
excellent fan motor season, having sold nearly one thou-
sand fans ; they make a specialty of 16-inch fans. Messrs.
Merritt & Lockwood do all kinds of electrical work, install

complete electric light and power plants, etc. Among
their prominent installations is the Terminal Warehouse,
t j th avenue and 27th street, where they installed a com-
plete 1200 light plant, with Straight Line engine and spec-

ial dynamo ; they have exclusive charge of all the elec-

trical work of the Iron Steamboat Company and the

major part of the J. B. & J. M. Cornell Iron Works.
The Gold Car Heating Co. and the Gold Street

Car Heating Co. report that the number of orders which
they have taken during the past few months are of such
magnitude as to surpass all former records of the com-
panies. It is a certainty that the Improved Gold Electric

Heaters have struck a popular cord among railway

officials. Prominent among the orders for electric heat-

ers, which have been taken recently is one from the Boston
Elevated Railway Co., formerly the West End Street

Railway Co., of Boston, which has awarded the contract

for electric heaters for their one hundred new cars to

the Gold Car Heating Co.
Mr.R.H.Pomeroy, the electrician and superintendent

of the Hagedorn & Ward Manufacturing Company, of

331 Adams street, Brooklyn. N. Y., has just returned from
London, Manchester, Paris and the principal cities of

the Continent, introducing his company's new Perfect

direct, alternating and constant current enclosed arc

lamps. Mr. Pomeroy exhibited the first two in series, en-

closed arc, alternating current lamps, for 200 volts and all

alternations and circuits in the world. He left New York
on June 24th, returning July 21st, and made an extraord-

inary trip, meeting with a big reception everywhere.

Every buyer in Europe now has a craving for the new
two in series alternators, and Mr. Pomeroy broght home
orders for ten styles of enclosed arc lamps made by his

concern. The Hagedorn & Wand Manufacturing Com-
pany will move into their new factory, 351-353 Jay street,

about August first. Mr. Pomeroy closed contracts with

a large number of big buyers ami also organized a corn-

pan v to handle their lamps exclusively. The company is

called the Perfect Enclosed Arc Lamp & Accessory Com-
pany of Europe, and orders are now on the way from

Europe for all the lamps the Hagedorn & Ward Com-
pany can turn out within the next six months. Ship-

ments have already been made of a hundred varieties of

their lamps, and the future of the company already seems

an assured success.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
These instruments are

based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-

rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
ihe working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing

influences of external magnetic
fields. H 'mmr-j^-i/

i

EX«em fW. WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO:
Freeman sailed forKuWpeV'juiy^M/oiMe FreLh'MMer li±-V40 TPitittm St., Newark, N. US*W BtMfr*
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Method of Water Proofing Man- holes.

112 Duct Conduits at Providence, R. I.

VITRIFIED CONDl'IT f : r.LECTRIC SUB-
WAYS.

The most durable of products, approximating in their Excavations made in the ruins of ancient Egyptian cities

nature that of the everlasting rocks, is burnt pottery, and investigations of the mound of debris in the heart of
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and adjacent to Niniveh and other centres of Babylonian tability of this conduit to every purpose suggested by the

civilization have shown fragments of pottery untouched use of trunk, feeder and distributing lines for electric 'ight

by time and almost as new after the thousands of years and power, electric railways, telephone and telegraph

that have passed as on the day they left the kiln. Few service has become assured by the practical experience

things last better in the earth than those that have been of some of the largest electric concerns in America.

American Vitrified Conduit Company's Standard Types of Single Duct Conduits.

made of its associated constituents. Clay that has been The American vitrified conduit is manufactured from a

properly treated may be rendered by fire as durable as thoroughly mixed and ground combination of stoneware
granite itself and thereby becomes as an insulator and clay, fire clay and spar, by machinery. This machinery
basis for conduit construction superior to all other known has been invented for the particular purpose in view and
materials. by its aid the American vitrified conduits are put through

American Vitrified Conduit Company's Standard Types of Multiple and Single Duet Conduits.

The American Vitrified Conduit Company, of 39-41
Cortlandt St., New York City, have developed and per-

fected, from a varied, extensive and practical experience,

under all conditions and tests, both in the manufacture of

material and the construction of same, the most perfect

and complete underground system yet offered. The adap-

a process of manufacture which covers more than three

weeks of drying, burning, glazing and cooling.

The advantages of the American vitrified conduits may
be rehearsed and included by the following claims which
leave but little to be desired by electric light, street rail-

way or power transmission companies. The advantages
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of the American vitrified conduit are perfect alignment, were the surfaces extremely rough . The high insulating

as shown by the way they are recessed to receive each propertiesof theseconduits allows of their use for anyhigh
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Design of Water Proof Man-hole.

other at the end ; freedom from deterioration, which, of pressure transmission plant that may be proposed, which

course, is a foregone conclusion, considering the material is. in many respects, the most important feature of con-

Round Tile Service Distributing Box.
Tile Service Distributing Box.

of which they are made; the smoothest possible surface; struction to electricians. The fire, acid, gas and water-

the least frictional resistance, which latter two save labor proof qualities of the American vitrified conduits add lm-

in laying cables, which would be otherwise experienced mensely to their value and durability, particularly in large
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cities. The absolute freedom from repair after installation sary, special types can be manufactured to meet unique
means a practical saving of considerable money and the conditions. The standard lengths of the multiple con-
ease with which the conduit can be guided around corners duit are from two to four feet ; the special lengths from
with, however, each section in complete contact with the four to six feet, and short length for fitting into man-
next adds a feature of the utmost value to this conduit. holes, etc., without cutting, from six to eighteen inches.
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Various types of conduits are manufactured by the The single duct standard, as it is called, measures eighteen
American Vitrified Conduit Company, as shown in the inches in length, although short lengths of it are made,
illustrations, All requirements can be met and, if neces- varying from six to twelve inches. The above company
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SMALL SOURCES OF POWER.
The leading question of the day concerns small sources

of power. The various utensils that have entered into the

domestic economy of many homes, now that the first

novelty of the usefulness of their application has worn

away, call for a little more than mere application. It

has become necessary to supply the home with a small

source of power by means of which light work can be

done without the effort of manual labor. Various in-

ventors have turned their attention to this important

problem with little or no success. The small steam en-

gine is out of the question for domestic use and that un-

skilful care it would necessarily receive. The gas engine

has been introduced into the home and fufills its par-

ticular functions with little or no difficulty. The motor,

however, by means of which so much can be done that

tends to add to the happiness of human life, requires a

source of current which can only be procured in one of

three ways.

The first and most familiar method of securing electric

power best known to small users is primary batteries.

By means of dry cells and closed circut batteries local

and continuous service becomes possible, electric bells

and signals can be operated, and fan motors and motors

to drive sewing machines, ice cream freezers, blacking

brushes, etc., driven with the greatest convenience, but,

unfortunately the latter class at an expense entirely in-

commensurate with the labor performed. In addition to

the use of batteries current can be generated on the

premises by means of a small power plant, consisting of

either a gas engines and dynamo or small steam engine

and dynamo, operating in conjunction with each other.

Unless the supply of power required in the form of elec-

trical energy is more than two horse power the first cost

of the installation and subsequent expense of. running
will be too great to make this plant worthy of immediate
consideration. In spite of this, however, many occas-
ions arise where the financial question is not considered
and fan motors and other motors for small power pur-
poses are operated even at a comparatively heavy ex-
pense. The third method of obtaining power is of course
well known to all city residents and that is by using the

city mains through which power is supplied from a cen-
tral station.

It is obvious from this brief review that the inefficiency

of the first method, the expense and skill required for the

second method and the inability of the majority of peo-
ple to obtain current from the electric light main, if their

homes are in side streets, by the third method shows how
helpless that class is whose intention to use modern ap-
pliances is thereby frustrated. For this class of individu-

als the prolific inventor can offer little or no remedy.
It is highly possible that an appliance in which a small

amount of electricity can be cheaply, readily and con-

veniently generated will either be a primary battery, of

still unknown construction necessarily, or a form of

thermo-pile in which the ready transformation of heat

into electricity immediately recommends its widespread
use. The introduction of such a device in the household
would immediately act as a tremendous stimulus to the

trade in small power motors, electric heating and cooking
devices and other machines of a similar class. The manu-
facturers of such apparatus would no longer construct for

five per cent, of the population but would probably find

themselves supplying machines in immense quantities to

large houses to which the general public go for their

husehold utensils.

The automobile, electric delivery wagon and electric

tricycle have appeared on a horizon already dotted with

an endless variety of new and modern appliances. The
sudden advent of the bicycle and its immediate popularity

appeals to the great majority on account of its simplicity,

inexpensiveness to keep in running order, and cheapness

of operation. In a similar manner a variety of automa-
tically operated vehicles will similarly appeal to those

of the middle and upper class whose pockets are deep

enough to meet the expense of purchasing one. Whether
automobile or delivery wagon, the requirements in each

case call for a source of electricity by means of which the

storage batteries they at present carry can be readily

charged. For this reason and purpose at present the

central stations are inevitably called upon to supply the

demand, but thousands of grocery stores, dry goods

stores, butchers, etc., as well as breweries and express

companies, would certainly invest in the automobile as it

is did the owners of such establishments know for a cer-

tainty that the cost and care incident to the operation of

these vehicles would be no greater than at present. To
them the situation develops itself as follows: balancing

the life of a horse against the period of usefulness of a

machine ; balancing the cost and care of a horse against

the cost and care of an automobile. From these facts it

would seem evident that to this great and increasing class

of store keepers doing' business in the city the expense

and care incident to the operation of an automobile would

become largely that of the cost of electric power. With
this reduced to its lowest terms by the invention of a de-

vice for generating small power many complex problems

would be solved.
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conduit sections the conduits are centred with two dowel point. The officers of the company are R. C. Penfield.

pins at each joint and then wrapped with a six-inch strip president; R. W. Lyle, secretary and manager, and W. J.

of asphalted burlap or with a six-inch strip of damp cheese Burke, treasurer,

cloth and given a coating of cement mortar. The above The General Electric Company, of Schenectady, N. Y.

;

treatment is given to the multiple duct conduits, but sin- Edison Electric Company, of Xew Orleans, La. ; United
gle duct conduit joints do not require such treatment be- Electric Light Company, of Springfield, Mass. ; the West-
cause being self centreing they are simply socketed into ern Union Telegraph Company, of New York ; the Bar-
each other. The factory of the American Vitrified Con- ber Asphalt Paving Company; the Electric Subway
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duit Company is situated on the Raritan River at Perth
Amboy, N. J. From there conduits can be transported
by ship or freight with every facility, the Pennsylvania,

Commission, of Baltimoe, Md.
Light Co., Providence, R.
other companies are among a few of the customers of

the Narragansett Electric

L. and a lone list of

N. J.
Central and B. & O. Railroads intersecting at this this company. A recent test with twelve thousand volts,
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multiphase current, at the General Electric Company's
works, at Schenectady, N. Y., shows that conduit was

Strap Currents.

absolutely unaffected by the arc formed between the ter- WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY IN THE HAWAIIAN
minals of a fuse blown within the conduit at the above- ISLANDS.
mentioned pressure. "Also," the writer remarks, "I would Marconi's system of wireless telegraphy is to be put

n

K
n

c.

a
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state that our conduit in Schenectady is carrying three in operation in Hawaii as a means of communication be-

lead covered cables of a three-phase circuit running at tween the different islands of the group. An organization

12,000 voilts. It was installed during the month of has been formed, capital has been subscribed for the pro-

July, 1898, and since then this circuit has been operated ject, and some of the material is already shipped.—Ex.
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continuously at the above potential, we having had abso- AUTOMOBILES IN THE POSTAL SERVICE,
lutely no trouble in our conduit. We can therefore say Post Office Department officials expect to ask for an

that this material has proven itself in every way satisfac- appropriation from the next session of Congress for the

tory." use of automobiles in collecting the mails at the first
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Stras Currents.

FATTENING PIGS BY ELECTRICITY.
A Western college professor claims that he has dis-

covered a method of fattening pigs by electricity. The

process as near as can be ascertained consists in placing

the animals to be treated in a cage, around which are

strung a number of wires charged with electricity. It is

hoped the professor will carry his investigation further,

as many attenuated people are interested in his theory.

—

Ex.

trolytic bath of Klein, or its analogue. The author de-

clares, however, that the printing results obtained are not
nearly so good as when the first method is employed.
A serious disadvantage of the all-steel electrotypes,

however, is that they can only be renewed by repeating

the entire process of electroyping, while the iron-faced

copper plates can have their faces renewed in a few min-
utes.—From the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

CONDUITS TO SUPPLY CURRENT FOR
STREET CARS ONLY.

A suit has been brought against the Metropolitan

Street Railway Company of New York to restrain it

from using it' conduits for any other purpose than to sup-

ply motive power for its cars. When the conduits were

being built last winter it was generally thought that a

greater number of ducts were being laid than would be

required for carrying currents to operate the road and

that the company proposed ultimately to dispose of any

surplus power for lighting or other purposes. It is to

prevent anything of the kind that the suit referred to has

been brought.—Ex.

THE FUSSING OF THE ELECTRIC ARC.

Mrs. Ayrton, the wife of the electrician, recently created

quite a sensation by reading a paper on the hissing of the

electric arc.
i

The paper was an important one and has

been highly commended by electricians. She appears to

have demonstrated, according to the The Electrical

World, that an arc hisses as soon as its cup overflows,

that is, as soon as the crater in the positive carbon breaks

its walls andYhe arc commences to ascend the side of the

positive carbon. So long as the crater is kept within the

sides of the carbon, or at the end of the positive carbon,

the arc is silent, but the moment the crater expands so as

to leave the end and cut into the side wall, the hissing

promptly commences. The cause of this remarkable dis-

turbance appears to be a rhythmical disturbance due to

combustion. In the hissing arc air is able to gain more

or less complete access to the highly heated surface of

the crater and this is accompanied by a direct combustion

of the carbon at the crater's surface, with semi-rhythmical

rapid alternate heating and cooling. The paper is worthy

of study, as showing how a subtle and apparently complex

phenomenon may be explained and elucidated by syste-

matic research.—Ex.

ELECTROTYPES OF IRON.
It has been disclosed that the Austrian and Russian

Governments print their bank notes from steel faced

electrotypes made by the electrolytic deposition of iron

from a bath prepared according to the formula of Klein

(ferrous and magnesium sulphates) under special con-

ditions of temperature and current-density. This latter

must be very small, inasmuch as a plate only 2 milli-

meters in thickness requires one and a half "months for

its deposition.

The thin iron electrotypes prepared according to this

method are backed in the usual way (with stereotype

metal?).

According to Herr Haber, in the Zeit. f . Elektrochemie,

the advantage of plates prepared in this way lies in the

fineness and hardness of the metal, which is first de-

posited, and in the delicacy of the copy of the original

which is thus obtained.

The usual plan of preparing such printing plates—so-

called steel-faced plates—is to obtain first a copper elec-

trotype of the original, and then to face this with iron

by suspending it at the cathode in the above-named elec-

A TRIUMPH OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
The upshot of this year's British naval manoeuvers is

that while the weather spoiled a good part of the main
programme, an auxiliary appliance/ wireless telegraphy,

came to the front and carried of a large share of the

honors.

In the plan, as we recently noted, a convoy of British

grain ships was crossing the Atlantic, and was to wait at

a preconcerted rendezvous for a British squadron (B) to

go out from Milford Haven and protect it; but mean-
while a hostile squadron (A) went out earlier from Bel-

fast, supposed to be hostile territory, in order to discover

its whereabouts and capture it.

From the fact that Vice Admiral Rawson, with fleet

A, received a start of nineteen hours, and had the faster

fleet at that, it is evident that the Admiralty desired that

he should have an excellent opportunity of finding the

convoy; for even then, Vice Admiral Domville, with

fleet B, since he knew the place of the rendezous, which
was 350 miles due west of Bantry Bay, would have an

equally fair chance of intercepting A on its way back to

Belfast, burdened by the slow convoy. B, too, was su-

perior in battleship strength, so that if A could have cap-

tured the convoy, there might have been exciting sub-

sequent manoeuvers. But a forty hours' fog, by prevent-

ing A from getting the full use of his scouts more than

overbalanced the nineteen hours' s.art. A could not find

the convoy in the fog, and B, though slower, and starting

later, reached the rendezvous unmolested, and escorted

the convoy safely to Milford.

But while the fog made the conditions unexpectedly
one-sided, a great triumph was won by wireless tele-

graph}-. Three vesels of fleet B, the Europa, the flagship

Alexandra and the Juno, on which was Signor Marconi
himself, were fitted up with wireless telegraph apparatus.

The cruiser Europa, which had been sent ahead, tele-

graphed to the Juno that she had sighted the convoy and
was on her way back to the Admiral with the news. The
Juno thereupon herself turned back, and when thirty

miles from the Alexandra repeated the message of the

latter. At that time the flagship, says the account, was
about 30 miles from the Juno, 55 miles from the Europa
and 86 from the convoy. Four hours later the fleet and
the convoy met, having meanwhile been moving towards
each other, the former at 12 knots and the latter at nine.

This was the great service of the wireless telegraph, but

there were minor services no less successfully performed,

and the triumph was the greater as the apparatus was
si jmewhat temporary.

In general the Admiralty is pleased, no doubt, with the

result of the manoeuvers, since although the conditions

proved more unequal than was intended, the British fleet

did its work well, and saved its grain convoy. Again,
I'.'s auxiliaries were destroyers, while A's were torpedo

boats and some of the accounts indicate that the former

were the more successful. But, after all, the man whose
fame was most enhanced was Marconi.—N. Y. "Sun."

MARCONI'S LATEST PATENT
In a former issue we made note of the latest patent

which had been issued to Mr. William Marconi, the fam-

ous Italian experimenter in wireless telegraphy. In the

specification of a former patent granted to Marconi, he

described a receiver in which the ends of an imperfect
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contact in a local circuit were connected one to earth and

one to an insulated conductor. According to this inven-

tion the conductor is no longer insulated, but is con-

nected to a capacity, which may be the earth through the

primary of an induction-coil, while the ends of the im-

perfect contact are connected to the ends of the second-

ary one of the connections, being through a condenser.

The induction-coil preferably consists of a few turns of

insulated wire. Over or under this winding, which con-

stitutes the primary, is wound a secondary winding, which

constitutes the secondary.

In order to obtain the best effects, it is essential that

the induction-coil should be of very thin wire. It is de-

sirable that the primary and secondary windings of the

coil should be close to each other and that the windings

. of each should be in a single layer. It is desirable that the

induction-coil should be in tune or syntony with the elec-

trical oscillation transmitted, the appropriate number of

turns and most appropriate thickness of wire varying

with the length of a wave of the oscillation transmitted.

The capacity of the condenser on the connection be-

tween the imperfect contact and the secondary of the coil

should be varied (in order to obtain best effects) if the

length of wave is varied.

It is desirable that the conductor connected should

offer a large surface, and therefore the use of such ma-

terials as broad wire-netting in lieu of a wire is desirable.

It is also desirable to employ thick conductors or netting

or its equivalents at the transmitting end. The intro-

duction of the coil in the conductor not only improves

the signals, but also prevents to a great extent any in-

terference due to atmospheric influences, as any atmos-

pheric electricity collected by the aerial conductor escapes

to earth through the primary of the coil, thus preventing

a charge from accumulating and discharging itself

through the imperfect contact. Any .stray interference

can be further minimized by substituting a suitable capa-

city for the earth. A condenser of about one-fourth

microfad capacity is used for the above purpose.

ACETYLENE GAS EXPLOSION AT WABASH,
INDIANA.

The Sun says that the experiment of the Logansport
and Wabash Valley Gas Company in using acetylene

gas for municipal lighting in this city ended disastrously-

last night, when the gas works were blown to pieces.

Nothing is left of the building or apparatus. The com-
pany will be unable to supply its patrons with gas for

some time. Windows in all parts of the city were shattered

by the shock. Duncan Edwards, one of the employes,

was slightly injured. This was the first experiment made
on a large scale with the new gas.

A NE WELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY MOTOR.
A press dispatch from Syracuse states that Benjamin

S. Lawlor of New York, who constructed the engines of

the battleship Maine, has invented an electric motor
which it is declared will effect a saving of 25 to 30 per

cent, in the cost of propelling street cars. As at present

applied, there is a great waste of electricity. Mr. Lawlor
uses electricity to compress air and the compressed air

air to run the car. The air compressed is on the car and
is managed by the motorman. Overhead or underground
trolley connections may be used.

CHANGES IN THE FACULTY OF THE WORCES-
TER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

Prof. Wm. Ames, who has resigned from the chair of

machine design of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute

has been succeeded by Prof. Forest R. Jones, of Madison,
Wis. Prof. Albert Kingsbury, of Durham, X. Y., has
taken the chair of applied mechanics.
BIDS OPENED FOR THE NEW ELECTRIC

LIGHT PLANT AT THE BROOKLYN
NAVY YARD.

Bids for installing an electric light plant at the new

machine shop at the Brooklyn Xavy Yard were opened
at Washington on Angust 8th. The bids ranged from
.Si 20,000 to $160,000 and covered the engines, boilers,

dynamos, cranes, etc. The Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company and the General Electric Com-
pany were the two most prominent bidders. It will prob-
ably be two or three weeks before the successful bidder
will be named owing to the number of bids and the
necessity of carefully examining all the papers and the
accompanying plans.

TELEPHONING WITHOUT WIRES.

Experiments in wireless telephony have been made on
the Italian gunboat Scilla, in the gulf of Genoa, in the
presence of scientists and naval experts. The inventor i 3

a Sicilian professor, Signor Mario Russo dAssar.
Concerning the invention and the trials which have

been made, a translation of an article in L' Italia Mar-
inare, which is confirmed by official reports is given:

"It is well known that transmissibility of sounds is in

direct ratio to the density of the means through which
they are transmitted. It is equally well known that water
is an excellent means for transmitting sounds to a dis-

tance. It has been noticed that a bather immersed in

water hears with great distinctness the sound of a steam-
er's engine in motion, because the water in which the
latter is immersed is in a special state of vibration, owing
to the movement of the engine and the screw actuated
thereby.

"From these principles the inventor derived the con-
clusion that if the ear could seize these vibrations of

sound, an instrument of great sensibility functioning
below water would be susceptible of seizing them at a

greater distance and with greater distinctness, and be-

came convinced that a telephone apparatus should be the
point of departure for obtaining the practical means of

signalling between two vessels. The water would take
the place of the wires. It was necessary, first of all, to

construct a sound receiver which would perfom the func-

tions of the ear below the surface of the water, then
another apparatus that would increase the sounds re-

ceived and indicate the direction whence they come.
"The telephone apparatus is composed of the part

which is placed on the conning bridge and the one which
is secured to the ship's side and is immersed in the water,

from which it receives the vibrations produced by the
engine of motion of another vessel, and transmits them
in increased volume to the telephone apparatus.

The submarine receiver is a kind of box secured to the

hull, with a number of depressions, so as to receive the

sounds from- all directions. From the centre of each of

these an electric wire leads to the telephone, which latter

contains an ingenious mechanism based on Edison's well-

known scientific principles. A dial plate on a board is

divided into two part corresponding to the two sides of

the ship. Two hands indicate the direction of the steamer
signaled. A system of bells at the upper part of the

dial-plate and one of the receivers on the board indicates

by sound with the greatest distinctness the rythm of the

screw of the distant vessel.

When coming within seven kilometres of a steamer the

hand of the telephone turns and indicates the direction

of the vessel and follows its route, while the bells and
receiver beat simultaneously the cadence of the distant

screw. The noises of the vessel on which the apparatus
is located cause no disturbance, because, owing to the

special construction of the submarine receiver, they are

not transmitted.

Commander Richard Clover, chief of the Office of

Naval Intelligence, says, that the invention has received

a great deal of attention abroad and contains elements
of success. If it is found practical it may be used in the

American naval service."
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Xtne Construction /IDetboos.
THE PROTECTION OF SECONDARY CIRCUITS

FROM FIRE RISKS.
BY CARY T. HUTCHINSON.*

The best protection of secondary circuits from the dan-
gerous consequences of an abnormal potential in these

circuits, has long been the subject of discussion. In the

early days when the house-to-house transformer system
was general, many fires were caused by the failure of the

insulation between the primary and secondary coils of

transformers ; this was then the chief cause of such acci-

dents. No secondary distributing networks were then

used, and consequently fires following a failure of insula-

tion were confined to the circuits from the single trans-

former ; it was unusual for a wide-spead fire to occur, and
public attention was not as strongly directed to the mat-
ter as it has been of late.

In the last few years the use of alternating current sys-

tems has increased greatly; individual transformer sys-

tems have been replaced in many places by the use of

"banked" or "grouped" transformers, with secondaries

feeding a low-pressure distributing network. Such sys-

tems are now in operation in many places in the country,

and their number is increasing. The secondary distribut-

ing networks may be of two, three, or more wires, the

latter for two or three-phase systems. The secondary
circuits in all such systems are directly liable to the in-

cursion of the high primary pressure through the failure

of the insulation at some point.

In addition to alternating current systems, there is

another class of distributing systems subject to the same
dangers—systems in which transforation is made from
high to low pressure alternating current, and thence by
means of synchronous converters to low-pressure direct

current for distribution. The use of such systems is

growing rapidly ; many of the Edison illuminating com-
panies are already employing it, and it is a safe prediction

that all the large companies will be obliged to adopt
methods of this character in the near future.

Such a system has precisely the same conditions of in-

sulation between the low-pressure direct current dis-

tributing mains, and the high pressure alternating cur-

rent feeders, as a plain alternating current system, since

the low-pressure side of the alternating current supply
is connected metallically to the armature of the sychron-

ous converter which feeds the low pressure direct current

distributing system. In a word, there is only one in-

sulation between high pressure alternating current feed-

ers and the low pressure direct current network ; hence
such a system is liable to precisely the same risks as is

the straight alternating current system.

There are a number of ways in which the high pressure

alternating potential can get to the secondary system.

The most obvious is the failure of the insulation between
the primary and secondary coils of the transformer

;

another is the contact of the high pressure feeder and the

low-pressure distributing main which may run on the

same pole line, or in the same conduits underground.
Wires that in ordinary circumstances seem to be secured
beyond the possi'blity of contact may be brought into

contact through unusual conditions, as in a heavy storm,

or by foreign wires falling across them.
The effect of the failure of insulation, however caused,

depends upon the condition of the secondary system. A
brief statement of the various possible consequences may
help to make the matter clear.

Any circuit, overhead or underground, carrying alter-

nating currents, is a condenser, of which the capacity

depends upon the point of view. In an overhead circuit,

there is a certain capacity between the two wires, con-
sidered perfectly insulated, each as the plate of a con-

denser; there is also the capacity of each of these wires

*Read before the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.

referred to earth, each wire being regarded as one plate
of a condenser, and the earth as the other plate. The
capacity in the first case fixes the difference of potential
between the two wires for a given charge, or conversely,
regarding the earth as one plate of the condenser, fixes
the charge. The capacity in the second case—that is,

regarding the earth as one plate of the conrenser, fixes
the potential of the wire above or below that of the earth
for a given charge, or conversely. The capacity in these
two cases need not have the same numerical value.
The same general considerations hold in the case of

underground conductors; there is the capacity between
wires determining the difference of potential between the
wires, and the capacity of each wire and earth, determin-
ing the difference of potential between that wire and earth.
The difference of potential between wires of a circuit
transmitting energy is fixed, and the capacity is deter-
mined by the dimensions of the circuit hence the charging
current is fixed. This charging current is the current on
the system when no energy is transmitted and there is

no leakage.

Calling Y 1 and Vs the potentials above and below the
earth respectively of the two wires, and C 1 and C2 their
capacities, the equation

V 1 C2

V 2 C1

will hold in all cases. If one wire is connected to ground,
that is, if capacity C 1 becomes infinite, the potential
V 1 becomes zero. Under ordinary circumstances, the
capacities of the two wires are substantially the same, and
the potentials, so far as determined by the capacities, are
equal and of opposite signs with respect to the earth.
Leakage over the insulators to earth has a similar ef-

fect, tending to fix a relation between the potentials of

the two wires and the earth ; that is, it tends to maintain
the potential of the two wires at a certain value above or
below the earth, but in no way affecting the difference
of potential between the two wires.

Calling the conductance of the two leakage paths to

ground G 1 and G2 the equation

V1 G2

V2 " G1

holds, and if G 1
is made infinite, or one side is grounded,

the potential of that side becomes equal to the potential

of earth. If the conductance of the leakage paths on the

two sides of the circuit is the same, the potentials tend to

become equal and opposite with respect to the earth.

The resultant effect of leakage currents and of the static

capacity of the overhead system tends to cause the po-
tential of the two wires to become more or less approxi-
mately equal and of opposite sign with respect to the

earth when the circuits are symmetrical and insulated.

In a circuit having a difference of potential of 2000 volts,

the difference of potential 'between either wire and the

earth is 1000.

The primary circuit then forms a condenser; any in-

sulated conducting body in contact with either of the
primary conductors, becomes a part of that conductor,
and therefore part of one plate of the condenser, and at

once acquires the potential of the wire with which it is

in contact ; that is, if an insulated secondary system is by
any means brought in contact with an insulated primary
system in which the potential difference is 2000 volts,

this secondary system at once acquires a potential of 1000
volts above the earth. If the secondary system in ad-

dition has an electromotive force acting in its own circuit,

then the difference of potential between this secondary
circuit and the ground is increased or diminished by the

voltage of its own circuit ; in the extreme case, and dif-

ference of potential of 1000 volts plus the voltage of the

secondary circuit, (say 100 volts) would exist, or, in all,

1 100 volts between one side of the secondary circuit and
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ground; between the other side and ground the difference

of potential would be iooo volts. It is important to note

that this difference of potential exists when the primary

circuit is insulated. While this is true, it is also true that

no current other than the charging and leakage current

of the system can pass through the secondary system un-

less the primary system is grounded on the side opposite

to that making contact with the secondary system. The
charging current of the condenser will be practically in-

appreciable in all cases. For instance, at a frequency of

6o cycles per second, with a primary pressure of 20000

volts, the charging current is only three-fourths of an

ampere for each microfarad capacity of the primary sys-

tem. As the capacity of the primary system will prob-

ably be a fraction of a microfarad, it is clear that the pass-

age of this current through the secondary system can-

not possibly be the direct cause of danger.

The danger then lies, not in the application of an ab-

normal pressure to a well insulated secondary system,

but in such application to a secondary system where the

insulation is too weak to stand the stress brought upon
it. In ordinary house wiring systems designed for, say,

no volts, the application of 1000 volts may or may not

break down the insulation from ground, depending upon
the care with which the work was done and the goodness
of the materials used. If the insulation of the secondary

system from ground breaks at only one point and if the

break is of such a character as to dead ground the sec-

ondary, then the abnormal pressure is at once relieved

;

the maximum potential above the earth that can exist on
the secondary system as soon as this ground is formed, is

the voltage of the secondary system ; the moment the

ground is formed, the danger is removed,—abnormal cur-

rent cannot flow and consequently no fire can begin.

Assume, however, that the insulation of the secondary
system is broken down at two or more points on opposite

sides. In this case a short circuit is formed of re-

sistance varying between zero and some higher value.

The electro-motive force acting in' the secondary circuit,

either alternating or direct, sends current around this

short circuit, in amount depending upon the resistance

of the short-circuit. The current continues to flow until

the grounds are entirely removed, or until the circuit is

isolated, by fire or otherwise, from the source of supph

.

This abnormal current flowing around the Short-circuit

causes the fires ; at every point where the current flows to

ground, more or less energy is liberated in the form of

heat, and fires will occur if local circumstances are favor-

able. The application of an abnormal pressure to the

secondary system, in all probability will break down the

insulation of the secondary system at several places, and
these places will be distributed between two sides of the

secondary system, as a matter of probability.

If the primary circuit is grounded on one side, and
contact is made between the grounded side and the sec-

ondary, no harmful consequences can follow. If contact,

however, is made between the insulated side and the

secondary system, the full difference of potential of the

primary will exist between the secondary and the ground,
—that is, twice the difference of potential that existed

in the case of the insulated primary. To all intents and
purposes, the difference in effects caused by grounding
one side of the primary circuit, will not be material. One-
half of the difference of potential of the primary circuit

will probably be as effective as the whole.
Although alternating current electric lighting systems

have been in use in this country for a number of years,

no definite practice has been followed for the protection

of secondary circuits. The chief improvements that have
been made in the art, have been in the character of the

insulation between the primary and secondary coils of the

transformer. After careful investigation as to the present

practice here, I am in a position to say that in practically

no case is any device regularly used to protect secondary

circuits against abnormal pressure. A number of station
managers have attempted to use, and in a few cases have
used, devices such as I am about to describe, for a short
time. The outcome of all such work has been, in general,
unsatisfactory. The need of some effective metnod for
protecting secondary circuits is well recognized, yet there
is at present probably no device for the purpose that is

thoroughly trustworthy and efficient in all circumstances.
The means that have been employed for this object,

may be classified generally under three heads:
1st. Devices intended to ground, short-circuit or open

circuit the secondary circuit when subjected to an ab-
normal difference of potential.

2d. Grounded metallic shields interposed between the
primary and secondary coils of the tranformer.

3d. Fermanent grounding of the secondary system.
Under the first class are the Cardew earthing device,

in which a flexible metal strip is attracted to a fixed
ground plate by the action of the abnormal potential, thus
grounding one or both sides of the system ; the Thomson
him cut-out, in which an insulating him designed to with-
stand the working pressure, but to puncture at an abnor-
mal pressure, is connected on one or both sides of the
circuit between two plates, one connected to the con-
ductor, the other to earth ; the Stanley automatic circuit
breaker, in which a flexible metal plate is attracted by
the abnormal pressure to a fixed plate, thereby closing a
local circuit through a solenoid, which acts to open the
main switch on the secondary circuit; and others of
similar character.

These devices all have one fundamental weakness,

—

they do not prevent the existence of the abnormal poten-
tial, but merely aim to remove it quickly ; they all require
time to act,—the secondary system acquires the abnor-
mal potential at all points at the same instant, and there
is no certainty that the insulation of the circuit, say at a
combination fixture, may not give way before the device
acts. Further, those that act to ground and to short-
circuit the secondary, depend upon the blowing of fuses
before the cause of danger is removed; those that dis-
connect are subject to all the criticisms brought against
high voltage quick-acting switches,—in particular, the
maintenance of the arc.

I believe that all devices under this class are, at best,

temporary makeshifts.

The grounded shield is obnoxious to various criticisms,—it is not effectual with a cross outside of the trans-
former, and therefore is of no value in many cases; it

must be heavy enough to dissipate the energy of the
short-circuited primary quickly; otherwise it melts and
is itself the cause of a fire; it degrades the transformer,
tending to cause unsatisfactory service, particularly in

the regulation.

The third method, grounding the secondary perman-
ently, is the only sure way to prevent the potential above
earth of the secondary system rising above the voltage of
the circuit. With a system grounded on one side" the
maximum difference of potential that can exist between
any point of this system and earth under any circum-
stances, is the voltage of that circuit. No cross nor any
failure of insulation of the primary or secondary circuits,

can raise the difference of potential between the second-
ary circuit and ground above this. That side of a primary
circuit touching a grounded secondary circuit, at once
acquires the potential of the ground or a potential dif-

fering from that of the ground by the voltage of the
>econdary circuit. The grounding of the secondary cir-

cuit thus absolutely insures the safety of the circuit as
regards abnormal pressures; it makes permanent the
condition that the various protective devices seek to es-

tablish,—devices that may or may not work, depending
1 m many conditions.

It would seem that a remedy as simple as this,—one
generally applicable,—would have been applied in all
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cases ; but the fact is that it has attained a limited use

only. The reason for this state of affairs is the refusal of

the Board of Fire Underwriters to authorize the practice

of grounding any part of a circuit carrying current. The

underwriters take the position that to ground one side of

a circuit brings about an increased liability to fire, because

the full voltage of the circuit continually acts upon the

insulation of the circuit, instead of one-half of this volt-

age, as in an insulated system, and because one accidental

ground on the insulated side may cause an arc. The dan-

ger with grounded circuit is said to be increased by the

tact that the full voltage of the circuit instead of one-half

acts upon the insulation of the insulated side. This argu-

ment implies two things : first, that insulation good

enough to withstand halt the voltage of the circuit; or,

that clanger would be materially increased by having the

full voltage of the circuit on the insulation, instead of

one-half. This is contradicted by the fact that the under-

writer's rules class all circuits having i difference of po-

tential of 300 volts or less as ow potential, to which the

same rule applies. That is, in the case of an insulated

no-volt circuit, which means 55 volts on the insulation

of each side, the same rules hold as in the case of 220-

voit circuits, with no volts on the insulation of each

side.

If the no-circuit had one side grounded, there would

then be no volts on the insulation of the ungrounded

side. It is true that the classification ostensibly permits

only 150 volts on the insulation of one side of the circuit;

hence, if one side of a 220-volt circuit is grounded, the

stress brought upon the insulation is greater than is seem-

ingly permitted; but as a matter ot fact, the factor of

saiety in work of this kind is much greater than called

for by this slight difference. There is no doubt that a

wiring system properly installed in accordance with the

rules laid down by the underwriters, is perfectly safe with

300 volts on the insulation on one side, and practically

speaking, it is just as safe with 300 as with 150 volts; if

the former would cause trouble so would the latter. I

have assumed that one conductor of a two-wire system is

grounded. If the middle point of the secondary coil of

transformer be grounded instead of one wire, then the

stress on the insulation is in all cases one half of the

voltage of the circuit, precisely as in the case of the

grounding of the neutral of a three-wire system, men-

tioned below.

The main objection brought against grounding is,

however, not the increased stress brought to bear upon

the insulation, but the fact that only one additional

ground is required to establish conditions favoring a fire.

The argument is, that the simultaneous existence of two

grounds on the opposite sides of the circuit is less proba-

ble than the occurrence of a single ground on the insu-

lated side of a grounded circuit.

I do not consider these arguments strong for several

reasons. In the first place, they imply that an indefinite

condition as regards the insulation of the circuit is pref-

erable to a clean-cut, definite condition. Circuits sup-

posably insulated may or may not really be so, and as a

matter of fact the full stress may be, and frequently is,

on one side of the circuit; the very condition that the

underwriters refuse to sanction is continually occurring

without such sanction.

The Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

has had a Committee on Grounding the Neutral since

1890. The recommendations of this Committee being

based on extensive experience are entitled to great

weight. Their recommendations have uniformly been

that the greatest safety was assured by the practice of

grounding the neutral. This is the practice of nearly all

the large Edison companies,, as is well known. In some

cases, the companies have been forced to this position be-

cause they were not able to free the neutral from grounds

;

in other cases they have deliberately adopted this as the

best remedy for many troubles due to operation, to dan-
gers from hre, and to abnormal pressures.

This Committee has aaimed at all times that ground-
ing the neutral has the advantage of '"Reduced fare risk,

since a ground created inside a building will, if on the

neutral conductor, be in no danger, while if on the out-

side conductor it will probably fuse a safety catch, or

do all the damage of which it is capable at once, and not
remain inactive until the appearance of a subsequent
ground on the opposite side ot the system, at a time, per-

naps, when no person may be on hand."

"Also, that the electrical pressure capable of causing
damage by reason of any ground established, either in

tubes or in buildings, is limited to 120 volts, whereas the

active pressure might otherwise be 240 volts; and for

overhead circuits greater immunity from lightning."

The disadvantages reported by tnis Committee are pos-

sible troubles in operation, particularly in regulation and
excessive registration on the meters, but no increased

risks are foreseen. The Committee has made its reports

in lace of the fact that the underwriters have uniformly
relused to countenance the practice.

It is a notorious fact that the systems in nearly all of

the large cities, particularly the Edison systems, are

grounded, the neutrals in most cases being permanently
grounded at the junction boxes. It is equally well known
tnat in several of the large alternating current distributing

systems, the neutral wires are grounded. The authori-

ties of the Board of Underwriters certainly should, and
probably do, know these facts. To keep rules in print

prohibiting such practice under the circumstances, must
weaken their authority, and lessen the respect for all their

rules.

1 lie rule against grounding the circuit is not the only

one tnat is ontinuahy violated, and, by inference with the

knowledge of the Board of Underwriters. The second is

that which calls for double insulation between primary

circuits carrying 6,000 volts or more, and secondary

house-wiring systems. I protested against this rule when
it was promulgated, citing cases wnere it was violated

at that time, and saying that it would without doubt con-

tinue to <be violated, it is violated in every large city

employing alternating current distribution with synchro-

nous converters feeding a direct current distributing sys-

tem, as for instance, in Brooklyn, New York and Boston,

not to go further. Such a rule is vicious in its tendencies,

and should unquestionably be modified.

In this discussion alternating and direct current systems

are considered subject to the same risks; this is the case

now in the large cities where synchronous converters are

used ; but in any event, the arguments outlined will apply

to any system subject to an abnormal potential, whatever

may be the cause.

this is a matter that concerns every electrical manu-
facturing company and engineer in the country; this In-

stitute has recently taken part in the formation and modi-

fication of rules governing electric installations and has

endorsed the National Electric Code. Therefore, it is

entirely in the province of this body to make recommen-
dations as forcibly as it may see fit to the Board of Un-
derwriters. I therefore offer the following motion:

That the Committee of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers on the National Electric Code is hereby

directed to urge upon the National Board of Fire Under-

writers, the passage of a rule permitting the permanent

grounding of one wire of every distributing system, and

the abrogation of the rule that "Secondary wires must be

installed under rules for high potential systems, when
their immediate primary wires carry a current at a poten-

tial of over 3,500 volts, unless the primary wires are en-

tirely underground."
New York, June 13, 1899.
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY IN THE HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS.

Marconi's system of wireless telegraphy is to be put

in operation in Hawaii as a means of communication be-

tween the different islands of the group. An organization

has been formed, capital has been subscribed for the pro-

ject, and some of the material is already shipped.—Ex.

AUTOMOBILESIN THE POSTAL SERVICE.
Post Office Department officials expect to ask for an

appropriation from the next session of Congress for the

use of automobiles in collecting the mails at the first

class post offices. The purpose is to ask permission to

use the appropriation of $410,000 for horse hire allow-

ance. The recent tests in Buffalo have satisfied the Wash-
ington officials that they may be used to advantage.—Ex.

Business "Hews.
THE E. T. PAULL MUSIC COMPANY.

We wish to call the attention of our readers to the

special half page "ad" in this issue of the E. T. Paull

Music Company, who have fitted out and equipped one
of the best phonograph plants for making original master

records to be found anywhere in the trade. A cut of the

building which this company occupy will be found in

their advertisement. The E. T. Paull Music Company
are one of the largest and most successful music publish-

ing firms in New York City, and as such are known all

over the United States by the music dealers. Mr. E. T.

Paull, the head of the concern, has the reputation of writ-

ing the most popular marches of the present day. He
has won pronounced fame on his "Ben Hur Chariot Race
March," "Charge of the Light Brigade March," "Amer-
ica Forever March," and other marches, the sales of which
run largely in the hundreds of thousands. It is the pur-

pose of the E. T. Paull Music Company to make only

original master records. They claim with the approved
appliances at their command, and the "up-to-date" plant

they have established, to be able to sell a better record

at a lower price than any one else ; their facilities are of

such a character as to enable them to do this. They have
been particularly fortunate in securing such men as

Charles Clinton Clark, who has no peer in the matter of

singing coon songs which at present are having a univer-

sally large sale. Mr. Clark will sing for this company
exclusively, and it is safe to say that his records will be-

come the most popular on the market. Mr. A. J. Loiselle

is also connected with this company. Mr. Loiselle was
employed for several years in the largest factories, oper-
ting machines for the manufacture of records, and he is

probably one of the best men in the business. He will

have charge of the machines used by this company, and
being an expert in this line, the very best possible result?

may be expected. Mr. Charles Jerome Wilson is also

connected with this company. Mr. Wilson is what may
be termed an old time phonograph man. He had charge
of the laboratory of the North American Phonograph
Company for the manufacture of records. With such
men as these, it is only natural that the E. T. Paull Music
Company will place on the market records that will have
no superior. It will pay any one interested in records
in any way to glance over their advertisement in this issue,

and it will be well, as a matter of curiosity if for no other
reason, to send for a sample order, which they agree to

supply at a special low price, simply to show the character
of their goods.
Total Amount of Electrical Exports From New-
York for Week Ending August i, 1899, $4,783.00.
New York, N. Y., August t. 1899. The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New York
for the week ending this date:

Antwerp—84 packages electrical material, $3,245.
British West Indies—15 packages electrical material,

$2,778.

British Possessions in Africa— 1 case electros, $11 ; 12

packages electrical material, $369.
P.ritish Guiana—9 cases electrical material, $350; 3 car-

riages, $810; 7 packages electrical material, $23.
Brazil—55 packages electrical material, $2839; 11

package electrical machinery, $992.
Centra] America—24 packages electrical material,

$1,315-
Cuba—4 boxes electrical machinery, $82 ; 30 packages

electrical material. $970.
Dutch West Indies— 1 case electrical material, $50.
Dublin

—

33 electric cable reels, $9,612.
Ecuador—^5 packages electrical material, $80.
Glasgow—6 cases electrical material, $152.
Genoa—12 cases electrical material, $1,562; 1 case

electrical machinery, $500.
Hamburg—39 cases electrical material, $1,999.
Hayti—8 packages electrical material, $113.
Havre— 16 cases electrical material, $621 ; 47 cases

electrical machinery, $10,902.
Liverpool—52 cases electrical material, $4,422 ; 4 cases

electrical machinery, $365.
London—117 cases electrical material, $1,830; 21 cases

electrical machinery, $935.
Mexico— 12 packages electrical machinery, $io,oco; 26

packages electrical material, $636.
Marseilles—20 cases electrical material, $233.
Nice—58 packages electrical material. $14,148.
Naples—5 packages electrical material, $128.
Newfoundland—4 cases electrical material, $66.
Oporto—19 cases electric motors, $2,588.
British Possessions in Africa—2 cases electrical mate-

rial. $4,218.
Peru—26 packages electrical material, $993.
St. Petersburg—6 cases electrical material, $185.
U. S. of Colombia—11 packages electrical material,

$342-
Vienna—11 packages electrical machinery, $3,110.
Yenezuela—421 packages electrical material, $1,206.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—G. B. Cornell Co. has been incor-

porated by G. B. Cornell, J. Huber and O. Huber; manu-
facturing electrical machinery and supplies. Capital
stock, $5,000.

Porterville, Cal.—Porterville Light and Power Co. has
been incorporated by W. H. Hammond, A. G. Wishon
an others ; to buy and dispose of electric power. Capital
stock, $10,000.

Tuxedo, N. Y.—Tuxedo Electric Light Co. has been
incorporated by Pierre Lorillard, Jr., R. Talbot and oth-
ers : electric lighting. Capital stock, $80,000.

Kitten-. Me.—The Hatch Accumulator Co. has been
incorporated by G. E. Hatch and J. Middleby. Jr., manu-
facturing and dealing in electrical supplies." Capital
stock. $1,000,000.

Portland, Me.—Massachusetts Manufacturing Co. has
been incorporated by F. A. Hall. W. A. Nutting. O. B.
Johnson, I. A. Saunders and others; manufacturing elec-

trical appliances. Capital stock. $25,000.
St. Petersburg. Fla.—The St. Petersburg Electric

Light and Power Co., incorporated by Frank A. Davis.
E. Trcm. C. Davis and others; for furnishing light, power
or heat by electricity, etc. Capital stock. $13,000.

TTuntsville. Ala.—The Huntsville Electric Light Co.,
incorporated by T. C. DuPont. John H. Waters. N. F.
Thompson and F. J. Thompson.
Commerce. Tex.—The Commerce Electric Light Co.,

incorporated by W. B. De Jarnett, T. U. Thompson. L.
>\ . Rutland and others : to construct and operate an elec-

tric light plant. Capital stock. $10,000.
Slireve. Ohio.—The Shreve Electric Light and Power

Co.. incorporated bv F. K. Gardiner. Elizabeth Gardiner,
L. M. Gardner, H. J. Good and C. M. Gardner ; to furnish
heat and lig:<\ Capital stock, $8,000.
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TELEPHONE CALLS.
Easton, Pa.—United States Long Distance Telephone

Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $1,000.

Tom Bean, Tex.—The Tom Bean and Sherman Tele-

phone Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$1,500.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Kinloch Telephone Co. has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000; to operate a

telephone line. Capital stock, $5,000.

Columbus, Ohio.—Franklin Telephone Co., incorpo-

rated by F. A. Davis, H. D. Critchfield and others; to

construct and operate a telephone exchange. Capital

stock, $50,000.
Vanceburg, Ky.—The Vanceburg, Kinnicomc and

Carter Telephone Co. has been incorporated by R. D.

Wilson and others. Capital stock, $700.

Farmville, Fla.—Venable and Vanderslice are con-

structing a telephone system.

Columbus, Ohio.—National Telephone Co., incorpo-

rated by P. H. Bruck, W. J. Dusenbury, J. J. Dun, G. W.
Dun and L. P. Stephens ; to construct and operate a tele-

phone exchange. Capital stock, $10,000.

Hallsboro, Va.—Chesterfield and Powhatan Telephone

Co., incorporated by W. W. Baker, B. T. Watkins, Dr. J.

B. Fisher and others
;
general telephone exchange. Capi-

tal stock, $5,000.

Salisbury, N. H.—Kearsarge Telephone. Co., incorpo-

rated by W. H. Burbank, H. Dodge, I. W. Little, T. D.

Little and A. A. Beaton ; maintain a telephone line. Capi-

tal stock, $2,300.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Leavenworth, Kan.—The Leavenworth Construction

Co. has been incorporated by Herbert K. Wolcott, Henry

G. Pert, George J. Kensinger and others ; for the purpose

of constructing an electric road. Capital stock, $200,000.

Lansing, Mich.—The Port Huron and Port Austin

Electric Railway Co. has been organized with a capital

stock of $25,000.

Harrisburg, Pa.—The Trappe and Limerick Electric

Street Railway Co., of Montgomery, Co., has been incor-

porated.

Xenia, Ohio.—The Xenia and Cedarville Railway Co.,

incorporated by C. P. King, J. W. Neff, M. Shoup, O.

Dodds and others; operate an electric railway. Capital

stock, $50,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Havre de Grace, Md.—John H. Reckford will erect an

electric lighting plant.

Abbeville. S. C.—An electrical plant will be estab-

lished.

Dickson, Tenn.—The Mayor may be addressed con-

cerning the erection of an electric light plant.

Cullman, Ala.—John F. Beyer, Mayor, may be ad-

dressed concerning erection of an electric light plant.

NEWARK, N. T.. NOTES. ^
THE MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUC-'

TION COMPANY, Plane and Orange streets, are get-

ting settled in their new works, which occupy a space of

one hundred square feet, four stories high. They report

having orders ahead for over one thousand new "Man-
hattan" enclosed arc lamps. They still retain their New
York office at 1 1 Broadway.
THE U. S. PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. Plane and"

Orange streets, are preparing some excellent new records

for the fall trade.

YATMAN RUBBBER COMPANY. 216 High street,

make a specialty of moulded rubber goods and metal

specialties.

J. C. BLEVNEY, 132 Orange street, makes a specialty

of the Blevney friction clutch pulleys.

THE GREENFIELD STEAM ENGINE WORKS.
Fifth avenue and Cross street, East Newark, established

in 1874, make a specialty of vertical engines for station-

ary and yacht purposes. A large number of these

engines are being used for isolated electric light

stations. They are now completing a 10 H. P. auto-
matic, vertical engine, direct connected to a Westing-
house dynamo. They are also building two large 25 H.
P. four cylinder gas engines.

C. F. CROSELMIRE, 25 N. J. R. R. avenue, has
one of the largest works in Newark for the refining of

platinum and manufacture of platinum sheet and wire
for all kinds of electrical uses. He reports a large and
growing business.

BAKER & COMPANY make a specialty of platinum
sheet and wire for all kinds of electrical apparatus. They
do a large and extensive business with incandescent lamp
manufacturers. For years Baker & Company have been
noted as buyers of scrap platinum, paying the highest
market prices.

GOULD & EBERHARDT, the well known makers
of all kinds of machine tools, are having their factory

building enlarged and new outside walls erected. Large
light windows are being put in place of the old style

small ones, thus affording plenty of light to the em-
ployes in the works. Gould & Eberhardt are busy day
and night filling orders.

C. McINTIRE, of the C. Mclntire Company, 15
Franklin street, manufacturers of Mclntire's patent con-
nectors and terminals, is enjoying a well earned vacation

in Massachusetts.

STUCKY & HECK ELECTRIC MAUNFAC-
TURING CO., 35 N. J. R. R. avenue, make a specialty

of rewinding, repairing and reconstructing armatures,

dynamos, railway motors, transformers and commuta-
tors, and also make up from plans and drawings all kinds

of dynamos, motors and other kinds of the electrical ap-

paratus.

The business outlook among Newark's electrical and
kindred industries is very bright, the majority of the

works being run day and night to meet the demand.
W.T.H.

NEW YORK NOTES.
WILLIAM H. MEADOWCROFT tendered his res-

ignation as secretary of the Edison Decorative and Minia-
ture Lamp Department, the same taking effect August
5th. Mr. Meadowcroft has accepted a position with the

Perrett Storage Battery Company, of this city, and at a

banquet, tendered him by his associates on the evening

of August 4th, thev united in wishing him success in his

new venture. Mr. Meadowcraft had been connected with

the General Electric Company and its predecessors for

over eighteen years, having been engaged during that

time with the various departments of the companies. He
is also well known as an author, having written several

books on elementary electricity. His "A B C of Elec-

tricity" is about the most popular book of its kind ever

written, the large sale and demand for it attesting to that

fact.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS am,

WATTMETERS
For Alternating- and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in

strument of the type de-

serving this name,

Write for Circulars amlPrke Llste

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,

114-120 William Street, Newark. N. J.
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Ubc applications of Electric power.

Dynamo Room, William Carroll &: Co., Matteawan, N. Y

Ciroup of Electrically Driven and Electrical 1

;
Heated Ironing Machine-. Factory of F. Berg v\ Co., Orange \ alley, N.
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MAKING HATS BY ELECTRICIl Y.

In the manufacture of hats certain processes must be

carefully followed before the hat receives the shape, fii

ish and general appearance required. Electricity may
be used in hat manufacturing for shaping it and giving

it that high finish which generally betokens care in

manufacture. Various details of hat manufacturing of

course constitute an art which can only be dilated upon

by an expert in that particular field of employment. But

in those respects in which the use of electricity is of con-

sequence the reader becomes acquainted with rather

unique applications oi the current.

By carefully studying the subject of hat manufacture
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from various standpoints the Hadaway Electric Heating

& Engineering Company, of 107 Liberty Street, New
York City, have developed a system of machines, some
of which are illustrated, which are used exclusively for

the treatment of hats : F. Berg & Company, Orange
Valley, N. J., who make soft fur hats; the New Milford
Hat Company, of New Milford, Ct., who make stiff fur

hats ; William Carroll & Company, of Matteawan, N. Y.,
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the above purpose, that is to say. the manufacture of

hats. Electricity plays its part especially in heating vari-

ous ironing machines, presses and other devices which
are applied in their turn to hats that are being systemat-

manufacturers of straw hats, and a variety of other con-
cerns in allied lines. The system developed by the Hada-
wav Electric Heating & Engineering Company bears
the name of the "homogeneous heating system."
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ically treated. The heat is thereby obtained in a con- The company states as follows : "The keystone of

venient and economical manner. In fact, in such a way our svstem is electrically heated finishing tools. The
that it is impossible to conceive of a more satisfactory foundation is steam engineering. By combining the
system for the treatment of headgear. generation, distribution and application of heat from a

The following concerns have electric installations for common source we construct a system of the highest
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possible working economy, for we use all of the boiler

energy and the boiler is the most efficient heat transform

er of the coal pile known to engineers." Nat manufact-

urers have discovered by the use of these improved appli-

ances that many advantages arc gained both as regards

last is certainly of great importance to the proprietors of
factories.

In the illustrations are shown a variety of appliances,
heated b) electricity, specially made and used by tbc
manufacturers of straw and fur bats. The idea of utiliz-
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Operating expenses and ability to deliver more goods in a

given space of time. These advantages are enumerated

as, first, reduced operating expenses; secondly, better

goods from better tools, and, third, less lire hazards. The

ing the steam in the boiler and its energy by transforma-

tion in the form oi electricity is an excellent one, as borne

out by the satisfactory experiences of many responsible

houses. Electrically heated band shells, including those

used for velouring and ironing, are manufactured by the
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above company. Also press heads for embossing and three boilers of a rated capacity of 225 horse power each,

pressing, and curling machines for stifif fur hats. These The main engine is 425 horse power Corliss, driving two

Dynamo Room. New Milford Hat Co.

take the place of shells heated by an air blast, in many re- main shafts on opposite ends of engine with fly-wheel

spects most inconvenient to use, but entirely obviated grooved for rope transmission. A supplementary engine

Section of Finishing Room. New Milford Hat Co., New Milford, Conn.

by these devices. of j$ horse power is din -t-connected to a 50-kilowatt

In the Berg factory the power plant is provided with dynamo. The main dynamo is of 150 kilowatts capacity
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ELECTRICITY IN THE PUBLIC HIGHWAYS.
The slowness with which New York approved of the

widespread application of electricity can be best attri-

buted to its London-like conservatism. The immense for-

tune represented by electric street railway, light and

power interests will convey some faint idea of what the

future has in view for these comparatively undevelop-

ed concerns. At a period not exceeding ten years ago

incandescent lights were used by a favored few and some

private plants had been installed. With the exception of

a few high tension arc lamps and the ever present tele-

graph systems little use was made of electricity for mu-

nicipal purposes. Since that momentous period capi-

talists have become profoundly impressed with the posi-

tive future which the use of electricity in its various

forms practically guarantees and lent their money freely

to those enterprises which resulted in the foundation of

colossal electric light, power and street railway com-

panies. As in all similar cases the public demand in-

creased for electricity for light and power.

As its widespread introduction ultimately resulted in

its use for street railway purposes the benefits derived

by the city represented in a material form the saving of

large sums of money. In a few months all the main
arteries of trade in greater Xew York will have operat-

ing along their entire length electric cars. The Metro-
politan Traction Company has been successful in this

nspect on the Second, Fourth and Eighth Avenue lines

and it is being rapidly followed by the Third Avenue
Cable Company for whose wire rope transmission elec-

tricity will soon be substituted. When the main road

and important side streets have car lines smoothly oper-

ating the problem of rapid transit will be practically

solved. This refers more to those going north and
south than passengers going east and west. At least a

dozen or more cross-town roads are required to facilitate

transit to points of the city widely separated. Rapid
transit, or at least convenient transit, is thereby seeured
for the people of Greater New York. As far as the city-

is concerned the use of electric cars implies clean stro
less disease and a tendency on the part of the population
to settle the outlined suburban districts.

To the city therefore the introduction of electricity on
the main highways has added largely to its sum total

of happiness and prosperity. In the innumerable side

streets that cross the main thoroughfares electricity has
as yet not found its way and it becomes therefore a duty
that can be expected of the electric light companies to
send their wires east and west to the thousands of

homes in which electricity would be used for lighting,

if its price was within their means. It is rather surpris-

ing to realize that electric light companies do not offer

greater inducements to the mass of people constituting
Manhattan Borough, so that their stations will pump
current, not only to that limited locality of which they
are the center, but to myrids of homes where it is now
regarded as an unapproachable luxury. If electricity can
be produced cheaper than gas it seems that the electric

light companies are losing time and money in not run-
ning their lines through all the side streets available. If

this comes to pass there will be few corporations of great-

er magnitude and benefit than those supplying light to

the residents of Manhattan Borough.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING DISCHARGES.
Although not new Prof. Trowbridge, of Harvard, has

produced artificial lightning discharges that compare
well with those previously obtained by Tesla, Elihu
Thomson and Steinmetz. Prof. Trowbridge has pro-

duced discharges over six feet long which crackled and
bristled with all those branch like deviations so charac-

teristic of lightning au naturel. The Professor's experi-

ments were performed in a glass tube from which the air

had been exhausted sufficiently to leave the pressure

about two pounds per square inch. Through this tube

tremendous flashes were obtained of enormous potential.

According to Trowbridge discharges thirty or forty feet

in length are within the scope of the operator. He ex-

perimented with glass tubes six feet long, filled with

water. When a discharge was passed through the tubes

burst with explosive force. The discharge passed be-

tween the inner surface of the glass and the water,

vaporizing it sufficiently to cause the explosion. This
experiment leads to an explanation of the phenomenon
observed in trees struck by lightning. The discharge
passing through the sappy, moist wood generates steam
which rends the tree with all the signs of the employ-
ment of some terrific force.

THE DEATH OF ROBERT WILHELM EBER-
HARDT von BUNSEN.

Prof. Bunsen, the famous German chemist and invent-

or of the well-known Bunsen burner, lies dead in Heidel-

berg. He was born at Goettingen. March 31st, 1811.

He was eighty-eight years old when he died. His work
in spectrum analysis, investigations in chemistry, in

electricity and in general physics were of the utmost
value to the commercial and scientific world. He is well

known to the electrical engineer as the inventor of the

Bunsen cell, in which he substituted a carbon rod for the

platinum plate previously used. His name will never be
forgotten by the chemist in whose laboratory the Bunsen
burner has found a permanent place, and to the

tronomer and mining engineer his investigations were
so useful that the science of spectrum analysis disclose.!
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the constituents of the planets and served indirectly as a

means of detecting the unsuspected presence of rare

metals and minerals.

He was the father of spectrum analysis, and through

the assistance of Kirchhoff thoroughly developed that

department of science. He created these three branches

:

spectroscopy, as a department of optics ; spectroscopic

astronomy, and spectroscopic chemistry. By means of

the spectrum lines he discovered the metals caesium and
rubidium. In 1883 ne was elected one of the eight for-

eign associates of the French Academy of Sciences, con-

sidered by many scientists the greatest honor to which a

man of science can attain.

Continued from Page 9S.

and is belted from a main shaft. The water heaters are of

1,200 horse power rated capacity. The exhaust system
is provided with separator, back pressure and automatic
reducing valves. Electric motors are used for driving

the pouncing, drying, shaving, sizing, ironing, curling

system is about four pounds. The balance is established
so as to use all the exhaust the entire year, the factory
heating being treated as an intermittent load and using
live steam.

For the stiff hat plant of the Milford company the boil-

er plant is rated at 250 horse power. The engine is an
18 by 36 Corliss, running at 80 revolutions per minute.
The dynamo is a moderate speed 75-kilowatt belted ma-
chine. Electric heating and lighting are used, but no
motors. There are about 225 incandescent lights of 16

candle power each in this plant. The electric heaters used
are velouring stoves, curling-machine shells, hand shells,

rounding-off shells, tip-printing and embossing presses,

etc. The switchboard carries switches for the light and
heater circuits, which run to panel boards on each floor.

The water heaters are of 250 and 500 horse power capac-
ity respectively, the first being used for boiler feed-water
heating, the second for water heating for sizing and col-

oring department, etc. The system is run without back
pressure, the water heaters condensing the exhaust. The

Portion of Ironing Room. Factory <>! William Carroll & Co., Matteawan, X. Y.

and sewing machines and "whizzer." The motors have
a rated capacity of 40 horse power. There are about 800
incandescent lamps of 16 candle power each and 20 en-

closed arc lamps for lighting interior bays in finishing

rooms. Small cluster lighting is used to a considerable

extent for general illumination. All of the finishing is

done by electrically heated tools, of which there are over

300. These consist largely of 15-pound hand shells, sup-

plemented by velouring stoves, machine iron shells, curl-

ing-machine heaters, flanging bags, etc. The switch-

board is provided with switches for the various heating

circuits, lights, motors, etc. All of these circuits are in-

dependent for facility of control, running to distribution

boards on each floor. The exhaust is used for boiler-

feed and hot-water supply for sizing and coloring, for

heating the "vertical" dry-rooms by hot blast, for boiling

the water in plank shop, etc. Coils are immersed in the

tubs for boiling the water and the back pressure on the

hot-water heater is connected to a storage tank for

equalizing the condensation, and so that the coloring and
sizing vats may be filled rapidly with water heated to at

least 205 degrees F. The system is arranged so that the

moderate-temperature dry-rooms may be heated by hot
water. The storage capacity of the water is valuable for

purpose in reducing the amount of steam required at

night. The hot water from condensation in water heaters

and waste hot water from coloring department is collect-

ed in a large iron shell in which a long coil of heavy pipe

is immersed. The waste hot water heats all the water

used in the factory from 40 to 50 degrees F. The factory

done by live steam, as well as the high-tem-
presses, etc. There is not an open
all condensation being returned to

automatic return trap. The large-

capacitv hot-water system is of value in the winter in re-

ducing the amount of steam required to protect the "wet"

heating 1

perature dry-room,
coil in the factory,

boilers through an
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sprinkler system. primary voltage is 1,000; transformers are placed at con-
The plant of the Carroll factory has an especial interest, venient points throughout the buildings. The secondary

Smau Fortaoifc btove, 4# i„. ™.'..".V cc^T.

as it was the first in which electric finishing appliances windings are for 104 volts. The switchboard is of the

were used on a large scale. Matteawan is on a small river skeleton type, with main and throw-over switches and in-

which empties into the Hudson, and power is obtained struments. There are 500 16 candle power lamps for

Electric Soldering Tool.

for most of the time from a 42-inch turbine operating un-

der 29-foot head. A 150 horse power Corliss engine is in

reserve for low-water periods. The dynamo is a 65-kilo-

watt alternating current machine with belted exciter. The

lighting. No arc lamps are used, but 300 candle power
Mogul incandesccnts are installed in the bleach house.

The electrically heated appliances in use are hand flats,

glue pots, pressing irons, press machines, tip-printing

presses, machine ironers, etc.
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Strap Currents.

ELECTRIC WATERING CARTS.
Paris is said to be making use of an electrically-pro-

pelled watering cart in which an electric motor is util-

ized to distribute the water, and it is further stated that

this trial cart has proved so satisfactory that in the near

future electrical carts will entirely replace the older type

of horse vehicle.—Ex.

MOLECULAR FATIGUE.
We read in a Belgian contemporary that :

—

"Metals get tired as well as living beings. Telegraph

wires are better conductors on Monday than on Satur-

day, on account of their Sunday rest, and a rest of three

weeks adds 10 per cent, to the conductivity of a wire."

We wonder what the conductivity would be in six

months, at this rate!—London "Elec. Review."

THE FIRST ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN CHINA.
A Japanese contemporary states that the first electric

railway in China was opened for traffic on June 24, be-

tween the Peking station at Machiapu and the south

gate of the city of Peking. Eventually it is proposed to

extend the line inside the city. The barrier at present

in the way is the necessity for breaking a new gate

through the city walls. It is thought that in the course

of time the authorities will yield this privilege.—Ex.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY IN AERONAUTICS.
An experiment was made in Austria last month in

which for the first time it was attempted to communicate

between two balloons on the Marconi system of tele-

graphing without wires. One station was fixed to the

car of a captive balloon while the second was placed in

a free aerostat. Notwithstanding the fact that, on ac-

count of the movement of both cars, the apparatus could

not be fixed with the same accuracy as in a stationary

position, dispatches were exchanged with satisfactory

results for some considerable time. Occasionally the

signals were not clear, and some interruptions also oc-

curred, but, on the whole, the outcome of the experi-

ments was such that the military balloon detachment

has resolved further to study and perfect the system.

—

Ex.

CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXTURES OF ELEC-
TROLYTES.

In a communication to the Journal of the Chemical
Society, F. Barmwater, referring to the conductivity of

mixtures of electrolytes, says: "Expressions are deduct-

ed for the conductivity of solutions of two or more elec-

trolytes, and the applicability of these expressions is

proved by determination of the conductivity, in the case

of mixtures, at various concentrations of sodium and
potassium chlorides—sodium chloride and potassium
iodide; sodium chloride and potassium nitrate; potas-

sium chloride and nitrate; sodium and potassium chlor-

ides and potassium nitrate; and sodium and potassium
chlorides, potassium nitrate and potassium iodide. The
expressions are based on the previous deductions of the

author, are simple, and in all cases yield values in good
accord with the observations."

COST OF OIL LOCOMOTIVES AND ELECTRIC
MOTORS.

A comparison between the cost of oil locomotives and
electric motors in some of the mines of Europe, where
both are used, has been made, with interesting results.

It is said that in one mine the cost of the former has
been one and a half pence per train mile, as against
three and a fourth pence in the case of the electric mo-
tor, while the cost of two oil locomotives is reported to

have been one-fourth of the cost of one electric motor.
The steam, nitrogen and carbonic acid evolved by the
former are not enough to vitiate the atmosphere, and it

has the advantage of compactness ; working on a two-
foot and one-inch gauge and when exerting six-horse

power, it is able to take a maximum load of seventeen
tons. It further appears that, when running at the
maximum speed of four and one-half miles per hour, and
with the full load, the consumption of oil is barely six

and one-half pounds per hour. By means of speeial gear
the engine runs backward or forward at the will of the
operator.—Ex.

NOVELTIES IN TRANSMISSION LINE CON-
STRUCTION.

The thirty-one-mile line of the Kootenay Transmis-
sion Company in British Columbia, says the "Electrical

Engineer,'' consists of two parallel and duplicate pole
lines, on one of which the cross arms are roofed over to

prevent the wet snow from pilling upon the cross arms
around the insulators, which it does to the height of

some eighteen to twenty-four inches during seasons
when there is no wind. The cross arms are two in num-
ber, the upper one some eight feet in length with four

pins, and the lower shorter, holding two pins. The up-

per one is covered with a cedar roofing twenty-four
inches wide, sloping slightly downwardly from the pole

each way towards the ends of the cross arm. The lower,

immediately below it, is roofed to a width of sixteen

inches. During the past winter service was continued
over both lines, even when the exposed line had from
ten to twenty inches of snow on the cross arms. If any
leakage existed it was impossible to detect it, so that the

roof appears to be ejuite an unnecessary precaution. An-
other peculiarity of the same line is the crossing of the

Columbia Riser, which is in a single span 1,500 feet in

length. The wires are Xo. 000 bimetallic, maintaining a

conductivity equal to that of the balance of the line,

which is No. o copper. These spans are unsupported by
strain cables, the total being some fifty-two feet with the

strain taken up by a number of ordinary porcelain insu-

lators in a strain tower at each end of the crossing. The
interaxial distance between the wires is only six feet, but

no trouble has been experienced from swinging crosses

or from breakage due to wet snow, which has at times

adhered to the lines to a diameter of about four inches.

—Ex.

Ube Storage Batters.

STORAGE BATTERIES AND ELECTRIC RAIL-
WAYS.

Within the past few years a new field, and one which
promises to be of great magnitude, has been opened for

the use of storage batteries. This is the installation of

storage batteries of large size to act as regulators in con-

nection with the trolley or third-rail system of propulsion.

A reliable battery, properly installed, will reduce the

problem of generation and distribution of electric current

by a street railway system to the simple question of hand-
ling an even, steady, predetermined load. Installed in

the power house, it will allow- the use of a similar number
of the most highly efficient generating units, which, be-

ing operated for long periods, fully and steadily loaded,

will reduce the cost of power generation to one-half of

what is possible with the apparatus best suited to the

variable demands made upon most railway power houses.
A battery will take the place of all that generating ma-

chinery which is made necessary by the loads in excess
of the average output. It will act absolutely instanta-

neously in regulating a violently fluctuating load. It is

more economical to install for a continuous output of

energy than a generating unit that will not have at least

a full, steady load for three hours at a time, and it has the
great advantage over generating machinery for such
loads that, instead of sharing with the rest of the plant a
fluctuating load, it is a source of additional output that,

in itself, takes care of all such fluctuations and violent

changes, leaving the rest of the plant fully and steadily
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loaded and allowing the use of a class jof machiner) of

much higher economy than is otherwise possible. A bat-

tery further reduces the number of times a unit has to be

started and stopped to follow the load line, as with a

steadily increasing load coming on the station, the bat-

tery, by discharging, can take care of it until it reaches

reduced, a^ the night load is usually so light, for four or

five hours, that it can be taken care of entirely by the
battery.

A battery is also an admirable protection against fly-

wheel accidents. For instance, in case of a short-circuit

on the line the increase in current will be taken bv the

.^--^ .r!_iCi.:

View of Manhole and "Automatic."

such an extent that an additional machine can be put in

service fully loaded, filling the battery again until the

output increases to the capacity of the machine.

The battery, whether gaining or losing in the amount

of energy stored, will still regulate for the instantaneous

load changes. The same reasons apply also to the in-"

battery, and when the circuit breaker goes out, the bat-

tery will keep practically the full load on the generators.

When the circuit breaker is thrown in again the high load
for the first few minutes, due to the cars starting up, will

be taken care of by the battery, so that the machines will

go on undisturbed even under such conditions.—Herbert
Lloyd in Cassier's Magazine.

The "Automatic."

crease in size and reduction in number of generating
units, as a battery, having half the output of a unit, can
keep it fully loaded by discharging on first half of the in-

crease of load, and charging on the last half, at the be-
ginning of which the machine would be thrown in. The
number of running hours of the station can be material!)

ftbe ZTeleiirapb.

THE PEARCE SIGNAL SYSTEM FOR ELEC-
TRIC OR CABLE RAILROADS.

A means by which signals can be transmitted from the
power house to any section of a cable road or street rail-
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way is necessarily of value to a corporation operating a stoppage of the line, can be more rapid.y met and

•.uch a system in a large city. Various causes

Diagram uf Wiring in 65th Street Power House.

, such as remedied by an electric signalling system than any

Signal Box in 65th Street Power House,

fire, accident, injury to the cable, cars, etc., which mean other known practical method. A simple system of this
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description, which can be operated by motorman or con-

ductor, is certainly of immediate and pronounced value.

The system to be about briefly described was invented

by Frederick Pearce and patented March 28th, 1893.

It is being used at present on the Third Avenue Cable

Road in New York City with every satisfaction and

success.

To begin with, it may be stated that the power house

or houses may be signalled to and from any point of the

road. In addition to this, the only requirement the em-

ployees on the cars are supposed to meet is that of send-

ing but one signal to stop the cable in case of emergency.

mechanism in such a manner that by breaking a closed

circuit signals are immediately transmitted to each sta-

tion. The general diagram of connection is shown in

figure 6, in which all the apparatus required is illustrated.

"When the conductor raises the cover of the box con-

taining the automatic B, he lifts the handle at the same
time. This strikes one in each power house on either

the large or small gong, according to the location of the

automatic sending the signal." After having done this

he replaces the cover prior to depressing the handle of

the automatic. When the cover is put in place the

mechanism of the automatic rings up the particular
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The first feature of this system is the use of manholes,

shown in figure I, which are numbered to correspond

with the streets they are nearest to. In each manhole is

an automatic device B, by means of which communica-

tion is established with power houses and telephone

stations. The signals merely consist of strokes on a

gong, following the code shown in figures 3 and 4. The
automatic device itself is illustrated in figure 2. This

device is entirely sealed up in an iron cylinder and is

therefore free from the attacks of moisture and corrosion.

The handle, shown in the illustration, controls the

number of the box on the gong. By raising the auto-

matic to send the first signal the mechanism is wound
up through which it is able to send its own number when
depressed again. The signal box at the Sixty-fifth street

power house is shown in figure 5.

In figure 4 a tape is shown which fully describes it-

self according to the code, meaning January 24th, 1894.
at 10.45 A. M., a warning of fire sent from automatic
number 2. After a signal of this kind has been sent the
wrecking wagon generally makes its appearance which
carries a telephone system, by which conversation is

rendered possible between the point of interest and the
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power house or telephone station. Any employee on the

cars can stop the cable by the use of this appliance. It is

a signal which is instantly obeyed. Lifting the cover,

raising the handle and then replacing the cover con-

stitutes the sum and substance of any mental or physi-

cal effort gripman, motorman or conductor is called

upon to perform.

Not only is this mechanism of direct advantage to street

railway corporations employing wire rope transmission

or electricity but it may be used with the same facility

by steam roads, particularly near or within the city

limits and when the train runs through a tunnel, in

which case a break-down oraccident requires as im-

mediate attention as a local city line. The above appli-

ances are manufactured by Frederick Pearce, of 216-218

William street and 18-20 Rose street, New Y ork City.

^ELECTRICITY IN COAL MINING.
By John Price Jackson and Frank F. Thompson.

The statements in this short paper on the use of elec-

tricity in mines refer especially to the mining of soft

coal. Of the essential elements in operating such

mines, two of the most important are: first, apparatus

to obtain efficiently the rapid handling of the coal; and

second, to do this with the least possible number of

openings. These conditions have evidently been large

factors in causing the application of electricity to such

operations.

The applications of power to mines, which we wish to

consider, are principly for, (a)lighting. (b) haulage, (c)

cutting or drilling, (d) pumping and driving fans.

Systems.—The systems worth considering which are

in use at present may be tabulated as follows :

—

1.—Rope haulage, and steam for all other purposes.

2.—Electric haulage and compressed air for other pur-

poses.

3.—Electric haulage and electricity for other purposes.

Various other combinations are of course used, but

these three will serve the purpose, as representing well

defined types.

Rope haulage and steam power.—In the past this

system has been the standard, and even yet in many por-

tions of the hard coal fields has a very firm hold. Ex-

perience has shown rope haulage much inferior to elec-

tricity in point of working economy, as is now being

illustrated by the continual substitution of electric for

rope haulage now going on in the soft coal field.

The Mitchell Coal and Coke Company had two mines

running for some time at Galitzen, Pa., under exactly

similar circumstances, but one using rope, the other

electric haulage. It was quickly proven that the elec-

tric was far preferable.

Steam power for pumps and fans in the mines has

likewise been shown by experience to have many faults.

Timbers along which the pipes pass rapidly deteriorate.

The piping is expensive to install and can only be kept

in good conditon by constant attention. If the lines are

long they are a source of large loss of power by radiation

and condensation, even when well covered. They are a

nuisance in the mines because of their high temperature.

The steam motors are expensive from the standpoint of

repairs and attention. Steam cutting and drilling will

in most cases prove unwieldy. Mines operated under
this system are without suitable means of lighting, an
important matter in rapid operations.

Flectrc Haulage and Compressed Air Power.—The
Berwind-White Company's mines at Windber, Pa., fur-

nish an excellent example of this system, and so far as

known it has given complete satisfaction. This plant,

which has now six mines in operation with an output

*Presented at the sixteenth general meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, June 27th,

l899- ._.__._

capacity of 5,000 tons per day, is eventually to be in-

creased to ten mines with 10,000 tons capacity. The
haulage in the mines is done by electricty, while the

drills, interior pumps, and fans are driven by com-
pressed air. The use of compressed air has many ob-
vious advantages. It is found that the machinery, work-
ing under the extremely severe conditions to be found
in a mine, performs its duty well. It requires little atten-

tion and is thoroughly reliable. On the other hand,
pipe lines in extended mines are expensive to lay and
keep in repair. The pipes soon deteriorate and when
the lines are removed from old workings it is usually

found that much if not all the pipe is in too bad shape
for further use.

The flexibility of the system, or its adaptability to

quick changes, is not satisfactory.

Electric Haulage and Power.—For convenience in dis-

cussion this head may be divided into two sub-systems,

as follows

:

(a) Direct currents for haulage and other power.
(b) Direct currents for haulage, and polyphase cur-

rents for other power.
The use of direct current machinery for pumping and

fans has not been found satisfactory in many instances.

One large company after a thorough trial of such appa-
ratus rejected it in favor of compressed air. The pumps
in a mine are subject to only rare inspection, and that

oftentimes by unskilled workmen. These conditions

combined with the unfavorable location of the machin-
ery will soon cause electrical troubles in the commuta-
tor, or elsewhere, of the most carefully constructed mo-
tor. Inasmuch as the stopping of a pump, even for a

short time, may cause excessive damage, the use of such
a motor is a constant menace.
The second electric system, that using direct and poly-

phase currents, has the inherent disadvantage of requir-

ing the installation of two distinct and separate sets of

generators and wiring. That is a matter of serious im-

portance , as will be indicated later, but is neither so ex-

pensive nor cumbersome as the piping used for com-
pressed air. The great advantage in the use of polyphase
currents lies in the fact that they permit the use of a mo-
tor that is perfectly reliable under essentially all condi-

ditions of operation to be met with in mining. This com-
pound electric system seems without doubt to be the best

that can be installed for large operations. It comprises
the advantages of all the other systems while eliminating

their most serious defects. A system using polyphase
currents alone might possibly prove more advantageous,

but would have the serious defect of requiring two trolley

wires, and even if this difficulty were overcome it would
have to await the development of a polyphase motor suit-

able for a mining locomotive.

The Davis Coal and Coke Company.—The Davis Coal
^nd Coke Company's plant at Thomas, West Virginia,

is so efficiently equipped with this compound electric

service as to be worthy of a short description. The com-
pany operates two mines at Thomas, the Thomas drift

and the Davis shaft, and one mine at Coketon, a drift.

The power station is a roomy brick building containing

Ames 200 H. P. engine direct conected to a 150 K. W.
500-volt direct-current generator; two Atlas cycloidal

heavy duty engines of 150 H. P. one of which is belted to

a 100 K.W. 550-volt three-phase alternator, and the other

to a j6 K. W. 550-volt direct-current generator. The
last mentioned generator has been installed temporily in

the place of a second 100 K. W. three-phase 550-volt al-

ternator which had been operated in parallel with the

other three-phase alternator. This 75 K. W. machine is

used to help the haulage generator.

The coal is hauled by horses from the "rooms" to con-
venient points where it is collected into "trips" of from
six to twelve "wagons." The inside haulage motor, a 14-

ton G. E. T. M. M. 35, takes these "trips" and hauls them
to a central point of the breast and there they are com-
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bined into larger "trips" of about 15 to 35 wagons and

hauled to the mouth of the mine by another similar mo-

tor. At Coketon, two miles away, another 14-ton haul-

age motor is installed.

The alternating three-phase generator is used for op-

erating three 10 H. P. induction motors for driving small

pumps, one 5-H. P., one 10-H. P., two 20-H. P., and one

30-H. P. induction motors for operating elevators ; one 5-

H. P. induction motor for a car lift; and three G. E. chain

coal cutters. The induction motors for driving the pumps

are located at the foot of the side entrance both at Thom-

as and Coketon. One 10 H. P. induction motor con-

nected to a pump having a 5-inch suction 250 ft.

long, and a 4-inch discharge pipe 750 feet long, with a

total elevation of 28 feet, pumping 106 gallons per min-

ute, was tested and found to take 11,000 watts. Induc-

tion motors are also used for driving fans, and conveyors

which carry the slack coal from beneath the screens to

the bins where it is stored until needed to charge the coke

^Business "Hews.

ovens.
Haulage.—Electric haulage equipments have been so

long in use as to be now in a thoroughly good state of

development. Even yet, however, the following faults

may be observed in some of the machinery: Poorly

acting brakes, unwieldy arrangement of the various con-

trolling levers and trolley poles, brake rods or other pro-

jections too close to the track, and unsatisfactory speed

and power regulation. Although some of these seem

of small importance, any one of them is apt to seriously

interfere with efficient work. The brakes on a mining

locomotive should be very powerful and quick acting,

likewise the arrangement of motorman's seat, brake

handle, controller and sand box lever should be such

that the motorman can control his machine with the

greatest possible dispatch and ease. Locomotives have

been placed in mines with absolutely no provision for

the motorman, and others where the lever arrangements
are so unwieldy as to make the quick control necessary

to safe operation impossible. In large coal operations

economy is often to a large extent dependent upon the

rapidity with which the wagon trains can be moved.
Heavy grades both in favor of and against the load are

frequently to be found. In order to draw a large load

and make quick time the design and control of the motor
should be such as to give an unusually great draw-bar
pull at low speed, and at the same time have points of

comparatively high speed. This condition is not proper! \

met at present by all of the mining locomotives in opera-
tion. In one mine, which has come recently under the
writer's observation, a slightly different design and ar-

rangement of control in the locomotive would permit the
handling of much larger loads at a great saving.

(To be Continued.)

Electric TRatlwavs.

T( )TAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FROM NEW YORK FOR WEEK ENDING

AUGUST 8TH, 1899, $75,027.
New York, X. Y., August 8, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New York
for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.—5 cases electrical material, S655.
Argentine Republic.— 165 cases electrical material,

Si 3,076.

British Possessions in Africa.—123 packages electrical

material. $8,036.

Brussels.—3 cases electrical material, $150.
British Australia.—28 packages electrical material,

$1,446. 22 packages electrical material, $574.
British East Indies.— 13 packages electrical material,

$315-
British \\ est Indies.—2 cases electrical material, $78.

35 packages electrical material, $560.
Berlin.— 17 packages electrical material, $3,023.
Brazil.—3 cases electrical material, $83.

Cuba.—69 cases electrical material, $1,046. 4 cases

electrical material, $110.

Central America.—135 cases electrical material, $1,901.
Dublin.—20 cases electric cable, $8,862. 4 cases elec-

trical material, $245.
Dutch West Indies.—4 cases electrical machinery, $90.
Glasgow.

—

21 cases electrical material, $835.
Hamburg.—222 packages electrical material, $1,625.

11 cases electrical machinery, $2,015.

Havre.—3 cases electrical machinery. $200. 44 cases

electrical material, $3,651.

Hong Kong.—4 cases electrical material, $60.

London.—88 packages electrical machinery. $16,200.

136 packages electrical material, $7,928.
Marseilles.—25 cases electrical machinery, $1,454.
Newfoundland.-—2 cases electrical material, $100.
Southampton.—6.021 cases electrical machinery. S320.

LT
. S. of Colombia.— 14 cases electrical material, $294.

3 cases electrical material, $54.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY PROJECT IN FRANCE.
Consul Skinner writes from Marseilles, July 12, 1899:

"I am advised that the Paris, Lyons, and Mediterra-

nean Railway Company, headquarters at 88 Rue St. La-

zare, Paris, has undertaken the construction and opera-

tion of an electric railway between Fayet and Chamou-
nix, at the foot of Mont Blanc. The line is to be in op-

eration within twenty months, and it is to be presumed

that the company will be interested in propositions for

machinery and equipment. Power is to be furnished by

the River Arve. The cars are to be automobiles, each

supplied with its own dynamo. The contract for building

the road proper and providing the water power has been

divided into two parts and awarded to Gagner & Freres.

of Annency, and Richard & Meynard, of Avignon."

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
San Francisco, Cal.—Union Gas Light Co., incorpo-

rated by I. M. Bowen, M. B. Bowers, J. H. McCarth)
and others : manufacture and sell gas and electricity.

Capital stock. $11,000,000.

Los Angeles, Cal.— Electric Supply & Fixture Co.. in-

corporated by M. Y. Kellam, A. W. Brode. J. North. J.

Gayland. and T. Fowlkes : manufacture and deal in elec-

trical supplies, etc. ' Capital stock. $25,000.

Boston. Mass.—The National Light Storage Battery

Co. has been incororated under the laws of West Vir-

ginia by J. A. Sullivan. E. L. Tierney, S. L. Stackhouse,

and others : manufacturing and dealing in storage bat-

teries. Capital stock. $1,000,000.

Charleston. W. Ya.—The 1 )hio Valley Electric Co.

has been granted charter to build an electric railroad

from Huntington to Catlettsburg, Ashland and [ronton.

Capital. $1,000,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Chicago. 111.— The Illinois Telephone Construct! > 1

Co. has been incorporated by A. (
'.. Wheeler. E. J. Judd,

and L. J. Behan. Capital stock, $500,000.

Meadville, Pa.—The Meadville Telephone Co., incor-

porated by W. W. Gelvin. R. E. Ashley. T. Roddy. ( >.

K ohler. and J. Hay: construction and maintenance of

telephone lines. Capital stock. $1,000.

Granville. N. Y.—Granville Telephone Co. has been

incorporated by F. W. Hewett, W. H. Hughes, R. S.

Bullock, and F. T. Pember; operate telephone line.

Capital stock, $10,000.
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New York, N. Y.—The Hobbs Telephonic District

Messenger Electric Manufacturing Co., incorporated

under the laws of West Virginia, by G. E. Brown, J. D.

Hobbs, W. R. Brown, and others. Capital stock, $500,-

000.

Hallsboro, Va.—The Chesterfield & Powhatan Tele-

phone Co. has been incorporated by W. W. Baker, B. T.

Watkins, Dr. J. B. Fisher, and others. Capital stock,

$5,000.

Plattsmouth, Neb.—Plattsmouth Telephone Co.. in-

corporated by T. C. Parmlee, C. C. Parmlee, T. H. Pol-

lock
;
general telephone and telegraphic business. Capi-

tal stock, $50,000.
Plattsmouth, Neb.—Western Independent Long Dis-

tance Telephone Co. has been incorporated by T. C.

Parmlee, C. C. Parmlee, T. H. Pollock, and T. H. Ew-
ing; construct, operate and maintain general telephone

line. Capital stock, $100,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Trenton, N. J.—Mercer County Traction Co. has been

incorporated by Henry C. Moore, Fred W. Roebling,

John A. Rigg, Edward J. Moore, and Thomas C. Barr.

Capital stock, $100,000.

Harrisburg, Pa.—The Tunkhannock Electric Railway
Co. has been incorporated by John P. Russell, Henry
M. Ives, and William E. Little. Capital stock, $15,000.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Springfield, 111.—The Sawyer-Man Electric Co., of

New York, with a capital stock of $125,000, has been
capitalized to do business in Illinois with a capital of

$12,000.

Huntsville, Ala.—The Huntsville Electric Light &
Power Co., property rights, franchises and contracts

have been transferred to John H. Waters and T. C. Du-
pont, of Johnstown, Pa., for $40,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
St. Petersburg, Fla.—The St. Petersburg Electric

Light & Power Co., recently incorporated, already has a

plant in operation ; new machinery will be installed.

St. Augustine, Fla.—A. L. Rogers, interested in pro-

posed establishment of a $20,000 electric light plant.

Dahlonega, Ga.—The North Georgia Electric Light

& Power Co., recently incorporated, is engaged in the

development of extensive water powers.
Abbeville, S. C.—The Electric Light Power Co. has

leased the water power of Martin's Mill Shoals, on Little

River, near Abbeville, and will construct a higher dam,
to utilize all the water and develop seventy-five horse-

power.
Bell Buckle. Tenn.—F. A. Mansfield is erecting an

electric light plant.

Commerce, Tex.—The Commerce Electric Light

Co., recently incorporated, will establish an electric light

plant.

Jersey City, N. J.—Clark Electrical Co., incorporated

by Clayton B. Clark, Edgar L. Ryder, John McNally,
Edmund F. Sheehan and John Gibney ; manufacture
telephones, etc. Capital stock, $100,000.

Bellbtickle, Tenn.—F. A. Mansfield contemplates es-

tablishment of an electric light plant.

NEW YORK NOTES.

carry four thousand lamps.

THE CO-PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing under
the firm name of the Universal Electric Pull Socket and
Switch Company, and doing business at 409-413 East
91st street, New York City, was dissolved on August 5th,
J 899. The business will be continued under the name of
Eschwei Electric Company, Charles Eschwei. proprietor,
at 47-49 Centre street. All the liabilities are assumed
and all collections will be made by Mr. Eschwei.

REPRESENTATIVES OF Pass & Seymour, Syra-
cuse, N. Y. ; R. Thomas & Son, Liverpool, Ohio; Brunt
Porcelain Works, Liverpool, Ohio; Imperial Porcelain
Works. Trenton. N. J.; Peru Electrical Manufacturing
Company, Peru, Ohio, and the Electric Porcelain Manu-
facturing Company, Trenton, N. J., all manufacturers of
porcelain for electrical purposes, met at in Broadway
on August 10th and formed a combination to advance the
price of their products. This was a necessary move, as
the prices at which porcelain goods have been sold during
the past few years have ruined a number of manufactur-
ers. There was really no bottom, and buyers were un-
able to determine the price at which to set their goods.
Xotice should, however, be given to the trade by the
combination before deciding upon what advance to make,
as the advance in prices made by the electrical supply
dealers and manufacturers last spring, without previous
notice having been given to the contractors, resulted dis-

astrously to a large number of the latter.

Tittle Dr Bois, an electrical and mechanical en-
geer employed in the electrical department of the Brook-
lyn Navy Yard, called at our office during the past week
and reported but little activity, the loss of the machine
shops through fire having made matters more slow.
Work is progressing on the Detroit. As Mr. Du Bois is

looking for a more favorable position, this an excellent
chance to secure the services of an engineer and electric-

ian. He is fully conversant with the installation of com-
plete electric light and power equipments, etc., and writer
can recommend him highly.

Gates & Randolph. 13-15 Manadnock Building,
Chicago. 111., engineers and contractors for electric rail-

way light and power plants, have issued an attractive cata-

logue of the various lines of electrical apparatus which
they handle. Among some of the apparatus are the
well known Triumph and Warren generators. Empire in-

struments. Scheefifer transformers and recording watt-
meters. Ideal and Victor circuit breakers. Sterling arc

lamps, etc. Correspondence is solicited.

WESTON

A. DUNLOP, of The J. Jones & Son Company, 64
Cortlandt St., has been hustling in some big orders for

switchboards during the past week, one of which will

STANDARD
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fORS AND CAR EQUIPMENTS.

The expense of operating a street railway system is

largely dependent npon the condition of the motors and
the car equipments. The selection of these involves con-

siderable forethought on the part of the engineer entrust-

ed with such a responsibility. In the present stage of the

art car equipments are delivered so complete that but

little expert knowledge is required other than to assemble
tome few minor parts; but other questions arise regard-

ing the relative efficiencies of one system over another.

and, in addition, the durability of cars and motors. For-

tunately, a choice of these can readily be made by a care-

ful consideration of the conditions of service.

A review of these conditions shows us that motor and
car equipments must be chosen in order to meet and
overcome all the exigencies of city travel. First, cars

must overcome grades, some of which exceed twelve per

cent. Second, cars must overcome lesser grades in win-

ter weather, when the slip calls for an effort from the

motor greater even than that due to a twelve per cent.

grade. Cars and equipments must be selected with refer-

ence to the length of the car and the position of the motor
with respect to the trucks and axle. It is also necessary
to consider the equipment with respect to the readiness

with which motors and trucks can he replaced and inter

changed. In fact, a car equipment purchased in the

summer and operating as smoothly as could he expected
would, under certain circumstances, become almost use-

less in severe wintery weather, thus causing a delay in

every part of the road and the subsequent loss o\ large

sums of money.
It is necessarj to have on hand two classes of ears for

summer service—one closed and one open—to meet the

conditions of the weather. "If the grades are lighl one
motor may. at the opening of warm weather, he trans

ferred to the open cars, each car thus having for sunuuet
one motor of say twenty horse power capacity. If the

grades he heavy, requiring even in summer much more
than half the weight to he on tin- driving axles, then a

double equipment of two rh< Itors per car may he had. each
of say fifteen horse power capacity. If one motor can he

successfully geared to the axles of a truck the shifting of

one live truck from the closed to the open car would, for

the lesser grade, produce the desired result of having
both classes of cars in readiness during the summer
months. Tf this condition he required on roads iM heavier

grade a complete independent equipment must be pro-
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vided for open and closed cars. Companies in general manent part of the car, that is to say, they consist of

prefer to run only the closed cars or to run the open cars open and closed cars in conjunction with each other, gen
with curtains down during summer rains or possibly to erally called "combination cars." When trailers are ai-

jTypes of Electric Railways.

J

>4f

run the open cars only as trailers."

In the present metropolitan system cars have been se-
lected, designed and built with the trailer forming a per-

tached to the driving car and the trailer is an open car

the load on the motors is transferred in warm weather to

the trailer and the difficulties in traction increased. It is
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therefore necessary to select motors and car equipments also reproduced as well ui the Uy.e nl engine used for

with respect to these conditions, so that not only can the operating a series of geneiatori. The station efficiency

cars meet the grades of the road in both winter and sum- and equipment is of course another problem, entirely dis-

mer without difficulty, but also be prepared to carry the Hnct from that of motor and car equipment, yet the two
car readily and economically when the passenger weight are so related that unless the utmost care and attention

Conditions Met .Vitli in Surburban Electric street kailway aeivice

is inappropriately distributed.

In the following illustrations are shown some of the

conditions of service met with in a suburban road operat-

ing through districts not far removed from Greater New
York. The general appearance of the engine room is

is paid to both there will be a constant nnancial leakage

from the coffers of the company which will ultimately

lead to a condition bordering on bankruptcy. After a

road has been completely installed the labor problem be-

comes the most important one, but this is considerably
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modified by the running conditions of the station and the

style and system of electric traction in use.

HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC RAILWAY SERVICE.
Many electric companies have been organized in the

past for the purpose of building roads on which electric

cars would operate, running at speeds of sixty, seventy,

eififhtv and even over a hundred miles an hour. The final

efforts of Crosby and Bell, who built an electric locomo-

tive whose velocity at times exceeded one hundred miles

an hour, prove that the practical solution of the problem

respects, much simpler than those met with on the streets.
Especially is this true in regard to placing the conductor
system in the common street, where the convenience of
the electrical engineer must be subordinated to every im-
memorial right of man. beast or tree."
They furthermore say: "Should there still be question

in the minds of any as to speeds much higher
than those commonly used, it may be stated that seventy-
five amperes, 3' five hundred volts, have been continuous-
ly supplied to a car moving at more than one hundred
and ten miles an hour. The reader may find, in a paper

Steam Generating Plant of Electric Railway Power Station.

of high-speed roads was only a question of time. The
names best known in the connection with the experimen-
tal history of general electric railway work are K. I.

Sprague, Leo Daft. Thomas A. Edison, Crosby and Bell,

David G. Weems, and others.

The conditions to be met with in high-speed service

are about the same as those inviting difficulties in low-

speed service. According to Crosby and Bell, the diffi-

culties in the way of high-speed service have been practi-

cally overcome. They say: "In the light of the expe-

rience of to-day no one of the competent engineers who
has had to do with the electric railway work of the las'

few years would hesitate, if supplied with the proper

amount of money, to undertake the successful installa-

tion of an electric rapid transit system, meeting all the

requirements of the New York elevated railway or Lon-
don underground service. The conditions are, in many

read before the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers. February 24th. 180,1, an article by O. T. Crosby,
entitled "Report of High-Speed Electric Railway Work,"
which contains matter of the deepest interest to those en-

gaged in high-speed service experiments.

In the above illustration is shown a half transverse sec-

tion of an electric locomotive with which the enormous
speed of one hundred miles an hour was obtained. As
regards the efficiency of high-speed service, an electric

locomotive, moving at seventy miles an hour, is working
more economically, if supplied with efficient gearing, than

a steam locomotive. Hut on roads for heavy traffic steam
is cheaper than electricity when the resulting efficiency of

the motor and gearing is less than seventy per cent. The
unsatisfactory rails, the atmospheric resistance and a few
mechanical difficulties at present stand somewhat in the

way of success in high-speed service, but there is no ab-
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THE X RAYS AND M. LABORI.

The attempted assassination of M. Labori, counsellor

to Captain Dreyfus, at Rennes, France, on Monday,
August 14th, while on his way to the Lycee, brought
to light a condition of affairs that can hardly be accred-

ited to any part of civilized France. Excluding the negli-

gence and dilatory action of the gendarmes in catching

either of the two assassins the treatment of the victim

calls forth considerable professional criticism, to be par-

doned only now—in the eleventh hour, as it were—by tHe

announcement that the distinguished patient has re-

covered from an injury whose nature was so much in

duubt for days.

It is claimed that the injury was inflicted about 6 A.

M. on the day mentioned; that the weapon used was a

pistol of unknown make, fired at close range; that the

ball entered posteriolly, penetrating the thorax to tin-

right of the spinal column, on a line with the fifth of sixth

dorsal vertebrae. Medical aid, consisting of four local

surgeons, arrived at the scene of the shooting perhaps
half an hour later. Considerable hemorrhage prevented
practical exploration, which is, in cases of this

nature, alwavs a serious condition, so that the actual

extent of the injury could hardly be ascertained within

an hour. At 7.30 A. M. a diagnosis that predicted a

fatal ending was made public. Naturally the medical
profession of the entire civilized globe by this time
awaited a confirmation of the sad prognosis. None
came.

Apart from the general practitioner, the radioeraoher

—and modern surgeon of America—was the most con-

cerned. It is needless to say that no data came. No*
until Wednesday was an X ray apparatus obtained, for

the purpose of substantiating any prognosis, and that

had to be sent for from Paris (according to cable). This

certainly speaks very unfavorably of the standing of the

general surgeon and more so of the military surgeony

who have attended M. Labori. Although symptom*
pointed to a possible recovery, there was no excuse what-
ever for such surgical negligence. If it were no more
than a matter of cold history, a radiograph should 'have

been made at least twenty hours after the injury was in-

flicted. We have been informed of the result obtained

with the unfailing X rays, that a flattened ball was found
lying laterally about the "costo-transvcrsal joint," show-
ing no fracture about the ribs whatever, which could in-

dicate that perhaps the missile struck one of the vertebrae

and glanced off through the muscular tissues overlying
the bony thorax. This.; assures us there need have been
no alarm felt for the patient.

The lack of. an X ray apparatus at Rennes seems al-

is't incredible, especially when we look over the long
list of France's author-investigators and experimenters.

YeCsuch is the startling truth, and all the more's the pity

at this, the end of the nineteenth centurv.

LIGHTNING DISCHARGES IN CENTRAL STA-
TIONS.

The vast amount oLdamage done by a lightning dis-

charge in central stations have often aroused the curios-

ity of those who have made a special study of static dis-

charges, yet could not account for the destruction and
damage wrought by a mometary flash whose amperage
was certainly limited to a comparatively weak current.

The question has 'frequently been asked, though little

or no reasoning has been done on the subject, how can
lightning destroy a central station? As far as the elec-

tromotive force is concerned, experiments have shown
that approximately two millimeters is bridged with a

pressure of two thousand volts. Four thousand volts

will spark four millimeters ; six thousand volts ten milli-

meters, and fourteen thousand volts twenty-four milli-

meters. According to these figures a discharge many
thousand feet, long represents 'an enormous pressure

which, operating in conjuction with even a small current,
'.• >uld reach thousands of horse power.

But the injury done to a station, as shown by the con-

flagration that generally follows in the path of a light-

ning discharge, cannot be due directly to the high elec-

tromotive force, but shows all the signs of having been
caused by very heavy current ; in fact, as though the

power of the generators had been the cause of a com-
bustion which involved themselves. In consequence of

this phenomenon, investigations have been set on foot

which show that, in the majority of cases, a station

struck by lightning and injured by the same, except in

special cases, represents a condition of affairs that cannot
be traced, as far as the damage is concerned, directlv to

the lightning. The lightning in all probability travels

along the leads into the station, reaches certain switches

and generators and jumps through them, starting an arc

through which the entire current of the generator pass<

in many cases, setting the station on fire and causing
widespread damage. The discharge in itself, unless very
severe, causes but little destruction, yet the real danger
is more in its jumping across wires between which a high
potential difference exists, thereby starting an arc be-

tween them and causing fire. The necessity, therefore. \&
obvious, in all large plants or stations, for thoroughly --

reliable lightning arrester- in which the discharge, is

safely conducted to the earth and absolutely prevented,
from reaching valuable machinery.
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solute reasen why, commercially and practically, electric

locomotives could not be used at speeds exceeding eighty

miles an hour.

ELECTROLYSIS FROM ELECTRIC RAILWAY
CURRENTS.

When electrolysis from electric railway currents was

first discovered, sweeping assertions were made as to the

#t»ftivor©usn«ss of the •urrent in attacking, without re-

are so little affected as to be almost exempt. The lead
service pipes, therefore, from the water mains, and the
sheaths of underground electric cables will be the first

and chief sufferers. The wrought iron gas and water
services, and the wrought iron pipes of the newer gas
companies stand next, while the cast iron mains of the
older installations, particularly those pipes made of chill

iron, will practically escape injury.

The degree and rapidity of the corrosive action depends
upon the quantity of current flowing, and the nature of
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Half Transverse Section of a High Speed Electric Locomotive.

spect. all metallic street structures, and laboratory experi-

ments were cited to show that most minute differences

of potential were sufficient to excite action. Practical

experience has not fully sustained these early gloomy
prophecies; contrariwise, it has been demonstrated that

lead is the most sensitive metal, is attacked by the small-

est difference of potential, and yields most readily and

rapidly to corrosion. Wrought iron comes next, while

cast iron, particularly those varieties that contain large

dnwdums of carbon and silicon, knows as white cast iron,

the soluble salts contained in the surrounding soil. Chlo-

rides or nitrates from the street wash in a clayey or

loamy soil favor action, while in clean, dry sand, corro-

sion is a minimum. If corrosion were uniformly dis-

tributed over the entire surface of an exposed pipe, a

measurement of the current and an analysis of the soil

would enable a fairly accurate prediction as to the prob-

able rate of injury, but as disintegration always proceeds

by pitting, the damage is concentrated on particular

spots, and the metal is perforated with comparative rap-
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idity. As lead is most rapidly attacked, it is easy to test

the probable maximum rate of action at any place by
putting weighted test pieces of sheet lead in the street

manholes and reweighing them after a lapse of time.

The greatest economy in a local protecting system is

attained by making it as small as possible, and the system
is a minimum under the following three conditions:

—

i. The danger areas must be reduced to their least

dimension.
2. They must be brought as close as possible to the

power station.

3. The current escaping from electro-positive points

must be reduced to a minimum.
It was formerly the practice to connect the positive

pole of the station dynamo to earth, and the negative

pole to trolley wire, with the result that the portion of the

underground systems remote from the power house,

covering a widespread territory, were rendered electro-

positive, and the danger areas extended to the maximum
limits, so the first step towards protection was taken

by reversing the generator poles, rendering all the ter-

ritory remote from the generators electro-negative and
concentrating the electro-positive points in the immediate
vicinity of the station. By this simple expedient the first

two of the three conditions have been fulfilled with the

most gratifying results.

As to the third condition, we know that in the metal

of the track the railways have a conductor of magnifi-

cent proportions, far exceeding in electrical conductivity

any feeder system in use. But in order to realize the full

value of the rails, it is necessary to insure perfect elec-

trical continuity.—that debatable ground upon which

has been fought the battle of the bonds.—Arthur V.

Abbott, in Cassier's Magazine.

Electric /HMnfng.

ELECTRICITY IN COAL MIXING.
By John Price Jackson and Frank F. Thompson.

(Concluded from Page 107.)

Coal Cutting.—Under suitable conditions under-cut
coal cutters will permit a great saving of labor, and there-
fore of expense, in soft coal mining. But in a large num-
ber of cases such cutters have been thrown out as un-
satisfactory and have been replaced by compressed air

drills or other apparatus. In mines where curve veins
abound they have ordinarily given much trouble.

The cutter strikes the clay vein and sticks, or worse,
bends, causing it to wedge tightly. This necessitates dig-
ging out with the pick axe and expensive repairs. The
most serious difficulty seems to arise from poor mechan-
ical design and construction, combined sometimes with
electrical faults. It should be possible to overcome these

difficulties. In one mine where great trouble of this

nature was previously experienced a new set of machines
is now giving great satisfaction.

Electric Pumps.—Electric pumps run by induction

motors give very satisfactory service. The conditions

met with in mining often necessitate frequent re-location

of the pumps, and in this respect the electric pump is

by far the most satisfactory. The attention required is

certainly a minimum. A particular pump tested ran about
ten hours per day, and the only attention required was
that necessary for starting, stopping, and lubrication.

Some mine owners have objected seriously to the electric

pumps. In most cases these objections have been due
to the compact arrangement of the pump and motor. In

one mine which came under our observation, a 10-H. P.

pump, which was bought with the motor, was replaced

by the water end of a steam pump with a great improve-
ment in the service. If electric motors were made to

suit the pumps, and not the pumps to suit the motors,

it would go far toward obviating the most serious ob-

jections. When the pump must be of large capacity and
when it can be located within a reasonable distance of
the steam plant, a steam pump would probably show
greater economy.

Wiring and Pressure.—Wiring in mines is subject to
certain restrictions which do not apply in ordinary wir-
ing. There is no doubt that the 550-volts used for haul-
age is dangerous for horses. It is therefore customary
m many mines to shut off the trolley current while the
mules are being taken in or out of the mines. If a polv-
phase system is installed for operating cutters, pump's,
etc., in the mine it should be run through the air courses
and not through the main gangway. A pressure of 550-
volts alternating is much more dangerous than the same
direct-current pressure. The class of labor which is usu-
ally employed in the soft coal fields is of a low grade of
intelligence, and many instances are recorded of serious
personal injury or loss of life from accidental or inten-
tional contact with the wires on both 500-volt A. C. and
D. C. service. Although the mine laborers may have
been repeatedly warned of the danger, they continue
careless about the wires. When the mine roof is low
enough to be reached by the men, the common practice
is to run trolley wire along one side supported by the usua!
hangers. When feeders are necessary they should be
run along the same side. The other side of the roof
should be kept clear.

Ordinary bare wire is preferable in mine work. The
best insulation, rubber compounds, deteriorate rapidlv
under the action of the sulphur water. Any other insu-
lation soon becomes inefficient owing to the moisture
which is always present in a mine.

In large operations such as those at Windber, where
20 miles of trolley are already in service, it is undoubt-
edly advisable to use at least 500 volts pressure for haul-
age. The polyphase power should preferably be used
at a lower pressure for the sake of safety to employees.
This could often be done without an undue expenditure
of copper, by carrying high-pressure lines overhead to
air ducts, or through unused passages to suitable points
for distribution, where the pressure could be lowered by
transformers W'hen it is necessary to run wires down a
shaft through which coal is to hoisted, the best practice

would be either to use lead covere.l cable, or wire which
has been insulated with rubber, heavily braided, and
drawn into an iron conduit having the ends hermetically

sealed. In many instances when wires have been in-

stalled without such protection, in old shafts, trouble has

resulted from the breaking of the wires, caused bv lumps
of coal falling down the shaft, etc.

Skilled Employees.—Too much pains cannot be taken

to employ careful men as motormen for the haulage m 1-

tors. The mine track is far from being up to the street

railway standard. To haul a long trip of wagons over a

bad track requires careful handling of the motor. The
motorman should be trained to study his track and his

load, and know when and where to let his trip run slack

and where to keep the couplings taut. A case came un-

der the writer's observation where a careful motorman
handled a trip of 15 loaded wagons, while another motor-

man stalled with 10 wagons on the same stretch of track.

This matter u i very important one from the mine own-
ers' point of View. The cost of driving gangways and
shafts is considerable, and any method which will allow

of an increase in the quantity of coal which can be taken

from a single opening in a given time, adds very mate-

rially to the mine owners' profits.

Lighting and Signals.—As the lighting of a mine is a

comparatively simple matter, it is scarcely necessary to

consider it here. The universal method is to light up all

switch points, and only other places of exceptional im-

portance. In large mines using a number of locomotives

an efficient system of signals should be used in the main
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headings. This should be an automatic block system.

Mr. .VS. McAlister, of Windber, Penn.. has worked out

such a system, using incandescent lamps between trolley

and rails, which is working admirably.

Efficiency.—The question of efficiency, from a fuel

standpoint/ is of comparatively small relative value, as

the difference in actual cost in fuel in the different sys-

tems is insignificant when compared with other expenses.

Data available seem to indicate, however, that the all-elec-

tric systems lead in this respect. As regards the total

commercial efficiency, including maintenance, labor, in-

terest, and depreciation, there can be no doubt but that

the compound electric system using polyphase and direct

currents, will give the best results.

General.—The data and statements presented in this

short paper are gathered from personal experience in the

mines, from mine superintendents, and from student the-

sis work carried on under the supervision of the Penn-

sylvania State College. In writing the paper it was not

intended to give a complete detailed treatise on the iise

of electricity in mines, but to outline the most important

conditions and facts bearing upon such utilizations.

Stms Currents.

UTILIZING THE TOWER OF THE TIDES FOR
GENERATING ELECTRICITY.

At Pont-L'Abbe. Finisterre, France, the tides are util-

ized during fourteen hours per da\ in generating power.

At flood tides, the water flows through a canal two and a

half miles inland, into a pond in rear of the power house

receiving the water, which returns to the sea at ebb tide.

The total fall is from 6 l/2 to 7] j feet, and 80-hp are gen-

erated by means of turbines. It has been proposed to

applv this means to generate electric power for industrial

application.—Ex.
LORD KELVIN'S SUCCESSOR.

There is said to be a brisk competition for the Chair of

Natural Philosophy in Glasgow University, which,

thanks to Lord Kelvin, has become the most illustrious

in the world for the time being. The post is worth

£1,000 a year, with a free house close by. For many

years Dr. J. T. I.ottomley. F.R.S., a nephew of Lord

Kelvin, has taught the class, and been a partial substi-

tute for his lordship. Dr. Bottomley is among the appli-

cants for election, and he has some distinguished rivals.

—Ex.
UTILIZING GARBAGE.

Mr. R. Diesel, of Munich, the designer of the Diesel

heat engine, has recently patented in England a new
means of effecting ignition and combustion in internal-

combustion engines. The method consists in compress-

ing the combustible charge to a degree below that at

which it attains its ignition temperature, and then forci g
into it another combustible having a lower ignition tem-

perature, such that it becomes ignited by the heat of the

compressed charge and thereby effects its combustion.

Again, by varying the maimer of the introduction and

the proportion of the charge introduced, the combustion

of the working charge can be correspondinglv varied.

—Ex.
A NOVEL BURGLAR ALARM.

Catching bicycle thieves by electricity is now said to

he one of the pastimes of Chicago. Bicycles are piled up
outside of the door of most salesrooms and the bicycle

thief usually takes die outside one and walks off with it

before the alarm can he given. Now an electric bell is

connected by wire with a button in the sidewalk. While
the bicycle rests on this button all is safe. The moment
the wheel is moved or raised the button is released and

the bell rings steadily. No device could be better, for all

the bicycles next to the outside one are protected by it.

as they cannot be moved without disturbing the other

one.—Ex.

A NEW WATER POWER PROJECT.
The Chicago Railway and Engineering Review draws

attention to a scheme which is projected in Nebraska
for utilizing a waterfall some 135 feet in height for the
development of power to operate a 25,000 H. P. electrical

plant. This waterfall is on the Piatt River west of Fre-
mont, and the energy is to be transmitted to Omaha,
which is 35 miles distant. The valley of the river men-
tioned has a fall of 6 feet per mile for 27 miles west of Fre-
mont, and. having a high bluff running parallel with it

some distance south, a level crest is maintained for the

whole length. It is proposed to make a canal which shall

have a grade of 1 foot per mile along the crest of this

ridge, into which the river water, by means of a dam,
will be diverted. According to the Western Electrician,

Chicago, General King, of Drayton. Ontario, together
with a syndicate of New York and London capitalists,

are concerned in the enterprise. The construction of the

c.nal and reservoir is to cost $2,000,000.—Ex.

ELECTROLYTIC SEPARATION OF CADMIUM-
FROM IRON.

According to W. Stortenbecker, in the Zeitschrift fur

Elektrochemie, a method for separating these two metals
in slightly acid solution has already been described by
Smith. As a cyanide solution gives the best deposits of

cadmium the author has made certain experiments with

the object of finding out whether such a solution could

not be used for the electrolytic separation of iron from
cadmium. When an excess of cyanide of potassium is

added to a solution of a ferrous salt, a soluble ferrocyanide

of potassium is formed. When solutions of ferric salts,

hydrated peroxide of iron is produced, and only a very

small proportion of iron passes into the cyanide solution.

The method proposed by the author is based on the non-
electrolytic decomposition of the soluble ferrocyanide of

potassium. The mixed salts of iron and cadmium are

dissolved in 100 c. c. of water very slightly acidulate,!

with a few drops of dilute sulphuric acid ; to this is added
2 or 3 grms. of pure cyanide of potassium, and the whole
heated until the solution becomes perfectly clear. If this

clarification requires too long a time a few drops of

caustic potash may be added. The solution is then di-

luted to 200—250 c. c, and, after cooling, electrolyzed

with a current of 0.05 to 0.10 ampere per square de-

cimeter. The deposit of cadmium is perfectly coherent.

If the solution contains but a small quantity of iron, the

floating hydrated peroxide may be neglected ; but if, on
the contrary, the iron is present in any considerable pro-

portion it becomes necessary to reduce this ferric salt to

the ferrous state by means of a sulphurous acid ; to effect

this it suffices to add to the acid solution on a small

quantity of sulphite of soda, and heat for a short while.

—Ex.
'

A POSSIBLE RIVAL FOR THE GENERAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY.

THE SCOTT-JANNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the Scott-Janney

Electric Company, held at Philadelphia, on August 21st,

the following were elected directors of the company:
Alexander of Philadelphia; William B. Hill; Ed-
ward A. Abbott, Concord, N. H.

; J. F. Frank Le Bar,

Providence Life and Trust Company, Philadelphia

;

Henry A. Sage of Ogdensburg, N. Y. ; Gordon J. Scott

of Philadelphia; Gen. Frank Reeder of Easton, Pa.;

Robert. New York. James B. Dill, W. W. Wolverton,

treasurer Bell Telephone Company ; Charles W. Drake,

former vice-president of the Missouri Pacific Railway
Company; Allen D. Loney, New York; T. Quincy
Brown, president o fthe Atlantic National Bank of Bos-

ton ; Daniel O'Day of New York ; Frank R. Hansell,

George H. B. Martin, William S. Janney, R. F. Loper
and Charles F. Walter.
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The Scott-Janney Company was recently incorporated properly; the electric lighting done with this gas con-

at Trenton, X. J., with a capital of $30,000,000, and in- sumption reaches as high as thirty sixteen candle powe

Three Horse Power Gas Engine Plant for Domestic Lighting.

tends to compete with the General Electric and W'est-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. It is

reported that a large plant will be erected at Philadelphia

at once.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
SMALL DOMESTIC PLANTS FOR ELECTRIC

LIGHTING.
In the illustration is shown a small gas engine plant of

lamps. With gas at sixty cents per thousand cubic feet,

is would only be possible with gas jets to run thirty five

foot burners about seven hours, but by this arrangement

thirty incandescent lamps of the same candle power as

five foot burners can be operated for nearly twenty hours

This is about three times the efficiencv. and of course one-
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Formulae Relating to Cost, Size and Weight of Conductors.

about three horse power. The gas consumption does not third the cost by using the gas in an engine instead oi

exceed fifteen feet per hour when the engine is working merely burning it.
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COST OF CONDUCTORS FOR POWER TRANS-
MISSION.

In the following tables are shown the relations existing

between the cost of conductors per horse power at motor
terminals under conditons of least total first cost. Also
the curves of least cost of generator, plus conductor per

horse power. In addition, the cost of generators as

sumed as being thirty-six dollars per horse power it

brushes. These tables, of which immediate applicatiol

can be made, speak for themselves in expressing a rela-

tion between the absissae and ordinates thus represented
The power transmisson handbooks, of course, give for-

mulae showing a further extension of the principle and
including the cost of conductors, etc.. for generators far

removed from the extremitv of the line.

between Gjedser and Walneumende. This is an oppor-
tunity for American cable manufacturers to seize.
The Dominion House of Commons recently unani-

mously adopted the Government resolution providing
for Canada's contribution to the Pacific cable project.
-Mr. Mulock announced that the estimated cost of the
construction of the line had been revised, and was now
placed at £1,700,000. He confidently anticipated that
the cable would become a paying enterprise in a few
years. The annual cost of maintenance, repairs, sinking
fund, and the interest would be £144.886. and he be-
lieved that, after these charges had been paid, there
would be a surplus even in the first year's operations.
Great Britain and Canada would contribute five-eigh-
teenths each, ar.d Xew Zealand. Queensland. Xew South

Curves Showing Relation Between Cost of Copper, Horse Power, Distance, Etc.

^Business IRews.

FOREIGN TRADE NEWS.
(Special Washington Correspondence to the Electrical

Age.)
Washington, I). C, Aug. 18. 1899.—The Secretary to

the British Legation at Munich, Bavaria, reports to his

government that the machinery trade is exceedingly
good, and that the electrical engineering trade is also
active and prospers.

The directors of the British Insulated Wire Company.
Prescot, have declared an interim dividend on the ordin-
ary shares at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum for the
half year ending June 30th .

A British consul in Denmark reports that as soon as
the Danish Government can obtain the necessary grants,
it will take steps for the construction of a telegraph cable

Wales, and Victoria two-eighteenths each. The govern-
ing board would consist of eight members—three from
Australasia, three from Great Britain, and two from Can-
ada. Mr. Mulock paid a 4iigh compliment to Sir Sand-
ford Fleming for the ability and energy with which he
had advocated the project for many years. Sir Charles
Tupper heartily congratulated the Government on its

presenting the resolution, and said he believed that the
cable would be of great benefit in developing trade be-
tween the different portions of the Empire.

Passengers to the number of 100,000,000 travelled

last year on the electric railways in Canada, an increase
of over 19 per cent, compared with the previous year,

when the number was 83,811,306. There is a steady ex-
pansion of electric railway systems in Canada, and the
figures for the present year will be larger. Statistics for

1897 show that the steam railways in Canada carried in

that year 16,171,338 passengers. It is interesting to note
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this by way of comparison.

The directors of the Metropolitan Electric Supply

Company, of London, announce an interim dividend for

the past half year at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum.
The directors of the Bournemouth and Poole Elec-

tricity Supply Company, London, have declared an in-

terim dividend on the preference shares at the rate of

4^4 per cent, per annum for the half year ending June

30th, payable on August 15th.
\

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL NEWS.
(Special Correspondence to The Electrical Age.)

Montreal, Aug. 19, 1899.

Renfrew, Ont.—The Renfrew Electric Light and Pow-
er Company is being organized, with capital stock at

$50,000. The company propose to develop the water

power of the Bonnechere River.

St. Johns, Que.—A by-law to raise $20,000 to install

an electric light plant for the town was defeated recently.

Wroxeter, Ont.—A movement is on foot to secure the

installation of an electric light plant.

Victoria, B. C.—The electric light station is to be en-

larged and an additional plant put in under the super-

vision of Engineer C. H. Topp.
Orillia, Ont.—The Engineering Contract Company, of

New York, through their Canadian agency, have been

figuring on the proposed power transmission scheme with

a view of taking the contract abandoned by the Central

Construction Company.
Almonte, Ont.—A by-law to raise $30,000 by deben-

tures for the purpose of installing a civic electric light

plant has been given its second reading in council. The
rate-payers will vote on the question on September 25th.

Armprior, Ont.—R. Anderson, of Ottawa, has sub-

mitted to the council a proposition to install an electric

light plant, building a power house at Galletta, and it is

expected that he will be given the contract and commence
work at once on his proposed plant.

Shawville, Que.—Robert Surtees, C. E., of Ottawa,
has estimated the cost of a waterworks system for this

town at $1,000 and electric light plant at $4,000.

Baddeck, N. S.—It is probable that an electric light

plant will be installed here.

Rat Portage, Ont.—A new company, promoted by D.
C. Cameron, has made a proposition to the town for street

lighting.

Waterloo, Ont.—J. Stewart Clark has written to the
council regarding the proposed construction of an elec-

tric railway from Waterloo to Port Colborne.
Montreal, Que.—The Montreal Street Railway, have

decided to equip their cars with fenders. The company
has also purchased the right of way with a view to build-
ing a line round the foot of the mountain to Westmount.

Ottawa, Ont.—It is again stated that the Ottawa
Electric Railway Company will build a branch line to
Rockliffe ranges.

J. Alcide Chausse.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Kingston, Ont.—The Kingston Electric Railway Com-

pany will next winter erect at Lake ( )ntario Park a

pavillion capable of seating 1,500 peop'e.

Quebec, Que.—The British American Pulp and Paper
Co., composed of R. Prefontaine. oi Montreal, Jules Tes-
seir, of this city, and others, purpose constructing an elec-

tric railway from a point on the Lake St. John Railway
round the lake to Roberval with branch lines.

Halifax, N. S.

—

:
F. A. Huntress, manager of the Hali-

fax Tramway Company, has returned from a trip to the

West Indies, where he was looking over the field with

a view to securing railway franchises.

Woodstock. Ont.—Dr. S. Sitter Ickes. of the firm of

lckes & Armstrong, electric street railway promoters,
Harrisburg, Pa., was again in the city last week in con-
nection with the project to construct an electric railway

connecting Woodstock with the neighboring towns. It

is expected that the first line will be constructed to Hick-
son and Embro.

Hamilton, Ont.—The Cateract Power Company have
taken over the Hamilton and Dundas Railway and will

commence at an early date the construction of a line to

Guelph. The company also contemplate the construc-
tion of the Hamilton, Anca.ster and Brantford Electric

Railway.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FOR WEEK ENDING AUGUST 15,

1899, $42,725.

New York, N. Y., August 15, 1899.—The following
exports of electrical material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.—3 cases electrical material, $200.
Argentine Republic.—7 packages electrical material,

$123; 11 cases electrical material, $630; 1 motor current,

$250.
Brazil.—23 cases electrical material, $2,559.
Bergen.— 1 package electrical material, $21.
Bolivia.—6 packages electrical material, $141.
Bremen.— 1 electric motor, $150.
British West Indies.—21 packages electrical material,

$454-
Berlin.— 1 case electrical material, $1,160.
Central America.— 1 case electrical material, $29.
Chili.—43 packages electrical material, $1,136.
Copenhagen.— 1 package electrical material, $25.
China.—33 cases electrical machinery, $1,175.
Cuba.—33 cases electrical machinery, $372; 12 pack-

ages electrical material, $398.
Havre.—36 cases electrical machinery, $2,089; 35

cases electrical material, $4,612; 17 boxes motors, $6,500.
Hamburg.—24 packages electrical machinery, $2,000;

10 packages electrical material, $1,312.
Hong Kong.—10 packages electrical machinery, $600.
Japan.—34 cases electrical machinery, $3,848; 10 cases

electrical material, $652 ; 2 cases electrical locomotive,
$3.ooo.

London.—10 packages electrical machinery, $979.
Liverpool.—87 packages electrical material. $4,836; 5

cases electrical machinery. $650.
Manchester.—2 packages electrical material. $35.
Mexico.—2 cases electrical material, $110.
Moscow.— 1 package electrical material, $89.
Milan.—4 cases electrical machinery. $500.
New Castle.— 1 package electrical material. $10.
Oporto.—3 packages electrical material. $363.
Odessa.—5 cases electrical machinery. $250.
Peru.— 1 case electrical machinery, $555; I case elec-

tros, $10.
Porto Rico.—3 cases electrical material, $52.
Stockholm.— 1 package electrical material, $34.
Stettin.— 1 case electrical material, $39.
U. S. Columbia.—6 cases electrical material, $538.
Venice.—3 packages electrical material, $39.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Roswell, Ga.—The city council has granted franchises

to the Roswell Electric Street Railway. Light and Power
Co. for the construction of an electric line and operation
of an electric light plant.

Uniontown. Ala.—The city contemplates establishing
the electric light plant of twenty-five arc and 150 incan-
descent lights, to be operated in connection with the
water works. Address L. A. Morgan, mayor.
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Bennettsville, S. C—The Bennettsville Light and

Power Go. will erect an electric light plant. Address H.

L. McColl.

Owenton. Ky.—Col. William Lindsay, J. M. Herndon

and others are organizing a company for the establish-

ment of water works and electric light plant.

Winchester, Va.—The Winchester Gas and Electric

Light Co. will be awarded contract for lighting the city

for five years, provided it erects a new electric light

plant.

EHzabethtown, Ky.—David L. May, W. C. Montgom-

ery and R. G. Phillips have incorporated the Eliza-

bethtown Electric Light Co.. with a capital stock of

$5,000.

Cumberland, Md.—The Edison Electric Illuminating

Co. will install two dynamos of 2000 candle-power each.

Devvitt, Ark.—R. A. Houston contemplates the erec-

tion of an electric light plant.

Cuero, Tex.—The city will probably issue bonds for

the erection of an electric light plant to be operated in

connection with its water works system. Address "The

Mayor."

Great Falls, Md.—The Great Falls Power Co. af

Washington, D. C. will construct a dam at Great Falls

and a canal or sluice to convey the water to a power-

house for the purpose of generating electricity, and will

utilize the power of the Potomac river for the purpose

of generating electricity, which can be used both for

lighting and street railroad purposes.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Baltimore, Md.—'Plans for the seven-story fireproof

steel structure to be erected by the Maryland Telephone

and Telegraph Co., at a cost of $125,000, have been com-

pleted. An improved switchboard with a capacity of

6,000 telephones and costing $150,000 will be installed.

Plans also include the erection of six supplementary

exchanges in different parts of the city, each with a

capacity of 1,000 telephones.

Morganton, N. C.—The Burke County Telephone and

Telegraph Co. have been incorporated to operate tele-

phone exchanges in Morganton and throughout Burke

bounty; capital stock, $3,000; incorporators, George I

White, Sinclair M. McDowell, of Marion, and W. C. Er-

vin, of Morganton.

Keyser, W. Va.—Chartered: The Union Telephone

Co., with authorized capital of $50,000, by C. W. Siever

and others.

Durham, N.. C.—The Interstate Telephone Co. will

establish a factory for the manufacture of telephones.

Crossville, Tenn.—The Gainesboro Telephone Co. has

let contract for the extension of its line from Crossville

to Wihitwell, and is also arranging to put in an exchange

at Crossville.

Sumter, S. C.—The Telephone Manufacturing Co. will

erect a new telephone factory; Peter Blow, Knoxville,

Tenn., president.

Lexington, Va.—Arrangements have been completed

for construction of telephone system from Lexington to

Lynchburg by the Lexington Telephone Co. and the

Lynchburg Telephone Co.

Big Springs, Tex.—Mrs. J. E. Brewer will construct a

telephone line.

PHONOGRAPH DEPARTMENT OF THE E. T.
PAULL MUSIC COMPANY MAKING THE

"CASEY" SERIES OF TALKING
RECORDS,

E. T. Paull Music Company, of 44 West 29th St.. New
York City, have, in addition to the talent named in a pre-

vious issue, also made arrangements with Mr. Joseph R.

Gannon to make for them the celebrated Casey series of

talking records.

Mr. Gannon has included a number of new sub-

jects, in addition to the ever popular old ones, and has no

superior in making these wonderfully successful records.

As the E. T. Paull Music Co. are making only original

master records, dealers in phonograph records will be

able to obtain from this company the best and loudest

talking records ever heard of this celebrated series. It

will certainly pay any dealer in phonograph records to

make a sample order, as they are among the greatest sell-

ers on the market. The E. T. Paull Music Co. propose to

furnish the best that can be obtained, and guarantee to

supply original master records at a lower price than any
one else. A special feature of their business will be piano
solos of Mr. E. T. Paull's compositions played by himself.

It has been very hard and almost impossible heretofore

to get good piano solo records. With the improved ap-

pliances, however, that the E. T. Paull Music Co. have
incorporated in their plant, they will be able to supply
piano solos of a vastly superior quality to any heretofore

obtained. Mr. Paull has a national reputation as a march
writer, and several of his compositions are the best known
pieces on the market. It will be quite a novelty to obtain

piano solo records played by the composer. It will be
well for dealers to write for the low prices this company
propose to make on original master records.

NEW YORK NOTES,
GEBERECN-FLYNX C( >MPAXY. paper box man-

ufacturers of 69-71 Wooster St.. New York City, have
closed a contract with the Xorthern Engineering Com-
pany, 39-41 Cortlandt St.. agents for the Northern Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company, of Madison. Wis., to in-

stall a 40 K. W. dynamo, direct connected to a Russell

engine, and five ceiling type motors, direct connected to

line shafts. The Northern Engineering Company has

shipped to Hawaii several direct connected dynamos
and engines for light and power. The Northern Electric

Manufacturing Company have arranged through their

New York agents, the Northern Engineering Company,
to have Messrs. Veritas. Limited, of London, handle

their apparatus in Great Britain and the colonies.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS a»„

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in

struuient of the type de-

serving this name.

Write for Circulars and frl e Lists

8 and 9,

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,

] 14-120 William Street, Newark. N.J.
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Electricity in Aining.

Jeffrey's Electric Mining Locomotive.

ELECTRICITY IN THE MINE.

Since the days of Sir Humphrey Davey various efforts

have been made to diminish the risk of personal injury

in the mine. The dangers of fire damp, the injuries sus-

tained from falling walls, and the difficulties in labor at-

tending the transportation of the crude ore or coal are

still subjects of which the novelists never tires.

In an article on the deep mines of Cornwall, whose
subheading is "A Life of Poverty. Toil and Tragedy. Sup-
ported by Rare Piety." we find the following extract

:

'Tn the remote workings the heat is so great that the men
strip themselves to the waist to battle with the granite

rocks and terrible is their aspect, as seen by the flickering

light of the tallow dips clinging to the walls. Their bodies

stream with perspiration, their wet skins gleaming in the

light. Red mud is splashed, like the blood 01 the wounded
mine, from their murderous hands and arms. It stains

their hair, their beards, and puts upon their faces, as it

were, fantastic marks. Their eyes Hash under the excite-

ment of the tremendous effort; their knotted muscles re-

volt against the restraining skin.

All clay long the heavy silence of the mine is broken in

upon by the sounds of blasting. The detonation varies.

according to the distance, from the popping of a cork to

the roar of thunder. Proximity to such an explosion is

always for those unaccustomed to it a troubling expe-

rience but the miners do not mind it. What harasses
them most is the smoke, the foul air which follows upon
the blasting. They call it the '•funk," and the '•funk" in

its effects upon their lungs, but mainly in its hindrace of

their work is looked up by them as one of their worst
enemies."

From this brief description of the tremendous physical
effort which miners are called upon to exert it is seen
that any labor saving device would be welcomed, not only
by the miners but the proprietors to whom a machine,
adapted to any specific purpose, means a direct saving of

money and added facility in the removal 01 ore. In the

illustration is shown a typical mine locomotive operated
by electricity, manufactured by the Jeffrey Manufactur-
ing Company, Columbus, ( ). This locomotive in its

size, compactness and traction effort is admirably suited

to the conditions of mining practice. By its aid not only
is ore transported with the greatest readiness from point

to point in the mine but the men employed generally

for that purpose devote themselves fre<*ly to mining
proper and thereby add greatly to the net profits earned

by the end of the year. Tn addition to this the current

is used for lighting the mine and motors are driven in its

furthest recesses which operate large blowers, fans and
ventilators, therein almost annihilating the dreaded
funk" or vitiated air.
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Electric Xigbt ano power.

A CENTRAL STATION AT STOCKHOLM,
SWEDEN.*

Some time ago it was our privilege to make a journey

to Stockholm, and we then had the pleasure of making
acquaintance with Mr. Decker, the genial engineer of the

were the place and if this were the time, we should delight

in picturing to our readers the "Venice of the North"

—

Stockholm. Here nature and art have combined to pro-

duce one of the finest cities upon the face of this earth, and
to the electrical engineer the lighting display at night as the

vessel comes up to the quay must be pronounced mag-
nificent.

The Stockholm central station belongs to the munici-

pality. It was built in the years 1890-92 in accordance with

-2.G7- 2.67 - »f - - c-J.CO- - -*

—

- -S.ees- -

Plan of Boiler Room—Stockholm Central Station.

(Through the Courtesy of "Electricity." 1

central station. We had promised ourselves a further visit a resolution of the City Council dated December 13, 1889.

to Sweden, for though Switzerland may perhaps pride itself It will thus be seen that the municipal authorities of Stock-

upon being the pioneer of water-power installations, Sweden holm were fairly early in the field in coming to the conclu-

W*.*
(Through the Courtesy of 'Electricity. "1Plan of Engine and Dynamo Room—Stockholm Central Station.

sion that electric lighting was a practical and indeed a

necessary method of artificially lighting a large city. The
site selected is in the center of the northern part of Stock-

holm, and as yet only that district has been supplied. The
station was designed by Mr. A. Ahlsell and Mr. A. Decker,

the latter having had entire charge as managing engineer

has not shown itself slow in following so admirable an ex-
ample. Truly there is much to learn, not only in telephony,

]but in power and lighting work, and the practice of success-

ful central stations is always worth consideration. If this

^Frgm the "Electrical Engineer," London.
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and having organized the whole system since the comple-
tion of the station—or, rather, since the completion of the

first portion of it—for, as is usual, extensions are still in

progress. When these are completed the station will have a

capacity of 2,500 hp. The original installation was com-
pleted on July 16, 1892, and officially opened on September
1 of that year, since when an uninterrupted service has been
given. The general arrangement of the station is shown
in the accompanying drawings. These give a plan of the

whole arrangement. The boiler and engine rooms are sit-

uated next the street, while the accumulator room occupies
an inner portion of the premises. Between the engine and
boiler house are coal bunkers, to which coal is carried by
a conveyor from the yard. The floor of the bunkers slopes

towards the boiler house, admitting of easy access to the

fuel. Above the boiler house are placed the offices, the
manager's room, drawing office, laboratory and work-

inclinations, varies the cut off. The intermediate and low
pressure valves are operated by eccentrics. The bearings on
each side of the flywheel are kept cool by means of running
water. The third engine has cylinders respectively of 460
mm., 750 mm., and 1,210 mm. diameters and 910 mm.
stroke. By 1 1 atmospheres steam pressure, 100 revolutions
per minute, and normal cut off, the power is 500 effective

hp., and by maximum cut off 640 effective hp. This engine
differs principally from the former in the manner by which
the steam is distributed. The high pressure cylinder valve
is of Ryder's type, the intermediate and low pressure cylin-

ders having slide valves and valve gear of King's system.
All steam valves are balanced and slide planes changeable.
The governor of this engine regulates the cut off indirectly

by means of a steam piston acting on the valve gear. The
fourth and fifth engines are of the same power as the pre-

ceding, and are of the same type as the small engines. All

R A
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Arrangement of Switch Sew, etc., to work the Dynamos and Bjueriei In Parallel at Stockholm.

(Through the Courtesy of "Electricity.")

shops. The walls dividing these upper roms are built upon
girders resting upon pillars.

The steam is generated in a battery of seven Babcock &
Wilcox boilers, each of 170 square meters heating surface

and 3.41 square meters grate surface. Two boilers at either

end and three in the middle are connected by steam drums,
from which are taken the steam pipes to the engines, each

engine having its separate pipe. The drums are also con-

nected so that any boiler may serve any engine. By this

device the largest dimension of the steam pipes and valves

is kept down to 150 mm. The steam engines are of the

vertical triple expansion type. Four are installed, and the

fifth is at present in process of erection. The two small

engines have respectively 371 mm., 594 mm., and 965 mm.
cylinder diameters and 643 mm. stroke. By a steam press-

ure of 11 atmospheres, 100 revolutions per minute and
normal cut off, the power developed is 250 effective hp.

;

by maximum cut off it is 320 effective hp. The high press-

ure cylinder valve is of the piston type, the two others are

common slide valves ; the one on the intermediate cylinder

being balanced. The high pressure cylinder valve derives

its motion from the connecting rod, and the cut off is auto-

matically regulated from the governor by means of a steam
piston acting on a movable guide plane, which, by different

engines are fitted with jet condensers, the necessary water
being taken from a well placed in the engine house. The
cylinders are jacketed, and in the intermediate receivers are
placed radiators heated by live steam. Careful tests have
shown the steam consumption to be 5.92 kg. (13 lb.) per
indicated hp. Before entering the engines the steam passes
through a steam trap. The feed water, which is taken from
the condensing water, passes through a purifier of Der-
vaux's system before being admitted to the boilers, the
water in the well containing carbonate and sulphate of lime
in solution, besides carbonic acid.

The dynamos are direct coupled, and are of Siemens &
llalske's internal pole type. Two are of 250 hp. to 320 hp.,

with six poles; and three are of 500 hp. to 640 hp., with
twelve poles. The former generate 670 amperes and 220
to 340 volts, and the latter 1.300 to 1,800 amperes at a press-

ure of 320 to 230 volts. The dynamos are worked in par-

allel with an accumulator battery in the way shown in the

accompanying diagram. The storage battery is of the
Tudor type. It consists of two sizes of cells, of which 2j on
either side are regulating cells. The neutral cable enters

in the middle of the battery, dividing it into two equal parts.

The main charging current is 1,320 amperes, and the dis-

charging current amounts to 1,585 amperes with a capacity
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of 2 x 5,283 ampere-hours by normal load. A balancer is

provided, consisting of two machines mounted on the same

bed-plate and coupled together.

The cables and mains are single-cored, lead covered, and

iron armored. The voltage loss in the mains is allowed to

2x1.1 volt, and the greatest loss in the feeders is 2x17
volts. The working pressure is 2x110 volts, the network

being of the three-wire system. The total length of the net-

work was 174.5 km. (about 108 miles) at the nd of last year,

and the house frontage that could be supplied 48.7 km.

(about 30 miles).

On account of the northern climate (latitude 59 degrees

20 minutes) the difference between winter and summer con-

sumption is very great. The minimum consumption during

1898 occurred on June 24, and was 545 kilowatt-hours.

The maximum load of the same day was 630 amperes at

12.30 p.m. The maximum consumption occurred on De-

cember 22, and amounted to 7,691 kilowatt-hours, with a

maximum load of 6,420 amperes. The maximum load of the

same year happened on the 21st, and was 6,660 amperes at

5 P-m -

Strap Currents.

TELEGRAMS TO THE KLONDIKE EL DORA1 )( ).

The Canadian Government has been pushing forward

the work on the telegraph line to Dawson City with great

energy this summer. The line has been completed as far

as Five Fingers for some time, and it is hoped that it will

be completed to Dawson City by the middle of next

month. Further extension may then be made from Skag-

way to Vancouver bv cable.—Ex.

NEW METHOD 'OF OBTAINING A VACUUM.
According to Mr. \Y. de Fonvielle, the production of

liquid hydrogen on any large scale may offer a ready

means of manufacturing vacuum electric lamps. If a

tube containing air is dipped in liquid hydrogen, the air

is all frozen and condenses as snow ; then if the lower

part of the tube be separated from the upper by means
of a blow-pipe flame, the bulb so formed presents a

Crookes vacuum.—Ex.
RAISING CROPS BY ELECTRICITY.

Theodore Steine, Long Island City, has secured a

patent on his invention for raising crops by electricity.

Mr. Stein claims that he can mature flowers, fruits and
vegetables from two and one-half to three weeks earlier

than they can be brought to maturing in hotbeds or hot-

houses. He has raised a crop on his own land by his

electrical process, and demonstrated that it is all he
claims for it. He is now corresponding with a number
of agricultural associations, the officers of which are

greatly interested in his discovery.—Ex.
THE NORTHERN LIGHT.

The object of the expedition which recently left Copen-
hagen for Iceland under the direction of Herr Adam
Paulsen, chief of the Danish Meteorological Institute, is

to investigate the nature of the northern lights. In this

expedition quite a number of instruments of special con-

struction are being used in connection with photography
and the measurement of electrical currents.—Ex.

CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF X RAYS.
When photographic plates that have been exposed to

the action of X rays are afterwards exposed to light, the

image undergoes reversal in the same way as if both

exposures had been made to light, and the precise char-

acter of the phenomena depends on the relative magni-
tudes of the exposures. Plates exposed for some time
to X rays show increased sensitiveness to the less re-

frangible rayys. An interesting communication on this

subject was recently made by P. Yillard in the Comptes
Rendus Hebdomadaires des Seances de l'Academie des

Sciences, Paris, Vol. 128, pages 237-239.—Ex.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AT THE NATIONAL
EXPORT EXPOSITION.

The Baltimore Telegram says: "Wireless telegraphy
will perhaps have its first great test during the holding
of the National Export Exposition to be held in Phila-
delphia from September 14 to November 30. No effort
will be made to duplicate the Eiffel Tower, but a struc-
ture of some kind is being considered that will hold up a
copper wire 1,000 feet in air. It is claimed bv Marconi,
the inventor of wireless telegraphy, that if this is done
by the Exposition people he will telegraph by flashes of
electricity from the top of the Eiffel Tower in Paris. A feat
of this kind, successfully performed, will be the wonder
of the world and worth crossing the ocean from Europe
to see."

APPARENT DARK LIGHTNING FLASHES.
Lord Kelvin writes from Aix-les-Bains : "Last night,

during a thunderstorm of rare severity, in which brilliant
hashes—single, double, triple or quadruple—followed one
another at intervals often of not more than a few seconds
of time, I was surprised to see, with great vividness, on a
suddenly illuminated sky, two nearly vertical lines of
darkness, each of the ordinary jagged appearance of a
bright flash of lightning. I remembered to have seen
two real flashes of just the same shapes and relative posi-
tions, and I concluded that the black flashes were due
to their residual influence on the retina. I turned my
eyes quickly from the dark sky outside to an illuminated
wall inside the house, and I again saw the same double
dark "flash," which verified my conclusion in an interest-
ing manner. The fatigued part of the eye failed to per-
ceive the sudden brightness of the sky in the one case
and of the wall in the other.'*—Ex.

ENAMELS.
W ith electrical cooking and heating apparatus great

difficulty has hitherto been experienced with cast or
wrought iron objests coated with enamel due to the un-
equal expansion and contraction of the two substances,
this causing a splintering of the enamel. M. Sagliot
lately brought before the French Societe d'Encourage-
ment pour l'lndustrie Nationale the results of his ex-
periments in this connection, that have enabled him to
produce a whole series of enamels having various de-
grees of expansion. It appears that enamels containing
cryolite, fluorspar, and a little rutile, or native titanic

acid, possess very high degrees of dilatation, and that cast
or wrought iron, coated with calcareous enamels con-
taining no lead, which are not at all injurious, may be
formed by using boric acid. This hint should be very
useful to electrical manufacturers who use wires of high
resistance buried in enamels for electrical heating appa-
ratus.—Ex.

INDIA RUBBER FROM THE SOUDAN.
The following information, extracted from a report by

Sir William Garstin, K.C.M.G., is taken from the Board
of Trade Journal : On the White Nile, in the Bongo
and Rohl districts, the india rubber creeper (Landolphia
florida) is found in great profusion. If the rubber yielded
by this creeper be not of quite so good a quality as that

obtained from the Assam india rubber tree (Ficus elas-

tica), it is still of sufficient value to be counted as an im-
portant asset in the future trade of the Soudan. This
plant, which has large laurel-shaped leaves, and a white
flower resembling a jasmine, requires several years to

mature before yielding rubber in any quantity. The
natives obtain what they require by tapping the stem,

usually in such a reckless maimer that the creeper dies

under the operation. Although this tree takes from
twenty to thirty years to arrive at a girth sufficient to per-

mit of regular tapping, its yield is so valuable (about Si

5

per tree per annum) that its introduction into the country

is well worth attempting.—Ex.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE UNDERGROUND
TROLLEY.

The relative costs of traction systems m large cities

have been the subject of careful study by many experts.

The conclusion they drew from their plans and specifica-

tions were such that no definite opinions were arrived at

as to whether the horse car, cable car, overhead or under-

ground trolley system was the best. Not many years ago
the Chicago cable road was carefully tested and it was
discovered that about eighty per cent, of the driving

power was lost. In other words a ton of coal burnt in the

cable station gave so poor a return that one of the largest

items in connection with the running of that road was the

fuel question.

Apropos of this the following extract may be found in

an article written by Gisbert Kapp. which shows how un-

reliable information is, not based upon absolute expe-

rience. "The transmission of energy by wire rope, in-

vented in 1850 by M. Hirn, is the most simple and, up to

reasonable distances, the most economical of all the

known means of transmitting energy. The principal

source of losses of energy are first, friction in the bear-

ings of the rope pulleys ; second, air resistance ; and third,

stiffness of ropes. From data obtained with wire rope

transmissions actually installed over distances varying

between three hundred and three thousand feet calcula-

tions show the following efficiencies; for twelve miles

thirteen per cent, efficiency; for six miles thirty-seven

per cent; for three miles sixty per cent., and for one-half

a mile ninety per cent. It will be seen that for distances

less than three miles wire rope transmission is the most
economical, while for distances greater electric trans-

mission is the best."

These facts, of course, show that the Chicago cable sys-

tem, and, in fact, any other cable system, cannot pretend

to be efficient to a marked degree, when extending over
three miles. The cable, of course, succeeded the horse

car. and in a similar manner the overhead trolley usurped
the position occupied by the cable, or at least which
would have been occupied were not the underground
trolley introduced. The general efficiency of an overhead
trolley system averages about forty per cent. Calcula-

tions show" that the commercial efficiency of a six mile

electric road is over fifty per cent., the efficiency drop-

ping as the road extends further. In other words, the ul-

timate conclusion reached is that the advantage of an
electric transmission or railway system for long distances

over a wire rope system is due to the fact that the cost

of wire, tracks, etc., is in direct proportion to the dis-

tance, the loss of electricity increasing very slowly with

an increase in the mileage of a road.

In a wire rope system the increased mileage of the road

means not only additional expense for tracks, etc., but a

loss of power too great in proportion to the distance for a

long run to make a cable road possible unless divided up
into sections. This practice was followed in New York
City on the Third Avenue road as well as the Broadway
line, the efficiency of a three mile wire rope system being

only sixty per cent., though falling in actual practice much
below this. The slight gain in efficiency by the use of an
overhead trolley system is offset by the care entailed in

connection with the exposed conductors, feeders, sup-

porting appliances, etc. The underground trolley, how-
ever, possesses distinct advantages which are numerically

shown in the September issue of the "Street Railway

Journal.'* The facts, as shown by the figures, are that on

June 30, 1899, the Metropolitan Company had 25.3 miles

of cable system, 82 miles of underground trolley and 113

miles of horse railway. In a short while the horse and
cable roads will be disposed of and the electric subway
system will prevail. In 1898 the receipts per car mile on

cable road were $34.42 ; in 1899 there were $3543- The
cost of maintaining the road per car mile was $16.42 in

[898 and in 1899 $18.00. The underground trolley

brought an income per car mile in 1898 of $26.99, which

increased in 1899 to $31.23, while the operating expenses

were only S 10.23 in 1898. and in 1899 little greater

—

Si 1 .95. The horse roads brought an income in 1898 per

car mile of $27.35 ancl m l8o< ^
ot $25-72 «

the operating

expenses per car mile reaching as high a figure in 1898

as $17.87, and in 1899 of $17.96.

Then conies the point of greatest importance, the re-

port furthermore showing that the cost for care and

maintenance of the cable road was forty-three cents per

car mile, forty-nine cents per car mile on the horse roads

and falling as low as thirteen cents per car mile on the

underground trolley. The total receipts exceeded $10.-

000,000 in 1898 with obvious financial advantages shown

by the use of the underground trolley. The cost for

power per mile of the cable road was $2.39 and rising as

high for the horse car of $6.69 per mile : the underground

trolley, however, costing only $1.77 per car mile.

~The advantages derived from the use of the electric

road have been admitted by every passenger on any of

the cars of the Metropolitan Traction Company. The

high rate of speed, the brighter light and the greater in-

ternal comforts in winter are admitted by all. Not only

have the general public been benefited by the change, but

the stockholders have shares of greater value, more gilt-

edged as security with the chance of receiving heavier

dividends in the future.



INCANDESCENT LIGHT AND EDISON SYSTEM.
The electric light systems of this country may be divided

up into two general branches

:

Incandescent lighting.

Arc lighting.

Incandescent lighting may be done by a no volt current

or by a high tension current with the lamps being in series,

similar to the Heisler system. Incandescent lamps are also

supplied with current by alternators. The series incandes-

cent light system is not installed to any extent at present

but is convenient in connection with an arc light system,

the lamps taking ten amperes, but only a few volts.

Incandescent lighting is therefore possible with a low ten-

sion continuous current, a low tension alternating current

and a high tension direct current. Arc lighting is clone

with a low tension continuous current, a high tension direct

current arid a low tension alternating current. The intro-

duction of the closed globe in connection with arc lamps
is applicable with continuous current, direct current and
alternating current lamps.

KINDS OF LIGHTING.—The most common system
of incandescent lighting is known as the Edison system.

The superiority of this system is due to the fact that all the

wiring represents a net work of conductors, arranged in such

a manner that all points are of equal potential. An incan-

descent lamp calls for a certain pressure and current. When
these are supplied the lamps burn with normal brightness

BASIS ( )F LI< illTING SYSTEM.—Any wiring system
which will allow a uniform pressure to prevail throughout

Thomson-Houston Arc Lighting Plant.

is valuable in two respects.

(a) Lamps are saved.

(b) Light is constant.

Belt Driveu Edison Plant.

and the problem of incandescent lighting, as long as the Under the conditions mentioned the long life of a lamp
conditions remain the same, is complete. is assured. There is no greater cause of breakage in lamps
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than the rising or fluctuating pressure in the lamps. Again,

from a purely commercial standpoint, the constancy of the

light is so important that unless some means is taken to

keep it constant, customers cannot be retained, and the

damage caused by this double difficulty becomes irrepara-

ble.

thrown on the pressure may fall to 105 volts, due to the

Drop in line.

Armature- reaction.

Drop in armature.

1 onv< : sely, if the dynamo is laboring under full load and

Brush Arc Light Dynamo Driven by Pelton Water Wheel.

FUNCTION OF THE DYNAMO.—To keep the pres- the lamps to a large extent are removed the pressure will

sure constant in the line the dynamo itself must preserve rise from the point it is at and perhaps cause serious injury

a uniformity of pressure or at least within very slight varia- to the remaining lamps. A regulating device is therefore

tions. The line depends upon the dynamo, but by means of necessary when circumstances cause such rapid changes as

cl

> iencTaliii.

an ingenious arrangement the dynamo can also be made to

depend upon the line. By the two affecting each other we
have a system sensitive to outside changes. Compound
winding enables us to retain the pressure about constant.

}r, at least, to raise or lower it when so required. This at

3nce brings us to a consideration of the cause of such

:hanges.

REGULATION.—The dynamo would not require any

xtra device if the load upon it were constant but the con-

Iinual changes affect the dynamo as follows : when the

lynamo is supplying no volts and a load of lamps are

these. If these changes are automatic the dynamo will ad-

just its potential to the number of lamps and always be high
enough to keep them at normal candle-power. The ease

with which this arrangement works is surpi isiug. It is in

popular use in every isolated as well as central station plant.

The success of incandescent lighting depends upon the

wiring system that causes as little loss as possible with the

greatest variations in current. The Edison network is the

nearest approach to perfection of anything we have. It

consists in the main of three parallel webs of wire; between
each two adjacent webs there is a no volts pressure and
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for electric lighting and power transmission. The use of an

between the two outer 220 volts. The economy of saving

one wire and yet having two lighting circuits that are inde-

pendent yet in close combination is obvious. The two

MDNQ-C^V
CYCLIC
2 WIRE

CJ t±J^/w «IWV

a£>> ©
t\v

CYCLIC Tz?^
3 WIRE

Diagram of Connections for Monocyclic and Three Wire Systems.

outer circuits, between which there is always 220 volts, are

greatly used for motors.

In the illustrations are shown an arc lighting plant con-

taining Thomson-Houston machines and alternators ; in

addition a belt driven Edison plant with high speed en-

gines and bi-polar dynamo. In country plants the use of

water power calls for the addition of a Pelton wheel which

not only in the larger plants, central stations, etc., but ir

private residences where only a hundred lights or so are re-

quired. A model plant of this description is shown with Cas(
engine direct connected to generator. For many purpose;
gas engines are convenient for electric lighting and fre

quently a very heavy fly wheel is attached to the dynamc

XL BRANCH BLOCK

R

A

m b

w

^
it

Arc Lamps Connected in Series on Low Tension Continuous
Current Circuit.

which then remains unaffected by the irregularities in speed

of the gas engine. Of course, gas engines have been per-

Gas Engine Direct Connected to Dynamo.

may be used for direct connection, as shown in sketch, with fected to a high degree, but it is still advisable to utilize

a Brush arc machine. The system of direct connection, fly wheel, as shown in the illustration. The monocy

thus obviating belt transmission, finds general application two wire and three wire systems have earned a reputatn
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alternating current has been the means of developing two

great systems bearing the names of the two phase and the

monocyclic for either two or three wires, as shown. In this

latter system, developed greatly by the General Electric

Company, copper is saved, lights burn uniformly and mo-
tors are self-starting and efficient. The most popular sys-

tem, however, in this country is based upon the patents of

Stanley, Tesla and others.

Conventions.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE STREET RAIL-
WAY ASSOCIATION OF THE STATE OF

NEW YORK.
The Street Railway Association of the State of New

York, .Office of the President.

Binghamton, N. Y., Aug. 21, 1899.

Editor "The Electrical Age,"
New York City.

Dear Sir—The Seventeenth Annual Meeting of the

Street Railway Association of the State of New York will

be held at Ithaca, Tuesday and Wednesday, September
12 and 13th, 1899.

The street railroads of the State are already evincing a

wide-awake interest in the event, and it is expected that

the forthcoming convention will surpass all former ones
in point of interest and attendance.

Supply men are earnestly and cordially invited to par-

ticipate in the benefits and pleasures of the meeting and
will be pleased to have you send one or more repre-

sentatives.

The programme of entertainment, arranged by the

Ithaca Street Railway Company, is varied, and comprises
an inspection of Cornell University, a trolley ride to the

picturesque environments of Ithaca, a trip through
Cayuga Lake with lunch served on the boat, a special

entertainment and band concert at Renwick Park, and
the customary banquet Tuesday evening, September 12th,

to which supply men are invited. The usual charge of

$5 will be made.
Ample space (in close proximity to the place of meet-

ing) for the exhibit of supplies, models, etc., will be fur-

nished free of expense to those who desire to avail them-
selves of the privilege.

Please advise promptly the name or names of your
representatives, the number of banquet tickets desired,

also the space required for exhibit, in order that the ne-

cessary arrangements can be completed.
Yours respectfullv,

G. F. ROGERS, President,

TOPICS FOR PAPERS AND DISCUSSION AT
THE SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION ( )F THE
STATE OF NEW YORK. TO 15E HEID AT ITHIC

A

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER
12TH AND 13TH, 1899.

Rail Welding—Track Bonding—The Third Rail

—

Storage Battery—The Repair Shop—Induction Motors

—

Care of Dynamos—Car Mileage Record—Indemnity In-

surance—Municipal Ownership—"The Metallic Circuit."

—The Three Phase System—Street Railroads vs. State

—

Loss of Current in Returns—General Track Construc-
tion—Inspection of Car Equipment—Transfers, their Use
and Abuse—"Receipts from Other Sources"—Street

Railways vs. Automobiles—Points on Overhead Con-
struction—Long Distance Power Transmission — Im-
practicability of Reduction of Fare—Suggestions on Fi-

nancial Organization—Maintenance and Repair of Car
Bodies—Pleasure Resorts as Traffic Stimulators—Signal

Systems for Single Track Roads—Air and Power Brakes
for Electric Cars—Care and Inspection of Wheels and
Axles—Local Railway Employes' Benefit Associations

—

Fuel Economy of Railroad Engines. (Allotted.)—How
Can We Increase the Efficiency of Employes—The Pow-
er Station, from an Economic Standpoint—The Proper
Instruction of Motormen and Conductors—Compressed
and Liquid Air for Street Car ( operation—Fenders and
Other Means for Prevention of Accidents—Experiments
on Resistance of Rail Bonds. (Allotted.)—Freight and
Express Service on Interurban Electric Lines—The Mu-
tual Relations of Municipalities and Street Railroads

—

Statistics of Street Railway Construction and Operation.
(Allotted.)—Polyphase Equipment Used in Cornell Uni-
versity; illustrated by Polyphase Apparatus. (Allotted.)

Huto/lDobiles.

THE GROWTH OF THE AUTOMOBILE IN-
DUSTRY.

The following table, prepared by the Evening Post,
gives some idea as to the rapid advancement of the auto-
mobile industry. This table, while not embracing all

electric vehicle companies incorporated, includes only
those having the largest capital:

Authorized Capital.
The Automobile Company of America $5,000,000
The International Vehicle Co. of New York. 5,000,000
The Chicago Electric Vehicle Company.. 2,000,000
The Woods Motor Vehicle Co. of Chicago. . 10,000,000
The White Motor Wagon Company 10,000,000
The Lewis Motor Vehicle Company 10,000,000
The Columbia Automobile Company 3,000,000
The Illinois Electric Vehicle and Transpor-

tation Company 25,000,000
The New England Electric Vehicle and

Transportation Co 25,000,000
The New York Electric Vehicle and Trans-

portation Company 25.000,000
The Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co 6.000,000
The General Carriage Co. of New Jersey. . . . 20,000,000
Sixteen companies incorporated for $100,000

each, by the so-called Electrical Vehicle
Syndicate, to operate in Tennessee,
Georgia, Ohio, Kentucky. New Jersey,
Louisiana, Delaware. California. Michi-
gan, Minnesota, Iowa, Maryland, Wis-
consin, Indiana, Missouri and Virginia. 1,000,000

The Canada Lewis Motor Vehicle Company. 1,000,000
The National Bicycle and Motor Company.. 2.500,000
The Riker Electric Vehicle Company 7.000,000
The Leads Motor Vehicle Company 5,000,000

$163,100,000

Transmission cf power.

SNOQUALMIE FALLS' POWER BROUGHT IN-
TO SEATTLE.

The following account, taken from the Seattle, Wash..
Post Intelligencer, describes the opening Qf the Snoqual-
mie Falls power transmission plant, one of the most im-
portant plants of its kind in the West :

By the slight movement of the hand of a tiny tot oi a

girl of 10 1-2 months, the immense power of the Snoqual-
mie falls was turned into Seattle, and the first sign of the
completion of one of the most powerful, if not the most
powerful, plants in the West was marked by the silent

motion of delicate electric machinery. Thus, machinery
for transmitting electrical energy to the extent of 12,000
horse power is put directly within the reach of Seattle
consumers, and the way opened for handling all the
power that will be needed in this vicinity in many years.

At the plant at the falls there is a cavity 250 feet below
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the surface of the water, where the water wheels and elec-

tric generators are located. A steel pipe ten feet in di-

ameter leads the water there through a shaft, and thence

it passes into and through the wheels, going finally into

a tunnel and entering the river again several hundred feet

below the falls. There are four water wheels, each of

3,000-horse power capacity, each of which drives an elec-

tric generator of corresponding capacity.

The current is led up through the shaft, down which
the water power goes, on aluminum conductors into the

transforming house, where the voltage is raised to 30,000

volts. It passes from the power house over twelve alumi-

num conductors, equally divided between two lines of

poles. These two lines run twenty miles to Renton, and
are there received at a station erected for the purpose,

where there is a switch board. From Renton six wires

come to Seattle, and the others go toward Tacoma.
Delivered here, the electricity is received on a high

tension switchboard in an absolutely fireproof room, and

then turned into transformers where the voltage is re-

duced to the extent required by the customers. Some is

converted through the agency of a rotary transformer

into a direct current of electricity, it being understood

that the transmitted electricity is of the alternating cur-

jElectrtcal novelties.

A NEW PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
In the illustration is shown
an electric scarf pin or button
hole reflector with dry bat-

tery, giving a powerful, in-

- tensely brilliant, incandescent
light. Heretofore all attempts
to produce an electric scarf

pin have been attended by
many disagreeable features,

such as wet acid batteries

which were apt to spill and
ruin the clothes, or inferior

dry cells which would give
only a weak light for a few
minutes. The H. E. Plass

Electric Construction & Sup-
ply Company have combined
three "Extra Special" minia-
ture, double strength, per-

fectly dry cells in one battery,

particularly adapted for this work. They are contained

1

Electric Scarf Pin and Button Hole Reflector.

rent type. The direct current is for the street car service

and electric lighting in the thickly settled portions of the

city. The other not transformed goes for lighting

more remote quarters and for large power purposes.

The plant is unique in two essential features. One is

that a new type of water wheel has been adopted that

gives the greatest satisfaction. The other feature, the

use of aluminum wires for transmission, is perhaps of

more general interest, in that their introduction here

brings this remarkable metal as an electric conductor
into full competition with copper. The aluminum froni^

which these wires were made is fro n ore bsauxite mined
in Northern Georgia, and shipped to the Niagara falls

for conversion electrolytically into aluminum. When it

is understood that the present output of aluminum is

4,000,000 pounds a year, against 600,000,000 pounds of

copper, the beginning of its use here is considered of the

more importance.

By the end of this month it is hoped to have the ma-
chinery installed and in working order at the new brick-

building on South Second avenue and Main street. With
the realty it occupies this structure will have a value of

$55,000. It has a frontage of ninety feet, is 115 feet deep

and has two stories and a basement.

The existence of this enterprise is due to the work of

William T. Baker, of Chicago, whose son is president

of the company, and who has been instrumental in caus-

ing the investment already of $850,000 in the scheme,

which will be increased to $1,000,000 as soon as the

plants are finished.

1 in a handsome black leatherette sealed case to fit the

K'llpoeket and will give five hours of strong, brilliant light

in °^or about ten thousand to fifteen thousand flashes. There

is nothing to spill and it is always ready and can be used

in all emergencies to illuminate dark rooms, cellars, etc.

It is particularly valuable for either amusement or practi-

cal purposes. When fitted with the patent reflector it

becomes a serviceable night light for the house and is

adapted to all uses where it is desired to concentrate a

brilliant beam of light on any object. Physicians, post-

men, watchmen, and general inspectors will find this de-

vice an indispensable article. It is manufactured and sold

by the H. E. Plass Electric Construction & Supply Com-
pany, Barclay and Church streets. New York City.

Electrical flfceasurements.

A DIRECT READING OHMMETER.
A meter for meausuring ohms is most unique to electrical

engineers. The advantages of such an instrument which

is portable, readily opened and applied for the puropse in

view hardly require enumeration. Until volt and ammeters

were properly constructed it was impossible to really make
tests and measurements. The same is almost true with re-

gard to resistance tests. The Wheatstone bridge implies

more than a mechanical knowledge of the instrument and
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tests satisfactory in a scientific sense can only be made in

the laboratory. Hence the introduction of an instrument

through which such difficulties disappear will and has been

welcomed by the electrical fraternity.

This instrument depends upon the well known Wheat-

stone bridge principle and therfore the strength of the bat-

tery in no way affects its accuracy. It consists of two wires

of special alloy which are stretched over suitably graduated

scales. Several independent resistances are provided which

are connected in the proper way by means of a plug which

will fit in any one of the four holes provided for it on the

right hand end of the instrument. Thus there is only one

plug in circuit and the possible error from poor plug con-

tract is very remote. Two binding posts are provided across

which the resistance to be measured is connected. These

posts are marked x x. A telephone receiver suitably con-

nected to the device is held to the ear and the little key K
is pressed shut with the thumb. This closes the battery cir-

cuit. A stylus is provided which is held in the hand in much
the same manner as a pen and this is touched at various

points along the wire until a point is found at which no click

will be heard in the telephone receiver.

^Business Hews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMiv
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FOR WEEK ENDING AUGUST
23d, 1899, $60,385.20.

New York, N. Y., August 23, 1899.—The following

exports of electrical material are from the port of New
York, ending this date :

Antwerp.—43 cases electrical material, $3,819.

Aberdeen.—9 cases electrical material, $401.

Brazil.— 15 cases electrical material, $401.

Berlin 2 cases electrical material, $925 ; 2 cases elec-

trical machinery, $175.
Bremen.—6 cases electrical machinery, $140; 1 case

electrical material, $10.

British West Indies.—59 cases electrical material, $668.

Cuba.—9 packages electrical material, $169; 615 pack-

ages electrical machinery, $15,949.
Central America.—2 cases electrical material, $820.

Hamburg.—69 packages electrical material, $3,456; 20

. CO.*

Direct Readingphmmeter.

The first step is to touch each of the two outer binding

posts; two clicks will be heard of different intensity and

the post which gives the faintest click is on the scale on

which the point of silence will be found. The brass con-

necting block at the end of this scale is then touched with

the stylus and the end which gives the faintest click is near-

est to the point of silence. In three touches of the stylus

therefore the desired point is located on a given quartet of

the total scale. This quarter is rapidly traversed by the

stylus and the point of silence is soon found. After a few

trials ten or twelve seconds will suffice for this operation.

The scale under the point of silence is read directly and

gives the desired resistance in ohms.

The scale is lettered in several colors and may have three

or four sets of letters according to the instrument. The
plug holes at the end of the instrument are correspondingly

colored and it is therefore obvious that if the plug is inserted

in the blue hole, the blue figures should be read and so on.

It will be readily seen that the modus operandi of this in-

strument can be comprehended in a few minutes by a boy

who can very soon obtain results comparably with those of

an expert.

This piece of apparatus is manufactured and sold by the

American Electric Specialty Co., of 123 Liberty street, New
York,

boxes motors, $3,770.
Hull.—5 cases electrical machinery, $460.
Havre.—120 packages electrical material,$8,709

; 5

cases electrical machinery, $200.

Japan.—67 packages electrical material,$3,750.

Liverpool.—96 packages electrical material, $10,329.

London.— 17 cases electrical material, $892; 4 cases

electrical machinery, $3,850.

Mexico.— 1 package electrical material, $70.

New Zealand.— 1 case electrical material, $15.

St. Petersburg.—4 cases electrical material, $285.

Santo Domingo.—4 cases electrical material, $53 ; 1

case electrical machinery, $310.

Venezuela.—8 packages electrical material, $694.

Zurich.—7 packages electrical material, $113.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Cleveland, Ohio.—The Exchange Construction Com-

pany has been incorporated to construct and operate tele-

phone and telegraph lines; capital, $5,000; incorporators,

W. G. Beck. S. H. Crowl, E. D. Foster, E. J. Rosecraus.

all of Cleveland, and others.

New York. N. Y.—The Colon Consolidated Company
lias been incorporated to operate electric and ice plants:

Capital, $30,000; incorporators, H. McCulloch, J. Mach-
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ado, J. G. Peoli, M. G. Peoli, G. E. Wentworth, all of

New York city.

Vincennes, Ind.—The City Electric Lighting Company
has been incorporated; capital, $75,000; directors, John
H. Brown, George and B. O. Mayer.

Providence, R. I.—The New England Lighting Com-
pany has been incorporated; capital, $1000,000; incor-

porators, C. T. Daniels, C. A. Babcock, H. C. Babcock,
all of this city.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The New Motor Company has been
incorporated to manufacture and sell steam, air, gas, gaso-
line and other motors, trolley bases, trolley heads and
trolley whels ; capital, $25,000; directors, Samuel Wilkin-
son, E. L. Pixley and William M. Hoffman, of Buffalo.

St. Catharines, Ont.—The St. Catharines Hydraulic
Company, Limited, has been incorporated, with the ob-

ject of producing and distributing electricity. Thomas
R. Merritt, William Hamilton Ingersoll, provisional

directors.

Albany, N. Y.—The Empire State Power Company,
with the principal office at Amsterdam, has been incor-

porated with the Secretary of State, with a capital of

$1,000,000.

Knoxville, Tenn.—The Knoxville Electric Company
has been incorporated to supply light, heat and power;
capital, $1,000; incorporators, J. P. Moore, C. D. Lock-
wood, W. Adams, J. Moss, A. Caldwell, all of this place.

Richmond, Tex.—The Richmond Electric Co. has been
incorporated, with a capital stock of $4,000, to construct

and operate an electric light plant, by C. A. Beasley, A.

A. Bailey and R. F. Ransom.
POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.

Birmingham, Ala.—The Consolidated Electric Light

Co., F. H. Armstrong, secretary, will hold a meeting on
September 5 to pass upon the question of whether or not

it will increase its capital stock from $500,000 to $550,000.

Manistee, Ala.—W. H. Lamont wants to correspond

with manufacturers of electric motors for the transmission

of power to take the place of belts.

Big Springs, Tex.—William Dereiny wants the ad-

dresses of firms who handle or manufacture supplies for

electric light plants.

Lake Mary, Fla.—F. G. Perkins, president Planters

Mfg. Co., wants catalogues, etc., on 10-horse power elec-

tric plant, etc.

Louisville, Ky.—The Kentucky Heating Co. is figur-

ing on the erection of a plant to supply electricity in the

central part of the city, power to be furnished by gas

engines driven by natural gas ; Donald McDonald, presi-

dent.

Clarksdale, Miss.—The city will hold an election on
August 28 to decide the issuance of $37,000 of bonds for

water works and electric light plant mentioned during
the week. Address Walter Clark, mayor. „-

De Witt, Ark.—R. A. Houston wants to purchase elec-

tric light plant, including 300 or 400 16-candle-power
lamps and four arc lights of 300 candle-power each ; 1 1 .-

500 feet of wire and 3,000 feet of insulated wire.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Huntsville, Ala.—The American Telephone Co., re-

cently organized, has been granted franchise for estab-
lishment of a system.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Frederick, Md.—The Frederick, Thurmont & North-

ern Electrical Railroad is seeking a franchise to run on
the principal portion of Market street. Frederick.
New Albany, Ky.—The New Albany Electric Street

Railway Co. proposes to make extensions through the
city to the fair grounds.

Savannah, Ga.—Arrangements are being made to
place the Suburban & West End Street Railroad in run-
ning order as a trolley line.

NEW YORK NOTES.
SIEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC COMPANY

have removed their New York offices to 319-320 Have-
meyer Building, 26 Cortlandt street.

THE MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE COM-
PANY, 100 Broadway, are sending out their new price
list, installation and specification hand book and facts
regarding their cable.

The installation book is complete, inasmuch that it not
only describes the cable and shows how to install it, but
also gives forms for making estimates and methods of
making out proposals, so that there is nothing which
the installing electrician desires to know in regard to the
installation of the cable, but what it can be found in this
book. It is intended to be comprehensive, and to put the
installing electrician in a position to do business in the
new insurance field afforded by the product of the Mon-
tauk Multiphase Cable Company. The price list No. 3
supersedes all others.

J. JONES. Jr., of the J. Jones & Son Company, man-
ufacturers of and dealers in electric light, power and gen-
eral supplies. 64 Cortlandt St., together with fifteen other
representatives of the company gave a dinner in honor of
Mr. Tom Watson, at Avoca Villa, Bath Beach, on August
28th. Mr. Watson, who has been connected with the
above firm ever since its inception some years ago, was
married on the 30th ult., and is spending his honey-
moon at Old Point Comfort. Va. The affair was the
occasion of much jollity, speaking and singing being en-
joyed for several hous after the dinner. In commemora-
tion of the event, Mr. Watson presented each one of his
colleagues with handsome silver watch safes. Every-
one wished him the blessings which should come to one
as ambitious as Mr. Watson. He enjoys the utmost con-
fidence of his employers, and Mr. Jones' attendance at
the banquet testified to the esteem in which he is held.
Vi e unite with his friends in wishing him manv vears of
happy wedded life and success in all his undertakinars.

G. F. AFFLECK. 109 Liberty St., expert in machine
tools and iron and brass working machinery, is actively
engaged in fitting out several large works with new and
second-hand tools. He buys new and second-hand ma-
chinery, paying the highest market prices, cash down,
and is an expert in buying equipments of new factories
at special rates. Mr. Affleck's responsibility is unques-
tioned, and he enjoys the confidence of all whom he
comes in contact with.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle
and are Just as accurate as our regu-
lar Standard Portable Direct Current
Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are
much larger, and the working parts

are Inclosed in a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the Instrument from
disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECfrflCAL INSTRUMENT CO.
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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Electric Xfabt an& ipower.

C-W. Dynamo. Direct Connected to Shaft of 150-Horse-Power Mcintosh and Seymour Engine.

Power Plant at the Iron Works of Messrs. Post & McCord, Brooklyn, X. Y.

DIRECT CONNECTED LOW SPEED PLANTS.

The first steam engines built by Xeweomen and after- steam engine but also in its regulation. Eventually the

wards by other English builders were inherently low high speed engine and dynamo, belt driven, crystallized

speed machines. After an interval of fifty or seventyr sufficiently to show the trend of electrical engineering as

five years had elapsed Edison developed the dynamo it then existed. The motor being recognized as a highly

which called for a change, not only in the speed of the economical piece of mechanism naturally increased the
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demand for electric power. The installation of wires and mediately desirable because of the rapid development of

lamps in many buildings and on 'the public highways electric railways in and about the various large cities in

represented several thousands of horse power which was the United States as well as Europe. The sudden de-

supplied by the electric light stations in various parts of mands for power on a street railway line and the frightful

C-\V. MACHINE.
Output at 115 or 230 volts: Motor, 225 horse-power at 400 revolutions per minute; Dynamo, 200 kilowatts at 450 revolutions per
minute. Output at 500 volts: Motor, 225 horse-power at 450 revolutions per minute; Dynamo, 200 kilowatts at 500 revolutions

per minute. Shipping weight, 16 tons. .

the city. •- • - • . r
•.- •• •• • irregularity with which in the beginning this demand

Eventually the dynamo underwent such changes in its . came caused experts to examine into those conditions

construction that it began to be recognized, when of large which called for the best distribution of power and the

size, as being well adapted for slow speed instead of best speed and construction which could supply it.

high speed. In consequence of this the multipolar dyna- Thus, in brief, the decision was arrived at that low

C-W. Dynamo, Direct Connected to Shaft of So-Horse Power Ames Engine. 3

mo running at exceedingly low speeds came into exist- speed dynamos and low speed engines gained nothing
ence and naturally forced the manufacturers of steam en- by being belted to each other and were therefore direct

gines to reconstruct them sufficiently to run slowly with connected. This practise, after many careful tests of each

gefad regulation and the same efficiency. This was im- machine separately and then of the plant as a whole,
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showed the great advantages arising from the features of connected, occupying a minimum of floor space and
compactness, saving of power due to belt drive and the possessing on the average a high efficiency, both elec-

saving of floor space. It soon became the general prac- tricallv and mechanically. In the illustration showing

C-W. Direct Motor, Portable Arrangement on Rollers.

tise, not only to use low speed machinery wherever cen- the power plant at the' iron .-works of Messrs/Post & Mc-
tral station service was required, but in all cases, even Cord, Brooklyn',' N. Y.V two generators are shown, one

— - •

Iron Clad Motor Direct Connected^ to Case- Engine.

where the plant was comparatively small, the machines direct connected the other belt driven. It will be per-

were direct connected. ceived that both engine and dynamo in the direct con-
In the illustrations are shown several plants, direct nected plant occupy but a trifle more space than the gen-
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erator alone of the belt driven plant. In another illustra-

tion is shown a Crocker-Wheeler generator direct con-

nected to a Mcintosh & Seymour engine. In addition

are shown illustrations of two multi-polar generators or

motors depending upon their use, made by the same

company, which possess all those features of compact-

ness, lightness and efficiency previously mentioned. The

225 H. P. motor at four hundred revolutions per minute

will give its quota of power at 1 15 or 230 volts, for either

of which pressures it may be wound ; as a dynamo it will

give 200 K. W. at 450 revolutions per minute. If wound
for 500 volts it will deliver 225 H. P. as a motor at 450
revolutions per minute, and as a dynamo 200 K. W.,

C-W. Dynamo. Direct Connected to Vertical Engine.

which is about 266 H. P. at 500 revolutions per minute.
The total weight over all is about 32,000 pounds, ready
for shipment. In this machine are embodied many of the

features which collectively represent what is required for

low speed running and, if necessary, direct connection.
For power transmission very heavy motors are now
in general use but differ in no respect from a machine
serving the opposite purpose, except possibly as regards
weight.

Certain authorities have given the figures which are

supposed to represent the ultimate efficiency of a well

installed generating plant, line and motors ; loss due to

friction of steam engine ten per cent ; loss in belting be-

tween engine and generator three per cent; if directly

connected this is not figured ; loss in generator ten per
cent.; loss in line ten per cent, to twenty per cent., de-

pending upon its length, size of conductor, care in build-

ing line, etc., loss in motors twelve per cent, to twenty
per cent., depending on kind used and service required of

them; five per cent, to ten per cent, loss between the

brake horse power and the machine to be driven, to

which may be added the loss in the machine due to fric-

tion. Total efficiency fifty per cent., taking the low

estimate of loss. Where the distance is short and grea;

care is taken in making the installation the actual effici-

ency may be increased to sixty per cent. The latest types

of motors and the fact that direct connection is used at

the generating end would lift the efficiency from fifty to

seventy per cent. At least seventy-three per cent, was
arrived at in Europe and a higher percentage in the

Niagara Falls plant. The obvious gain due to direct

connection is more than five per cent, and by the em-
ployment of high class motors at least ten per cent, over
the figures given.

Stra^ Currents.

COMBINATION TELEPHONE AND TELE-
GRAPH APPARATUS.

A patent has been granted to R. M. Bailey, of Will-

iamsport, Pa., for a combination telegraph and telephone

apparatus. It consists in the combination, with a tele-

graph sounder, of the electrodes of a microphone in a

telephone circuit, the said telegraph sounder and one or

both of the electrodes of said microphone being mounted
upon the same base or plate.—Ex.

NIAGARA POWER IX TORONTO.
It is interesting to learn that Prof. George Forbes has

again been consulted in connection with work at Niagara.

In this case the Canadian Niagara Falls Company have
been taking his advice on the practicability of transmit-

ting power to Toronto. As a result of the conference

held on the question it is proposed to commence work at

once, and to spend about $3,000,000 in developing about

100,000 H. P. It is probable that overhead wires will be

used to transmit the current to Toronto.—Ex.

ELECTRIC IGNITION OF FIRE DAMP.
The results of experiments on the ignition of fire damp

and coal dust by means of electricity were given in a

paper by Herr Heise and Dr. Theim, recently read before

the Institution of Mining Engineers. The sum of the re-

sults obtained show that in general the amount of elec-

trical energy capable in certain circumstances of igniting

fire damp need be extremely small. This amount cannot
be definitely fixed, however, as it depends not only on the

quantity of energy, but on the mode of its application

and other attendant circumstances. In any case, all visi-

ble sparks may be looked upon as dangerous. Explosions
of coal dust alone appear to be impossible of production
by electricity, unless special classes of coal dust behave
differently from those tried.—Ex.

ELECTRICIAN'S INSULATED SCREWDRIVER.
The American India-Rubber World describes a screw-

driver, a patent for which has been applied for by Messrs.
F. E. Ducharme & Son, of Shelbourne Falls, Mass. The
handle of the tool is insulated with hard rubber, the latter

being made to surround entirely the portion of the blade

in the wooden handle. The whole is said to be so well

fitted, and the rubber is so fastened that no part can be-

come loose or pull out from use. It was designed for use

by electricians, though it is adapted for all purposes for

which a screwdriver is desired, the cost being only a very

little more than for the ordinary non-insulated screw-

driver.
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ELECTRIC WELDING.
The- commercial value of electric welding as practiced

m various large factories can only be estimated in terms

that convey but a poor idea of its permanence and utility.

In fact, it is most likely that some few industries are

absolutely dependent upon electric welding processes for

their present and future success. Certain classes of work

in which welding by electricity is possible, have become
the means of making money for those engaged, largely

through the ease, convenience and saving and through

the adoption of an electric welding system. Since de-

veloped by Prof. Elihu Thomson in 1886 it has been

widely adopted wherever sufficient current was available.

With the increased cheapness of current and. as a result.

the ready adoption of the welder by manufacturers and
machine shops considerable time spent at the forge is

now absolutely saved. The breaking of shafting, of files,

chisels, tools, etc., is immediately remedied by the use of

the practical welder. In the bicycle trade, in the" manu-
facture of wheel tires and link chains and for general

blacksmithing the electric welder finds no competitor.

To adapt the welder to different kinds of work its pri-

mary circuit is connected in series to an auxiliary con-
verter of special construction, by which the electro-mo-
tive force can be more fully controlled. In general, as

far as its practical application is concerned the ends to
he welded together are rounded so that contact shall be
first made at the centre of the piece of metal, and the
welding being from the centre outwards, oxydized parti-
cles and other impurities are forced out as the ends are

pressed together, making a perfect joint, superior to any
which can be made by forging; and the entire process
being thus open to the inspection of the operator flaws

cannot easily escape observation. Manual pressure can
be employed in ordinary cases, but for more difficult

welding, calling for special care and skill, and where
greaer accuracy is required, pressure by hydraulic or
1 >ther

i

« i\v r is preferred.

In welding the greatest heat is developed at the centre

the weld, which extends only a short distance or
either side and varies directly as the resistance which is

>verned by the rise of temperature. Quoting from
practical tests made by experts: "Bars of inch iron be-

ne red hot for a distance of one and a half inches on
either side of the weld but are comparatively cool at a
distance of two and one half inches; the operation being
completed in forty seconds the time is too short for diffu-

sion of the heat by conduction; hence waste of energy
from this source is reduced to the minimum. The time
varies for metals of different kinds and sizes ; from one
or two seconds for fine wires to two or three minutes for

avy bars ; wrought iron bars two inches in diameter
requiring an average time of about ninety-seven seconds

;

two and a half inch iron pipes one-quarter inch thick

sixty-one seconds; the average time for copper bars
being about five-eighths that required for wrought iron

bars."

( me great advantage of the welder which makes its

use in the factory unattended by objections of any de-

scription is tlu fact that the electro-motive force is very

low, thereby making the heavy currents required harm-
;s as far as life and limb are concerned. The physio-

vical effect of a current of ten thousand amperes and a

few \olts is imperceptible, although its heating qualities

are such that iron or brass, as thick as one's thumb, is

reduced from red heat to vivid incandescence and can
be, if necessary, melted and vaporized.

It is therefore seen that electric welding possesses pe-

culiar advantages as regards convenience, readiness of

. pplication, inexpensiveness and freedom from danger,

which do not exist even in the simple process of welding
1 11 an anvil by hand. The bicycle trade carried on in

America and abroad is making use of electric welders
and the electrician who generally provides others with

labor-saving machine now finds that stranded wire cables

of steel or other metals are readily joined and perma-
nent!} knitted by the electric welding machine. In fact,

for repairing the broken machinery on ships and for

general repair work the electric welder has become an
indispensable piece of machinery.

GROWTH OF THE CARBON INDUSTRY.
The carbon industry in America has developed from a

very modest beginning to enormous proportions. In

1889 it began to be realized that the arc light industry,

the demand for carbons for dry cells, and the increased

demand for carbon for the brushes of dynamos called for

a little more care in the manufacture of this valuable ma-
terial. The European supply of carbon was inexcusable

inasmuch as American dealers only bought it because
they believed the carbon manufacturers of this country
incapable of delivering the high grade of goods they de-

sired. Since that period, however, careful experiments
have resulted in the production of a fine grained carbon
that compares most favorably with the carbon coining
in from abroad. As a result of this the importations of

carbon in its carious forms for electrical purposes dimin-
ished and the carbon manufacturers readily supplied the

increasing demand. The carbon industry now supplies

the calcium carbide manufacturers as well as other allied

industries which have collectively increased the demand
for carbon almost to the limit of the manufacturers' out-

put.
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/BMscellaneous.

THE FIELD OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH.*
BY PROF. ELIHU THOMPSON.

Physical research by experimental methods is both a

broadening and a narrowing field. There are many gaps
yet to be filled, data to be accumulated, measurements to

be made with great precision, but the limits within which
we must work are becoming, at the same time, more and
more defined.

The upper ranges of velocities, temperatures and pres-

sures, which manifest themselves in the study of the stel-

lar universe, are forever beyond the range of experiment.

But while the astronomer must wait for opportunities

to observe, the experimenter can control his conditions

and employ his methods and his apparatus at once to the

question in hand. Still this work must be done within a

certain range or must be limited to conditions more or

less easy to recognize. In spite of this fact, however, the

progress made during the past century is not likely to

cease or abate in the next, and the ever increasing num-
ber of workers bodes well for the future enrichment of

our science.

Whatever may be our ideas of fundamental entities, as

expressed in various theories ; whether, as an example,
we regard the ether as like an infinitely mobile fluid, or as

a jelly ; or whether we incline to think that being an elec-

tro-magnetic medium, it may be without mechanical
properties, which properties depend in some way upon
the electro-magnetic nature of the ether, we can not reach

sure ground without the experimental test.

The development in the field of research by experiment
is like the opening of a mine, which, as it deepens and
widens, continually yields new treasure, but with in-

creased difficulty, except when a rich vein is struck and
worked for a time. In general, however, as the work
progresses there will be needed closer application and
more refined methods. We may, indeed, find our limit of

depth in the mine of experiment in inordinate cost, in

temperatures too high, or in pressures beyond the limits

of our skill to control.

It is but a few months since Professor Dewar, by the

evaporation of liquid hydrogen in a vacuum, closely ap-

proached, if he has not yet reached, our lower limit of

possible temperature. Investigations of the effects of

low temperature upon the properties of bodies must, from
the present outlook, be forever limited to about 20 degrees

centigrade above absolute zero, unless a lighter gas than

hydrogen be discovered upon the earth, the actual exis-

tence of which it is, of course, impossible to conjecture.

Before the actual experimental demonstration of this

limit the limit itself was known to theory, at least, ap-

proximately, but the spur of the experimenter is the over-

coming of difficulties and the possibility of new discover-

ies which come as surprises. In the case in question a

liquid of extremely low density, only one-fourteenth that

of liquid nitrogen, was produced, while still defined by
clear and well marked refracting surfaces.

When we turn to the consideration of the field for re-

search work at high temperatures we are noi confronted

by the fact of a physical limit existing which may be ap-

proached but never reached. We can imagine no limit

to possible increase of temperature, such as is the abso-

lute zero a limit of decrease. While we may actually em-
ploy in electric furnaces temperatures which, according

to Moissan, have a lower limit of 3,500 degrees centi-

grade, we can realize the possibility of temperatures ex-

*Address before the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, at Columbus, Ohio, August, 1899.

isting in the stars measured by tens of thousands of de-
grees of our temperature scale.

The moderate increase of working temperature given
by the electric furnace enabled Moissan and others to

reap a rich harvest of experimental results, and the natu-

ral inference is that much more might be expected from
further extensions of the limits. These limits are, how-
ever, already set for us by the vaporization of all known
substances. Our furnace itself keeps down the tempera-
ture by melting and volatilizing. We may indefinitely in-

crease the energy in an electric arc and thus add to the

heat evolved, but the addition only goes to vaporize more
material. The limit of work then seems to be readily

reached in the electric furnace, no materials for lining

being available, not subject either to fusion or vaporiza-

tion, thus using up the energy which would otherwise go
to increase the temperature.

A suggestion as to a possible extension of temperature

range may be made here. It may be requisite to work
with closed receptacles under pressure, and to discharge

through them electric currents of so great energy-value

as to attain almost instantaneously the highest tempera-

ture, to be maintained for only a very short time. We
may imagine a huge condenser charged to a potential

of, say, 10,000 volts as discharged through a limited body
of gas contained in a small space within a strong steel

tube which has a lining of refractory non-conductor. The
energy may thus possibly be delivered so suddenly to a

very limited body of material as to result in a momentary
elevation of temperature passing all present known limits

and capable of effecting profound changes in molecular

constitution. We need all possible extension of the limits

of research in this direction in order to discover some
clue to the relations which the chemical elements bear

to each other. The limit of possible strength of the con-

taining receptacle, or some unforeseen factor, would
probably set the new bounds. The point to be here en-

forced, however, is that far beyond any increase of work-
ing range in temperature, obtained in any way, there

must still exist a further range unattainable by our best

efforts and possibly forever outside of the field of experi-

mental research. Our knowledge of this higher range
can alone be derived from a study of the actions going on
in the stars and nebulae.

\> with the temperature range so it is with the pres-

sure range. We may easily work under conditions which
involve no pressure, but when we attempt to conduct our
inquiries with increase of pressure we soon find a limit

to the tenacity of our strongest vessels or to our ability

to produce and maintain extreme pressures. We may
work, not easily it is true, with pressures up to a few

tons to the square inch, but this is as nothing compared
to the conditions which we know must exist within the

larger celestial bodies, without reference to their con-

dition, solid, liquid or gaseous. Can we ever hope to ex-

perimentally reproduce the condition of a mass of gas

so compressed that in spite of a very high temperature

its volume is less than that of the same mass cooled to

solidification? Yet this extreme of condition must be the

normal state within the bodies of many of the stars.

It has been aptly said that many, and perhaps most, of

the important discoveries have been made with compara-
tively simple and crude apparatus. While this may be

true, yet it is probably true also that future advance work
is likely to require more and more refined means and
greater nicety of construction and adjustment of appara-

tus. The expense or cost, if not the difficulty of the work,

may become so great as to effectually bar further progress

in some fields. When instruments require to be adjusted

or constructed, to such refined limits as a fraction of a

wave-length of limit, but few can be found to undertake
the work. The interferometer and echelon spectroscope

of Michelson involve such minute adjustments that a
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wave-length of limit is relatively thereto a large measure.

It is well known that this comparatively coarseness of

light waves imposes a limit to the powers of optical in-

struments, as the microscope and telescope, such that no

perfection of proportion, construction and correction of

the lenses can remove.

In most fields of research, however, progress in the

future will depend to an increasing degree upon the pos-

session, 'by the investigator, of an appreciation of small

details and magnitudes, together with a refined skill in

manipulation or construction of apparatus. He must be

ready to guide the trained mechanic and be able himself

to administer those finishing touches which often mark
the difference bettween success and failure. There must

be in his mental equipment that clear comprehension of

the proper adjustment of means to ends which is of so

great value in work in new fields. He must also learn to

render available to science the resources of the larger

workshops and industrial establishments.

The application of physical principles upon a large

scale in such works has frequently, in recent years, re-

sulted in great gains to science itself. The resources of

the physical laboratory are often relatively small and
meagre compared with those of the factory. Experi-

mental work in certain lines is now frequently carried

on upon a scale so great and under such varied conditions

as would be almost impossible outside of a large works.

In no field has this been more true than in that of elec-

tricity during the past few years. We need only instance

the progress in alternating currents and in relation to

the magnetic properties of iron. In large scale operations

effects which would be missed or remain masked in work
undertaken upon a more restricted scale receive emphasis
sufficient to cause them to command attention. The ob-

stacle of increasing costliness of equipment, which in

some fields might act as a bar to further progress, can

only be overcome by more liberal endowments of lab-

oratories engaged in advance work. Even those in the

community who can only understand the value of scien-

tific work when it has been put to practical use may find

in the history of past progress that many discoveries in

pure science which had not, when made, any apparent
commercial importance or value have in the end resulted

in great practical revolutions.

(To be continued.)

HutoflDobiles.

AUTOMOBILE RAILWAY TO THE FOOT OF
MONT BLANC.

The Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Railway Co.,

headquarters at 88 rue St. Lazare, Paris, has undertaken
the construction and operation of an electric railway be-

tween Fayet and Chamounix, at the foot of Mont Blanc.

The line is to be in operation within twenty months, and
it is to be presumed that the company will be interested

in propositions for machinery and equipment. Power is

to be furnished by the River Arve. The cars are to be
automobiles, each supplied with its own dynamo. The
contracts for building the road proper and providing the

water power has been divided into two parts and awarded
to Gagner & Freres, of Annency, and Richard & Mey-
nani, of Avignon.—Ex.

gine, and this, added to the limited requirements of cab
service as to mileage, makes it easy to understand why
the electrical system has been the most successful. How
long this state of affairs will exist depends entirely upon
what is accomplished with the other systems. As im-
provement in the capacity per pound ot storage battery
is, to all appearances, advancing more rapid.) than im-
provement in gasoline, steam or other systems, it does
not seem likely that electricty for cab service will very
soon be supplanted, in the case of the private motor
vehicle, the requirements are not as uniform as with the
public cab, but nevertheless there has been enough ex-
perience to permit classification of the different require-
ments and to understand their limits. It does not seem
to be generally understood that the intentions of the
owner regarding his motor carriage invariably determine
the best system for this purpose. Other things being
equal, the electric carriage is generally preferred on
account of its extreme simplicity of operation, its ability

to meet most ideal aesthetic demands, and its instantane-
ous availability. The limitations of the best electrical car-
riage on the market to-day are, therefore, an index of the
status of the electric carriage. If the requirements are
such that all runs will be limited to 30 miles in length
and the load to be carried will be under 1,000 pounds,
the electrical system is the best for carriage or delivery
wagon. In practice, these limits are found to include
almost all city physicans' service, city pleasure driving,
general running about, and city delivery service. As an
example of taking a carriage out of its field, the writer
might refer to an attempt at touring in an electric car-
riage which he made at one time. He succeeded in cov-
ering a distance of something over a hundred miles
through country districts, but at the expense of all sorts

of inconveniences and delays, which completely removed
all pleasure from the trip.

If one wishes to make runs exceeding 20 miles in

length, to carry less than 1,000 pounds, and to avoid the

necessity of having any definite base of supply, either the
gasoline carriage will be chosen, thus following the ex-
ample of 75 per cent, of those who use long distance car-

riages in the United States, or the steam carriage, which
represents the remaining 25 per cent. If he fo.lows the

practice in Great Britain, the user will buy a gasoline
carriage, and the same is the case in France. While the

steam carriage is able to fill the unlimited distance re-

quirements as well as the gasoline vehicle, its peculiarities

are decidedly different, and there are very few successful

light steam vehicles in daily use, as compared with the

number of successful gasoline vehicles in daily service.

For weights exceeding 1,500 pounds and distances ex-

ceeding even ten miles, however, steam has proven more
successful than anything else. In Great Britain there arc

several vehicles in regular use for carrying heavy loads

of general merchandise. In France the sa:ii2 conditions
exist.

The motor vehicle situation, then, as we have to face

it to-day, offers three different practicable systems for the

propulsion of road vehicles. All three are eminently suc-

cessful and satisfactory in their field, but none of them
completely fills all fields. Instead of the broad statements

which we see continually that this or that system is the

lust for all services, we find that it depends entirely upon
the requirements and limitations of the particular case in

question.—Hiram Percy Maxim in Cassier's Magazine.

THE AUTOMOBILE SITUATION. THE LAYMAN AND ELECTRICITY.
In public city service, it is obviously necessary that a Mr. Justjoined—What on earth are you trying to do?

cab, in order to be successful, must be absolutely controll- Mrs. Justjoined— f was reading about cooking by e'e
-

able in heavy traffic even in comparatively unskilled tricky, so I hung the chops on the electric bell and I'v

hands, free from unpleasant odors and the general me- been pushing the button for half an hour, but it doesn't

chanical disadvantages usually inseparable from an en- seem to work.—Ex.
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SOME NOTES ON STORAGE BATTERIE;
The tedious expensive process required for the electric

formation of the Plante plates led to the construction, by

Camille A. Faure, about 1880, of plates prepared by cov-

ering sheet lead with a paste made of red lead and sul-

phuric acid. They were placed in a glass jar. in water

acidulated with sulphuric acid, and the coating subj

to electrolysis., by which the red lead was changed in a

few days to lead dioxide and spongy lead on each plate

respectively, and the cell was readv for practical use.

CHEMICAL REACTION.—According to Gladstone

DEFECTS OF THE FAURE CELL.—While the

Faure cell could be produced much more economically
than the Plante and was equal to it in electric energy,
it had many serious defects which proved fatal to its prac-
tical success. The coating failed to adhere properly,
sloughing off and falling to the bottom and the free cir-

culation of the fluid interfered seriously with systematic
electrolysis. The investigation of Brush, Swan, Sellon.
Volckmar and others proved the possibility of practical
success by the adoption of a special method of construc-
tion. The result of these investigations was the produc-
tion about 1886 of an improved cell the feature of which,
due to subsequent improvement, that style of plate illus

Storage Batteries in Position for Charging.

and Tribe, on the immersion of the plates in the acidu-

lated water, there is at first a purely chemical reaction

by which the red lead on both plates is gradually changed
from the surface inward into a mixture of the dioxide

and sulphate of lead with evolution of water. But oxy-
gen and hydrogen being liberated by the electric current,

the oxygen goes to the anode and changes the sulphate

into dioxide and sulphuric a«kl. The hydrogen goes to

the cathode, changing the dioxide to spongy lead with
evolution of water and changing the sulphate to spongy
lead and sulphuric acid. The chemical reaction of the
discharge is the formation of lead sulphate on both plates
and that of subsequent charging the reconversion of this

substance to dioxide and spongy lead as before.

*Philip Atkinson. A.M.
tricity and Magnetism."

Ph.D.. in •'Dynamic Elec-

trated. It consists of a composition lead grid, having

openings filled with a paste or tablet, consisting of lead

in a finely divided state. The plates give a firm support

to the plugs and the free circulation of the fluid allows

of perfect electrolysis.

THE SOLUTION.—These plates are immersed in

water acidulated heavily with sulphuric acid, the degree
of acidity varies from twenty to thirty-six per cent. The
use of glass jars invites the easy examination of the plates

and a discovery of loose plugs, short circuitings, etc.,

likely to occur.

ELECTRIC PREPARATION OF THE PLATES.
Each set of plates, positive and negative, is electro-

lysed separately before they are combined in the cell in-

tended for practical use ; special sets of temporary plates

or dummies of each kind being used for this purpose.
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which makes the old process by reversal of current un-

necessary. The negatives, if filled with litharge, require

six days for its reduction to spongy lead. In positive

plates filled with red lead a period of only twenty-four

hours is required to reduce it to dioxide.

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA-
TION.

THE WESTON FORM OF THE DARSONVAL
GALVANOMETER.

The Weston measuring instrument represents the

D'Arsonval galvanometer reconstructed to meet the con-
ditions of practice. The two great classes of galvanometers
might be regarded as first, those in which the magnet moves
and the coils remain stationary, and second, those in which
the magnet is stationary and the coils move.

BY THE EDITOR.

[Note.—Any one is invited to ask questions on any point that is not

made clear in these articles. Suitable explanations will be cheer-

fully given under the head of " Answers to Inquiries. , "\

THE DISK DYNAMO.
The simplest and cheapest dynamo bears the name of the

disk machine and fulfills in its construction all of the prin-

ciples originally set forth by Faraday. It merely consists

Disk Dynamo.

of a pair of electro magnets between which revolves a disk

of solid metal. A connection or contact is made at the

centre of the disk and the rim and a current collected when
the disk is rotated. From a machine of this description,

which is, of course, exceedingly simple, a very strong cur-

rent is obtained, but a rather weak E. M. F. For electro-

plating purposes a disk dynamo is of immediate value and

Magnetic Circuit of Westoii Instrurr.cni.

The Weston instrument belongs to the latter class. In
the original D'Arsonval galvanometer a permanently mag-
neized horseshoe is used with its poles pointing upward and
between them a coil is suspended which governs the swing
of a small mirror. Instead of the mirror reflecting a beam
of light the modern Weston instrument moves a slisrht

aluminum dial over a graduated scale, as shown in illustra-

tion.

Coil and Spring, Weston .Meter.

importance, although, strange to say. manufacturers have

taken but little interest in it. By winding the wire of an

armature in a flat, circular frame the machine bears the

name of disk dynamo, as shown in the illustration. For
experimental purposes a small generator of this description

will give quite a useful current and its ease of construction

might make it of some importance to the novice.

The coil swings between the poles of the permanent mag
net. the current being conveyed to it by two springs which
slightly unwind when the needle moves. Separate shoes are

attached to the permanent magnet by means of the screws
SS, the shoes being marked PP. The permanent magnet is

artificially aged before it is used. The ageing is a process

of shaking, boiling, etc., which ultimately leaves the magnet
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of constant strength. Fairly good registering instruments

can be built by amateurs along the same lines of fair accu-

racy and easy construction.

USING AN INCANDESCENT LAMP AS A MAGNET.
By carefully balancing a light, steel, permanent magnet

upon a suitable supporting medium, so that it is free to

Expeiiment Showing Attraction of Magnet for Incandescent
Lamp Filament.

move at the least touch, the following experiment can be

performed. Take an incandescent lamp, connected by a

flexible cord, selecting a lamp whose filament is coiled, and
slowly bring it near the balanced magent. At the approach

of the lamp it will either be attracted or repelled. This is

due to the magnetic influence of the filament which, being

Wk

Repulsion oi Arc by Magnetic Pule.

coiled and carrying a current, exercises ail the functions o.

a solenoid. The same experiment can be tried with a c

pass or a magnetized knitting needle, suspended by a

instead of the permanent magnet.

MAGNETISM AND AN ARC LAMP.
A simple experiment can be tried with an electro-magnet

and a low tension arc lamp which will prove that the electric

arc is a source of magnetism. This is accomplished by ap-

proaching the arc with a magnet built by winding a coil of

wire around a rod of wrought iron. When current enters

the coil the magnet, being previously held in position, the

arc is immediately affected as though blown upon by a

strong wind. This is caused by the magnetic field of the

electro-magnet reacting against the magnetic field caused

by the flow of current between the two carbons. The prin-

ciple of the magnetic "blow-out" is well illustrated by this

experiment.

CONNECTIONS OF A SPARK COIL.
The connections of a spark coil are shown in the illus-

tration, where B is the battery, and C is the condenser. The
battery primary coil, PP, and condenser are connected in

series. The vibrator OH, occupies such a position that it

cuts the condenser in and out when operating. The ter-

minal, SS, leads to the tube or discharge knobs. The core

of the spark coil is built up in the regular manner of wrought
iron wire, the two coils surrounding it being carefully in-

sulated from each other by paraffine containing no air bub-
bles. By means of the condenser the electro-motive force

of a spark coil is almost doubled. Its function is to take

Parts of a Spark Coil.

up the self induction of the primary when the contact is

broken and add to the magneto-motive force to such a
degree that the sparkling distance is visibly increased. The
condenser is built up experimentally until of the proper
proportions to give the maximum effect.

'

THE FIRST ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
The first electric railway built in America was constructed

by Davenport, a Vermont blacksmith. It was a circular

railway of rather limited dimensions, appearing very much
like the illustration. The current was supplied from a bat-

tery and mercury contacts connecting from the centre to

Davenport's Eieetric Railway.

the motor. The model contained all the elements of the

modern electric road and deserves to be classed as an his-

torical curiosity of national, if not universal, importance.

An American built the first electro-magnet to be used and
likewise the first electric road that attracted any consider-

able attention.
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HEAT DEVELOPED BY ELECTRIC TRANS-
MISSION.

According to the best evidence we have electricity

and heat are different kinds of molecular motion and the

transmission of either is simply the extension of this mo-
tion through a material substance connected with the

generator, known as the conductor. When electricity is

thus transmitted its transmission is always attended by
the evolution of heat which must be considered a legiti-

mate part of the work done, whether useful or otherwi

and not a mere adjunct. This heat is found to be always

in direct proportion to the electric resistance encount-
ered ; hence if the useful work to be done is the produc-
tion of heat or its concomitant, light, the resistance is in-

creased at the point where the heat or light is required

;

but if other useful work is to be accomplished the heat
is suppressed by lessening the electric resistance as re-

quired. Thus the ratio of heat work to other work can

Business IRews.

. SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW Y< >RK FOR THE WEEK
ENDING SEPT. 2.. [899, $54,236.00.

New York, N. Y., Sept. 2, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.—39 packages electrical materia 1

, $1 875.
Argentine Republic.—51 cases electrical machinery,

$1,830; 43 cases eieotrical materia
1

.. Si. 53b.

Alexandria.—4 packages electrical material. $534: 5
cases electrical machinery. $1,271.

Aden.—4 cases electrical material, $172.
Berlin.— 19 packages electrical material, $1,027.
British West Indies.—38 packages electrical materia

1

,

$1,032.

Transmission Line In the Rockies.

be made to vary by varying the resistance. The analog}

to this is found in the friction attendant upon mechanical

action which may produce heat for a useful purpose or be

suppressed by the use of a lubricant when the mechanical

energy is to be otherwise expended.

JOL'LE'S LAW.—To determine accurately the rela-

tions between the electric current and the heat developed

by it, Joule, who made this branch of electric science a

specialty, passed a battery current through a fine wire

coil, inclosed in a vessel of alcohol in which was also in-

serted a thermometer. The conclusions he reached were
embodied in the following law : the heat developed in a

conductor by an electric current passing through it varies

as the conductor's resistance, the square of the current
strength and the time the current lasts. Representing
the heat by H. the current by O, the resistance by R
and the time by T we get H=CxCxRxT, as the alge-
braic expression of this law by which the heat developed
in any electric circuit can be ascertained.

British East Indies.— 1 case electrical material, $80.
British Guiana.— 14 cases electrical material, $300.
British Possessions in Africa.— 115 packages electrical

material, $4,415.
Central America.—9 packages electrical material, $104.
Cuba.— 15 cases electrical machinery, $484; 34 cases

electrical material, $1,034; 3 oases electric light plant,

$508.

Genoa.—2 cases electrical material, $5.
Glasgow.—83 packages electric motors, $6,550; 4

packages electrical material, $172.
Hamburg.— 19 packages electrical material, $625; 38

packages electric material, $3,533.
Japan.—9 packages electric material, $758; 9 cases

electric machinery, $983.
Liverpool.—6 cases electric machinery, $267 ; yy cases

electric material, $3,819; 1 case electric "machinery. $50.
Mexico.— 17 packages electric material, $14,863'; 4

cases electric machinery, $582; 6 cases electric material.
$320 ; 12 cases electric material, $5^0*.
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Marseilles.—4 cases electric material, $282.

Newfoundland.— 1 package electric material, $28.

Piraeus.—3 cases electric material, $45.
Rotterdam.—2 packages electric material, $65.

Swansea.—40 cases electric material, $800.

Southampton.—47 cases electric material, $2,040; 36
packages electric machinery, $238.

Siam.—49 packages electric material, $884.

Trieste.—9 packages electric material, $238.

U. S. Colombia.— 11 packages electric material, $304.
Uruguay.— 1 case electric material, $8.

Zurich.— 1 case electric tape, $75.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Pensacola, Fla.—The Southern Bell Telephone Co.

will install an entire new plant at Pensacola ; C. Sims,

superintendent, Montgomery, Ala.

Danville, Ky.—C. R. McDowell, of Louisville, and B.

T. Woods, of Perryville, have incorporated the Boyle
Citizens' Telephone Co., to operate in Boyle and adjacent

counties ; capital stock $2,200.

Murray, Ky.—The Calloway Telephone Co. has been
organized, with Dr. J. R. Coleman, president; Dr. J. G.

Hart, manager ; company is constructing a toll telephone

line from Murray to Mayfield ; authorized capital $4,000
Morristown, Tenn.—The East Tennessee Telephone

Co. has received franchise and will put in exchange.
Lexington, Va.—The Lexington Mutual Telephone

Co. and the Lynchburg Telephone Co. have as yet signed

no contracts for construction of the system.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Birmingham, Ala.—The Consolidated Electric Light

Co. will increase its capital stock from $500,000 to $550,-
000 to be used for extensions.

Cullman, Ala.—Moore & McCrary, of Atlanta, Ga.,

have contract at $4,900 for erection of electric light plant,

without engine ; also for construction of water works.
ensacola, Fla.—The Electric Street Car Co. is re-

ceiving bids for the construction of a new electric light

and power house under a franchise granted at last session

of legislature ; will also extend its present electric car

system.

Milledgeville, Ga.—J. F. Wilson, of Milledgeville. and
the American Pipe Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

are reported to be interested in the proposed building of

an electric power plant at Furman's Shoals; about $400 -

000 will be expended on the plant and the erection of

factories.

Albany, Ga.—The power company has applied for

charter, -and proposes to build a plant on the Kincha-
foones creek to develop t,ooo horse power.

Augusta, Ga.—>Nesbit Wingfield, commisioner public
works, has submitted a report for a municipal plant to
cost about $101,000.

Douglas, Ga.—-The city will construct electric light

plant and water works. Address J. J. Walker, ma-vor.
Natchitoches, La.—The city will hold an election to

decide the issuance of bonds for construction of water
works and electric lights to cost $9,000. Address John C.
Trichel.

New Orleans, La.—The Fire & Police Telegraph (

Louisville, Ky., has been awarded contracts to put in a

fire alarm telegraph system at Mew Orleans to cost $7V
340.

Odessa, Mo.—The city will hold an election September
12 to decide as to $10,000 in bonds for erection of electric

light plant. R. B. Stitcher, of Louisiana, Mo., will prepare
plans and spcifications. Address "The Mayor."

Columbia, S. C.—W. B. Smith Whaley and associates
have purchased the property of the Columbia Street Rail-
way, Light & Power Co. for $257,500, and will begin at

once the renovation and reconstruction of the plant, in-
stalling new machinery for applying additional power,
etc.

Hampton, Ya.—Henry Brauns, of Baltimore, has
completed plans for the power house and ice plant of the
Newport News & Old Point Comfort Railway & Electric
Co.

;
plans call for a brick building 109x172 feet, to have

boiler capacity of 2,000 horse power and generators and
dynamos having capacity of 3,000 horse power; this plant
\\i

1 furnish power for the railway and supply the sur-
rounding towns with electric lights and power; in con-
nection an ice plant will be installed, with dailv capacif
of fort_\- tons.

I'.eeville. Tex.— It is reported that a representative of
the Dudley Machinery & Supply Co., of San Antonio.
I exas. has purchased the water works plant at Beeville
from J. M. Brownson, of Victoria, Texas, and will put the
p-ant m operation. It is stated that the plant will be im-
proved and extended and an electric plant installed: also
contemplated is the erection of an ice factorv

STREET RAILWAY NEWS."
Co'.umbia, S. C—It is reported that $50,000 will be

spent improving the Columbia Electric Street Railway
lines.

Kansas ( it v. Mo.—The city council has passed ordi-
nances granting three franchises for electric line exten-
sions to the Metropolitan Street Railway Co

BUSINESS CHANGES.
Albany, X. V.— \ certificate of reduction of the capital

stock ot the Pacific Postal Telegraph Cable Company, of
New ^ ork city, from $1,000,000 to $100,000, was filed at
Albany, X. Y.. on August 14

NEW YORK .VOTES.
ROBERT STEWART, E. F... has resigned his posi-

tion as superintendent of telegraph of the Central Rail-
road of Xew Jersey, a position which ho has filled with
great honor for the last fifteen years. Before his con-
nection with the Central Railroad Mr. Stewart was gen-
eral superintendent of the elevated roads in New York
city, superintendent of telegraph of the B. & O. R. R.,
superintendent of construction of the Nickle Plate R R

'

general manager of the Peoria & Pekin R. R., and occu-
pied a number of positions on western roads equally as
important. He thoroughly understands practical rail-
roading in au j ts ,i cta ii s a proo f Qf wnich is the confidence
which he inspired in the Central Railroad officials ever
-;-;ce his occupancy of the position of telegraph superin-
tendent. Mr. Stewart is very popular among railway
officials and is also held in high esteem by the electrical
trade. We know that whatever position lie may occupy
in the future he will make himself a necessity to his su-
perior. It is with much regret that he resigned his posi-
tion with the Central Railroad and it is out belief that the
officials of that road will remember him with some dis-
tinctive recognition after his long and ardous services.

WESTON STAND RD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS a>d

WATTMETEKS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

I Tile only standard portable in

strument of the type de-

serving: this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Llett

8 and 0.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,

J 14-120 William Street, Newark. N.J.
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JACK

Fig. I
Pbutr .V. Y.

Apparatus Employed for Driving Riv<

LTSE OF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE IX ENGINE
ERECTK ).\

At the Ninety-sixth street power house of the Metro
politan Street Railway Company in New York, the E. P.
*Through the courtesy of "Power.'

1

Allis Compan) are erecting a number of lar^e vertical
cross compound engines direct connected ctric

generators. Upon each ^i the main shafts, which
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inches in diameter in the bearings, 37 inches in the cen-

ter and 27 feet 4 inches in length, it is necessary to force

the spider of the generator, the two pieces of the fly-

wheel hub and the two cranks. This must be done in

the field, and on account of the massiveness of the work-
presented no mean problem for the erecting engineer.

In the central panel of the accompanying engraving
the shaft is shown ready for the operation of forcing on
the spider. The caps AA, Figs. 2 and 3, as shown on page
_\ are drawn together by three 4-inch bolts passing
through the hollow shaft, holding in place the triangular
frame B at the right-hand end, as plainly shown in the
drawings. EE are circular plates of cast iron, with
notches 120 degrees apart to support the rods. Upon the
triangular plate are mounted three 8-inch hydraulic
jacks, giving an aggregate plunger area of over 150
square inches. Oil is forced into the jacks under a pres-

sure of 1 1,000 pounds per square inch, giving an aggre-
gate pressure of 1,650,000 pounds, or 825 tons. For the

spider and fly-wheel hubs the jack is applied as in Fig.

2, the triangular plate being centered in the end of the

hollow shaft as shown, and distance pieces of a horse
shoe shape being inserted between the plungers and the

piece which is being forced on as the latter moves beyond
the working range of the jack. To force the cranks onto
the end of the shaft the apparatus is arranged as in Fig. 3.

The pressure of 11,000 pounds per square inch is ob-
tained by a 4-plunger pump built by Watson & Stillman

Co., after having been dismissed as impracticable by one
of the regular steam pump manufacturers. It is shown
in the lower right hand panel, and consists of four cylin-

ders with plungers one-half inch in diameter, operated by
a 1 vhorse power electric motor geared 5.6 to 1. The

'Mounted upon a tank which carries the oil. and
>,'. icli is itself mounted upon trucks. The time required

to force on the spider, upon which work was about to

commence when our photograph was taken, was one
hour and a half, the movement under pressure being 6
feet. The cranks are put on in about one-half hour.

Something of the magnitude of the work can be compre-
hended when it is said that the shaft weighs 70,000

pounds; the spider, which is 15 feet 2 inches in diam-
eter, weighs with rings 32,000 pounds, and the cranks

24,000 pounds apiece. After all five pieces are in place

and keyed on. the shaft, with its mountings, weighing in

the aggregate 196,150 pounds, or over 98 tons, is rolled

over by jacks and placed in the immense babbitt-lined

bearings. 34 inches in diameter and 60 inches long, which
are waiting for it at about the point from which our

picture is taken.

The fly-wheel. 28 feet in diameter, is made up of a cast

steel rim 2 feet 5 inches dee]) and 2 feet \\ inches wide.

to which are riveted 8 ri-inch steel plates at each side.

as shown in the upper panel and in the lower left hand
panel : 160 plates in all. The cast steel rim is in 10 seg-

ments, each carrying an arm at its center, the segments
being joined together by steel links shrunk in at the

sides. These links are 30 inches long. 10 inches wide and
nches thick. After the wheel has been assembled and

the steel plates bolted in place by temporary holding
bolts, the 3-inch rivet-holes of which there are two rows.

.is shown in the engravings are bored true, reamed and
countersunk by the portable boring mill shown in the

lower left hand panel.

The driving of the rivets constitutes another interest-

ing application of hydraulic pressure. The operation is

shown in the upper panel. The apparatus shown in out-

line in Fig. 1 is blocked up in front of the wheel with the

die-carrying jaws spanning the rim. and one of the 8-inch

jacks 1 etween the other jaws. When the rivet is in place,

with each end in one ci the dies, the jack is operated,

forcing the back jaws apart with an available pressure of

S00.000 or 1.000.000 pounds, or 400 to 500 tons, on each

end of the rivet. The pressure upon the dies is increased

by the leverage of the arms, and the immense steel rivets

are headed up cold, as though they were of putty. After

the rivets are driven the wheel will be turned up in its
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bearings. The segments weigh 11.200 pounds each, [42,500 pounds, making the total weighl of the main
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and the 10 links 5,500 pounds, the steel reinforcements shaft and its completed mountings 456.150 pounds.
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flDiscellaneous.

THE FIELD OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

BY PROF. ELIHU THOMPSON.

(Continued from Page 139.)

Could Yolta. when he discovered the pile one hundred

years ago. have had any idea of its importance in practical

work? Or. did Davy or his contemporaries at the time of

his experiments with arc of flame between the charcoal

terminals of his large battery have any suspicion that in

less that one hundred years the electric arc would grow

to such importance that more than 100.000 arc lamps

would become a single year's production in this country

alone. Faraday, when he made his researches upon the

induction of electric currents from magnetism, could not

have had any idea of of the enormous practical work in

which the principles he dealt with as facts of pure science

ivoulc! find embodiment. When he wound upon the

closed iron ring the two coils of wire which enabled him

to discover the facts of mutual induction he had begun,

without any suspicion of the fact, the experimental work

which gave to science and to practice the modern trans-

former, now built of capacities ranging up to to 2.500

horse-power each, and for potentials of 40,000 to 60,000

volts.

These examples, and many others which might be
given, should convince even the most arrogantly practical

man of the high value of scientific research, not alone as

adding to the sum total of knowledge and for the admir-
able training it gives, but because it can not fail to have
an ultimate practical effect. Discoveries which at first

seem to have no useful nor practical outcome are often

the very ones which underlie development of the greatest

importance in the arts and industries.

The work of Hertz upon electric waves was to the

physicist a grand experimental demonstration, tending to

prove the truth of the electro-magnetic theory of light,

and subsequent progress was profoundly influenced by
it, though no practical use followed at once. The physicist

to-day may see in the wireless telegraph only an exten-
sion of Hertz's original work, for he need not consider
the commercial or economic outcome. He may. how-
ever, recognize the fact that in the wireless telegraph, as

developed by Marconi, practice calls for a broader theo-
retical view. Certain elements of construction and ad-

justment of apparatus, at first used and regarded as es-

sential from a theoretical standpoint, have already been
laid aside. The radiator, with its large polished brass

spheres and special spark gap. has been found of no nibre

effect than the simple pair of small balls ordinarily con-
stituting the terminals for high-potential discharges. It

has been found that the transmitting and receiving ap-
paratus do not require to be attuned, and that the receiv-

ing coherer is not the true recipient of the electric wave
or disturbance in the ether.

These later developments are, in fact, departures, more
or less wide, from the principles underlying the Hertz
demonstration. A vertical wire is charged to a high
potential and discharges to earth over a spark gap. Dur-
ingstbc discharge the wire becomes a radiator of electro-

magnetic pulses or waves, regardless of the spark radia-

tion. The receiving vertical wire is likewise alone relied

upon -to absorb the energy. Being in the path of the elec-

tro-magnetic wave conveyed in the ether from the trans-

mitting wire, it becomes the seat of electro-motive forces

which break down the coherer. This, in substance, may
be considered as a series of small or microscopic spark

gaps, which can be crossed by the comparatively low-

potentials developed in the receiving wire. We are thus
taught to recognize the fact that the refinements in

methods and apparatus needed for a delicate physical
demonstration', as of the Hertz waves in this instance,
may often be laid aside in practical application, where
the end to be achieved is different. The sudden discharge,
oi the Marconi transmitting wire may possibly give rise

to a series of oscillations or high-frequency, alternating
waves in the wire, but since the first half of the- first wave
at each discharge will have the greatest amplitude, it is

doubtful if those which follow in the short train have any
decided effect upon the receiver. According to this view',

the fact of the discharge being oscillatory may, indeed,
have no essential relation to the work done, but may be
an unavoidable incident of the very sudden discharge
which itself would set up a single pulse in the ether suffi-

ciently intense for the work even if unaccompanied by
lower amplitude oscillations following the first discharge
pulse.

Before leaving the consideration of this most fruitful

field of experimental research opened by Hertz, it may
be stated that the one gap in the work yet to be filled is

the actual production of electric waves of a wave-length
corresponding to those of the spectrum: If this could be
done by some direct method, no matter how feeble the
effect obtained, the experimental demonstrations of the
electric nature of radiant heat and light would be fitly

completed. Several years ago it occurred to me that it

might be possible to devise a method for accomplishing
the end in view, and so close the existing gap. Many
years ago an observation on sound echoes showed clearly

the production of high-pitch sounds from single pulses

or lower-pitched waves. A bridge over a mile in length
was boarded at the sides, and vertical slats regularly and
closely placed along its side formed, for a sound wave in-

cident thereon, a series of reflecting edges or narrow
vertical surfaces—a kind of coarse grating. It was found
that a loud sound or pulse, such as that of a gun-shot.

emanating from a point near one end of the bridge and
200 to 300 feet in a line from the structure, was followed

by an echo which was in reality a high-pitch musical
b me. The pitch of this tone corresponded to the spacing

of the slats in the bridge considered as a reflecting grat-

ing for sound.

Following this principle, it seems possible that a very

sudden pulse in the ether or electro-magnetic wave, in-

cident at an angle upon a reflecting grating having from
20.000 to 40.000 ruled lines to the inch, if the plane of

incidents were at right angles with the rulings, might be

t!i. own into ripples of the wave-length of light and yield

a feeble luminosity. If the color then varied with the

angle through which the reflection passed to the eye the

experiment would be conclusive.

(To be Concluded. 1

AN INTENSE SOURCE OF MONOCHROMATIC
LIGHT.

MM. Ch. Fabry and A. Perot, in a communication to

the Academie des Sciences, propose a new source of mon-
ochromatic light of great intensity. It consists of the

electric arc produced between two surfaces of mercury in

vacuo. The mercury is contained in two concentric glass

tubes, of which the inner one divides the two surfaces of

mercury. A slight shake given the tube will start the arc,

which requires a potential of about thirty volts and a cur-

rent of two or three amperes for stability. The light

emitted is not perfectly monochromatic, but can be easily

made so by the interposition of appropriate absorbing

screens. A good one is a tank containing a solution of

chloride of didymium and bichromate of potash. This

intercepts all the rays except the green ones, and these

are the most useful in most cases.—Ex.
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PROTECTION AGAINST LIGHTNING.

The modern liglitning arrester, upon which so much
dependence is placed in electric light stations, is not ab-

solutely reliable. The history of modern electric light

and power stations shows that, with few exceptions, they

all have to undergo the sad experience of having ma-

chinery burnt out, or at least rendered incapable of fur-

ther work. It is impossible to prevent lightning from

striking installations of this kind unless shielded from

its influence by the neighborhood of many steel frame

buildings and having but short lines leading from it. The
nature of a lightning discharge is so inherently erratic

that absolute protection is impossible but, in a relative

sense, devices can be employed which will be the means

nf preventing many of its most destructive features from

appe»''ng. The use of lightning rods and lightning ar-

resters arc at present indispensable elements of a first-

class electric station, and in the performance of their

functions give a degree of satisfaction unequalled by any

ether suggested appliance.

But protection from lightning, as far as the building is

concerned, is the least part of the problem. The pro-

tection which is needed most is the hardest to obtain,

namely, that of insuring the machinery within the station

from:' serious damage. In the average plant, with its

many outside circuits, a ground is considered criminal,

and, in consequence, the most perfect insulation, con-
sistent with practical engineering, is secured. As a re-

sult of this, an electric light plant is j>ractically in the

position of a brass sphere, used in electrostatic experi-
ments, the same sphere being mounted on a glass ped-
c-,ta' for the purpose of illustrating the insulating effects

of air and its support. A lightning discharge striking

this well insulated system of circuits and machinery is

bound to play havoc in the majority of cases even though
a few wires are connected with the earth, on the style of

the so-called ''grounded lightning arrester plan." The
lightning discharge in itself in its erratic movements
may strike at a point where it is free to wander as it

pleases through the armatures and field at its disposal.

In jumping from point to point it is apt to start an arc

between any two such, if they happen to be of opposite

potential and sufficiently near to each other to support
one. In other words, a lightning discharge, even though
its amperage be low, can do sufficient damage in this

manner to annihilate at least one piece of machinery.

The complete grounding of the outside circuits, along

which the static charge generally passes, is entirely out

of the question. The only remedy seems to be that of

supplying the circuit at various points with lightning ar-

resters of the most modern construction. In a recent

case that came before an expert, the insulation was per-

fect, prior to the stroke, the lightning arresters were
in good working order and the plant had been pro-

nounced by the Fire Underwriters and the inspectors of

a rather large electric light company to conform in every

respect with the requirements familar to every electri-

cian and to be thoroughly protected, by the devices em-
ployed, from lightning discharges. But the lightning did

strike and ripped the insulation out of a long cable, prac-

tically destroying it, and danced around inside among
the machinery, refusing a close acquaintance with the ar-

rester proper. From the experts survey of the premises

he realized that the insulation was complete in the orig-

inal installation; the lightning arresters would have oper-

ated baa they had a chance, but the damage done seemed

to be due to the fact that more arresters were necessary

at various parts of the line.

In this case little machinery was involved, the installa-

tion being rather small, but the arrester used was reli-

able and scientifically constructed. In fact, as good an

arrester, if not identical with those used in larger plants.

The conclusions to be drawn from this series of condi-

tions are. that first, the number of lightning arresters

aie insufficient; second, they are not always placed to the

1v st advantage : and third, that scientifically con-

structed laboratory tests, with their general successful

termination, cannot always be compared with the fright-

ful outbursts which nature in her wildest moments is

apt to subject them to.

FRANKLIN STATUE FOR PARIS.

The citizens of Philadelphia will present to the city of

Paris a statue of Benjamin Franklin for next year's ex-

hibition. When the Franklin statue, recently presented

to the cityby Justus C. Strawbridge, was unveiled. United

States District Attorney Beck suggested that the United

States ought to presenl to the French people a statue .»f

the great philosoj>her. in return for Bartholdi's statue of

Liberty. The suggestion has taken shape, and a com-
mittee has been appointed to carry out the idea. It is

proposed to raise the money and have the work begun as

soon as possible, so that the statue can be shipped to

Paris hi time to unveil it before the exposition closes. It

is intended to place the statue in Passy, where Franklin

resided when he was Minister to France one hundred
vears ago. Passy is in the centre of the exr>osition

grounds. The statue will be a replica of the one in Phila-

delphia, which cost about $14.500.—Ex.
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c lectric IRailways.

CONDITIONS 'OF STREET RAILWAY
PRACTISE.

With respect to the conducting- system of a street rail-

way cind its influence upon the cost of operation certain

authorities believe that many tons of coal, so to speak,

might be saved by employing bonds, feeders, etc., of ths

highest quality. In other words, the overhead and under-

ground conductors of a trolley road may in various ways

be a source of expense that only continual repair can

remedy, unless installed at the outset according to the

most modern practise. According to Crosby and Bell

the conducting svstem of an electric railway may be con-

schedule to be observed by a given number of cars the

Double Feeder Supports.

sidered first, merely as a conductor; second, as a con-
ductor that requires insulation. This is, of course, a di-

teet lcference to the trolley line, and not to the various
other conducting parts of the system familiar to the

reader. Tn considering the overhead line we reallv con-
sider the feeding system because the points of greatest

load, or at least where traffic may he choked and cars

stalled, will call for the most current in a given time and
therefore the greatest number of feeders. Any grades
which cars are to ascend and upon which there is apt to

he a stall must be allowed for in the distribution of the

feeders.

"The predetermination of the average or maximum
load cannot be made with exactness. Given a certain

Overhead Line Across Bridge.

r required to perforn that service" varies with the

Single Track Overhead System ; Separate Feeder Support.

;ondition of the track and the running gear, the efficiency
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of d-c motors used, the skill of the motorman, the weight scending grades. And again, eve if all the variables
of the ears and passengers, the magnitude of the grades may be given particular values fo i given schedule uv
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and curves, the number of stops and the relation between ivusl recognize the fact that quite frequently the schedule
the number of ears simultaneously ascending and de- itself is not maintained. Thus let us suppose twenty-
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five cars on the line of which there are ascending grades,

averaging five per cent., and at the rate of five miles per

hour; ten are moving down grade requiring no current

;

five are on the levels making ten miles per hour. We
will suppose each car and its motors to weigh ten thous-

and pounds ancl the passengers of each car also ten thous-

and pounds. The work to be done is of two kinds: first,

that against gravity; second, that against the friction of

the runivng gear. Atmospheric resistance at street car

speeds is small and may be neglected or be considered

combined with that of friction.

The work done against gravity is thus calculated:

weight lifted— i o cars x 20,000 pounds=200,ooo

pounds. Height of lift per minute equals the rise per foot

on the grade, multiplied by the number of feet traveled

per minute. Now five miles per hour is equivalent to

440 feet per minute; hence the total rise per minute will

be 44c x .05=22 feet. The work done against gravity

per minute will then be 200,000 x 22=4,400,000 foot

pounds, a rate of 133.3 horse power. For the track in

question let us assume that a horizontal effort of 30

pounds per ton will overcome friction. Then for the 10

cars we have 100 tons x 30 pounds x 440 feet per min-

ute— 1 ,320,000 foot pounds per minute, a rate of forty

horse power ; also for the five cars on the level we have

50 x 30 x 880 feet per minute= 1,320,000 foot pounds per

minute, a rate of 40 horse power. Thus for keeping all

thenars in motion we need 133 + 40 -f 40=213 horse

power. This power however is that actually needed at

the axles, while that delivered to the motors must in-

clude all lost in the motors and the gearing.

Suppose this to be twenty-five per cent, of the power
delivered to the cars. Therefore we must supply 213
divided by .75=284 horse power. Since we premise that

the pressure under which the current flows is about 500
volts and since 746 watts equals one horse power, we
may with sufficient accuracy state that one and one-

half amperes on the line will be equivalent to one horse

power. Then for the total current we shall have 284
x 1.5=426 amperes. But it is usually sufficient to allow

10 to 15 horse power as the maximum per car for service

over considerable grade.''

From these facts and the conclusion arrived at the

size of the copper conductor and the number of feeders

required may be estimated without difficulty. The
proper allowance for drop can be made so as to meet all

conditions of practice, including overload. The illustra-

tions show not only the feeder systems prevailing in all

suburban trolley roads but various other problems met
with, most characteristic of which is crossing a bridge

spanning a broad stream, the bridge being disconnected

at times. In this cas ' contacts must be made to meet
and tracks to present a continuous surface. Arcing
is likely to occur if the feeder system is deficient, al-

though one of the best p'ans is to run a cable through .

the water and feed from it into the moving tracks, like-

wise, if necessarv, into the overhead line.

Srrav Currents.

COPPER.
The Mining. Journal says that owing to the develop-

ment of the electrical industries in Germany, the increase

in consumption of copper and lead appears to be greater

than in any other country. In 1897 the consumption of

copper was 92,148 tons, and that of lead 133.239 tons,

whilst in 1898 the consumption of copper was 98,160
tons, and that of lead 159.229 tons. Germany produces

7 per cent, of the world's supply of copper, and consumes
22^2 per cent., whilst its production of lead is 173^ per

cent, of the world's supply, and its consumption 20 per

cent.—Ex.

WATER POWER AT NICE.
A commencement was made last year towards utilizing

the considerable water power of the Nice District for

electrical purposes. A company was formed which at

once took in hand the Var, at the point called La Mescla,
where it is confined in a narrow gorge. A tunnel was
pierced through the solid rock of some 600 m. in length
into the Vallon de Fenouillet, where a large reservoir

has been formed, and whence the considerable fall thus
obtained is about to be utilized by the Electric Tram-
ways Company, which is literally taken possession of the
whole littoral.—Ex.

CORPUSCULAR THEORY OF ROENTGEN
RAYS.

B. Walter advances the theory that instead of regard-
ing Roentgen rays as intermittent waves, they may be
regarded as discharged kathode particles. Then the ab-

sence of magnetic deflection would followr as a matter of

course. They penetrate the walls of a tube with greater

ease than kathode rays on account of the absence of elec-

tric charge. They are undoubtedly much smaller than
the electro-chemical ions. That their absorption should
vary as the density of the absorbent is easily understood.
Their power of ionizing gases must be attributed to the

destruction caused by their impact upon gaseous mole-
cules.—Ex.

ELECTRICALLY HEATED THEATER.
The first theater in the world to be heated by elec-

tricity is the Odeon in Buenos Ayres. A short time ago
the proprietors asked a local company if it would under-
take to heat their premises by electricity, writes a cor-

respondent of the Chicago Record, and, although the

management had many misgivings as to the possibility of

being able to do so, so sanguine was the electrical en-

gineer of the concern, an American, that he could advise

a practical and satisfactory system of electric-heating ap-

paratus for the purpose, that he was given carte blanche

and immediately proceeded to work out his scheme,
which he has done successfully.—Ex.

A XOYEL SYSTEM FOR LIGHTING A TUN-
NEL.

The Revue de l'Electricite publishes a description of

the way in which it is proposed to light the Batignolles

tunnel near Paris. A line of incandescent lamps of 10

c.p. will be placed a meter distance apaTt along the side

ot the tunnel. These lamps will be fixed at the height

of the windows of the carriages, and will be automatic-

ally lighted and extinguished by the passage of the train.

A number of pedals which will be depressed by the rims

of the wheels work the switching gear. In this way, any

train stopping in the tunnel will be lignted fairly well

from the outside, and much less electrical energy will be

used than if the tunnel were continually lighted. The
first installation will consist of 150 lamps only, but if the

system is deemed successful by the traveling public and

the authorities of the line, the full length of the tunnel

will be lighted.—Ex.

MAKING GLASS BY ELECTRICITY.
A lamp chimney manufacturer at Anderson, Ind., has

accidentally discovered a new process of melting the

sand used in glass making. While passing through his

plant recently he saw^ a globe on an arc light break, and

a piece of glass fell on the carbon. It was only a second

until it was reduced to a liquid and dripped to the ground.

This gave him his clue, and he directed the construction

of a big vat, with sides and bottom composed of carbons,

over which he could turn a lateral and longitudinal cur-

rent. An arrangement was made to run the sand through

this vat. It worked perfectly, and the best molten glass

is being turned out in as many seconds as it required

hours for the old fuels to melt it. The process has been

patented.—Ex.
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Electric power.
l -. ***

.

ELECTRIC \ POWER,; ITS GENERATION AND
niSTRIlilTlOX.

Power and- distribution plants differ. In a distribution

plant transmission is only incidental. Power plants and

power distribution, however, involve the transmission of

.
-

Direct Connected Station Plant.

energy. In mining districts the transmission may be the

most important process, but in those cases where distri-

bution is first considered electric lighting is more difficult

however, a variation or loss of from twenty to twenty-five
per cent, may cause no ill effects, and. in fact, certain rail-

way systems have voltage variations of thirty and forty

per cent. The variations are immaterial in power work
because increased or decreased speed in' the car itself is

not noticed. In the generation of electric power the best

load is about severity-five per cent, of the full capacity.

Can this average be held during the day and 365 (lays in

the year, the management is ably conducting' its business.'

The economy of an electric power plant is settled by hav-
ing the voltage as high as allowable. This, of course, is'

a question of insulation and personal safety. If a very
high voltage is allowed a great saving is made. When
we tend to high voltages we are fortunately or unfortu-

nately, as the case may be. limited by State legislation,'

etc. In alternating current work static capacity is a seri-

ous matter, although many of the difficulties of transmis-
sion and insulation have been conquered. '

The generation of continuous currents, if heavy distri-

bution is to be expected, must be carried on in a well-

equipped, up-to-date station, fitted with labor-saving ap-

plianc.es and occupied by a maximum of machinery in

a minimum of floor space. In the illustrations are shown
plants of recent installation in which this idea is faithfully

carried out. The larger cut shows engines and genera-
tors, direct connected, in the near neighborhood of the

boilers. The vertical engines, supported on brick foun-

dations, tower into the air and occupy a limited floor

space. The boiler system is on one side of the building

and the generating plant on the other. Every conven-
ience is made use of in this station for the ready trans-

portation of parts of the machines or a heavy weight
which may require moving. A travelling crane is shown
which performs this service. This plant was designed
for continuous work, operating without cessation to sup-

'H

The Application of Rotary Transformers to Distant Power Distribution.

than' transmission of power, because variations of from

one to two per cent, must be obviated. In transmission,

ply current to various consumers. The boiler plan* in-

stalled is svstematieallv arranged with sufficient room be-
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tween each battery to allow of easy coaling. Most of tin-

conditions are found here which appeal to the instincts

oi a well-trained engineer, and from such an installation

there is every expectation of obtaining an efficiency of

the highest figure.

The generation of power and its distribution is not lim-

ited to that class of machinery above described, but may
be carried on successfully even over limited distances

with the rotary transformer. The electric light and power

station, considered as a unit in which the power to be dis-

tributed is to be generated, may have leading from it lines

carrying current of 5,000 volts, which by means of rota-

ries is sent into the lines at the station and retransformed

at the further end. The distribution of power, therefore,

fiom a low pressure electric light station is carried on a

distance of two or three miles away by the three-phase

system, which in this application performs its functions

best. The generation of power and its distribution has

been developed to a point of such high efficiency that

electrically, mechanically and even architecturally there is

little room for improvement, except in minor details of

mediocre importance.

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA-
TION.

BT THE EDITOR.

[Not*.—Any one is invited to ask questions on any point that is not

made clear in these articles. Suitable explanations will be cheer-

fully given under the head of " Answers to Inquiries.'']

CALCULATING MAGNETIC LEAKAGE.
An approximation bringing us to within fifteen or

twenty per cent, of the true value of leakage, as recom-

mended by one writer, is not now regarded as accurate

enough. By a careful consideration of the surfaces lying

/ J&
&r«£&e fta&U.

Fig. 1.

near to each other and the proper determination of the

magnetic pressure acting between them the predetermi-

nation of the leakage factor becomes a matter of great

certainty, though involving some labor of a somewhat

Fig. 2.

empirical character. All parallel surfaces can have their

reluctance determined by a very simple method. If two
sets of surfaces be considered, as represented in figure I,

the reluctance is equal to the distance between them di-

vided by the area of surface. If the two faces are parallel,

but are of unequal size, the mean surface is taken. In

the second case, figure 2. the two surfaces lie in one plane,

and may be of equal or unequal area.

The distance between surfaces in this position may
vary, that is to say. the distance between them measured
in the same plane in which they lie. This would naturally

vary the reluctance and bring into existence an infinite

number of cases to be considered. It is not the object of

the writer to recommend these methods as being the best

because tables, representing much that need be known
and is generally called for. have been supplied in a leak-

age table used in this article. The leakage tallies giving

the reluctance of two parallel cylinders of equal length

have been calculated out on the basis of the ratio B di-

vided by I), where l> is the distance between the axes and
D is the diameter of the cylinders. In the following ta-

bles, representing a great variety of tests, the leakage fac-

tors are given for all styles and sizes of machines up to

2.000 kilowatts.

In designing a generator calculation might aid in giv-

ing figures of value, but much doubt would arise in the

end on account of the permeability of the iron and the

s

Fig. 3-

point of saturation being absolutely known. The factor

of magnetic leakage is a quantity determinable with re-

spect to the size and shape of the machine, primarily, and
then with respect to the conditions above mentioned. The
principle it seems that should be greatly observed in the

design of frames is to use pole piece and core as one and
have them as nearly in line as possible, so that if leakage
does occur it is included under the second class of con-
ditions, leakage between surfaces in the same plane. Ma-
chines with radial poles and a common keeper, or of the

horseshoe type with two cores diverging, should not have
a very great leakage because with a varying magneto
motive force we have in such cases a correspondingly
increasing distance.

^Business 'Mews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW YORK FOR WEEK ENDING
SEPT. 9TH. 1899, $49,617.

New York, N. Y.. Sept. 9, 1899.—The following ex
ports of electrical material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.—45 packages electrical material. $3^632.
Athens.— 18 packages electrical material. $307!
Argentine Republic.—4 cases electrical material, $250.
British Possessions in Africa.— 11 packages electrical

material, $1,145.
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British East Indies.

—

22 cases electrical material,

$1,200.

British West Indies.—17 packages electrical material,

$544-
British Australia.—160 packages electrical machinery.

$22,000.

Brazil.— 1 1 packages electrical material, $1441 ; 7 cases

electrical machinery, $400.

Bremerhaven.— 1 case electrical machinery. $31.

Berlin.— 1 case electrical material, $11.

Cuba.—39 cases electrical material, $2,181 ; 7 cases

eiectric light material, $398.

Constantinople.—3 packages electrical material, $51.

Central America.—47 packages electrical material.

$384.
Copenhagen.—5 cases electrical material, $250.

Glasgow.—4 packages electrical material, $770.

Havre.— 10 cases electrical machinery, $517; 44 pack-

ages electrical material, $3,092.
' Hamburg.—2 cases electrical material, $25.

Liverpool.—49 packages electrical material, $3,447-

London.—69 cases electrical material, $4-752 \ 7 cases

electrical machinery, $388; 9 cases electrical motors,

$.150; 16 packages electrical motors, $500.

Mexico.—-21 packages electrical material, $393.

Newcastle.—a package electrical material, $60.

Newfoundland.—2 cases electrical material, $32.

Peru.—3 packages electrical material, $18.

Southampton.—3 cases electrical material, $148; 26

cases electrical machinery, $280.

St. Petersburg.—5 cases electrical machinery, $278.

Uruguay.—7 cases electrical material, $242.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Milledgeville, Va.—The Oconee Electric & Power

Company has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000, by J. A. Home, Samuel Evans, L. H. Andrews,

L. C. Hall and others. The company proposes to de-

velop 5,000 horse power and transmit it to factories.

Charleston, S. C.—The Charleston Electrical Con-

struction Co. has been incorporated, with a capital stock

of $7,500, by Charles F. Middleton, J. Lamb Perry, Wm.
H. Jones, John E. Torbert and George E. Hazelhurst.

Greenville, S. C.—The Greenville Traction Co. has

been incorporated, with a minimum capital of $200,000,

maximum $1,500,000, to operate a system of electric

railway in Greenville.

Painted Post N. Y.—The Imperial Engine Company
has been formed, with a capital stock of $20,000. Di-

rectors, Charles M. Morse, J. R. Rand, Jr.. and F. W.
Parsons.

Chicago, 111.—The Guarantee Electric Company has

been incorporated to manufacture electrical appliances

and supplies; capital, $50,000; incorporators, R. S. Waif,

H. W. Hawkins, C. L. Hawley, all of Chicago.

Milwaukee Wis.—The Johnson Service Company has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $300,000.

Madrid, Iowa.—The Madrid Electric Light and Power
Company has been incorporated. It has a capital stock

of $10,000. A. P. Wosterbery, J. G. Hammond, J. W.
Carlson, C. G. Johnson, J. P. A. Anderson and Oscar
Oakleaf, incorporators.

TELEPHONE CALLS,
Earlington, Ky.—J. T. Alexander and the North Elec-

~ trie- Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, have petitioned the city

council for franchise for establishment of telephone sys-

tem in Earlington and Madisonville.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Missouri & Kansas Telephone
Co, will increase its capital stock from $1,250,000 to

$2,500,000 for the purpose of making extensive improve-
ments; $150,000 will be expended in putting its wires

under ground.
Wilmington, N. C.—The Interstate Telephone Co.

contemplates the erection of a line to Lumberton in the
-

near future.

Trinity, Tex.—John H. Traylor and J. T. Elliott of

Dallas, Texas, and James H,: Allen of St. Louis, Mo,
have incorporated the Southwestern Texas Telephone
Co. for construction of a line from Trinity to Corrigan

;

work on it has commenced.
Wills Point, Tex.—T.. D. Bannon of Commerce is es-

tablishing a telephone exchange at Wills Point.
Farmville, Va.—W. P. Venable and S. P. Vandersloe,

previously reported as to construct telephone system,
have incorporated the Farmville Telephone Co., with a

capital stock of $5,000.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Birmingham, Ala.—The Birmingham Railway & Elec-

tric Co. and the Birmingham Traction Co. have consoli-
dated and will expend $500,000 in improvements.

Charlotte, N. C.—Books have been opened for sub-
scriptions to the stock of the City & Suburban Electric

Railway Co. Mr. J. A. Durham and others are incor-

porators of the company.
Kansas City, Mo.—It is announced that work will be-

gin at once on extensions of the East Side Electric Rail-

way Co.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.

.

Florence, Ala.— -Capt. R. T. Simpson has made a prop-
osi 'on to the city for the establishment of an electric

light plant.

Tallahassee, Fla.—The city will hold an election on
October 10 to decide the issuance of $16,000 of bonds
for the establishment of an electric light plant. Address
"The Mayor."
Bay St. Louis, Miss.—The Gulf Coast Ice & Manu-

facturing Co., if successful in its bid for lighting the

city, will install an entirely new electrical equipment cost-

ing several thousand dollars.

Clarksdale, Miss.—The city has decided by popular
vote to issue the $37,000 of bonds for construction of

electric plant, water works and sewerage system, pre-

viously mentioned. Address Walter Clark, mayor.
St. Louis, Mo.—Scott Van Etten, Harry E. Lyons,

Amy Carter and Arthur B. Donnelly have incorporated
the Van Etten-Lyons Electric Co., with a capital stock
of $5,000.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Narrow-Gauge Railroad
Co., operating on Lookout Mountain, will, erect an elec-

tric power plant. Address J. T. Cross, president.

Wadesboro, N. C.—It has been decided by popular
vote to issue $25,000 of bonds for electric light plant and
water works, recently reported. Address "The Mayor."

Sumter, S. C.—'The Sumter electric light plant has been
purchased for $10,000 by R. O. Purdy, representing the

bondholders, C. T. Mason and R. M. Wallace, who will

operate the plant and consolidate with it their ice factory,

installing a new 30-ton ice machine to increase the out-

put

STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
TTHESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed In a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the Instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CU
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,

WESTON
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THE FIELD OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH.
BY TROF. ELIHU THOMSON.

(Continued from page 148.)

Despite the diligent studies which had been made in

the invisible rays of the spectrum, both the ultra red and
the ultra violet, a work far from completion as yet. the

peculiar invisible radiation of the Crookes tube remained
unknown until the work of Leonard and Roentgen
brought it to the knowledge of the world. The cathode
discharge, studied so effectively by Hittorf and Crookes.
and by the latter called "radiant matter," was but a part

of the whole truth in relation to the radiation in high
vacua. It is needless to recount the steps in the disco\ -

ery of Roentgen rays. We now know that these ra\ s

come from the impingement of the "radiant matter." or

cathode rays. We know also that the higher the vacuum,
and, therefore, the higher the electric potential needed
to effect the discharge, the more penetrating or the !

easily absorbed is the resulting radiation. Rays have
been produced which in part pass through cast iron

nearly an inch thick. The iron, acting as a filter, absorbs
all rays of less penetrating power. A question may lure

be put, which it will be for future experiment to answer:

Can we by increasing the degree of vacuum in a Crookes

tube by the employment of enormous potentials for forc-

ing a discharge through the higher vacuum, produce rays

of greater and greater penetrating power? What, in

fact, may be the limit, or is there any limit, to the diminu-
tion of wave-length in the ether, assuming for the mo-
ment that this invisible radiation is somewhat of the

same nature as light, but of higher pitch, though it may
be unlike light in not representing regular wave-trains.

Roentgen radiation, while spoken of as invisible, is

in reality easily visible if of great intensity. The parts

of the retina which respond, and so give the sensation of

luminosity, are apparently thus around the eye and not
directly opposite to the iris opening. Those parts of the

retina sensitive to the rays are characterized by the pre-

ponderance of "rods." giving the simple sensation of il-

lumination, apparently white in the case in question.
The "cones," or those portions of the retinal membrane
whose function is believed to be the recognition of color
or differences of wave-length, appear not to be excited
by the Roentgen radiation, or only very feebly. If this

be true, it would account for the less intensity of the lu-
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minous effect upon those portions of the retina near the

optic axis of the eye. All this favors the view that the

Roentgen radiation is 'without sustained pitch or wave-

trains, and resembles more a sharp noise or crash in

sound.

For pressing experimental work in the highest vacua

to its limit, as above suggested, we already have means
at command for the production of the most complete

exhaustions, requiring extremely high potentials to pass

an electric discharge. We have, also, in well-known

forms of high frequency apparatus, the means for pro-

ducing electro-motive forces limited only by our means
for insulation. A recent apparatus, devised by me and

called a dynamostatic machine, gives equal capability of

producing high potentials of definite polarity, positive

and negative. It should not be long, therefore, before

work is undertaken in this suggested direction of press-

ing this matter of rays of high penetrating power much
farther than has been done. The question arises, whether

calcium tungstate. It will be important to determine
definitely whether the rays diffused by different substances
are lowered in pitch or penetrating power as compared
with the rays exciting the diffusion; whether, in other
words, the rays from a tube with quite high vacuum
excite similar rays by diffusion, or rays more absorbable

;

and, if a lowering takes place, whether it occurs in like

manner and degree from all diffusing media.
The phenomenon may be akin to fluorescence, as when

quinia sulphate converts the invisible ultra-violet rays
of the spectrum into lower rays or visible light. This
action may be at its extreme when barium platinocya-
nide, excited by Roentgen rays, so lowers the pitch as to
produce rays within the visible spectrum, for this com-
pound gives very little or no Roentgen-ray diffusion
Are there substances which under Roentgen rays flu-

oresce with invisible rays of the order of the ultra-violet

of the spectrum? If, as is the case with solid paraffine,
the irradiated substance gives rise to considerable dif-
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any such rays can exist which are not appreciably ab-
sorbed in passing through dense substances. They would
probably not effect a photographic plate nor a fluorescent
screen. If they lost also the property of ionizing a gas
and causing electric convection, we might not even be
able to discover them. That some influence or action in

the ether does actually penetrate the dense masses in

space is evidenced by gravitation, the mystery of mys-
teries. We are, however, not justified in going beyond
the proved facts which can only be the result of experi-
mental work and close observation. All else is specu-
lation. The energy source of the Becquerel rays is an-
other mystery apparently far from being cleared'up, and,
if it be true, as recently announced, that a substance
named radium has in reality 900 times the power of

emitting these rays than is possessed by uranium and
thorium, and that the radiation is able to cause visible

fluorescence of barium platinocyanide, the mysterv but
deepens and makes us again think of the possible ex-
istence of obscure rays only absorbed and converted by
a few special substances.

The diffusion which takes place when Roentgen rav>
pass through various media is another phenomenon
which needs more attention from investigators. This
effect seems to be produced by all substances in a greater
or less degree. It, however, appears to be nearly absent
in the case of those substances which give out light or
fluoresce under the rays, as barium platinocyanide and

fusion it can, as I have noted, produce a secondary dif-

fusion in other masses of the same substance, or o; other

substances as indicated by feeble fluorescence of the sen-

sitive barium salt, thoroughly screened from the direct

source of rays and from the first or primary diffusion.

It is probable that Tertiary diffusion could be round if

we possessed a far more powerful or continuous source
of the rays for exciting the diffusion. The ray emission,
even in the most powerfully excited tube, is probably so
intermittent that the active period is but a fraction of the
total time. It may easily be that the limit of intensity or

Roentgen ray emission has not yet been reached, espe-
cially when artificially cooled anti-cathode piates are
available.

(To be continued.)

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA-
TION,

BY THE EDITOR.

[Note.—Any one is invited to ask questions on any point that is not
made clear in these articles. Suitable explanations will be cheer-

fully given under the head of " Answers to Inquiries."]

LEAKAGE AS EFFECTED BY FIELD FRAMES.
It is a mistaken idea to believe that leakage depends

entirely upon the shape of the field frame and not upon
its size. In the illustrations are shown four types of field:

the upright horse show type, the Manchester type, the
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two-pole ironclad and the multipolar type. The leakage the surface of a check or similar paper, the amount named
factors for one kilowatt are 1.65, 1.80, 1.30 and approxi- thereon is burned by a process which defies the usual

mately 2.0 for the last, the multipolar. With a 10 kilo- methods resorted to by check raisers.—Ex.

EU
Four Important Types of Frames.

watt size the leakages reduce to 1.45, 1.55, 1.2 and 1.65.

This shows that with the increasing size of the machine
the leakage diminishes.

THE UNIT POLE AND LINE OF FORCE.
By Gisbert Kapp, C. E.

If we find experimentally that an unequal force is ex-

erted in all points of a certain portion of the field, as in

the case with the magnetic field of the earth within cer-

tain limits, we say that this particular portion of the field

is of uniform magnetic intensity. A uniform magnetic

field of unit intensity is therefore one in which every

square centimeter of transverse section is traversed at

right angles by one unit line. Since in a uniform field

the force exerted upon unit poles in the direction of the

lines is equal to their density, we conclude that through

each square centimeter of surface on the sphere there

passes, with a radius of one centimeter, one line of force.

As the surface of the sphere is equal to 4x3.1416 a unit

pole produces 12.57 lines of force.

©bituarp.
GASTON TISSANDIER.

Gaston Tissandier, the Famous French aeronaut,

chemist and author, died in France on September 8th.

He was born in Paris, November 21st, 1843, and, a^ter

having completed his education at the Lycee Bonaparte,

took up the study of of chemistry and meteorological in-

vestigations. He was best known through his experi-

ments in aeronautics, having made over twenty-five bal-

loon ascensions, during one of which he escaped from
Paris while it was being besieged by the Germans, with

his brother. M. Tissandier was well known to the elec-

trical profession through one of his works entitled "The

Gaston Tissandier.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY THROUGH CLIFFS.
Signor Marconi has been able, with perfect success, to

send his wireless messages through the cliffs of Dover.
At any rate, communication passed between Dover Town
Hall and the East Goodwin Lightship, and the currents
must, therefore, have gone through the intervening hills,

unless perchance they went over. The fact is, we under-
stand, that the former was the route of the message. The
earth and the mountains thereof present no obstacle to

the mysterious force which the distinguished Italian in-

ventor can drive without reins. It is clear that this pene-

Unit Pole and a Line of Force.

Application of Electricity to Aerial Navigation," and
also through his editorial connection with the well-known
French scientific journal, "La,Nature."

AN ELECTRICAL BANK CHECK PROTECTOR.
A curious invention for the protection of bank checks

has recently been patented. It consists of a number of

disks, so that any combination of numbers may be
formed. The characters are heated to branding temper-
ature by means of electricity, and, on being pressed to

trating power must have an important bearing upon the

future developments of wireless telegraphy. As long as

it was suppose,! that an uninterrupted expanse was neces-
sary for the successful operation of the Marconi system,
houses present any difficulty? The more one learns of

its employment seemed limited to arms of the sea or pos-
sibly its great channels. Hut if cliffs fail to intercept the

Hying message on its noiseless invisible track, why should
the marvels of electricity, the more certain does it appear
that the half has not yet been told.—Ex.
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flDagnetism.

SOME FORMS OF MAGNETIC SEPARATION
AND THEIR APPLICATION TO DIF-

FERENT ORES.*
BY H. C. M'NEILL, ASSOC. R. S. M.

The first application of magnetism as an agent for the

separation of a magnetic from non-magnetic substances

was probably the permanent hand-magnet nsed in the

machine shop for separating iron or steel trimmings,

etc., from brass or gun-metal sweepings. Similarly,

foreign oats and grain are freed from bits of wire, pieces

of cutter blades, needles, etc. The railway companies and

other large employers of horse labor have found it neces-

sary to subject all the materials utilized for horse food.

Fig. i.

spathic iron ore after a preliminary roasting. In addition
to the separator which bears his name, and which is dealt
with in this paper, Mr. Heberle also designed that part
of the dressing floors at the Gellivare Company's Works
at Lulea, where the apatite, after being separated from
the magnetic iron ore with which it occurs, has to be
freed from a small percentage of hematite before being
converted into soluble phosphate. Other workers, both
in Europe and America, including Wenstrom, Ball and
Norton, Chase, Conkling, Hoffmann. Kessler, Buchanan,
king, Edison and Wetherill, have all designed machines
suitable to treat certain classes of ore which have come
under their particular observation, and have successfully
dealt with the problems presented by local conditions
and peculiarities.

In the summer of 1898 the author had the opportunity
of seeing some of the principal magnetic concentration
plants in Sweden, and the present paper is mainly con-
fined to these. He is indebted to the various managers
of works, engineers and others for the information freely

accorded in every case. The endeavor has been to pre-

sent an outline of the machines and ore treatment pro-

cesses. The sketches are entirely diagrammatic, and
have been prepared from the author's hand sketches.

I.—Till-: WENSTROM MACHINE.
This is probably the simplest, and, for the particular

purposes which it is intended to fulfil, the most efficient

separator at present in use. Unlike most other designs,

it is capable of treating ore of fairly large size, and it is

not necessary that the stuff treated should be previously

dried its chief use is in such cases where the magnetite

iron ore contains inclusions of rock, or where, as in open
cast workings, portions of the containing walls of the

ore body get mixed with the ore in blasting, and like

operations. As a general rule, it is found to be more
economical to pass the whole of this material collected

such as maize and oats, to rigorous mechanical and
magnetic cleansing, for which purpose a permanently
magnetized steel plate about 4 ft. long. 6 in. wide and
1-8 in. thick, with the long edges horizontal, is placed
transversely, and inclined at an angle of about 35 de-
grees to a continuous stream of grain fed from a hopper.
An automatic scraper, in the form of a belt revolving
round pulleys at each end of the magnet, and provided
with a brush of leather, removes any accumulation every
two minutes. This is pushed to the end of the magnet
and drops into a separate compartment ; the grain which
passes on is jigged on a three-bottomed perforated tray,

by which means not only is the corn or maize separated,

but the oats are freed from mixture of smaller seeds, bits

of stone and dust.

With the introduction and wider application of electro-

magnetism, not only have machines been devised where-
by naturally magnetic iron ores are freed from admix-
tures of other minerals, but by a preliminary roasting,

i. e., the artificial production of magnetic oxide of iron,

other ores may be rendered suitable for a magnetic sep-

aration treatment. Mr. R. . Commans mentions** that

Sella, in Piedmont, in 1855, was the first to use an elec-

tro-magnetic separator, but to free the magnets the cur-

rent had to be broken; also that in 1881 Heberle, at the

Friedrichssegen mine on the Lahn, introduced a con-

tinuous current machine for separating blende from

•n
Fig. 2.

together over a Wenstrom machine, after the "best" of a

blast has been dealt with, than to attempt further hand
selection in the quarry or underground. In addition there

are other uses to which this separator may be put, such

as the treatment of cupola residues and foundry loam
and sand ; also the recovery of cast iron, shot entangled

in blast furnace slag, etc.

Fie:. gives a general view of this machine. The

*Abstract of a paper read at the annual meeting of the

Iron and Steel Institute. From the London Electrician.

**Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Vol. CXVI, 1893, p. 63.

Editor's note. Cuts used through the courtesy of

"Electricity."

material to be treated is fed through a hopper A. and on
to a jigging tray, which receives its motion from a cam
arrangement placed on the shaft BP>. This tray is in-

clined, and at each recoil a line of ore is left on the drum.

Figs. 2 and 3 show part sections of the drum in directions

at right angles to one another. C is the armature barrel,

consisting of a series of soft iron bars, each separated

from the other by a bar of wood. D is a stationary field

magnet, placed eccentrically with regard to the armature

barrel. Non-magnetic end plates, carefully fitted with

"jointing." so as to be water-tight, bind up the whole
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ORE REFINING BY ELECTRICITY.
The use of electricity in the arts and sciences has led

to a recognition of its value in connection with other

allied industries. At present experiments are being
tried for the purpose of discovering whether iron ore

cannot be put through a rapid, efficient and economical
process of refining, thereby avoiding the intermediate

process, during which it is converted into highly im-
pure pigs. The idea is not a new one though it does

not lose value through this fact. Yet success in that di-

rection would mean a complete and radical change in

the present methods in vogue for the reduction of iron

ore. A thorough appreciation of the fact that a large

percentage of the heat is wasted in the smelting process

has led many inventors acquainted with that subject to

attempt to utilize the hot blast escaping from the furnace.

By the use of electricity a large percentage of power
will be saved, an increased rapidity in the production of

iron will be gained, and in all liklihood a superior grade
of metal will result. According to a foreign contempor-
ary "a report from Vienna states that the Prague Iron

Company has commenced a series of experiments, with

a view to testing the commercial practicability of a new
process for the extraction of iron from its ores by means
of electricity. The idea of replacing the blast furnace

by an electric furnace has not hitherto been successful,

trials having been made in this direction in Germany in

recent years. The new process being tested at Prague
may prove a financial success and of great benefit to the

iron trade in general."

The electrical reduction of iron ore calls to mind the

success of an experiment on similar lines, tried by an
inventor who succeeded in producing glass from its con-
stituents by means of electricity. There may be technical

objections to the employment of two huge carbon elec-

trodes between which the crude ore may be placed and it

may take some time to discover how to produce the best

output in the least space of time, yet the ultimate success

of an intelligent and scientific effort seems to be not dif-

ficult to imagine. The inventor who made glass by car-

bon electrodes and a quantity of sand, soda, etc., had
probably less hopes of succeeding than those now work-
ing in the same general direction.

THE INCRKAS1XG INDUSTRIAL IMPORTANCE
OF NIAGARA.

Niagara Falls is destined to become one of the greatest

industrial centres of the Union. This is readily indi-

cated by the rate of sudden progress and the quickness

with which manufacturers are grasping the opportunities

there presented to them. With unlimited power at their

command, sold at a rate so low that no questions are

asked, large chemical works, aluminum concerns and a

large and increasing variety of general manufacturers
are settling at convenient points. The latest news on the

subject, other than the further extension of the electric

power plant by the Niagara Falls Power Company for

about fifty thousand additional horse power, is the new
factory for the electric decomposition of salt of the Acre
Process Company. The Niagara Power Company will

supply these people with eight thousand amperes at three

hundred volts, direct current, which in its way is enor-

mous though not sufficiently large to call for comment
from other large users of electricity on the grounds.

Several very large iron manufacturers are considering

the feasibility of building establishments at Niagara, thus

leading to the belief that at the present rate of develop-

ment Buffalo will be adjacent to the busiest centre in

the United States.

ELECTRICITY IN THE WESTERN ALKALI
PLAINS.

Certain spots on the earth's surface are occasionally

brought to notice by the efforts of certain well known
pioneers, who recognize the value of ground as mining
property, the site of a settlement, or a possible source of

wealth as an agricultural centre. The English section of

South Africa, now darkened by a British war cloud, owes
a large percentage of its development in every direction

to the untiring efforts of Cecil Rhodes. In our Great

West many a desert alkali plain, with every evidence of

mineral wealth on its borders, could, under the influence

of healthy enterprise, become transformed into a garden

spot and the scene of many manufacturing interests.

An agricultural society, whose members consist of

men from New York and adjacent towns, is at present

operating in the far Northwest and are digging a fifteen

mile trench with which they expect to irrigate the sec-

tion of land marked out by themselves for future homes,

farms and fields. In order to facilitate efforts ot tins

description it seems that electrical machinery can be

made to play an important part in lighting the scene of

operations at night and carrying supplies over a roughly

constructed road from the nearest civilized settlement to

the pioneers. There is no region more arid, more for-

bidding, as regards conditions required for the preserva-

tion of life, than West Australia, particularly a few

hundred miles from the coast. Vet. according to the

latest reports, a company has been formed whose lines

will radiate into these centres for the operation of a

trolley system and the once desert spot which is rich in

auriferous quartz and placer deposits will be the scene of

activity and life.
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into the form of a drum. The bars of soft iron are inter-

nally shaped so that each successive bar becomes op-

positely magnetized, a combination of greater power be-

ing thus exerted on a piece of ore large enough to bridge

the distance between two adjacent bars.

The magnetic portion of the ore adheres to and is

carried round on the drum until beyond the influence of

the magnetic field, when it drops away down a shoot at

E, whilst the non-magnetic portion passes down in front

of the drum into a shoot at F.

A machine with a drum of 2 ft. 2>4 in. diameter and 2

ft. in length, revolving at 30 revolutions per minute, will

Fig. 3.

treat about 5 tons of mixed material per hour. Such

a machine is capable of dealing with ore of any size up to

pieces that will pass through a screen of 4 in. mesh, and

requires a current of 15 amperes, the tension at the

dynamo terminals being 110 volts. Although the ma-

chine may be and is used on ore which is quite wet, the

greatest efficiency is obtained when the material to be

treated is dry, and in some cases, as at Dannemora
(Sweden), care is taken to treat only that ore which is

fairlv dry, without incurring the expense of artificial dry-

ing, whilst in other instances 1 ( rrangesberg and Grangen)

Fig- 4-

the ore is treated directly after being washed, and whilst

quite wet. This separator requires but little care and at-

tention when working, whilst the cost of maintenance is

practically nil.

Generally the most efficient plants are also the sim-

plest. The process usually consists of either a rough
preliminary sizing by means of revolving or flat screens,

with or without washing, followed by treatment on the

separator, or the uncleaned ore may be passed on to the

magnetic machine direct and subsequently screened into

different market sizes. At Dannemora the lat.er method
is adopted, and 1 am indebted to Captain Hammerschal
for placing at my disposal the particulars given in the

following short description of the plant used there. The
ore on arrival at surface is first subjected to a rough hand
selection on sorting floors conveniently arranged near

the shaft. Between 50 and 60 per cent, of the total

quantity of ore raised is rich enough to be taken direct

to the furnaces. The remainder, which is of any size up
to 2 in. diameter, is trammed from the sorting floors to

the separation plant or to the ore heaps for future treat-

ment by the separator. Fig. 4 represents the plant in

use.

By means of the elevator shown, the ore is lifted and
dropped to the inclined shoot A, and so on to the re-

ciprocating table B, which delivers it to the Wenstrom
separator, D.
The tray B receives its motion by means of the small

eccentric C. The unmagnetic, and in this case worthless,

portion falls at once down the shoot E. The magnetic

portion is carried round on the drum of the separator in

the manner already described, and passes down shoot G
into the revolving trommel or screen H. This trommel

is of y2 in. steel plate, provided with /« in. punched holes

pitched i-^s in- apart, so that everything under J4, in

diameter passes through and down the shoot M, the stuff

above
~

s in., which does not pass through the holes of

the trommel, being delivered down the shoot X, two

marketable products being thus obtained.

An example where preliminary sizing and washing

before separation is found to be advantageous is at

Grangesberg (Sweden), and no doubt many of the mem-
bers of this institute will remember seeing the actual

plant at work. Three commercial products are obtained

there: (1) Ore between Dj in. and 5 in. diameter; (2)

Fig. 5

ore between 1^ in. and \ in. diameter (3) on ; nything
up to j4 m - diameter. The Grangesberg plant was de-

signed to meet the particular requirement's at the mine

;

the ore contains a considerable amount of specular iron,

which somewhat easily crumbles, also hematite, and dif-

fers from that of Dannemora, where the ore is compact
and very hard and there is little or no tendency to crum-
ble, hence probably the difference in the methods of

treatment and the primary washing, in order to save and

eliminate the fine material.

At both Dannemora and Gangesberg the uncleaned
ore averages 38 per cent, to 42 per cent.-, and the con-

centrates 58 per cent, to 62 per cent, metallic iron. The
rejected portion of the material consists of quartz, peg-

matite (from inclusions and veins running through the

magnetite ore bodies), schistose material, etc.

II.—THE MONARCH SEPARATOR.
The Monarch separator may be regarded as a "Wen-

strom with the single drum duplicated ; it is, however, of

a rather more delicate construction, and is a modification

of and improvement on the original Ball and Norton
machine, a class which includes the most successful ma-
chines of the eccentrically placed internal electromagnet
and the revolving drum pattern. Fig. 5 shows a section-

al elevation of this separator. It is necessary that the

ore treated should be quite dry, and in both cases where
the author was enabled to see the machine at work in

Sweden the best results have been obtained upon ma-
terial crushed to pass through a one millimeter screen.

The ore of the size mentioned after drying is fed in an

even stream into the machine by means of the roller at
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A, the feed being capable of adjustment, as shown. The
mineral falls on the revolving drum l», which moves ov.r

the fixed electromagnets, all the material being com-
pelled to pass close to the drum by means of the bent

shield BC. Having passed the point C, the non-mag-
netic portion or tailings fall into compartment D. and
are fed out at that point by a similar roller. At or near

the point E the particles hop across to the next drum in

consequence of a stronger current being employed in

drum Xo. 2. and are possibly helped by an induced cur-

rent of air caused by the superior velocity of this second
drum, the relative speeds being as 6 : 1. Those particles

containing a little magnetite are whirled off drum Xo.
2 at about the point of F, the centrifugal force being the

stronger force of the two, and drop into the compartment
G, constituting "middles" or "middlings ;" tlie wholly
magnetic particles are whirled off drum Xo. 2 at

about the end of the electro magnets, and are flung

against the end of the machine, and are fed out at H
The "middles" mav be re-crushed and re-treated, if nec-

part plan of the machine. AB is of cast iron, and con-
sists of a scries of rings. In the spaces between each of
two is placed the copper wire conveying an electric cur-
rent. This drum is rotated by means of the bevel gear-
ing DE and the pulley-shaft 11. CC is a solid drum of
wood caused to revolve three times faster than A 15 bv
means of the gearing shown at F( i. and is studded with
soft wrought iron bolts or pegs, each ring of which re-
volves exactly opposite to the rings on AB. It will be
noted, as indicated by the arrow.-,, that AB revolves from
right to left in front, and CC from the left to right in
front. The slime is carried to the machine by means of
the launder X. which terminates in the circular launders
QQQQ- which enclose the drum All for about one-third
of its circumference, as seen in plan, and offer a larger
area of the slime to be acted upon. Furthei water is

supplied by the pipe L. The magnetite pan ,us
brought under magnetic influence attach ihem to
the rings on AB. and are carried round. Thooe - ;.e=;

which escape the first ring are caught lower down, and

Fin C.

L^ary. A combination of three such machines, where
the middles from two of them are passed through a third,

is said to be capable of treating 200 tons of uncleaned
ore per day of twenty-four hours.

One of the later improvements on this separator is the

introduction of drums made of german silver, which has

been found to increase the efficiency of the machine.
This form of machine, when used after a careful pre-

liminary treatment, such as drying, crushing, screening,

etc., is applicable to two classes of ore: (1) Those in

which magnetite is more or less intimately associated

with worthless material
; (2) and those in which the mag-

netic portion is of secondary importance. To notn ot

which cases the machine is successfully applied.

III.—THE DELLVIK-GROXDAL SEPARATOR.
This machine is designed to treat those ores in which

the magnetite exists in a state of intimate admixture with
other and in general worthless minerals. At present it is

at wor, and is successfully treating low-grade magnetic
ores. The preparation that the ore has to undergo be-
fore it is passed to this form of separator will be described
when dealing with a plant now working at Ragga in

Sweden. For present purposes the material may De de-
scribed as a slime. Fig. 6 shows a sectional elevation and

so on, each successive ring being more strongly m
netic than the one above. The unmagnetic portion
the ore. being unattracted. is washed down and into
launder P. together with the excess water. As each peg
<>f the drum CC is successively presented to the rings o
the drum All. magnetism is induced therein, and the
magnetite hops over and forms in tufts on each peg. and
is thus carried out of the magnetic held, where most
drops away, and the rest is washed off by a strong je:

water from the pipe shown, this separated magnetite be-
ing run by the launder into settling pits, from which H
dug out. The copper wire- conveying the electric cur-
rent are protected by carefully titled brass rings and
special jointing. The necessary fine crushing before
treatment in the separator is accomplished bv means o
a ball-miir. Professor ( 1. Nbrdenstrom in a paper rend
before this Institute at the Stockholm meeting last Au-
gust, mentions the fact "that the Pe!lvik-( irondal separ-
ator has been advantageously used at Pitkaranta. in Rus-
sian-Finland, since 1S04 for concentrating poor iron
ores."

IV.—THE HEBERLE SEPARATOR.
There are two distinct types of machine, each of which

is shown in separate figures. Fig. 7 is a type designed
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for the separation and concentration of low grade mag
netic ores only. Fig. 8 is designed for the treatment o

galena blende ores when occurring with magnetic oxide

of iron, also the separation of roasted spathic iron and

blende, etc., or in the treatment, which will be described

below, of a complex ore, consisting of galena blende,

magnetic oxide, pyrrhotine and quartz.

In Fig. 7, the ore to be treated after reduction to size

of about thirty mesh, is fed in at A with water. Bli is a

continuous gutta-percha belt traveling round the pulleys

CC and over the fixed electromagnets placed in the

casing shown, the whole machine being enclosed in a

wooden box, which is kept full of water to a height a

little above the highest of the magnets. The magnetic

portion of the ore attaches itself to the belt, and is carried

down with it until, arriving at 1) and out of the field, it

falls away into E, and is withdrawn through F. The
worthless portion falls into G, and is withdrawn through

pipe Ff. The width of the belt may be from 1 ft. 8 in to

ff

which is obtained from the adjacent Langfallsgrufvan
nine. The ore is fed, in the form of slime, into a Heberle
separator, of the type shown in Fig. 8 at A. The mag-
netic portion is carried down on the belt, and deposited

into chamber C, and withdrawn by a pump through D.
The coarser portion of the remainder of the mixture ac-

cumulates in E, and is withdrawn through the pipe F,

the outer case of the separator being kept full of water up
to launder B by means of the water pipe G, the finer por-

tions of mixture, consisting mostly of the blende and
silica, together with about 3 per cent, magnetite, in a

state of suspension are carried away by the overflow B
to settling pits for subsequent re-treatment as fine slimes

The magnetite after withdrawal from C, here disappears

from the process, as, although it contains a little zinc and

lead, it is found unprofitable to treat it further. The ma-
terial which collects in chamber E then goes forward to

a four compartment jig. whereby the coarser gelena be-

comes a separated and sized product, and the other pro-

Fig. 7

2 it. C iiis, and a machine Oi the latter size is capa .

t.i earing 35 tons of crude ore per day. These separator

may with advantage be used in series where a favorable

percentage of the magnetic iron might be obtained from
the ore by a primary crushing of from six to three milli-

meters and treatment in the first separator, the rejected

portion being further reduced in size to say three to two
millimeters, and treated in the second separator, and so

on with intermediate crushing between two such separa-

tors.

At Saxburget in Sweden, where by the kindness of

Mr. Wenstrom I was permitted to see their mill, they

were treating an ore consisting of approximately:

Per cent.

Lead 11

Zinc 22
Magnetic oxide 14
Pyrrhotine (magnetic pyrites), Fe6 S7 2 to 5
Silica 15 to 20

tl cts are re-ground in a special form of mill designed by
lieberle, and consisting of two fluted plates rotating con-

centrically against each other, after which as much as

possible of the other minerals is separated by means of

pointed boxes, continuous revolving buddies, and Rit-

tinger side recoil tables, etc.

V. THE WETHERILL MACHINE.
This machine has been designed to treat the ores met

with at the Franklin mines, New Jersey, which contain
franklinite (the chief iron and maganese bearing mineral)

intimately mixed with zinc oxide and willemite (zinc

silicate) in a limestone matrix. The problem was to

utilize the natural and slightly magnetic properties of the

franklinite, separate it from the admixture of the other
ores, and so concentrate the zinc minerals sufficiently

high to admit of their reduction in the Belgian spelter

furnaces. The original treatment was to roast the ore

with anthracite, so increasing the magnetic propertices

of the franklinite, and treat the roasted product on a
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W'enstrom separator. Mr. J. I'. Wetherill found on ex-

periment that, by concentrating his magnetic field, the

franklinite, described by Dana as slightly magnetic.

could be separated without preliminary roasting. There

are two types of Wetherill separator for treatment of ores

of different grades. Messrs. H. A. J. Wilkins and B. 11.

C. Nitze, in a paper read before the American Institute

of Mining Engineers at the Pittsburg meeting. Febru-

ary, 1896, gave sketches and some detail of these ma-
chines, from which it appears that the crushed and dry

ore is subjected to the selective action of a highly con-

centrated magnetic field.

The author has had no experience with this type of

machine, but there is little doubt that, in the treatment

of complex ores, many of which consist of minerals de-

scribed as "feebly" or "slightly" magnetic, considerable

the remunerative employment of capital, and the author
hopes that these notes, as describing more particularly

the Swedish practice, may not have been without interest.

Electric power.

APPLICATION OF SMALL MOTORS.
Since the introduction of small motors in the house

hold and factory many unique applications have been
made of them which, viewed from the standpoint of con-
venience, make the small motor a permanent addition
to the above named establishments. In "In Electricity

in Daily Life," published in 1890, we find the following
statement: "The beginning of the general introduction
of electric lighting by incandescent lamps, supplied by
central stations, which may be fairly considered to date

C.-W. Motor Belted, Double Reduction, to Circular Shears.

possibilities are opened up in the direction originated by
Wetherill. Messrs. Wilkins and Nitze mention "That
amongst the minerals which have been susceptible ot at-

traction by the condensed magnetic power of these ma-
chines may be mentioned red and brown hematite, side-

rite, chromite, menaccamite, rutile, franklinite, pyrolus-

ite, etc.; in fact, almost all minerals containing iron or

manganese, or both, also salts, of iron, manganese and
chromium ; and with the introduction of still higher
magnetic powers, it is hoped that even iron pyrites will

come within the scope of successful separation treat-

ment."
In conclusion, attention may be drawn to the increas-

ing utilization of magnetic iron ore, not only in this

country, but to a still greater extent on the Continent,

and to the growing importance of magnetic concentra-

tion as a branch of technical industry. There is un-

doubtedly a large field open both to the inventor and for

from about 1883, had the almost immediate effect of cre-

ating a demand for small electric motors. It was at once
perceived that the electric lighting conductors, if intro-

duced into every building in a town and supplying a con-
stant electric current at an expense ordinarily not ex-

ceeding eight or ten cents per horse power per hour,

could be utilized to great advantage in driving sewing
machines, lathes, ventilating apparatus and innumerable
other sorts of machinery for domestic purposes or for the

higher class of mechanical industry. Quite an assort-

ment of neat little motors of this character of different

patterns and of capacities ranging from one-tenth to one-
half a horse power were exhibited in 1884. at the Indus-
trial Electrical Exposition, at Philadelphia, where they
attracted much attention."

Since the above period the demand for small motors
has increased on every side and in the following illustra-

tions we give the reader an idea of some few applications
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shears, operating a pump and a large engine lathe. Two and it is surprising to realize how small a motor will

of these applications are valuable to those living in apart- pump a large quantity of water, equivalent only being
ment houses or even in private homes, the other two are done by a comparatively gigantic gas engine. The ma-
only found in the factory. The convenience of using a chinist in charge of a lathe or cutter receives little or

motor for hat polishing was exemplified in the business more wages, if the machine he is entrusted with is driven

C.-W. Motor Belted to Triplex Pump.

district of New York on many occasions this summer by electricity or not. but the absence of overhead belts

Xot only were high hats resurrected and brought back and various other items in his favor make his work less

to their original splendor but the unchastity of straw hats dangerous and to the employer less expensive and. of

was removed bv means of the small motor and they were course, more satisfactory. Modern manufacturing is now

New Haven Engine Lathe. C.-W. Motor. Speed Changes Made Through Nest of Gears.

once more allowed to adorn the heads of their proud (?) carried on in many cases solely by the aid of small and

owners. For shoe brushing and ice cream making the large motors. Certain industrial developments have oc-

motor is certainly unequalled and the readiness with curred and in fact many manufacturers owe their business

which it can be attached to such devices. For pumping and fortune entirely to the use of electricity for driving

water to the roof it is already finding many applications machinery.
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POWER REQUIRED IN THE ELECTROLYTIC

REDUCTION PROCESS

In an article published in the Revue Universelle des

Mines et de la Metallurgie M. P. Chalon gives the follow-

ing figures as to the power required to reduce i kiln-

gramme of the following metals by electrolysis :

E.H.P.H.
Gold, platinum, silve " 0.70

Mercury, lead 0.90

Bismuth, palladium, tin 1 .20 to 1 .60

Electric Hat Polisher. (See page 166.)

Cadmium, antimony 2

Copper, chromium, iron, nickel, cobalt, zinc. 3 to 4
Manganese 5

For such metals as are reduced by electhermal methods
the power needed is as follows

:

E.H.P.H.
Sodium 25
Calcium 26
Magnesium 31

Aluminium 35
Lithium 43
One of the most interesting applications of electrome-

tallurgy is the Siemens-Halske process of reducing slimes

as practiced in the Rand. M. Chalon states that such

slimes, containing only 100 grains of gold to the ton are

now successfully treated, the gold being first obtained in

solution by means of cyanide, and the solution then elec-

trolysed. As each ton of slime is treated with 6 to 8

cubic meters of water, the solution actually electrolysed

contains only 12 to 16 grains of gold per ton. With such

weak solution it is found that filtration or other method
of clarification is necessary before electrolysis, if good re-

turns are to be obtained.

A NEW FILAMENT FOR INCANDESCEN i

LAMPS.
A better result than the ordinary carbon-filament in

candescent lamp is claimed for a new lamp, the invention

of M. Langhane. The lamp, by reason of the refra<

tory character of the material forming the filament con-

sisting of silicon-carbid, enveloped with a layer of silicon

and carbon, assures an economy of 25 per cent.— l

7
.x.

Business mews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW" YORK FOR WEEK FAD-
ING SEPT. [6, 1899, $127,733.

New York. N. Y., Sept. 16, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.—177 packages electrical machinery, $2,861.

29 cases electrical material, $1,307.
Aden.—3 cases electrical material, $89.
Argentine Republic.— 334 packages electrical mate-

rial. $19,760; 16 cases electrical material, $29,013.
Brussels.—5 cases electrical machinery, $750.
Barcelona.—^5 packages electrical material, $165.
Berlin.— 14 packages electrical material, $9,540.
Bordeaux.—4 cases electrical material, $85.
Brazil.— 1 case electrical material. $60.
British West Indies.—36 packages carriage material,

$ 1 .2 7,7
:

British Fast Indies.

—

JJ cases electrical material, $2,-

924-

British Australia.— 15 packages electrical material,

$521.
British Possessions in Africa.—75 cases electrical ma-

terial. $7,269.

British Guiana.— 10 packages electrical material,

$200.

Cuba.—42 packages electrical material, $2,395 ; 2

boxes electrical material, $33.
Chili.—9 packages electrical material, $132.
Central America.—2 packages electrical material, $11.

Dutch East Indies.—2 cases electrical material. $150.
Dunkirk.— 11 packages electrical machinery, $1,500.
Ecuador.—9 cases electrical material, $146.
Hamburg.—35 cases electrical material, $750: 2 cases

electrical machinery, $297.
Havre.—80 cases electrical material, $18,873; 9 cases

electrical machines. $469.
Japan.—4 cases electrical material, $753.
London.—86 packages electrical material, $3,568; 22

boxes electrical machinery. $660.
Mexico.— 1 case electrical material. $12.
Manchester.

—

22 packages electrical material. $2,013.

Marseilles.—36 cases electric motors. $18,000.
Madrid.—3 packages electrical material, $86.

Porto Rico.—9 cases electrical material, ^>2>7Z-

Rome.—3 cases electrical material, $37.
Uruguay.—6 cases electrical material, $99.
U. S. of Colombia.—29 packages electrical material,

$1,466.

Venezuela.—33 packages electrical material, $119; 1

case electrical machinery, $10.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

St. Augustine. Fla.—The Miami Power and Water
Co. has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $50,-

000, to construct and operate electric plants and water
w< >rks.

Cumberland Falls, Ky.—The Cumberland Falls Power
Co. has been organized, with a capital stock of $500,-

000: C. W. Banta, president: L. H. Morgan, Louisville,

Ky.. treasurer; James C. Allin, Louisville, secretary; to

erect an electric plant at a cost of $150,000.
Trenton. X. J.—The Southern Light and Traction

Co., with an authorized capital of $2,500,000, has been
incorporated. The articles of incorporation confer the

power to purchase bonds, mortgages and other debts,

as well as the capital stock of other companies. The
incorporators are Charles X. King, N. R. Yanderhoff
and Augustus C. Kellogg, all of Jersey City.

Kansas City, Kas. The Standard Electric Light Co.
has been incorporated; capital. $25,000.

Jersey City, X. J.— The A. A. McCreary Co. has been
incorporated to manufacture electric lighting apparatus;
capital $25,000; incorporator.^. \. V McCreary. Philip

Hathaway, Clifford W. Perkins.

St. Louis. Mo.—The Van Ftten-Lvons Electric Co.,
to manufacture electrical apparatus and machinery, has

been incorporated; capital, $5,000. Incorporators, S.

Wan Etten, H. E. Lyons, A. Carter, A. B. Donnelly, a 1
!
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of St. Louis.

Newark, N. J.—The Monroe Light and Power Co..

office, No. 765 Broad street, has been incorporated to

manufacture electricity or gas for light, heat or power

;

capital, $10,000. Incorporators, John S. Day, George

S. Day, Newark, N. J. ; Rosie Jacobs, Ignatius Weltner,

New York City.

Barton, Va—A. H. Meyer, B. S. Ragland and A. W.

Martinste'in have been appointed a committee to prepare

plans and specifications for the erection of the proposed

electric light plant and water works. Address the

mavor.
TELEPHONE CALLS.

Lake Mary, Fla—The Planters' Co. will construct

telephone line to Sanford.

Sedalia, Mo.—J. W. Lobb is organizing the Citizens

Mutual Telephone Co. for the establishment of a tele-

phone system.

Waverly, Tenn.—The Cumberland Telephone and

Telegraph Co. will construct a branch line from Wav-

erly to Linden.
Independence, Tex.—A telephone company has been

organized by W. T. Wyatt, to construct a telephone line

from Independence to William Penn, and from there

to Whitman.
Navasota, Tex.—The Navasota Telephone and Con-

struction Co. has been incorporated, with a capital stock

of $10,000, by T. C. Foster, Ward Templeman and A.

H. Ketchum.
Frankfort, Ky.—The Flemingsburg Telephone Co..

of Fleming County, has been incorporated. The capital

stock of the company is fixed at $2,500. The incor-

porators are Charles S. and J. H. Powell and J. M. Bald-

win, all of Richmond.
New York, N. Y.—The International Telephone and

Switchboard Co., with an authorized capital of $1,000.-

000, has been incorporated. The company is to make

telephones and switchboards. The incorporators are L.

B. Grant and Thomas S. White, New York, and J. C.

Pope, Plainfield, N. J.

Centerville, Ind.—The Centerville Telephone Co. has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,000. The

directors are T. J. Clevenger, F. M. Clevenger, John F.

Burris, Walter McConaha. Thomas G. Dunbar and J.

E. King.
Mifflintown, Pa.—The Tuscarora Telephone Co. has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $40,000. The

company will erect lines through Adams, Bedford. Blair,

Centre, Clinton, Cumberland. Dauphin. Franklin. Ful-

ton, Juniata, Lycoming. Mifflin, Northumberland, Perry,

Schuylkill, Snyder, Union and York counties. The
directors are A. B. Schall, Carl F. Espenschade. Mifflin-

town; I. N. Grubb, Thomsontown, X. J.: J. C. Moore-

head, Port Royal ; E. A. Garman, Richfield.

Penn Yan, N. Y.—A new telephone company has -Keen

organized under the name of the Syracuse. Roehester

and Lake Ontario Telephone Co. It is a consolidation

of the Wayne County anti-Bell companies, and its main

office will be at Lyons.
STREET RAILWAY NEWS.

Denver, Col.—The Cripple Creek Railway Company
has been incorporated; capital. $1.000.000; incorpora-

tors, G. D. James, W. E. Stiffel. T. F. Brett, H. W.
Twombly, W. R. Bron, A. A. Crocker, G. H. Proctor,

all of Denver.
New Albany, Ind.—The New Albany Street Railway

Company, with a capital of $50,000, has filed articles of

incorporation.

Goshen, Ind.—The Goshen and Indiana Traction

Company to run an electric line from this place to An-
gola. The capital is $200,000. The directors are John
F. Shuman, Sol A. Wood, W. W. Hatch, M. E. Gris-

wold and F. S. Roby.
Covington, Ky.—The Covington, Cincinnati and Er-

langer Street Railway Company has been incorporated,

with a capital stock of $250,000.
POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.

De Witt, Ark.—An electric light plant will be erected

by R. A. Houston.
El Dorado, Ark.—The city will issue $14,000 of bonds

for construction of water works and electric plant, to

cost $15,000. A. L. Dyke, Hope, Ark., is preparing
plans and specifications. Address H. W. Miles, secretary

board of improvement.
Havre de Grace, Md.—John H. Record of Bel Air,

Md.. has purchased site and awarded contract for erect-

tion of the electric light plant at Havre de Grace, to W.
L. Plack. 1403 Filbert street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Tupelo, Miss.—An electric light plant will be erected

by the city. Address the commissioner, V. C. Kincan-
non, Odessa, Kas. The city will erect a 35 arc and 1,200

incandescent light plant. Address E. T. Blake, mayor.
Aiken, S. C.—The plant of the Aiken Light and Power

Company has been purchased by J. G. Evans, represent-

ing a new company. The plant will be greatly improved.
Charleston, S, C.—The city is considering the advisa-

hility of establishing a 300 arc light plant. Address the

mayor.
Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.—A proposition for the establish-

ment of an electric light heat and power plant has been
made to the city by H. D. Ruhm.

Christiansburg. Ya.—An election will be held to de-

cide the establishment of a water power electric light

plant by the city. Address the mayor.
Columbia, S. C.—The city is contemplating the erec-

tion of a 200 to 300 are light plant. Address W. H.
Gibbes, chairman Lighting Committee.
Honey Grove, Tex.—The Honey Grove electric light

plant has been leased and will be operated by E. E.

Blocker and T. N. Cole.

Flemington. W. Ya.—The Flemington Coal and Coke
Company is installing a $75,000 electric coal mining
plant, with a capacity of 4,000 tons per day. Address
S. L. Simpson, president.

NEW YORK NOTES.
The Western Selling Agency of the well-known gas

and electric fixture house. W. C. Yosburgh Manufactur-
ing Co., Limited, 269-281 State St., Brooklyn, formerly

conducted by the Chicago General Fixture Company,
of Chicago. 111., has been discontinued, the Yosburgh
I Company having concluded that they could better serve

the interests of their customers in the way of prompt
shipments by doing their business direct from Brook-
lyn than to have a branch or selling agent at Chicago.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in-

strument of the type de-

serving this name.

Write for Circulars and Prlca Llste

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSThUMENT CO,

114-120 William Street, Newark. N. J.
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Electric Typewriter and Perforator.

AN ELECTRIC TYPE-SETTING MACHINE.

Were Guttenberg alive at the close of this century he

would realize that his simple idea of using movable type

for obtaining uniform impressions has given rise to ma-
chines remarkable in construction and wonderful in the

rapidity with which they automatically make and set type.

The age of automatic devices has certainly been reached

if machines now exist exercising all the complicated

movements and functions of an intelligent compositor.

The time is certainly fast approaching when the setting

of type by hand will become an art but little practiced by
the modern printer or his associates. Machines in which
ready-made type can be automatically set up are com-
mon, but they are giving way to another great class of

machines which are manufacturers of type, casting it and
preparing it in properly justified lines for the press. So
far the problem of setting or casting type automatically

has been peculiarly interesting to the mechanical mind.

Infact,type-settingmachines and all their derivatives have
belonged to the purely mechanical world for at least a

score of years. The ordinary type-setting machine in-

volves the use of a typographical keyboard operating a

system of levers which control the movements of intag-

lios on the face of the type and a casting device for pre-

paring each separate letter. These intaglios, each of

which is called a "matrix," in technical phraseology, are

automatically selected from the keyboard, the same as a

letter in a typewriter. They are then used in conjunc-
tion with an apparatus from which issues a flow of type

metal utilized in the manufacture of newly cast type.

The purely mechanical side of this problem has been long
manifested in the construction of a series of interesting

and ingenious type-setting machines in which type al-

ready made may be automatically sorted and arranged
for the printer's use in familiar galleys. In other words,
there are four general classes of type-setting machines
at present in vogue.

In the first class we find a mechanism which takes

ordinary type and automatically sets it up in lines which
require to be justified by another operator. This, of

course, adds to the speed of hand composition, doubling
it but calling for the aid of an assistant for the process of

justification. The same type i^ used over and over again

until worn out, when it becomes valueless as in any other

case. This type of machine deals with no other problem
than that of setting made type, which is generally nicked
in a peculiar manner to allow the selective apparatus
to pick out the different letters of the alphabet without

mistakes. The letters are guided through a groove in re-

sponse to pressure from a keyboard and approximately
enough letters to make a line removed and justified.

A second class of type-setting machines inherit all the

characteristics of the first, but with the addition that they
make their own type and after it has been once used melt

it again. In this class of machines the manufacture of

type calls for little more expense than the actual cost of

metal and a stock of letters is laid away in the cabinet for
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future use. When the machine is in operation its maga-

zines are filled with the various letters of the alphabet,

each particular letter occupying a separate groove in the

magazine, each groove containing more than one hun-

dred letters at a time. The operator merely taps the

keyboard .thereby calling for each special letter, as re-

quired, but is able to automatically justify at the same

time through the aid of an additional device. In other

words, but one man is required to operate the machine,

although for quick work another would be kept busy fill-

ing the magazines as required and possibly in manufact-

uring new types.

The first type of machine, therefore, simply sets type

without justifying it an<3 the second machine sets type

but makes it and subsequently justifies it although the

manufacture is a distinct process from the setting and

justification. A self contained machine in which the en-

the type as rapidly as the mechanism will operate. In

the keyboard section which can be placed wherever con-

venient for ready dictation, if necessary, a perforated

paper tape is produced. This tape calls for no limit in the

speed of perforation, that being entirely a question of the

operator's skill. Consequently copy can be prepared

with the utmost rapidity. The tape after having received

these perforations corresponding to different letters, sen-

tences, etc., is simply placed on a roll in the second and

separate part of the machine. Inthis second machine all

operations are carried on automatically, the galleys of

type issuing with perfect justification, each letter being

separated from its neighbor, thereby allowing ready rec-

tification of all errors. The duplication of any copy can

be carried on by simply putting the tape through once

more. The speed of casting is practically limited far

above the rate of any other type-making or type-setting

The Goodson Graphotype With Tape In Position.

tire process is practically done at one and the same time

without the inconveniences of either of the two previous

methods is found in a third class of type-setting and
type-making machines.

The third class of type-setting machines are operated

by a keyboard which is an integral part of the machine
through which a variety of matrices are thrown into their

proper position instead of type ,they are then automat-
ically carried back to the casting end of the machine
where a single slug is made perfectly justified and repre-

senting a line of letters. In this machine an error requires

the recasting of the entire line of letters or slugs which

is an objection overcome in the fourth class of machines.

It is impossible to automatically repeat any given copy
without operating the keyboard, and consequently loses

certain qualities which may be found in the fourth class

of type-setting and type-making machines.
In the fourth class of machines we have two distinct

parts ; one consisting of a keyboard apparatus, thereby
making it entirely distinct from any previous construc-

tion, the other consisting of a machine compactly built

and automatic in action which makes, sets and justifies

machine previously constructed.

To the reflective mind it is not a difficult undertaking
to imagine the ideal type-setting machine as one which is

operated by electricity and so controlled that a touch of

the finger and a turn of the switch allows the electric cur-

rent to cast, jusify and in other ways prepare the metal

in galley form for the press. A machine representing the

fourth class but operated by electricity has been evolved

from the brain of an inventor and bears the name of the

Goodson Graphotype. In accordance with the above
analysis it consists of two separate parts, one a typewriter,

the other a separate piece of apparatus from which the

galleys of type mysteriously issue, new. shining and per-

fectly justified. In the first machine, the typewriter, a

touch of any of the keys operates an electro-magnet
which in its turn by a movement of the armature punches
a hole in a long strip of paper tape which is automatically

fed forward. This tape which is filled with a long line of

curious perforations, each one of which corresponds to a

1 iter, dash or symbol on the typographical keyboard is

then placed in the form of a roll in the second machine.
This device is about three feet by one foot in size, is about
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a foot high and rests on an iron table supported by four

legs. The paper tape is guided through a short pathway
by means of which the holes in the tape allow contact to

be made and broken through the medium of a series of

pins in a set of electro-magnets, corresponding to those

operated in conjunction with the keyboard in the first

machine. As the tape is fed ajong, this scries of little pins

reminding an observer of a system of nerves make con-
tact through the tape whenever a perforation occurs.

Each of the little metal pins controls the movements of

a copper plate containing intaglios of the letters. The
little pins operate directly electro-magnets which guide
the copper plate back and forth over a steel surface.

There are twenty of these small contact pins which allow

a copper block containing impressions of the various

mechanism moves guiding the copper block to its various
positions. An iron pot holding type metal is contained in

the machine, the metal kept molten by a system of gas
burners. It also contains a small pump which forces the
hot metal through a copper tube into the metal mould in

which the type is cast. The copper tube carrying the
molten* metal is kept hot by a current of electricity, great
enough in strength to keep it molten independent of its

original supply of heat. The object of this is also to pre-
vent the metal from clogging up the pipe by cooling.
Around the adjustable mould in which each type is made
water is circulated which aids greatly in the speed with
which type can be delivered. The operation of casting
and setting type in this machine is reduced to a minimum
and simply calls for familiarity with the typographical

Lord Kelvin.

type used to move ten spaces forward and ten sideways.

The intaglios of each letter in the small copper block are

arranged in squares like a checkerboard so that whatever

position the copper block is forced to assume by the con-

trol of the electro-magnets means the casting of a new-

type. The copper face containing the various impres-

sions is carefully fitted against a steel surface in which is

a groove through which hot type metal is pumped. The
sudden forcing of this molten metal through the rec-

tangular groove against the copper face means a casting

of a type. The position of the copper p'.ate containing

the various faces of type is controlled with absolute ac-

curacy by the pins making and breaking contact through

the tape. When a letter is about to be made a small steel

pin presses down the back of the copper plate thereby

aligning it or forcing it to assume exactly the position

required for the making of a true and perfect type. In

this machine type can be cast and set up fully justified at

a speed only limited by the time it takes for the letters

to cool after having been made. This speed is controlled

by an electric motor which governs the rate at which the

keyboard attached to the first machine.

The Goodson Graphotype Company, with offices at

13-21 Park Row, New York City, exhibit this machine
and invite all interested in the typographica 1

art to wit-

ness its marvelous operation.

flDiscellanceus.

THE RETIREMENT OF LORD KELVIN FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW.

The University Court, of the University of Glasgow,
adopted the following resolutions on the occasion of Lord
Kelvin's retirement from the university:

The Court have received with the deepest regret Lord
Kelvin's petition for leave to resign the chair of natural-

philosophy. In granting that petition, as they feel it

their painful duty to do, the Court desire to record the

sorrow with which they anticipate the close of a service

that for more than half a century the university has seen
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growing in influence and usefulness, and in beneficent

application of the inventions of science to the wants of

life to the lightening of labor, to the comfort ot the

dwelling, to the safety of the traveler by land and sea, to

the promotion of the facilities of commerce and the

means of human intercourse.

They recall with pride the renown which Lord Kel-

vin's scientific triumphs have reflected on the university,

of which he has so long been the illustrious ornament.

They grieve to think that the circle of colleagues and fel-

low-workers, to whom he has been endeared by the

kindness of his heart, the uprightness of his character

and the honorable simplicity of his life, must lose the

immediate offices of a friendship so highly prized as his.

And they beg him to carry with him into his retirement

from academic life the assurance of their warm personal

regard, of their sincere respect for the fidelity with which

he has discharged his duty to the university, of their

gratitude for the luster which his achievements have shed

upon it, and of their hope that the evening of his days

may, under the blessing of God, be prolonged and peace-

ful.

In replying Lord Kelvin stated

:

I am deeply touched by the kind expressions regard-

ing my duty to the university during my 53 years' tenure

of the chair of natural philosophy. I can truly say that I

have always endeavored to the utmost of my ability to act

for the good of my students in my class and to maintain

the honor and the usefulness of the university; but 1 feel

keenly conscious of many shortcomings, and it is a most

valued solace to me on the occasion of my retirement to

receive such an assurance of approbation as is now given

to me by the University Court.

The happiness which I have enjoyed during 67 years'

residence in the university and my treasured recollections

of the intercourse and of association in work with col-

leagues and students make it peculiarly painful to me to

cease to be professor and to cease living in the university.

But I hope that this double change will not imply any-

thing like total loss either of intercourse or of association

in scientific work, and I look forward with some degree

of satisfaction to being permanently connected with the

university in an appointment as research fellow, for which

I have made application to the Senate.

Consular IReports.

dustries is very strong here, I cannot help thinking that

we must have certain things which, once seen, would win
their way to favor.

An interesting question is : J low can an American house-

hope to obtain concessions or contracts? The best way.

it seems to me, would be to send one or two experts,

familiar with electric plants and their needs, to study the

situation. What is true of Chemnitz is true of almost

every city in the Empire. In the month of June there

were 330 railroads projected in the Empire. Of these,

73 were electric roads; 122 electric plants were projected

during the same time. It would be easy for an expert

to keep himself posted, by visiting or communicating
with the United States consuls-general in Berlin, Frank-
fort and Dresden. Patriotism has seldom been pushed
so far as to force private companies to take inferior or

dearer home products.

The market here just now is so large—consequently

so important—that an effort should be made to sell in it,

even at the risk of not making a great deal of money at

the outset. The methods that have helped at home must
help here. A report made by an expert who has gone
carefully over the ground would supply specific details

in a wav not possible to consuls.

J. C. MONAGHAN,
Consul.

Chemnitz, July 25, 1899.

ELECTRIC PLANTS IN GERMANY.
Amostinterestingfeature of this Empire's development

is found in the number of electric plants in course of con-

struction and projected. French writers, notably Emile

Gautier, Charles Bos and J. Lafargue, are trying just now
to arouse French emulation. It seems to me that Ameriv
can manufacturers might obtain contracts to furnish

some of the materials needed in the plants. A large com-
pany has been organized here to build an electric rail-

road from this city (Chemnitz) to Burgstaedt, 12 or 15

miles away. As projected, the road is to be run through
many large and important villages. If continued to Mit-

weida, as some think it will be, should no rival concern
open an opposition line, the distance covered will amount
to 30 or more miles. There is also a project to build a

central electric plant for supplying the road with power
and the villages through which the road is to pass with

electricity for light. Chemnitz has a population of nearly

200,000 souls the towns included in the plans referred to

contain about 75,000. The company expects to expend
$357,000 on the road, and a similar amount on the build-

ings. Besides this, a cable road is being surveyed to

Augustusberg, a well-known resort a few miles outside
the city. While the proposition to patronize home in-

GERMANY'S INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS IN RE-

CENT TIMES.

Emile Gautier says

:

A 500-page book, just out, puts Germany's position

in electricity in a very bright light. The book is entitled

The Distribution of Electrical Energy in Germany ^Die

Verteilung der Elektrischen Energie in Deutschlandt.

Charles Bos, an ex-Parisian city councilor ,an electrical

engineer of Paris, and one J. Lafargue tell of their travels

in Germany. The people in this Empire lent willing

hands to make help the book as perfect a piece of adver-

tising as possible, by lending excellent illustrations and
photographs. One can notice that it is only the French
who believe in industrial and military secrets. Almost
everywhere else, manufacturers are so sure of them-
selves that they scorn petty and annoying regulations.

They open wide their doors to visitors.* "That is the

rule in Germany,"' continue the writers referred to. Ger-
man}- does not lose by this boldness. The progress in

electricity is astonishing. One can count not less than

40 companies with a capital of at least $90,000,000. These
pay dividends running from 7 to 25 per cent. The field

of their activities is not bounded by the borders of the

Empire ; the whole world is full of their fame. It is all

the more astonishing when one remembers that the year

1 891 saw the beginning of the large plants. Since then

one company alone, the Allegemeine' Elektricitaets-

gesellschaft, turned off and delivered, from 1896 to 1897,

5,189 machines, erected more than 100 central stations,

and equipped and started 65 railroads.

TRADE OPENINGS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Consul-General James G. Stowe, at Cape Town, states

that Pretoria and Cape Town have decided to extend

their electric plants by purchase of additional machinery.

A new electrical street railroad, 11 miles in length, will

be built from Cape Town to the suburbs. The street car

lines in Durban will be taken over by the municipality

and electricity substituted.
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SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND ITS UTILIZA-
TION BY ENGINEERS.

The old axiom still holds true, "it is not what we know
that counts but the use we make of it," as far as the suc-

cess of engineers is concerned. The experience of a large

majority of professional men is wholly unsatisfactory.

Men who pride themselves upon the thoroughness of

their knowledge as well as its extensiveness incline to the

pessimistic belief that education has no value. A further

consideration will bring to light the idea that neither ex-
perience nor the possession of knowledge leads to suc-

cess, but largely a full comprehension and grasp of those
circumstances which lead in successive steps to worldly
advancement. This inherent quality born in some and
developed by hard knocks in others is somewhat tersely

expressed as 'business ability.' It is not the power to

scalp your neighbor, nor its full equivalent, the legal

right which sometimes comes in a man's way to avail

himself of a client's weakness, but largely a knowledge of

the best direction in which to apply various elements of

education so as to give them commercial value. Could
Helmholtz or Lord Kelvin have founded and successfully
managed the Krupp Iron Works abroad or the rolling

mills of Andrew Carnegie in our own country? Yet. on
the other hand, neither Krupp nor Carnegie could be
kept even by force in a quiet laboratory, there to pursue
investigations through tortuous channels of abstract
thought with the aid of a few odds and ends of philo-

sophical apparatus. The truth of the matter is that the
most prominently successful men are those that have hit

upon the right idea concerning themselves ;thev hove

worked along the lines of least resistance, applying the

knowledge they possessed and acquiring more as it was
needed or buying it. The question is often raised "how
can a college produce engineers?" and those that scoff at

such institutions point to self-made and comparatively
uneducated men whose names have been immortalized.
They point to Edison and Morse and Howe, claiming
that such men as these became great simply because their

minds were not lumber houses nor high-class storage

warehouses. All successful men. whether educated or
uneducated, have had their setbacks ; many that the

world knows of and quite a few that remain unknown.
In the engineering profession the graduate of a large col-

lege with a degree strapped to his back finds a moderate
amount of appreciation awaiting him at the very begin-
ning. And in no other profession can ability be so clearly

demonstrated and so well paid for, except perhaps the

genius in literature, than the normal engineer. The
lawyer, the doctor ,the artist, all must bide their time,

but the engineer with some business training represents

to a large extent the means through which this country
has developed along broad lines and in a manner so pro-

gressive as far as inventions and their applications are

concerned that the hitherto greatest manufacturing na-

tion on the face of the globe has been awakened from its

state of slumbering indifference.

In the engineering profession we find two classes of

men. one who evolve ideas capable of future develop-

ment through the possession of an inate power of inven-

tion, the other who crystallize the idea, organize large

companies, and generally possess all they require, living

or dead. The situation is very clearly set forth in an ar-

ticle found in the "Engineering Record:" In most cases

it is considered that a scientific or professional education

rather unfits a man for a business career. Now, while an
engineer should not be expected to be a business man
in the fullest sense of the term yet the very nature of his

work makes many demands of a business nature upon
him. How often we find men of high professional at-

tainments earning far less than their abilities warrant just

for lack of the business knowledge and training, by pos-

session of which some otherwise inferior man reaps the

fruit of the other's skill and labor. It is not only scien-

tific knowledge that should be acquired but the art of

utilizing it as well."

THE COPPER TRUST.

The high price of copper which now prevails will be
subject to fluctuations if certain interests which are now
concentrating produce the desired results. Three new
copper companies were organized in the office of the New
Jersey Corporation Agency within the last two weeks.
They represent an aggregate in capital stock of $16,000,-

OOO.OO, and in all probability represent a rather well de-

fined nucleus around which oilier aggregations will be
made. The Amalgamated Copper Company, with a

cornerstone in the person of John D. Rockefeller, may
not enjoy the sinecure it had in prospect. This combine
which was to have had a capital of more than a billion

dollars has declined to the pitifully small sum of $75,000.-
000.00. This includes such mines as the Anaconda, Col-
orado Smelting, Santa Rita, Parrott and Washoe. In
Arizona the cost of producing copper is about three

cents a pound, and if sold here for ten or eleven cents it

brings in a pretty fair return for an investment of three.

Yet the latest quotation is in the neighborhood of eigh-

teen cents a pound. With the development of the new
mines the price put up by the copper trust will be pulled

down and this uncalled for rise suppressed. Certain

mines in North Carolina have been opened up and by

the beginning of next year will deliver some two hundred

thousand pounds a da\ at the limited price of ten cents

per pound.
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THE FIELD OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

BY PROF. ELI1IU THOMPSON.

(Continued from Page 158.)

There is much room for experimental work in this fas-

cinating- held. \\ e need for it the means tor the produc-

tion either of a continuous electric discharge at from 60,-

000 to 100,000 volts or a mgn-trequency apparatus capa-

ble of giving an unbroken wave tram ; that is, a succes-

sion of high period waves of current without breaks of

intermissions.

The ordinary high-frequency apparatus for obtaining

discharges of high potential trom alternating current.-,

gives only a rapid succession of discharges, each consist-

ing of a few rapidly dampened oscillations. These dis-

charges occupy but a small fraction of the total time.

This is very different from a continuous sustained wave

train, with the successive waves of equal amplitude fol-

lowing each other without break. Such sustained wa\

will, doub i>>. lie of use in research, especially 111 vacu-

um-tube work, and they would, of course, convey much
more energy than the usual broken or interrupted dis-

charge known as a high-frequency discharge.

So<& >ix or seven years ago I endeavored, while work-

ing- upm the subject of higli frequency, to fill the gap.

The result was an apparatus which, with its modifications,

deserves more study and experiment than 1 have been

able to give to it. A brief description may not be out of

place. A large inductance coil, with a heavy iron wire

bundle for a coil. ;i coil of relatively few turns with no

iron core, and a condenser of variable capacity, were con-

nected in series across the mains of a 500-volt electric

circuit. The smaller coreless coil and the condenser

were arranged to be shunted by an adjustable spark gap

with polished ball terminals. By simply closing for a

moment the spark gap so as to form a low resistance

shunt around the condenser and the small coil, and after-

ward slowly separating the balls, the local circuit of the

condenser, small coreless coil and shunting gap become

the seat of sustained oscillations, the frequency of which

depends upon the relation of inductance and capacity in

the local circuit. The energy supplied is that of a contin-

uous current through the large inductance coil with the

heavy core. The action of trie apparatus is easily com-

prehended by a little study. The oscillating current in

the local circuit may be made to induc#much higher po-

tentials in a secondary circuit inductively related thereto.

In this case the turns of the secondary, in relation to the

primary, are, as usual, such as to step-up the potential.

In other words, the potential developed in the secondary

is determined by the transforming ratio.

We have thus a high-frequency apparatus m which the

waves are sustained in an unbroken series, and we eniy
plov as the source of energy a continuous current circuit.

It shows that we may continuously supply energy to an

oscillating system and so keep up the amplitude of elec-

tric oscillations, the frequency of which is that due to the

capacity and induction of the part of the circuit in which
oscillations are set up.

While, in the forms of high-frequencyapparatus alluded

to, we may obtain almost any differences of electric po-

tential up to millions of volts, assuming the apparatus

large enough for the work, we do not gci a sustained

separation of positive and negative ch irges. as in the

static machine, or in a less complete degree with the in-

ductive coil. Professor Trowbridge of Harvard has.

however, made use of the Plante rheostatic machines.

the condenser plates of which are charged in parallel

from 10.000 small storage cells connected in series. The
discharge of the condenser plates is effected after they

are connected in series by a suitable connection changing

frame moved for the purpose. Very high potential
dischages are thus obtained and the polarity is always
definite. It is manifest that the size of the apparatus and
the perfection of its insulation determine its possible per-
formance. The objection to such an apparatus for ex-
perimental research or demonstration is the large number
of cells required and the complicated arrangements 01

circuits for charging them. I have, however, recently
succeeded in removing all necessity for the presence of

charging cells, and have produced what may be termed a

dynamostatic machine, which is worked by power or by
current from a lighting circuit, either continuous or alter-

nating, and may replace a static machine. It is, of course.
i dependent upon the weather. I trust it may be of

sufficient interest to merit the following brief description :

A small electric motor has in addition to its commutator
a pair of rings connected to its armature winding for ob-
taining alternating currents. The shaft of the motor
drives synchronously a revolving frame bearing connec-
tions which, as in the Plante rheostatic machine, connect

series of condenser plates alternately in parallel for

charging and in series for discharging at high potential.

A small oil-immersed step-up transformer has its primary
connected to the brushes bearing upon the two alternat-

ing-current rings of the motor, and its secondary, giving

say 2O,0O0 volts, is periodically connected to the con-

denser plates while in parallel by means of the revolving

connection frame. The adjustment is such that only the

tops of the alternating waxes or their maxima are used
to charge the condenser plates, while, also, those halves

of the waves which are of the same polarity arc alone

used, the others being discarded or left on open circuit.

The apparatus may be driven by power, in which the elec-

tric motor becomes a dynamo, exciting its own held and
supplying alternating current to the primary of the step-

up transformer, or suitable alternating currents may drive

it as a synchronous motor. Such a machine, rim by con-

tinuous currents and having only 11 plates, gives sparks

between its terminals over twelve inches long in rapid

succession. It can be built cheaply, and is a highly in-

structive machine from the transformations it illustrates.

The machine is also arranged by a simple attachment.

so that it may be used to charge insulated bodies, or to

charge Leyden-jar condensers or the like, replacing the

ordinary static machines. It might, in fact, be used to

charge a second range of condenser plates in another

rheostatic machine to a potential of 10 >,ooo volts, for ex-

ample. These, after coupling in series or cascade, might

be made to yield potentials beyond any thus far obtained.

1 To be Concluded.)

PORTABLE ELECTRIC MOTORS.
Electric motors are so light that those of considerable

power may be moved from place to place with the tools

to be operated, but it has not been easy to provide a

suitable source of electric current that can also be easily

transDorted. The portable generator of M. Albert Col-

let is claimed to solve the problem. This consists of a

4 horse power gasoline engine connected by gear whe
with a small dynamo, the whole being mounted on a

frame having a pair of wheels at one end and a pair of

handles and legs at the other. By means of the handles,

the apparatus, weighing about 1.100 lbs., can be readily

moved about by one or two men. While intended for

supplying energy to the electric motors of light machine
tools, the generator is found to be well adapted for elec-

tric lighting in out-of-the-way places, fqr charging the

storage batteries of automobiles, and many other pur-

poses. It lights from 4 to 6 arc lamps and 30 or 40 in-

candescent lamps.—Ex.
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Electric Xitjbt anb power.

ELECTRIC PLANTS; ISOLATED AND MUNI-
CIPAL.

Since 1884, when the first great volume on electric

lighting appeared, electricians, as the saying goes, kept

their light hid under a bushel, but to-day, in contrast with

that period, everything is changed. In 1884 Mr. J. E. H.
Gordon produced a very bulky volume entitled, "A Prac-
tical Treatise on Electric Lighting," which described

new type of dynamo, dating back to '91, in operation.
The station was then incomplete, was belt driven from a
central line of shafting, yet became one of the most suc-
cessful installations of its kind. This central station
fairly represents the type which has been used for a num-
ber of years in great cities. In the smaller cities and
towns, where land is not so valuable, it is usual to place
the boilers on the ground floor, with the engines and the
dynamos placed either upon the same floor or upon tin-

floor above. One arrangement of a central station with
the boilers, engines and dynamos all on the same floor
is shown in the cut. Two engines are shown, with a

Small, Up-to-Date Street Railway P.aut.

pretty thoroughly ail the electrical machinery then in

vogue. To-day not five per cent, of that machinery is in

use ; it has been relegated to the scrap heap and the meth-
ods employed then are now only a recollection.

The great landmark in electric central stations, the

Pearl Street Station in New York City, was operated
continuously from the fall of 1882 until about '92. when
fire removed this historic electric landmark. In that

early plant Jumbo dynamos were used, each direct con-
nected to its own engine. In the new station at the

corner of Pearl and Elm streets, triple expansion en-
gines and colossal generators co-operate in the produc-
tion of Niagaric flows of current. In the figure we show
an illustration of one of the Edison installations with the

dynamo driven by a belt from each fly wheel and beside

the engine a shaft is coupled so that additional dynamos
may be belted from its pulleys. In another illustration

is shown the dynamo and engine room of a small power
house. The switchboard of this station is shown and a
large collection of feeders radiate from it. On the upper
section are the ammeters, automatic circuit breakers,

switches, etc.. and on the lower the main switches for

lighting and power distribution. The main busbars have
been attached to the back i^i the switchboard.
The present prevailing system of metering and regis-

tering power dispenses entirely with the zinc-sulphate
meter of earlier days. The Edison Illuminating Com-
pany, by the installation of these registering meters,
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have supplied an excellent antidote for arguments rela- motors used in the United States in 1889 barely reached
ting to power consumption, advanced by the consumer. one thousand horse power. In 1894 the Edison Illtl-

oulds Pump. Direct Connected to Electric Motor.

as he now reads off the power as it is being used. During urinating Company supplied power to motors in New
five or six years past electric motors have come to be York and Chicago, exceeding a total of eight thousand

Belt Driven Plan, Edison Bi-Polar Dynamos.

almost a necessity to people living in small cities who horse-power. Large numbers of fans and ventilators,

use small amounts of power. The number of electric pumping and elevator motors are now used in all the
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large cities. In fact, electric motors are as necessary to

the small users of power who live in American cities as

gas engines are to the citizens of Paris. An interesting

use of fan motors is made on the electrically lighted trains

of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Chicago, Milwau-

Yale & Towne Company forty-nine per cent; in the

Union Iron Works twenty-three per cent. Not only is

this a large figure for coal alone at the end of the year,

but shafting, helting and overhead machinery transmit-

ting this power are expensive to install. With a properly

A Recent Type of Electrical Elevator Installation.

kee & St. Paul road. Nearly all the large theatres and

places of public amusement in all large cities are simi-

larly provided.

The use of motors instead of belting and shafting has

proven that from one-third to three-fourths of the power
of an engine is actually wasted in making shafts revolve

and running belts and gears. In the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works eighty per cent, of the power is lost; in the

arranged electrical distribution as much as one-half or

three-fourths of the power developed by the engine may
be delivered at the point where it will be of use. Some of

the most successful elevator plants in this city are now
operated by electricity and the introduction by the Goulds
Manufacturing Company of electrically driven pumps
has caused the proper recognition to be made of this new
and interesting application of electric power.
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DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA-
TION.

BY THE EDITOR.

[Note.—Any one is invited to ask questions on any point that is not

made clear in these articles. Suitable explanations will be cheer-

fully given under the head of " Answers to Inquiries.'']

POINTERS IN ALTERNATOR DESIGN.
The rapid spread of three phase and two phase trans-

mission plants, the use of inductor alternators and their

accessories, has detracted from the interest which was

once taken in the alternator of an earlier period. The
separately excited alternator, as shown in sketch, is

found mainly outside of our large cities. In small towns

and villages of four or five hundred families electric

lighting, aside from its cheapness and convenience, is re-

garded by the authorities as an indication of progress.

From an economic standpoint the stockholders realize

that the absence of restrictions as to pressure and poles

enables them to carry the current cheaply to the doors

of consumers. In the alternator of good construction

and design little trouble is ever experienced From heating

although it frequently happens that a celestial sky rocket

would injure the prestige of the village for a few days,

due to the absence of efficient lightning arresters. When
the external circuit to which an alternator is connected

is inductive the number of armatures turns which gives a

maximum active pressure is smaller than when the out-

side lines are free. It is impossible to put so many turns

on commercial alternator armatures that they give the

greatest output, because the regulation in constant pres-

Tower Registering Meters for Consumers'
See Page 1S7.I

Six Pole Alternator. Constant Potential; Separately Excited.
• -.Li.,
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sure alternators demands that the fall of pressure in the

armature shall be as small as possible. In a fifty kilowatt

alternator of one thousand volts terminal pressure and

fifty amperes, for a frequency of sixty with a smooth

core armature with pancake coils, we will have the fol-

lowing: eight poles, diameter of armature core two feet;

coil generates one hundred and forty volts ; each pole

will be four and three quarter inches by two inches. The
cross section of armature conductors will be 26,000 cir-

cular mills or a number 6 B. & S. wire. There will be
two hundred and fifty-eight conductors or sixteen turns

per coil. The other details of construction are largely

mechanical. The above figures can be verified in "Al-
ternating Currents," by D. C. and J. P. Jackson.

and below measures five inches that is the mean path

for the entire cross section of the armature. In the

Gramme ring, also represented, the same holds true, the

total cross section being equal to twice the cross section

of the ring. Therefore, if the cross section of the

1 rramme ring is ten square inches the total cross section

is equal to twenty square inches and the mean path is

equal to that of one dotted line, either above or below.

USING THE ECINETOSCOPE IN THE AGRICUL-
TURAL DEPARTMENT.

The Agricultural Department has pressed the moving

Magnetic Circuit Through Drum Armature.

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT IN DRUM AXD RING
ARMATURES.

The amateur designer is frequently prevented from
making rapid progress in estimating the length of a

magnetic circuit through a dynamo due to his lack of

knowledge regarding the mean path through drum or

picture machine into the service of science. The divi-

sion of vegetable pathology now has a device in opera-
tion in one of its greenhouses, photographing the growth
of a small oak tree. The machine works automatically,
taking a picture each hour. At night an electric light

is thrown into circuit as the exposure is made. The

Magnetic Circuit Through Ring Armature.

ring armatures. In the accompanying illustrations the

drum armature is shown with the path traced in dotted

lines. Either the entire cross section of the armature
can be taken, with the path equal to the dotted line run-

ning through above or below, or one-half the cross sec-

tion can be taken and one single path considered as the

mean length. In other words, if the dotted line above

machine has been running about two weeks, and will be
kepi going about two weeks longer on its present sub-
ject. When the series of pictures are completed, it will

be possible to reproduce with the stereopticon the growth
of the plant from the time the first shoot apeared above
ground till the tree is in full leaf and a toot or more
high.—Ex.
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Business IRews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING SEPT. 23, 1899, $55> iq6 -

New York, N. Y., Sept. 23, 1899. The following ex-

ports of electrical materials are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date.

Antwerp.—30 cases electrical material, $4.

Amsterdam.—8 cases electrical material, $450.

Argentine Republic.—117 cases electrical material,

$8,920.

Brazil.—Cases electrical material. $191.

British East Indies.— 1 package electrical material, $15.

British Possessions in Africa.— 101 cases electrical

material, $5,750.
Bremen.— 1 case electrical material, $49.

Bristol.—2 cases electrical material, $44.

Central America.—96 packages electrical material,

$497-
Copenhagen.—3 cases electrical motors, $87.

Dutch West Indies.—2 packages electrical material,

$46.
Ecuador.— 1 case electrical material, $13.

Glasgow.—79 cases electrical material, 7,025 ; 2 elec-

trical machines, $210.

Genoa.—2 cases electrical material, $16.

Havre.—81 cases electrical material, $9,578.
London.—48 packages electrical material, $5,309; 26

cases electrical machines, $4,210.

Liverpool.— 135 packages electrical material. $-.$2$;

3 packages electrical machines, $49.
Mexico.—260 cases electrical material, $1,491 ; 4 cases

electrical machines, $778: 1 case electrical machinery,

$779; 1 case electrical machines, $27.
New Zealand.— 1 package electros. $180.
Peru.—7 packages electrical material, $115.
St. Petersburg.—13 cases electrical material, $1,399.
Venezuela.—46 packages electrical material. $345

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL NEWS.
(Special Correspondence to the Electrical Age.)

Montreal, Sept. 22, 1899.
Hamilton, Ont.—In connection with the acquisition of

the street railway systems by the Cataract Power Co.
syndicate, it is stated that another transmission line will

be constructed between the power house and Hamilton.
Plans for introducing electricity as a motive power at the
sewage disposal works are under consideration by the
citv engineer.

St. Catharines, Que.—The St. Catharines Hydraulic
Co. has been incorporated, capital $40,000. to produce
and distribute electricity. T. R. Merrit, W. H. Merrif'and

J. H. Ingersoll are provisional directors.

Teeswater, Ont.—The council is considering the pur-

chase of the existing electric light plant and the erection

of a stand pipe for waterworks purposes.

Kamloops, B. C.—The ratepayers voted on a by-law to

raise $27,000 to improve the waterworks system, and
$10,500 to extend the electric light plant.

Winchester, Ont.—The council is negotiating witli

Eager & Sanderson to light the streets of the town.
Arnprior, Ont.—At a meeting of the council on August

9th a franchise was given to R. Andersen, of Ottawa, for

street lighting.

Weston, Ont.—The council has decided to submit to

the ratepayers a by-law providing $6,000 for the purchase
of an electric light plant. A waterworks by-law may be
submitted at the same time.

Quebec, Que.—The Canadian Electric Light Co. will

shortly let contracts for power house, hvdraulic and elec-

tric machinery and transmission line. T. Pringle & Son,

of Montreal, engineer? in charge.

Liverpool, N. S.—The contract for an electric light
plant has been awarded to the Royal Electric Co. at the
price of $8,580. The Canadian General Electric Co. ten-
dered at $8,697, and F. \Y. Clarke $8,508.

Coaticook, Que.—The Coaticook Electric Light &
Power Co. have made application for exemption from
taxation on proposed plant to be used as an auxiliary to
the present lighting station.

Almonte, Ont.—Voting on the by-law to raise $30,000
for an electric light plant will take place on September
25th.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Montreal. Que.—Plans have been prepared by Ed.

Maxwell, architect for a clubhouse, for the Montreal
Street Railway Co., to be built at the corner of Harbor
and St. Catharine Sts. The Demerara Electric Co. has
been organized in this city for the purpose of doing busi-

ness in Demerara. The company has purchased the
franchises of the British Guiana Light & Power Co. and
the Georgetown Tramway Co. and will convert the street

rail\va\ system in Georgetown into electricity. W. B.

Chapman, James Hutchison and B. V. Pearson are pro-
visional directors.

( )tta\va. ( hit.—The Ottawa Electric Railway Co. at a
meeting held hist week decided to commence immediately
the extension of its line to Britannia. The distance is

about seven miles.

Smith's Falls, ( hit.—Mr. Martin, architect of this town,
lias a scheme on Foot for connecting the summer resorts

along the Rideau River with an electric railway. He has

secured a lease of the water power at Jones' Falls.

Erie, ( hit.—Mr. E. Baxter, of Fort Erie, is said to be
looking into the question of building an electric railway

along the Canadian bank of the Niagara River from Fort
Erie to Chippewa.
Toronto Junction, Ont.—The Toronto & Suburban

Railway will probably be extended to Islington and
Cooksville.

Berlin, Ont.—The Berlin Gas & Electric Light Co.

are reported to be considering the building of an electric

railway to Preston. Should this step be decided upon a

new power house will likely be erected.

Tessalon, Ont.—It is said that the Rock Lake Mining
Company purpose constructing an electric railway from
Bruce Mines to their mine.

Nelson, B. C.—The power house of the Nelson Electric

Tramway Co. will be built at the eastern boundary of the

city limits. Mr. C. S. Drummond is president of the

company.
Toronto, Ont.—The York township council at a recent

meeting considered the proposed Avenue road and
Mount Pleasant extension of Toronto Street Railway.

Winnipeg. Man.—It is reported that the Winnipeg
Street Railway Co. will build new car barns next year.

J. Alcide Chausse.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
-THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are Just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current

voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed In a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the Instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N.
J., U. S. A,
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Conventions.

C. S Sergeant, President. American Street Railway Association.

THE EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING pF
THE AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY

ASSOCIATION.
The eighteenth annual convention of the American

Street Railway Association will be held at Tattersalls,

State and Sixteenth streets. Chicago, on October 17. 1
S,

[9 and 20, 1899. The headquarters of the associate

will he at the Auditorium Annex, opposite the Auditor-

ium Hotel. The following papers will be read: "Main-

tenance of Car Equipment." •Modern Street Railway

Shops; Their Design, Machinery ami Shop Practise."

"Train Service and Its Practical Application." ••Invest-

ments in Street Railways; How Can They Be Made
Secure and Remunerative?" "Construction and Main-

tenance of Street Railway Tracks." The annual banquet

will be held Friday evening, when the newly elected

officers will be installed. 1 11 connection with the con-

vention there will be an exhibition of street railway sup-

plies, all space for the same having already been con-

tracted for. The following resolution, regarding the ex-

hibition, was adopted at a meeting of the executive com-

mittee, held at Chicago February o. [899:

Resolved, That the last day of the convention. Fri-

day, October _'o. be set apart for the systematic and care-

ful inspection of exhibits by the delegates, and that all

street railway managers be urged to send delegations

from their mechanical, operating and accounting de-

partments to inspect the same.

\ complete list oi the exhibitors is herewith appended:

C. I-'. Orr & Company. Street Railway Review, Street

Railwa) Journal. K . McLennan & Company, the R. W.
Carton Company, Electric Railway Equipment Com-
pany. Electrical Review Publishing Company, The Rail-

way World, Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Company.
Novelty Tufting Machine Company, Mica Insulator

Company, Manville Covering Company, R. D. Nuttall

Company, Charles X. Wood, Protected Rail Bond Com-
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Company, The Consolidated Car Fender Company, Company, Graham Equipment Company, Meaker Man-

Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works, American Mason ufacturing Company. The Barney & Smith Car Compa-

Safety Tread Company, Standard Underground Cable ny, The R. Bliss Manufacturing Company, Paige Iron
Works, Milwaukee Railjoint & Welding Company. Pear-

V
w

Rnbeit McCulloch.

Joel Hurt

son Jack Company, ( i. P. Magann Air Brake Company.
Christensen Engineering Company, McGuire Manufac-

Company, American Car & Foundry Company, Adam
Cook's Sons, Leschen-Macomber-Whyte Company. Al-

ii. M. Littell. Alb.on E. Lang.

bert B. Herrick, Continuous Rail Joint Company of taring Company, Pennsylvania Steel Company, The Q.
America. American Railway Supply Company, The In- & C. Company, Griffin Wheel Company. W. T. Van Dorn
ternational Register Company, Ohmer Car Register Company, Pennsylvania Car Wheel Company. The Lo-
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ELECTRICITY AT HIGH PRESSURES.

In an article by Elihu Thomson, read before the New
York Electrical Society, we find certain statements which
contain sufficient material to supply considerable food for

thought. In discussing electricity at high pressures, par-

'icularly when such discussions are backed up by a series

of experiments, it is interesting to know how far practi-

cal science reaches and speculation extends. For in-

stance, Thomson briefly describes the production of

Roentgen rays from pressures of over a hundred and fifty

thousand volts, a phenomenon with which we are all

more or less familiar, and then adds : "It is indeed an in-

teresting speculation as to what might be the character

of rays produced by potentials of a million volts, for ex-

ample, passing through tubes, the vacua in which are

made proportionately high.

The conclusions of Thomson in continuation of this

idea are that rays produced under these conditions will

be able to pass through metals of unusual thickness, but

would produce little or no effect upon fluorescent salts.

The only means of indicating their existence would be
through their power of causing ionization of gases or

allied changes in them. This interesting field of research

becomes of more practical importance in the eyes of the

commercial world on account of the recent development
of Marconi's system of wireless telegraphy, which is in-

herently a department of applied science dealing with

mere ether waves. The reflective mind will quickly real-

ize that a difference in degree, for instance, in dealing
with high pressures, instead of low pressures, is generally

accompanied with some new and startling phenomena.
High pressures certainly produce results much more
startling than low pressures ; results which from a scien-

tific standpoint are unique and exceedingly valuable.

Of course, the field of speculative science is of such enor-

mous scope that it embraces all that is or ever will be
known in the world of molecules and atoms, and in con-
sequence of this the humblest investigator cannot help

rilling in certain small gap> in his experimental results

which naturally occur to those gifted witli the smalle-i

particle of imagination.

Elihu Thomson concludes his article on electricty a:

high pressures by saying: "1 am tempted to think that

possibly the flame gases of the sun actually reach the

upper atmosphere of the earth and break down the insu-

lation of the layers already under electric stress or them-
selves bring electricity which disturbs the condition of

The earth mav in fact be brushed by anour air.
s£ :fc

invisible prolongation of a coronal streamer, the effect of

which, acting like ionized gas or dame gases through
which an electrical discharge has been passed, is to make
the upper thin air conduct and relieve its accumulated
electric stresses."'

Prof. Pupin, of Columbia University, performed some
experiments a few years ago for the purpose of crystalliz-

ing his opinion regarding the electrical origin of the

sun's coronae. Photographs in his possession of artificial

coronae seem to indicate that he was on the right track

and that Elihu Thomson approximates the truth in ex-

pressing his belief that auroral displays, solar disturb-

ances, coronal developments on the sun, and a possible

coronal stream from the earth are reactions originally

caused by tremendous agitations of a mechanical, chem-
ical, and finallv electrical nature.

THE AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASS< nlA-
TION.

The representatives of a large and growing organiza-

tion of the above title will meet at Tattersall's in Chicago
about the middle of the month to participate in what i-

popularly called the eighteenth annual convention. It is

hardly necessary to refer to the recent and unusual de-

velopment in the United States of street railways. The
investment they represent collectively is enormous. In

fact, so many millions are involved that no adequate idea

can be formed of the sum total. The sifting process

through which all large enterprises pass before they set-

tle down to a fixed routine has been experienced by those

engaged in the business of street railways.

Experience has come with increasing years, and within

the last century changes of a most radical nature have oc-

curred, eventuating in the crystallization of the most
modern of systems in regard to it > complete electrical

and mechanical features. The old-fashioned stage coach

has become an antiquity ; the horse car is rapidly becom-
ing defunct, and in all large cities and progressive towns
the cable car has been replaced by the overhead or un-

derground trolley. Electric systems have been accepted

by Americans in lieu oi and in preference to any of the

old-fashioned methods that once generally prevailed in

every town of the least importance.

The object of the above convention is not exactly that

of discussing new systems of street railways, but largely

for the purpose of exchanging information on the man-
agement, maintenance and equipment of surface roads.

As time moves on even the nature oi these meetings will

change, due to the detailed perfection of each system.

But until that time comes there will be sufficient intellec-

tual employment awaiting those whose desire to be well

informed is as great as their capacity for new facts. We
have tried to outline the history of the American Street

Railway Association and show by illustration who its

executives were and are at the moment oi this writing.
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rain Steel Company, The Dorner Truck & Manuractur-

ing Company Hipwood-Barrett Car & Vehicle Fender

Company, Cling Surface Manufacturing Company, \\ m.

Wharton, Jr., & Company,Chas. Scott Spring Company,

H. M. Stiles, American Brake Shoe Company, "J he Iron-

sides Company. Siegrist Lubricator Company, Morris

Electric Company, Crane Company, Multiplex Reflector

Company, American Vitrified Conduit Company, New
Haven Car Register Company, Chapman Valve Manu-
facturing Company, (J. S. Rocking (.rate Bar Company,

J. R. McCardell & Company, The Baltimore Car Wheel
Company, Miller- Knohlock Company, Major Cement
Company, Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing Compa-
ny, Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Taunton Locomo-
tive Manufacturing Company, and the Taylor Electric

Truck Company.
The last convention of the above association was held

at Boston, which, strange to relate, was the scene of the

third vice president, and William J. Richardson, secre-

tary and treasurer.

Some of these gentlemen have long ceased taking an
active part ; others have passed the last milestone of then-

earthly journey, yet the list of past executives is fairly

complete in these pages in correspondence with the dates
and places of past conventions as follows:

Second meeting, Chicago. 1882-3, President H. H.
Liftell; third meeting, New York, 1883-4, President
ilazzard; fourth meeting, St. Louis, 1884-5, President

Richards; fifth meeting, Cincinnati, 1885-6. President
Walsh; sixth meeting, Philadelphia, 1886-7, President
Ackley; seventh meeting, Washington. 1887-7, President

C. P.. Holmes; eighth meeting. Minneapolis, 1888-9,
President kerper ; ninth meeting, Buffalo, 1889-90, Pres-

ident Lowry; tenth meeting, Pittsburg, 1890-1, President
Watson; eleventh meeting, Cleveland, [891-2, President

J. G. Holmes; twelfth meeting, Milwaukee, 1892-3, Pres-

T. C. Pennington, Secretary, A. S. R. A.

first regular meeting of the newly born organization on

December 12th, [882. Seventeen years have passed, dur-

ing which time remarkable changes have taken place in

methods of street railway traction, and of necessity the

original organization has grown to very large propor-

tions. The founders or originators of the American
Street Railway Association were II. LI. Littell, Walter
A. Jones, Thomas Lowry. Henry M. Watson and J. E.

Pugg. It seems that I). F. Longstreet suggestecLihe
formation of an institution n\ this description which he
believed would be of immense benefil to those interested

in street railways, although such as did exist in those

times consisted largely of horse cars.

The street railway companies of the United States and
Canada received a circular letter from the above named
gentlemen, inviting their co-operation in "the promotion
and advancement of knowledge, scientific and practical,

in all matters relating to the construction, equipment
and management of street railways; the establishment
and maintenance of a spirit of fraternity among the mem-
bers of the association, by social intercourse and friendly

exchange of information and ideas, to the end that the
best service may be obtained at the least possible cost."

The first meeting was called to order by the Hon. Moody
Merrill, and as the meeting progressed the following
members were elected as officers: H. H. Littell, presi-

dent; William H. Hazzard, first vice president; Calvin
A. Richards, second vice president; George P. Kerper.

ident Longstreet; thirteenth meeting. Atlanta, 1

President Payne; fourteenth meeting, Montreal, 1

President Hurt; fifteenth meeting, St. Louis, I

President II. M. Littell: sixteenth meeting, X
Falls, 1890-7, President McCulloch ; seventeenth

ing. Boston, 181)7-8, President Lang; eighteenth

ing. Chicago. [898-9, President Sergeant.

SPECIAX TRAIN FROM NEW YORK A
B< >ST< IN.

893-4.

894-5.

895-6,

iagara
meet-

meet

-

XD

The committee beg to advise that they have arranged
a special train via the Boston & Albany and New

York Central & Hudson River Railroads for the accom-
modation of delegates and others attending the above

nvention, as follows: Leave Boston, B. & A.. 10:30
A. M.. Sunday, ( )ct. 1 5 ; Worcester. 1 1 45 A. M. : Spring-

field, 1 :i4 P.M.. Arrive Albany. 4:15 P. M.

Leave Xew York. X. Y. '

'.. 1 P. M.. Sunday. Oct. 13:

arrive Albam 4:15 P. M.

Leave Albany, X. Y. C. 4:35 P. M.. Sunday. ( )ct. 15:

Ctica. 6:?2 P. M.; Syracuse, 8:15 P. M. ; Rochester,

10:05 P. M.; arrive Buffalo, 1 1 155 P. M.

Leave Buffalo, L. S. Ry.. 12 midnight. October 15,

arrive Chicago. 2:30 P. M., Monday, Oct. 16.

The train will consist of Wagner vestibuled drawing
room sleeping cars, and dining car serving meals through
to Chicago.
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DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA-
TION.

BY THE EDITOR.

[Note.—Anyone is invited to ask questions on any point that is not

made clear in these artiles. Suituble explanations wUl be cheer-

fully given under the head of " Answers to Inquiries:']

THE TINFOIL PHONOGRAPH.
In the illustration is shown one of the original tinfoil

phonographs which excited so much wonder in the early

historv of the phonograph industry. A type of this

DESIGNING ! TRANSFORMERS.
The first requisites for transformer design are highly

permeable iron and a knowledge of the primary and sec-

ondary electro-motive force. A transformer to carry

fifty lights and step down from two thousand volts to

fifty must have the same ratio between the turns on the

primary and secondary as that of the E. M. F. From two
thousand to fifty volts means a ratio of forty to one.

There will be forty turns in the primary to one turn in

the secondary, ami a resistance in the primary sufficient-

ly great to allow no more than the needed current to

pass. In the secondary sufficient current will be re-

Tinfoil Phonorrrnph.

phonograph is still on exhibition in the laboratory at quired to carry fifty lights, about fifty amperes in all, the

New York College and the Girl's Normal School. As
mav be believed the sound is not very sonorous, ap-

proaching more in nature the wheezy whistle of an asth-

matic patient. A sheet of tinfoil is carefully glued on the

size of the wire being more than fifty thousand circular

mills. The cross section of the iron must be sufficient

to carry the lines of force which will be low enough per

square inch to prevent undue heating by hysteresis and

static Step Down Transformer, 500 Lights.

cylinder, the point of the diaphragm rests against it and eddy currents. In other words, transformer design calls

the cylinder Is rotated and fed forward by means of the for a careful planning of the cross section of iron and an

screw shaft. It is difficult to recognize in this device the equal care in the selection of the size of wire for each coil

fine equipment composing the modern phonograph. and its proper length.
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HIGH FREQUENCY ALTERNATORS.
In the illustration is shown a Tesla high frequency

alternator, the average reversals of which per second

exceed twenty thousand. The machine is built with a

flat disk armature of mild steel and arranged around its

periphery are very small coils on the pancake style, gen-

erating the alternating E. M. F. A band of wrought

iron surrounding the armature has radiating inward four

or five hundred short poles, composing the magnetic

circuit. Coils are placed on these projections and sep-

arately excited. The rotation of the disk with its equal

number of coils cuts the lines of force emanating from the

poles and generates the high frequency used by Tesla in

many of his experiments. With five hundred radial

poles and a speed of five thousand revolutions per min-

ute or eighty-three per second, a frequency of eighty-

three times two hundred and fifty or 20,750 is produced
per second. At this rate of speed and with these poles

a total frequency of over one million per minute is pro-

duced.

out the mass, each globule of water suspended in the air

having its small effect upon the total result.

When the cloud discharges, the main spark branches
within and through the cloud-mass in many directions.

The discharge can at best be only a very partial one, from
the nature of the case. These are conditions which are
certainly not represented in our experimental production
of high-potential phenomenon, except perhaps upon a
very small scale in the electrified steam from Armstrong's
hydroelectric machine, a type of apparatus now almost
obsolete. Yet if we wish to reproduce, as nearly as pos-
sible upon a small scale, the conditions of the thunder-
cloud, we shall be compelled to again resort to it. In vol-

canic eruptions similar actions doubtless occur and give
rise to the thunder clouds which often surround the gases
sent out from the crater.

Considering, then, that the condition in the thunder-
cloud are so different from those in our experiments with
high potentials, we can easily understand that the study
of lightning phenomena may present problems difficult

Tesla Alternator; 2,000 Alternations per Seeond.

Miscellaneous.

THE EIELD OE EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH.
BY PROF. ELI II I' THOMSON'.

(Concluded from Page 174.)

The interest in such experimental apparatus and the

results obtained come largely from the apparent ability

to secure a representation of the effects of lightning dis-

charges upon a moderate scale, and the possibility of

liquids and solids, at varying temperatures and pressures

under high electric stresses. Broadly considered, how-
ever, the similarity of the effects to those produced in a

thunder cloud is more apparent than real. The globules

of water constituting the electrified cloud do not possess

charges of millions of volts potential, the effects of which
are seen in the stroke of lightning. The individual glob-

ules may possess only a moderate charge. When, how-
ever, they are massed together in a large extent of cloud
the virtual potential of the cloud as a whole, with re-

spect to the earth, may be enormous, though no part of

the cloud possesses it. The cloud-mass not being a con-
ductor, its charge cannot reside upon its outer surface or

upon its lower surface nearest the earth, as with a large

insulated conductor. The charge, in fact, exists through-

to solve. Two forms at least of lightning discharge are

quite unknown in the laboratory—namely, globular

'lightning and bead lightning, the latter the more rare of

two. Personally I can not doubt the existence of both
these rare forms of electric discharge, having received

detailed accounts from eye-witnesses. On one occasion,

while observing a thunder-storm, I narrowly missed see-

ing the phenomenon of globular lightning, though a

friend who was present, looking in the opposite direction,

saw it. The explosion, however, was heard, and it con-

sisted of a single detonation like the firing of a cannon.

According to the testimony of an intelligent eye-witness,

who described the rare phenomenon of bead lightning

within an hour after it had been seen, it is a very beautiful

luminous appearence, like a string of beads hung in the

cloud, the beads being somewhat elliptical and the ends

of their axes in the line of their discharge being colored

red and purple respectively. This peculiar appearance,

not at any time dazzlingly bright, persisted for a few sec-

onds while fading gradually.

A Grain, our knowledge of the aurora is not as vet much
more definite or precise than it is in regard to the obscure

forms of lightning alluded to above. Wnether these

phenomena will ever be brought within the field of re-

search by experimental methods is an open question.
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The endeavor in the foregoing rather disconnected

statements has been to indicate directions in which the

field of experiment may be extended, and to emphasize

the fact that research must be carried on by extension of

limits, necessitating more liberal endowment of research

laboratories. 1 have tried to make it clear that the physi-

cist must avail himself of the powers and energies set in

play in the larger industrial enterprises, and finally that

the field of possible exploration in physics by experi-

mental methods has its natural boundaries, outside of

which our advances in knowledge must be derived from

a study of celestial bodies.

The riddle of gravitation is yet to be solved. This all

permeating force must be connected with other forces

and other properties of matter. It will be a delicate task,

indeed, for the total attraction between very large masses

closely adjacent, aside from the earth's attraction, is very

small.

Scientific facts are of little value in themselves. Their

significance is their bearing upon other facts, enabling

us to generalize and so to discover principles, just as the

accurate measurement of the position of a star may be

without value in itself, but in relation to other similar

measurements of other stars may become the means of

discovering their proper motions. YVe refine our instru-

ments ; we render more trustworthy our means of ob-

servation ; we extend our range of experimental inquiry,

and thus lay the foundation for the future work, with the

full knowledge that, although our researches cannot ex-

tend beyond certain limits, the field itself is, even within

those limits, inexhaustible.

Strap Currents.

AN ENGLISH PRIZE COMES TO AMERICA.
The senior prize offered by the council of the British

Society of Mining Students for the best paper on "Elec-

tricity as Applied to Mining Engineering," has been
awarded to W, S. Gresley, mining engineer, of Erie, Pa.,

who is an honorary member of that institute. Mr. Gres-

ley is also the contributor of the article on Coal Mining
Methods in the coming volume of The Mineral Industry.

The paper which gained the prize will be found in the

Journal of the British Society of Mining Students, Vol-
ume XXI, page 123, June 1899, and is published by G.

E. McMurtrie, Cinderford, Gloucestershire, England.

—

Ex.
VELOCITY OF ELECTRIC WAVES IX AIR.
Mr. G. V. MacLean describes in Phil. Mag., July,

1899, a very successful application of the coherer in the

location of the modes and antinodes of a stationary elec-

tric wave train reflected from a metal sheet. Mr. Mac-
Lean's object was to determine the velocity of the waves
from the observed wave-length and the periodic time
of the oscillator.

The coherers used consisted essentially of two platinum
globules which were adjusted to delicate contact, and
the milliamperemeter in circuit with the coherer and a

battery gave the indications. The coherer gave no re-

sponse at all at the nodes, and the readings over more
than a whole wave of the stationary train were remark-
ably regular considering the erratic space action of the

ordinary form of the coherer.—Ex.

INTERRUPTER FOR BROKEN WIRES.
A novel form of automatic interrupter devised by

Desornot is described in L'Eclairage Flcetrique. The
object is to electrically disconnect a wire from the source
of current, when a broken end falls to the ground; it is

intended to be applied to circuits crossing streets and
roads, and must be inserted at both ends, which are to

be protected. In principle, it consists in breaking the

continuity of the wire, and securing the two ends a slight

distance apart in a closed insulated tube, which is par-
tially filled with mercury ; when the wire is horizontal
the mercury touches both the ends of the wire and thus
preserves the continuity of the circuit ; but when the
wire breaks, this interrupter will assume a more or less

vertical position, in which case the mercury Hows to one
end of the tube, thus breaking the circuit.—Ex.

ELECTRICALLY TESTING THE COVERINGS
OF STEAM PIPES.

A novel method of testing the efficiency of coverings
for steam pipes electrically is in use. A section of the
steam pipe is heated electrically by means of a coil of

wire in oil within the pipe. The amount of energy ne-
cessary to keep the pipe at a definite temperature is

measured. Since the energy supplied is just enough to
maintain a constant temperature, it must, therefore, equal
the heat lost from the pipe. Hence, from the electrical

energy supplied, the heat lost from the outside of the
pipe can be calculated. The new method, which was re-

cently described by Prof. Charles L. Morton would seem
to be worthy of attention.—Ex.

A USE FOR LIQUID HYDROGEN.
The use of liquid hydrogen has been proposed by

Prof. Dewar for the production of very high vacua. If

the end of a closed tube containing air is immersed in

liquid hydrogen, the contens of the tube are quickly
condensed to solid air, and if the portion of the tube from
which the air has thus been removed is sealed with a
blow-pipe, a vacuum is obtained so high that it will

scarcely allow an electric discharge to pass. This con-
densation is accomplished almost instantly, the required
time of immersion never being more than a minute.
This gives a simple means of obtaining the high vacuum
necessary in Crookes tubes, and might possibly be on a
large scale sufficiently economical for use in incandes-
cent lamp works.—Ex.

PEAT AS FUEL.
It is claimed for peat that it is superior to coal in its

absolute freedom from sulphur and the absence of smoke.
soot, dust and clinkers during consumption. In a great
measure, this solves the problem of furnishing a cheap,
clean, uniform ,and reliable fuel for all domestic purposes,
and it is equally serviceable for grates, stoves, cooking
ranges and furnaces, giving a long, bright flame and in-

tense heat almost from the moment of ignition. It has
been tested in locomotives with excellent results, showing
that the thermal value of 100 pounds of peat is equal to

95-15 pounds of coal. It was also tried at the power
house of the Metropolitan Street Railway. Toronto.
Canada, and gave great satisfaction. The heat produced
was much greater than that of coal, but it was 8 per cent.

deficient in lasting power. It requires but little draft,

and burns best in a shallow tire box.

ALUMINUM FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION.
The Hartford Electric Light Company, of Hartford,

Conn., has ordered 33 miles of aluminum cable to trans-

mit current from a dam in the Farmington river at Tar-
iflfville, Conn., 11 miles from Hartford, says the "Engi-
neering and Mining Journal." The waterfall will realize

2.^00 horse-power, which will operate two 1.000 horse-
power generators, giving 10,000 volts. This current is

to be transmitted over aluminum cables to the company's
power station in the city of Hartford. There will be three
cables for transmitting the current, strung in the form of
a triangle on double cross-arms and double insulators.
The wires will be left bare and will run to within a mile
of the city limits, when the current will be reduced to
2,400 volts, at which voltage it will run to the companv's
city generating station, where the current will be trans-
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Expositions.

OPENING OF THE NATIONAL EXPORT EXPO-
SITION AT PHILADELPHIA.

The opening of the National Export Exposition in

Philadelphia on Thursday, Sept. 14th, under the aus-

pices of the Philadelphia Museum and the Franklin In-

stitute, proved to he a notable and inspiring occasion. It

Dr. W. P. Wilson,
Director-General National Export Exposition.

is the first National Exposition of the manufacturers ol

the United States for the advancement of American
manufacture and the extension of export trade.

The opening exercises were held in the magnificent

Auditorium which forms a part of the main building of

the Exposition. This Auditorium has a seating capacity

sition management, turned the enterprise over to the
( lovernor of the State of Pennsylvania.

Vice-President Foulkrod's address was followed by an
address by Director-General W. I'. Wilson, who gave an
interesting account of the enterprise, its conception, its

plans, its purposes and its possibilities, showing the im-
mense advantages of such an exhibit to American trade
and American exports, and explaining with much inter-

esting detail what was expected to be accomplished and
how it was to be done. L'pon the conclusion of the Di-
rector-General's remarks, the Governor was introduced.
He referred to the timeliness of such an exhibition, at a
period when the American ideas of liberty and human-
ity, as well as of trade and commercial reciprocity were
being carried into every clime and at a period when the
American Government was holding sovereign sway, in

lands scattered all over the world. Although ne was here
to represent the commonwealth and give its heartiest en-
dorsement to the Exposition .the fact was dwelt upon
that this is not a sectional enterprise, not an exhibition
of the city and for the city, or for the State merely, not of

the North or of the South, nor of the East or the West of

the country, but it represents in a peculiar way, the mate-
ria! trade and commercial interests of the whole country.

.More music preceded the address by the Mayor of

Philadelphia, Mr. Ashbridge, to whom the Governor
transferred the custody of the exposition, on behalf of the

State and the management of the enterprise. At the
conclusion of the Mayor's speech the orator of the occa-
sion, Hon. W. P. Hepburn, Chairman of the Committee
of the Inter-State Commerce of the House of Represen-
tatives, was introduced. His address was a masterly
presentation from the standpoint of a statesman who has
had the opportunity and possesses the ability to intelli-

gently study the subject of the influence of American
commerce and American manufactory upon the current
history of the world.

Archbishop Ryan, at the conclusion of a number bv
the United States Marine Band and the reception of a

of nearly 6,000, but it was all too small for the accommo-
dation of the enormous crowds which gathered to witness

the opening ceremonies.

In the absence of President P. A. B. Widener, who is

detained in the North, the first vice-president, Mr. W. W.
Foulkrod, opened the Exposition in an address explain-

ing its scope and referring to the expected importance

of its results. He then formally on behalf of the Expo-

telegram from President McKinley, declaring the partici-

pation of the United States in the Exposition, dismissed

the audience with a benediction. Simultaneously the

machinery was set in motion by the President of the

United States 'by touching an electric button in the White
House. After this the buildings and exhibits were in-

spected by the guests and by the crowds that participated

in the opening exercises.
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Insulation.

RECONSTRUCTED GRANITE.

One of the important features of the third-rail railway at

Coney Island is the insulating blocks made of reconstructed

granite, used between the rail sections. This material is so

novel, and possesses so many remarkable properties, that it is

thought that a description of it would prove of interest. "Re-

constructed granite" is exactly what its name implies, and con-

sists of choice Maine granite, pulverized, moulded into form and

fused together at a temperature of 3,000 deg. F. It differs from

the natural stone, of which it is composed, in several very im-

portant respects, viz.: (1.) In being absolutely fireproof, as i

Martin's Third Rail Insulators.

can be heated red-hot and thrown into cold water without being

in the slightest degree injured or affected thereby. (2.) It resists

the action of every known solvent, acids and alkalies of all kinds,

except hydo-fluoric acid, and is only superficially affected by

that. (3.) It is absolutely frost-proof, having been tested in

liquefied air at an estimated temperature of 350 deg. below zero

not only without injury, but was as strong while frozen as be-

fore, and not at all brittle, in this respect differing from all other

materials tested in this way. As it is a well known fact that all

natural rocks are disintegrated by extreme cold, and as 80 deg.

nomically mouhk-d into all ordinary shapes, at a comparatively
low cost, would seem to make it a valuable insulating material.

especially for railway work, when it would be constantly cx-

posed to the weather, and frequently buried under ground; for

these reasons it is rapidly growing in favor upon electric rail-

ways, especially for third-rail insulation. Herewith are shown
two forms of these insulated blocks made of this material, the

first being the section insulator of the "Murphy system" tested

i 1 Manhattan Reach, and the other the cup insulators 01 what is

known as the "Martin system,*' now being introduced upon the

Brooklyn and other elevated railroads. There are also many
other forms.

A recent test at Niagara Falls showed that it required 56,600

volts to penetrate about half an inch of this material with a

merely nominal absorption after soaking the fragments for many
hours. Many other tests equally satisfactory have been made by
eminent electricians.

«**
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Arc Arrester for Street Car Controllers.

to 90 deg. below zero is the coldest temperature known upon

earth, the test is a severe one. (4.) Natural granite not only con-

tains a considerable percentage of moisture, but has a constant

tendency to absorb more when exposed to dampness, whereas

this material contains no moisture whatever, and being vitrified

clear through (when prepared for electrical insulation), cannot

absorb any. (5.) Its crushing strength, as shown by tests by

the United States Government at the W'atertown Arsenal, ranged

as high as 14.560 lbs. per cubic inch, which is far above the aver-

age strength of the natural stone. Its tensile strengtli is from

680 to 700 lbs. per square inch.

Its great strength, its uniformity throughout, its non absorb-

ent properties, and its susceptibility to being rapidly and eco-

_ . -

Rheostat Block.

Reconstructed granite is manufactured at Norristown, Pa., by

the Reconstructed Granite Company, of Xew York. These

works are very extensive, covering nearly 7 acres of ground,

and have direct connection to all parts of the country by both

the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Philadelphia & Reading

(B. & O.) Railroad, both of which have sidings into the works.

In addition to third-rail insulators, the company is now mak-
ing a general line of insulators for electric railway purpose-.

more especially parts of controllers and rheostats, such as arc-

arresters, fuse boxes, cut-outs, rheostat blocks, etc., of all the

various standard patterns, and other special shapes as ordered;

and as this material can be moulded into any desired form, there

seems to be no limit to its usefulness a- a high potential insiila-

tor. The principal advantages for its use in controller parts

are high insulation, great durability, moderate cost, resistance to

lire, frost and sudden changes of temperature and current, and

last but not least, that there is no electrolytic deposit of copper

possible upon this material, which is a frequent cause of short-

circuiting in controllers. \\'e illustrate to-day one of the stand-

ard forms of rheostat blocks and one style of arc-arresters made
by the company, but there are numerous others, and electricians

having special devices of their own can have them reproduced

in reconstructed granite upon reasonable terms by addressing

the Reconstructed Granite Co., No. 14 Hey St.. Xew York,

where a full line of their manufactures can be seen.
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Business 1Rews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FOR WEEK ENDING SEPT. 29, 1899, $29,734.

New York, N. Y.. Sept. 29. 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date

:

Argentine Republic.—9 packages electrical machines,

S54; 36 packages electrical machines, $2,117.

Antwerp.—31 packages electrical material, $3,388.

British West Indies.—6 packages electrical material,

$116.

Brazil.—60 packages electrical material, $2,150.

Berlin.—27 packages electrical machinery, $5,100.

Central America.—2 cases electros, $26.

26 Cortlandt St., New York City, will attend the Chicago con-
vention of the street railway forces with his retinue of assistants

and will make his exhibit shine with his < >rient lamp. As usual,

he is utilizing his natural talent in order to outdo all hi- previ-

ous efforts to make his exhibit at Tatter-all's, during the meet-

ing of the American Street Railway Association, so interesting

that all the members will flock to it. Mr. Granger only makes
a specialty of practical applications to street car service. His
Corning brake shoe, which he has handled for several years, has

superior advantages over all other makes; by its use he guaran-

tees a saving of twenty-five per cent, in the annual cost of brake

shoes, a big decrease in the percentage of skidded wheels and

unequalled braking efficiency. Its construction is varied in or-

der to meet all special requirements of street railway service.

His Ham sand boxes, styles 4 and 5. are made to meet the ex-

acting demands of street car service, and all mechanism is made

The Morris Rail Bond.

Cuba.—26 packages electrical material, $667.
Hamburg.—2 packages electrical material, $20.

London.—9 cases electrical carriages, $960. 3 pack-
ages electrical material, $125.

Leeds.—30 cases electrical material, $625.
Mexico.—21 cases electrical material, $798. Electrical

material, $218.

Manchester.— 1 case electrical material, $54.
Peru.—20 packages electrical material. $739.
Porto Rico.—2 cases electrical material, $101.

Rotterdam.— 1 package electrical material, $50.
St. Petersburg.—206 packages electrical material, $5,-

425-

Southampton.—24 packages electrical material, $655.
18 packages electrical material, $2,036.

Sandwich Islands.—50 cases electrical material, $3,169.

U. S. Colombia.—14 packages electrical material, $756.,
Uruguay.— 1 package electrical material, $25.

STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION NOTES.

ELMER P. MORRIS. 15 Cortlandt St.. New York, who
makes a specialty of street railway supplies, will be at the Chi-

cago convention of the American Street Railway Association

in full force. He has secured 650 feet of space at Tattersall's

which will be full of attractions for the street railway men. One
of the drawing cards will be an X ray exhibit. Mr. Morris has

always been one of the popular features of all conventions and

his presence will add lustre to the Chicago meeting. His new-

Morris drop forged, one piece rail band will be on exhibition

and in operation. Examine it in these columns and then call at

Mr. Morris' New York office or at his exhibit at the Chicago

convention.

FRANCIS GRANGER, the popular railway supply man of

interchangeable. The Orient incandescent lam]), made specially

for railway service, has a loop coil filament anchored positively

by binding the lower extremity of the anchor wire around a

chuck at the crown of the mount. Every lamp is of the exact

efficiency desired by consumers and gives a full white light dur-

ing its entire life at the guaranteed hours. Special miniature

lamps of every style and grade desired are also made.

NEW Y< )RK NOTES.
WE DESIRE TO LXPRESS our appreciation of the excel-

lent manner in which the electrical and kindred supply houses

showed their patriotism in welcoming Admiral Dewey. Special

mention should be made of the decorations in the windows of

J. H. Bunnell cc Co. and the J. Jones Sons Company.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING"

VOLTMETERS axd

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in

strument of the type de-

serving this name.

Write for Circulars and Price Llste

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSThUMENT CO,

114-130 William Street, Newark, N. J.
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"Morel applications of Electricity.

Revolving feck for Yarrow Torpedo Boat Showing Electrical Discharge Apparatus^

W-ir Ship Using Search Light.

ELECTRICITY IX
BY I.I KIT. V.

The extension of the applications of electricity has been

nowhere more rapid or remarkable than on board ships ol

war. ( )nly a little more than fifteen years have elapsed

since the first experiments in that direction in the frigate

'Trenton.'
-

The experiment with the "Trenton" was

watched with interest both at home and abroad. Foreign

countries were not slow to follow the footsteps of the

United States in the use of electricity for lighting and

the operation of torpedo boats, searchlights, etc.

In the practical use of the searchlight it has been found

that in order to afford sufficient time for a careful ex-

amination of the water'- surface at points far removed

from the ship, the beam of light must be revolved very

slowly; and. in consequence, during a great proportion

of the time any particular section of the water is in dark-

ness. When it is remembered that it requires less than

rive minutes for modern torpedo boats to pass over a dis-

NAVAL WARFARE.
HUGHES, U. S. X.

tance of two miles it may by easily conceived how in the

interval between two successive Illuminations of the same
spot a little craft like a torpedo boat might dart in and
discharge its torpedoes. With the object ^i averting such

danger ships of the French navy and on the Danish cruis-

er "lvert" a number of stationary searchlights are

grouped together, each illuminating- its proper section,

tints keeping the ship continuously surrounded by an un-

broken circle of light.

But the searchlight is used not only to discover an

enemy and to keep the latter visible in firing at night: it

has been also successfully employed in signalling mi

ages where the distances over which they are to be sent

are very great. ( hie of the methods <n using it for this

purpose is somewhat novel; the beam oi light is simply
flashed repeatedly against the clouds, lighting them up
in each instance for a certain number of seconds, accord-
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are indicated by combinations of flashes of different dura-

tions of time.

Modern naval fleets must not only be prepared to rap

idly move stationary torpedoes or fixed mines, with which

every important port in time of war will be protected, but

the ships themselves must be provided with a complete

system of such weapons, ready to block up harbors in

which an enemy's vessels may be discovered or in which

A. Instrument Box.
B. Sinker.
C. Battery.
D. Telephone

Captain McEvoy's Torpedo Oe-

tector

(From a sketch by Ensign H. H.
\B - Eamee, U.S.N.i

they themselves may have taken refuge. In practical use
the search for torpedoes is carried on in a boat with a box
and battery and a metal sinker to which a small cable is

attached, which is dragged overboard along the bottom
of the channel or harbor where the presence of torpedoes
is suspected. A telephone attached to this arangemenl is

placed to the ear. but no sound is audible until the sinker

reaches the vicinity of some metal body, such as a tor-

pedo; then a buzzing noise is heard which becomes gradu-
ally louder as the torpedo is approached and loudest when
it is touched.

Electricity has been the chief element in the develop-

ment of those remarkable inventions known as automobile
or hsh torpedoes. They are with few exceptions steered,

propelled or exploded by an electric current : and in some
all three of these applications are made. No ship of war
is now regarded as efficient whose armament doc- not

include a number of torpedoes. The Whitehead is the

torpedo in general use in the navies of Europe. Briefly,

it is cigar-shaped, from nine to nineteen feet long, by
eleven to sixteen inches diameter, made of thin steel, pro-

pelled by compressed air and carries an explosive charge
of gun cotton, ranging from forty to one hundred and
five pounds. In practical use the torpedo is discharged

at the enemy's vessel through a tube which may be

mounted on board ship, either above or below the surface.

and upon reaching the water i; is propelled by its own
engines. The initial motion or discharge is effected by
an electric fuse which ignites a very small charge of gun
cotton placed in the tube behind the torpedo. The wire-

from the fuse are connected in the circuit of a battery and
lead to the pilot tower, where the firing is accomplished
by the usual means of a keyboard under the control of an
officer.

The illustrations show the tubes in place on the deck of

a torpedo boat and also represent them separatelv on a

larger scale. It will be observed that they are mounted on
a turntable so that they may be pointed in any direction.

Finally an ingenious application of electricity is employed
to explode the projectiles discharged by the pneumatic
guns with which that remarkable craft, the United Sta* 'S

dynamite cruiser "Vesuvius," has been armed. In this

case six hundred pounds of explosive gelatine are set off

bv electricitv.

Till: PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC
MOTORS TO PRINTING PRESS MACHINERY.*

BY W. II. TAPLEV.
Chief Electrician. Government Printing Office,

Washington, 1). C.
The past five years have seen marked advancement in

the transmission of power by electricity.

Aside from long-distance transmission and railroad
work, no branch of the art can show Mich substantial re-
sults as have been accomplished in the held of individual

\

Dejk Plan f>r Yarrow Torpedo B > it Sli iwiag Discharge Tubes
Mounted on Turn Table.

motor application. In this latter the application of the
electric motor to printing press machinery has produced
results in power saved, improved product and increased
output sufficient to cause every large printer to-day to

look upon electrically-driven printing presses as a neces-
sity and not a luxury.

Passing by the early arguments used for adopting the

individual motor, the engineering problems of what is

the best and how shall it be applied are now ready for

c< msideration.

It will be necessary to subdivide the subject, consider-
ing each separately, afterwards drawing conclusions from

*Read before the Electrical Section of the Franklin
institute.
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facts submitted.

The following is the definition of "geared" and "direct"

motors :

( ieared arc single reduction motors.
Direct have the armature of motor keyed to the main

driving- shaft of press.

MAIN TOPICS.

Types of motors, attachment, control, protection,

maintenance, cost of operation, advantages, a few facts

of the power consumption of the government printing

office.

These headings are themselves subdivided.

Types of Motors.—There are three kinds of motors
used in printing press work. viz. : series, shunt and com-
pound wound.

Series Motor, owing to its speed varying directly as

work done, gives an unsteady and jerky motion to pros.
which interferes with securing the highest grade of press-

work.
Shunt Motor, while giving much better results as to

constant speed at all parts of the stroke of the bed of a

press, is lacking in starting torque so essential in hand-
ling a press during "make-ready." as well as starting the

press from all positions of the bed.

Then if lead of brushes is altered to overcome spark-

ing, there is a corresponding change in speed of press

shaft.

This fact the pressman sooner or later will discover

and more than likely take advantage of on hurried work,
excessive sparking from a distorted field causing him but
little worry.

Compound Motor gives by far the best results for

printing press work, having a stiff starting torque, con-

stant speed and minimum sparking at moment of rever-

sal, a constant factor in this class of work.
The commercial demands are for a tough motor, one

built to withstand rough handling, overloads, long
strains of work, not similar to pumps or blowers, which
is constant, but the continuous starting and stopping, re-

versing, producing conditions which can only be met by
a motor mechanically and electrically rigid in all its de-

tails ; one free from repairs, always ready to be pushed
to its maximum.

Sizes.—Motors should always be sufficiently large to

handle the presses to which they are attached without
straining, and wound for highest efficiency at 70 per cent.

01 rated output.

For example, suppose we have a 5 horse-power motor
attached to a Huber press, bed 42 x 52 inches, running
at 1.300 impressions per hour, printing 32 pages solid

matter, using book ink and running under favorable

conditions, the current consumption fluctuating from 12

to 30 amperes at 1 1 5 volts : allowing 8 amperes per horse-

power, we have, for a 5 horse-] >ower motor, 40 amperes,

70 per cent, of which is 28 amperes.
This press will take to start, varying according to posi-

tion of bed. from 35 to 50 amperes at 115 volts.

From these figures it is seen that the press is handled
promptly and properly, with ample margins, without

using too large a motor.
These figures apply to presses that have been in opera-

tion some months, not to those newly installed, for often

these will demand double the figures mentioned until

they become "limbered up." during which time the

motor will have a little extra work' to perform, but a

good motor will withstand this ordeal without harm.
In selecting the size of a motor, do nol figure too

close; get one sufficiently large to do your work without
loss of time to the operator.

The price of motors is not direct as the horse-power, a

5 horse-power costing only about 15 per cent, more than

a 3 horse-power motor, while you obtain 66 2-$ per cent.

(To be continued.)

Stray? Currents.

A POWERFUL ELECTRO MAGNET.
A powerful electro magnet has recently been installed

at the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital. New York City.

It will hold up 250 pounds, and will attract and seize a

bunch of keys thrown in front of it. The first test was
made on a man into whose eye a sliver of steel had cut,

passing through into the vitreous thud in the posterior

chamber, where no surgical instrument could reach it

without destroying the eye. The patient strapped to an
operating table was moved gradually toward the magnet,
which finally drew out the steel through the opening it

had made when entering the eye. As it left the eye the

steel sliver flew like a flash to the magnet and clung there,

while the eve sank back to its natural position.-—Ex.
A NEW INSULATING MATERIAL.

The acetate of cellulose discovered two or three years
ago by Cross and Bevan, in many respects resembles the

nitro-celluloses which include gun-cotton, but differs

from them in being non-explosive and in resisting high
temperatures. It is not soluble in alcohol, acetone, or
ether, hut dissolves in chloroform, nitro-benzine. and
some other substances. Dr. C. ( ). Weber has lately

called attention to its valuable properties, predicting for

it an important future. It is a better insulator than gutta-

percha or indiarubber, and may take the place of mica
for insulation and of celluloid for many other purposes.

ELECTRIC BLASTING IN SLATE QUARRIES.
The system of simultaneous blasting by electricity

has lately been adopted at Llarngwern quarry,
Corns, with results which far exceeded the san-

guine expectations of the directors and of the

men. says 'The Quarry and Builders' Merchant"
of London. The first blasts were under the su-

perintendence of Kellow & Co., Portmadoc, who supply
the electric blasting appliances, and, when necessary.

give instructions in their use. ( )n August 8th. 15 holes.

varying from 4 to 8 feet deep, were fired simultaneously,

bringing down about 2,000 tons of waste rock in one
operation, and on August 17th 3 blasts of 8 holes. 9 holes

and 19 holes respectively were fired with equally good
ix suits.—Ex.

ELECTRICITY AND DISEASE.
The effects of high-frequency electric currents on dis-

ease, as shown by 24.371 applications to a total of 913
patients, have been summarized by Professor Apostoli

in a report to the Paris Vcademy of Sciences. The cur-

rent acts upon the cells, stimulating and regulating the

nutrition. The general health is improved, and there

is a return of energy, appetite and sleep, with invigorated
digestion and greater fatigue endurance. The current is

harmful in acute rheumatism, while it is directly injurious

in bringing on eczema. It is beneficial in chronic rheu-

matism, especially so in gout, and gives good results in

neuralgia, sciatica, calcareous formations, varicose veins,

piles, dyspepsia and asthma.— Ex.

NOVEL ELECTRICAL EFFECTS.
A Chicago entertainer has made a great success with

electrically lighted Indian clubs swung in a darkened
room. The club is of special construction and the cur-

rent is supplied by flexible wires enclosed in a rubber
tube. Three series of eight, three, and one candle-power
colored lamps are set in sockets in the club at right

angles to the centre of the did), which is split length-

wise. At the tip of the club is a J\2 candle-power lamp.

When the clubs are swung at ordinary speeds the effect

is very beautiful, an operator behind the scenes manipu-
lating a switchboard, turning on and off the lights in the

two clubs, which are swung to music. The patterns are

almost infinite in their variety. Storage batteries fur-

nish the current when the regular incandescent circuit

cannot be tapped.— Ex,
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AMONG THE SOCIETIES.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL EN-

GINEERS.
The first regular meeting- of the season was held at i_>

West 31st Street Wednesday. Sept. 27th, President Ken-

nelly in the chair. The paper of the evening, presented

by Prof. W. Lispenard Robb, of I tartford, Conn., was on

•'Series Arc Lighting from Constant Current transform-

ers," and a working model of the apparatus was shown

which was heartily appreciated by the audience. 1 he dis-

cussion was participated in by Messrs. Fleming, Stem-

metz, Hallberg and Mailloux. At the meeting of council

in the afternoon the following associate members were

elected: Henry Arthur Campbell. Kingston. Jamaica;

Leslie Foster Davis, Kingston. Jamaica.

The following associate members were transferred to

membership: William Enoch Moore, Augusta, Ga.

;

Henry M. Hobart. London. England, and G. Sacco Al-

banese, Nice. France. In order to satisfy the increasing

demand for the final report of the Committee on Stand-

ardization, the secretary was authorized to publish a

special edition, which will be sold at a nominal price. All

members of the Institute have already been supplied with

copies in the regular edition of the transactions.

ELECTRIC SMELTING OF [RON.
The Stassano process for the production of iron and

steel depends upon the application of the heat oi the

electric arc to the purpose of reducing oxides of iron an 1

to melting the resulting metallic ma--, savs the " \ni :ri-

can Manufacturer and Iron World." The electric fur-

nace employed is formed by the juxtaposition of two

truncated cones by their bases, a third cone of similar

formation being connected with the body of the furnace

thus formed, and constituting the crucible in which the

fused metal collects, and which is withdrawn by means

of a tap hole. At a point somewhat above the opening of

the crucible thus formed, and within the furnace itself are

two cylindrical carbon electrodes 10 cubic metro diam-

eter and I metre in length. The distance between their ter-

minals— i. e., the length of the arc. is regulated from time

to time by a contrivance worked by hand, in acordance

with the indications furnished by the voltmeter and am-

peremeter, and is closed off by a hopper to exclude con-

tact with the external air. but which has two outlets for

the escape of the gases, notably carbonic oxide, resulting

from the reduction of the ore used. The minerals charged

are oxides, or carbonates, the latter undergoing a prelimi-

nary calcination. They are first pulverized,andthe gangue,
etc., is separated as far as possible from the metallic par-

ticles by magnetic mean-. An analysis is made in order

to determinewith exactness the proportion of carbon, lime

and silica necesary to reduce the mixture and slag off the

impurities during the subsequent operations, and obtain

a metal of predetermined constitution. The necessary

quantities of the above are then powdered, and inti-

mately mixed with the concentrated ore, 5 to to per cem.
of tar being added. The resulting paste is submitted to

a pressure of from 200 to 300 kilogramme- per cubic

metre in an hydraulic press, and the mass thus formed
is broken in a special pug mill into pieces of about four

cubic inches, these pieces forming the ultimate charge for

the electric furnace. When it is desired to produce an
alloy of iron with some other metal, ores ni the latter

in the necesary quantity are added to the mixture pre-

vious to the pres.-ure in t le hydraulic press. At the in-

tense heat developed by the electric arc 13.500 (legs 1 the

Fe2C)3 is decomposed, forming with the carbon present
CO2, which is itself subsequently reduced. The O I

formed escapes to the upper portions of the furnace,

where it aids in. the reduction of the metallic oxides, while
the reduced metal, associated with more or less carbon,

collects in the lower cone before mentioned. The 1 .ip '.-

rities slag off and are tapped from a hole in the upper
portion of the crucible. In one form of the furnace the

operations can be carried out continuous!/, the with-
drawal of the melted metal and the charging 01 fresh

mineral taking place periodically, the latter being fed

through an opening in the upper portion of the furnace
To produce one metric ton of iron or steel from 1.500 to

1,700 kilogrammes of fuel are required, according to the
carbon contents of the description used. At 20 fr. per
ton of coke the fuel cost of producing 1 ton oi metal is

x]^ fr. In the Stassano process the energy required for 1

ton of metal is 3.000 horse-power hours.' This amounts
to an average of 18 fr.. which is 15 fr. cheaper than in the
ordinary way of smelting. The cost of the preliminary
operations is certainly greater than in other processes,
but this is unquestionably more than compensated for
by the lessened cost of smelting. It is also claimed that
the CO resulting from the operations in the furnace can
be readily and economically applied to the subsequent
heating of mill furnace-, etc.. and will amount in value
to 20 fr. per three-cpiarters of a ton of iron made. Tak-
ing these and various other considerations into account,
it has been estimated that the cost of producing 1 ton
of merchant bar by this method would (in Italy) amount
to only 19.50 do]-., against 31 dols. per ton by other
methods.

WESTINGHOUSE WORKS IN GREAT BRITAIN.
( onfrary to the natural expectation that we would

1 1 all the •'worrying" over the intention of the Westing-
house Electric Company to build works at Manchester,
the proposition has not been received with favor in all

quarters here, as is shown by the following comment of
a correspondent of the Manchester Evening Chronicle:

"The announcement ha- been made, and with the
usual flourish of the Yankee trumpet, that electric works.
such as were never yet seen, are to be erected in Traf-
ford Park. Manchester. This statement may be true, but
it is hardly fair that British electric-manufacturing con-
cerns should have been so absurdly depreciated in this
connection. As an instance, it is stated that the West-
mghou.-e Company are now making four large electric

generators for the Manchester corporations, which, it is

inferred, no English maker could touch. As a matter
of fact. Messrs. P. R. Jack-on ec Co.. engineers. Salford.
offered to make these very machines, and to comply
with all the conditions -et forth in the specification of
the corporation. The order was given to the Yankee
firm, notwithstanding the fact that the price of the Salford
firm was only £800 higher in a £70,000 job. Howeyer.
it may interest your readers to know that the Westing-
house Company have come rather late in the day, as

events will. I think you will find, soon prove. 1 suppos
the next boom will be new Yankee locomotive works,
simply because all our "loco." shops are crowded out
with work at much higher prices than obtain elsewhere."

It is stated that 100 acres of land have been secured,
that the company's buildings will occupy 40 acres, that

5,000 men will be employed, that Lord Kelvin will be
technical adviser, and that all the Westinghouse patents
for England have been purchased. I am not certain but
that the newspapers have said the purchase includes
the patents for all Europe. At any rate. American cus-

tomers of Westinghouse, who manufacture articles for

Furopean export, should find out. if they use as com-
nent a motor or an electrical fitting of Westinghouse

manufacture, whether the sale of foreign patents is so

absolute that it would interfere with the use in Europe
of articles purchased from the American company.

MARSHAL II AFSTFAD;
Birmingham, July 2j. [899, Consul.
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ELECTRICITY OX OLR CANALS.
The subject of canals in New York State and those

bordering upon it is rather a delicate one to certain well

known political parties. But as the improvement of

canals has been recognized as a means of hastening the

chief delivery of goods from one part of the country to

another the application of. electricity for the purpose of

facilitating this delivery becomes a matter of considera-

ble practical importance. Various experiments have

been tried by those interested in the canal question for

the purpose of discovering whether speed could be made
at a greatly reduced cost by propelling canal boats by

electricity.

It is certainly obvious that two methods are open to

inspection, the first that of dragging the canal boat by a

rope, the motive power being- an electric motor progress-

ing along the bank of the canal: the second the installa-

tion of storage batteries and motor on board the boat

itself. The first proposition is one that involves the use

of track and a conductor or at least a means of supply-

ing current to the motor, which must be built in such a

form that it is able to exert quite sufficient tractive effort

to move dragging the boat and itself at a greater rate

of speed than that now indulged in by the historic mule.

The care of a plant of this description, its cost of opera-

tion and electrical and financial efficienex over the old

fashioned method does not belong to the field of delu-

sion. Yet the determination can onl) be made by experi

incut as to whether storage batteries and motor on board

the canal boat, thereby making itself contained, would be

less expensive.

A recent notice in the daily papers that the executive

committee of the Erie Canal Electric Traction Company

had adopted the storage battery system for use as its

motive power, subject to the approval of the Superin-

tendent of Public Works, does not leave the situation

entirely open.

THE DETERIORATION OF INSULATION.
A full recognition of the chemical or physical change-

taking place in the various compositions applied to wires
as insulation has led to new methods of applying the in-

sulating material, of protecting it from atmospheric in-

fluences, and arming it against mechanical ill treatment.
In spite of these precautions, which are. of course, well

directed, the insulation of wires can hardly be depended
upon after a lapse of ten years. This fact is of im-
portance only in such cases where it may be difficult or
impossible to replace the wires with new ones at stated

intervals. It is also of importance in those cases where
high tension currents are in use and deficient insulation

might mean injury of a physiological character. •

The use of gutta percha and ruber is certainly a most
practical application of a material, suited in every re-

spect to the conditions of electric construction in the

installation of wires and the addition of sockets more or
less protected in this manner. It might be advisable on
account of these slow but inevitable changes in the com-
position of insulating material to express not only the

insulating and dielectric qualities of a given brand of wire-

but to furthermore state the period of time during which
no unusual deterioration can possibly occur. When
moisture conies in contact with the insulation of any wire

it is absolutely certain to affect it and to a degree de-

pendent upon its salinity or otherwise alkaline nature.

Various experiments tried with wires exposed to such

conditions over a period of three years have shown that

to a certain extent it is not safe to depend upon their

original high insulating properties or initial value as

dielectrics. A complete study of insulation need not

only be directed along the lines that lead to an improve-

ment in the insulation of a wire but should tend to em-

brace that portion of the subject relating to the dura-

bility of the insulation as well.

Till-. SAFETY OF Till-". MODERN CONDUIT
WIRED BUILDING.

Without desiring to put a feather in the cap of the

manufacturers of conduit for the wiring of buildings it is

without question a feather in their cap at least to know
that the risks from tire in a building thoroughly wired

and whose conductors are encased in conduit has been

reduced to a degree hardly appreciated by the average

layman. Since the date which marks the beginning of

the evolution in conduit construction the confidence of

those best able to judge, namely the architects, has grown

to a point of absolute assurance.

In a building recently renovated on Fifth avenue, not

live blocks from the Dewe) Memorial Arch, the work of

one early contractor was unearthed in the shape of two

Xo. 6 wires of rather decayed insulation, carelessly

thrown in between two supporting beams of a tloor

whose lights connected to these feeders. The old build-

ing had been troubled with carnivorae ><i a small and

familiar Species and traces of their teeth in various parts

Of the insulation of these feeders was distinctly notice-

aide. In fact, so much so that the present proprietor,

who had not found it necessar) to make a change in the

distribution of his lights until the time specified, was at

first astounded and finall) highly indignant at the risks

he had been running from tire.

His firsl inquiry was naturalK directed along those

hues which called' for samples of the conduit described

to him as the future protection of all wires m the build-

in-'. When shown a section oi conduit which is familiar

to all contractors and whose mechanical strength and

high insulation are undoubted his approval was at once

pronounced and emphatic. In ..(her words, to the lay

mind the sense of security after a surve) pi tin- mate-

als to be used could not in this case as in am other
n
have been less than perfect.
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JElectroflMatmo.

PLATING MACHINES OF THE PAST AND
PRESENT.

The earliest experiments in the art of depositing met-

als by electricity, or. as it is commonly expressed, of

electro-plating", were practically performed by Messrs.

Prime & Son, of Birmingham. England. The machine

X. J., is practically responsible for the development of
what afterwards became a vast industry; they con-
structed some of the first practical electro-platers and
placed upon the market machines of greater detailed
perfection and improved construction than other manu-
facturers. For instance, as far hack as iSj(, the Weston
dynamo, the first in the held, was accepted by all platers
as the solution of most of their difficulties. A considera-
ble number of these machines are still in operation, not

Various Types of II. & V. \V. Dynamds.

they used is depicted in the sketch and enabled the above
house to deposit silver successfully. It was built by
Woolrich in 1844, and is historically important because
of the great interest attached to it as the forerunner of all

important types that subsequently followed. The art of

designing electro-plating machines when guided by set

scientific principles has so developed that platers are

having deteriorated in any respect so as to affect their

working operation since they were first manufactured.
Among electro-platers the name "Little Wonder" is a

most familiar one. the machine brought out in [885 by
the above concern bearing that title. In [886 another
type oi electro-plater appeared simply called the "'Won-
der"" dvnamo. In this machine many of the small defects

The First Electro-Plating Machine. Built by Woolrych in 1 S44.

built of the highest effieciency and comparatively simple of preceding types were disposed of and i.i many respects
construction. further changes were neither required nor called for by
The house of Hanson 8z Van Winkle, of Newark, practical platers.
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It is difficult for the lay mind to realize how much the plater was so modified that it took the form repre-
scientific and practical knowledge must be brought to sented in the illustration.

bear upon the construction of a modern efficient and About [891 the Hanson & Van Winkle Company
smooth running plater. Various theories once afloat, brought out their "H. cc V. \Y." dvnamo which became

Lead Lined Wood Tank for Electrotyping.

regarding the construction of electrical machinery, hav-
ing been proven faults made way for more firmly founded
principles along which lines modern platers and in fact

all up-to-date dynamos and motors are now built. The

a most popular article with the trade. The ironclad type
of dynamo for electro-plating is shown in illustration.

There is no heating either in the armature winding or
field; sparking at the brushes has been wholly eliminated

New II. & V. \V . Type D, Dynamo.

requirements of a plater are high efficiency, smoothness and the carrying capacity of ever} portion of the machine
of operation, no sparking, no heating and the delivery full) designed to meet the demands made upon it. The
of a uniform current of electricity. To obtain these re- bearings are self-oilingi therefore requiring no attention.

suits which had been only parti}- reached tbe design of and a newly designed brush holder enables the plater to
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readily adjust the machine to any extent required. In typing which for service cannot be excelled by any other

another illustration a complete electro-plating plant is construction. In the Newark Technical School the elec-

Interior View of Plating Room.

shown with current being fed from one of these latest tro-plating department was thoroughly equipped by th<

types of platers to the various baths. A ground plan of Hanson & Van Winkle Company of the same city.

this electro-plating plant is shown in another sketch. A special type of voltmeter, exceedingly serviceable

This concern make wooden tanks lead lined for electro- for plating work, is shown in the illustration. The
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cheapness of this instrument is not a measure of its fine

construction and usefulness. One of these connected to

each tank and to the dynamo will indicate the volts with

sufficient accuracy to prevent any errors being made in

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA-
TION.

Little H. & V. W. Voltmeter.

that respect. This instrument has been standardized

with great accuracy and can be relied upon for practical

work. The address of the Hanson & Van Winkle Com-
pany is Newark. X. J. There are branch houses in Chi-

cago and New York.

ELECTRICITY IX A CAPSULE.
A company has been formed under the laws of New

Jersey to do busines in electric capsules, says the "Sun."'

According to the promoters of the enterprise, a combina-

tion of chemicals has been invented to be dissolved in the

cell of electric batteries. This new combination of chemi-

cals is so powerful, according to the company, that a

three-grain capsule of it, put into an ordinary battery

cell, will yield enough electricity to run a 16-candle power
incandescent light for one hour. It is said that the

chemical can be sold as cheaply as calomel. It is also said

that the new agent will consume zinc in tlie battery as

rapidly as the solution now in use.

The value of the chemical is kept secret. The mem-
bers of the company say that there is that in the combina
tion which makes successful analysis impossible, and that

they will not .therefore, patent it. The capsules that are

to do all these things contain a fine white powder. The
company says that its capsules can be easily transported

in large or small quantities, and can be kept m ware-

houses, for an indefinite length of time. The particular

advantage to be gained from its use. they say, will be its

application to automobiles. The recharging of storage

batteries will be no longer necessary when a battery can

be started up at full strength by merely dropping a cap-
sule into it.

Every farmer, camper, yachtsman and householder can
have his own electric light plant. The capsules are not

yet on the market. The stock of the company that owns
the secret, however, is,

BY THE EDITOR.

[Note.—Any one is invited to ask questions on any point that is not

made clear in these articles. Suitable explanations will be cheer-

fully given under the head of " Answers to Inquiries.'']

TECHNICAL NOTES.
SPARKLESS COMMUTATION.

A theory of sparkless commutation, as advanced by
certain eminent authorities, is interesting from two stand-

points. Silvanus P. Thompson, in an analysis of the sub-

ject, speaks of the coil producing within itself, at the

moment of commutation and an instant after contact be-

tween the commutator segment and the brush is broken,

the electro motive force of sell-induction. The sparking

Coil and Segments in Position.

due to this, if not neutralized or obviated, is certainly

severe but the remedy proposed by him and agreed upon
by many writers as correct is the use of a magnetic spray,

issuing from the pole piece and developing in the coil a

counter electro motive force producing sparkless com-
mutation. The electro motive force of self-induction and
the electro motive force due to the magnetic spray by be-

ing opposed to each other annihilates any untoward effect

ing good commutation is that of saturating the core sur-

rounded by the coil. The variation in lines of force in

that would otherwise occur. Another method of produc-

o

The End Connection of Bar Wound Armatures.
(See page 202 for article.)

consequence is so slight within the coil when the circuit is

made or broken by the brush that sparking, due to the

electro motive force of self-induction, is greatly reduced.

Certain well known types of machines ^i American con
Struction are built and. strange to say. work equally well

as far as sparkless commutation i> concerned, although
as may be seen the principles followed out in either case.

are entirely different from each other.
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END CONNECTIONS OF BAR WOUND ARMA-
TURES.

In the illustration is shown a method by means of which

bar wound armatures are connected up without any undue

projection occurring at the end. The )ars are brought

Bradley, a well known American inventor. This princi-

ple is carried out in the construction of the movable arma-
ture coils of the Eickemeyer dynamo, the fame of which
still remains in the mind of the designers and draughts-
men of electrical machinery of the last decade.

Generator with Momentum Pulley for ("as Engine Drive.

forward from the commutator and instead of being bent DYNAMOS DRIVEN BY GAS ENGINES.
around they are constructed as shown in sketch, thereby The defects of gas engines were such and in many cases

enabling the manufacturer to place as many conductors are such to-day that a uniform speed is not to be expected.

Electric Locomotive Designed for Freight Service on B & O. kv.-ui.
v
See page 203 ror article )

on the armature as he pleases without having any undue In order to obviate this difficulty which is fatal to success-

extension at the end of a drum wound armature. The fill electric lighting the generators are supplied with pul-

bend of each bar is parallel to that of the one preceding, leys, as shown in the illustration. These pulleys or fly

as illustrated in the armature of a machine designed b\ wheels take up the variations in speed and keep the gen-
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erator running fairly uniform in that respect, (las engine

manufacturers guarantee speed limits which, if lived up to,

remove the necessity of using a heavy pully, hut in order

to be on the safe side it is frequently deemed necessary to

build machines with this hybrid fly wheel attached.

THE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.
The equipment of trunk lines with electric power, there-

by dispensing with the use of steam locomotives, is still

a mooted point in electrical and mechanical engineering.

The difficulties are not due to any faults in the construc-

tion of the electric locomotive, either as regards its dura-

bility speed, tractive effort or draw bar pull when start-

in..- 'from a condition of rest, hut are largely due to the

undesirability of erecting an overhead trolley hue or a

third rail system stretching over miles of distance and ex-

posed to the inclement weather that would surely affect

its working operation. In other words, electric traction

on trunk lines can never become a practical success until

a new system is invented through which feed wires and

the main conductor will be absolutely protected from the

wind or snow, the system being devoid of those automatic

appliances which are never thoroughly reliable in an

emergency In the illustration is shown a locomotive

used bv the B. & O. road, well able to draw a tram of

loaded cars at a speed equal to that of a high class Long

Tom The driving wheels are about six feet in diameter,

as may be seen by comparison with the engineer standing

beside them.

SOME GOOD ADVICE AS TO USING THE TECH-
b

NICAL PAPERS.

Mr Robert Ouavle, superintendent of motive power of

the Chicago and Northwestern railway, in his presiden-

tial address before the Master Mechanics Association

states: . ,.. .i T f

"We should use the technical papers intelligently, it

is a good plan for the head of the motive power depart-

ment to mark articles and send them to their master me-

chanics and such other employes as they would deem

wise, asking for comments and suggestions. W ill not a

little work in this direction pay well?
_

Similar advice to young engineers is given in a recen

contribution to "The Purdue Exponent, by Mr. Daniel

Royse. He says:
, , ,

"If a voting engineer is so situated that he can con-

tribute to the technical press as a writer in either of what

are here called the first two classes, it will be of distinct

advantage to him to do so. He acquires the abi.ity to

express himself well ; he learns to think straight (or he is

quickly found out): he will become known to his future

clients The discussion which may arise on this subject

will be at comparatively short range ;
because publication

is not delayed for weeks or months; an experienced

writer is given a better chance to consider any reply to

questions and criticism than is offered in oral debate at a

society meeting: moreover, the men who take part in

such discusions do so because they are interested m the

subject. Lastly, the pecuniary reward is not to be des-

^
"As a preparation for his future work a young engineer

cannot do better than to become a close reader of the

current periodicals which have for their field his chosen

profession. Let him follow the discussions and if pos-

sible take part in them : in order to do this with credit to

himself he must become familiar with the subject, and

having once mastered it will easily recognize it when

after a period of eight or ten years that same subject ap-

pears again thinly disguised and heralded as something

that is really new. Many questions have a way of reap-

pearing at more or less regular intervals, so that the

elders of the profession have met most of them more than

once,"

Business 1Ac\v5.

SPECIAL EXP( )RT C< >LUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM XBW YORK FOR WEEK ENDING
< )( T. 7, [899, $87,033.00.

New York, X. Y.. Oct. 7. [899. The following ex-

ports of electrical materials are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

British Guiana.— 1 case electrical materials, $10.

Brazil.—6 packages electrical materials. $1,627.
British West Indies.— 14 packages electrical materials.

$20.

British East Indies.—45 packages electrical materials.

$1.51 1 : 8 cases electric machines. $2,075.

British Possessions in Africa.—51 big. electrical ma-
terials, $3,287; 4 big. electrical materials, $1,210.

Cuba.—2 packages electrical material, Sj2.

Central America.—363 packages electrical material,

$1,035.

Genoa.— 12 big. electrical materials, $547.
Havre.—94 big. electrical material. $10,503.

Hamburg.—78 cases electrical material. $3,812; 58
big. electrical materials, $2,875.

London.—36 cases electrical carriages, $1,] 15.

Mexico.—2 cases electrical material, $25.

Milan.—4 packages electrical material, $69.

Marseilles.—418 packages electrical material. $50,620
Newcastle.— 15 packages electrical material, 8475.
Newfoundland.—3 cases electrical material. $60.

Venice.—2 packages electrical material. $85.

POSSIBLE [NSTALLATK >NS.
El Dorado, Ark.—The mayor may be addressed re-

garding the plans which have been prepared for the elec-

tric light plant and water works.

Augusta. ( la.—The Georgia Railroad intends to estab-

lish a plant for lighting depots, shops and yards b\ elec-

tricity. Address \Y. S. Brand, superintendent.

Lake Charles, La.—An election will be held to decide

the issuance of $100,000 of bonds for the purchase of elec-

tric light plant and water works. Address the mayor.

North Wilkesboro, X. C.—An electric light plant will

be erected. Address the town clerk. J. B. Horton.

Christiansburg, Va.—An appropriation of $10,000 for

an electric light plant has been made by the city. Ad-

dress < i. W. Walters, clerk.

Albany, X. Y.—The executive committee- of the Erie

Canal Electric Traction Company has adopted the stor-

age battery system for use as its motive power, subject

to the approval of the Superintendent of Public Works.

NEW [NCORP< >RATIONS.
Pensacola. Fla.—The Consolidated Electric Bight &

Bower Co. has been incorporated with T. E. Welles,

president; William Hays, vice-president and treasurer;

A. B. Warren, secretary; capital stock. $20,000. The

company will operate the plant of the IVnsaeola Electric

Light & Bower Co. recently purchased by William Hays.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Globe Electric Co., with a capi-

tal stock of $100,000. has been incorporated by GustavUS

Eieidel, George Anson Clark. Samuel D. Winter and

others.

Maxton, X. C.—The Maxton Bight & Bower Co. has

been incorporated by J. E. Duval. A. J. Mclxinnon. J.

W. (alter. John Leach and others; capital stock. $3,000.

with privilege of increasing to $50,000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Murray, Ky.—The Calloway Telephone Co. has been

incorporated.' with a capital stock o\ $5,000, by J. E.

Wright, of Mayrield, and J. G. Blart, of Murray.
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Shelbvville, Ky.—Major J. J. Downey, of Cincinnati,

has ben granted franchise and will organize a company

for the establishment of a telephone system in Shelby-

ville.

Sumter, S. C.—A telephone plant wil be erected by

the Sumter Telephone Manufacturing Co. equipped with

the latest machinery. For further particulars address

F. C. Manning, secretary.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY NOTES.
Belair, Md.—A company is being formed to construct

an electric railway from Belair to Van Bibber, a distance

of seven and one-half miles.

Cumberland. Md.—A company proposes building an

tiful steam yacht "Nooya," owned by Mr. Stanley
Tweedy, of the New York Yacht Club, for the
Columbia-Shamrock races. "Mr. Shippy took a large
circle of friends in the trade down to Sandy Hook
during the last four attempts for the America's cup.
"No Race" did notmartheenjoyment of Mr. Shippy's
guests and, as the boys expressed it, they had a
handsome time on the "Xooya," anglice ''Darling
Lady," and arrived home safely after a day's
enjoyable outing. To ceelbrate the event Air.

Shippy sent out beautifully engraved souvenir in-

vitations, showing the latest type of sloop yacht
in full sail, a reproduction of which is shown here-

H//[e ^'o/{/\yP^ve6///\t>!s oo/\s Co.

tcqi/esfvov to j'oi'r\ tyen\ of\ a Jpec/a/ 6aat to ..

race

Cj3iun\6ia a/0 cJ^a/T^fbc^

Jfou a/* sj>ec/a/fr /r\w/cf) A

<J/\e C/o/\! oe6//rps cv

<&*,*/&•' *»~
..

electric line to L niontown. Pa., a distance of sixty-thrc;

miles.

Montgomery, Ala.—The proposed electric line fron.

Pickett Springs, it is stated, will be built within the next

year and the terminus at the Springs converted into a

summer resort. The line will be about four miles ii.

length.

with. John A. Roebling's Sons Compan are they
famous builders of the Brooklyn Bridge, and are
also well known for their skill in the manufacture
of trolley wires, overhead, submarine and under-
ground insulated wires and cables, as well as
every known staple style of insulated wire and
cable.

STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION NOTES. W E STON
Messrs. M. R. Cocker and G. Swan, of the New

York office, and Messrs." Welch and Tingley, of the

Trenton office of John A. Roebling's Sons Company,
will be at the Chicago meeting of the American

Street Railway Association.

Lieut. E. J. Spencer, western agent for under-

ground cables of the Safety Insulated Wire & Cable-

Co. , New York City, will have a fine exhibit of

railway cables at the^American Street Railway
Association convention at Chicago.

T HE ROEBLINGS AT THE YACHT RACES.

Mr. H. L. Shippy, treasurer and general man-

ager of John A. Roebling's Sons Company, 117-

119 Libertr St., New York City, secured the beau

STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Current

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed in a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-Iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTrtiCAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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"Morel Explications of Electricity.

Hon Judge Adam E. Schatz, [nventorof the Schatz Electric Canal Haulage System.

AX ELECTRIC HAULAGE SYSTEM FOR
CAN. M.S.

Considerable agitation has taken place of a political Conder for the Select Committee on Canals and a table

and popular nature regarding the great canal question, drawn up, showing the relative difference in cost of trans-

The question arising is one relating to the development of porting freight by railwa) and canal. The) are as fol-

the canals and the consideration of a means of cheaply lows:

and readily transporting merchandise in canal boats from hems of Cost. Railway. Canal.

point to point. The Hon. Judge Adam E. Schatz. of Maintenance of Way [3

Mount Vernon, has made a thorough and comparatively Maintenance of Works 2.3

exhaustive study of the situation as regards the besl Repairs of Rolling Stock 19 6

method of transporting cargoes at a speed that far out- Traction iS X

vies that now possible with the mule. The railway is a Traffic Expenses 3 6

great competitor of the canal hut on the other hand, General Charges 15 15

where its advantage lies in quickness of delivery, the dis- Interest on Capital 100 33.3

advantage is ever present in dollars and cents.

The cost of transportation has been considered by Mr. Total 2 70.6
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It is therefore seen that the cost of transporting freight

by railway is nearly three times that of the present cost

by canal, the only difference being that of quicker deliv-

ery on the part of the railway systems. Accidents rarely,

if ever, occur on canals ; there are no rails to spread, there-

is little or no deterioration. In fact, as shown in the

table, the maintenance and repairs which arc 26 in a rail-

way are 8.3 for a canal.

It is quite evident to the reader that canals perform an

important function as an economic factor in the develop-

ment of any given section of country. It would be diffi-

cult to estimate this in exact figures without taking into

consideration the element of convenience and the manner
in which they facilitate trade along their route. The
Northern Venice, industrious Holland, is a fair example
of what canals may do when they become, as one might
say, a national feature. These canals are becoming thor-

oughly modernized for commercial purposes by the in-

troduction of an increasing variety of steam, naptha.

gasolene and electric launches, through which means
goods are readily transported from place to place. For
heavier work canal boats are in vogue and the system in

that respect is no better advanced than here.

The State of New York has spent at least nine million

dollars improving the Erie Canal. In a sense this is

money misapplied tor the reason that if one million had
been utilized for the purpose of installing and testing a

few of the canal haulage systems certain invaluable re-

sults would have been obtained, leading to a full appre-

ciation of canals, in virtue of the rapid canal haulage
system shown in practical operation.

Judge Schatz, in pursuing his investigations on this

great problem, designed and constructed a system 1 if

canal haulage in which he makes use of an electric mule.

It is an electric motor which moves upon a single rail

and is supplied with a gear engaging with a rack, as

shown in the illustration. It is the intention of Judge
Schatz, in the installation of this system for practical

purposes, to have the rails and rack raised about two feet

above the ground on supports of short posts. Two cop-

per conductors are attached and through them passes t lie-

energy supplied to the motor. The great advantages of

this system are apparent to the engineer upon close ex-

amination. First of all no slip is possible, the engage-
ment of the motor with the rack means a continuous and
certain pull or, in other words, a tractive effort entirely

independent of the size and consequently the weight of

the motor. The question of tractive effort in all other

systems is a very serious one as at times the resistance

or retardation experienced by the canal boat is strongly

emphasized. In stormy weather coatings of ice and snow
would interfere with the operation of any other electric-

traction system and. thereby put a stop to further trdrric

along the route. The Schatz system, however, is so

constructed that tractive effort is always secured, pro-

gress is inevitable and a horse power and size of motor
may be employed which would be wholly inadequate to

produce the effect required with the ordinary rail sys-

tem. The rate at which the boat moves can be made to

reach eight, ten or even twelve miles an hour and at a

cost which is far less than that demanded by railway com-
panies for the transportation of an equal weight. A per-

fected canal system of this description would enable
rapid changes to be made of goods, cereals, manufact-
ured articles, etc., from the coast inland to the uttermost
limits of the great lakes and from that more rural section
of the country outward to the maritime centres. Further
information in connection with this specimen may be ob-
tained at the office of the inventor, Judge Adam
E. Schatz, New York Life Insurance Building, 346
Broadwav, New York City.

flMscellaneous.

ELECTRICITY AT HIGH PRESSURES
B\ ELIHU THOMPSi >\\

-My interest in the subject we shall consider this even-
ing is the more pronounced from the fact that 1 began mv
experience with electrical phenomena by working with
relatively high pressures or potentials. My first machine
constructed when I was eleven years of age, was a high
potential apparatus, giving about 30,000 volts or there-
abouts. It was a factional electric machine, the main part
being a wine-bottle revolved upon an axis, to which was
added the usual rubber, silk flap, and prime conductor

Electrical development on the large scale has in the
past tew years been going on in the direction of increase
of electrical pressures, or increase of potential differences
arid this tact gives a renewed interest. The prime cause
of all electrical manifestations is. of course, difference of
pressure or potential. That we have much more to learn
in this fascinating held is evidenced by the condition of
our knowledge in regard to the phenomena of lightning
the aurora, comets' talis, and possibly, also, of the s >lar
corona. It is about one hundred years since Volta studied
the voltaic battery and gave to" the world a source of
steady currents at low pressure. Long before that, how
ever, the older experiments of the development of electric
charges by friction, and the properties of charged bodies
had been studied and wondered at.

Priestly, in his •'History of Electricity," a work of
nearly 800 pages, has even given expression to the opinion
that, "In electricity there is the greatest room to make
new discoveries. It is a field but just opened.'

-

etc. His
book was published in the latter part of the last century.
It dealt entirely with electricity at high pressures. Even
the old experiment of rubbed amber would give 10000
to 20.000 volts, and the old g obe macnines, such
as Franklin used, a much higher pressure; nothing, how-
ever, in comparison with that of a lightning stroke. Still
I must say that I have no sympathy for those who speak
without hesitation of hundreds of millions of volts even in
such cases, or who affect to describe apparatus as in ex-
istence to-day developing pressures of several millions of
volts. A few years ago (in [892 1 I constructed a high
frequency coil which gave a torrent of 64-inch sparks, esti-
mated by me at the time as representing about three-
fourths of a million volts, and since thought by Professor
Trowbridge, of Jefferson Physical Laboratory, Harvard
University, to have required one million volts.' Professor

I row bridge has since constructed apparatus from which
he has obtained some sparks of seven feet in length, a dis-
charge of perhaps something more than a million and a
half volts.

This apparatus was calculated to give about three mil-
lions of volts, but probably before that pressure was ob-
tained, the leakage, brush discharges to the walls, floor,
and surrounding objects, limited the pressure to that
which gave the discharge of seven feet.

l"o illustrate the development of electrical pressures by
friction, I may describe an experiment of many vears ago.
I poured a layer of turpentine varnish upon a clean tin
plate and allowed it to dry into a flexible sheet closely ad-
hering to the tin. Upon stripping j t ff carefully so as not
to cause friction, it came away with an electrical pressure,
or charge, sufficient to cause small sparks, etc. The var-
nish in close association with the tin surface, had taken up
an opposite electrical state to that of the tin. The press-
ure or potential difference was not. however, high while
the surfaces remained in contact, but. upon separating
them, the pressure rose gradually during separation. Thi"^

*A lecture delivered before the New York Electrical
Society.
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was owing- to lessened capacity, there being no more elec-

tricity in the one case than in the other. The positive and

negative electricities were neutralized or bound by being

close together, and the pressure was very low. \\ hen the

film was raised, the electrical pressure rose and energy

was expended, just at it is expended in lifting a weight.

1 may illustrate the conditions by laying a thin sheet of

rubber upon a smooth zinc plate, and rubbing with a piece

of fur the upper surface of the thin rubber film. A bound

charge is accumulated upon the rubber, and the zinc and

the rubber exhibit, as tested by the electroscope, only a

slight electrification. The charge is so nearly neutralized

by the opposite charge brought up by the zinc that the

potential exhibited is very low. Upon stripping the thin

rubber from the plate, work is done in overcoming the

attraction due to the opposite charges, and the potential

of the rubber at once rises so that it gives sparks of two

or three inches to the knuckle held near it.

When, as in this case, the electricity is developed by

friction, the rubbing only acts to secure area of contact,

or to insure the condition that all parts of the rubbed sur-

face shall have been in close contact with the rubbing

body—in this case the fur. 1 f a piece of ebonite be rubbed

by the fur. wherever the two touch bound charges are de-

veloped and would remain bound and. neutralized. They
would exist at low voltage until they were separated. The
high pressure charges only come into existence as the two
bodies are gradually separated. I low inefficient the fric-

tion process must be can be understood when it is pointed

out that the actual work which produces electricity is not

that of the rubbing, but only that of the contact and sep-

aration of tin- two bodies. The friction proper produce-

heat : the pulling apart of the bound charges gives elec-

trical energy at high pressure.

( To be ( 'ontinued.)

Strav Currents.

TUNNEL LIGHTING.
In carrying out the repairs of the Torcenay Tunnel on

the Eastern Railway of France, a portable electric light

plant is employed. A railway truck carries a petroleum
engine driving a dynamo, which furnishes current, both
for propelling the truck by means of a motor and for light-

ing the works in the tunnel with 4 to 6 arc lamps or 20 to

40 incandescent lamps.— Ex.

SIX OF ONE AXI) HALF A DOZEN ok THE
OTHER.

I [1 irse ( h\ ner
—

"Suppose- the motor of your automobile
gives out when you are half way between two towns.
What then?'

-

y>

Horseless Carriage < hvner
—

"Well, I wouldn't be any
worse off than if I were half way between two towns with
a horse and buggy and the horse should die."—Ex.

A NEW ELECTRIC LIGHT.
A new electric light has been patented by a Parisian,

tor which is claimed increased light at a minimum cost.

The wire, instead of being simply a loop, is made to coil

around a vertical tube in the center of the bulb. This tube
is made of a special reflecting composition and is said to

give to the lamp a much greater illuminating power at

one-half the cost.—Ex.

RAPID TELEGRAPHY.
A dispatch to the X. Y. World from Budapest, dated

September 30. states that the system of quick telegraphy
invented by the two Hungarian engineers. Pollak and
Virag, and to which we referred in our issue of July 5.

[899, was tried on September 29 for the first time in East-

ern Europe. The test was made upon the government
wires between Berlin and Budapest. All the experiments
were successful, 78,000 words an hour being transmitted.
\\ bile the wires were working the trial was watched by
representatives of the two great American telegraph com-
panies, the French government experts, and the Hun-
garian telegraph authorities.— Ex.

A GREAT BRAZILIAN WATER POWER
SCHEME.

A Brazilian scheme for a water-power electric plant

proposes to obtain 16.000 horse-power from the Tiete
river and transmit it electrically to the city of Sao Paulo,

gq oj ASaouo duio^o m\j unnsip sapui .luoj-.um.wi

developed is to be used by the Sao Paulo Tramway,
Eight and Power Company, which has offices at 621
Broadway, New York. Important contracts for the
work have already been let to the Stilwell-Bierce X
Smith-Yailc Company for turbines. Pennsylvania Steel

Company for rails, the Lorain Steel, the J. (i. Prill, the

American Steel and Wire, the John A. Roebling's Sons,

the Rand Drill, the General Electric and other companies
for their special products and appliances, in all aggre-
gating several hundred thousand dolalrs. Put this, it is

said, is only a beginning. Capital to the extent of S5.000,-

000 is required for the undertaking, and this amount is to

be furnished by American and Canadian capitalists. Mr.

F. S. Pearson, of Xo. 621 Broadway. Xew York City,

is the consulting engineer to the company.—Ex.

AUTOMOBILE EXPOSITION IX PHILADEL-
PHIA.

The National Export Exposition, now being held at

Philadelphia, will afford the first general exhibition of

automobiles in America. The invasion of horseless car-

riages is assuming an importance that compels recogni-

tion of their claims. The exposition is therefore giving

every facility for a representative display of these mod-
ern vehicles. ( hi the west side of the Main Building a

beautiful smooth driveway has been constructed express-

ly for automobiles, on which trials of speed and com-
parative tests by horseless carriages will be made daily

for the edificationof visitors who may turn from the in-

ert exhibits in the buildings to this operative one on
the grounds. Several manufacturers oi vehicles in Phil-

adelphia, Xew York. Boston and elsewhere will make ex-

hibits of automobiles, locomobiles, and the various forms

of horseless carriages and wagons, showing the applica-

tion of gasoline, electricity and steam as the motive
power.

T( ) INCREASE XI \CARA P( )WER; Til P. P< >WER
COMPANY CALLS F< )R BIDS F( >R Till-; CON-

STRUCTION OF'A NEW WHEEL PIT.

The Niagara Palls Power Company has called for bids

Mom a score of contractors in various parts of the coun-

try for the construction of a new wheel pit. says the

"Sun." This pit will be over 400 feet long, about 20 feet

wide and [80 feet deep. It will be cut out of solid lime-

stone and will be located on the itdet canal, opp >site the

present power station. In this pit there will be room
for at least ten big 5,000 horse-power turbines, which
will bring the total amount of power produced by this

company up to 100.OOO horse-power. The bids are to be

opened on Met. 5. and the specification call for the con-

struction of the necessary tunnels. The old wheel pit

has been lined with brick and the new one will be treated

similarly.

Just how many wheels will be installed in the new pit

at the start is a matter of conjecture, but the fact that the

entire pit. instead of a section, is to be built, is a strong

indication that the company realizes that the demand for

power will not fall off. The call for bids is an indication

that many more milions of dollars are to be at once ex-

pended on the force of the Niagara,
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THE INCREASING DEMAND FOR ALUMINUM
WIRE.

The cost Of a transmission plant is governed by the*

length of the transmission line and the capacity of the

generating station. The generating station, if driven by

water power, runs at a minimum expense as long as the

demand for power exceeds a certain minimum limit. The
transmission line, however, is expensive to install in pro-

portion to its size and length, or, in other words, in pro-

portion to the power it transmits. Copper conductors

weighing a certain number of pounds per foot amount

to an aggregate weight of tons per mile and thus call

for supports which are neither affected by the wind or the

weather. The conducting power of a copper wire is es-

timated from ninety-five to ninety-seven per cent, of the

carrying capacity of a silver wire of equal cross section.

The copper trust, however, has so boomed the price of

this metal that at the present period the erection of a

twenty mile transmission line involves an outlay of con-

siderably greater magnitude than a few years ago. For
this reason after the conducting power of aluminum, in

conjunction with its extreme lightness, had been fully

recognized it began to be regarded as a possible substi-

tute for copper in certain special cases. This idea has

gained ground and several large mining and power
transmission companies have erected aluminum lines

which, to all intents and purposes, are fully the equal of

those made of copper.
In an article by Prof. F. A. C. Perrine on the tests and

calculation for a forty mile aluminum wire transmission

line, read before the third annual convention of the Pa-

cific ("oast Electric Transmission Association of San

Francisco, several interesting points are brought forth
in connection with the wcignt, size, length and tensile

strength oi an aluminum transmission line. The line the
professor refers to operates between the Blue Lake power
House and the Stockton sn!> station. "The wire is 204
mils in diameter or 86,433 circular mils in area; it weighs
419.9 pounds per mile and the ultimate tensile strength
of each wire is 1,539 pounds or J J.700 pounds per square
inch. The stress at one per cent, elongation is 800
pounds; conductivity by dimensions is 59.9 per cent, of

Alatthiesen's standard for soft copper. As compared to

a copper wire this is the same as a Xo. in weight, a No.
5 in breaking stress, a No. 3 in resistance and a No. 1 in

capacity and inductivitv. It is the same size as No. 1

and its resistance an equivalent to Xo. 3. but while it has
only the weight of a No. 6 it has the breakage strength
of a Xo. 5 ; so as regards the necessary strength in a span
the wire is equal to a copper wire of about 70,000 pounds
tensile strength or a steel wire of about 60,000' pounds
tensile strength."

The rapid introduction of aluminum is not necessarily

confined to power transmission plants. It could be used
with great efficiency for the winding of magnets where
bulk is not of much consequence and possibly in the

construction of generators. The demand is certainly in-

creasing among electrical manufacturers and engineers
and we expect in the near future to hear of some pro-

gressive concern with enterprise enough to surround
certain standard sizes of aluminum wire with insulation

?nd place them on the market for regular consumption.

MAKING GRAPHITE BY ELECTRICITY.
The geological conditions prevailing at the time when

graphite was formed were such that we are led to believe

that in the intense heat of the electric arc such condit-

ions may be reproduced with the necessary consequence
resulting in the shape of high class graphite. The car-

bons of an arc lamp practically undergo this process

through which coke is transformed into graphite. The
carbons in use to-day are made of crushed gas house

coke or retort coke mixed with a saccharine solution and
heated in closed moulds in a fiery furnace. \\ ere a block

of this carbon subsequently placed in an electric furnace

and protected from the air in the proper manner it would
undergo a chemical change which would lead to its

transformation into another species of carbon, commonly
called graphite. At Niagara Falls a plant has been erect-

ed the purpose of which is to change coke, in the man-
ner described, into graphite. What the quality is we are

not prepared to state but the chances are strongly in its

favor of being a form of graphite on a par with that im-

ported to this country from the mines of India.

In the beginning of the next century three large indus-

tries will be on foot which are practically the direct out-

come of experiments with the electric furnace. The)
are the manufacture of aluminum, calcium carbide and
carborundum. It would not be surprising if a fourth

were added to this list, namely the manufacture of graph-

ite. According to the latest reports the graphite manu-
factured is of high quality and some of it has been ex-

ported for use abroad.

Till-. USE OF HIGH PRESSURES.

Not onlv has the use of aluminum wiri' marked an ad-

vance in the development of power transmission but. in

addition, the gradually increasing use of higher and

higher pressures. I !igh pressures can be safely employed
at the present writing entirely through the care exer-

cised in the manufacture ni insulators. In a few years

twenty and thirty thousand volt transmission plans will

be as common as ten thousand volt plants of to-day.
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THE CENTENARY OF THE ELECTRIC CUR- trical discovery by giving to the world the voltaic pile,

RENT—
1 799- 1 899.* is being fitly celebrated by men from many lands meet-

by dr. j. A. Fleming, f. r. s. ing at this moment in his native town. It is a familiar

In the market place of Como, overlooking one of the fact that almost exactly one hundred years ago Yolta

fairest of the Italian lakes, a statne stands, erected to communicated to Sir Joseph Banks, then president of the

commemorate an illustrious experimentalist and an in- Royal Society of London, a letter dated March 20. [800,

Fig. 1.—Original V'olta Pile. (Through the courtesy of "Electricity."!

vention epoch-making in the history of the world. The in which he describes his invention of the electric current

statne represents Alessandro Yolta, and the invention generating appliance, since known as the voltaic battery

was the instrument which gave us the first practical or pile. This paper, printed in the Transactions of the

means of generating a continuous electric current. Volta Royal Society as having been read on June 26th of the

was led up to the achievement that secured for him an same year (Trans. Roy. Sec. Vol. XC, Part I. p. 405).

Fig. 2.—Condenser, Pile and Torpedo.

imperishable fame by a long course of experimental re-

search, which bore fruit of a splendid and enduring kind.
Hence the centenary of his ever-memorable investiga-
tions, which opened a new chapter in the history of elec-

*Abstract of a lecture delivered in the Connaught Hall,
Dover, Sept. 18, 1899, during the meeting of the British
Association.—From the London Electrician.

(Through the courtesy of •'Electricity.*')

stands as a landmark in the intellectual record of our race.

No thoughtful person can regard the modern use of the

electric current thus given to us by Volta, or review the

astounding results which a century of its possession by

the world has brought about, without feeling some desire

to know what is known of the inner mechanism of this

nimble servant of mankind.
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My aim to-night will be, by a few experimental de- say the lower one, is connected to an' electroscope having
monstrations, to direct your thoughts to consider the aluminum leaves, and the other is held in the hand. If

chief conclusions reached after a century of investigation the disks are superimposed and connected for a moment

r~

Fig. 3.—Original Volta "Couronne de Tasses." (Through the courtesy of "Electricity." 1

on this matter, and to indicate the problems which yet

remain to be solved before we can answer with any con-

siderable degree of approximation the question so often

asked, What is an electric current? Leaving out of ac-

count unnecessary- historical statements, we mav sav that

WIRE BOBBIN
WITH

IRON CORE LAMP t

KEY,

PILE

Fig. 4. (Through the courtesy of "Electricity.")

Yolta made two important discoveries, or, rather, made a

practical contrivance and elucidated its operation by a

scientific discovery. The discovery was the fact that if

pieces of different metals—say zinc and copper—are
placed in contact and then separated they are found to be

in different electrical states. The manner in which this

effect can be shown is to employ two perfectly flat disks

of zinc and copper, each provided with an insulating

handle. The disks have their faces very slightly var-

nished with an insulating varnish. ( )ne of these disks.

by a copper wire, on lifting off the upper disk the leaves

of the electroscope diverge. The copper disk under these
circumstances is very slightly negatively electrified and
the zinc disk positively. Yolta's researches on contact

i v-:», ) ) ! I 1 H

•
'.•.'• :';:<

'Fig. 6.

Via 5.

\V:I::// f N
1"

N

1

Fio. 7.

K10. &

(Through the courtesy of "Electric ty.' )

electrification started one ai the historical controversies

n\ science, and it is not too much to say that probably,

even now. no two physicists would State their creed as to
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the origin of the electromotive force in the voltaic cell in

precisely the same terms. Let us, at this stage, now ex-

amine tne results which take place when a simple voltaic

cell or combination is formed. In a glass vessel we place

some water slightly moistened with sulphuric acid, and

in this we place a rod of zinc and one of silver. If the

zinc and the silver do not touch no visible action takes

place. Pure zinc is perfectly insoluble in dilute sulphuric

acid. If, however, the zinc and silver are made to touch

by joining across them a silver rod or wire, a violent

effervescence is then seen to take place around the silver

rod. This effervescence is due to escaping bubbles of

hydrogen, and indicates a chemical action. You will

notice that we have here three substances in contact-

zinc, silver and acidulated water—forming a circuit.

During the contact of the three substances we have an

electromotive force acting in the circuit. We have also

a chemical action taking place between the materials

in the vessel by which the zinc is gradually dissolved away

by the dilute acid, and in its place we have produced sul-

phate of zinc, a compound possessing less chemical en-

ergy than the zinc and the sulphuric acid taken together

which formed it. Finally we have an exhibition of new

and peculiar properties in the connecting wire and the

circuit which are described by saying that an electric

current is flowing round the circuit.

A series of these cells may be arranged, as was done

by Volta and Cruickshank, into a battery (see Fig. 3) and

the end plates may be joined by a circuit-closing wire,

which then becomes the seat of an electric current. The
peculiar property of this voltaic arrangement of con-

ductors of the first and second class is that it can main-

tain in and around the circuit-closing wire this physical

state called an electric current. Our business this even-

ing is chiefly to investigate, as far as possible, the nature

of this effect.

I wish, in the next place, to direct your attention care-

fully to the effects which the pile or battery produces in

the surrounding medium or space, both when the circuit

is open and when it is closed. Suppose the circuit in the

first place open and the end plates of the pile connected

to two plates of metal placed in proximity, one of which

is fixed and the other movable, it is found that there is a

stress or pull between them which draws them together.

This attractive force between plates attached to the ter-

minals of a \ olta pile is of exactly the same character as

that which exists between two light objects connected to

the terminals of an electrical machine, one being charged
with positive electrification and the other with negative.

It follows from facts first discovered by the celebrated

Henry Cavendish that, with a given battery, the attrac-

tion not only depends on the form and distance of the

plates, but upon the material or dielectric, as it is called,

in which they are immersed. If the plates connected to

the pile are placed, say in turpentine or alcohol, the plates

under the same conditions will attract each other more*
strongly than they would if they were simply in the air.

Moreover this attraction is a proof that there is energy
in some form stored up in connection with the system.

It is an important matter to ascertain exactly where the

energy resides. We can, following Cavendish and Far-
aday, prove that the energy is stored up in the dielectric,

and not in the metal plates. The operation of the batten-

on the insulating plate is to produce a change equivalent

to a strain which releases itself when the two metal plates

bounding its surface are subsequently connected by a

conductor. In electrical language this strain is called a

displacement, and is said to be produced by electromo-
tive force. The displacement takes place along certain

strain lines, and it represents a storage of energy in con-
nection with even' cubic inch of the dielectric, just as

much as there is a storage of chemical energy in connec-
tion with every pound of gun cotton. Hence, in associa-

tion with Volta's pile, there is an association of energy,

called electrostatic energy, distributed through, and con-
tained in the surrounding medium or dielectric. 1 lie-

end plates of the pile, or any plates connected to them,
tend to pull each other together in virtue of this stored
electric energy.

In the next place, if the circuit of the pile is closed by
a wire, we find in addition an effect taking place in the
space round the wire of a different kind. We are able
to show that the space is possessed of magnetic qualities

and is said to be traversed by magnetic flux. When the
flux is steadily in one direction we say that the current
is continuous. When the flux is first in one direction

and then in the reverse, we say that the current is alter-

nating.

We can now proceed to an experiment in illustration

of the fact that a magnetic flux system is a store of en-
ergy. We connect in series with a voltaic pile two par-
allel circuits (see Fig. 4). one part of one circuit consist-

ing of a very long coil of wire of many turns. The other
circuits consist of two lamps or carbon filaments having
very few convolutions, and a short wire whose resistance
is equal to that of the bobbin. Across, the middle of these
parallel circuits is bridged a small glow lamp. If we send
a current through the parallel wires the proportions of

the four sections of the two parallel circuits may be so
adjusted that the bridge lamp does not light up, because
no current goes through it. But if we switch off or break
the connection with the battery the bridge lamp flashes

up for one moment, whilst the others go out. This (lash-

ing up is due to the discharge through it of the energy
which is associated with the magnetic flux surrounding
the long coil of wire, the magnetic flux energy being
transformed into heat and light energy by the resistance

of the lamp filament in the bridge circuit. This experi-

ment shows that when the currents are flowing through
the two paths energy must be associated with the system,
since on severing the connections with the battery we
have an evolution of light and heat, as shown by the Hash-
ing up of the bridge lamp. This energy is derived from
the system of magnetic flux around the circuit of the long
wire bobbin.

Figs. 5. 6, 7, 8 are intended roughly to indicate the

relation of the primary magnetic flux to that round the

secondary circuit at different stages. As the secondary
circuit advances towards the magnetic pole the divergent
system of magnetic flux from the magnetic pole embraces
it. The flux lines then wrap round the wire and are

finally, so to speak, nipped off. leaving a separated sys-

tem of flux lines embracing and associated with the sec-

ondary circuit. This secondary or detached flux is rap-

idly destroyed, its energy being dissipated by the resist-

ance of the secondary circuit. The flux belonging to a

magnet or primary circuit, by being moved across or

caused to "cut" a second circuit, thus gives birth to an-

other system of flux, called the secondary flux or current.

which has a transitory existence. Instead of moving
either of the circuits we may employ an alternating mag-
net or primary flux and we then obtain an alternating

secondary current in the secondary circuit. This secon-

dary current may be strong enough to illuminate a small

glow lamp in the secondary circuit. You will be able

then to notice that this alternating magnetic flux pene-

trates quite easily a piece of wood or sheet of zinc, but

cannot pass through a good conductor or plate of small

resistance, such as a thick sheet of copper. The reason is

that its direction is being reversed so rapidly that it has

no time to get through to the other side of the good con-

ducting copper.

If we bear in mind an experiment, shown a few

moments ago. proving that currents in opposite direc-

tions repel one another, it will be seen at once that there

should always be a repulsive force between a primary
circuit and a secondary circuit, at the moment when the

secondary current or flux is generated in the latter,
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If we place an aluminum ring over an alternating cur-

rent electromagnet, and excite the latter with a power-

ful alternating current, we make a very vigorous alter-

nating magnetic flux which penetrates the aperture of

the ring. The ring then jumps up into the air (see Fig.

9). Falling down again it floats, as you see. upon an in-

visible cushion of magnetic Hux. The ring, however.

<m

Fig. 9.

(Through the courtesy of "Electricity. ')

soon becomes very hot in consequence of the powerful

secondarj current generated in it. That there is such

a current is proved by trying the experiment with a

broken ring, which, as you notice, will not jump. Rings

of copper will also jump, but are less nimble than rings

of aluminum, and rings of brass will hardly jump at all.

The above experiments are all illustrative of the effect

of a varving or changing magnetic flux in generating a

secondare flux around another adjacent circuit. The

currents of ven greal frequency, viz.. about one million

per second. It will, therefore, he desirable to explain a

little in detail the arrangements. Through the primary
circuit of an induction coil (see Fig. lo) is passed a cur-

rent from a voltaic battery, which is interrupted about
I ,ooo times a second by a Wehnell high-speed break.

This interrupted primary gives rise- to an interrupted

high electromotive force in tin- secondary circuit of the

coil. To the ends of tin- secondary circuit are attached

the interior coatings of a set of Levden jars, which are

in effect sheets of glass coated with tinfoil on each side.

This high electromotive force or stress produces an elec-

trostatic strain in the glass, and that strain is a store of

energy. Two discharging balls (+) are arranged across

the terminals of the secondary circuit, and when this

strain reaches a certain value the air insulation between
the balls breaks down and an electric spark passes be-

tween them.
( >ne point it is essential here to explain very clearly.

The air and all other gases at ordinary atmospheric pres-

sures can endure a certain maximum electric strain pro-

duced in them and remain up to that point very good
non-conductors or dielectrics ; if, however, the electro-

motive force exceeds a limiting value, the air or gas
passes immediately into a highly conductive condition.

This property of passing instantly from a non-conductive

/;:>,,,',,/,:,,,^>:"

Fig. ii.

(Through the courtesy of "Electricity. ')
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Fig. io.

(Through the courtesy of "Electricity.")

very currents which we are using for our experiments,

provided for us by the kindness of the Dover Electric

Lighting Company, are generated in this manner. \\ it li

alternate-current transformer apparatus I have it in my
power to illustrate to you many of the facts concerning

electric currents, and in particular to produce alternating

to a conductive condition under a certain critical electric

stress is a characteristic property of gases at ordinan
pressures. In the arrangement before us the outside

coatings of the Leyden jars are united by a wire wound
on a wooden frame. Hence, when the air gap breaks

down into the conductive condition, we have a circuit

(see Fig. I u composed of this wire on the one side, the

conductive spark gap on the other, and these are sepa-

rated by two plates or condensers in a state of electric

strain in opposite directions. This electric strain is in

effect an electromotive force. It was produced by an

electromotive force, and it is in turn, when produced
itself, a source of electromotive force; just as a spring

can only be stretched by a mechanical force and when
stretched is itself a source of mechanical force. Hence.

the electrically strained glass releasing itself begins to

produce round the circuit a magnetic flux embracing it

—that is to say, it produces in the circuit an electric cur-

rent. Owing, however, to the inertia-like quality ^i the

magnetic llux. this tlux or current cannot be produced
at once, and when produced it cannot be annihilated in-

stantly. The llux when generated persists and expends
its energy in charging up the condensers in an opposite

direction— in other words, its energy passes back into

energy <>\ electric strain, and the process of creating the

llux or current is then again repeated, and so on until

the energA of tin- original electric strain is all frittered

a\\a\ into heat. Accordinglv we have in the wire con-
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necting the outsides of the condensers an enormously

rapid alternating current, and a current having a fre-

quency of about a million a second is now being pro-

duced in the large circuit attached to a battery of 12 Ley-

den jars on the table before me. It can be proved at

once that there is in the wire an alternating current, be-

cause if we place near this first wire carrying the high-

frequency current another secondary circuit having in-

cluded in it a small glow lamp, you see at once that the

lamp lights up when the secondary circuit is placed near

the primary circuit even when it is more than a yard

away (see Fig.- 12). The whole space for an immense

distance round this high-frequency primary circuit is

therefore filled with a tornado of alternating magnetic

flux, which renders itself evident by creating secondary

currents in all closed conductors near it. We can also

show you that this flux passes -quite easily through a

wooden board, but is stopped by even a thin sheet of

perforated zinc.

It has been known for a long time, certainly for 20

years, that tubes full of powdered metals were very curi-

ously sensitive to electric sparks, and that a mass of me-

tallic filings behaves like a gas in this respect, that under

an electromotive force of a critical value it passes from

a non-conductive to a conductive condition. It was dis-

Batler,

Fig 12. ^Through the courtesy of '•Electricity.")

covered by Prof .D. E. Hughes in 1879—although un-

fortunately not published at that time—that a tube full

of metallic powder, which we call a sensitive powder

tube, could thus be transformed from a very bad con-

ductor to a very good conductor by making electric

sparks near to it. Facts in science have often to be dis-

covered many times over before their full significance

dawns upon the world, and it has been so in this case.

This simple fact about metallic powders was re-discov-

ered by Prof. Calzeechi Onesti. in Italy in 1885, but much
more fully examined and investigated in [89] by Prof.

E. Branly, to whom we owe the greater part of our

accurate knowledge on the subject. Prof. Lodge inde-

pendently discovered the wielding power which an elec-

tric spark exerts on two metallic rods or balls in very

close proximity, and christened the arrangement a "Co-

herer."' The behavior of a sensitive powder tube to elec-

tric sparks can quite easily be shown by connecting a

sensitive powder tube in series with a galvanometer and

a voltaic cell, and then making in the neighborhood of

the arrangement an electric spark. We find that at every

spark the non-conducting mass becomes a conductor,

but can be brought back again to its original condition

by a slight tap or shake. Moreover, it has been found

by Signor Marconi that a long vertical wire attached to

the sensitive powder tube has the property of increasing

enormously the distance at which it can feel the effect

of an electric spark. These principles have received their

most logical extension and completion in the evolution

of the electromagnetic wave telegraphy which Signor

Marconi has developed on such a large scale the last few

years. The chief principle which underlies this industri-

al application of research is that the sensitive powder

tube, when passing into the conductive condition, can be

made to complete another voltaic circuit, and so operate

any ordinary form of telegraphic instrument. By send-

ing long and short impulses to act upon the sensitive

powder tube and keep it for a longer or shorter time in

the conductive condition, any of the ordinary forms of

telegraphic instrument can be operated at a distance by
the action of a local battery.

It has been frequently asserted that the practical utili-

zation of ether waves in wireless telegraphy would be lim-

ited by the difficulty of transmitting them through rock

masses, buildings and other material obstacles. Experi-
ment, however, proves that this is not the case, at least

with the very long waves employed by Mr. Marconi. An
exceedingly interesting experiment to illustrate this non-
interference was tried on August 16. 1890, at Dover, be-

tween the Dover Town Hall and the South Foreland.

The Town Hall at Dover stands in the center of the

town and is surrounded by high cliffs. The Castle Rock-

rises on the east side to more than 400 feet above the

level on which the Town Hall stands, and a continuous
chalk cliff extends between the Castle and the South
Foreland for a distance of four miles. At this latter place

is one of the signaling stations of the Wireless Telegraph
& Signal Company, and a mast and signaling wire 150

feet high was established there in April. 1899. for ex-

experimetal purposes for communication between the

South Foreland, the East Goodwin Lightship and a sta-

tion at Wimereux on the French coast. At the sugges-

tion of the author, the Wireless Telegraph Company
kindlv undertook to make an experiment as follows

:

The Town Hall tower is about 65 feet in height, and on
this tower a flagstaff, some 45 feet high, is erected. A
signaling wire was attached to this flagstaff, and the end
brought down into the hall. Employing the Marconi
apparatus it was found that not the slightest difficulty

existed in communicating through or over the Castle

Rock, with the station at South Foreland, and even with

the Goodwin Lightship. 12 miles beyond. The immense
mass of chalk cliff lying between the Town Hall. Dover,
and the South Foreland appears to offer not the slightest

obstacle to the passage of ether waves to or from the

wire attached to the Town Hall flagstaff. The above
described experiment only confirms many others made
bv Mr. Marconi, all of them showing that rock masses
of very considerable size intervening between two sta-

tions do not in the least affect the freedom of communi-
cation by ether wave telegraphy. It must be obvious to

you that the moment we have it in our power to close the

circuit of a voltaic battery by merely making an electric-

spark at a distant place, innumerable applications at once
suggest themselves. One of the latest and most ingeni-

ous of these is a method of steering self-moving torpe-

does by means of an electric spark and sensitive powder
tube which enables the movements of the deadly weapon
to be controlled by an operator at a distance.

To us at present the interesting question, however,
is to discuss briefly the mode by which the electric spark
produces this effect at a distant place. The classical in-

vestigations of Flertz showed clearly we are concerned
here with a wave motion. The oscillatory spark and
current in the radiator produce an electric wave in space

—that is to say. they produce a periodic electric displace-

ment at any point .and this displacement is cyclical and
passes through a cycle of values. Also it is accompanied
by a periodic magnetic flux, the flux being at a maximum
when the displacement ;;; pasr.ir.2f through its zero value,

and conversely, the instant 01 zeio magnetic flux coin-

ciding with that of maximum displacement. Identical

operations are being simultaneously performed at places

distant by a wave length.

The trend of physical investigation during the last

half century has been to lead us to regard energy as

something distinct from matter and yet as always a--o-
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dated with it. We are always under the mental necessity

of assuming some vehicle for energy when it is trans-

ferred from place through open space. We know that

vast quantities of energy leave the sun, and that some
of it arrives on the earth about eight minutes after its

departure from the sun. Where is it during those eight

minutes? In the same manner Hertz proved that elec-

trical energy can leave a rod in which a very rapid oscil-

latory current is set up and travel with the speed of light

outwards in all directions. We ask. Where is it after it

has left the radiator, and before it has arrived at the re-

ceiver? The answer to both thes-e questions is that it

exists as free radiant or wave energy in the ether. Hence
a second part of the answer to our question. What is an
electric current? is that it is due to certain events or

effects happening in the space-filling ether, the localiza-

tion of these events being determined by what we call

the conductor.

Finally, we are met by a more searching question, viz.,

What are those events, and what is the nature of the

effects ? In order that an answer to such a question may
be intelligible it must be expressed in terms of some
quantities with which we are already familiar, and it

must not involve any more assumptions than are abso-

lutely necessary. Very briefly, then, we may say that

the tendency of modern research is to seek to reduce
every phenomenon in physics to pure dynamics. Wheth-
er this is a legitimate or a full solution of the problem of

interpreting physical nature, as presented to us by our
senses, I will not venture to discuss. Suffice it to say

that some of the most profound thinkers have concluded
that it is the only solution which to our present mental
faculties is satisfactory. Hence any detailed answer to

our question can only be expressed in terms of some dy-

namical theory as to the constitution of the ether and its

relations to sense-perceived matter. To touch even the

outlines of the ether theories already constructed, ex-

amined or abandoned would be to tax your indulgence
and my powers more seriously than I can venture now
to do. When this century opened, Dr. Thomas Young
made the first really competent attempt to apply the

theory of a universal ether, assumed to be possesed of

merely mechanical properties, to the explanation of the

phenomena of light. Twenty years afterwards Ampere
threw out a suggestion that the same hypothesis might
supply the means of interpreting electrical facts. Joseph
Henry upheld a similar view, Faraday strongly sup-

ported it. Clerk Maxwell, in his splendid dynamical
theory of the electromagnetic field, published in 1864,

first gave definite mathematical form and expression to

a theory, including, not only electric and magnetic, but

also optical phenomena in its grasp. Hertz in 1887, with

magnificent insight, verified its fundamental assumptions.

Hence we see that, starting from Yolta's discoveries

a century ago, the conclusion has been reached that the

actions we call an electric current, if alternated rapidly

enough in direction, would end by producing a ray of

light. We are, however, as yet in the region of conjec-

ture when we attempt to formulate a specification of the

exact nature of the motional and configurational changes
which must be at the root of observed effects. To devise

a theory of the ether such that from the simplest possible

assumptions can be deduced the facts of electricty, mag-
netism and optics may be said to be the aim of physical

inquiry at the present time. Whilst, under the guidance
of its gifted leaders, the scientific army marches right on,

it continues to dispense material benefits which are ap-

preciated by all mankind. But it also reveals to our eyes

the amazing complexity of structure which underlies the

simplest of surrounding things, and points out regions

yet more wonderful waiting to be explored. The un-

raveling of the tangled skein of cause and effect in the

outward world of Nature affords to many intellects a fas-

cinating pleasure : and it cannot be denied that, when pur-
sued in a disinterested and reverent spirit . it is one of the
highest occupations of the human mind.

klectricTlaxts in ( ;

i

:r ma n y.
A most interesting feature of this Empire's develop-

ment is found in the number of electric plants in course
of construction and projected. French writers, notablv
Emile Gautier, Charles Bos, and J. Lafargue, are trying
just now to arouse French emulation. It seems to me
that American manufacturers might obtain contracts to
furnish some of the materials needed in the plants. A
large company has been organized here to build an elec-
tric railroad from this city (Chemnitz) to linrgstaedt, 12
or 15 miles away. As projected, the road is to run
through many large and important villages. If contin-
ued to Alitweida, as some think it will be. should no rival
concern open an opposition line, the distance covered
will amount to 30 or more miles. There is also a project
to build a central electric plant for supplying the road
with power and the villages through which the road is

to pass with electricity for light. Chemnitz has a popu-
lation of nearly 200,000 souls ; the towns included in the
plans referred to contain about 75.000. The company
expects to expend $357,00 on the road, and a similar
amount on the buildings. Besides this, a cable road is

being surveyed to Augustusberg, a well-known resort a
few miles outside the city. While the disposition to pat-
ronize home industries is very strong here. 1 can not
help thinking that we must have certain things which,
once seen, would win their way to favor.
An interesting question is: How can an American

house hope to obtain concessions or contracts? The
best way, it seems to me, would be to send one or two
experts, familiar with electric plants and their needs to
study the situation. What is true of Chemnitz is true of
almost every city in the Empire. In the month of June
there were 330 railroads projected in the Empire. Of
these, J 2, were electric roads; \22 electric plants were
projected during the same time. It would be easy for an
expert to keep himself posted, by visiting or communi-
cating with the United States consuls-general in Berlin,
Frankfort, and Dresden. Patriotism has seldom been
pushed so far as to force private companies to take in-

ferior or dearer home products.
The market here just now is so large—consequent-

ly so important—that an effort should be made to sell in

it, even at the risk of not making a great deal of money
at the outset. The methods that have helped at home
must help here. A report made by an expert who has
gone carefully over the ground would supply specific de-
tails in a way not possible to consuls.

J. C. MONAGHAN, Consul.
Chemnitz, July 25, 1899.

Business Hews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT oh ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW York FOR WEEK ENDING
( K'T. 4, [899, $67,972.

Xew York. X. Y.. Oct. 14, [899.— The following ex-

ports of electrical material are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:

Argentine Republic.— 101 cases electrical material.

$4,023; 24 cases electrical machinery, $24.
Alexandria.— 2 cases electrical material. $30; r case

electrical machinery, $315; *>o cases electrical material.

$5,002.

Antwerp.— 17 cases electrical machinery, $376.
Brazil.—71 packages electrical material, $28,975.
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British West Indies.

—

\j cases electrical material,

S672.
Copenhagen.

—

2 cases electros, $15; 7 cases electric

motors, $170.

Christiania.—7 cases electrical material, $567.

Central America.— 122 packages electrical material,

$1,26] ; 15 cases electrical machinery, $915.

Cuba. —27 packages electrical material, $702.

Genoa.— J case electrical material, .^16.

Hamburg.-

—

yj packages electrical machinery, $1,550.

llavti.— 1 case electrical material, $56.

Lisbon.—3 cases electrical material, $150.

London.— 117 cases electrical material, $6,392.

Liverpool.—7 cases electrical machinery, $540: 93
packages electrical material, $8,157.

Mexico.— 176 cases elctrical material. $4,01 1.

Newfoundland.— 1 case electrical material, $155.

Nova Scotia.—4 cases electrical material, $63.

New Zealand.— 1 case electros, $4.

Porto Rico.—4 cases electrical material, $•/$.

St. Petersburg.—54 cases electrical material. $3,232.

Southampton.— ^o cases electrical machinery, $744.

NEW INCORPORATIONS'.
Columbia, S. C.— The Cotton States Electric <!<: Ma-

chine Co. has been incorporated. X. \V. Gifdwood,

Ashville, N. L., president; capuai s..ock, $5,000; lo con-

duct a general electrical business, install electric, steam

or water power plants, and will establish a shop for re-

pairing electric and other machinery.

Chicago, 111.—The Knox Antomotoneer Company has

been incorporated to deal in mechanical and electrical

devices; capital stock. $25,000; incorporators, J. B.

Woodruff. G. W. Knox. M. B. Starring, all of Chicago.

Buffalo, X. V.— The New Motor Company has been

organized, with a capital of $25,000, to manufacture
steam, air, gas, gasoline and other motors, trolley wheels.

bases and heads, emery wheels and boring machines.

The directors for the first year are Samuel Wilkinson, E.

L. Pixley and William M. Hoffman.
Minooka, Pa.—The Lackawanna Electric Light and

Power Company has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $6,000.

Detroit, Mich.—The J. R. Pearson Company has been

formed to deal in electric fixtures, mantels, etc. The
capital stock is $10,000. The shareholders are Justice R.

Pearson. Frank 11. Crawford, Arthur J. Franklin.

Norwood, Mich.—The Norwood Electric Company
has been incorporated; capital, $15,000; incorporators,

J. E. Smith. G. F. Willett. G. S. Winslow.
P< )SSIBLE INSTALLATK )NS.

Little Rock. Ark.—The city will expend about .150,000

in enlarging its electric light plant. Address A. II. Peel-

er, chairman.
Kissimmee, Fla.—The city contemplates the creation

of an electric light plant. Address P. P. Hughey. city

clerk.

Cuero. Tex.—The city is considering the establishment

of a municipal plant, to have ten miles of line, 1.500

lights, etc. Address V. J. Grander, of the committee.
Parkersburg, W. Va.—The Parkersburg Mill Company

wishes to install an electric light plant.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Atlanta. Ga.—The Atlanta & Roswell Electric Rail-

way Company has been authorized to extend their lines

in the suburbs.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Central Belt Electric Company
has secured a franchise to build a line in the suburbs of

the city and through a portion of the country.
Collinsville, 111.-—The Collinsville & Troy Railroad

Company has been incorporated to construct electric

railway; capital. $2,500; incorporators. D. M. Brown-
ing, H. S. Browning, W. S. Forman, of East St. Louis;
E. C. Donk, O. W. Erickson, of St. Louis.

Kaukauna, \\ is.—The East Shore Electric Railway
and Light Company has been incorporated; the capital
stock is $25,000; the incorporators are D. J. Brothers,
William Breier and H. J. Mulholland of this city, and
Charles Smith of Fond du Lac.

^

Fredonia, N. Y.—The Fredonia & Lilydale Electric
Railroad, with a capital of $150,000, has been incorpo-
rated. It is to be operated through the village of Fre-
donia to and through the assembly grounds at Lilvdale,
a distance of about seven miles.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Georgetown,S. C—"ine Georgetown Telephone &

Telegraph Company has ncen incorporated by F. Rehm,
I). 1). Rehm and 1.. b. ingman, with a capital stock of
$5,000.

Chattanooga. Turn.—C. I). Mitchell, Frank Miller,
\. S. Glover, E. E. .Meredith and W. I',. Swaney have
organized a syndicate to establish a telephone exchange.
the franchise for which will be applied for to the city
council. Address \\ . I',. Swaney.

Sioux City, Iowa.—The Iowa. Dakota & Minnesota
telephone Company has been incorporated, with a cap-
ital of $500,000. Incorporators, T. A. Totter, S. 1'. Hel-
sey. II. C. Way, Britt, Iowa; Joe Kirby and J. E. Mc-
Mahan, Sioux halls.

Spring \ alley. X. VI—The New York Telephone Com-
pany arc improving their line in Rockland County. A
new copper line is being run from Haverstraw to Xvack.
Connections will be made with Valley Cottage and Con-
gers. A cable is being laid from Dobb's Ferry to Sne-
den's Landing, which will give Rockland and Westches-
ter direct connections.

Columbus, Ohio.—The Miami Valley Telephone and
relegraph Company, with headquarters at Hamilton,
has been incorporated by Will Christy. F. J .J. Sloat, M.
J. Mandelbaum, Peter Schwab and W. C. Shepard, with
Sio.(kh) capital, to operate telephone and telegraph lines
in Butler, Montgomery. Hamilton and Warren coun-
ties, with termini at Dayton and Hamilton.

Freeport, L. :.—The South Shore Telephone Company
has decided to extend its system from Mineola to New
Hyde Park. East Williston, Albertson and Roslyn. These
lines will connect with the company's south side system.

Massillon. Ohio.— The Farmers' Telephone Com-
pany's plant at this place and the toll lines to various
villages near by have been purchased by the United
States Telephone Company, of which Henry A. Everett,
of Cleveland, is president. The consideration was about
$20,000.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS a™
WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable in-

strument of the type de-

serving this name,

Writ* for Circulars andPrhe List*

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO,

114-120 William Street, Newark, N.J.
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Conventions.

John Millard Roach, !'
! lerican Street Railway .inn.

proceedings of the eighteenth \\
xi:al convention of the vmericax
street railay vy assi k i \ti< ix at

ch1cag< ). ill.

John Millard Roach, the newly-el president of

American Street Railway Association, was born in NToblc

County, Jackson /nship, Ohio, i
i Januan 30, [851.

His ancestors came from Virginia and d in the gar-

rison on the Muskingon River, n< r everly.. Mr.

Roach left Ohio when eleven years of agi and went to

Rockford, Illinois, where he attended a high school for

one year.

After this he went to Corinne, Utah, and from that

place to Helena. Montana, covering the entire range of

the Rocky Mountains and spending three years in that

section of the country prospecting for gold. ( )n a "buck-
ing cayuse" he rode to Walla Walla. Washington Terri-

tory: Portland, Oregon; Oakland down into the lower

part of California, around White Pigeon, Utah, and back
into Helena. Montana.

; r wing around the western part o\ the continent
- \ n years, making and losing large sums of money

lie returned to Rockford for a year, and settled in in the
( ityof Chicago on Oct.7, 1872, entering the employ of the
North Chicago Street Railwa} Conipam as a conductor.
1 n' was an absolute stranger in the city, and had no
friends or acquaintances there. After serving the com-
pany as a conductor for four months, he was taken into

the office and made cashier. From that position he
served in all the intermediate positions, until in [889 he
was made general manager of the North Chicago Street

Railway Company, and in [897 general manager ^i the
West Chicago Street Railway Compam ;

in both i^i which
position^ he remains in the companies which have suc-
ceeded to the control iii these properties.

Mr. Roach married Kate E Lyon in 1872 at Rock-
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ford, 111., and has one son, F. Lyon Roach, born in [875.

Mr. Roach is a member of the Union League Club, Mar-
quette Club and Union Club, of Chicago, and a Knight
Templar, Lincoln Park Commandery.

First meeting- Tuesday morning, Oct. ijth. 1899.
President Sergeant called the meeting to order soon

after 11 o'clock. About him on the platform were the

members of the executive committee and the past presi-

dents of the association. Every seat in the meeting room
was occupied. The president extended an invitation to

any of the past presidents to take seats on the platform

—

"a happ) thought." lie announced that hereafter the

meetings would be called to order promptly at 10 o'clock,

lie then introduced Mr. M.S. Taylor, public prosecutor

of the city, representing his honor, Mayor Harrison, wli >

delivered the address of welcome, which he concluded
with these remarks:
The mayor fully appreciates the importance and value

and dignity of this convention. I le sends you his respect-

ful salutation, and he wishes you may have a profitable

and a pleasant time. Ever since the street railway com-
panies have abandoned the jingling horses, and the ep >ch

of cables has passed away and given place to lightning,

we recognize the fact that the street railway man is fa-t

—

is becoming fast—and yet, notwithstanding that knowl-
edge, common to us all, I assure you, as the public pros-

ecutor, we have not taken any extraordinary police pre-

cautions on account of your presence here.

Once more, Mr. President and delegates, on behalf of

the mayor, and speaking for the -City of Chicago, we bid

you a most hearty welcome. (Applause.)

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
Gentlemen of the American Street Railway Associa-

tion: We are to-day assembled for the eighteenth annual

gathering of our association, and for the second time we
meet in this great and prosperous city. 1 feel very deeply

the honor which makes it my duty and pleasure to wel-

come you to Chicago in behalf of the street railway m :n

of this city, whose generous exertions have provided US

with all the essential elements for a profitable and enj iv-

able meeting. What remains to be done lies in your
hands, and I may be permitted to urge upon you the de-

sirability of a full attendance upon the business meetings,

and a free and ample discussion of the papers which will

be presented. In order that the time may be sufficient

for this purpose, your Executive Committee has pur-

posely restricted the papers to a smaller number than

usual, and earnestly solicits your co-operation in giving

them full audience and ample discussion.

As will be seen by the report which is to be submitted,

the *'::".ancial condition of your association is good and

improving from year to year, for which happ) condition

we should not forget we are indebted to the efficient

efforts of your officers in prior years when the bank bal-

ance was not so readily visible; nor should the generous

support of our exhibitions by our friends, the supply men,

escape our notice. The devotion of one day of your c in-

vention to the especial purpose of visiting the exhibits,

which has been arranged by your Executive Committee,

will be availed of. it is hoped, by every delegate, to the

mutual profit of all.

Those Efentlemen who met here in Chicago in 1883,

many of whom are I trust present to-day, could have had

little conception of the changes in their business which

were to occur before the end of this century. At that

time there were in Chicago, street railways operating

about 153 miles of single track. At the present time the

mileage of the surface street railways of this city is about

736 miles, of the Chicago interurban street railways about

_>(>i miles, and of the elevated railroads about too miles,

either operated or under construction, making' an increase

since your last meeting here of 944 miles of track. This

remarkable extension of street railways, their equipment
with mechanical motive power, the unique union loop
system, and the successful application of electric power
in the elevated railway service, are not only a wonderful
testimonial to the courage, energy and capacity of their
projectors, but they have made Chicago a street railway
Mecca to which we all may come to observe and learn.
We are .therefore, to be greatly congratulated upon the
advantages afforded us by the selection of this city tor our
C( invention.

The year winch has passed since we met has presented
some unusual features, which are worth) of our attention

I he tendency towards consolidation 01 small or compet-
ing roads into larger homogeneous systems has been
manifested by many examples. With the introduction of
electric motive power the old time horse railway com
pany. operating a few miles of track on two or three city
streets, has disappeared, and its larger successor has
found necessary such changes in administration, such ex-
tensions of its system and service, that the advantages
of combination with rivals have become more and more
manifest. The street railway which formerly gave a short
distance urban service has found itself extended far into
the country; the same car which disputes the passage of
a busy city street with a truculent teamster, may an hour
later be Hushing partridges and grouse along the rural
highway, stopping to leave the tired artisan at his country
home and bringing a healthful excursion withm reach
of the humblest family; thus the trolley car is rapidly fill-

ing a long felt want, which was neither within the power
nor the disposition of the great steam railroads to supply.
All this means changed conditions with new responsibili-
ties, and emphasizes the need of consolidation.

In successfully amalgamate such properties, and or-

ganize and operate them with due economy and a just

regards for the needs of the communities to hi' servea,
requires of the operating officials a high degree of expe-
rience and skill. The new problems to be met offer better

positions to which those who are' ambitious ma\ aspire,

and the wonderful rapidit) with which this situation has
been developed, will be a lasting monument to the offic-

ials of our American street railways. The advantages of

this larger growth are many, and perhaps not the least is

a growing respect for the value and importance of the

srreet railway industry, which we may all hope will ere
"long be recognized by just laws which shall deal fairly

and equitably with the relations of the' street railways
' • the municipalities, and give to capital invested in

urban and suburban transportation, security and a fair re-

turn upon the investment.

Another of the notable events of the year has been the
failure of a striking attempt at municipal ownership, with
which we are all familiar.

It is greatly to be regretted that the year has been sig-

nalized by several very serious strikes and attempted
boycotts. With the c msolidation of systems, the ques-
tion of labor assumes a greater importance. The par-

alysis of all the transportations of a large city is a grave
public calamity, to be prevented by all reasonable means
hi the power of the officers and men oi the transportation

companies, and by the municipal authorities. The larger

ti e' system of any corporation is the more necessary it is

thai its management shall firmly ami wisely conduct its

at airs, and the' more impossible that the responsibilities

imposed upon the management should be delegated to

Others. Does it not. therefore, devolve upon us who are

charged with such responsibilities to take the greatest

Cere that our representatives before the public, the em-
ployes, shall always reeeive such liberal and just treat-

ment at the hands of all our officials that they may feel

their interests and ours to be identical, and may loyally

work with us for the good service oi the public and our
corporations?
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(. are in the- selection and instruction of employes may,
therefore, well engage our constant attention. We art-

nil merchants in that we have transportation to sell and
lnnst present it in an attractive manner if we wish to re-

tain our customers.

['he good will of the community which it serves seems
to he an essential clement of success with any public

transportation company, and the best means to obtain

tnat good will should receive our careful consideration.

fn this direction lies. I believe, a held of work for our
association, and for each and every one of its members,
which may be far more fruitful for good than our techni-

cal papers or our exhibits of apparatus. We are all awar
i)i the wide difference of opinion which exists in the com-
munity as to the proper relation of street railways to the

public, the service they should render and the burdens
they should bear, and last, but not least, the returns they
should expect upon capital. In the press and in edu-
cational and social reform institutions much prejudiced

opinion and misinformation is promulgated calculated

to injure public service corporations, and in so injuring

them to deprive them of much of their ability to ade-

quately serve the public. Is it not our duty, each and all.

in our own communities and wherever else opportunity
offers, to take steps to remedy this state of affairs? Let
us seize every opportunity to refute these current falla-

cies, meet the self-styled economist on his own ground
and show him that his "quasi-public octopus" is the

greatest public benefactor and social reformer the world
has ever seen

!

Fair-minded men will generally listen to both sides of

any question, and the ignorance of even those who should

be well informed as to our industry, is so great that mis-

sion work to disseminate truth is imperatively demanded.
1 believe that work of this character has already been un-

dertaken by one of our friends of the Chicago technical

press, and that in so doing he has set a worthy example
winch we may beneficially follow.

( >ne of the saddest events of the year was the sudden
death in April last of our lamented friend. Mr. M. Ix.

Row en. president of the Chicago City Railway Co. Be-

loved by all who knew him. ever ready to spare his valu-

able time for the aid and information of others who
sought to learn from his experience, he was an honor,

not only to the corporation he served s > well, but to the

profession which will miss him so sadly. Ever faithfully

interested in your association, his untimely death brings

a feeling of deep loss to us all.

I venture to remind you of the work which our friends

;-f the Accountants' Associati m have undertaken and are

accomplishing. The importance of accurate and uniform
accounts to the success of any railroad can hardly be

over-estimated. A thorough knowledge of accounts and
of finance are essential qualifications for the administra-

tion of large properties. The work so far accomplished
by their association, and their further deliberations merit

your earnest support, which will not only be beneficial to

them, but to each and all of the members of our associa-

tion.

T wish here to express my appreciation of the cordial

support and valuable work of your efficient secretary

and executive committee. That our association may al-

ways be so fortunate is my earnest wish. In conclusion

may J once more express my sincere appreciation of the

honor which you conferred upon me 1>\ electing me to

preside over this meeting, and bespeak your patience

with my shortcomings.
Then followed the reports of the executive committee

and secretary and treasurer, which were adopted. In

substance they were as follows:

The executive committee reported thai it had received
the report of the secretary and treasurer showing the

statement of the finances of the association, the members

in arrears and the Boston convention exhibit space re-

maining unpaid for. The secretary was instructed to
write- all eligible companies, inviting them to join the
association, On motion of Mr. Woodruff it was voted
that any American elevated railroad is eligible for mem-
bership. On motion of Mr. Lang it was voted that the
publication by the association of legal decisions affecting
street railways be dispensed with, as the street railway
periodicals devote considerable space to this subject each
month. The president read a letter from Mr. John T.
Burnett, chairman of the special committee on the carry-
ing of the United States Mail on Street Railways, m
winch he stated that the conditions during the year had
not been opportune for effective work, and he believed
that the committee should be continued for another yeai
and be given further time for action; or, if preferred, a

new committee should he appointed; on motion it was
decided to recommend to the association that the com-
mittee be continued for another year. It was decided to

enforce the usual rules concerning banquet tickets. On
motion the following rules for the convention were
adopted:

i. No member shall be recognized by the president
unless he shall announce distinctly his name and address.

2. Speeches will be limited to to minutes unless the
time shall be extended by the convention.

3. Members who desire to offer resolutions or other
matters to be considered by the convention are requested
to submit them in writing, over their signatures, to the
secretary.

The following are the newly elected officers of the
ass< >ciati< m

:

President— lonn M. Roche, general manager Chicago
Union I raction Co.. Chicago. 111.

First vice-president—John A. Riggs, president United
Traction Co., Reading. Pa.

Second vice-president

—

II. If. Yreeland. president

Metropolitan Street Railway Co.. New York City.

Third vice-president— F. ( r. Jones, vice-president
.Memphis Street Railway Co.. Memphis. Tenn.

Secretary and treasurer—T. C. Penington, treasurer

Chicago City Railway Co., Chicago. 111.

Executive committee— The president, the vice-presi-

dents and C. S. Sergeant, second vice-president Boston
Elevated Railway Co.; C. 1\. Durbin, general superin-

tendent Denver Consolidated Tramway Co. ; Nicholas
S. Hill, Jr.. general manager Charleston Consolidated
Gas & Electric Co.; Charles \Y. Wasson, vice-president

Akron. Bedford & Cleveland Railroad Co.; John R. Gra
ham. president Quincy & Boston Street Railway Co.

Kansas City was selected as the next place. of meeting

A $7so,ooo POWER AND LIGHTING PLANT
IX ATLANTA. GA.

\ modern power and lighting plant will be erected

by the Atlanta Railway & Power Company, at a cost of

$750,000. All the power for the consolidated trolley

lines, recently incorporated under the name of the Atlanta
Railway & Power Company, will be supplied 1>\ this

plant; also power for elevators, machinery, printing
presses and other plants, and lights, both incandescent
and arc.

Bolivar, Tenn.—The Progress Telephone Company
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $5,000, by
P. I". Williamson. II. Williams. W. J. Con. I'. S. Luther
and others; to generate electricity for telephone pur-

p ( »ses.

Xew Iberia, La.— The city has decided by popular
VOte to issue bonds and lev\ a special tax amounting
10 S, 101,00 for erection of electric plant, industrial
school, construction of water work- and the canal re

ported during the week. Vddress •'The Mayor."
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lElectrc^ecbnics.

TRANSFORMERS
IR( )N LOSS—ITS J NCREASE—TH E REMEDY.

BV G. WILBUR HUBLEY, LOUISVILLE, KY.

Attention to the subject of Transformers, Meters, etc.,

in the alternating held" of electrical work has been very

general, and much has been written and many have been

the discussions on these subjects.

The necessity of inspection, testing, etc., of all meters

in service, at regular periods has been conceded as an

economic necessity by Central Stations, as well as being

recommended by the manufacturers; yet such has not

been true about transformers, and this important and

essential apparatus has been most seriously neglected,

owing to the impression and erroneously accepted fact

that its characteristics are. in a measure, unchangeable.

The transformer passes into its work and no further at-

tention is given, except in cases of absolute failure by

"burn out"" or other extreme condition interfering with

its service.

It is. however, a generally accepted fact that there

comes a time in the history of transformers when their

efficiency and profit earning can be greatly increased by

means of substitution or change of characteristics.

gives the following records of a few tests on various sizes

I transformers, showing the increase of iron losses dur-
ing periods of service:

The above tests represent transformers of various types
of manufacture during years of 1804. [895 and 1896, and
cover periods of service from 1804 to 1899. The actual

service between tests vary from periods of six months
to two years, but in most cases are tests made each con-
secutive year.

During the past several years the writer has carefully

studied this question in all of its phases, as it relates to

the practical conditions, as met with in evcry-day station

work.
( )nly within the past year have manufacturers been

willing to recognize or accept the adopted specifications

011 transformers of the central station. In fact, they
would not guarantee initial limits or qualify limits of

deterioration of their transformers in service. The
writer adopted transformer specifications during the

year of 1895 in which limits of iron loss were fully fifty

per cent, greater than those of present day specifications.

The following specification limits were adopted Jan-
uary 1, [899, and all transformers must pass under ini-

tial conditions within specified limits, or bo rejected.

Insulation test to be made by a series of make and

Initial
'

I'est

Capacity
Wafts P Cl

50f) 36 7.2

1000 58 5.8

1500 00 4

2000 75 3A
3000 80 --,

4000 109 2.7

5000 120 2.4

7500 145 1.9

10000 190 1.9

12500 218 1.7

25000 32a 1.3

Second Test Third Test
P. Ct
Inc.

p ct
Inc.

Watts P. Ct Watts P. Ct

0: 13 80.6 75 15 15.4

75 7.5 29.3 100 10 33^
07 6.5 61-, 120 8 23.7

125 6.1 66-, 145 1% 16

13b 4.4 tWfcj 150 ;> 12.8

175 J'i 60.6 185 4.0 5.7

110 2.8 10-, 145 2.5 3.0

1(57 2.2 JS.l 190 2.0 13.8

250 2.5 31.6

238 1.9 9.1 315 2.5 32.4

530 2.1 64.1

Total
P. it.
Inc.

108.4

72.4

100
itt.l

87 1
;

89.7
20.8
31

31.6

44.5

64.1

It is the latter plan that the writer shall treat as the

subject mater of this paper.

Xo other question has more commercial significance

in the operation of a transformer system, from a central

station standpoint of view, than the constant iron losses

of transformers in service. Yet the question has had.

probably, less careful and systematic investigation than

am other detail of the alternating system, owing, doubt-

less, to the fact that the great and increasing losses in

this direction have not been fully appreciated until within

the past few years.

It must be admitted that great improvement has been

made in this direction by the manufacturers, with a view
of reducing this iron loss to its present low figure; but

the question of "fatigue" is of greater importance than

the initial conditions. '
All data, tests, etc.. as given in this paper, have been

carefully and accurately compiled from actual facts and
conditions, as they exist in the central station with which
the writer is identified, and company whom he represents

as delegate to your convention..

It has been found, in practice, that transformers hav-
ing initially low iron losses (within limits of specihea-

tion),after being placed in service, would show most de-

cided increase. In most cases over one hundred per cent,

increase, and in exceptional cases as high as three hun-
dred to four hundred per cent, increase, within very short

periods of service under normal conditions.

In fact, the "fatigue" feature or large increase of iron

losses in many transformers made their further use com-
mercially prohibitive.

To illustrate the conditions of the question, the writer
:: Read before the twenty-second annual convention of

die National Electric Lisrht Association.

break contacts, ami one prolonged contact, as follows:

1. Between primary and secondary coils.6,000 volts A. C.

2. Between primary coil and core 6,000 volts A. C.

3. Between secondary coil and core. . . . 1.000 volts A. C
Temperature test measured by thermometers placed in

mercury cups in core of transformers. Increase above
surrounding atmosphere on full load test of eight hours'

duration must not exceed sixty degrees centigrade.

Fatigue.— Iron loss must not exceed ten per cent, in-

crease above limits, as specified, within period of two
years' service.

( herload.—Transformers must be guaranteed to stand

overload of twenty-rive per cent, above rated capacity, for

duration of two hours, with temperature increase not to

exceed sixty degrees centigrade above surrounding at-

mosphere.
General Guarantee.—Transformers must be guaran-

teed for two years' service against burn out from any
cause (including lightning), providing same are under
normal conditions of service.

Remarks.—The above specifications do not contem-
plate the use of oil in transformers.

In case of failure of transformers furnished under
specifications, all expenses of rejection shall be borne by
the manufacturer.

It has been the practice of the writer to make initial

tests on all transformers when received, and their ac-

ceptance or rejection has been strictly governed by lim-

its, as set forth in specifications. And to repeat this test

under similar conditions as often as opportunity permits,

i. e.. at all times when transformers were brought into

station from setwice.

A careful and permanent record of all such tests arc

kept, as they apply to each individual transformer.
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In most of the battery outfits sold directions arc given
lor preparing the liquids, amalgamating the zincs, con-
necting up the motor, lamps, attaching wire to hells, etc

All this constitutes experience for the younger element,
making them wide awake to the great changes going on
around them. In Connecticut. Massachusetts, Vermont.
as well as \cw York State, vasl quantities of these goods
are turned out each year in a dozen and one different

forms, making it sem as though the old-fashioned toys
will soon be replaced b) others strictly electrical in their

nature and operation.
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ELECTRIC TOYS.

There was a time when the small printing press and

the miniature steam engine and various other purely

mechanical toys occupied the entire attention of jobbers

in these lines of goods, but within the last few years a

noticeable change has occurred, visible not only to those

that have made and are making a careful study of the de-

velopment of electrical engineering in its minor as well

as its major branches, but visibl y also to the ordinary

layman. This change consists of a strong and increasing

demand for electric toys which have, to a large extent.

Supplanted those of more ancient lineage.

Thousands of small motors, thousands upon thousands

of dry cells to run them, a gigantic number of miniature

lamps, electric bells, ad infinitum, in addition to cheap

telegraphic outfits, medical coils and even electrostatic

apparatus are being manufactured by quite a number of

enterprising concerns. The retail price of these toys is

not very high, generally King within the limits of a dollar,

and consequently a great deal of business ingenuity must

be exercised by the manufacturers to make these toys

serviceable yet cheap.

It seems that this new industry possesses educational

features unlike am other legitimate branch of business

Till- STEAM AND GAS< >LENE AIT< ).\l< >BILE.

The interest taken b\ the general public in the auto-
mobile has not diminished to any noticeable degree but
it would be interesting to know whether the sales of the
automobile manufacturers have been in strict proportion
to the undoubted popularity of their products. The
automobile, like the bicycle, made its advent suddenly.
There was no gradual growth of the industry in this

country and very few preliminary symptoms of the great

demand for automobiles which is now supposed to exist

Silting the matter down to a common sense basis the

question naturally arises whether the modern automobile
performs the functions expected of it and whether its

price is such that the general public will be able to ap-
preciate it in a more practical manner.
Some of the requirements of automobiles have been

laid down in a sensible way by manufacturers. ( )ne writer

says that an automobile, to be perfectly satisfactory, must
possess eight points: first, must be easily started: sec-

ond, must be run quietly, smoothly and steadily: third.

must he economical i^: fuel; fourth, must be practically

noiseless; fifth, must be sufficiently powerful to do the

required work running at moderate speed; sixth, must
be as light as is consistent with strength: seventh, must
be simple in construction, and eighth, must be capable of

successful operation by anyone. Automobiles on the

market at present are all covered by such claims yet

there are not very many in use, either in the city or out-

side of it. Those within the city seem to prefer the elec-

tric automobile and the man who wants to tour through

the country purchases a gasolene or possibly a steam

automobile. The hacking cough frequently heard by
pedestrians when a gasolene automobile shoots by is sug-

gestive of high pressure, heat, irregularities in the atmos-

phere, etc. For o--(linar\ circuits around the city or

suburbs, etc.. a noiseless automobile, driven by motors

supplied from storage batteries, is very satisfactory as

we'd as cheap. The tourist will always find an automobile

suited for his purpose, provided he is willing to put up

with some of the possible inconveniences which are

hound to occur in the long run.

As regards the cost of automobiles we notice in a paper

devoted to that subject that the prices run from fifteen

hundred dollars down to two hundred dollars. The
hydro-carbon motor used b\ the American Automobile
( ompanv. the Stanley motor operated by steam and a

varietv ^)\ gasolene automobiles seem to average about

the same price hut a concern in Portland, Me., seem pre-

pared to offer motor vehicles at a cost ranging from two

hundred upwards .according to. as the) say, style, finish

and intended purpose. In other words, the automobile

business seems to be in about the same condition as the

horse and carriage trade is at present. Ven expensive

vehicles are on the market with expensive driving gear

and comparatively cheap outfits await the public's choice.

The chances arc. however, that the undue competition

will eventually he the means of bringing automobi

down to a fixed figure and driving out those concerns

whose automobiles are either unpractical or too expen-

sive,
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It is probably necessary to state what iron losses

and their increase means to the average central station,

except to call attention to the fact that existing iron loss

in transformers approximate from fifty to seventy per

cent, of output of tin- average alternating station.

Let us consider an average case, by way of illustration,

to compare the probable useful current supplied with the

iron loss or waste current per year, required at installa-

tion.

E. g. iooo Watt transformers having initial iron loss

of fifty-eight watts (5.8 per cent.), having been under

service during a period of two years, records iron loss of

one hundred watts MO per cent.), or fatigue of 72.4 per

cent. We will make the liberal assumption that this

transformer averages full load for five hours per day

the losses to their initial (or even better 1 records, and in

no manner affecting other requisite qualifications of the

transformer.

The work can be done readily and at an admissablc
low cost per unit, to make the work commercially within

bounds, and a far better paying investment than any other

plan that has been suggested or followed with the same
object in view. Jn other words it restores the trans-

former >ystem. whether transformers are new or

type, to their original, or even better, condition, as far as

iron losses are concerned.

A table is herewith presented compiled from records

of experimental work on transformers taken from ser-

vice, without selection, in the regular course of busin
of station.

Iron Loss
Regula'n

Capacity Watts P.Ct

7.00

Per Cent. Capacity

37.")t)500 35. 3.00
000 30. 6.00 3.00 4000
1000 45. t.50 3.00 5000
12.50 45. 3.60 3.00 61)00-

1500 51. 3.40 3.00 6230
2000 60. 3.00 3.00 7500
2500 0:.. 2.60 2.5(1 10000
3000 75. 2.50 2.50 12500

Iron Loss

Watt- P. CI

Regula'n
Per Cent. Capacity

00. 2.40 2.50 loOOO
00. 2.2.-, 2..VI 1*750
no. 1

.
2i 1 2.26 20000

120. 2.00 2.25 25000
12:,. 2.00 2. (JO 30000
150. 2.00 2.00 37500
175 ) <:. 2.00 50000
200. LOO 2.00

Iron Loss
Regula'n

Watts P Ct ''erCent

210.

225.

240.
27.">.

300.

375.

500.

40
.211

1.20
1.10'

1.00
1.00:

1.00 !

2.00
2.00

2.00
2.00
2.00

2:00

2.00

during three hundred days in the year; therefore initial

the transformer will require during year "'useful current

1,500 K. \\ '.. and during year "iron loss current 5

K. W. of total of 2,008 K. W. for service.

It will be noted that "useful" current is 74.7 per cent.,

and "iron loss'
5 current 25.3 per cent., or "iron loss" cur-

rent amounts to 33.9 per cent, of current used "usefully."

1 onsider similar service and conditions on this trans-

former after "iron loss" has increased 72.4 per cent., and

we find it will require during year "useful current" 1.500

K. W.. and during year "iron loss" current 876 1\. W.. or

total of 2,376 K. W. for service. It will be noted now
that "useful" current is 63.I per cent, and "iron loss" cur-

rent is 36.9 per cent., or "iron loss" current amounts to

58.4 per cent, of current used "usefully."

The question naturally arose. "What was to be done
with transformers having such abnormal "iron loss"? Tt

It therefore represents actual practical conditions.

idiosyncracies are shown that are interesting.

from this table practically correct deductions may be

made as to possibilities of reduction of constant iron

s, and the advantages to be derived therefrom:

This table represents the average results of tests ol

transformers, of capacities, as noted.

Type, actual service of life oi transformers, were not

taken into consideration, as it is the object of the writer

to present the actual practical working condition of the

average central station. The station of which the writer

is in charge has kept pace with the times in taking ad-

vantage of all improvements of modern apparatus, as

well as modern methods of operation: and. moreover.

gained decided advantage by complete change of all

transformers to those >n modern type, dating from tin-

year 1894, when change was made from r.OOO to 2,<

Initial Test
Test before
Treat iiHtil. Increase

Test after
Treatment

1 locrea •

Iron bo
Capacit y Iron 1 iOsh

Walts' Watts P <t. Watts P ct.

12.8

|Vr< cut.

00.

Watts

12

P.Ct

8. l''-

Watts

22

PrrCt.

500 40 8 CA 34.37

loin (id ss s.s *<W 50 5.00 29 32.05

2000 84 1.1 150 -.:< 7K.0 117 :, 83 33 22.1")

3000 108 3.« 130 1.0 !)7 3.23 12 30.2]

7500 140 1.9 107 2.2 19.3 135 1.80 32 10.10

10000 175 1
.

210 2.

1

27.1 100 1.60 s,l 33.33

25000 350 l.i 530 2.1 51.5 323 1.20 2(17 39.06

.iv ill 1- Watts

Saving
Per Year

102.7

251.0

289.1
:;«i7.9

'.:',

1.

8

2.829.5

being out of the question :ip these, or to ol*nin

others by expensive method of exchange for new "pres-

ent day" transformers, under plan suggested by manu-
facturers who willingly proposed to remedy this con-

ditio in.

The writer began some experiments in line of treat-

ment of iron of old transformers, and after some time ob-

tained most successful and gratifying results in this direc-

tion. However, no claims can be made at present writ-

ing of the permanency or resultant action that may occur
by the methods adopted .as only time test will determine
this point; but it is reasonable to expect the changes
made in the character of the iron in transformers,
treated will prove itself more nearly constant and perma-
nent than it was initially.

The method of treatment adopted is one of annealing
the iron of transformers winch show abnormal loss. The
results have proven most gratifying, in all cases reducing

volt system. And since such tim has made one exti

sive substitution of about fifty per cent, of these trans

formers to others of latest type and manufacture.

The cost of "anneajing treatment." as practiced, can be

accomplished at so low a cost per 1\. W. that it insures

its success. The plan to reduce and regulate the in-

creased iron losses in transformers is both simple and
practical.

The following data of detail costs per K. \\ . capacity

have been computed from records of actual costs during
period of experimental work:

Prepara- Anneal- Assem- Test- Total

tion. ing. bling. ing. cost.

Av. cost per KL W. . .106 .618 184 9
However, the abi ists cannot be taken as criterion,

as such only represents result of experimental work on

transformers of various manufacture, type and capacity,

and naturally these costs as given are considerably higher
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than will be found in practice. The average costs per

unit will vary greatl) un 1 t different local conditions,

owing to the wide margin >f variation of costs in trans-

formers of .small and large capacity, as the item of cost

per unit docs not vary proportionally with the capacity.

It can be liberally approximated that complete costs of

'"annealing" treatment will vary between twenty-two
cents per K. W. on 25 K. W. size to $2.20 per K. YV. Oil

1

2 K. YV. size of transformer.

The advantages of the "annealing treatment" of iron

of transformers will be more fully appreciated by facts

deduced from foregoing data, as set forth in the following

table:

per cent, on yearly cost of fuel, but increased capacit) on
boilers, engines, dynamos, etc. Hence the reduced fixed
charges per unit, higher commercial efficiency of trans-
former system and consequent increased profits per unit
of current sold; and last, but not least important, a peri-

odical inspection, reinsnlation and general renewal of all

transformers in service, and an absolute control and reg-
ulation of their increase of iron losses.

In conclusion, the writer begs the indulgence on the
part of readers of this paper for any errors in calculation
or omissions of data, owing to limited time and attention
that has been given in the hasty preparation of this sub-
ject.

Lo.-.s Kilo-

Capacity
Per Year Watts

Watts. Before- After
Treatment Treatment

500 560. G4 307.9.2

1,000 770.88 516.84
2,000 1314.00 1024.92

3,000 1217.64 849.72
7,500 1462.90 1182.60
10,000 2102.40 1401.60
25,000 4642.80 1813.30

Saving
per year

Kilo. Watts.

192.7

254.0
281.1

367.9
280.3
700.8
2829.5

Saving Estimate
per year Complete

at 2c. per kw Cost
Treatment

3.85 1.10

5.08 1.85

5.78 2.60

7.34 3.60
5.60 4.50
14.00 5.00
56.59 5.50

Interest
per year
per cent.

350.

275.

222.

204.

125.

280.

1029.

It will be noted that the gains by actual saving to be

obtained through adopted methods of treatment of iron.

at the extremely low cost per unit makes the system ap-

peal for a place in the economic field of central station

operation more strongly than any other measure in this

direction.

/IDacinetisni.

AMPERE'S THEORY Oh' MAGNETISM.
Ampere propounded a theory based on the analog}

between solenoids and magnets by which all magnetic
phenomena may be referred to electro-dynamical princi-

;#t^$£^^wfe

Andre .Marie Ampere.

By the most conservative estimate the average central

station can reduce anel regulate within reasonable limits

this all important feature of loss wherever transformers

are in service to fifty per cent, of their present records,

iind this means not only a saving of twent) five to thirty

pies. Instead of attributing magnetic phenomena to the

existence of two fluids Ampere assumed that each ineli-

vidual molecule of a magnetic substance is traversed by
a closed electric current and further that these molecular

currents arc free- to move about their centres. The' coer-
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cive force, how ever, which is little or nothing in soft

iron but considerable in steel opposes this motion and

tends to keep them in any position in which they happen

to be.

When the magnetic substance is not magnetized these

molecular currents under the influence of their mutual

attractions occupy such positions that their total action

on any external substance is nil. Magnetization consists

in giving to these molecular currents a parallel direction

in their normal position. When magnetic force is trans-

mited by the medium or acts through it. these cells are

supposed to be set in rotation with a velocity proportional
to the intensity of the magnetic force, and the direction

of rotation is related to the direction of the force in the

same manner as the twist and thrust of a right-handed
screw. We have thus all the magnetic field filled with
molecular vortices, as Maxwell calls them, all rotating

around the lines of force as axes. These cells as they rc-

The Equivalent of a Lamellar Magnet.

and the stronger the magnetizing force the more perfect

the parallelism. The limit of magnetization is attained

when the currents are completely parallel. The resultant

of the actions of all the molecular currents is equivalent

to that of a single current which traverses the outside of a

magnet. In the illustration a single turn of wire is shown
carrying a current surrounded by a magnetic whirl and
representing theoretically what would be called a lamellar

magnet, i. e., a thin slice of a permanently magnetized bar

volve tend to flatten out like revolving spheres of thud
and to become oblate spheroids ; they thus contract along
the lines of force and expand at right angles, creating a

tension along the lines of force and a pressure at right

angles to them. These cells are supposed to be elastic

spheres, closely packed together and incapable of sep-

arating from each other. If any line of cells is set rota-

ting the contraction of each along its axis of revolution

must set up a tension or pull along that line; it behaves

Intense Attraction Shown, Due to Near Proximity of Toles ; Lateral Repulsion Evident,

of equivalent dimensions. The polarity of a coil is antici-

pated according to known rules. If the current flows in

the direction of the hands of a clock the end of a coil fac-

ing the observer is south ifif it flows against the hands of

a clock the polarity as then observed will be north. Prac-

tice and theory coincide in many respects in supporting
Ampere's theory of magnetism.
A MODERN VIEW OF MAGNETISM AS OUT-

LINED BY GLERK MAXWELL.
Maxwell supposes that any medium which can serve

as the vehicle of magnetic force consists of a vast number
of very small bodies called cells, capable of rotation,

which we may consider to be spherical or nearly so when

like a filament of muscular tissue and contracts in length

and swells out or increases in thickness. Its several ad-

jacent lines of cells are all set revolving in the same direc-

tion, the swelling out of each line causes them to pres> on

each other; hence there is a lateral pressure and a lon-

gitudinal tension. In any space filled with these cells s i

revolving, the lines of tension or axes of revolution of the

cells will take up certain positions, depending on the

necessities for the stresses to adjust themselves to equilib-

rium and Maxwell has shown mathematically that such

a system of lines of tension and correlated pressure is a

force system which will distribute itself in a manner sim-

ilar to that in which we find actual lines of magnetic force
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to do and that the behavior of magnetic poles to each

other can be explained Fully by the assumption of a ten-

dency on the part of the lines of force between them I
>

contract like elastic threads along their length and to

push one another apart when laid parallel and proceeding

in the same direction.—J. A. Fleming, M. A.. I). Sc., in

"The Alternate Current Transformer."

other accomplishments that might make me desirable.

I am an experienced snow shoveler, a first-class peanut
roaster, have some knowledge of removing superfluous
hair and clipping puppy dogs' ears, have a medal for re-

citing 'Curfew Shall Not Ring To-Night,' am a skilled

chiropodist and practical farmer; can also cook, take care

of horses, crease trousers, open oysters and repair urn-

Lines <^f Force; Showing Attraction Longitudinally and Repulsion Laterally

UNPARALLELED EXTRAVA< iANCE.
The ghost of Holman, the "watch dog of the Treas-

ury," will, without a doubt, haunt the Department of

Agriculture after hearing of that department's munificent

offer of S66o per annum for an ornithological clerk who
must have an excellent knowledge of ornithology and
mammalogy besides, which his examination will include

a practical test in the identification of specimens of birds

and mammals. The advertiser who advertised in a dailv

brellas. Being possessed of great physical beauty, 1

would not only he useful hut ornamental as well, lending
to the sacred precincts of your office that delightful artis-

tic charm that a Satsuma vase or a billy goat would. As
to salary 1 would feel that I was robbing the widow and
swiping the sponge cake from the orphan if 1 were to take

advantage of your munificence by accepting the too fabu-

lous sum of $3 per week, and I would be entirely willing

to give my services for less, and by accepting Si.37 per

Attraction for One Pole. Repulsion for Another.

paper for a hrst-class bookkeeper at $3 a week was deter-

mined not to he outdone by the government and the

honors are about even between the two. 1 lis offer elicited

the following reply, the only one attracted by the boun-

teous compensation:
"1 am a young man. 37 years of age. having bad a 1'

ness experience of twenty-three years, being connected

with the United Stales Embassy at Madagascar, and feel

confident that if you give me a trial 1 can prove
my worth to you. I am not only an expert bookkeeper,

proficient stenographer and typewriter, excellent op-

erator and erudite college graduate, hut have several

week would give you an opportunity of not only in-

creasing \our donation to the church, pay your butcher
and keep up your life insurance, hut also to found a home
for indigent flypaper salesmen and endow a free bed in

the cat home."

Uniontown, Ala.—The city has awarded contract for

erection -f it< electric light plant; cos: $14,000. Addr<
"Tiie Mayor."

I'd Paso, Tex.—Contract will hi' awarded for construc-
tion of a telegraph tire alarm system, Address "The
Mayor
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Xicibt ipbcnomcna.

CATIK >DE RAYS
BY PROF. J. J. THOMSON, F. R. S.

The first observer to leave any record of what arc now
known as the cathode rays seems to have been Plttecker,

who in 1859 observed the now well known green phos-

phorence on the glass in the neighorhood of a negative
electrode. Plueclcner was the first physicist to make ex-

periments on the discharge through a tube in a state

anything approaching what we should now call a high

out normally from the disk yet enough light would be
given out sid< way- from other parts of the disk to prevent
the shadow being at all well marked. G »ldstein seems to
have keen the first to have advanced the theory, which
has attained a good deal of prevalence in Germany, that
these cathode rays are transversal vibrations in the ether.
The physicist, however, who did more than anyone else to
direct attention to these rays was Mr. Crookes whose- ex-
periments, by their beauty and importance, attracted the
attention of all physicists' to this subject and who not onlv
greatly increased our knowedge of the properties of the
rays but by his application of them to radiant matter

Shadow Thrown by Cathode Rays.

vacuum. He owed the opportunity to do this to his fel-

low townsman. < ieisler. who first made such vacua attain-

able. Pluecker, who had made a very minute stud) of

the effect of a magnetic field on the ordinary discharge

which stretches from one terminal to the other, distin-

guished the discharge which produced the green phi

phorescence from the ordinary discharge by the differ-

ence in its behavior when in a magnetic held. Pluecker
ascribed these phosphorescent patches to currents of

electricity which went from the cathode to the walls of

the tube and then for some reason or other retraced their

step-.

spectroscop) has rendered them most important agents
in chemical research. A great renewal of interest in tin

rays ha- taken place, owing to the remarkable properties

posessed by an offspring of theirs for the cathode rays
are the parents of the Roentgen rays. (Abstract.)

ELECTR( >-PHOT< iGRAPHY.
BY FREDERICK STRANGE KOLLE, M. 1).

Early in [896 1 revived electro-photograph) and al-

though the result- have nothing to do with the Roentgen
rays the experiments are carried on with much the same
apparatus as used for radiography, except in the use of

Tube tor Experimenting In Cathode Rays

The subject was next taken up by Pluecker's pupil

Hittorf, who greatly extended our knowledge of the sub-

ject and to whom we owe the observation that a solid

body placed between a pointed cathode and the walls of

the tube casts a well defined shadow. This observation

was extended by Goldstein, who found that a well

marked though not very sharply defined shadow was cast

by a small body placed near a cathode of considerable

area. This was a very important observation for it

showed that the rays casting the shadow came in a defi-

nite direction from the cathode. If the cathode were re-

placed bya luminous disk of the same size this disk would
not cast a shadow of a small object placed near it. for

though tin.
1 object might intercept the rays which came

the vacuum tube. An ordinary photographic plate
wrapped in black paper, is laid upon a -mall sheet of

metal of about the same size as the dry plate. The latter

is connected to the negative pole n\ the secondary circuit

of a small spark coil. The glass side of the plate is turned
downward and a metallic object, preferably a coin, is laid

upon the film side of the plate or paper covering same
In the cuts a silver dollar was used. Over the coin an-
other sheet of metal, i. e.. aluminum, is laid which is con-
nected to the positive terminal of a secondary coil. The
rheotome is then screwed back as far a- possible or until

the primary current refuse- to move it; the head of the
hammer is then crowded forward as in flashing until sev-
eral sparks have passed across the spark gap. Upon de-
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veloping the plate a perfect image of the coin will be ob-

tained. Around the periphery of the coin a ring or border

of minute sparks may be seen, resembling or rather indi-

cating the minute subdivisions of the spark or sparks

allowed to have passed in the experiment. B\ careful'y

examining the coin during the experiment a pale blue or

violet colored light will be found to encircle it as tin-

sparks are allowed to pass.

Electro-Pin >t< >graph y.

3LU5inc<?f> Havi?.

ELECTRTC TRAMWAYS IX MCE.
The following, dated Nice, August 11. [899, ha- been

received from Vice-Consul Piatti:

In the course of an interivew which 1 had yesterday

with the mayor of Nice. \ learned that the new electric

tramways which were to be operated about October 13

will, until the 15th of December, be run by horse-power.

'The reason given is that the existing telephonic wires

Electn -Photography by Static Dischaigcs.

are not of sufficient strength to resist being affected by

the power used for the tramways, so that the_\ musi be

replaced by strong cables placed underground; but not

a single concern, it is said, can be found in r ranee to

deliver the necessary cable- before November i.

'This, in itself, may not be a fact of paramount imp

tance; but. reverting to the continuous attempts n

by this consulate to induce our manufacturers to cultivate

the very considerable opportunities offered by the port

of Nice for a direct trade with the United States, it may
not be out of place to say that in this instance, an Ameri-

can firm might have competed with success in furnishing

the necessary electric cables.

MAKING A I A ERTISING PAY.
To make advertising pa) it must receive more time,

thought and attention than the busy manufacturer of to-

day can usuall) give it. and there is a growing tendency
to enlist special ability and help in the management of the
advertising department.

Hie situation draws timely attention to the Manufac-
turers' Advertising Bureau of New York, and the aid it

extends in this direction. This concern was established
more than twenty years ago 1>\ Benj. R. Western, the
original and present proprietor, and is unique in the niche
it tills in the business world.

It stands alone in the work it undertakes, and its

knowledge of trade paper advertising is most thorough
and lull of value to the manufacturer who seeks results.

It makes a specialty of mediums of a technical and trade
character and is a quoted authority on the subject.

The bureau assumes the entire management, when this

is desired, of a firms' advertising department which in-

cludes all of its newspaper work, and receives compensa-
ti in for its labors in a commission from the papers on
their lowest known rates .the same as an insurance broker
in his dealings with the insurance companies.

That its methods are attractive is proved in the steady
additions to its list of clients, among whom are to be
noted recently the American Stoker Company, Adam
I ook's Sons and Messrs. Manning, Maxwell & Moore,
of New York, with its kindred interests, the Ashcroft
Manufacturing Company, the Hayden & Derby Mfg.
Co., the Pedrick & Aver Co.. the Consolidated Safety

Valve Company and the Shaw Electric Crane Company.
The Manufacturers' Advertising Bureau offers beyond

doubt a real help to the manufacturer who has not the

time or inclination to attend to his own advertising in the

careful, systematic and discriminating way it rightly de-

mands.
That its motto. "We can help those who want to help

themselves" states the case fairly is shown by the testi-

mony of its clients which appears in a booklet issued bv
the bureau, bearing the title. "Advertising for Profit."

Copies we understand may be had upon application, if

you send your business card.

SPECIAL EXP< >RT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW YORK FOR WEEK ENDING
()CT< >BER 21, 1899, $53,052.00.

Xew York, Oct. 21, [899.— The following exports of

electrical materials are from the port of Xew York for

the week ending this date:

Argentine Republic.— _>S cases electrical machinery,

$3.207..

British Possessions in Africa.— 12 cases electrical ma-
terial. ^22J.

Brazil.—Ji packages electrical material. $1,915; 35
packages electrical material. $6,993.

British bast Indies.—2 cases electrical material. $92.
British West Indies.— [3 packages electrical material.

$1,006.

Bremen.—3 cases electrical material. S70.

Chili.—2 packages electrical material, $49.
Dublin.— 1

_• electric cable reels, $1,900; 2 packages
electrical machinery, S200.

Ecuador.—34 packages electrical material. $-'77.

Glasgow.- 23 cases electrical material. $315.
< ienoa.— 1 case electros. S10.

Hamburg.— 1 electric vehicle. $630; 2 packages elec-

trical material. $110; 70 packages electrical machinery,
S1.04S.

Hong Kong.— 1 electro, $20.

Japan.- <> packages electrical material. $1,321.
Liverpool.—43 cases electrical material. So. 757.

London.— too packages electrical material, S3. 156.
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Marseilles.—201 eases electrical material, $20,020.

New Zealand.—3 cases electrical material. $253.

New Castle.—3 cases electrical machinery, $400.

Southampton.—3 packages electrical material. S75.

Southampton—5 packages electrical material, $75.

NEW [NO >RP< >RATI< L\S.

Wharton. Tex.—Wharton Electric Light, Ice. Water

Works and Cold Storage Co. has been incorporated by

(1. C. Gifford, Edwin Bawes, Tom Bro >ks, R. B. Hum n

and others, with an authorized capital stock of $50,000.

Xew York. X. Y.—The J. H. Bunnell & Company has

been incorporated to deal in telegraph and other elec-

trical instruments; capital, $30,000; directors. Charles

McLaughlin, Henry L. Shippy, William E. McLaughlin,

lohu [. Greagan, William H. Bull, New York C ity.

New Haven. Conn.—The Vermont Construction Com-

pany has been incorporated to construct and build •

railways; capital. $25,000; incorporators, C. W. I'.lak s-

lee. D. A. Blakeslee, I ). W. Blakeslee, S. I .
Morehouse,

all of Xew Haven.

St. Louis. Mo.—The Globe Electric Company, 01 St.

Louis, has been incorporated: capital stock, $100,000;

incorporator-. Gustavus Heihel. George Anson Clark,

Gustave Miller and Samuel D. Winter.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Lake Providence. La.—Preliminary surveys tor the

construction of a telephone line from Lake Providence to

Xew Orleans are being made b) VV. G. Garrett, civil en-

gineer for the Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Co.,

\\ ashingtoh, 1 >. C. Exchanges will be erected at ( leorge

town, Mt. Pleasant and East Washington by the Chesa-

peake and Potomac Telephone Co.

Columbia, S. C.— fhe South Carolina Telephone Co.

has been incorporated by John 11. Schofield, Henry t >.

Reid, ferome Bradley, George W. Sutton and J. A. Hel-

vom with a capital stock of $50,000; to carry on a gen-

eral telephone and telegraph business.

Monticello, Ilk—The Piatt County Telephone < om-

])an\ has been incorporated; capital stock, 85.000; incor-

porators, William F. Lodge, William E. Lodge, C.

Snvder.

a ise> [da.—Articles of incorporation oi the Idaho In-

dependent Telephone Company have been filed in the

office of County Recorder Lamoreau. The principal place

of business is Boise. The capital stock. $100,000. I be

incorporators are 11. E. Neal, E. 11. Beggs, J. S. L). Man-

ville. George D. iillis, A. J. Glorieux, ( . P. Neal, A. D.

Robb. Walter Schroff, H. W. Clement.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Chickasaw relephone Com-

pany has increased its capital from $5,000 to $50,000.

POSSIBLE [NSTALLATIONS.
Anniston. Ala.—A franchise has been granted fo the

Anniston Electric Co. for the erection of an electric light

and power plant.

Braidentown, Fla.—H. W. Euller will establish an elec-

tric light plant.

Alexandria. La.—An election will be held to deci le

upon the issuance of $8,000 of bonds for improvements

to power house and electric light plant.

Hazlehurst. Miss.—A franchise for the erection oi a

1.000 light electric light plant has been granted to R. X.

Miller.

Fayetteville, X. C.—A power transmission plant may

be erected at Locksville to transmit power to Fayette-

power will be given. A syndicate with headquarter> at

ville, provided "a guarantee is given that 2,000 horse-

Richmond, Ya.. is "backing the project.' Walter L. Holt

can be addressed.

Reidsville. X. C.—An electric light plant will be estab-

lished in connection with the municipal water works.

Address the mayor.

Charleston, S'. C—Bids will be shortly called for the

erection of a new electric light plant. The contract is

being prepared by R. I i. Rhett.

Wartrace, Tenn.—An electric power house will be
erected by the Wartrace & Lynchburg Railroad Com-
pany recently incorporated.

Piano. Tex.—J. Stark & Co. will rebuild their recently

destroyed electric light plant.

Central City. VV. \ a.—An electric power plant will be
erected by the ( >hio Valley Electric Railway Co.

Kanawha. W . \ a.—A franchise has keen granted to

the Kanawha Electrical Co. to erect a generating plant

i"i" the utilization of the power of the Kanawha River
fails.

Xew Martinsville. W . \ a.— Plans have been complete!
1>\ Mr. Sands, of \\ heeling, and James Chapman, of Xew
Martinsville, for the proposed electric light plant, fran-

chise for which was recently granted.

NEW Y< )KK X( "TI'.S.

MR. JAMES G< (LDMARK, of Goldmark & Wallace.

[21 Worth street. Xew York City, has returned from an

extended European tour. The firm of Goldmark & Wal-
lace are well known as having introduced the popular
"Hurricane" motors and dynamos. They are also the

American agents for the noted Koch dvnamo brushes.

nil-. SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, jo

Broad street. New York City, have issued a neat little

book of instruction for the proper installation of their

flexible metallic conduit. The book, which is oi con-

venient vest pocket size, i^ copiously illustrated, and con-

tain^ also a table of electrical horse-powers and table

giving decimal equivalents of fractions of an inch, thus

making it an invaluable aid to the electrical engineer and
contract' >r.

1111- UOXES X Si >N C( CMPAXY.64 Cortlandt St.,

Xew York (ity. manufacturers of and manufacturer.-'

direct agents for electric light, telephone, telegraph, bell

and battery supplies, panel boards, switches, etc.. will

have their latest catalogue. No. 8, ready for distribution

on October 31st. This catalogue is devoted entirely to

electric light supplies and contains numerous new goods
and specialties. The catalogue i- attractively illustrated

the illustrations being always the most prominent feature.

Their new bell and battery supply catalogue will be ready

November loth and will be the latest bell and battery

catalogue given up entirely to this line.

J. E. L\\ EXS & iMPAXY. 253 Broadway, Xew
York City, are agents and contractors for the sale, intro-

duction and installation of mechanical rubber goods of

all kinds. The long years of experience of Messrs. La-

vens X Company has made them acknowledged experts

in rubber gaskets, Mange.-, unexcelled packings of all

kinds, rubber sheeting and covers for dynamos, hard and

si 'ft rubber tubes of all sizes. Large orders are. given

special attention as to price, quality and quick shipments.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
-THESE INSTRUMENTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar Standard Portable Direct Currer t

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed In a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-Iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECT rCAL INSTRUMENT CO
114-120 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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automobiles.

.- ,

Fig. 1. Automobile Victoria.

• " «^i»—

-

Fig. 2. Automobile for Mining Purposes.

THE 1. \TKST AUTl ».\K IBILE

It is about as well established as anything can be that with nature's secrets arc engaged striving to solve the
the American inventors arc determined to produce the problem necessar) to give the general public an automo-
ngnl sort oi automobile wagons, and at the present time bile thai can be managed as easily as the ordinary con-many clear-headed inventors who arc veteran wrestlers veniences of a household.
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The Auto-Acetylene Company, of No. 13-21 Park

Row, New York City, have been quitely developing

an automobile and have had their expert in Europe for a

long time investigating all of the automobile carriages

in France, Germany and England and the motor con-

trivances used there. After two years" testing, modify-

ing and perfecting the mechanism of their automobile,

the company announces its intention to salute the public

and say, "We are read)' now for business, because we
have an automobile that will meet the requirements and

which is safe, reliable and capable of performing the work
it is called upon to do."

In talking with one of the officers of the company he

said: "We are not a large company; we have no stock

for sale; we have never said a word about our automobile
until now. ( >ur purpose in the market is to make a regu-

lar line of automobile wagons, and especially heavy
trucks, drays, stage coaches and miners' prospecting

wagons. We do not intend to make a varietv of ways

gine. 'I his is a feature the Auto-Acetylene Company's
expert claims to have overcome, and there is no penetrat-
ing odor escaping through the mechanism of the wagon,
and therefore it is quite suitable for use as a delivery
wagon where it is desired to convex goods that would be
injured by absorbing the odor arising from the ordinar
gasoline engine.

The miners' prospecting wagon is in reality a mining
cam]) complete, and at the rate of two and a half to four
miles an hour it will go from two hundred and fifty to

four hundred miles with the ordinary supply of hydro-
carbon. It is fitted with a commissary compartment, in

which can be carried enough provisions to last many
days. There is mounted upon the truck an ore crusher
that can be connected directly to the motor, and an assay
furnace outfit to test the gold-bearing ore as it may be
found. The seat can be turned down and will provide a

bunk for two persons, and in practice while one man acts

as navigator steering the wagon, his companion can be

Fig. 3 — Running Gear 01 Truck.

and means for manipulating an automobile. \\ e have a

motor that works successfully. It has carried one of our

wagons over the road for sixty-three hundred miles with

but one accident, and the motor to-day is to all appear-

ances as perfect as it was the first month il wasjin use.

All we claim for our automobile is that it works success-

fully. We do not claim we have the only thing in exist-

ence, but we do say that we have one tiiat is provided
with a motor, carburetter, and steering apparatus that

meets all of the requirements, and the machine as an auto-

mobile is capable of going every day up ami uown the

ordinary grao.es at a speed suitable for such navigation,

without fear of a breakdown at every cross road. The
motor runs almost as noiselessly as an electric motor,
there is no odor, no danger of explosions, and the opera-

tor is not compelled to take, out a license as an expert

engineer in order to be allowed to manipulate our auto-

mobile, nor must he be an expert electrician. Any child

of ten years of age can be taught to operate our wagon
in a few hours' time, and it is as easy to start or stop it as

anvthing of the kind possibly can be.

A feature that has always been a drawback to the gaso-
line driven automobile is the odor that permeates the

whole structure on account of the burning gas or the

volatile element of the hydrocarbon escaping through
the most closely fitted valves and connections of the en-

busy making assays of their findings about in the sa..u

way that an expert would in a well-equipped laboratory.

As the prospecting vehicle carries a supply of fuel in the

way of hydro-carbon, prospectors can start and go into

the arid country one hundred and fifty miles away from
their fuel supply. \\ ith a good supply of water and pro-

visions and an extra barrel or two of gasoline aboard.
they will be equipped to do prospecting that is impossi-
ble now. With a canopy stretching over the wagon, at

night it is virtually a tent in which there is provided every
convenience of an up-to-date laboratory, and also a cozy
kitchen in which everything can be cooked and light pro-
vided from the hydrocarbon gas equal to the light we
enjoy in Xew York.
The privation endured by prospectors for gold is some-

thing" not easy to comprehend. Often men start into a

country like the Mojave Desert and the Great Basin of

Arizonaand neverreturn. It is impossiblefor man or beast

to live long enough to penetrate the country very far.

and much of the country in which gold exists cannot be

explored because there are no means of reaching the de-

sirable localities: but with an automobile capable of

traveling one hundred to two hundred miles, provisioned
witli food and an ample supply of water, which is one of

the great essentials, men can go and stop along the way.
examine the outcropping of rock or the placer fields, and
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yet they will be as comfortable as though they were in

one of the modern hotels of the city, and when they have
explored the country to their satisfaction and found what
they believe paying ore, they have with them all the out-
tit necessary to make an examination and prove they are
right.

Illustration, Fig. i. shows an automobile suitable for

two persons, and while the cut shows the ordinary bi-

cycle wheel, the company say that practice has proven
to them that a good, substantial wooden wheel is prefer-

Both lactones art- equipped with modern machinery and
every facility is provided for the manufacture of high
grade automobili

Elecfrtctn? in tbc /Dine.

ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED IX THE MINING
DISTRICT AT CRIPPLE CREEK, COLO.

Considering its size. Cripple (reek, Colo., is probably
the best electrically equipped mining camp in the world.

Fig. 3.— Electric Motor Operating Pump.

able, even though the body of the wagon be light. The
running gear should be firm and rigid to effect durability.

Fie. 2 illustrates one of the company's wagons to be put
in service at Mojave, Cal. Fip\ 3 illustrates the running
gear of the company's standard truck, upon which any
desired body can be placed.

The Auto-Acetylene Companv has completed nego-
tiations for a large factory at Hyde Park, Boston, Mass.,

and another at Greenpoint, Yew York, the intention

beino" to tise the Hvde Park factory for the construction

Not only is electricity used in the mines in every way
known to the up-to-date mining engineer, but also in

the home of the miner, furnishing light, and on the street

running trolley cars, do we find this invisible agent of

mankind predominating. By its use. comparing it with

steam, a saving of from fifteen to twenty |,er cent, is ef-

fected, to say nothing of the greater convenience and re-

liability under all conditions of service and weather ex-

perienced.

The twenty-seven mile transmission plant of the Colo-

F g 1. Westinghouse Electric Motors Operating Crushers

of the regular line of automobiles, and the Greenpoint
factory will be used for special vehicles and a department
established for general repair work of all kinds of an

mobiles. The factory being located close to the business

center of New York, will be convenient for automobilists

when they want am repairs made to (heir automobiles

rado Electric Tower Companj transmits current to t'rip-

ple Creek at 20,000 volts. This company operates three

Westinghouse alternating current, 470 Ix. W., 3 phase,

500 volt generators, capable of supplying 2,250 II. I'.

In many mines in the district Westinghouse type C in-

duction motors have been introduced for hoisting, pump
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ing. operating air compressors for drills, lighting, and for

operating crushers and other machinery. The Colorado

< >re Reduction Company has a 150-IL P. Westinghouse

motor for operating its crushing machinery. Fig. 1

shows two Westinghouse type C motors operating crush-

ers, the motors being partitioned off from the crushers

to preserve them from the dust, the belts passing through

the partition to operate the machines. Fig. 2 shows a

Westinghouse type C motor operating the mine hoist of

the Wisconsin Mine, Cripple Creek. The Lily Gold

at Richmond and. more recently, those held by the Liver-

pool Self-Propelled Traffic Association have shown that

not only can motors do general carrying work more
quickl) and more efficiently than horses, bat—most tell-

ing point of all—do it at less than one-seventh of the cos;.

"For instance, we have a car which has been proved,

under the tests already mentioned, to be capable of carry-

ing a load of 3 tons [2 cwts. at a cost for fuel which works

out a half-penny per ton mile. The total unkeep of such

a vehicle, when all expenses for working, wages, fuel, re-

Fig. 2— Electric Hoist at Wisconsin Mine, Cripple Creek.

Mining Company uses 100 11. P. for operating hoists and

air compressor; the Moon Anchor Gold Mining Com-
pany has a too-H. P. Westinghouse type C motor for

pumping from a depth of 600 fret. The needs of the

majority of consumers range from j? II. 1'. down to ;

If. i'. A Westinghouse type C motor of [5 II. 1'. suf-

fices for hoisting through a shaft 450 feet deep; when
this depth is exceeded a motor of 30 II. P. IS used, which
will be sufficient for a depth of 800 feet; for still greater

depths motors of from j? to 100 TT. P. are installed.

1 1 1ST * )F RUNNING AUT( >M< >BILES.

The following article from the London Daily Mail,

gives costs of operation of automobiles:

Now, that at last the automobile movement may be

>;ud to have begun in earnest in this country', some
amount of interest naturally centres in the question of

heavy motor vehicles.

These are undoubtedly destined to replace horse-drawn
wagons in the near future, and. if they had nothing else

to recommend them, motor-driven wagons, etc.. would
appeal to firms who at present use horses solely on ac-

count of the difference in working expenses.

Mr. E. II. Bayley, of Bayley's Wagon Building Works,
gave a Daily Mail representative some interesting par-

ticulars on this point yesterday. Me is entitled to speak

with some amount 01 amnority. as he was chairman of

the London Load Car Company, and now. in addition to

employing J.000 or so horses in his own business, is

chairman of the Daimler Motor Compony, and takes a

keen interest in all that tends to lessen the cost of heavy
traffic.

"Of course.'* he said, "no matter how excellent motor-

driven vehicles may lie. no one would look at them se-

riously if their use were more expensive than that of

horses. That is exactly where the ultimate success of

motor vehicles lies, for the tests by the Automobile Club

pairs, insurance, etc., are taken into c insideration, comes
to a >um of £407 os. 3d. ($1,980.73), and this, with a car-

rying capacity for two hundred and sixty working days,

gives an average cost of a fraction under 3 half-pence (3

cents 1 per net ton mile.

"When that is compared with the cost of horses—my
experience teaches me that it varies from oM. to is. (18

cents to 24 cents 1 per ton mile— it can be seen what a

future such vehicles have before them. In this branch

of automobiles England has the lead, and presently she

will not be so far behind with light carriages, for the

Daimler Company is taking up the question of building

racing cars to compete with those of French manufacture.

"Already, three orders for cars costing t 1.000 ($4,

866.50) each, have been placed, which shows that English

enthusiasts are prepared to support home industries it

given the opportunity."

The London Daily Mail is publishing an automobile

column once a week'. Mr. Alfred I larmsworth. the editor

>>i the Daily Mail, will not object. I imagine, to my stating

for publication that he is an automobile enthusiast and

believes it patriotic for a man of means to purchase the

last types of automobiles, foreign or British. This he

does in order to create a greater interest in them in this

country, so that the British manufacturers shall not. for

lack of examples or cash encouragement, be behind the

American or French manufacturers in this respect.

MARSHAL IIALSTLAD. Consul.

Birmingham, September jo. 1899.

ELECTRIC CAS PRESSURE INDICATOR.

An electric telemeter for indicating gas pressure has

recently been successfully tried in Detroit, where the pres-

sure at the office in the city is communicated to the gas

works, a voltmeter being used which is Ca.wcated to read

in terms of gas pressure, and a recording instrument is

connected in parallel to it so that a permanent record of

variations and pressures is kept.— L\
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Signalling without wires is an interesting- prelude to THE LAMP WITH A RARE ( XIDE FILAMENT.

vast possibilities, but in the light of modern criticism it With the establishment of the lamp industry a variety

is not as practical a performance as one would wish for. of inventors interested themselves seriously in the con-

The famous experiments of Hertz have not been without -miction of a lamp of either higher efficiency or longer

value if they have resulted in the establishment of a com- life. The high efficiency lamp may in the near future

mercially successful signalling system with or without become an actual possibility. The reason for this is to

wires. Marvelous from one standpoint as communica- be found in a variety of patents granted to investigators

tion may be through miles of ether yet, as a mode o\ com- in this line for a rare oxide filament, and perhaps the most

munication. it has its shortcoming which will prevent it interesting of these is one in which we may find a radical

from becoming very successful until they are eradicated, departure. The filament as made is composed funda-

The difficulties at present may be divided into two class- mentally of a material capable of volatization. but a coat

es: first, that of getting signals through large cities with- ing of one of the rare earths is laid upon this by some

out the use of receiving rods hundreds of feet in the air; process sufficient!) thick to form a hollow cylinder around

secondly, the difficulty of preventing other people from the original filament. Upon passing a current through

receiving private communications. the lamp the inner core is burnt away and the external

Until the criminality of wire tapping was recognized coating remaing intact eventually carries all the current

and thoroughly understood, information amounting to The high resistance of this outer coating and its almost

thousands of dollars was stolen, but being recognized as complete immunity from destruction at high tempera

a crime with severe punishment attached as a penalty, few tures makes it practically indestructible. In consequence

if any, cases occur or come to public notice. On the other of this the temperature of the lamp may be raised to .1

hand, to tap a wire requires a pretty good knowledge of point far exceeding that of incandescent carbon and as

telegraphv and a certain amount of "risk and daring, onlv a necessary result an unusually high efficiency is obtained

possessed'by those who ultimately make a close acquaint- A lamp of this description tested photometrically gave a

ance with the Bertillon system. Tt is not very easy to candle power exceeding one hundred, with an actual

attach wires to lines within the city or even the suburbs consumption of less than one hundred and thirty

without detection, consequently the present system of watts. The life test was not completed, but the

telegraphy is comparatively free from objections of this chances are that it would have been satisfactory as well,

character. As lone as the ether is free and signals trav- Thus it seems that the high efficiency, long life lamp is

ersing thereby become everyone's propert) when sent neither a myth nor a miracle.
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applications of Electric power.

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC
MOTORS TO PRINTING PRESS

MACHINERY.
BY W. H. TAPLEY.

(Continued from page 195.)

Belted, Geared and Direct-Connected Motors.—The
main advantages to be gained from the individual appli-

cation of electric motors to printing press machinery are

steadiness of power as applied to main driving shaft, ab-

sence of overhead belting, economy of floor space, in-

creased output and ability to place presses in a room
irrespective of a main line of shafting.

The main difficulty with belted motors is the slippage

of the belts, which frequently causes poor register and

slurring; with overhead belting this is further increased

from dust, dirt and scales, which are constantly given off

from the surface of the belts, battering plates, and the

obstruction to light in the room all tend to decrease the

output.

In fact the belted individual motor has only two advan-

tages over the main line driving, vi/.. : Location and in-

dependence of main line, in case anything happens to

belting which might necessitate shut-down of all the

presses.

As it retains all the disadvantages of tlu main line

drive, it should be discarded where good work is wanted.

The "eared and direct-connected motors only will here-

after be considered.

To reach a conclusion as to which is the better will, in

most cases, necessitate an individual consideration, first,

by the electrical engineer and the press builder, and,

finally, by the proprietor, who pays the bills.

The principal features of each should be considered

separately.

Geared Motor.—This must be of moderate speed, not

of a high speed, for then the reductions, motor to press.

are prohibitive.

Speeds should be from 1.000 revolutions per minute for

1 horse-power, to 500 or lower for 15 horse-power; this

will permit of a suitable mechanical reduction and attach-

ment to presses whose main driving shafts vary in speed
from 90 175 revolutions per minute. When this is ex-

ceeded, it is almost impossible to make the press—one
of the large types—run quietly, and if noise is an objec-

tion, the direct-connected type becomes advisable.

Hardly any two makes of presses have the same shaft

speed, nor are the diameters of shafts the same; so for

presses of same sized bed and production there is re-

quired for each make of press different ratios of reduc-
tions, which can be easily supplied by gearing, always
using the standard motors.

While with the direct-connected motor, the armature.
being keyed to press shaft, must be built especially for

this individual type and make of press.

Its interchangeability with other presses of different

manufacture is a great rarity.

Tf press is sold or replaced by another, the motor must
be made over to suit, or else tin-own away, while the

Editor's, Note.—Through an oversight in making up
the following lines were omitted from the end of the first

instalment of Mr. Tapley's article:

more power.
The efficiency of a 3 horse-power and 5 horse-power

motor, both running under load of _' horse-power, will

be within 2 or 3 per cent, of each other, thus placing each
on substantially the same basis as to commercial effi-

ciency.

This reserve power will prove a valuable source of rev-
enue before the year is closed.

standard geared motor is always ready for use with a
change of gearing.

The ratios in presses vary from 4 to 1 to as high as 12

to 1.

Press ratio means for every 4 or 12 revolutions las case
may be) of press shaft there is made one impression.

In some cases the geared motor takes up more floor

space than a direct-connected, but not always, notably
in the stop-cylinder type, which has driving shaft at the
rear of press, enabling motor to be placed under the de-
livery table, reducing the floor space even of belted
presses.

Should trouble occur to the "direct" it is much more
serious, for this means a shut-down of the press, until in-

jured parts can be repaired or furnished by factory.
Waiting for special made motors to be repaired or re-

built is very tiresome, as those of us know who have to

place ourselves at the mercy of manufacturers.
Duplicate geared motor armatures can be kept on hand

and change made easily during "make-ready," with no
loss whatever of production.

Owing to the wide variation in speeds, bore of shafts, it

is impracticable to keep on hand "direct" armatures
; cosl

is prohibitive to keep a special armature for each size

press.

Increased cost of direct over geared is from 2^ to 33 [-3

per cent, for new presses as they come from the facton ;

cost of installation about the same.
Difference in cost of electrically equipping presses al-

ready supplied with belting depends largely upon cir-

cumstances, whether shaft has to be lengthened, turned
off. etc.; but cost is nearly equal if gearing has to be
bought and pulleys cannot be sold.

These figures refer to motors of about -, horse-power
and speed 175 revolutions per minute and up; smaller
sizes, as well as lower speeds, make material advantages
in favor of geared motors.

Voltage should be either 115 or 230. Five hundred
volts is too high to have about so much metal which em-
ployees are constantly touching.

Attachment.— I wish to call particular attention to this

part of the subject under consideration, for it is one that

the electrical engineer is more likely to slight, it being
wholly mechanical engineering.

hirst, in every case make the motor part of the press:

it must not be placed on a separate foundation; it is ab-

solutely essential that this be rigidly adhered to in all

cases where satisfactory results are expected, for other-

wise the gearing will get out of line. In the case of

"direct" motors, there is liability of the armature hitting

against the pole pieces or else bind the main press shaft

sufficiently to get a hot box and cut the shaft.

Next in importance is to provide a proper foundation :

in most cases up to 3 horse-power, an iron bracket of

sufficient strength, securely bolted to frame of press, will

meet all the requirements; in all sizes from 5 horse-power
and upwards, an extension of masonry foundation on

which press rests should be made: cast-iron motor must
not only be bolted to press, but anchored to the masonry
foundation by grouting in cement or with anchor bolts—
in many cases both should be done, thereby obtaining a

foundation amply massive to take care of all the jars ami
strains to which the motor will be subjected, without run-

ning the risk of loosening the bolts in foundation and
getting motor out of line.

In a "Huber" press, running at a speed of 1,500 im-

pressions per hour, the bed is traveling at the rate of 300
feet per minute; weight oi bed. with form, over 1 .<

pounds: a total of over 300.000 foot-pounds to take care

while the press is running at full speed within a bed

travel of 4 to 5 feet, with reversal following immediately.

To cause a more sudden stoppage would be disastrous

to the machinery of the press.
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The rough usage to which the electric motor is sub-

jected on presswork is such that if repair bills arc to be

kept down the initial cost must not be the sole guide.

In the case of direct motors, the outboard rigging-

makes it much easier, at the same time presenting a

more graceful appearance when finished, to attach motor
to press without either foundation or motor sub-base. In

this case the supporting brackets must he rigid and bolted

to press with a "driving tit," for. when play is left in bolt

holes, trouble is sure to arise sooner or later from the

motor shifting its position.

Even with direct-connected motors, it is best, wher-

ever possible, to provide a sub-base, for reasons men-
tioned in connection with geared motors, as well as the

assistance received during installation. The proper

handling of motors weighing from 500 to 1.100 pounds,
while working to a "driving tit," with the ordinary appli-

ances at hand in a printing office, is not rapid or satisfac-

tory work.
(To be contiued.)

Electrostatics.
ELECTRICITY AT HIGH PRESSURES.

By Elihu Thomson.
(Continued from page 208.)

The phenomena of development of high electrical pres-

sures by belts, such as those of high speed machinery, are

illustrations of the same principles. Instructions are

sometimes given to discharge the belt by a row of points

connected to earth, so as to avoid the belt electricity en-

dangering the insulation of a dynamo or motor by charg-

ing its frame. Such a procedure is the very one to en-

hance or increase such danger, and the proper procedure

is to connect the points to the frame itself and to the

shaft which serves as the countershaft belted to the dyna-
mo shaft.. Some of the larger belts used in transmission

give very striking exhibitions of electricity at high po-

tentials. Sparks over three feet long were obtained under
a large belt at the Narragansett Electric Lighting Com-
pany's station, in Providence, some years ago.

The old electrophorus was an instance of the utiliza-

tion of similar principles of alternate binding and freeing

of a charge produced by friction upon a resinous plate

contained in a sheet metal tray. When the insulated disk

of the electrophorus is lifted off the resin surface, the

charge on the resin binds itself to an opposite charge
induced in the tray, and when the disk is returned and

connected to the tray or to the ground, the charge mostly
binds itself with an opposite charge induced in the disk

now resting upon the rubbed resin. Upon disconnecting

the disk from earth and lifting it off the resin surface, it

is found to be possessed of a charge of opposite name
to that upon the resin surface, which latter again binds

itself to its opposite in the tray. The work done is the

lifting off of the disk' against electrical attraction between
the disk and resin surface, the energy used in lifting man-
ifesting itself in a high presurc charge in the disk.

The apparatus known as Armstrong's Hydro-Electric

Machine is an instructive example of the operation of

similar principles. It enables a high potential to be pro-

duced from the effects of a slight charge produced in

minute drops of water which are driven along with steam,

through a jet lined with box-wood. The globules from
partly condensed steam, on leaving the jet form a small

cloud into which collecting points from a prime con-

ductor project, and a high potential charge is thus given

to the conductor, from which long sparks may be taken.

Since the actions occurring in this steam electrical ma-
chine serve to throw light on the accumulation of high

pressures in a thunder cloud. I max be pardoned for

dwelling upon the matter for a lew minutes.

(To be continued
I

Strap Cut tents.
A ('( >STIA I I >.\\ |-.|<> \ I

|( >\.
Long distance teli phone conversations, or rather a

series of conversations, recentn occurred between parties
in X'eu York and St. Louis. Hie total cost of them was
said to be about $3,000; most of the talking was done at

night, and the bill for one continuous conversation
amounted to $716. This figure indicates that the ta.k
must have lasted into the high-priced day hours., for any
one can converse from eignt clock in u.c evening to
six o'clock in the morning for $600, the rate being Si
per minute. Special care was taken to avoid interruption
bv operators cutting into the line.— Ex.
ELECTRICITY IX THE SERVICE ( >l- THE HIGH-

WAYMAN.
According to the Xew York Sun. a certain Pluladcl-

phian with the euphonious name of < ioroditzski was walk-
ing along Grand street in this city the other day when he
saw a man with an electric machine peddling shocks to

children at a penny a shock. The little ones laughed so
much that he fished out a penny and said he'd trv the
machine himself, 'die bulls out der handtle a liddle
vay." said Goroditzki, as reported in the .nin, und 1 veels
somedings dickle mine handt. Den he bulls oudt der
handtle avay oudt, und bode off mine handts go up in

der air und 1 gand't get 'em down. Nile helbless am 1

a loafer runs ub und he dakes mine watch and schain.
1 stamb und rache una schwear, but the feller mit der
machine keebs mine handts in der air until der diet' is>

gone, ven he bushes der handtle in und runs avay mit
der machine."— Ex.
THE AMAZON CABLE TO BE ABANDONED.
The Amazon Telegraph Company. Limited, will very

likely abandon the cable in the Amazon, from Para to

Manaos. It seems that the frequent changes in the river
bed puts strains on the cable which it is quite unable to

bear, and thes changes also make the work of repair al-

most hopeless. The company are said to be building
land lines round those pieces of cable which cannot be
maintained. They were also recently making extensive
enquiries as to the possibilities of the Marconi system
of telegraphing, which, with improved speed, wouiu be
able to render considerable service in the Amazon dis-

trist, where tin- exceedingly rapid growth o\ the trees

'makes a land line verv costlv to keep up.— Ex.
EASING Till". W \Y ok Till-. TELEPHONE GIRL
The life of the telephone girl, says the London Chron

icle, is not altogether a happ\ one. and if the public have
sometimes reason to complain >)\ the invisible open
who fails to put them in immediate connection with their

correspondent, the girl has still oftener reason to com-
plain ^\ the public. In Paris the claims i^i these useful

and much maligned public servants have been recog-
nized, and a splendid building has been put up for them
by M. Boussard in the Rue Desrenaudes. It includes
every modern comfort and convenience, cloak rooms and
lavatories, well furnished salons to which girls may re

tire tor periods of rest, brilliant lighting, varnished walls,

and most wonderful of all. all sorts of perfumes will be
provided gratis for tin- refreshment of the wean operator

A NEW Sit )RAGE BATTERY."
The newly patented storage batter) of Mr. II. II

Knepper is designed to withstand shaking, as in electric

vehicles. The plates max be of the usual kinds, but are

completely enclosed in an envelope of wood pulp or
similar material, and in the spaces between these envel-

opes perforated tillers or sheets of absorbent material are

placed. Both the envelopes and the tillers absorb the

electrolyte and expand, holding the active material from
dropping to tin- bottom of the cell. The perforations of

the tillers form enclosed receptacles, and permit the 11

of a greater quantity of the electrolyte than could be used
if the fillers were solid.- P\.
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Station appliances.

SWITCH AND RHE( )STAT CONSTRUCTK >N.

The secret of rheostat construction, particularly of that

class in which the resistance wires are imbedded in an

insulating material in close contact with iron, is the pro-

portioning of the radiating surface of the rheostat to the

heat developed inside. Many facts and figures might he

they are mounted in position, occupying a minimum of

space with controlling switches connecting with various

circuits above.

Automatic and Non-Automatic Switches.—The
rules governing the construction of switches are self-

evident in their application. A switch must have suffi-

cient carrying capacity, that is to say, sufficient cross

Enamelled Rheostats For Station Service.

produced bearing' upon this subject, but a little experi- section of metal. It should be quick acting, otherwise

menting, backed up by some calculations, will bring arcing will ensue and quickly ruin it. and finally it must
things down to a proper commercial Dasis. The question be of solid construction or the frequent opening and
is largely this: how many square inches of iron is re- closing will rack it to pieces in a very short time. Allow-
(piired under the circumstances mentioned to get rid of ance must also be made for the pressure and extent to

one hundred watts of heat energy. which the switch can be opened. This calls for some

Automatic Circuit Breaker.

A temporary experiment, with the resistance wire

lying in comparatively close contact with ribbed iron

castings, of which these rheostats are built, and a careful

measurement of the current and electro-motive force will

give the watts passing through the wire. With ten am-
peres and ten volts one hundred watts would have to be

dissipated and a resistance of ten ohms, and the radiating

surface of the rheostat would have to be sufficiently great

to emit this heat without unduly raising the temperature
of the rheostat. This ratio will probably be anywhere
from one to ten square inches of radiating surface per
watt transformed into heat in the rheostat. The con-
struction ami application of these rheostats, as employed
in station practice, is shown in the two illustrations where

Station Switch.

figures on sparking. A table may he drawn up which will

give the reader some idea of the relationship existing

between the length of a spark and the pressure required

to produce it.

Pressure. Sparking Distances in Inches.

4.000 volts 1-6

5.000 volts 1-4

7.000 volts 1-^

8.000 volts 2-3

TT.OOO VoltS 8-IO

14,000 volts I

The sudden opening of a circuit is apt to develop a very

hisrh self-induction which manifests itself as a heavy arc.
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which in a slow acting- switch would mean its rapid de- outgoing current between both line and ground is per-
struction. A type of quick-acting switches which practi- fectly equal.

cally serves the purpose at the same time of circuit-pro- A wireless telegraph) system could he installed between
tecting devices is the automatic circuit breaker. In this two points and the signals conveyed further by a duplex
type of switch, which is a switch and a solenoid in one, or quadruple* system if the line is being used by other
all the requirements are faithfully adhered to regarding telegraphers. Without the resistance box and condenser

Other Types of Automatic Circuit Breakers.

carrying capacity, quickness of action, etc. An overflow
of current means an energizing of the solenoid to an ex-

tent sufficient to operate a catch, thereby allowing the

blades to instantly separate. As an emergency device
this type of switch cannot be excelled representing, as it

does, both as regards its function and performance, an
ideal automatic switch.

THE DUPLEX SYSTEM OF TELEGRAPHY.
The principle utilized in the duplex system of tele-

graphy might, under other circumstances, be employed
in the operation of bells, anunciators, etc.. instead of the

sounder. The idea of the duplex system is to prevent
the sender from receiving his own signals and to allow
both the sender and receiver to communicate at the same

duplex telegraphy would be very difficult and require the

use of a synchronizing system, which at its best is apt to

be unreliable. If in place of the sounder bells were in-

stalled, a single line could be used with ground connec-

tion for operating a bell system or an annunciator drop.

Circumstances similar to this sometimes occur when the

line is in situ; for instance, buried in the plaster, and
further additions would be unsightly and unallowable.

Duplexing electric bell circuits need not be very expen-
sive if the condenser and resistance box are cheaply made.

ELECTRIC MINING PUMPS.

The demand for electric pumps has been constantly

increasing ever since the mini's, situated in various parts

!
R —WAY

ft - W 9

—*<> i. T ,— en—

EARTH

-..- Single-Current Duplex.

time without interference. In the sketch illustrating the

system above mentioned current coming in over the line

passes through the differential winding at the coil end.

I Lalf of this current goes to earth through (' and X ; the

other half operates the sounder 1\. When the sender

presses his key K the current passing through the coil

M divides up. half going to the earth C and X. the Other

half going over the line. The condenser and resistance

X being the artificial line having the same resistance and

capacity as the line proper, therefore the division of the

of the country, have been further developed through t'

introduction of electric light and power. The California

El Dorado Compan) are peculiarly situated in this re-

spect, the power station being fifteen hundred feet below
the mine and two miles distant. In order to get water up
to this point sonic vcr\ effective method must be em
ployed and electricity must be the main element in this

undertaking. In other words, electric pumps, as the)

are popularl) called, are sinipb a combination of an
electric motor ami pump.
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The circumstances governing the amount of power
required likewise lake into consideration the head oi

water, the distance of pump from the source oi supply,

the length of transmission line. etc. The commercial
sizes of triplex pumps arc 2.5x4, 3x4. 4x4, 4x6, etc., up

to 10x12. A tabic may be employed giving the horse-

power up to 40 as the ordinatcs and the sizes of pumps
as the abscissae. The gallons of water per minute and

the head of water in feet can be determined by tins means.

For instance according to a table of this kind, three horse-

power will deliver twenty-five gallons per minute from a

4x4 pump or two hundred and eighty-eight foot head of

water. Forty horse-power would deliver from a ioxij

THE OMNIPRESENCE AND ADAPTABILITY OF
THE MODERN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
In commenting upon the selection of Sir William

Preece, the eminent electrical engineer, as president of
I ongress of the Sanitary Institute, our contemporary,
the London "Electrical Review." states that to the casual
observer it must seem something of a mystery that this

one Institute should choose its president from the ranks
of electrical engineering. It is really wonderful to con-
template how much the world appreciates the intelligence
of the modern electrician. Search the universe up and
down, from Glasgow to Cape Town, from New York to

I'ottilblt Mlile I'll. !!,)!;:- Outfit.

Gould's Triplex Pump. Electric Mine Pumping in Shaft.

pump three hundred and fifty gallons per minute at a

head of two hundred and seventy-four feet. It is not

therefore a difficult problem to install an electric pump.
provided the power required for the pump is known. It

i> simply necessary to put in a motor of appropriate size

generally sold in conjunction with the pump, allow for

drop in the lines so as to land enough power at the mo-
tor, and take ordinary precautions as regards grounds,
leakage and insulation.

T11 the illustrations are shown mining shaft with pumps
operating to keep it free from water, as well as an elec-

trically equipped tunnel, both as regards light and power.

The Goulds Manufacturing Company, of Seneca Falls,

X. Y.. make a specialty of this class of machinery.

Southampton, and you will find that where experts, dip-

lomatists, presidents and company-promoters are wanted.

the electrician is always there. It is not too much to say

that if the General Staff of France became disrespected

to-morrow, if Kruger ceased from Krugering, if the Czar
abdicated and went to Paris, a telegram addressed to the

Electrical Engineers would ensure that every o;ap in the

political fence should be filled, and that the world should
still go on. talking.

In the case of the Sanitary Institute, however, it must
be admitted that they showed a good deal of wisdom in

going far afield for fresh ideas. It is a question of healthy
homes, healthy workshops, healthy churches, healthy
prisons, healthy post-offices: and it is improbable that

any one man should have experience of all of these at
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once. As an electrician. Sir William I 'recce was able to

call attention to the advantages of electrical methods of

ventilation and illumination, and he did well to empha-
size the merits of dust-destructors.

Electric IRailwavs.

STREET RAILWAY INSTALLATIONS.
A small station for street railway work should contain

about two dynamos oi forty K. W. capacity each, and an

engine of eighty horse-power at one quarter stroke. The
number of elements should be such that the disabling of

one will not interfere with the working of the rest. Two
boilers should be used because they deteriorate and must
be inspected. Therefore two dynamos, two engines and

two boilers of excessive capacity are required. The fail-

ure of a boiler is more likely to occur than that of any

other machine or part. A boiler must have a large ca-

tice lias shown that the steam used by a large engine at

no load is equal to that used by a small engine of higher

speed at one-fifth stroke or ir^. The cylinder conden-
sations are in favor of the smaller engines; therefore the

-mailer is the most efficient for such variable loads. There
i- no need, in the face of these fact-, of using engines of

too great capacity but it must be very strong because of

the tremendous variation- in load. litis applies to the

crank and incidental v call- for heavy lubricating surfaces

of ample dimensi< >ns.

WIRELESS "TELEPHONY."
Sir William II. Preece has recently been carrying on

-ime interesting experiments in wireless telephony,

called. Four of the poles have been erected near Car-

narvon on a sand bank at the southern end of Menai

The Steam Plant of a Power Station.

pacity because the same number of heat unit- are neces-

sary for high as low pressure steam. For a given output

of mechanical horse-power the lower the steam pressure

the more of the steam i- consumed by the engine. The
boilers should be of between fifty to one hundred per

cent, greater capacity than needed, for two reasons:

first, to continue the operation of the plant in the event

of a breakdown and. secondly, in case the fires run low

to be able to supply enough steam. The engines need
not be of greater capacity than required because large

engines consume large quantities at no load or little load

and have greater cylinder condensation. In fact, prac-

StraitS. Half a mile off four similar poles were erected,

and half a mile further on is a high pole supporting a

coil of wire, one end being anchored in dee]) water. Be-
tween these points lie ha- succeeded in transmitting the

sound of a succession *>i taps. These tap- were made
with the view of -ending me- ! >\ the Morse code.

They were heard at the receiving station 1>\ placing a

special telephone to the ear. Th m is more rapid

than that of Marconi, but the sounds are not as distinct

as they might be. As a matter of fact, it is not telephony
at all. but a system of telegraphy in which a telephone

as a receiver.— 1
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A DIRECT CONNECTED ENGINE LATHE.
The illustration shows a 28-inch swing screw cutting

engine lathe driven by "Bullock" Type "N" motor. As

will be seen, the motor is placed directly on the spindle

in the head stock, taking the place of the cone pulleys.

The armature spider is built directly upon the hollow

spindle of the lathe.

By means of a new system of variable speed control.

the motor is given a greater range of speed, without loss

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Baltimore, Aid.— Plans are being prepared for the

Maryland Telephone & Telegraph Company by J. Evens
Sperry for three sub-stations to accommodate 1 .000 tele-

phones each and to cost $5,000 each.

( Georgetown, S. C.—The new Georgetown Telephone
& Telegraph Company will extend the present (icorge-
town telephone system and will also build a telegraph
hue to some outside communication.

A Motor-1 )riven 1- iihc.

of torque, than is ordinarily given by the cone pulley,

having sixteen speeds in either direction including the

back gear. The controller is placed upon the leg of the

lathe directly under the head stock, and is operated by a

splined shatt running along the bed of the lathe, and a

handle which travels with the carriage. The .slowest

speed is Go and the highest about 250 revolutions.

1 he motor is fully described in Bulletin No. 6935,
which may be had by addressing the Bullock Electric

Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, (J.

JBustness 1Re\V3.

SPECIAL EXTORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT oh' ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW YORK FOR WEEK ENDING
OCT. 28TII, 1899, ^73->66 -

New York. X. Y., Oct. 28, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical materials are from the Port of New
York for the week ending this date:

Antwerp.

—

jj cases electrical material, $2,350.
Argentine Republic.— 1 13 packages electrical machin-

ery, $13,200; 260 cases electrical material, $16,109.

British Guiana.—20 packages electrical material. S450.

British West Indies.—34 cases electrical material,

$1,067.

Brazil.— 195 cases electrical material. Si 1.357; 6 cases

electrical machinery. $523.
British East Indies.—7 cases electrical material. S21.9T

Brussels.— 1 case electrical material. S20.

liritish Australia.— 19 cases electrical material, S4S3
Baden (Switzerland).— 1 case electrical material. $50.

Central America.

—

J2 cases electrical material. Si.400.

Cuba.—254 cases electrical material, $908.
China.—24 cases electrical machinery, $600.
Chili.—3 cases electrical material, $129.
Copenhagen.—6 cases electrical motors. Si 26.

Danish West Indies.— 1} cases electrical material,

$l,21 5 .

Ecuador.—90 packages electrical material,

cases electrical machinery. Si 08.

Glasgow.—4 cases electrical material. $320.
Hong Kong.—22 cases electrical material, $62$.
Havre.— 108 packages electrical material, $10,511 ; T2i

packages electrical machinery. $3,150.
Hamburg.— 1 case electros. $130.
Liverpool.— 12<> packages electrical material. S5.573.

Porto Rico.—8 cases electrical material. $143.
Stettin.—6 cases electrical material, $r.ooo.

Uruguay.—24 cases electrical material. $615.

$986

l'( JSSIBLE IXSTALLATN >.\S.

Pine Bluff, Ark.—An electric light plant will probably
be established by the city. Address the Mayor.

Tallahassee, I la.

—

Sixteen thousand dollars of bonds
will be issued for the erection of an electric light plant.

Address ( ).
(

'. Van Brunt, city clerk.

Montezuma, Ga.— The plant of the Montezuma Light

& Power Company will be enlarged.

Tttpela, Mo.— A $7,000 electric light plant will be es-

tablished. Address
J. \\ . I [oyle.

Gaffney, S. C.—Water power on Broad River, near

Gaffney, has been purchased by II. L. Spears for a num-
ber of local capitalists. Tower will be utilized to operate
an electric light plant.

Nacogdoches, Tex.—The American Telephone & Tele-

graph Company has been granted a franchise for the

erection of an electric light plant.

Norfolk, \'a.—The Virginia Electric Company has

applied to the City Council for permission to place its

wires under ground.
Montgomery. W~. \'a.—The Kanawha Traction and

Electric Company will erect an electric power plant.

Address E. W. McConnick. manager.
NEW [NO >RP< >RATI< >.\"S.

Sumter. S. C.—Idle Sumter Electric Ligm & Ice Com-
pany has been incorporated by Robert M. Wallace. Chas.
T. Mason and P. ( ). Purdy; capital stock. S25.000.

Charleston. W". Va.—The Chemical Electrical Ore Re-
duction Company has been incorporated by J. r.. Chilton

J. E. Scaggs, T. Popp and others; capital stock. $2,000;
to conduct a general rammer and milium business

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS.
THESE IKSTROIKNTS are based

upon the same general principle

and are just as accurate as our regu-

lar standard Portable Direct Current
Voltmeters and Ammeters, but are

much larger, and the working parts

are inclosed in a neatly designed

dust-proof cast-iron case, which ef-

fectively shields the instrument from

disturbing influences of external

magnetic fields.

WESTON ELECTfllCAL INSTRUMENT CO,

114-]20 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
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Mater fl>ower Installations

Fig. i.—Mechanism for Operating Valves.

A UNIQUE WATER POWER PLANT.

"There is at present in successful operation in the pump-
ing station of the city of Columbus, Ohio, a plant installed

by the American Impulse Water Wheel Company of

New York, which is unique in character, and which pre-

sents a number of interesting engineering features.

The Director of Public improvement, finding that the

pumping capacity of the station was greater than the

city's needs required, cast about him for some means of

utilizing this surplus capacity, and hit upon the idea of

using the surplus water that the pumps were capable of

supplying to drive water wheels direct connected to

(bnamos. the current thus generated being used for sup-

plying light to the surrounding district by means of arc

lamps.

Specifications were accordingly prepared and sub-

mitted to the leading water wheel manufacturers, with the

result that the plan proposed by the American Impulse
Water Wheel Company was accepted as the one giving

the best promise of fulfilling the requirements, and the

contract was accordingly signed.

The specifications were very rigid in their require-

ments with regard to both efficiency at all loads and to

speed governing under sudden and great changes oi load.

The difficult) of the problem was also much enhanced by
reason of the very limited space available for the ma-
chines and piping, and the high speed required for direct

connection to the Western Electric Company's uh> light

arc dynamos, which was the dynamo selected l>v the en-

gineer in charge. This speed. 050 R. I'. M.. necessitated
the use of impulse wheels only iS inches in diameter, and
in order to obtain 110 II. l\ from each unit iS nozzles
were required. These were arranged with 6 runners. 3
nozzles to each runner, since a larger number ni no/,

per runner would have reduced the efficiency In-low the

guarantee.

The use of contracting nozzles to keep up the effici-

ency at light loads was prohibited by the great cost and
complication of so large a number of contracting nozz'

Ordinary butterfl) valves were accordingl) used and the

cam mechanism for operating these valves shown in Pi:
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i and 2 arranged to actuate them one after the other in-

stead of all together as had previously been common
practice. As a result of this ingenious arrangement all

the valves in operation, except one. would be wide open

and working, therefore, at their maximum efficiency, and

thus the low efficiency of a partly closed butterfly valve

would have an almost inappreciable effect in lowering the

total jet efficiency of the machine, and at six values of the

load, when a valve had just completely closed, would have

no such effect at all.

relay actuating 6 cams as shown in Figs, i and 2. the
connection between the cam shaft and the governor be-
ing by gear and pinion.

The water chambers were cast in two pieces as shown
in Fig. 2, the nozzles being bolted on so as to come in

exactly the rigid position with reference to the runners.
This large casting rested on the cast iron base and was
bolted to it. The casting was made of riveted boiler iron

in two parts, the upper half being provided with eye bolts

for lifting. The details of the piping, receiver, etc.. are

-

s.

z

if.

The rigid requirements with regard to efficiency hav-

ing been thus complied with the problem of speed govern-
ing was next attacked. The small diameter of the run-

ners, rendered necessary by the high speed so far re-

duced their momentum that it was necessary to add a

heavy fly wheel in order to keep the variations of speed
within the guaranteed limits. The high speed also pro-

hibited the use of the ordinary cast iron fly wheel. The
wheel was accordingly made with a steel rim shrunk to a

cast iron web. The governor is the ordinary mechanical

clearly enough shown in the accompanying illustrations.

The fact that this plant has now been running for over

twelve months without trouble of any kind and to the

entire satisfaction of the engineer in charge reflects great

credit upon the management of the American Impulse
\\ ater Wheel Company, and especially upon their con-

sulting engineer, Mr. Thorburn Reid. to whom was en-

trusted the task of meeting and overcoming the difficul-

presented by this new departure in water wheel en-

gineering.
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ZTbe Storage ffiatterv.

STORAGE BATTERY INVENTIONS.
The motor-car movement has greatly stimulated the

efforts of inventors to produce a storage battery of greal

capacity per unit of weight, and, according to the Elec-

trical Review, not a few batteries have been put on the

market professing to be of much less weight for equal

output than the older forms. An examination of tk

of batter\ being a fair result in capacity. Such batteries

are well understood and are durable and reliable, but for

successful traction work batteries of such weight are not

table.

Most inventors endeavour to reduce the weight by in-

creasing the proportion of lead salts to the weight of the

grid; in heavy batteries we may find the lead grid equal

to twice the weight of lead salts used in making up the

plates, while in some recent cells we find it claimed that

the grid is only half the weight of the salts.

-r;

xr.

r-f-

w
a>
o
<~t-
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a
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new batteries and of the specifications reveals the fact

that the inventors have not succeeded in making any

departure from the essentials of the Fame or Plante cells,

lead and lead salts alone being successfully used. The

plates consist of lead salts held in or upon a lead grid

electrode.

In stationary batteries there are no objections to con-

structing the girds substantially enough to perform the

two functions of supporting the active materials and col-

lecting the current therefrom, thus producing cells of

considerable weight. 6 or 7 watt-hours per pound weight

So long as lead i> used in batteries, the only invention

ssible is in the direction of reducing the mass oi lead

in the cell, sufficient being left simply to collect the cur-

rent. The .supporting of the active materials being no

longer trusted to the grid, the inventor then devises sup

ports ,n ebonite, glass acid-proof paper, and other mate-

rials, much lighter than lead, which are applied in two

different wa\ s.

(hie uses a -rid oi vertical lead wires threaded through

horizontal strips <n ebonite, forming shelves, which carry

the active materials and support them. Another takes
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glass rods as a weft interwoven with lead wires, the glass

giving stiffness and resilience to the plates. A third em-

ploys very light perforated girds, and supports them by

plates of light acid-proof paper, also perforated. Others

prefer envelopes of celluloid or ebonite to hold the paste

on extremely thin grids.

In all this there is not much invention. Still, if by some

means a battery of great capacity and small weight can

be produced it is worthy of a patent.

It is claimed for some of these cells that 15 to 16 watt-

hours per pound of battery, at a discharge rate of 1 am-

pere per pound of battery, has been obtained. We have

failed, however, to find any independent confirmation of

a capacity in any batery exceeding 10 to 11 watt-hours

per pound. We are convinced that all these high-ca-

pacity light-weight cells will require very frequent re-

newal of plates; the negatives rapidly decline in capacity

in continuous work, and the positive grids soon corrode

rieht through, the internal resistance increasing as these

changes go on.

The renewal of cheap plates as soon as the capacity

falls below a certain amount should be provided for in all

battery traction projects renewals forming a large part

of the cost of battery traction. Plates which were expen-

sive to renew would be no improvement over cheap

plates of the same capacity.

In judging traction batteries, it is not, therefore, suf-

ficient to find the capacity per pound weight only. Tt is

necessary to find how long that capacity is maintained

in continuous working. Say a battery starts with a ca-

pacity of 12 watt-hours per pound, how many full

charges and discharges will it stand before the capacity

falls to 10 watt-hours per pound and what will be the cost

of renewal? These questions are rarely answered in de-

scriptions of new cell-.

In connection with road traction by batteries, we find

that most vehicles for that purpose carry 80-volt batter-

ies. Why 80 volts? We have never been able to find out

the reason for this singular voltage ; why not use larger

cells and fewer of them?
The battery is so near the motor that loss in the leads

is negligible. As only 100 to 120-volt circuits can be

used for charging No- volt batteries, probably 80 volts was

selected in the days when no volts was the usual pres-

sure; but nowadays _>oo to 250 is becoming so common
that batteries to be used on supply from street mains

must be raised to [60, [80 or 200 volts pressure, although

small cells do not give quite as high a capacity per pound
as larger ones.

On the whole, inventors have not much room tor im-

provements in lead cells. When they have reduced the

grid to a minimum, and supported the active materials

by something lighter than lead, their efforts are ex-

hausted, and a possible capacity of about 14 wat-t-hours

per pound is obtained for a time.

Stray? Currents.

A HANDY TFLEPHONF ARRANGEMENT.
A simple and handy arrangement of the receiver and

sender of a telephone has the former attached to the door
of a small box. with the latter set in the box itself, so that

.01 opening die door the receiver swings out and adjusts

itself without touching it with the hands.—Ex.

TESTING THE BALANCING OF ARMATURES.
The best way of testing the balancing of armatures is

to mount them in bearings which are free to move, then

w Idle the armature is running the heavy side can be found
with a piece of chalk and counterweights adjusted on the

opposite side until the cessation of movement of the

bearings shows that the center of gravity coincides with

]he axis of the shaft.—Ex.

A NEW" PRIMARY BATTERY.
In a new primary battery the negative electrode is per-

oxide of lead electrically formed from a lower oxide and
supported by a gird or placed in a porous pot. The posi-

tive electrode is zinc, iron, or tin. Sulphuric acid, phos-
horic acid, and acid sulphate are employed. Plates of this

formation may be used in a dry battery.—Ex.

A PHONO-TYPEWRITER.
A dispatch from Racine, Wis., to a daily paper of this

city states that a dentist of that place claims to have per-
fected a so-called phono-typewriter. By talking into an
ordinary phonograph the keys of a typewriting machine
are operated electrically and are said to record any dic-

tation verbatim. Just how the vibrations of the voice are
made to operate the keys of the machine electrically is

not stated.—Ex.

AX ELECTRIC FOGHORN.
An electric foghorn has been invented by a Canadian

electrical engineer. A naphtha engine supplies the motor
power for a dynamo, which furnishes the electric current

by means of which three pairs of electro-magnets operate
half a dozen clappers, which strike against a large gong
with the frequency of about 36.000 strokes to a minutes,
producing a continuous sound. Its effectiveness is en-

hanced by a mechanism on the principle of a megaphone.
by means of which the sound is not only intensified, but
thrown in the required direction. A full-sized foghorn
is to be sent to the P>ritish Columbia coast, where it will

be put in operation at once.—Ex.

AUTOMOBILE FIRE ENGINES.
Electrically driven fire engines and hose carts are soon

to be introduced in Paris. An electric hose wagon has
been on trial for some weeks, and is sent out every day for

drill practice. The wagon weighs 2,160 pounds, and with

complete equipment 5.610 pounds. This tender can run

37 1-2 miles, at a speed of nearly ten miles an hour, on
one charge of the batteries. Upon a good road it runs at

the rate of about T5 miles, and ascends without dif-

ficulty 8 per cent, grades. With electricity as the motive
power there is no delay in starting out. The battery of

accumulators weighs 1.144 pounds, and has a capacity of

180 ampere hours of normal discharge.—Ex.

ANTISEPTIC FOR TELEPHONES.
Mr. Albert E. Woolf, well known to the electrical fra-

ternity as the originator of eleetrozone, was last week-

granted a patent for an antiseptic device to be used in

connection with telephones. In the patent the invention

is described as follows : An attachment to a telephone

consisting of a movable cover having applied to its inner

side a receptacle for a germicide, and a germicide or

antiseptic contained therein, whereby, when the telephone

is in use. the receptacle and germicide may be removed
from the opening of the mouthpiece and when not in use

the cover may be closed upon the mouthpiece.-—Ex.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS OF SMALL CANDLE-
POWER.

The French Societe d'Encouragemcnt des Industries

Nationale some time ago offered a prize for the best lamp
of 2 C. P.. the voltage to be too. One of the conditions

<>f the test was that the lamp should have a life of at least

400 hours. Lamps were offered by three manufacturers

in competition for the prize, but the committee appointed

to undertake the tests did not make an award for the

reason that only one lamp had a life outside the minimum
period. Each of the competitors, however, was given a

silver medal in view of the excellence of the lamp pre-

sented in other respects than life. New propositions have

been made in which the life is fixed at a minimum of 500

hours as a mean of five lamps tested. The prize will be

awarded in tqot.—Ex.
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applications of electric power
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with an electric motor, storage battery and benzine mo-

Field Design 24s tor. Both the benzine and electric motor operate the
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storage batteries within the city limits; for suburban

work, within the near neighborhood of the citv, both
THE INTERNATK >NAL MOTOR CARRIAGE nii . ]l( be used> particularly when hills are to be climbed.

EXPOSITION AT BERLIN. por |ong distance runs, however, the benzine motor will

Apropos of the recent parade of the Automobile Club do all the work and will in addition be called upon to

of America, participated in by the best known builders of drive the motor as a generator for the purpose ot re-

automobiles as well as private members, is the account charging the batteries when their energy runs low.

of the International Motor Carriage Exposition at Ber- last operation is performed automatically, u the benzine

lin. The importance of this industry is shown by the fact motor is driving the carnage on a level road,

that the Emperor of Germany, with a most distinguished W ithoul going further into the details of construction

retinue, in addition to many 'famous engineers and man- or varieties of devices on exhibition n seems evident that

ufacturers were present at the opening ceremony. Jt the unsettled state ol the art is besl expressed b\ the very

seems as though more serious consideration is given to variety presented to the visitor.

the subject of automobiles abroad than in this country, competition will drive out all but a few practical systems

In fact. 'the conclusions of the Park Board in New York in * German) as well as the I nited Mates, and thesi .

that automobiles are not pleasure vehicles reminds us of all probability, will be best adapted to the conditions ot

the opinion of a rather illiterate car conductor, regarding city suburban and long

the transportation of a parrot on a road which had

forbidden the passage of dogs, cats and similar pets.

The conductor in reply to a demurring passenger said:

"Cats and dogs are hanimals but a parrot is a hinsect."

The free introduction of automobiles wherever they can

find traveling room in European cities has not been the

direct cause of their present and ever-increasmg popu-

larity. It might be due to two reasons: first, the pres-

ence of exceedingly fine roads all over Europe, including

England, and second, the direct recognition by the Ger-

man, French, Belgian and Italian Governments of their

value in martial warfare. By some the second reason

might be more important than the first yet the case as it

stands betrays a deeper interest on the part of our neigh-

bors abroad in reference to automobiles ot all descrip-

tions than in America, the very home of up-to-date in-

ventions.

Automobiles at the exposition in Berlin are repre-

sented bv exhibits of one hundred and twent\ concerns,

THE INCREASING MANUFACTURE l >F

[NCANDESCENT KAMI'S.
Very few towns or villages of any consequence are

without an electric light plant, depending upon their sup-

ply of power from a waterfall in man) instances, the use

of culm, if in the neighborhood of a canal, or coal as or-

dinarily delivered for station purposes. In consequence

ol this up-to-date attitude on the part ni the American

public the demand for incandescent lamps has so in-

creased that at present the industr) represents an output

of millions a year. In fact, it is reported that one large

concern has turned out 8.41 'amps for the year end-

ing fanuar\ 31st, [899. Taking twenty large cities in the

Union which average up 3, lamps apiece a bus

ness is carried on each \ ear ni over 6o,< and p

sibly too, incandescent lamps. What will the

figure be when the great masses use electricitx for light

in place of gas?
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Explications of Electric power.

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC
MOTORS TO PRINTING PRESS MACHINERY.

BY W. H. TAPLEY.
(Continued from page 23^.)

Gearing should consist of rawhide pinions with cast-

iron gear wheels, being sure to have both pinions and

gear wheels cut by the same factory. Having rawhide

manufacturers cut the pinions, and press builders or some
other machine shop cut the gear wheels, invariably re-

sults in noisy running gears. Engineer should give per-

sonal attention to this when installing work.

The gear wheels should be fitted with taper bore, key-

way and cap on end of shaft. The use of set screws is

not satisfactory.

The pinion should be of the best grade rayhide. having

brass sides and sleeve, latter thicker than depth of key-

way. Face wide enough to allow for armature vibration,

without metal sides running on face of gear wheel.

times must be done immediately to prevent sheet- getting
on the roller, etc.

This should be fastened to a cast-ire mi bracket, when
possible; otherwise, wrought-iron supports well braced
will answer.

'Wiring demands high-grade insulated wire, so pro-
tected that it cannot meet with mechanical injury.

The hanging of wires from the ceiling should not be
permitted, as it is not safe, at same time interfering with
the proper handling of the press.

On most presses the feeder is on the opposite side of

the press from the motor, therefore, wires must be run
across press to same. About a press is much oil and ink,

all detrimental to the insulation of the wire, which must
be kept perfect to insure uninterrupted use ot the press
This can be secured by using highest grade rubber wire.

taped and braided, enclosed in a continuous length of

flexible tubing, these finally encased in black iron pipe,

said pipe to be firmly bolted to press, if running across,
or cemented into foundation with painted joints if run-
ning underneath press. If this method is adhered to. the

Printing Room Showing Electrically Driven Presses and Absence of Belting and Shafting;

45 C, W. Motors Installed 111 This Room.

Teeth should not be too fine pitch. My experience lias

been that, for ordinary work, a 4-pitch diameter tooth is

thoroughly satisfactory, showing little wear after con-
tinuous use for several years.

On heavy presses it is advantageous to connect, by
means of a stiff wrough-iron bar. the press and motor
bearings.

Satisfactory ratios of reduction, motor to press, from
10 to 1, desired speed not exceeding 120 revolutions pei

minute; 5 or 3 to 1 on higher speeds. These will run well,

and with little noise or wear, for several years.

Great care must be exercised in selecting trie workmen
that are intrusted with the lining of the gears ; this is one
of the most important parts of the installation of the elec-

trical equipment, and should be intrusted only to trained
experts in this class of work.

Position of Controller.—In attaching the controller to
the press, care and judgment should be exercised to

place same so that the handle is convenient to the press
feeder, the direction being away from the body while
starting press and towards the body to stop, which at

thought of ever having trouble from your wiring may be

placed to one side.

Personal experience has shown that, where this method
has been followed, we have never had a leak <>n our wires.

The knowledge that wiring when once installed is per-

fect and will give no trouble is fully appreciated by the

engineer in charge, and will be by the proprietor, after a

few expert bills for testing wires have been paid.

Keep controllers and rheostats as far away from the

floor as possible; they will be kept cleaner and are less

liable to damage from scrubwomen and trucks than if

placed on the ground.
Control is a subject to which more care and thought

has been devoted by electrical engineers than all the rest

of the equipment combined.
A casual glance at what is necessary to properly handle

a printing press before starting to print will disclose the

problems which had to be solved. Take a large flat-bed

two-revolution press, bed 42x52 inches, or one large

enough to print 32 pages 161110 at an impression, as an

example. Starting from the "make-ready." when the
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pressman places the form on the press and begins to see

what is necessary to produce good work. In placing

"overlays" on the cylinder, the press is moved a few

inches forward, then reversed, or the cylinder is turned

ahead a half revolution, then reversed a quarter, etc. In

placing plates mi the press, many times the bed is needed

to be moved not over an inch or so; all this must be done

quickly and absolutely, for unless the press is under per-

fect control an accident may easily occur. 'The more per-

fect the control, the less time is the press idle and he-

comes a wage-earner instead of an interest-eater.

After the press has been started and working satisfac-

torily, absolute control must continue, as there will be

occasion to stop same quickly within stroke of bed or

even less ; this must be while under full speed and in such

a manner as not to jar or injure the press.

Speed Control.—There are several methods in vogue
at the present time, viz. : Resistance in series with arma-

ELECTRIC AM )]'• >RS l >.\ B< >ARD SHIP.
A paper on Electrical Machinery on Board Ship, by

.Mr. A. Siemens, was read at the British Association's
recent meeting, in which the author stated that direct
driving was now generally preferred, ami expressed an
opinion that the type of generating plant now in use on
hoard ship had reached a stage of development which
would he improved, hut not materially altered. To pre-
sent tlie magnetic held of the dynamos affecting ships'

compasses, "ironclad" dynamos and double wires—one
lor the return current- -were used. These conductors
formed the most valuable pari of the system of electrical

installation for power purposes on a man-of-war.
The superiority of electric motor over small steam en-

gines or hydraulic distribution of power was dwelt on by
Mr. Siemens. The two latter systems necessitated a net-

work' of piping all over the ship, which was difficult to

arrange neatly, and gave endless trouble through leak-

age. The reason that the use of electric motors had not

been more extended on hoard ship was due to the varia-

tion of the load that acompanied the working of m

Printing Room Showing Electrically Driven Presses and Absence <>f Belting and Shaftii

45 C. W. Motors Installed in this Room.

ture. commutated field, field control by insertion of re-

sistance, combination of resistance in armature and re-

sistance in series with field, having the former take care

of about two-thirds range of speed, then depend on weak-

ening the held for the balance.

The latter method gives the widest range of speeds

and for direct motors is the most satisfactory to install.

both to seller and purchaser.

Most every engineer, without exception, cries down

the armature-resistance method as grossly extravagant.

On the surface, or from a theoretical standpoint of the

motor itself, this is correct, hut what are the facts in ac-

tual practice?

In most large offices certain presses are used on work

which requires nearly always the same rate of speed, al-

though the character of the work may not he uniform.

These presses can be fitted with gearing suitable to give

proper speed when motor is "full on." using the resist-

ance only as a starting medium, rather than a speed reg-

ulator.

(To he continued.)

auxiliary machinery.
In the case of tin- winch, for instance, it frequentl)

happened that the strain on the cable increased sufficient-

ly to stop the movement of the winch. This would cause

the current through the electric motor to rise to an ex

tent that might seriously injure the machine. It was im-

possible to overcome this by a fuse, as the interruption

of the current would allow the strain to he taken off the

winch, whereas in most nautical operations u was neces

s.uv to keep the strain on. To overcome this difficulty,

shunt-wound motors might he used. These could he

kepi running continuously, the drums of the winches

being operated through friction clutches, or special cut-

outs could he applied in connection with series-wound

motors. Through these cutouts the current through the

motors was not interrupted altogether, a b) pa>s taking

a safe current.

Examples of working a steering gear and rudder in-

dicator were given. The suggestion that the main en-

gines of a ship should he electrical motors was rejected

as impracticable, whether accumulators or steam driving,
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on the Heilmann principle, were adopted. A 6-000'ton

ship propelled by 8,000 initial horse-power would take

150 hours to cross the Atlantic, and that would be equal

to 1,200,000 horse-power hours. Fairly efficient accu-

mulators gave 10 watt-hours per pound, so that a horse-

power hour could be obtained for 75 lb. of accumulators.

The ship would, therefore, need 40,000 tons of accumu-

lators. ^

jElectro^Uecbntcs.

FIELD DESIGN.
The point of saturation has as much bearing upon the

economv of operation in the fields of generators and

motors 'as the actual shape of the frame itself. Hie use

of wrought iron and steel, particularly of mild steel has

at least had the effect of enabling manufacturers of dy-

namo electric machinery to arrive at a point where more

dependence can be placed upon the qualities of the mate-

rials used for the magnetic circuit. In the illustration

shown the magnetic curve is represented for wrought

iron Between this curve and a similar one plotted F« »r

mild steel no noticeable difference can be observed ex-

cept possibly in the somewhat higher point of saturation

attainable by the use of pure wrought iron.
_

In the construction of various types oi machines used

in electrical transmission plants, lighting and power dis-

tribution installations considerable dependence must be

placed upon the point of saturation, as the regulation oi

all machines, whether dynamos or motors, lies between

certain magnetic limits. If the metal is unstable and un-

reliable the magnetic condition of the same, if subject to

A condition sometimes met with in motors or dynamos,

created by those possessing a limited knowledge of de-

sign or still less experience in that particular art, is a

Frame With Saturation Faiily Uniform.

phenomenon called by the name of "unbalanced field."

An unbalanced field is one in which the ampere turns

and permeability bear such a relation to each other that a
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Curve of Magnetization.

fluctuations, will give rise to irregularities of action which

entirely forbid more than an approximation to proper

running.

slight change in the magneto-motive force will either

cause a great increase in the number of lines of force pro-

duced or so sudden a diminution that further operation
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within the limits prescribed is almost impossible. It is machines. The same is true of high speed and low speed

therefore necessary to design all practical types for a machines.

Arc Light Machine. Magnetization Fluctuating.

fixed point of saturation, which saturation will depend An immense amount of data has been put forward by

upon the purpose of the machine, its speed, torque, the various writers in connection with this matter, but a few

Motor with Specific Induction at Poles over too, ,

nature of the magnetic metal and its capacity. In small plainl) presented statements might be of some guidance

machines the saturation is apt to be higher than in large to the technical student. Reference to the magnetic curve
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will show that with wrought iron cores the point of eco-
nomical saturation is about one hundred thousand lines
of force per square inch. With steel frames the same
point of saturation may be observed but a slightly in-

creased economy is attainable with the saturation not
rising higher than ninety thousand lines per square inch.

From these general facts some rough conclusions can
be drawn regarding special types illustrated in this a tide.

The street railway motor, according to certain practical

authorities, may stand a degree of saturation, as far as the

pole pieces and cores are concerned, reaching from one
hundred thousand to one hundred and thirty thousand
lines of force per square inch. In fact, in certain ironclad

types of the same there is a minus leakage with a con-
sequently higher degree of saturation. In ironclad types
in general the saturation is apt to be much higher on ac-

count of the proximity of the held windings and arma-
ture, rarely, if ever, falling below one hundred thousand
lines per square inch and this with either wrought iron

or steel cores. In the arc light machine the range of satu-

ration is controlled to a certain extent, either by a shifting

of the brushes or a coil commutating device. < >n ac-

count of this the field is weak at light loads and may be
saturated up to its highest possible limits when the load

is heaviest.

In the old Clark'. Schaeffer and some other types ol

arc ligfht machines the saturation would vary from si\t\ '==

thousand to one hundred and thirty thousand per square
inch, being similar in this respect to the sudden changes in

field flux experienced by street car motors. In street

railway generators the same conditions are met with, the

compound winding occasionally making up a difference

of from twenty to fifty volts in the outside circuits. Nat-

urally the steel frames used are ordinarily run at the nor-

mal point of saturation, between eighty and ninety thou-

sand lines of force per square inch ; due to the sudden
drop outside the saturation may rise from this point to

figures that are temporarily a near approach to absolute

saturation. The electric light dynamo is in all probability

the only machine for which we can assume a fairly con-

Electrical novelties.

ELECTRIC FLASH LAMP.
An electric novelty has come upon the market in the

shape of an electric Hash lamp, the invention of Yitalis

; Photographers' Electric Flash Lamp.

llimmer. Jr.. manufacturing electrician. 166-168 ( .reeii-

wich St.. New York City. The article as shown describes
itself. The powder is ignited by an electric flash, and
the operator can take his place among the group and be
included in the picture. The electric spark never fails

to ignite the powder, and responds at once to a gentle

Street Railway Motor. Saturation Approximating 120,000.

stant point of saturation. In this type the variation, if

any, does not exceed a few volts and the compound coil

making" up this difference will not force the iron up be-

yond the normal point of saturation, namely one hundred
thousand per square inch.

ELECTRICITY AT HIGH PRESSURES.
Due to pressure for space Mr. Elihu Thomson's article

on "Electricity at High Pressures" will be continued in

the next issue of the "Age."

pull on the string as shown in illustration. The string is

very long and may take a picture several hundred feet

away from the Hash. or. in fact, regulate these conditions
to suit photographic rules. This flash lamp is so small
and weighs so little that it can be carried in the pocket.
The springs and electrical parts are all of German silver

wire. Tn addition to this, half a dozen places can be
illuminated at the same moment, thereby making it ex-

ceptional!) fine for Hash photos of large halls, convention
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meetings, etc. Vitalis Himmer, Jr.. is a manufacturer of

dry cells for all purposes, including medical batteries,

galvanic, faradic and cautery outfits. He also manu-
factures electrical novelties of all kinds where the use Ol

miniature lamps is required. The well known Himmer
specialties and alarm clocks, gas lighters and kerosene
oil lighters are being manufactured by him. He is said

to he the only successful maker of one-half h\ two inch

dry batteries for practical purposes.

ELFXTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS.
Rock blasting by electricity is acknowledged to he the

most effectual, and for economy, safety and certainty of

action supersedes any other system. By electric firing a

large number of holes can he exploded simultaneously,

therein- utilizing the united strength of the explosive at

conditions. The life of the blaster is in danger, as a little

ma\ explode at any time after he thinks there is no p
sihility of its doing so. The old-time, slow and danger-
ous system should be discarded for the safe, reliable
and economical electric system.

In submarine work and in very wet shafts electric

blasting is indispensable, as the charm can remain sev-
eral hours, even days, in water before tiring without de-
teriorating, thus giving time to complete the loading of

holes, anil to make the necessary preparations for explod-
ing the charge.

In mining gold, silver, lead, copper. iron ore. coal, salt,

etc.. engineers recommend the Macbeth electric appli-
ances. Also for shafts, tunnels, quarry work, stump
blasting, railroad work, well sinking, earth hanks, and for

Method of Making the Joint.

Charge Holes Connected in Series.

S^ No. 3 ^%f.
BIASTWG MACHINE

"ILL FlREi TOM MOLES

_„. TO tire
on»WTHEHAN1)tEuB
mm JI,L ,T ST°PS

Various Styles of Blasting Machines.

the same instant, and obtaining at least ten per cent, more
execution from the powder than if the holes were fired

independently with the old-style safety fuse.

A twenty-five or thirty per cent, nitro-glycerine dyna-

mite will lift more rock, when fired simultaneously by
electricity, than would a forty or fifty per cent, dynamite
if holes were fired independently with tape safety fuse.

Jt has also been proven that the same amount of work
can be done with a less number of holes where electric-

ity is employed, than would be required if the charge was
tired singlywith tape fuse.

In such places as shafts and tunnels, where ventilation

is defective, it is usual for the workmen to wait perhaps
half an hour or more after each blast to allow the smoke
and fumes to clear away; and as several blasts are made
daily, much valuable time is lost. By the Macbeth electric

system and the selection of a properly made dynamite, the

loss of time is reduced to a minimum. Xot only are there

less smoke and fumes, but fewer blasts are necesary to

do the same amount of work.

In the case of a misfire, the advantage of electric firing

is still more evident, since, if the holes are not all simul-

taneously exploded, there can he no possibility pi its ex

ploding afterward; therefore there can be no danger in

approaching the face at once to discover the cause. How
different are the facts with the tape fuse under the same

all work requiring the use of blasting powder or dyna-
mite. They recommend this electric system as superior
in all respects to any other. For further information ad-
dress James Macbeth & Company, i_>S Maiden Lane.
New York C itv.

JBusincss "Hews.

SPECIAL EXPORT C< >LUMN
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW YORK FOR WEEK ENDING
\'( >V. 4th. 1899, $84,960.00.

New York, X. Y.. Nov. 4, [899.—The following ex-
ports of electrical materials are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date:
Argentine Republic.—1 19 cases electrical material

$9,274.
Brazil.— 106 cases electrical material. $4.cxj3.

Bremen.— I case electrical material. $40; 1 case elec-
trical machinery. $70.

British Australia.—15 cases electrical material. $3,630.
Barcelona.— 3 cases electrical material. $249.
Central America.—8 cases electrical machinery, .Si 50.
Cuba.—89 cases electrical material, $2478; 2 cases

electrical machinery, $300.
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Dutch East Indies.— 14 cases electrical material. $259.

Ecuador.—208 cases electrical material, $1,140.

Havre.—211 cases electrical material, $32,919; 2 cases

electros, $78 ; I case electrical machinery, $26.

Hamburg.—40 packages electrical machinery, $1,330.

Japan.—67 cases electrical material. $2,090.

Liverpool.— 153 cases electrical material, $17,528; 5

cases electrical machinery, Si 00.

Mexico.—210 cases electrical material. '>J.-J2^.

Milan.— 1 case electrical material. Si 06.

Peru.—21 cases electrical material. $232.

Santo Domingo.—31 packages electrical material,

$497- !

*
Southampton.—8 packages electrical material, S488.

Venezuela.—6 cases electrical material. ST40.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
New York. X. Y.—The Weber Electrical Manufac-

turing Company has been incorporated to manufacture

and deal in electrical appliances ;
capital stock $1,000,000:

incorporators. 1. Pott, V. L. Sawyer. J. Weber. E. 1'.

Schmidt. W. IE Klogh ; all of New York city.

Syracuse. X. Y.—the Syracuse Automobile Company
has'been incorporated; capital. $10,000; directors. Wil-

liam D. Andrews. Henry T. Trebert and C. Arthur Ben-

jamin, Syracuse.

Xew York. X. Y.—The P.uffalo Battery Company has

been incorporated; capital. Si 0.000: directors, William J.

Knowies. Maria Knowles. and John J. Gibson, of P.uffalo.

Xiagara Falls, X. Y.—The Niagara Frontier Electrical

and Machine Co. has been incorporated; capital stock.

Si 5,000: directors. Robert D. Mclntyre and Edward E.

Tuthill, Xiagara Falls.

Philadelphia, 1'. A.—The Cutler Relay Co., composed

of Xew York capitalists, has been incorporated to manu-

facture and sell electric telegraph relays and sounders.

Passaic, X. J.—The Paterson and Passaic Auxiliary

Eire Alarm Co. has been incorporated; principal office

Xo. 245 Main avenue; to install and lease tire alarm

systems^; capital. S30,ooo ; incorporators. James S. Mc-

kenzie. Carlton Hill. X. J..
Benjamin J. Ward. Ridge-

wood. X. P, Charles R. Newman, Passaic, X, J.

Camdeni. X. J.—The Loeber Incandescent Eight and

Heat Co.. principal office Xew Jersey Registration and

Trust Company Building, has been incorporated: capital,

S5.000.000: incorporators, Frank M. Wirgman, Frank

R. Hansell. W. F. Eidell.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Richmond, Ind.—The new telephone company has

completed its line to Connersville. and it is announced

that the wires into Richmond, by way of Liberty, will

be strung within the next week. The service will then be

used in connection with the Home Telephone Company's

svstem, which has outside connection with most of th€

towns in Wayne County.

Louisville, Ohio.—There is considerable talk here of

organizing a local telephone company, composed entirely

of Stark County men.
Fort Scott, Kan.—The Pell Telephone Company is

putting up a line between this place and Kansas City.

Chicago, 111.—The Swedish-American Telephone Co.

has been incorporated; capital stock. S5.000: incorpor-

ators, Foree Pain, Tiodolf Lidberg and M. F. Allen.

Denver, Colo.—The Denver Independent Electric

Telephone Co. has been incorporated ; capital. $500,000 ,

incorporators, Z. T. Esmond. George P. Fisher, X. C.

Hughes, E. C. Miles, W. J. Smith, Douglas Washburn,

George W. Wright.
Deckertown, N. J.—The Sussex Telephone Co. has

commenced the extension of its lines from Lafayette to

$10,000,000. The charter expressly states that the com-

pany can absorb other companies engaged in the opera-

tion of telephone lines.

\\ aterville, Minn.—The Canon Valley Telephone
( Company has been incorporated; capital, $15,000.

Springfield, 111.—The Springfield Mutual Telephone
and Telegraph Company has been incorporated; capital

stock, 850,000; incorporators, Thomas W. Wilson, S. M.

STREET RAILWAY XEWS.
Omaha A eh.—Articles < f incorporation have been

filed by the Omaha, Council Plufts &. Suburban Rail-

way Company; \\ . is. Reed, A. Delong, Ceo. Townsend
ami L. P. 1 1 au nan, incorporators; capita, stock, $1,000,-

000. The company will operate street railways on the

streets and avenues of Council Pluffs and Omaha, the

suburban districts of East Omaha and between Council
Pluffs and Lake Manawa.

( ialena. Kan.— I he Fidelity Belt Railway Company has

been incorporated: capital, 675.000. This line is to ex-

tend from Mineral, Cherokee County, to Pittsburgh and
( ialena. It will be an electric line.

Columbus, ( )hio.—The Columbus, Puckeye Lake ec

Xewark Traction Company has b«en incorporated; capi-

tal stock, $100,000.

Willimantic, Ct.—The Willimantic Street Railway
Company has been organized with the following officers :

President. J. M. Pettis. Boston; vice-president, George
K. Nason, Willimantic; secretary, W. Ward Tuttle, Bos-
ton; treasurer, W. H. Abbott, Boston; directors, the

above named and \V. D. ( irant and \Y. A. Arnold, of this

citv. and W. H. Clark, of Hartford.

Jefferson City, Mo.—The Secretary of State has char-

tered the St. Louis, Clayton X'' Western Railway Com-
pany, of St. Louis, with a capital stock of $2,000. The
stockholders are E. < i. McXair. F. R. Harris, L. W. Day,
John G. McXair and T. J. Flanagan. The purpose of

'he company is to construct and operate a street railroad

in St. Louis County, with its principal place of busin

in St. Louis city.

POSSI PLE INSTALLATIONS.
Fairport, X. J.—An electric light plant is to be estab-

lished here.

Paris, Me.—A movement has begun for lighting

Bethel Village with electricity.

1'erkasie, Pa.—The Borough Council has awarded the

contract for the erection and construction of the borough
electric light plant to J. F. Buchanan X Company, of

Philadelphia, for Si 1.500. Work to commence at once.

Austin. Minn.—At a special meeting of the City Coun-
•-''

it was decided unanimously to build an electric light

plant to be owned and operated by the city. The plant

is to cost Sjo.ooo and to be of the latest improved ma-
chinery and dvnamos.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS am,

WATTMETERS
for Alternating" and Direct

Current Circuits.

isSfcV'" ffl A Tne only standard portable in

gtrument of the type de-

ll^ serving this name.

Write for Circulars and Pr\< © Tlstt

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSThUMENT CO,

114-120 William Street, Newark. N.J.
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Side View of Post Klectric Automobiles.

Ill-; l'< )ST ELECTRIC A.UT( )M( >BILE.

The above illustration represents a new electric auto-

mobile, that will soon appear on our streets, that shows
great mechanical and electrical ingenuity, The inventor

lias dispensed with all gearing. His motors being mount-
ed directly upon the hubs of the wheels make a very

neat and compact carriage. There being no gearing,

the disagreeable noise heard from automobiles is entirely

done away with.

The electric motor being mounted in a very novel

way between Ranges and spokes of wheel, is encased in

a water and dust proof 1> () \, easil] opened for any pur-

pose that mighl he required. Placing a motor wheel
directly upon each end of the rear axle does away with
the present use of compensating gears, chains, or driving

gears of ;ui_\ form, and thus dispenses with the great
loss due to friction, caused b} conveying power through
-earing. This motor is readily adapted to any rotati:

mechanism, and constitutes especially an efficient and
durable means for propelling vehicles of all kinds.

These automobiles are to be manufactured by the Na-
tional Light & Power Company, of to Wall Street. New
York City, who are the owners of the patents.
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ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANE M< >T< (RS.

Owing to the fact that crane motors are "intermittent

workers," motor manufacturers have been in the habit of

supplying machines too small for the work for which

they 'are intended, says Arthur Parrott in "Cassier's

Magazine." They rely on the capacity of the machine

for developing an additional 75 to 100 per cent, for short

periods, and thus bringing the maximum horse power

up to what has been specified. The results in some in-

stances have been curious, not to say disastrous. For in-

stance, a crane maker might order a 10 horse power for

his hoisting motor, knowing that he has a right to ex-

motor was transmitted by means of a worm t<> the hoist-

ing gear, the idea being to make tin- crane self-sustain-

ing without the use of a brake. Experience has prove 1

that this arrangement, where heavy work is concerned,

is not reliable, since in one instance a crane, constructed

on this principle, allowed its load (a partly finished loco-

motive) to take charge of the motor and run down with

a dangerously high velocity. Usually spur gearing is

now used throughout in conjunction with an automatic

magnetic brake. When current is switched on to the

hoisting motor it puts into circuit an electro-magnet

possessing sufficient power to raise the brake lever and
render it inoperative at the moment that hoisting or low-

ering commences and also during its continuance. The

End View of PostJElectric A ilomob .e

pect that machine to develop 17 to 20 horse power for

short periods, providing it is properly rated. But the

motor maker supplies a 6 horse power machine, doubt-
lessly appeasing his conscience by his knowledge of the

fact that it will develop 10 horse power intermittently.

The consequences are what might be expected—injuri-

ous heating, excessive sparking at the commutator, fre-

quently broken wires in the armature, and the total fail-

ure of the motor after a few months of dissatisfaction.

Latterly the best makers of electric cranes have the

motors so arranged that worms, worm wheels and bevel
gears and their concomitant evils are entirely dispensed
with. In the earlier types, the power from the hoisting

act of '"switching off" immediately, and without any at-

tention whatever on the part of the operator, allows the

brake to be automatically applied. It is necessary that

the brake lever be fitted with a damping arrangement so

a- to prevent the excessive shock to the gearing that

would othewise arise in the event of the brake being too

suddenly applied. The advantage of the magnetic brake

is obvious. If from any reason during working opera-

tions, the current should fail, the brake lever would be

instantly released, and the brake would take charge of

and sustain the load. [Mechanical brakes of various de-

signs and principles are sometimes used in conjunction

with the magnetic brake just described.
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Electrostatics.

ELECTRICITY AT HIGJh PRESSURES.
BY ELTHU THOMSON.

(Continued from Page 235.)
Let S, Fig. 1, represent an insulated sphere, charged

to, say, 10,000 volts potential with respect to earth. It

will have a certain capacity depending upon the prox-
imity of surrounding conducting objects.

ibules due to their coalescing, and further the reduc-
tion of the surface of the globules themselves by gradual
( vaporation in the air, and we need not be surprised that

the potential shown by the mass is high, though it was
formed by driving forward into the cloud globules origi-

nally at comparatively low potentials.

Applying the same considerations to the thundercloud

itself, we seem to understand why it is that globule-, of

water suspended in air may act inductively, when only

slightly electrified at the start, and so give rise to the ex-

~ 0>
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Let this sphere be now surrounded by a number of hol-

low spheres, such as by bringing hollow hemispheres to-

gether over the center sphere, properly supported and
insulated. Let the hollow spheres be well insulated from
S. and from each other, by a sufficient layer of air or
dielectric. If each hollow sphere be like S, charged to,

say. 1 0,000 volts before being brought over S, the po-
tential exhibited by the outer sphere will gradually rise

as the spheres are added. This is owil.g to the dimin-
ished capacity of the concentric shells as compared with
their capacity when separately charged.

hibition of enormous potentials. Assume a horizontal

layer of air L, Fig. 3, saturated with moisture and pos-

essing an electrical charge, however it may have been
accumulated. If such a layer be uplifted by warm up-

rising currents from below, it will condense into a cumu-
lus cloud containing electrified globules of water insu-

lated from each other, but massed together in the cloud

with diminishing capacity due to the various cause-

before mentioned: the inductive effect outward of the

globules within the mass; the coalescence of numerous
small globules into larger ones; and possibly also, in

E

Fig. 3.

If we now substitute for the hollow spheres and central

sphere a large number of floating water globules in air as

electrified and driven out from a jet J. Fig. -'. of a I fydro-

Electric Machine, we have a similar condition, the result

of which is that, although the globules so driven together
in a mass but are slightly charged when leaving the jet,

the combined effect of all results in greatly enchanced
potential, owing to the fact that the water globules within
the -mall cloud have virtually been deprived of capacity.

Add to this the effect of diminished total surface of the

some portions of the cloud, the diminishing size due to

evaporation. The cloud, as a whole, will show a high

-late of electrification, but no one part y>\ it need at any

time be verv highl) charged in the sense that an insulated

body is charged. In the latter the charge is on the sur-

face. In the cloud each globule is charged and also acts

inductively with its neighbors, outwardly and toward the

earth. In discharging, the spark forks and extends or

ramifies through the cloud masses, often occupying an

appreciable time in this process. The discharge of one.
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portion of cloud opens a good path of hot gas for other

discharges to follow, and the disturbance thus spreads.

Frequently discharges are multiple in character, several

successive discharges following the same path to earth

under the cloud, but, doubtless, within the cloud, ramify-

ing in different directions and discharging different por-

tions of the cloud mass.

If this idea of the actual conditions which exist in a

thundercloud be true, it may easily be understood that

attempts to represent the action of lightning by the dis-

charge of small condensers, such as Leyden Jars, may
utterly fail of their purpose. Neither can any arguments

avail, based upon the discharges of lightning having a

rapid oscillatory character. That the breakdown of the

air under a thundercloud when a stroke to earth occurs

is very sudden is doubtless true, but that the flow or flash

is oscillatory or that it endures for an excessively short

time may not be true ; at least, not in all cases. The con-

ditions must be very variable, and the discharges, occur-

ring under wide variations of these conditions, are not

likely to be alike. It is useless, therefore, to attempt to

calculate the voltage or the current in a flash of lightning,

and no estimate of the energv expended can be more than

a guess.

Such devices as lightning arresters cannot be fully

tested as to their action or effectiveness without actual

practice with them during thunderstorms, and tests made
with ordinary static discharges from Leyden Jars may
not. and probably do not, represent the real conditions

under which the devices themeselves will be required to

work. Hertz showed that the higher pitch rays, such as

those of the violet or ultra violet order in the spectrum,

served to precipitate electric discharges between terminals

set so far apart that the potential between them was in-

sufficient to cause a spark. The thought occurs that pos-

sibly such phenomena as that of the return stroke, as well

as that of multiple strokes or flashes of lightning, occur-

ring practically simultaneously over different paths, may
sometimes depend on the sudden illumination of the air

by a first discharge provoking other discharges around it.

I am, moreover, led to suspect that very long dis-

charges in cloud, such as those which occur horizontally,

over distances of perhaps five to ten miles in a cloud layer,

actually take an appreciable time to develop or progress.

There seems indeed to be a progressive breakdown of i

] ^>-

cloud, extending on and on during a time which can be
noted.

I have in fact often watched the development of such
discharges in the east or toward the eastern horizon, and
have been able to turn the head and follow the discharge
to its finish in the west or toward the western horizon.
T have noticed also that these long discharges will start

as a single streak, ramify, and extend their ramifications

before the eyes. T am persuaded that this is no optical

illusion ; the effect seems to definite for that. It would be
of deep interest to photograph such discharges on two
plates, one fixed and the other revolving, and compare
the images. This is quite a difficult matter, however, as

lenses having a sufficiently wide ansrle to take in the
whole path, or practically the whole skv at once, are not
to be had. and one never knows just when, and at what
portion of the cloud, the desired discharge mav take
place. Moreover, for such work the nossibilitv of Dnmi-
ing a camera upward or nearly vertical mav be prevented
bv rain occurring at the time.

(To be continued.

1

Middletown. N. Y.—The Middletown-Coshen F>,-<-V
Railway Company has been incorporated to construct
and operate electric railwav: capital. Stoo.ooo; incor-

porators. W. R "Rovce. H. P.. "Rovcc. of Middletown
; W

F. Biddlc, F, H. Pyle, all of Philadelphia. Pa.

5trav> Currents.
INFLUENCE OF THE MOON UPON ATMl >S-

PHERIC CONDITIONS.
Just what influence the moon may have upon the elec-

tric condition of the atmosphere may be considered in

doubt. It is a common belief, on Long J island sound,

that no thunder storm can come up while the tide ebbs,

also there seems good evidence to show that there are

more thunder storms during new than full moon. We
may be absolutely certain that the moon has no appre-

ciable effect on any commonly recognized meteorologic
element.— Ex.

AX AUTOMOBILE GOAT FOR LODGE INITIA-
TIONS.

The latest electrical device to be invented is an auto-

mobile "goat" lor lodge and other secret society initia-

tion purposes. The goat is said to be so contrived that

once set motion it goes in circles, the size of which are

regulated by tiny wheels which can be set to keep the

animal within circumscribed limits. In a recent trial of

the machine, according to a daily paper, six ex-members
of the First Illinois Cavalry, men who had conquered
many stiff-necked and stiff-jumping cavalry horses, which
were sold to the government as "regular rocking-

horses." were thrown one after another by the goat and
Ik.cI d all over the back yard.—Ex.

SCHOOL FOR MOTORMEN.
A school for trolley-car motormen is maintained by

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company. Cars are run on
the tracks about Fort Hamilton and Coney Island. In-

stead of having simply a room to practice in with con-

troller and brake equipments, the men in Brooklyn actu-

ally operate the cars under competent instructors. School

cars of various grades are used. In one car the use of

the controller is taught, and in the next the use of the

brake, and on the third the car as a whole is handled.

The entire course takes from a day to a week. This is a

rather better system than putting green motormen on
cars which arc actually run through the crowded streets

of the city.-—Fx.

"ELECTRIC FLY IXC MACHINE.
Not a little attention seems to have been aroused

among Vienna aeronauts, both military and otherwise,

in regard to the merits of Stenzil's novel flying machine,
recently invented at Hamburg, The apparatus resembles
a stork in the form of its construction. The propelling
power is supplied by an unusually powerful electric mo-
tor, the machine being steered by a bird-like tail, consist-

vay of two adjustable spades; the motor, the propelling

rfbwer of which is calculated to last three hours, weighs
eight pounds, while the whole machine does not exceed
seventeen pounds in weight. The wings will sustain a

man weighing 150 pounds. The whole apparatus is

stated to be easy to handle, and to secure not only a rapid

ascent, but a safe descent.—Ex.

PRIMARY BATTERY CONSTANTS.
Theoretically one pound of zinc will develop just one

horse power in a primary cell, if the E. M. I'", is ._' volts

(accurately 1 .994). For any other voltage the consump-
tion ot zinc per horse power is, of course, inversely pro-
portional to the voltage. This assumes that there is no
local action. If the above is the difference of potential
on closed circuit instead of the E. M. F. on open circuit,

then this consumption of zinc refers to the useful output,
and the energy lost in the internal resistance need not be
considered, unless with respect to efficiency. In any bat-

tery, regardless of the voltage, one pound of zinc will de-
velop 374 ampere hours theoretically, that is, not includ-

ing the local action. One pound of bichromate of soda
as a depolarizer corresponds theoreticallv to 2jy ampere
hours,—Fx,
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DOES ELECTRIC LIGHTING INCREASE FIRE
RISKS.

The scapegoat served its function in olden times by

bearing- upon its head the sins of the multitude. It is noi

saying too much to state that the mysterii >us cause of un-

explainable fires is generally attributed to the electric

wires. Cases have even occurred where annunciator and

bell wires have been blamed for this mischief, although

sufficient current to create combustion from these con-

ductors is hardly within the range of probability. In

looking over the cause of the fires in the United States it

is first shown that the average loss by fire has fallen in

ten years to about one-third of its original proportions.

But in the Chronicle Fire Tables the opinion is

pressed that the extended use of electricity has brought

about a large increase in the way of hres, due to electric

wires and light. Yet. in spite of this broad statement,

more than 12.000 fires remain absolutely mysteries as

far as their origin is concerned. To take a conservative-

view of the case and claim that electric wiring cannot

cause fires would be obviously untrue. But a large body

of proof can be'brought forward to show that in many
cases the hidden cause of fires, when other reasons have

failed, is supposed to be due to electricity on the ramp-

age, as it is popularly expressed. The chances of fire

through ignition due to the blowing of a fuse, short cir-

cuits and grounds in a building ighly well wired

are to-day reduced to a minimum, practically render

buildings' more immune from fire through the

electricity than by the installation of gas pi]

service or any other known method of illumination.

It is of course admitted that defective wiring is just as

apt to cause fires as defective gas fitting, if circumstances
are propitious, but it is certainly a great question to de-

cide in many cases what is the real cause of fire. I

fective flues cause eleven per cent, of the conflagrations

; lore than three thousand fires are caused by light-

ning annually. The mere friction of machinery has been
the cause of three hundred fires and five fires have actu-

ally been caused by the sun's rays passing through win-

dow glass. These apparently mysterious causes, limited

to the figures given, would be swelled to larger propor-
tions if a greater knowledge were possessed by the in-

spectors of the causes of fires.

It seems reasonable to suppose that a building is per-

fectly safe from fires that can in any way be attributed

to the use of electricity if its wiring complies with the

Hoard of Underwriters and Fire eDpartment rules. There
is unquestionably great carelessness exhibited by electri-

cal contractors installing plants or wiring buildings out-

side of the larger cities of the Union. Frequently lines

are not protected by adequate fuses ; they are exposed

;

grounds are allowed to remain and electric light lamps
are so situated that combustible material in their neigh-

borhood is very apt to be set on fire. In fact, it cannot
be said that any but the smallest proportions of these

fires attributed to the use of electricity occured within our
larger cities.

The responsibility rests entirely with the insurance

companies and municipal boards of any locality where
such an idea has gained ground. Wiring done according

to system based upon experience with the object in view
•instantly of avoiding any possibility of fires is the kind

and the only kind that the law allows in New York city.

The adoption of such rules and regulations by the gov-
erning board of any other city or town will certainly be

the means of bringing about a general recognition of the

ater safety obtained by the use of electricity.

NEW FIELDS FOR MOVING PICTURES.
The introduction of moving picture machines has

opened up an industry which calls for the employment of

many skilled hands. The building of the macnines them-
selves and of cameras for obtaining films of unique
scenes calls for a large investment of capital within the

factory and in addition means a considerable expense
without for experts to obtain the views required. In

many of the theatres, in fact, in nearly all of them, mov-
ing picture scenes have become a source of the greatest

interest. And in this respect the use of the moving pic-

ture machine has been extended for the purpose of serv-

ing its function in a remarkable maimer.
There are certain classes of apparatus which cannot be

exhibited to purchasers without considerable expense

and trouble; but by employing the moving picture ma-
chine the articles on exhibition can be thoroughly well

illustrated in an interesting and profitable manner. The
efficacy of a car fender, for instance, in removing ob-

structions and preventing injury to pedestrians cannot

be better illustrated than by throwing upon a screen

nes from life, as it were, projected from a moving
picture machine. In fact, for the advertisement of certain

shown in various parts of the city, the moving
picture machine is a greal favorite and SUCC< SS

In several large European hospitals and schools

medicine the moving picture machine has been used for

showing the circulation of blood, the beating of the

heart, many surgical operations actually being performed

when taken from life and other scenes of scientific and

medical interest. Were it possible to use the moving
picture machine in schools for teaching history very few

children would fail to be impressed to such a degree that

the pursuanci - would be followed witi\

husiasm.
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power Installations.

NIAGARA FALLS HYDRAULIC POWER
PLANT.*

So much attention has been directed to the Niagara

Falls Power Plant, with its present capacity of 40,000

horse power and actual output of from 20,000 to 30,000

horse power, that the public has not realized the size

and rapidly growing importance of the Niagara Falls

by a short length of canal to the power house, and de-

livered through penstocks to a set of turbines which
work under a head of 135 feet. The tailrace for the latter

consists of a great tunnel with a fall of 50 feet in a length
of 7,000 feet, and the water is finally discharged into the

lower river at a point below the falls.

In the case of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power
Plant, the water is taken from the river above the falls

6y an open canal and led to a point about a mile below
the falls, where it passes through penstocks t > turbines

M

in

*LJm

Interior of the 20,01

Hydraulic Power Plant, which has at present a capacity

of 13,000 horse power, and has an enlargement under
way which will increase its total capacity to 20,000 horse

power. The method of developing the hydraulic power
differs widely from that which has been employed with
the Niagara Falls Power Plant, where, it will be remem-
bered, the water is led in from the river above the falls

Through lhe Courtesy of "Scitntific American,"

that are situated within a power house, which is built

close to the water's edge at the bottom of the gorge, as

shown in the two illustrations on the first page. The ad-

vantage of the latter system is that the effective head is

considerable increased, and the loss of the head in the

tunnel being 50 feet and in the canal only _' teet. By
suitably constructing the tailrace. an additional head ^\

several feet is secured below the turbines, with the result

that the total effective head of the hydraulic power plant
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210 feet. The total length of the surface canal is 4.400

feet, its present width at the entrance is 250 feet, and in

400 feet the width narrows down to 70 feet. At this width

it continues into a basin which is located about 300 feet

back from the edge of the gorge above the power house.

The basin runs parallel with the edge of the cliff and is

about 400 feet long by 70 feet wide. The company
owns sufficient right of way to increase the width of the

canal to 100 feet, if it desires to do so. For 40 feet of the

-.ill width of the canal the channel is 14 feet deep.

six 01 which supply power to the lower works of the
Pittsburgh Reduction Company, while the other two
furnish power for the operation of the N'iagara Kails and
Lewiston Railway, better known as the "Great Gorge"
route. The operation of the original installation was 50
satisfactory that a large addition was immediately com-
menced, and tin- building was increased to the size shown
in our illustration. h now measures 100 feet by [20
leet. The addition to the plant consists of five wheels of
the Jonval-Geyelin type, each of 2.500 horse power. ( Mir

er House.

and for the remaining 30 feet it is 8 feet deep. The work illustrations show one of the new wheels in place. These
of widening the canal is now in progress.

The power house is a substantial building of stone

with a steel truss roof. Water is led down to the power
house by means of two penstocks, one ol which is S feel

and the other tl feel in diameter. The original section

of the building was completed in [896, and an 8-foot pen

stock serves to convey water to four Leffel turbines, of

wheels are fed b\ a new ll-foot penstock, which has a

capacity of 12,000 horse power. It leaves the forebay
with an elliptical bell mouth which measures aboul 20
feel by 11 feet, and is carried out horizontally from the

cliff, supported on two hea\\ steel beams for a distance

feet, and then drops vertical!) nearly 200 feet to the

power house lor about tilT feet oi its length beneath

2,250 horse power each, which operate eight generators, die power house floor it is [3 feet in diameter, and. after
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current to the new chlorate of potash plant of the National

Electrolytic Company, located on the top of the cliff.

A walking-beam, working over the main casing, oper-

ates the gate which is connected to the beam by 2^-inch

rods extending down through the glands into the casing.

Above the walking-beam is an air cylinder 36 inches in

height, with a diameter of 20J inches. The turbine is

controlled by a Reynolds governor. It should be men-
tioned that there are thirty-four buckets on the runners

with a total area of 140.25 square inches. On the guide-

wheel there are twenty buckets with a total area of [49.53
square inches. The General Electric Company's gin
crator is shown in our illustration. It has fourteen poles

and runs at 217 revolutions per minute, giving an output

of 5.000 amperes at 175 volts. This represents a capacity

of 875 kilowatts or about 1.200 horse power. The cur-

rent is carried to the chloride of notash works on alumi-

nium cables, the lower part of which is made in bar form

and the upper part in the form of well insulated cables

The dvnamo for the Buffalo and Niagara Falls Electri(

Light and Power Companv is of 700 kilowatts capacity

at 2.200 volts pressure.

The completion of the five Jonval-Geyelin turbines

will raise the total horse power at this station to 20.000.

but it is intended to build another 11-foot penstock and
increase the total horse power of the plant to 30.000.

which will be the maximum that can be developed from
the present upper basin. Ultimately, however, it is in-

tended to extend the basin along the cliff beyond the

present factories of the small users of the company's
water power, and carr- down other penstocks to a new
power house at the edge of the river. The company has

sufficient room to install a total of 100,000 horse power,

winch is well within their giant of T 25.000 horse power.
The nresent capacity of the canal is about 40.000 horse

power, but the company has a force of dredges w.iic.i

are continually at work enlarging and deepening it.

Visitors to Niagara will have noticed the cascades of

water which fa*, from the side of the cliff in varying quan-

tities in the immediate neighborhood of the company's
power house. These streams are the tailraces of the va-

rious smaller factories which are built at the edge of the

are considered, and be thoroughly reliabh

The combination illustrated in Fig. 1 consists of a Bul-
lock Type "\-l" Generator direct connected to Forbes
Marine Engine.
The engine cylinder is 5" x 5" and is made for the high

pressures of modern marine practice. The cylinder is

supported upon three hollow steel legs which are rigidly
fastened to a subbase comon to both engine and gener-
ator. To two of these supports the cross-head guide is

secure!) bolted. Means are provided to adjust for wear

KHH

Fig. 1.

of the cross-head shoe and guide and in the main bear-
ings. A perfect system of sight feed lubricators is in-

stalled upon the side of the cylinder with copper tubes
leading to all of the wearing surfaces of the engine.
A small balance wheel is provided and assists in the

regulation of the engine speed. The governor, which
is installed on the outer end of the shaft, is of the
inertia-centrifugal type and maintains a speed between
no load and all load limits o\ less than two per cent, vari-

ation. The valve is of the cylindrical balanced type and
gives a perfect steam distribution.

The generator, like the engine, is very compact, pleas-

SECT10NAL VIEW
BULLOCK TVPC ,,N-r GENERATOR

cliff, and take water from the company's basin behind
them. The turbines nnprate under heads of from 60 to

too feet. In some cases they are sunk in wheel-pits and
discharge through tunnels, while in others a cutting is

made through the face of the elm. The total hydraulic
power thus developed is about 7.500.

applications of JEicctric power.
RECENT DEVELOPMENT IX MARINE <.K\T E-

RATING SETS.
The requirements of marine work are mosl difficult to

fill. Not only is space economized to the lasl degree
but into this curtailed space must be built a machine
which will have unusual capacity when speed and weight

ing in outline and presents some excellent features "I

mechanical and electrical design, as will be seen by con
suiting the sectional engraving.

The yoke i> a steel casting of the conventional circular

form, having inwardly projecting pole pieces of Laminated
soft steel. Each pole is bolted to the frame by two bolts

\-.\." the centrall) located rivet "B" o\ the laminated
pole "C" being tapped and serving as a nut for the bolts.

The armature core "D" is built up of laminated -

steel mounted directlj upon the shaft and held firmly to

gether by iron end plates "E" and nuts 'TV as shown,
one end plate resting againsl shoulder "G." Ventilating
slot> •[!" perpendicular to the shaft provide a perfect

means of ventilation, The windings '"l" are machine
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formed and hot pressed and are perfectly insulated be-

fore being placed in the slots of the core. The windings

are held in place by steel wire bands wound in slots mak-
ing a flush finish with the outside of the laminated core.

The armature shaft rests in a phosphor bronze bearing of

libeial dimensions at the outer end and is keyseated in

I e 1 lib if the uv'nc flv \vh li is of <

"Aberdeen," a vessel recently built for the Pacific coast
trade.

The manufacturers, the I hillock Electric Mfg. I

Cincinnati, Ohio, will be pleased to send Bulletin No.
6934, showing other engine type generators, to those

Fender Just Before Dropping.

and provided for receiving the end "K." The commuta- THE llll'W '< M >D-UARRETT CAR AM) VEHICLE
tor bars, shown at "L," are held together by sleeve "M," LENDER.
ring '"X" and nut "< )."' Oil shield "P" prevents oil from
finding its way from bearing "0" into the armature. With every new invention come certain requirements
The bearing "OO" is of the self-oiling type, as shown. which, in the course of time, experience teaches must be

The end housing "R/' securely bolted to the irame, car- met in order to give the invention the prestige and prac-

ries the brush studs "S." The field coils "T" are machine tical success that will lead to its adoption. Since street

Fender Dropped to the Ground.

wound and thoroughly insulated, and are slipped over the
poles before the latter are bolted in position.
The engine operates at 600 R. P. M.

;
and at this speed

the capacity of the generator is 5 K. W. at 1 [5 volts pr
sure.

railways have been regarded by the American public ns

an inevitable and essential part of city life it has become

necessary for the proprietors of electric roads to protect

pedestrians from collisions with cars, in so far as it lies in

their power. The street car fender is generally regarded
his particular set is now installed upon the Steamer as the mosl suitable mean- for attaining this cud and
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should be constructed in accord vith certain re- ider such circumstances a pedestrian thrown by ac-

quirements, tending to insure those thai fall or are caught cident in fronl of an advancing car cannot suffer any in-

on the roadway from serious injury. jury more serious than that which may effect the nervous

The Hipwood-Barrett ear and vehicle fender covers system at the near proximity of an apparent danger. In

the ground 1>\ complying with the following require- other respects the fender is designed to meet the eon-

Fender Disposed of Under Back of Car.

ments: the motorman has direct control of the fender

by a simple motion of the knee through which it is made

to drop. The forward sections will traverse the surface,

whether rough or smooth, and conform to it in every re-

spect. The body of a person corning in contact with the

ditions of street railway practice in being simple in con-
struction and easil} applied to various designs of cars.
The weather cannot affect this device and the duplication
of any part is immediately possible without calling for

special skill or training on the part of employes. It takes

Fender Bisposed of Under Front of Car.

lender will not receive a violent shock because it is so
constructed that it recedes sufficiently to remove danger
from this source and the flexible dashboard protectoi
prevents further injury after the fender has performed its

functions.

about three seconds to attach the Hipwood-Barrett car
fender for use. consequently it cannot be either complex
in structure or difficult to handle
The flexibility of this fender in conforming to the

IIS in the surface of the track and its elasticity
hive been well illustrated by the American Mutoscope
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Company in one of their great moving picture scenes.

It shows the operation of this fender making a burlesque

of death by saving from destruction, with the car going

at full speed, two dummies stuffed with sand and sawdust,

weighing respectively thirty and fifty pounds. The real-

istic presentation of this subject holds the audience spell-

bound as the smaller figure is stretched out on the track

with its head on the rail and the other figure stands right

m the path of the advancing car. The car rides down

upon the two pseudo victims with a speed of fifteen miles

an hour and scoops them up without a particle of injury,

rip or tear. This thrilling episode not only supplies a

type of arena like amusement to American citizens but

d'oes more in illustrating the absolute freedom from

danger to pedestrians under such circumstances by the

employment of the Hipwood-Barrett car fender.

The Hipwood-Barrett Car and Vehicle Fender Com-
pany may be found at their offices No. 66 Broadway, New
York ( 'itv.

JBusiness flews.
SPECIAL EXPORT C I JL U A I X

.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FR( )M NEW YORK LOR WEEK ENDIN< \

NOV. nTH, 1899, $36,169.

New York, N. Y., Nov. 11, 1899.—The following ex-

ports of electrical materials are from the port of New
York for the week ending this date

:

Argentine Republic.—97 packages electrical material,

$1,374; 22 cases of electric motors, $1,377.

British Possessions in Africa.

—

2 cases electrical ma-

chinery, $50.

Berlin.—7 cases electrical material, 84,698.

British West Indies.—2 cases electrical machinery.

$400.
British Honduras.— 1 case electrical material, $26.

China.— 16 cases electrical material. 842-'.

Hamburg.—39 cases electrical machinery, 8102; [09

cases electrical material, 87,928.

Hong Kong.—5 cases of electrical material, 81 1 1.

Havre.—31 cases electrical material, $3,045; 1 case

electros, $165; 5 cases electrical machinery, $181.

Japan.— 15 cases electrical material, $2,921.

London.—47 packages electrical machinery, $1,865.

Liverpool.— 135 packages electrical material, $5,776;

3 cases electros, $300.

Newfoundland.-— 13 cases electrical material. 8149.

Odessa.

—

22 cases electrical material, $840.

St. Petersburg. — 60 packages electrical material,

$3,936.
Stockholm.—5 cases electros, $60.

U. S. Colombia.—2 cases of electrical material, $198
• Uruguay.—4 cases electrical material, $245.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
.Seattle, Wash.-—The Pacific Coast Fixture and Elec-

tric Company has been incorporated; capital, $25,000.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Consolidated Electrical Supply
Company has been incorporated; capital, $10,000.

tors: E. E. Braillard, Jr., of 33 Bond street, and Grace B.

Braillard, of Brooklyn.

New York, X. Y.—The E. Lindner Manufacturing
Co. has been incorporated to manufacture electric

goods, etc.; capital, $10,000; incorporators, E. Lindner,

of Brooklyn; AI. B. Ault, of Unionport; 0. Pullich, of

New York city.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The National United Alanufactur-

ing Company has been incorporated; capital, $1,000,000;
incorporators, T. H. Springer, W. H. Rainsford, W. B.

1.

1

'.I'llONE CALLS.

'

Eaton, ( )hio.—The Eaton Telephone Company has
been incorporated: capital. $50,000; incorporator's, \V.

W. Morrison, E. J. Bollmeyer, C. E. Brooke, Jr., J. Alex-
ander, C. B. Cokefois.

I.clnieston. X. Y.—The Morris Telephone Company
will build a new line from this place to Morris, by way of

Garrattsville, and down the Butternut Valley to Alt. Up-
ton. The company already controls the Central New
York Company's wire from Morris to ( hieonta.
Humboldt. N. Y.—The Gibson County Telephone

Company has been incorporated: capital, $20,000; in-

corporators, E. L. Alendenhall, E. II. Alendenhall, W
Mendenhall, V. T. Gizzard, [. T. AfcKibben, all of Hum-
boldt.

Jewell City, Ran.—A telephone company has recently

been formed in Jewell City, with Mayor J. \V. Berry,

president; Albert Whitney, secretary, and Geo. B. Cran-
dall. treasurer. The system, when complete, is to include

Jewell City. Mankato and Burr Oak, and will probably
lie extended to Ionia. Alayview and Randall.

Iowa City, Iowa.—The Johnson County Telephone
( ompany has been incorporated: capital stock. 825,000.
It will at once proceed to build an independent telephone
line to Iowa City and Johnson County.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Bedford, N. Y.—The Bedford & Eastern Railway, an

electric street surface railroad three miles in length to

operate in the town of Bedford, has filed articles of in-

corporation with the Secretary of State: capitalization,

$30,000: directors. Charles. Charles Haines, William H.
Lyon, of Bedford Station; William \. Afalloy, of New
Rochelle, and George Jeungot, Jr., and Horace B.

Thacker. of Croton Falls.

Carlisle, Pa.—A trolley line will be constructed be-

tween this city and Churchtown.

Pi tSSIBLE INSTALLATK )NS.

Detroit, Mich.

—

Capitalists in Calumet are organizing

a stock compam to erect an electric lighting plant at

Lakeview, near Calumet, and purpose to furnish lights

for business houses and residences in the latter place.

They intend to run an underground system of wiring

from the plant to the city.

Bellingham. Alass.—The selectmen have granted r

franchise to the Norfolk Electric Lighting Company foi

commercial lighting.

Paris, Tex.—The City Council of Cooper. Deltn

County, is considering the proposition of putting in at

electric light plant.

WESTON STANDARD
ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION

INSTRUMENTS
THESE INSTRUMENTS are base

upon the same general prindpl

and are just as accurate as oui

lar Standard Portable Direct Currc

Voltmeters and Ammeters, but ai

much larger, and the working par

are inclosed In a neatly d.

dust-proof cast-iron ease, which <

fectlvely shields the instrument fro

disturbing influences <>f extern

magnetic fields.

CO
D. Smith. R. Thaver, J. S. Thorn, all of Philadelphia, Pa.

Passaic, N. J.—The Citizens' Gas and Electric Light WESTON ELECTA (CAL INSTRUMENT
Company has been organized to manufacture gas and 1U. 3 20 William St., Newark, N. J., U. S. A,
electricity.
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11 Humiliation.

Class A

LltillT VS. lLLl'MlXATION.

The Holophane Patent Light Diffusing Globes, intro-

duced recently by the Holophane Cilass Co. of No. i

Broadway, X. Y.. have a special interest for electrical

engineers, architects and decoration designers.

These globes are made of fine crystal glass in various

artistic patterns and are very rich and ornamental m ap-

pearance. By the use of fine, accurate!) calculated, ver-

tical ribbings on the interior .surface of the globes, tin-

light is perfectly diffused and the objectionable and in-

jurious glare of a filament is destroyed, while by the use

of fine horizontal prisms of equal accuracy on the ex-

terior surface, the rays of light are refracted and reflected

in the downward direction without any loss of power.

The result is an evenly diffused and distributed illumina-

tion, far superior in effect and in efficiency to any ob-

tained by the globes and methods now in use.

As is well known, the ordinary frosted lamp bulb par-

tially destroys the glare but at the same time absorbs
from 30 per cent to 50 per cent of the candle power;
the use of reflectors limits the radius of illumination but
at the came time intensifies the glare, while all forms of

cut glass and otherwise ornamented globes and shades
are open to similar objections. Many otherwise happy
experiments in the new method of lighting directly from
the ceiling have fallen just short of success for these

very reasons. liy the use of the Holophane, complete
success is now possible.

A uniform, glareless illumination, closely resembling
diffused daylight is produced. Every fraction of the

candle power is utilized to the fullest extent; all the un-
sightly features of the installation are hidden; there are

no sharp shadows. As the light is thrown downward,
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all the fixtures may be placed high above the level of the

eye. Each of the Holophanes, irrespective of its size.

is lighted up over its entire surface and produces the

effect of a globe filled with a soft yet sparkling radiance.

Another feature of the system is of greatest importance

tn decorative artists; through the action of the prisms

been regarded as inherent in tins form of high power
light. They destroy the glare without loss of illuminat-
ing power; they prevent all sharp shadows, and so evenly
distribute the light as to do away with shadow zones.

The illumination directly under the lamp i> as perfect as

il is at other angles. Flickering and sparking are con-

Class B.

upon the surface of the globe, most of the objectionable
color rays emanating from the lamp are resolved and the
light is purified and whitened; its transforming effect
upon the tints of fabrics and decorations is thus greatlv
reduced.

While specially adapted for ceiling lighting, the Holo-

cealed, and in the case of enclosed arc systems the "trav-

elling" of the light is done away with.

Mow perfectly the Holophanes control the light is

shown by the accompanying diagrams. Globes of class

A. concentrate the light downward. Those of class I!.

distribute it at a wider angle, while those of class (i j jr *w * ^^*..i.^ iiv,unii^, iti\. ii' in.r ui^iui/uu il til <i wnivi aiiciv., (hiiii ii%n».-'^ <u

phane system lends itself no less perfectly to all forms of throw the light over as wide an area as possible

Class C.

electroliers, upright and pendant brackets, desk lights.

etc., and is unequalled for the lighting of public halls-.

libraries, museums, reading rooms, picture galleries and
private dwellings.

When used with arc lamps the Holophane overcomes

To put it briefly, in the Holophane system scientific

principles have for the first time been applied to the dif-

fusion and control of light. The globes gained the gold

medal at the Antwerp exhibition, and last year the Frank-
lin Institute awarded the inventors the John Scott Leg-

many of the difficulties and objections that have hitherto acy Medal and Premium, the highest honor that can be
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conferred upon an invention in this country.
An elaborate show room has been fitted up at the com-

pany's offices, where well informed attendants are ready
to explain the system full}- to all callers. The compam
has al>o prepared a pamphlet entitled "Light vs. Illum-
ination.'" that is full of information of the highest value.

This pamphlet will he sent free to all engineers, archi-

tects ami others interested upon application.

controllers should be provided with special contact-
breaking current, not depending upon them to carry cur-
rent while in constant service—this will reduce heating
i" a minimum; it must be easily handled and free from
breakdowns.
When a first-class controller has been produced the

manufacturer has one-half tin- battle, for herein has been
one of the greatesl sources of trouble the printer has had

\

Various Styles of HolophaiK-.

Electric Tulip. Two-part Sphere.

Hemisphere.

Newel Post with Holophane Sphere.

applications ot Electric power.
T.li: PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC
, IOTORS TO PRINTING PRESS .MACHINERY.

BY W. H. 1 A PI EY.

(Continued from page .246.)

Controller should be of the barrel type, compact, hav-
ing all contacts inclosed and protected. This should be
provided with only one handle, and having five or six

>peed contacts with two points reverse. The necessit)

for limitation to one handle fs that two will produce con-
fusion when quick action is required; if operator is told

t" do this and then that, he generally does that, then this

With one handle the demand for instant reversal is

quickly responded to as there is but one thing for the op-

erator to do. i. e.. push the handle in the opposite direc-

tion from existing conditions. This ver\ soon becomes
instinct with the press feeder and mistakes are unknown.
The controller should be so made that it can be easily

repaired and inspected, orovided with ample carrying
caoacity and liberal surface contacts, allowing not more
than forty amneres to square inch: cylinder should be
convexed and fingers concaved: where large quantities
"i current are to be carried by fingers, the latter should
have copper braid connecting tip with base: larger size

with individual motors, viz., getting suitable control

coupled with a substantial and reliable controller.

Reduce all automatic devices to a minimum, if not dis-

pensing with them altogether on the controller; they are

unnecessary, and as such are sources ni trouble. A quick

brake reduces sparking, thus lessening the chances of

undue heating of contact lingers while in use— its adop-

tion is an advantage.

Push buttons about a press, which is hand-feed, are

superfluous and .should only be used in connection with

automatic fe< ders.

The great range of speed stipulated by some is seldom

used in actual practice; ranges of running speeds from

ten t<> thirty- live impr. per minute, as 1 see dis-

cussed, are so rare in large commercial houses as not t->

be worthy serious consideration. Cut work is not done

at the high rate of speed ^i common job presses, nor are

the same presses used for both classes i^\ work and ex

pected to produce the best results. Running the pr

at high rate of speed would soon make it unfit to do first

class half-tone work upon. And running common job

printing on slow-speed cut presses would not pay. \\ hat

is necessan in determining the range oi speed is the

knowledge of the class of work to be done most thereon

and how it is to be \v^\. \ general knowledge of pres

work and common sense will, as a rule, settle these prob-

lems satisfactorily.
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If extreme limits are insisted upon, the proprietor must

suffer and take what he can get as to economy and first-

class work.
Protection includes a larger field than the electric mo-

tor—the printing press and operator should be fully con-

sidered.

Experience has developed the fact that satisfactory pro-

tection is secured only by means of an automatic circuit

breaker; this applies not alone to the motor, but the print-

ing press and its operator as well.

In the individual application of the electric motor, in

most cases, the price of the motor is small, compared to

the machine to which it is attached. For instance, the

cost of an ordinary two-revolution front or back delivery

flat-bed press, book size, is about ten times that of a first-

class electric equipment for same, installed complete in

every respect.

The motor will stand more rough hadling than either

the printing press or the operator, and still be in condition

to do its work properly, conclusively showing that more

very materially eradicated. The impact from a blow four

or rive times the capacity of a motor, which a fuse per-

mits, must expend itself somewhere; if it does not break
a part, it strains the entire press, and constant repetition

means lost motion in running gear—this is fatal to good
printing.

This was such a serious objection to the individual

connecting of electric motors to printing presses, that one
of the oldest and most prominent press builders in this

country came out flat-footed against this method, and
said we must have a belt as a driving gear, for this would
slip or run off the pulley; gearing meant the wreck of the

press if anything meant wrong. They were right when
fuses were the only method of protecting the press, as

tlie} r were not quick enough to prevent trouble. But
with the use of a reliable circuit breaker all these objec-

tions are swept away, and we have better protection a

hundredfold than slipping belts.

(To be Continued).

C. W. Motors Direct Connected to Presses.

than the protection of the motor is demanded. The re-

sults of the exclusive use of circuit breaker for printing

press work are the reduction of repairs on proses 50 per

cent., stoppages practically eliminated, with prolonged life

of machinery. Presses can be handled promptly from
any position, with circuit breaker set at 50 per cent, above
capacity of the motor, providing the press is in free run-

ning condition; if it is not, the circuit breaker is the best

tell-tale extant. The failure of the pressman to properly

clean and oil his press is followed by a frequent opafflng

of the circuit breaker, showing something is wrong and
needs attention.

A personal experieru t in this line may help to explain

more clearly the point in question.

Shortly after equipping some of the first presses in the

office, constant complaints were received from one es-

pecial press, that the motor was nol working satisfac-

torily, power unsteady, press would not start unless .

sisted by a laborer, circuit breaker was a nuisance, as it

opened constantly. This continued until the press re-

fused to work at all—motor was unable to turn it over.

Investigation showed the main press shaft to be fast in

its bearing, the pressman having failed utterly to oil or
care for the press.

Henceforth we were not in receipt of complaints from
that press: the ability of the circuit breaker to show up
so clearly carelessness on the part of the workman estab-

lished for itself a reputation which is still of the highest.

Injuries from rough handling and sudden starting are

\ QUESTION OF PUNCTUATION.
Scorcher: How would you punctuate "Look at that

pretty girl in her automobile come spinning down the

avenue" ?

Putter: That's easy: Comma after "pretty girl" and

after "automobile/'

Scorcher: I'd rather make a dash after that pretty

girl.- -Ex.

THE M \k( OXI SYSTEM IN THE ALPS.
The director of the Meteorological Observatory on

Alt. Blanc has been considering the advisability of in-

stalling the Marconi wireless telegraphy system upon tin-

mountain. The ordinary system of telegraphy is used

normally, but the great snow-drifts have played havoc
with the telegraph wires. Tt is believed that the wireless

system of telegraphy would prove riot only valuable from
a scientific point of view, but would also increase the

safety of travelers upon the mountain.

\ V \(TUM MTCRf >l'll< >.\K.

A telephone transmitter has been recently invented in

which the microphone is enclosed in a bulb, from which
the air has been exhausted. Any form of microphone
may be used; either granular carbon or pencils, and as

in the case of the incandescent lamp, the exclusion oi

air permits the use of much stronger currents than would
otherwise be allowable. The microphone is also pro

tected from dust and moisture, and loud, distinct speech
is secured,— Ex,
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BURNING REFUSE FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The combustion of a city's debris for the purpose of

transforming its heat or latent energy into electricity has

interested the governing board of many a large city in

the United States and England. Garbage, as it is gener-

ally designated, consists of two classes of constituents,

one easily combustible, the other requiring admixture of

finely powdered coal or some element inducing confla-

gration. In the most notable case at hand, namely the

Shoreditch installation, in England, the first class of

materials in the line of garbage are consumed for the

purpose of lighting the town. Considerable discussion

lias taken place as to whether it pays to use refuse for this

purpose. It is certainly an excellent proposition from

an hygienic standpoint to so dispose of these germ breed-

ing products by the application of heat that the possi-

bilities of disease emanating from them are reduced to a

minimum, but it is a serious undertaking to install a

large electric light plant whose main source of fuel will

be a questionable supply of material, the calorific value

of which per pound would require the combustion of

enormous amounts of material to supply the required

heat.

To be more definite a discussion of the annual acounts

of the Shoreditch installation took place in that town lasl

month.
"The members of the vestry at tin- meeting were oc-

cupied for over an hour in discussing the accounts of the

•trie light and r the

ar ending March 25th last. According to th<

re appears on paper to have keen a deficit on the de-

xtructi »r 1 luring ir and I 01

Si.v m the lighting dlation; but if the former
sin ibined undertak-

»w a surpl ;i
1 on pap

further remarks made in rela 1 this installation

lead to the conclusion that the was being disposed
of in this manner at an actual net profit in cash and an
absolute gain in -hygiene. The - of this scheme
indicates therefore it- possible widespread application in

many town- and cities in which the present expense of

the removing and handling of this refuse is great enough
to call for a leration of this system. It must be

understood, however, that the garbage and refuse of lar

cities varies in its character as a fuel, indicating that ca-

vvould undoubtedly arise where a disposal of the stuff in

this manner would be attended by considerable exper
When the larger cities do their own electric lighting this

method of disposing of refuse in place of coal would
probably meet with serious consideration, but at present

it is extremel) unlikely that the Shoreditch installation

will be regarded as any more than an experiment of

doubtful issue !>\ ourselves as long' as coal is cheap and
in abundance and our friends at Long Branch, Rock-
away, Arverne and adjacent beaches do not raise too

loud a cry when Father .Veptune throws back on shore

certain unpleasant mementos of a heavily laden scow that

once went out to sea.

THE WIRELESS CRAZE.

It frequently happens that a new and marvelous scien-

tific discovery becomes the subject of cartoon, ridicule.

vaudeville humor and political lampoons. The eon

quence of this is to produce in the minds of the public an

idea of an intimate familiarity with the subject, even to

an extent that might be considered technical. As an in-

stance of this the wireless telegraphy craze is predominat-

ing, and reports reach us from all over the world of the

invention of systems of wireless telegraphy, wireless

telephony. thewireless transmission oi power and even the

wireless transmission of pictures. This idea of transmit-

ting energy without wii ; s now supposed
to be new. No one ever thinks it wonderful to witn

the invisible manifestation of gravity upon a stone let

fall from the hand. Although awe inspiring a flash of

litning from above is no; considered a phenomenon
with much mystery attached to it. The cohesi in existing

between the atoms and molecules o\ matter is not
'

wonderful than a fifty mile exhibition of wireless tele-

graph), yet on account of the novelty of the last a ripple

itement passes round the world and institutes the

craze.

't i.s most likely that the future will disclose more re-

markable manifestations of the transmission of intelli-

ice without wires than any of the systems known to-

day. The properties her. its capacity for trans-

mitting power in various forms 01" waves and 1 nina-

tion by scientists as a source of many new and interest-

properties certainly leads us to believe that it is fated

1 1 r*ia\ an important part in the eeonom) of civilized

iii. i: -us. Wii much a novelty

as an indication that the ether may be used for purpos

which are but now being bareh suggested. Of th

wireless telegraphy is the first, and it is not incompatible

with modern thought to expect more before the n<

decade has passed. Standing as we do at the very

threshold of modern science it is not wis uthuse in

an unreasonable manner or predict possibilities which

may never crystallize and are merely the vivid imagin-

ings of certain pseudo scientific writers pandering to the

public taste.
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power Installation:?.

DIRECT CONNECTED GAS ENGINE PLANTS.
Improvements in gasolene engines has been very rapid

during the last three years due to the growing use of the

automobile and the increasing demand for some motive

power for driving generators, requiring a minimum of

care and causing a minimum of expense. The require-

ments of electric lighting are such that unless the most

uniform speed is secured a variation in light will occur

which is most disagreeable to the purchaser. Uniformity

of speed and economy of operation are therefore import-

ant points in the construction of gas engines and a failure

in either direction will mean a failure in supplying elec-

tricity at a constant voltage. The Westinghouse Ma-
chine Company, after years of experiments and trials,

have finally crystallized their efforts in the form of a gas

must be economical in fuel consumption; practicalK
noiseless and sufficiently powerful to do the required
work at a uniform speed. They must be simple in con-
struction and capable of successful operation by the aver-

age janitor or engineer. In large types of gas engines
the gas consumption does not exceed seventeen cubic
feet per horse-power, hut in the smaller sizes these figures

may rise as high as thirty-five or forty cubic feet per

horse-ppwer hour. The igniting device of the gas engine

above described is positive in its action, thereby insuring

an explosion at the expected moment and preventing

sudden outbursts of speed and heavy strains which are

apt to cause serious accidents. In the illustration is shown
a view of the Westinghouse gas engine direct connected

to a multipolar generator. With gas at the present low

rates in Xew York City electric lighting alone on a large

scale is much cheaper than with steam engine and the

Westinghouse Gas Engine Direct Connected to Generator.

engine which in certain features is a duplicate of the

familiar type of steam engine now on the market and
well-known to stationary engineers. Gas and gasolene
motors differ from each other more in name than in con-

struction and must represent in their construction a type
of mechanism which is simple, interchangeable and easily

handled. From an economical standpoint the gas con-
sumption should be limited and the different processes

through which the gas is admitted, mixed with air and
finally ignited, admit of no possible interruption, due to

sudden changes of load lying within the rated horse-

power of the engine.

Gas engines shotdd comply with the following require-

ments to as great an extent as possible. They must be

easily started: must run quietly, smoothlv and steadily:

care of boiler or contract with illuminating company. In

fact, the recent cut in the price of ^a> from Si. 25 a thou-.

sand cubic feet to sixty cents overrides all possible com-
petition in running expenses and rate of deterioration

of plant. At the figures given a twenty-five horse-power
gas engine full}- loaded consumes three hundred cubic

feet of gas an hour, costing approximately twenty cents.

The generator delivers enough electricity to supply two
hundred and fifty sixteen candle-power lamps. The cost

per horse-power hour is therefore less than one cent or

about a tenth of a cent per lamp hour, as far as the actual

cost of fuel is concerned. If the deterioration, wages,

tene sufficient to make electric lighting by this method
• »ther than highly profitable.
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FIRE ALARM COMBINATION TELEPHONE.
An interesting outfit has been placed upon the market

by Foote, Pierson & Company, manufacturers of electri-

cal goods and successors to The E. S. Greeley & Co.
The instrument is designed to provide a simple and ready

means of communication in a compact and portable form

-

i
•_

Side Elevation of Westinghouse Gas Engine,

(see page 270.)

for the use of fire departments, railroad employes, ranch-

men, etc. It is practically a complete telephone outfit

Combination Eire Alarm Telephone.
*

minus the apparatus used for signalling. The in*tru:n 'ill

is connected to the ground through a condenser and an

induction coil and communication may be carried on
tclephoniVallv without interfering with the signal or sig-

nal wire. For trolley roads and all forms of street rail-
ways as well as railroads the receptacles provided with
some open circuit signalling device arc- situated at the
proper intervals on a parallel wire and equipped with a
ground detector at the receiving end. The receiving
end consists f a transmitter and receiver in which the
induction coil and condenser are designed to be of tin

same dimensions, that is to say, of the same resistance
and capacity as in the portable set. The fire- alarm com-
bination telephone is consequently of immense value in

an emergency as it combines the features outlined above
for sending alarms and establishing ready communication
by telephone. This connection is effected by means of

a small receptacle which is placed in the fire alarm box
and is consequently ready for use at any moment. In

addition to this interesting device Foote, Pierson & Co.,
are manufacturers and dealers in a variety of electrical

W,

(

imhnnnrtl
Combination Eire Alarm Telephone.

apparatus and supplies, and are the sole manufact-

urers of the F. P. & Company's ink writing registers.

Lewis automatic cutouts. Blackwell combination tele-

phone. \\ illyoung high grade measuring apparatus.

Argus lightning arrester and the W. B. < '>. accurate fuse

protectors: their offices and factor) are at 82 8-J Fulton

St., New York City.

Till- THERMt ) CHEMICAL
CARBON.

i HEi >m i >i-

More than ten years ago Donato ITommasi described

bon, one being coated with had peroxide and imni r

in a solution of sodium chloride, and he regarded the

action as due to the oxidation of the uncoated carbon

and the reduction t>i the peroxide. \\cvi\ considered the

current to be due to the action of the sodium chloride on

the lead peroxide, but this view is untenable, as in that

5( the coated carbon should be the negative electrode

whereas the reverse obtains. Further, the I ,»1. I . cal-

culated, according to the author's view of the action, is

•qual to that actually found for the element. —Ex.
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A SMALL ELECTRIC LIGHT EQUIPMENT.

The application of a small electric light equipment, one
that can be made portable, if necessary, is thoroughly
appreciated by small power users who desire either power
and light or light alone for a few lamps, charging storage

batteries, etc. At the present writing the march of the

British in the Transvaal by day and night to the relief of

Kimberly is made possible by the use of portable electric

light plants, operating search lights, which illuminate the

Small Steam Driven Electric Light Plant.

loads and render the advance of the British forces com-
paratively safe. This application of these small plants

does not end in the army but is also found in cases of fire

and accident where a search light performs an important
function at the proper time. "With a gasolene heated
boiler and an engine and dynamo mounted on an elastic

spring truck we have electricity on tap for any sudden
call or pressing circumstances.

A NOVEL FORM OF TUBULAR INCANDES-
CENT LAMP.

A novel form of tubular incandescent lamp has been
patented, as shown in illustration. The construction dif-

fers from that of the ordinary lamp in the respect that the
carbon resides within a tube instead of a roomy bulb.
The pumping of a tube, however, necessitates about the
same amount of labor and time as that of a bulb and the
near proximity of the glowing filament to the wall of the
tube will cause an unusual degree of heat. On the other
hand. the electric lamp occupies much les space and does
not call for glass blowing other than that which can be
accomplished by comparatively inexperienced operators.
Changes in external construction will have little or no
effect in improving the lamp but may, in some cases, tend
to afreet its qualities, either as regards durability or illu-

minating [lower.

DESK LIGHTING AS A SCIENCE.

In the earl) history of electric lighting the Use of

portable lights for desks and tables were of questionable

value on account of the frail character of the flexible

cords then manufactured; but as the art progressed the

demand for lights capable of being placed in various

locations about the desk or table were much sought after.

The same styles that were used in the eighties for table

lights are still much in vogue; but the great increase in

the use of roll top desks has brought out several different

forms, many of which are exceedingly objectionable,

owing to the fact that every time the desk is closed they

have to be lifted out and a proper place found for them
on the top of the desk. To a man whose desk is "never
closed" this would be no objection, but to one whose
desk is frequently closed the trouble soon becomes so

annoying as to make "portables" out of the question.

This has led in some cases to reflectors mounted on
flexible arms or upon clamps which are forced into the

pigeonholes of the desk with wires leading through let-

Novel Type of Incandescent Lamp.

ter slots or holes drilled through the desk ; but this class

of light is not without real objection inasmuch as the

wires are liable to become broken in the desk, which is

usually filled with inflammable material.

The least objectionable of the unscientmc attempts

which have been made in this line is the one which is

mounted on the top of the desk with a movable slide.

This form of lamp throws the light down upon the table

of the desk, and while the lamp is fresh gives a full six-

teen C. P. light, but as soon as the lamp becomes at all

"aged" the light deteriorates until it is no longer usable.

In the "IMPROVED DAYLIGHT DESK" lamp.

the principles involved in parabola reflectors are made
use of with the result that the light of a sixteen C. P.

incandescent lamp is greatly multiplied and diffused over

the whole of the desk and sufficiently in front of the desk

to enable one to read comfortably without any readjust-

ment of the position of the lamp or reflector. The form
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of the lamp is such that a peculiarly soft light, most near-

ly approaching daylight, is obtained with any style of in-

candescent lamp, supported by any of the standard sock-

ets.

The position of the reflector is such that no cords arc

Electrical novelties.
THE "MATCHLESS" ELECTRIC CIGAR

LIGHTER.
With the incrca>mg complexity in our surroundings

;.::d the conditions of dailv life there seems to be an ever-

Kinsman Improved Daylight Desk Lamp.

taken within the desk, nor is it necessary to disturb the increasing risk of fire. This risk is manifested in various

lamp in any way in opening or closing the desk. ways, some of which may be traced to careless acts or

'Matchless" Portable Stand Lighter,

The design of the lamp makes adjustable reflectors or thoughtless deeds, others to a too great dependence upon

screens unnecessary, while the price is within the reach appliances or apparatus which is deficient in not afford

of any clerk or bookkeeper. in£ 1,lr protection anticipated. One of the great dan

rs from which fires continual!) arise is the careless use
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of matches, particular]) by smokers. Not only is a

match a disagreeable article to use on certain occasions

but exceedingly dangerous in the neighborhood of cur-

tains or when the floor is littered with combustible ma-
terials. Realizing the shortcomings of the match in

"Matchless" electric cigar lighter has been introduced,

which dispenses entirely with matches and simply calls

for a minimum of knowledge in obtaining a light. It the

torch is merely removed from its resting place the end
of it lights up ready for use. If the torch of this electric

cigar lighter falls to the floor the flame even then can do
no damage, as it is always an inch above the surface upon
which the torch mav rest and in less than sixtv seconds

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

•''ROM NEW YORK CITY FOR WEEK
ENDING NOV. i8, 1899, $3439.00.

New York, N. Y.. Nov. [8, 1889.—the following ex-
port of electrical materials are from the port of Xew York
for the week ending this date:
Antwerp.—44 cases electrical material. $1,362.
Amsterdam.

—

z cases electrical material. $37.
Athens.—2 cases electrical material. $108.
Central America.—10 cases electrical machinery, S603

;

3 cases electrical material. Sr_>_>.

'Matchless', Wall Light.

will die out. 'The "Matchless" electric cigar lighter is

therefore an article of the utmost convenience to smokers
and a device of the utmost safety to the owners of cigar
stores, cafes, restaurants, etc. In the private home it is

the means of avoiding unnecessary risks and conse
quently has met with great appreciation on all sides.
The "Matchless" electric cigar lighter is built tor electric
light circuits and can be used on any voltage current,
alternating or direct, up to 240 volts 'or on batterv cir-
cuits. This article has me: with the endorsement of the
Hoard of Underwriters and Fire Department and is man-
ufactured by Stanley & Patterson, 32-34 Franfort street.
New York,

I iciioa.— 5 cases electrical material. $354.
Japan.—3 cases electrical machinery. $1,819.

Liverpool.—4 cases electrical material. $225.
Mexico.—3 cases electrical material. $53.
Manchester.—3 cases electrical machinery. 874,}.

Marseilles.—38 cases electrical material. 810,548.

New Zealand.— 1 case electrical machinery. 875.

Odessa.—5 cases electrical material. $311.
Peru.— 1 case electric material. $70.

St. Petersburg.—65 cases electrical machinery, 814710.
U. S. Col.—8 packages electrical material. 8100.

Uruguay.— ^ cases electrical material. 80.

Venezuela.—10 cases electrical material. $IOO.
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Xew York, N, Y,— The Brokers' district Telegraph
Company has been incorporated; capital. $10,000; direc-

tors, Samuel M. Richardson, Henry D. Muck and George
II. Vandewalker, of Xew York city.

Point Marion. Pa.—The Springhill Electric Light and
Power Company, to suppl) light, heal and power, has

been incorporated; capital. $1,200; incorporators, \. 5.

Maple, (). A. Miller, both of Point Marion; F. S. Ruff,

J. J.
Ouertimort. J. J. Mayer, all of Jeannette.

tenance Company of America—principal office, No. 421

Market street. Camden, X. J.—has been incorporated to

manufacture electrical contrivances; capital, $100,000;
incorporators, Charles S. Reber, William H. Stirling,

Daniel S. Mishoe, all of Camden, X. J.

New York, X. Y.—The Perfect Arc Lamp and Manu-
facturing Company has been incorporated to manufac-
ture electrical devices; capital. $100,000; incorporators,

L. Sylvester, of Xew York city; C. Hagedom, R. Ward,
both of Brooklyn.

St. Louis, Mo.— The \Y. A. Fuller Electric Company
has been incorporated; capital, $5,000; incorporators. \\ .

A. Fuller. J. 15. Carroll, G. W. Grant.

Auburn, 111.— The Auburn Electric Light Company
has been incorporated, with a capital of $8,000; J. A.

Wheeler. W. H. Ramsay and Geo. W. Button, incor-

porators.

Paterson, X. J.—The Union Water, Light and Power
Company has been incorporated. The capital stock is

S ; .000,000.

J'ort Marion. Pa.—The Sprinfield Electric Light Com-
pany has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $12,-

000.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Trenton, X. j.—The United Telephone and Telegraph

Company has been incorporated; Alexander Brown.

Henry A. Parr. T. J. Hayward, S. D. Warfield. James

Bond, all of Baltimore, and John Haddon, of Jersey City,

are the incorporators ; the capital is $5,000,000.

Grove City, Minn.—The Grove City and Rosendale

Telephone Exchange Company has been incorporated,

to conduct and operate telephone exchange; capital,

$2,000; incorporators, B. Bresden. X. N. Waylander, A.

Liedholm, of Grove City; M. P. Madison. L. P. Soren-

son, H. 1'. Anderson, all of Rosendale.

Lamont, Hi.—The Valley Telephone Company has

been incorporated; capital, $10,000; incorporators, I".

VV. Welch, E. L. Husten. J. A. breed, all of Chicago.

Flora. Ind.—David F. Miller, manager of the Flora &
P.ringhurst Telephone Company, has been granted a

franchise to construct and operate an exchange at this

place. It is understood that the Miller lines will soon be

connected with the lines of the new company, of Indian-

apolis.

Parma, Mich.—The Xorth Parma Telephone Com-

pany will soon have a line running into Concord town-

ship', as well as a line from Devereaux to this place, and

will connect with the state line in this village.

West Milton, Ohio.—The Progress Telephone and

Telegraph Company is extending its lines north from

Pleasant Hill, north and south from Potsdam, and ex-

pects soon to build east from Troy and southeast iron:

West Milton.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Cleveland. Ohio.—The Cleveland. Barberton >x West-

ern Railroad Company, of Barberton, capitalized a1

S_'50,000. has been incorporated by C. C. P.enner. Forest

Firestone, Edwin E. Yoris. Win. A. Johnston and Philo

P.uel.

West Liberty. Pa—The West Libert) Street Railway

Company has been incorporated: capital. $12,000; incor

porators, 11. Moore. J. C. Fisher, J. S. McKelvey, all ol

Pittsburgh
;

\. C. \\ ettengel, of Elliott ; I .. Hook, Jr., of
I lellevue.

VVilkesbarre, Pa. The Wilkesbarre Street Railwaj
Compan) has been incorporated; capital. $6o,000; in-

corporators. M. P. Williams. \\ . Conyngham, I. N. Con-
yngham, A. A. Sterling, all ..I Wilkesbarre; A. < .. V
bitt, of Kingston.

Wooster, Ohio.—The Barberton Doylestown & Mas
sillon Electric Railwa) Company has been incorporated
with a capital of $50,000.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATK >NS.

St. Louis. Mo.— Plans are being prepared by J. II.

Lynch, Imperial Building, for the Bethesda Hospital, to

be erected on Vista street near < irand. The hospital will

have an isolated electric plant.

Calumet, Mich.—Capitalists of this place an- organ-
izing a stock company to erect an electric lighting plant
at the little town site of Lake View, a mile from tile city,

and purpose to furnish lights for business houses and
residents in Calumet. \\v<\ Jacket and Laurium.

LaFayctte. Ind.—The La Fayette Cracker Company
will expend $30,000 in improving their plant. An electric

plant will be installed.

Cooper. Tex.—The City Council of Cooper. Delta
County, is considering the proposition of putting in an
electric light plant.

Shippensburg. Pa.—Members of Town Council are
talking of a new electric light plant for this borough.

Dysart, Iowa.—The Gin Council of Dysart is now agi-
tating the feasibility of putting in a gas plant for the pur-
pose of lighting their city.

DeGaff, Ohio.—The Council has called an election to

vote on the question of issuing bonds to enlarge the elec-

tric light plant.

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL NEWS.
(Special Correspondence to The Electrical Age.1

Montreal. Nov. 14th. [899.
Pear River. N. S.—An agitation is on foot to construct

an electric railway from this place to Digbv.
St. Catherines, (hit.—The Niagara Central Railway

will this week commence the conversion of the road be-

tween this city and Niagara into an electric line. The
extension to Port Dalhousie will be undertaken at an
early date.

Janetville, Ont.—The promoters of the Lindsay, Fob
caygeon and Birkton Railwa) held a meeting last week
to further the scheme.

Hamilton, Ont.— It is stated that the Cataract Power
( o., syndicate, will at an early date commence work on

the proposed roads to Gait, Guelph and other cities. A
double track will be built to Rock Chapel and a single

track to Guelph, Gait, Berlin and Waterloo. Grading
will likely commence this fall.

Ottawa. Ont.—The Ottawa Car Co. has purcha;

property on Albert street for the purpose of building an

extension to their car shops. The Metropolitan Electric

( o. expect to commence the construction of their power
house this week. Tenders are invited for delivering

1.000 yards of blue clay at their works at Britannia Bay.

Woodstock, Ont. Messrs. Iekes & Armstrong have ai

cepted the franchise for electric street railwa) as offered

b\ the town, and the work <^i the building will be com-
menced at an early date.

Rossland, B. C.—The Rossland & Sophie Mountain

Electric Railwa) ^'n. is seeking incorporation. T. J.

Ducan and W. A. McDonald are interested.

Ilespeler, Ont.- The Gait, Preston \ Hespeler So

Railway Co. will build a new station at this place.

Bracerbridge, < Int.— Then' is talk of an electric railway

being built to connect Bracerbridge with adjacent points

New Westminister. P. C. It is underst od thai work

will be commenced at an earls date on the proposed
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tramway station and shed for the British Columbia Elec-

tric Railway Co.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The town council is considering

the offer of the Niagara Central Railway for the exten-

sion of the road and its conversion into an electric line.

Goderich. Ont.—The Water and Light Committee of

council recently asked for power to purchase two I

light transformers and belts for engine and dynamo.
' New Westminister. 1'.. C—A local company has been

organized to manufacture electric light carDons, the)

having secured water power right on Stave river.

Yalievfield. One.—The .Montreal Cotton Co. are exca-

vating for a large extension for their electric power

house. . • ,

Woodstock. Ont.—The question ol municipal owner-

ship of the electric light plant is engaging the attention

of the council. T
\shcroft, B. C—The Ashcroft Water, Electric Lig.it

and Improvement Co. purpose installing additional elec-

trical apparatus.
.

_ .

Port Arthur. Ont.—The Ontario and Rainy River

Railway Co. is preparing to construct a telegraph line

from this place to Duluth.

\lmonte. Ont.—The by-law to authorize the town

council to borrow $30,000 to establish an electric light

plant was defeated by the rate payers last week.

Grand Forks. B. C—It is said that $30,000 will be ex-

pended within the next three months in improving the

electric light system.

Bracerbridge. Ont.—C. H. Mitchell, C. E., of Niagara

Falls has made a report to council concerning the pro-

posal' to increase the power for electric lighting purposes

The proposed improvements will give an increase ot

about 600 horse-power, and will cost about $20,000. The

power-house will be built at the foot of the falls.

Lewis. One.—The council is about to construct an

electric light astern and invites competitive plans for

same. These plans are to be received by January 1st.

1900. The first prize to be $1,000. and the second $500.

Particulars may be obtained from Flavien Roy. secretary-

treasurer of the municipality.

Quebec. One.—Plans will be prepared at once tor a

large building for the Jacques Cartier Electric Light and

Power Co. to be built on Lyons property, corner of M.

John's and Auteuil streets. Mr. Ed. Slade has ben ap-

pointed manager of the company.

Weston. Ont.—R. H. Leighton. village clerk, invites

offers for purchase of $7,000 of electric light debentures

Winnipeg. Man.—The Bell Telephone Co. have de-

cided to construct a long distance line between Winnipeg.

Portage la Prairie and Xeepawa. Mr. T. G. Shaugh-

nessv is president of the company.

\\ roxeter, Out.—A company has made a proposition

to establish an electric light plant here.

Newcastle. X. B.—Mr. Duncan, engineer, is preparing

plans for the proposed electric light system.

Shelburne, Ont.—The council is still considering the

taking over of the existing electric light plant or the in-

stallation of a new one.

Severn Bridge, Ont.—It is said the Mickle. Dyment &
Son will probablv supply electric lighting to the village.

Strathroy, Ont.—The Strathroy Electric Co. have re-

fused to supply electric lighting at the price offered by

the council.

Murray Bay, Que.—The American visitors at this place

are forming a companv to establish an electric light plant.

J. ALCIDE CHAUSSE.

NEW YORK NOTES.

P. C. ACKERMAN is meeting with his usual success

which prevailed during his connection with Eugene F.

Phillips. The Rhode Island Electric Works, whom he is

now representing, have superior facilities for making
every line of insulated and bare wires and cables for over-
head, underground, submarine, office use. etc., as well a-*

trolley wires and cables for electric railways. Their works
are equipped with all the latest tools and machinery
needed in the improvements constantly made in this line.

Through Mr. Vkennan's experience his company has
been placed in the front rank of the industries in his line.

! le is always to be found at his post, courteous and genial
us ever. Mr. Ackerman occupies a suite of offices in the

ilavcnic\er Building, 20 Cortlandl St.. Xew York City.

JOHN CARR< )LL. late secretary and treasurer of the

Eugene L. Phillips Electrical Works, of Montreal. Can-
ada, is in town. It came as a great surprise to us to learn

that Mr. Carroll was out of the management of the above
works. He organized this industry nearly ten years ago.

at a time when there was a growing demand for insulated

wire and cables in Canada. Mr. Carroll has made him-
self very popular with the electrical trade of Canada, and
through his energy and push developed an immense in-

dustry from a small business, adding many new features

\ear by year as the business of that section increased.

Mr. Carroll was one of the active spirits in the reception

tendered the National Electric Light Association by the

people of Montreal in 180,1. Never before or since in its

history has such homage been shown to the association.

and Mr. Carroll worked day and night to make the meet-

ing the success it was. His foresight into the future of

the business that has since developed reflects the greatest

credit upon him. The great insulated wire and cable in-

dustry which Mr. Carrol 1 has built up in Canada will

alwa\ s remain a monument to his thrift and energy. Mr.
( arroll has lost none of his genial uprightness and activity

and will become an active spirit in the success of any in-

dustry fortunate enough to secure his services.

Till-; PERFECT ARC LAMP MANUFACTUR-
ING COMPANY, 137 Raymond St.. Brooklyn, N. Y..

have purchased the plant and assets of the Hagedorn &
Ward Manufacturing Company, of the above address,

and are now manufacturing all of the specialties formerly

made by the latter firm, such as enclosed arc lamps in

eight different styles, from [2 to to inches and from 1.75

to 7 amperes; also constant current. 6.8 amperes, and
alternating current arc lamps, all alternations. They also

manufacture the Perfect high voltage switches of all car-

rying capacities. Mr. Louis Sylvester, a prominent to-

bacco manufacturer of [65 Front St.. N. Y.. is the presi-

dent of the company; Robert Ward, a well-known real

estate man of Brooklyn, vice-president; Charles Hage-
dorn, secretary and treasurer: Bennerd H. Pomeroy,
E. E.. superintendent and electrician.

WESTON STAND RD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS am,

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Crrent Circuits.

The only standard portable in

strument of the type de-

serving this name.

Writs for Circulars and Prl. e List*

8 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSThUMENT CO,

114-120 William Street, Newark. N.J.
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View of Crankhead and Piston of American Ball Duplex Compound Engine.

American Bail Duplex Compound Engine Direct Connected to Generator.

THE AMERICAN BALL DUPLEX COMPOUND
ENGINE.

The manufacturers of steam engines and generators

have long realized that it is only by co-operation that

cither can expect to attain that true perfection which is

collectively represented by elegance of design, efficiency

of operation and smoothness in running. The American
liall duplex compound engine and generator is an in-

stance in which this co-operation of parts has been so

eminently successful that large and well-known houses

have made their choice of a direct connected plant of

this description. The engine is the design of Mr. Frank
I I. Ball, an engineer of national repute and his son, F. ( >.

Ball, whose various undertakings in the mechanical pro-

fession have been eminently successful. In the construc-

tion of the high speed engines with which Mr. Ball has

keen identified from almost the earliest days of its history

and the parallel development n\ the electric light gene-
rator we Bud a case in which all the resources of mod<
science are brought into play to fulfill those conditions

most desirable for their successful introduction. A sim-

ple machine which is light, efficient, smooth-running
ami not too expensive will meet with the appreciation

every fair-minded purchaser. In the American Hall

duplex compound engine, illustrated in these pages, the

feature of compactness is self-evident. Both cylinders

and pistons are approachable from all sides and a sim
valve and valve gear reduces its care and handling to the

lowest terms. Being as simple as a single cylinder en-

gine and as highly economical as a compound engine
no room for criticism is left, of cither a commercial or
technical nature.
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In the design of the crossheads and pistons case of

Operation is secured in connection with great mechanical

strength. At the same time these two features are ac-

companied by a third in the nature of extreme lightness

in weight, the cut-oft in both cylinders occurs simul-

taneously, thereby giving to each its full and proper

quota of work, from the lightest to the heaviest load,

without the possibility of an unequal division. In tin-

indicator diagrams is shown that at the three stages oi

load the division of work is equal ; the steam distribution

perfect and the operating conditions unaffected by the

demand made upon the engine. The variations in the

load of the generator, which can only be successfully

met by a well designed and rapidly regulating engine,

are not noticeable in the operation of the plant as a whole.

(2) A young lady passed too close to some moving
machinery—three ringers only being hurt, one Mini-

on account of the closeness of rapid-moving presses

—

her dress skirts in some manner became entangled in the

moving gear wheels, drawing her over against the ma-

chine; the quick opening of the circuit breaker stopped

the press, with a result to her of a torn dress and a ner-

vous shock.

The results which would have occurred in both in-

stances, had circuit breaker not been in use. are sufficient

to justify the employes in expecting that the highest type

. >
1 protective devices will he used wherever possible.

The flexibility of the circuit breaker, in that it protects

more than the motor, saving during the year in repairs

ni,,.-c than its cost, clearly shows that it is a wise invest

TOTAL .38.3 7LH.R TOTAI 60.I5IRP 05.! ^

Indicator Diagram of American Ball Duplex Compound Engine.

The generator designed and built by the American En-

gine Company, of 48 Raritan Ave., Bound Brook, N. J.,

is light in weight, efficient in operation and noiseless

when running. There is no undue heating in any part ;

the commutator, brushes and general regulation inviting

no criticism. The two combined represent the finest

product of American skill and enterprise in the con-

struction of electric light and power machinery. The

following well-known concerns have purchased plants

of the above description: The National Transit Com-
pany, Continental Iron Works, Weston Electrical Instru-

ment Company, Standard Paint Works, lames McCreery,

Marlin Firearms Co.. Western Electric Co., United Gas

& Improvement Co., F. H. Richardson. World's Dis-

pensary Medical Association, etc.

applications of Electric lpower.

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC
MOTORS TO PRINTING PRESS MACHINERY.

BY W. H. TAP1 E\ .

(Continued from page 26K.)

One word about the protection of the employes before

leaving this subject. Carelessness bred by familiarity is

the great source of danger to the majority of employes,

and lessening of results from this demands thoughtful

consideration. By way of illustration I will narrate two
such instances, which have come under my personal ob-

servation.

(l) A laborer was cleaning a press, while in motion.

with cotton waste : this caught in the gear wheels, draw-

ing in his hand. The circuit breaker opened promptly.

owing to the increased power necessary to overcome the

resistance of his fingers between the gears. The press

stopped before the entire hand was drawn ito the moving
maevhinery—three fingers only being hurt, one suffi-

ciently to need amputation. I lad fuses been the protec-

tion instead of a circuit breaker, nothing could have
saved this man's entire right hand.

ment.
When installing an individually equipped printing

press, the printer should insist on its use.

Maintenance.—Under this heading offices of reason-

able size only will be considered, also assuming that

presses are in constant use. Here the most satisfactory

course to pursue is to have the care, inspection and re-

sponsibility of maintenance located at one source. One
man should be intrusted with this work; a little study in

systematization will accomplish all this while presses are

"making ready." or at least so as not to interfere with
w 1 >rk of production.

Inspection once in two weeks or once a month will do,

in offices not too busy; this will keep down repairs, and,
most important of all. keep the plant in Al running con-
dition, ready for anything.

Leaving care of motors to pressmen and laborers is a
bad practice for everyone hut the repair man. Not alone
will the repairs increase, but. most serious of all. the pr
s'ops earning money when out of order, ami at $10 or S 1 3
a day this becomes expensive.

\ good man who is able to turn off commutators, keep
controllers in order and has a general idea of the elec-

trical and press equipment, will pay for himself many fold

during the year.

Small offices, like our branch offices, we look at once
in two months.

Cost depends on what you are able to secure the ser-

vices of such a man for—S2.50 to S3 per day.

Records should be kept oi all repairs made and mate-
rial used, if exact cost of maintenance is desired. This
provides means of tracing where delays occur, whether
in press proper or its driving motor.

Cost of Operation.— Herein figures can be used to ob-

tain nearly any result desired, unless we demand full par-

ticulars, necessitating elaborate statement of all existing

conditions. Having made most careful tests, the man-
ufacturer cannot be guaranteed that his plant will operate

within test figures, unless all conditions in commercial
work are similar: these are impossible, so we are forced
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to make a test covering months of work, striking a bal-

ance from the result^ obtained; these will give average
commercial figures, which in most eases will show an
increase over a short test under favorable conditions.

To realize how much depends on the pressman. I de-

sire to call attention to some facts with regard to i\\ >

new presses recently installed in our office. These were
"Century" two-revolution front delivery, bed 43x56
inches; connected to each press was a C-W, 2-IOO com-
pound motor, speed [30 to 230 revolutions per minute.
Ah went well for a month or so. then complaint was

made that one of the presses ran slower the longer it was
in operation. An examination disclosed the fact that the

motor was apparently not large enough for the press, as

the fields and frame became so warm that the hand could
not be held on it for any length of time. Speed dropped
from [80 to 140 revolutions per minute, after which cir-

cuit breaker was constantly opening, and it became nec-

essary to shut down press every two hours or so that

motor might cool off. A test showed that the press took

46 amperes at 120 volts; speed, 144 revolutions per min-
ute; this was on fifth speed; moving handle to sixth and
last point with circuit breaker set at 58. latter would open
every time; this was reset at 70. and ammeter indicated

60 when change was made to last speed; current used,

48 amperes at 160 revolutions per minute. Press labored

and did not run smoothly.

On examination we found that the track gibbs had
been set up too close : after properly adjusting these and
having press thoroughly oiled, we increased speed to 180
revolutions per minute, current consumed dropped to 30
amperes : even then the press was stiff, for its companion
was running at 182 revolutions per minute on 22 am-
peres, both doing same class of work.

This showed the press was taking 60 per cent, more
current than it should had only ordinary care been used,

while it was consuming 100 per cent, more than its dupli-

cate, working under similar conditions.

A commercial figure ought to show an increase of 15

to 20 per cent, over efficiency test.

A hurried glance at the comparative cost of operating
belted, geared and direct connected motors is desirable,

although a complete analysis is impossible to include in

this paper owing to its length.

Belted motors, unless grouped, will not be considered,

as they have no commercial standing for economy.
First, considering grouped presses of medium size.

running from main line shaft, driven by a single motor.

A line of drum cylinder presses of various makes, op-

erated by belting afterwards driven by individual motors,

gives actual commercial condition worthy of comparison.
Taking, for example, thirteen drum cylinder presses in a

row. with belting reduced to a minimum, a large motor
belted to center of shaft, thus distributing load equally

on hangers; using a 15 horse-power motor, so with all

presses at work motor is running at about 75 per cent,

load—very favorable conditions.

During two months these presses matle 2,892,175 im-

pressions, consuming r,6oi,200 watt hours, or an average

of .553 watt hour per impression.

As soon as possible after equipping these presses with'

2 horse-power geared motors wattmeter records were
taken. For four of the heaviest riming presses, a six

mouths' continuous test showed the following:

Impressions. 3.813.542. Watt hours. 1.851. 100. an

average of .485 watt hour per impression, a saving of 14

per cent.

While disconnecting presses one by one. to equip

same individually, the average consumption per impres
sion for the remaining presses increased very rapidly.
\\'ith five presses working we used between 50 and 60

per cent, more current per impression.

(To be concluded.)

Electrotherapeutics.
«

ANIMAL ELECTRICITY.
W. S. HEDLEY, in the London Electrical Review.
Animal and metal currents were first clearly differ-

entiated by du Bois-Reymond. lie considered, and it is

difficult to prove the contrary, that a natural electric cur-
rent exists in normal resting muscle, "current of rest."

During the action of tin- muscle he proved the existence
of a current in the opposite direction to the "rest cur-
rent.*' This was called "the negative variation." now
known as the "current of action." Hermann combats
the opinion that a resting uninjured muscle shows any
current, and holds that the so-called "current of rest" is

the result of chemical or other inequalities due to the in-

jury. The views of English physiologists are as follows:

1. Normal muscle or nerve gives no current.

2. Local injury produces a current through the mus-
cle from the injured to the living part.

3. Local action produces a current through the mus-
cle from the active to the resting part.

Thus an injured or an active muscle produces electro-

motive force, and as in the Daniel! cell the current goes
from the active plate (the zinc) to the copper, so does the

current travel in the injured muscle from the injured part

to the sound part. When the circuit is completed through
a galvanometer, of course the direction is reversed, and
it is usual to describe the direction of a current in its re-

lation to the galvanometer. The manifestation of the

sudden difference of potential which is the result of stim-

ulation is sometimes spoken of as the "excitatory varia-

tion" when the muscle is referred to, and as the "action

current" when the galvanometer is referred to.

If a muscle giving the muscle current ("injury cur-

rent") be tetanized, an action current will proceed from
the uninjured to the injured part, i. e.. from the part more
capable of action to the part less capable of action. This
current being in a direction opposite to the muscle cur-

rent (injury current 1 constitutes a counter electro-motive

force which tends to cut down or diminish the muscle
current, and this diminution is the "negative variation"

of du Bois-Reymond—"action current" of Nermann.
A contraction wave propagated along the fibre oi an

uninjured muscle is accompanied by an electrical dis-

turbance traveling from the active to the resting part,

and this variation (as revealed by a galvanometer uniting

two electrodes placed at an interval on the surface of a

muscle) is double or diphasic for the obvious reason that

tlie action is not simultaneous throughout the muscle,

but requires time for its transmission.

By far the most striking manifestations or animal elec-

tricity are. of course, to be found in electric hshes ; here

the nerve surfaces represent the active element ol the

battery, viz.. the zinc in the Daniel! cell. The electro-

motive action accompanying voluntan muscular con-

traction in the human subject has been demonstrated

by du Bois-Reymond, and that accompanying tetanic

contraction from electrical stimulation by Hermann.
Physiologists consider that the variation of electrical

potential from the beat of the human heart has been

demonstrated. It is by some regarded a- proved that the

white columns ><i the spinal cord give electrical sign- ol

nerve action, and even thai action currents are mani-

fested bv the gray matter of nerve centers. 'Die skin or

all animals is traversed by an electrical current from with-

out inwards. This is considered to be caused chiefly by

cutaneous glands, bul partly by the skin itself, as ts

proved in the case of the eel. whose skin has no glands

The action of light upon the retina causes an electrical

change, i. c a current accompanies retinal activity, as It

does muscle activity. Indeed, it is probable that elec-

trical phenomena always accompany vital action.
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Strap Currents.

AN ACOUSTIC CONTACT BREAKER.
An improved contact breaker consists essentially of a

tuning fork, of which the natural period of vibration can

b< synchronized with the alterations of the supply cur-

rent.—Ex.
-RUBBING IT IN" ON THE HORSE.

An automobile is to be used by a Texas stockman in

making inspections around his ranch. As far as the

horse is concerned, this is "the must unkindest cut of all."

Ex
TELEPHONY WTHOUT WIRES.

Dr. Peter Stein, the Russian electrician, will give a

semi-public demonstration of a system of telephoning

without wires, which he has invented. He anticipates

that with his system wireless telephone exchanges will be

possible, and persons provided with his portable electric

instrument will be able to communicate with each other.

—Ex.
VULCANITE.

This material which is sometimes called ebonite, is

made from india rubber or caoutchouc and bitumen

mixed in the proportion of about 2 to 1 by weight, and is

then .subjected to heating and considerable pressure.

After undergoing these processes it is very hard, and is

readily polished; it is very largely used in the manufact-

ure of buttons, combs, knife handles, etc., etc.—Ex.

ELECTRICITY IN POWDER MILLS.
Considering the fact that electricity is so largely used

for exploding mines, and that the slightest spark in a

powder mill is likely to wreck the same, it is interesting

to note that the induction type of electric motor is being

largely used in the new powder factory of the United

States Naval Department. The absence of a commutator
and of all electrical connections to moving parts makes
the induction type of motor of great use in such a posi-

tion.—Ex.
A NEW SWISS ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

An electric funicular railway has just been completed
up to the Schatzalp at Davos Platz. The electrical en-

1 rgy used on this line, which is about 2,200 feet long,

is obtained from dynamos driven by gas-engines. Owing
to the cost of the line having come out at much more
than was estimated, an endeavor is being made to get

permission from the Federal Government to increase the

fares, and in consequence of this the opening of the line

is being delayed.— Ex.

AN ELECTRIC TICKET SELLER.
There is at present under construction an electric

machine which will he used on the elevated railroad sta-

tions in this city for selling tickets. The machine re-

ferred to is to be constructed in such a way that when
you drop your nickel in the slot you will receive a ticket

in exchange. There will he four of these on each of the
larger stations. The reason this system has been adopted
by the railroad trustees is to do away with the expense
of having an agent on each station. Tt is believed that

the machines now under construction will be put into use
within a few weeks.—Ex.

THE ZEEMAN EFFECT.
In an extract from correspondence between Sir Nor-

man Lockyer and Prof. Preston, printed in Mature in

the issue of November 2d, the later defends his prioritv
to Prof. Cornti in the discovery of the quadrupling of the
spectral lines in a strong magnetic field. Prof. Preston
published descriptions and photographs of triplets and
quartets in a paper read before the Royal Dublin Societv,
December 22d, 1807. Prof. Cornu announced his dis-
covery of them in the Comptes Rendus in the course of
1898. Prof. Preston has since shown that in a stronger
field the quartet is resolved into a sextet by the splitting
of the outer lines.—Ex.

ELECTROLYTIC LAMPS.
A patent recently issued to \V. E. Irish describe- a

modification of the ordinary arc lamp, by means of which
a rod or tube of some material which, when heated, con-

ducts the current and emits light at a high efficiency, is

substituted for the arc between two carbons, the arc

serving as a means of heating this material and thereby

starting the lamp. In one arrangement, the arc is sur-

rounded by a sleeve of normally non-conducting oxide,

of a rare earth, which is heated by the arc until it becomes
a conductor; the arc then may be extinguished, leaving

the sleeve incandescent. The idea is not without im-

portance; if it is found that electrolytic bodies cost 1<

for maintenance and electricity supply than arc lamps, we
have here a ready means of converting the latter.—Ex.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY BETWEEN BAL-
LOONS.

Experiments are being made at Vienna on the possi-

bility of communication between balloons by wireless

telegraphy, and they have met with some success. A
captive balloon takes the place of the tall mast as used

in the Marconi system. A copper wire is stretched be-

tween it and the earth, where the transmitting apparatus

is placed. The second balloon, which ascends freely,

carries the receiving instrument and is furnished with a

wire 60 feet long hanging downward from the basket.

The balloons received an transmitted messages up to a

distance of six miles and at an elevation of about a mile.

( )f course, the great difficulty will be to establish a trans-

mitting station in a free balloon, both on account of the

weight of the necessary apparatus and also because there

is danger of discharges from the powerful condenser so
near the inflammable gas of the balloon. Future experi-

ments will be looked tor with interest by all who are en-

gaged in making a study of wireless telegraphy.—Ex.

DISSIPATION OF ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES
BY LIGHT.

The following is an abstract of a paper contributed by
( )scar Knoblauch to the Zeitschrift fuer Physikal.Chemie,
and appears in the Journal of the Chemical Society:

''Many negatively-charged substances when illuminated

gradually lose their charge, as may be shown by con-
necting them witli an electrometer. The author has
examined numerous substances in this way, and finds

that those which are sensitive to light have a special ten-

dency to lose an electrostatic charge. The discharged
electricity must be conveyed by ions either of the sub-
stance itself or of the superficially-absorbed oxygen.
Only negative charges are lost by dissipation, hence the

discharged ions must be negative whether the substance
is metal, sulphur, or glass. The author accordingly re-

gards the dissipation as depending on an oxidation pro-
cess, the loss of charge being effected by negative oxygen
ions. In accordance with this view, oxidisahle sub-
stances, such as sulphides and photographic developers,
are found to lose their charges under the influence of

light, whilst highly-oxidised substances like sulphates
and permanganates are not affected. The fact that cer-
tain substances such as zinc take a positive charge when
illuminated may be similarly explained. The oxidation
of phosphorus is an analogous phenomenon."—Ex.

Hamilton, Ohio.—The Eaton Telephone Company
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $;o.ooo.
The directors are W. W. Morrison, of Bryan, Ohio'; Fred

J. Bollmeyer, of Wauseon, Ohio; C. F. Brooke, Jr., C.
B. Cokefair and John Alexander, of Eaton.

^
Pass Christian. Miss.—The American Telephone and

Telegraph Companw, to construct and operate telephone
and telegraph lines, has been incorporated : capital. $25,-
000; incorporators. E. T. Hall. E-. P. Meanv, M. Eklcs-
ton. C. R. Bangs, A. W. CrandaJl, T. M. Miller,
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TELEGRAPHING ONE HUNDRED AND
TWENTY THOUSAND WORDS AN HOUR.
Receiving and sending signals by means of the Mar-

coni system of wireless telegraphy is a feat well worthy
of note at the close of this eventful century. The final

acceptation of this system and its complete recognition

h\ various governments of the world is indubitable proof

that it possesses qualities of such importance that it may
enter into and become established as a part of America's
or Great Britain's naval equipment. When signals are

received at sea from out of an apparent void of silence

and darkness a certain sense of the mysterious will per-

vade one's being in spite of the strictly scientific nature

of the tot. Two difficulties present themselves, how-
ever, in relation to wireless telegraph) which have been

fully appreciated by its promoters. They are first, the

present impossibility of signalling only to a given in-

dividual, thus allowing any one supplied with a receiving

device to obtain information not intended for him; and
secondly, the obstacles in the way of rapid signalling.

As it is a non-selective system and a slow system its use

is limited to special cases, such as navy work, general
marine signalling, coast survey tests, land warfare, etc.

In fact, it is immediately applicable to cases which are

not related in a commercial sense to the business world,

as above outlined. Within these limitations wireless

telegraphy meets with no competition, and provides a

method "t communication which certainl) gives it a
prominent place in the list of great modern inventions.

Sending dispatches at an enormously rapid rate has
been successfully accomplished b\ mean- of Sf|uie-rs and
( -.-chore and quite recently by Messrs. Pollak and \ drag,
the inventors of the Pollak-Virag telegraph system. At
a tesl made in the World Building on Sunday morning,
November 26th, connection was made between New
N ork end and the receiver at the Chicacro end. It is dim-
cult to estimate the exact practical limits of this system
as signals have ahead) been transmitted with almost in-

conceivable rapidity. ( )ne hundred and twenty thousand
words an hour or two thousand words a minute were
sent between Chicago and Milwaukee, and one hundred
and forty thousand per hour would have been reached
had the line between Xew York and Chicago been in

good working order. The idea is simple enough, but its

practical development must have called for wonder-
ful patience and perseverance. The transmitting device
consists of a metal wheel, over the rim of which
a perforated tape passes, allowing a spring pessing
against the tape to make and break contact through
the perforations. This interrupted current is sent over
the line and received in an electro-magnet, similar to

a telephone receiver, the diaphragm in front of which
vibrates back and forth in response to the impulses com-
ing over the wire. A small mirror attached to

the diaphragm reflects a beam of light upon a sensi-

tized tape which photographs the signals with absolute

accuracy. The irregular marks on the tape occur in such

71 manner that those above a line drawn through the mid-

dle of the tape mean dots and those below dashes. The
Morse code is, therefore, faithfully carried out; the tape

may be cut up into lengths of any number of feet, dis-

tributed as copy among a corps of telegraphers and set

up in type with wonderful rapidity.

To illustrate the application of this system more pop-

ularly the following test could be made: sixty reporters

working hard one hour would produce two thousand

words a piece. At the end of the hour one hundred and
twent) thousand words would be ready for transmission.

Tiiis amount of copy the transmitting end would deliver

in one hour to any distant point within a thousand miles.

The process of translating the symbols on the tape,

transforming them into English, ready for the composi-
tors, is an every da) occurrence to large newspapers. It

is therefore evident that a single wire which can accom-
modate so many newspaper men is of the utmost value

in connection with the Pollak-Virag system whenever
an emergency would arise. A severe storm which has

blown down wires, the reports from various war corres

pondents at tin- scene of a battle, and other special cir-

cumstances which might be called to mind, would pro-

vide instances where a high speed telegraphic system
would be of immense value. When we look back over
the half century that has passed and realize that Morse
could transmit but one message over the wire at a time

and that ver\ slowly and know that to-da) one hundred
and twenty thousand words an hour have been sent and
received over a single win- we can see the perfection of

an ideal telegraphic system near at hand. It would take

a keen mind to decide whether it will be a wireless system
of one similar to that above described.

LIQUID AIR AND Ti >RPEDO BOATS.
Tlu- imminent danger that sometimes attends tests

made with submarine vessels to those entombed within

might be prevented by the- use- of liquid air. stored away
in tanks provided with proper safety appliances and
brought into use' when necessity arose. The recenl trials

of the Holland boat show that a twenty-four hours' sub-

mersion with a cerw of seven men is possible, but it

would seem as though the immense volume of .air repi

sented by a few gallons of the- liquified article would ab-

solutely prevent a lack of the life giving atmosphere on
am hi
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ftecbnical "Rotes.

ELECTRIC PUMPS.

The application of motors to pumps lias been of con-

tiu\ must be lifted the horse power re-quired is equal to

the product of the number of gallons per minute to be

pumped, by the height in feet, by 8.33, the total divided

by 33,000. This formula can be simplified so as to give

us the horse power equal to the gallons of water times

Water Falls with Small Head,

(see page -'-

siderable industrial importance for elevator work, mining the height divided by 2,6oo. til other words, if IO0 gal-

purposes and the storing up of water in reservoirs or Ions are to be pumped every minute [00 feet the horse

tanks for future municipal or household use. One cubic power of an electric motor, considering all losses must

foot of fresh water weighs [,000 ounces, 62^ pounds; one be equal to 100x100- :- 2.600 or four horse power. The

Direct Connected Electric Pump.

cubic foot contains y\ gallons; therefore the weight of conditions governing the electro-motive force or pressure

one gallon is 8.33 pounds. If the number of gallons per in the line, its length, size. etc.. the speed of the motor

minute to be pumped are known and the height to which and all that relates to it enter into the province of elec-
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trical engineering. \\ ith the pump operating at a certain by the head in feet gives the foot pounds; this divided by
33,000 gives the horse power. Very often the quantity
oi water flowing per minute is not expressed in cubic
but in miner's inches. A miner's inch of water is ap-
proximate^ equal to a supply of 1.5 cubic feet per min-
ute. The commercial efficiency of 'tin- best water wheel

I here arc' numerous natural water powers in the I nited is hardly over eighty per cent.
'

Besides there is a loss by
States running to waste. These water powers may he friction.' water in pipes, shafts in bearings, etc.. so that a't

speed per minute the motor can be readily adjusted or at

hast designed to meet all requirements.

DATA RELATING T< > WATER P< )\\ ER
BY 1". G. 13ADT.

Curve of Condenser Discharge.

improved, utilized for electric power transmission and
be made to pa\ handsomely on the capital invested. As
the improvement of a water power is attended with con-

siderable expense the amount of power at various seasons

should be exactly determined to prevent later disappoint-

ment, ddie determination of the amount of power is best

left to a reliable hydraulic engineer. Any manufacturer
of water wheels, however, will send on application com-
plete catalogues giving practical rules and tables for de-

termining- the horse power of water powers. As one
cubic loot of water weighs 62.5 pounds this figure mul-

best not more than seventy-live per cent, of the energ\
01 the water fall can be utilized for driving electric gen-
erators. As the quantity of water flowing per minute
depends upon the velocity of the stream', the number
of miner's inches can only be ascertained by measuring
the average velocity. This known the calculation of horse-
power is made in a fairly accurate manner

>NDENSER DISCH \RCKS.
The charge and discharge of a condenser when sup-

plied with a charge of high pressure is shown in the illus-

tration. The capacity of a condenser is governed by the

1000
MILD STEEL
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Curves of Magnetization of Mild Steel and Wrought lr >n.

(see- page 284.

tiplied by the number of cubic feel per minute, multiplied area of the plates, distance between them and natun
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the dielectric. With a limited capacity the charge of

electricity will cause a potential difference depending
upon the quantity held in statu quo. Various change-

are manifested during charge and discharge and the rela-

tions existing between the capacity and voltage is shown
in the illustration.

A COMPARISON OF THE PERMEABILITIES OF
MILD STEEL AND WROUGHT IRON.

Mild steel and wrought iron differ from each other in

permeability to an extent denoted below in the various

plottings or magnetization curves. These curves ex-

press the relations existing between the lines of Force

fluent and perfect English, with a slightly foreign gravity
which belies iiis vouth. He is, as he professes, an ama-
teur electrician, and exceedingly modest as regards his

accomplishments in comnarison with some of the no
doubt well-meaning chroniclers who have even unduly
belauded them. He has been about four years at work
on the particular subject of "wireless" telegraphy, carry-

ing out many experiments on his family estate near
Bologna before he discovered the important fact that

electric waves generated by a sparking apparatus of the

kind used by the lamented German physicist, Ileinrich

Hertz, would not only carry to long distances, but were
unaffected by intervening hills and natural obstacles. At

Collector Rods of Marconi's Svstein.

per square centimetre and the permeabilities of the

metals. Comparing the two we see that the permeability
curve G of mild steel, at 8,000 lines of force per square
centimetre, gives a permeability of a little more than 600.
The curve K of wrought iron, at 8.000 lino of force per
square centimetre, shows a permeability of about 1.100.

Fine wrought iron and certain grade- of mild steel dif-

fer considerably from each other, but good samples of

mild steel and fair samples of wrought iron are practi-

cally alike, as far as their permeabilities are concerned.
and their capacities for lines of force per square inch.
The permeability of wrought iron, as shown by its van-
pus curves, rapidly diminishes, beginning at a point of
induction running up to 20.000 and diminishing at about
2,000 in a characteristic manner. At present mild steel
is almost exclusively employed for electrical machinery.

1 VREER OF MARCl >NL
Mr. Marconi is a very young man—not yet thirty

years of age. as his portrail shows. Born at Bologna, but
of English parentage on his mother's side, he speaks

this date two miles was the maximum distance reached,

while English observers had accomplished one-and-
three-quarters miles. VVith his original apparatus for

transmitting and receiving Hertz waves much improved,
Mr. .Marconi came over from bngland in i8<;6. and suc-

ceeded in getting the patronage of the British postal

officials, under whose auspices he carried out signaling

experiments on Salisbury Plain and at Penarth. Since
then he has gradually improved both of his methods and
his records, the distance traversed by his etheric signals

being increased successively from fourteen and a half

miles, between Alum bay and JJournemouth. to eighteen

miles (Alum bay and Poole), and thirty-two miles, the

present maximum obtained between two stations erected

at the instance of the French Government on oJover cliff,

close to the South Foreland light-house, and at Wimer-
eux, near Bologne. In addition to this. Mr. Marconi
has made successful experiments in carrying on signals

between ships and the shore, a permanent installation

haxing been at work for some time between the South
Foreland station and one of the Goodwin lightships.
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SEARCH LIGHT CONSTRUCTION. point, at the common foci of all the parabolas repre-
A search light and a focussing lamp differ in the respect sented by various cross sections through the reflector.

Search Light for Naval Warfare.

that a parabolic reflector is used for one and a hemis- The glass in front is not one sheet but strips which ex-
pherical white-coated reflector used for the other. The pand and contract freeh without fracture. The mechan-

Example of Motor and Gearing.

carbons in a search light must remain focussed at a given ism of a focussing lamp and search light are practical!}
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identical, the feed in each case being such that the arc

remains located in a fixed position. Focussing lamps

average about five thousand candle power, as built by

some concerns. The penetrating power of a search light

depends upon its candle power and parabolic reflector.

About one horse-power per twenty-five hundred candle

power is generally consumed.
THE GEARING OF MOTORS.

Not only in the field of industrial activity do we find

various examples of the single or double reduction gear

motor but the custom has spread among all classes of

machinery where a motor is called into use. In street

railway practice the geared motor is a permanent feature

of any railway installation and it has been accepted by
experts here and abroad as the best means of transmit-

ting" power positively and, in the best sense of the word,

efficiently. It is impossible to conceive of an electrical

dev'ce propelled through the streets, either for municipal

Resistance ami Lamp as Operated.

purposes, or as an automobile, in which the motor is not

glared as the driving mechanism to the shaft, propelling

the vehicle. Various examples, other than those found

on the roads and streets of cities and towns, are on hand
in the factories and shops of every large city in the

L'nited States.

Contrarv to the European custom belting has various

disadvantages of such a nature that Americans are more
content to use an expensive method of transmitting

power which the use of gears implies than the simple

attachment of a pulley, driving a leather belt or rope.

The saving of power is, of course, an important item.

and the friction of a geared system is much greater than

that of a belted plant as well as being more expensive

but in spite of these facts the positiveness of a geared sys-

tem and the thorough reliance that can be placed upon
it in practice has led to its final adoption, in preference

to any other mode of transmitting power, including even
the sprocket wheel and chain, a system once greatly in

vogue. A slipping belt in a moment of emergency pre-

sents a critical case to the engineering eye and has led to

its condemnation where motors as small units are di-

rectly employed for driving machines.
ARC LAMPS OX INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
In the line sketch shown below the connections of an

arc lamp on an incandescent circuit call for the installation

of a branch block, an adequate resistance and switch.

Each lamp is calculated to consume about fifty or sixty

volts; two lamps generally burning on one circuit. In

those cases where enclosed arc lamps are used 80 volts is

consumed by the lamp and the balance taken up by re-

sistance and line drop. The resistance must therefore be
adjusted to meet both cases, whether an open or en-
closed arc lamp.

THE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF Till-;

BL( )OD.

It is no easy task to measure the electrical resistance

ol the blood of a living individual. The principal diffi-

culty depends upon the fact that only very small quan-
tities of blood can generally be obtained at a time. The
best results were obtained by placing five cubic milli-

metres of freshly drawn blood between two cup-shaped
spongy platinum, and fixed at 0.75 millimetres apart.

The average resistance of normal blood at 60 (leg. E.,

electrodes three millimetres in diameter, coated with

an electric element in which the electrodes were of car-

measured by Kohlrausch's method, is 550 ohms. A strik-

ing change may be observed in pernicious anaemia, the

resistance in this disease being sometimes diminished to

about one-half that of normal blood. The deduction is

that the blood in pernicious amemia contains an abnor-

mal amount of salts, due to the destructive metabolism
going on.—Ex.

THE TELEPHONE RECEIVER.

In the sketch LL represents the line. M the permanent

magnet, E the ear piece, I) the diaphram, B the coil, and

CC the connectors. In speaking into the receiver the

diaphram in front of the permanent magnet vibrates im-

perceptibly. The permeability of the space in front of

the magnet is disturbed. It increases and decreases with

the vibrations of the diaphram. In consequence of this

magnetic change a series of minute currents are pro-

duced within the coil HP. The currents follow a law of

Analysis of Telephone Receiver.

oscillation which corresponds practically to that govern-

ing the vibration of the diaphragm. They pass through

the line by way of the connectors C and affect a similarly

constructed instrument in the same manner. If used

merelv as a receiver the operation is reversed. The coil

receives minute and varying currents to which the dia-

phragm by responding vibrates and produces audible

sounds. The receiver is an ideal dynamo when used as

a transmitter. It is merelv a vibrating device when it

accomplishes the transformation of varying currents into

sound.
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among the Societies.

AMERICAN [NSTITUTE ( >F ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

The 137th meeting oi the Institute was held at 12

West 31st street on Wednesday evening, iNov. 22d. A
paper was presented by Edward J. \\ ilhs on a "Test of a

3<>'> Kilowatt Direct-Connected Railway Lmt at Differ-

ent Loads." In the absence of the author the paper was
read by Mr. Geo. F. Sever. The paper was discussed by
Jjissrs. Hill, Mailloux and Sever, the subject of "Pos-
sibilities oi W ireless Telegraphy" was then taken up,

the discussion being opened ny Prof. 1\. A. Fessendcn
of the University of Western Pennsylvania, and con-

tinued by \\ . J. Clarke, M. J. Pupin and others. A
meeting of Western members was also held at the same
time at the Technical Club, Chicago. At the meeting
of Council in the afternoon the following associate mem-
bers were elected: E. C. Baugher, Prank George Bauin,

t ouis VV. Downes, Clifton V. Edwards. Geo. II. Gibson,
Louis T. Grant, Arthur James Hanson, Martin J. Insnll,

E. D. Jackson, W. O. Layman. John Lundie, Chas. Will-

iam PenDell, Chas. I'». Raub, Allen Davidson Roberts,

11. A. Russell. Ferdinand Schwcdtmann. Hewlett Scud-
der, |r.. foseph Suydam Stout, Jr., Clinton Eugene Whit-
ney, C. M. Wilkes.

The following associate members were transferred to

membership : Cummings C. Chesney, Capt. Achilles

vie Khotinsky.

[
Business Hews.

AX ELECTRIC PAN COMBINE.
The electric fan manufacturers of the country, who

w ere in conference at the Imperial Hotel last week, de-

cided to form an organization under the title of the

American Association of Electrical Pan Manufacturers.
The objects of the association are to secure higher prices

and to keep them uniform. The electrical fan industry
is in the hands of fourteen firms whose combined capita

i- S25.000.000.

TELEGRAPHING WITHOUT WIRES.
INCORPORATION OF A WIRELESS TELE-

GRAPH COMPANY.
Isaac L. Rice will be president of the Marconi Wire-

less Telegraph Company, which has been incorporated

with $10,000,000 authorized capital at Trenton. August
Belmont will be the treasurer. Mr. Rice said:

"Active operations will be begun by the company as

soon as we have obtained suitable quarters and have
built our machinery. Probably our factory will be in this

city. The company has acquired the right to operate in

all the American possessions and in Cuba. There was a

contract made recently, prior to the formation of our
company, to connect the of the Hawaiian islands bv
wireless telegraph, but otherwise we will control all

Hawaiian wireless telegraph rights. There are ah sorts

of uses to which the Marconi system can be put. and it is

really in its infancy.

"Among the matters to which we will give special

attention will be the manufacture of instruments to be

used for telegraphing between vessels at sea. We hope
also to equip with wireless telegraph instruments the sig-
nal and life saving stations along the coast, s,, that ap-
proaching vessels can he warned when fog and storm
hide them and their lights."

SPEC PAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FROM NEW YORK CITY FOR WEEK END-

ING NOVEMBER 25th, 1899, >i^. 7 57-

New York, X. Y., Nov. 25. 1889. 11ns port shipped
electrical goods during the week ending this date to the
tollowing countries :

British West indies.—93 packages electrical material,

$1,557 S case electrical material, 20.

Berlin.— 112 packages electrical material, $8,740.
British Possessions m Africa.—33 cases electrical ma-

terial, $34,257.
China.—<S cases electrical material, St,J 18.

Cuba.—8 cases electrical material, $519; 3 cases elec-

trical machinery, $209.
Copenhagen.—4 cases of electrical material, S231.
Christiana.— 1 case electrical machinery, $50.
( entral America.

—

22 cases electrical material, $277.
Ecuador.—3 cases electrical material, $932.
Glasgow.— i case electrical material, S20; 1 case elec-

tiical machinery, $25.
Havre.—2 cases electrical machinery, $300.
Hull.—7 cases electrical material, Sj^j; 12 cases elec-

trical motors, S400.
Liverpool.—274 cases electrical material, $21,5
London.— 16 cases electrical machinery, Si. 200; 112

cases electrical material, $20,416.
-Moscow.—8 cases electrical material. S750.
Marseilles.—472 cases electrical material. $36,333.
.Mexico.—365 cases electrical material, $2,687.
Newfoundland.—24 cases electrical machinery. $342;

2j cases electrical material, $234.
Odessa.—2 cases electrical material. $111.
Porto Rico.—8 packages electrical material, S180.
Santo Domingo.—5 cases electrical material. $47.
Southampton.— 10 cases electrical material. $100; 16

cases electrical machinery, $270.
\ enezuela.—2 cases electrical material, $13.

NEW INC( IRPORATIONS.
Trenton, N. J.— The Shamokin Light, Heat and

Power Company has been incorporated; capital.

$ 1 50,000.

Decatur, 111.— The Culver Company,
has been incorporated; capital. Si 0.000

J. H. Culver. J. S. Culver. F. II. Culver.

Alliance. ( >hio.—The Alliance Gas & Electric Com-
pany, with a capital stock of $165,000, has been incorp-

orated.

Dundee, 111.—The Citizens* Light. Heat and Power
( 'ompany has been incorporated with a capital oi $10,000.
O. C. Fitts, Frederick Rossow and 1". A. Johnson.

Reynoldsville, I 'a.—The Reynoldsville Electric Com-
pany, with a capital stock of S75.000, has been incorp-

orated.

The Oroville (Cal.) Water and Power Company has
been incorporated with a capital oi $250,000 by L. T.
Lotl and R. S. Tower. The company will develop el<

trie power.
Keokuk. Iowa.—The Carton- 1 )anicls (ompany. to

manufacture and deal in electrical supplies, has been
incorporated; capital, S2=;.(xxi; incorporators. I. C. Dan-
iels. W. R. Carton. 1.. j. Titus, M. II. Titus, J. V. E.

Titus, all of Keokuk.
Clinton. \. Y.—The Clinton Electric Company has

been incorporated; capital, $50,000; incorporators. J. X.
Williamson, of Ozone Park; T. W. Cantwell. of Albany :

T. F. McBride, J. L. Dempsey, of Clinton.

of \\ oweaqua,
incorporators.
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San Francisco, Cal.—The Boynton Vacuum Companj
has been incorporated to manutacture and sell vacuum
pumps; directors, li. G. Walker. ( takland ; E. D. Moore,

H. M. Graham, James S. Hunt and G. H. Boynton, San

Francisco; capital stock, $500,000.

Portland, ,\le.—The Electric Gar Lighting and Venti-

lating Company has been organized at Portland for the

purpose of manufacturing- and dealing in electrical ap-

pliances of all kinds with $500,000 capital stock. The
officers are: President, C. H. Morse, of Cambridge;

treasurer. W. M. Chapman, of Needham.
Jersej City, N. J.—The Chaquette Electric Dredge

Company, principal office the Corporation Trust Com-
pany Building, to build and use dredges, pile drivers,

etc:; capital. Si ,000.000 ; incorporators, Ephraeim Cha-

quette, Berthold Block. Michael J. Fenton, Kenneth EC.

McLaren.
Cleveland, Ohio.—The Cotter Electric Company, of

Xo. 1254 Case avenue, has been organized ; F. L. Browne
purchasing a half interest in the property and patents.

The new firm will be known as the Cotter-Browne Elec-

tric Company, with offices at No. 912 New England

Building and factory at the Perkins-Power block. The
new concern will manufacture a flashing switch and

other electrical specialties.

TELEPHONE GALLS.
Monticello, Ind.— The White County Long-Distance

Telephone Company has been incorporated. The capi-

tal stock is $5,000, and the directors are David E. Ru^.
John H. Smeale and Ira Bordner.

Red Lodge, Mont.—The Red Lodge & Wyoming-
Telephone Company has been incorporated to construct

and operate telephone line; capital, 810,000; incorpor-

ators, B. E. Vaill, J. L. Robbins, W. A. Talmage, all of

Red Lodge.
Yorktown, Va.—The Chesapeake Telephone and Tele-

graph Company has been incorporated to construct and

maintain telephone and telegraph lines; capital, $20,000;

incorporators, E. E. Sleight. B. F. Crockett, E. S. Moore,
of Grab Neck; G. L. Smith, T. T. Hudgeons, of York-
town; T. S. Harris, of Tampico; 11. R. Wilson, of York-
town.

Oakland, Gal.—The articles of incorporation oi the

Oakland Automatic Telephone Company have been filed.

The company proposes to equip its plant at once and
establish a system. The capital stock is $350,000. The
directors of the new company are Albert G Aitken. of

San Francisco; William A. Magee, Charles B. Taylor.

Samuel S. Theller and K. C. Dozier, all of this city.

Salt Lake City. Utah.—The Soda Springs & Gray's

Lake Telephone Company has been incorporated ; the

capital stock is $10,000; F. M. Merrill, E. W. Barnes, J.

Strachan, H. G Gorton and F. M. Merrill, Jr., incor-

porators. The purpose of the company is to construct,

maintain and operate a telephone line from Soda Springs
north to ( iray's Lake, and also a line from Soda Springs
south to Preston. At Preston the company's line will

connect with the Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone Com-
pany's lines and give Soda Springs direct communication
with Salt Lake City.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Sheboygan. Wis.—The work on extension of the elec-

tric line to Sheboygan Falls will, in all probability, be
completed by December I.

1 )ecatur, 111.—A new electric railway is to be built at

once from Decatur to Springfield, a distance of 38 miles.

The cost will be about $300,000.
Concord. N. II.— It is reported that the proposed

electric road from Centre Harbor to Ossipee is to be con-
structed in the Spring. Dr. J. A. Greene. G. W. Arm-
strong and A. Shuman are said to be interested in the

enterprise.

Montclair, X. J.—The Montelair Town Council has
-anted a franchise to the North Jersey Street Railway
Company for a railway to the south end of the town,
through Elm street and Orange road to the ( Jrange line.

The ordinance provides for a ten-cent tare to Orange
fr< m Manhattan when a direct route is made.

Xorwalk. Ohio.—The County Commissioners have
granted a franchise to W. W. Graham, of Xorwalk. and
< lark Rude, of Sandusky, the projectors of the Sandusky,
Bellevue X Xorwalk Electric Railway. By the terms
of the franchise the road must be completed by |ulv l,

1900, unless delayed by compulsory legal process.
Tine Bluff, Ark.—The Cit) Council of Pine Bluff has

granted to Matthew Roberts, of Kansas City, a 50-year
franchise for an electric- street railway. Its requirements
are that the company operate six miles of roadway and.
at least, five new and modern cars, which shall be run at

intervals of not less than 30 minutes. The road is to be
completed within 12 months, or the franchise forfeited.

Cleveland, < )hio.—Cleveland capitalists, including M.

J. Mandelbaum X Company, 1-. D. Pomeroy, D. II.

Kimberly and A. E. Akins. are back of a project to build

the longest trolley line in the world in the Miami Yallev,

in the southern part of the State. They have already
obtained control of the electric railroads connecting Cin-

cinnati. Hamilton and Dayton, and are operating them
as one system. The company will soon be incorporated
and extend the railway north to the end of the valley.

I»( (SSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Iloerne. Tex.—A $4,000 electric light plant will be put

in by local capitalists.

Anniston, Ala.—A light and power plant will be

erected here by the Anniston Electric Company.
Tuscumbia, Ala.— The city will erect an electric light

plant. Address the Mayor.
Tallahasse, Ida.—The city has voted to issue $16,000

bonds for electric light plant. Address the City Clerk.

Detroit. Mich.— fhe Howard City Electric Light

Company has decided to rebuild its plant, which was
burned some time ago. and expects to have it running
in about 30 days.

Crystal Springs. Miss.—The Mayor and Board of

Aldermen has passed an ordinance to issue $25,000 in

bonds for the purchase of a complete system of water-

works and electric lights. This action is due to the re-

cent expensive tires.

Birdsboro, Pa., Xov. 21, 1899.

The Electrical Age. New York:
Gentlemen— Franchise has been awarded me for one

hundred (100) arc and fifteen hundred (1,500) incandes-

cent light plant. Respectfully,

(Signed), I. E. SHERIFF.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as
our regular Standard Portable Di-
rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
ihe working parts are inclosed in a
neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shit-Ids

the instruments from disturbing

influences of external magnetic
field-.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-V40 William St., Newark, N.JT., U. S.A,
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The spread and developmenl of electric lighting has

been the means of causing considerable improvement in

various types of engines. What has long been regarded
as an ideal combination is a plant consisting of a gene
rator driven by a gas or kerosene engine. The improve
ments to date in kerosene engines are most noticeable in

those constructed by August Mietz, under the name of

the Mietz & Weiss kerosene engine. In these engines
kerosene is the motive power. They are of the two-cycle

compression type; each revolution an impulse is trans

mitted to the fly wheel. The governing device operates

directly from the main shaft, regulates the supply of kero-

sene according to the demand for power and effects a uni-

formity in speed that renders it capable of doing electric

lighting without a flicker. In the illustrations are shown

two eamples of direct connected and belted plants. The
coupling is shown ni the illustration of the direct con-
nected outfit to consisl of a disk with three studs, one
hundred and twerit) degrees apart. \ similar disk, at-

tached to the fl\ wheel ^\ the engine enables adjustment
to be made between the two through the aid of rubber
rings. The elasticity and stretch of these rings takes up
all lack of alignment and extra strain on the bearing
This excellent mechanical adjustment insures noiseless

operation and long life to the working parts. In the

direct connected plant we have a four-horse engine, at

four hundred revolutions a minute, driving a fortv light

generator with a total consumption >i\ t.32 pounds of
kerosene per horse power honr.
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The governor of the engine operates a small pump,

controlling its delivery of kerosene in the motor cylinder

in which vaporization and mixture with air takes plaec.

By this method of regulation waste is eliminated and ex-

cess of power or the reverse an impossibility. The fuel

consumption and the power required, controlled as above

described, together with the minimum of care an engine

( ost of Presswork.—A web press, printing at the rate

of 6,000 impressions per hour—this includes cutting,

Folding and printing lour signatures of 161710 or 64 pages,
including all stoppages—will produce in a day 2,304.000
pages, an average of 384,000 pages for each hour. The
average current, including "make-ready," etc.. is .7 watt

hour per impression : 01.428 pages per hour per kilowatt;

Mietz & Weiss Kerosene Engine and Dynamo.

this type requires, its cheapness of operation and at 5 cents per kilowatt hour, there will be printed, cut and
smoothness in running makes it highly desirable for folded [8,285 Pages for 1 cent.

isolated plant work or where small power in the shop A good day's work for a Hat-bed press, bed 42x52
would be welcome. The manufacturer, August Mietz, of inches, running at 20 impressions per minute, is 8.400 im-

128-138 Mott street, and 87 Elizabeth street, Xew York presions in eight hours, of 32 pages each, with a total of

city, will be pleased to correspond with interested par- 256.000 pages for the day.

ties, regarding the installation of a gas or kerosene en- Average current consumption is 1.5 watt hours per im-

gine for any purpose whatsoever. pression, or 21.333 pages per kilowatt hour; at 5 cents per

kilowatt hour is produced 4.266 pages, as against [8,285

^ .. . . .. . ~ l>\ the web preses for the same money (i cent), making
applications or siecnuc luower. an output for the webs four and one_h2df times that ^i the

THE PRACTICAL VPPLICATION OF ELECTRIC Hat-bed presses, with same current consumption. The

MOTORS Tl ' PR1 \TI \< i PRESS MACH I N'ERY. c
i
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,f - TAPLEY " and cutting.

(Concluded from page 279.) \ card-press, which print- both sides, making slitting

('.eared vs. Direct shows that up to 5 horse-power the and cross-cut from a web of cardboard, is not a usual

geared is more economical. In 5 to 15 horse-power, there press. The following is the output and power consump-
is not much difference. Economy of operation should not tion For five month'-

:

be the guiding spirit in the selection of motors of these [mpressions 8.362,750

sizes. From 25 horse-power up. the direct motor has Kilowatt hours 580.6

many advantages, especially for newspaper work. Kilowatt hours per impression -»\\
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- Four cards being printed at each impresion, there was
a total of 33.45 1,ocx) cards. With current at 5 cents per
kilowatt hour, 1 1.500 cards were printed for 1 cent.

Main Pressroom, Government Printing ( )ffice.— In

this room are forty-nine presses,including three large web
presses : of the balance one-half are large-size book preses,

the remainder of double-medium size, attached to which
is an aggregate of [90 horse-power in motors.
During the month of November, 1898. the presses made

-.403,032 impressions, consuming 6,542.8 kilowatt hours.

an average of 1.21 watt hours per impression.

6,542.8 kilowatt hours at 5 cents, $327.14; or 165 im-

pressions, allowing 12 pages for each impression, we have
2,000 pages for 1 cent.

Power Plant, Government Printing Office.—The entire

power, exclusive of heating, lighting, fans, etc., consumed
during the month of December, 1898. from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.. during 2J working days, 22,516 kilowatt hours, 834
kilowatt hours per day, or 104 kilowatts per hour. Con-
nected to the power circuits are 700 electric horse-power,

including electric elevators ; $j^ electric horse-power,

is $45,000, a .sum that makes the - in motive pov
dwindle into insignificai { icw

j the
entire electru equipment, including the lighting.

If there is any printing office in the country whei
reliable power must be had, it is the government printing
office. We run 24 hours daily during ind
keep lights going throughout the year, 11

down our power plant. \\ e issue a daily paper. th(

gressional Record, having to catch mi any
other daily. Then all bills introduced together with the
proceedings of Congress the day before, have to he-

each member's desk by 10 a.m.
' To this must be added

the printing furnished the various branches of tl rn-
ment. consuming a daily average of 25
paper.

< >ur recent war with Spain lias made demands in ex-
cess of anything heretofore.

At the end of the recent popular bond issue, the Treas-
ury Department wanted _ - circulars
Monday, copy for which was received late Saturday.
They had wagon-loads waiting at their doors Monday

Suburban Trolley Road.

(See page 261.)

without electric elevators. Daily consumption is about

loo kilowatt hours for elevators, thus giving the follow-

ing ratios ;

5.1 horse-power connected to power used.

6.2 horse-power connected 1 exclusive of elevators 1

used.

Largest swinging power load we have ever had is [80

kilowatt, or a ratio of 2.<).

Current consumption during November, 1898, for

foundry, 3,025.2 kilowatt hours, average 12.2 per hour,
folding room. 1.21)5.8 kilowatt hours, average 5.4 per

hour: bindery. \ .^j-,.2 kilowatt hours, average 0.7 per
hour.

Advantage to be gained from changing over from belt

ing to individual electric motor for printing-press work is

not alone in power saved, but better grade oi work, less

repairs to machinery, and. most of all, an increased prod-

uct without a corresponding decrease in value of presses
by running at too high speed.

Output of the government printing office pressroom
has been increased 15 per cent. A few calculations will

show what this means in an establishment operating con-
tinuously roo presses, each earning, at the smallest figure,

$10 per da\ . 1 >r $300.< OO for the \ car. 1 5 per cent, of this

morning. I his is but one instance o\ mam we have been
called upon to execute.

There has never been a hitch in the motive power: not
a motor has given out. In fact, such a freedom from in-

terruption of power has never been known in the hist'

01 the office as during the past three years, or since we
have adopted electric power.

The most brilliant achievement during the year was the
printing of the "Main ' tort." "This consisted of

pages of text, twenty-four full-paj ravings and one
lithograph in colors, and although the originals oi the

ilustrations were not in the pos e until

3 o'clock p. m. of March 28th. and the manuscript of the

text was not received tin il 6 o'clock p. m. of the same day,
complete printed copies, in pap were placed
upon the dt si

o'clock of the following mornii
Tn the treatment of this subject, necessarily many times

subdivided. I have tried to mention, in a brief way. all

essential points, a detailed con which would
exceed the limits of this paper, yet hope in the future, at

your discretion, that these may be clearly explained by
illustrations and carefully prepared tables of data now' in.

course of compilation.
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Hecbntcal notes.

THE SUBURBAN TR< >LLEY R< >AD.

In suburban trolley service- one of the great difficulties

arises from the fact that a line is continually leaking in

wet weather. When a ton of coal is burnt at the power

house under the best of conditions not more than forty

per cent, of its energy can be utilized in the form of elec-

tricity. When the "weather is wet and moisture has af-

fected the insulation to any considerable extent these fig-

ures will drop down to twenty or twenty-five per cent.

The lack of attention which some suburban trolley cir-

cuits receive in wet weather can be partially compensated

by the use of the most modern insulators and poles thor-

oughly impregnated with an insulating material, such as

asphaltic paint. Under these circumstances not only is

coal saved, but the losses in the line so reduced that dis-

tant cars can make schedule time.

Stray Currents.

AN AUT< >M( >BILE SAVES A C< >\V.

All Paris has been laughing at a comical occurrence in

which the well-known Bordeaux automobilist, M. Lan-
neluc-Sanson. tools a leading part, lie might well have
fancied himself Don Quixote and his automobile a fin-de-

siecle Rosinante, gallantly coming to the rescue of a fair

dame fallen into great danger. < >n his way back from a

service of twenty-eight days as chauffeur to the com-
manding general oi the Eighteenth Army Corps, he

reached the Village of Merignac, in Gironde. al

nightfall There he found the whole place in com-
motion. Inquiring as to the cause of the excite-

ment he learned that a cow had fallen into a well.

Repairing to the spot he found a crowd of peas-

ants at their wits ends, vainly trying to hoist the

cow out with a rope. But the cow was heavy, and the

poor creature bellowed and groaned in vain. A brilliant

inspiration seized M. Lanneluc-Sanson. He attached

her halter rope to his auto., mounted his machine and
started ahead. The rope grew taut, and under the weight
at the other end the automobile almost came to a stop

But gradually it went ahead, coughing mightily with the

exertion \ great shout of joy from the assembled pea
sants. The cow's head came peering above the rim of

VACUUM TUBE LIGHTING.
The Moore system of vacuum tube lighting with the

method of illumination, as shown in illustration, posse :ss-

iug as one of its most important features a vacuum tube
break, also illustrated, calls lor consideration at this pre-

ent hour, since it has become evident that low watt lamps,

including the Nernst, have become permanent commer-
cial features. The preservation of vacuums in tubes, used
for this unique system of lighting, has been a difficult

question to solve. The efficienc) of the system, cost of

its installation and remarkable clearness and purit) of the

light produced have led to much speculation as to future

Fir.

One Application of Vacuum Tubes,

value for practical purposes. The tubes certainh appear

n be unaffected by use and the present method of pro-

ducing light in Vacuum tubes is an ideal one. it therefore

seems t" be more a question of cosl than safet) or dura-

bility. Were light rated at Ofll) one watt per candle

power it would certainly be regarded as a method of elec

trie lighting that would meet with widespread applica-

tion. These questions, unfortunately, have not been de-

cided upon tor the reason that vacuum tube lighting at

present belongs largely to the field of experimental sci

once.

the well and she was lam led secureh on the

The Automobile Magazine.

M 'He's Vacuum Break,

surface.

\\ [RELESS TELEGRAPHY IN THE TRANS-
VAAL.

The British military authorities hope to have the wire-

less telegraph in operation in South Africa very shortly.

when, it is hoped, the difficulties experienced from the
cutting of wires will be obviated, as it will only be neces-
sary to establish communication with a point at which the
ordinarv wires are intact.

1 HE INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR.
The inductor alternator consists of a machine in which

all wire is at rest and only the core of the electro magnet
rotated, it being devoid of commutator and other parts

requiring attention it is certainly the cheapest machine
to install for general long distance electric lighting. It

has found great favor in the \\ est and in mining plants

from which power must be transmitted for lighting and

other purposes into various parts of the mine and its ap-

purtenances, I'he inductor alternator has durable quah
tii- which make it unusuallv cheap when the number •>!
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roughly outlined by all the journals in the United States.

1 he anticipations of some writers have been venhed, but

the surface has been barely scratched as yet. The co-
CONTENTS: herer and, in fact, the present system of wireless tele-

editorials. graphy as a whole is deficient. The public are amazed
tncity on New York's Elevated Boade 2M at experiments performed between distant points but as
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ir
y
ade S this emotion dissipates itself they inevitably inquire into

electric l.ght and power installations the limitations of the present system. '1 he.r surprise gen-
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Telegraph News 296 lacking. This tuning of two circuits has been carefully

studied by some of the best electrical engineers in the

ELECTRICITY UN NEW YORK'S ELEVATED country. The best authority is undoubtedly Prof. M. 1.

Pupin of Columbia University, whose experimental re-

l\ ( >ADS. search and invention of a high speed telegraphic system,

as well as his familiarity with the subject of resonance

Tl -. though long expected in the electrical would be aPt to n,akt lls hoPe t0 hear from him in this
.

at concerning the substitution of electricity for respect. Marconi s system is in about the same stage ol

ork - elevated roads. < >rders have "been development as the simple Morse system of years ago.

placed with the \\ estinghpuse people for generators It will be the greatest invention oi the centurj when it
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change that has been made in all the surface lines of any the hundreds of thousands and even cross the ocean to

portance in New York city. A system has been gladden the hearts of French, English and German chil-

adopted which is certainly the most complete in the world dren. It is remarkable to : how rapidly electric

and answers better than any other to the requirements toys sprang into < dstenc< so as to constitute a definite

laid down by the municipal body and the people. In the and permam nt branch of the toy industry The child of

same manner steam with their noise, dirl and in the future may want a model telephone exchange or a

ncy have keen preserved in the presenl elevated wireless aph outfil V U?
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years of service are considered of which it is capable. Its

efficiency is generally acknowledged to be fairly high.

thus removing any question of its importance for power
transmission plants.

THE MULTIPOLAR FIELD.

The multipolar field offers certain technical advantages

due to the fact that the magnetizing force of the coil plays

ARRANGEMENT OF VATS IX A PLAT IN <

PLANT.
The arrangement of vats in a plating plant, as shown

in sketch, with dynamo and connection.-, as shown, is a

practical arrangement by saving floor space and accom-
plishing results in the most convenient manner. The
generator js insulated from the floor and tank- supported

The Multipolar Field.

directly upon the pole pieces. In the sketch shown this on saw-horses, as shown. In permanent installations

fact is represented and it may be noted that the cross sec- tanks may be built to the floor, but as this takes time the

tion of the ring armature is one half that of the pole quickest and cheapest way to earn money with a plant at

pieces. The lines of force, considered in the case of three once i- to follow the method shown in illustration. In

adjoining coils, pass into each other, half on one side and the construction of platers abundance of copper is a prime
half on the other; therefore if one million lines of force requisite. The armature conductors, however, must not

The Inductor Alienator.

issue from a pole piece five hundred thousand go into the be too thick or parsitical current.- will be developed,

pole piece on one side and five hundred thousand into the causing intense heating at no load. The conductor-

pole piece on the other. As the lines of force transverse must be stranded in this case, although no such precau-

the core only one-half the cross section is requin n is necessary in any other part of the machine.
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SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM N
TEW YORK CITY FOR WEEK

ENDING DLL'. 2, 1899, $109,013.

New York, X. Y., Dec. 2, 1898.—This port shipped
electrical goods during the week ending this date to the

following: countries :

Cadiz —4 caso electrical material, $215.
Cork.—3 cases electrical material. $4,000.
Dutch East Indies, -j case electrical material, $32.
Ecuador.

—

2=, packages electrical matt-rial. 81.294.
Florence.—<S casts electrical material. $1,294.
Glasgow.—6 cases electrical material. $500.
( renoa.—7 cases electrical material, $262.
I favre.—6 cases electrical material. 83X4

; 41 cases elec-

Arrangement of Vats.

(See page 294.

)

Amsterdam.— 1 package electrical material, $100. trical machinery, $1,551.
Argentine Republic.—310 cases electrical material. Hamburg.

—

222 packages electrical material, $5,663;
$17,064; 35 cases electrical machinery, $5,671. 4 cases electrical machinery, $4,859; 25 cases electrical

British Australia.—158 packages electrical material, material, $3,080.

S17.994; 51 packages electrical machinery $8,150. Liverpool.—20 cases electrical machinery, $1,208.

British. East Indies.

—

27, cases electrical material. London.—180 cases electrical material. $4,266; 27

$1,163. cases electrical material, $1,020.

British Possessions in Africa.—20 cases electrical ma- Mexico.—65 cases electrical material. 8140.

^ -^

« I
vrV -----

A Well Constructed Plater.

1 See page 204.

)

terial, $1 ,893.

Bristol.— 5 cases electrical machinery, $50.

Cuba—44 cases electrical material. Si.334: 15 cases

electrical machinery. Si 55.

Central America.—34 cases electrical material. $1,544.

Chili.— i case batteries. $25.

Canada- 13 cases electrical material. $104.

Marseilles. 89 cases electrical material. $15,032.
Naples..—<»S cases electrical material. $3,186.

Peru. _'o cases electrical material. $652.
Sandwich [stands.—6 cases electrical material. $2,200
St. Petersburg.—5 cases electrical material. $305.
Swansea- S cases electrical machinery, $2,9

5 Colombia 8 cases electrical material. $47]
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Missfield, Mich.—The Blissfield Electric Power Com-
pany has been incorporated: capital. $lO,00O; incorpora-

tors' VV. Schroder, Caroline P. Schroder. C. F. Seeger,

I. E. Forsyth, J. Bailv, all of Blissfield.

Denver.' Colo.—The Cold Belt Consolidated Electric

Company has been incorporaated ; capital, $300,000; Syl

T. Smirk. George E. Ross-Lewin, C. F. Lacombe, ML. L.

Stern. Thomas Keelv ; Denver and El Paso, Fremont

and Teller counties.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Merced Falls Cas and Elec-

tric Company has been incorporated; capital. 5250,000;

incorporators, G. Crocker, C. E. Green. A. F. Morrison,

C. H. Shaw, all of San Francisco; J. D. Bradley, of

Merced.
Ridge Farm, 111.—The Ridge Farm Electric Light.

i [eat and Power Company has been incorporated; capi-

tal.- 85,000: generating electricity for light, heat and

power purposes. Incorporators. William Bedinger, Ev-

erett A. Little, Charles T. Lourig.

Jersey City, N. J.—The Forto Electric Company, prin-

cipal office, No. /6 Montgomery street, has been incor-

porated to manufacture goods, wares and merchandise;

capital, $ 100,000. Incorporators, Maurice Maas, Henry
R. Blauvelt, Elisha S. Coldwell, all of New York city.

Newmarket, X. H.—The Newmarket Electric Light,

I Cat and Power Company has been incorporated; capi-

tal. Si.000: incorporators. J. Pinkham. C. E. Tasker, A.

C. Haines, C. A. Morse, C. W. Rogers, all of New-
market; A. W. Griffiths, J. VV. Burnham, both of Dur-
ham.

Albany. N. Y.—The Norwich Gas and Electric Com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,-

000. The directors are Edward L. Smith. E. Floyd
Niser. Charles P. Nelles, N. N. Betts, of Tonawanda,
Pa. : James H. Throop, Norwich

;
Robert E. Drake. Syra-

cuse: Selwvn X. Blake, Elmira.

TELEPHONE CALLS.

Galion, Ohio.—An independent telephone company
has been organized at this place.

Wilmington, Del.—The Central Telephone and Tele-

graph Company has been incorporated; capital, $125,000;
incorporators. W. D. Bannard, of Philadelphia; W. C.

Mayne, of Bristol, Pa.; G. VV. Kimball, or" Wilmington.
Jackson, Mich.—A stock company is being organized

at this place, for the purpose of building a telephone line

from that city to .Mason, to connect with the Leslie ex-

change and the new State telephone line at JackstXl and
Mason.

Cincinnati. Ohio.— The Fitzsimmons Telephone Man-
ufacturing Company has been incorporated to manufac-
ture telephones; capital. $5,000; incorporators, P. Fitz-

simmons, \\ . C. Weidling, D. I. Hauss, C. F. Deise, Ida
1 leitz, all of Cincinnati.

Waterville, Me.—The Gray Telephone Company has
been incorporated; capital, $300,000; incorporators, II.

VV. Whitney, of Brookline ; E. (Tray, J. B. Millet. A. I.

Mundy, all of Boston, II. M. Soule, of Newtonville,
Mass.; C, W. Davis, of Waterville. Me.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Burlington, Vt.— The Burlington & Hinesburg Kail-

load Company will build an electric railroad from this

city to Shelburne.

McKeesport, Pa.— The United Traction Company has
decided to extend its line now running to ( ilassport as far

as Elizabeth, and work will nmenced in a few days.

Cleveland. Ohio.—The Little Consolidated Railway
Company, oi which Senator lianna is president, has de-

cided to change the motive power on the Superior street

and Pavne avenue cable lines m the overhead troll.

Athol, Mass.— There i> a prospect of an electric road
from Athol to Templeton. a distance of nine miles. P.

S. Hirsh, of New York city, one of the promoters of the

Gardner & Templeton road, which is 11earl j completed,
is interested in the matter.

Warsaw, End.—The contract has been signed b) east-

ern capitalists for the building of an electric road between
Logansport and Kendallville. It will pass through the
richest part of the country, giving the people remote from
railroads the advantages of quick transit.

Jefferson, Tex.—The Jefferson & Northwestern Kail-

wax Company has been incorporated; capital stock. $20,-
000. Purpose is to construct and maintain line of railway
from Jefferson through the counties of Marion and Cass
in a northwesterly direction, jo miles to a point on the
Moses I ). Frazer survey, four miles .southwest of the town
of Linden, in Cass Count}-. Incorporators, E. Bancker,
of Jackson, Mich. : M. S. Clark, of Dallas

; J. R. Darnell,
of Jefferson, and others.

P< )SSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Paint Rock, Tex.—J. F. Ford & Son contemplate put-

ting in an electric light plant. They will operate with
water power.

Brillion, Wis.—An electric light plant is to be estab-

lished here. A [5-year franchise has been granted to C.

Behnke & Son. of this village.

Canandaigua, N. V.—M. D. Munger is circulating a

petition asking the trustees to grant him a franchise for

establishing a mercantile electric lighting system in this

village.

W aterbury, Conn.—The Board of Control, which con-
sists of Gov. C. E. Lounsbury, Comptroller Grant and
Treasurer Mersick, have under consideration the matter

of establishing an electric light plant in the capitol, for

the purpose of lighting the building and grounds with

electricity.

Ilion. N. Y.—The Herkimer Count \ Light and Power
Company, which operates in Ilion. Herkimer and Mo-
hawk, has decided to put in a system of incandescent

lighting in Ilion. Operations will commence at once,

and the work pushed to completion as soon as possible.

TELEGRAPH NEWS.
Sioux Falls S. D.—The American District Telegraph

Company has been incorporated with a capital of $100.-

000; incorporators, J. M. O'Neill, 1. McMichael and J.

Levin.

Kamloops, B. C.— The new Dominion government
telegraph line from Kamloops to Lower Nicola has just

been completed, and it is expected that the first message
will be sent over the wire early next week. The line is 70

miles in length.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTABLE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS a»d

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circnits.
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applications of Electric power.

Gatling Gun Operated by C. W. Motor, Muzzle,

Gatlin'g dun Operated by C. Motor, Breech.

ELECTRICITY IX WW M- WARFARE.

The application f electricitV on board ships of the line trie appliances o! all descriptions, in conmy.on with

has deveCed extensiveh within the last few years. The naval requirements. Hie electric windlass, the sean h

u c v n . arm 1 cruisers and first-class battle light, the signalling system, hoisting machinery and a!

$£. ux 11 c„
i

e,l with generating plants and dec- present, even wireless telegraph outfits bring certain op-
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tion with this subject we find motors employed for op- this purpose will ultimately be the only agency employed.
crating Catling guns, as illustrated. I>\ means of the In an article by Lieut. \V. S. Hughes, U. S. X.. on the
motor attachment the gun can be driven at a high rate same subject, tin- writer speaks of the employment of

of speed and its rate of firing thereby increased greatly. electricity on some of the vessels of the British Navy for

('. W. Automatic Brake Motor with Counter-shaft Through Base, Geared to

•Screw Down' on Blooming Mill Rolls Granite City Steel Co.

The introduction of motors for this purpose has led to the purpose of rendering visible the sights of the guns
their use for larger machine gun> and for the purpose of when firing at night. By means of a few l.eclanche cells

controlling the motion and range of them. The torpedo and a fine platinum wire running across the bottom ui the

boat is fully equipped in this respect, particularly when >ight notch this difficulty is removed. The author also

below water. This type of submarine vessel is forced to states that for submarine boats no motive power yet dis-

C. W. Motor, Driving' Hendy Shaper.

employ machinery which does not call upon the stock of

air. Electrical machinery in this respect is ideal. The
rotary motion, reducing vibration to a minimum, and the

development of power being unattended by any con-

sumption of air, makes it most likely that electricity for

covered seems comparable with electricity. High speed

in vessels of this respect will probably never be of the

first importance since they are mainly designed for attack-

ing ships at anchor.
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CONNECTIONS OF MOTORS.
Motors are generally divided into three classes accord-

ing' to their winding, series, shunt and differentially

wound. In the series motor the direction of rotation re-

mains the same, whether the current is reversed or not.

For this reason a series motor of low induction can he run

on an alternating current circuit. The shunt and differ-

entially wound motor also runs in a fixed direction,

whether the current is reversed or not. The connections

of a standard shunt motor, showing the fields led inde-

pendently from the mains and the armature in series with

the starting box. are illustrated. In order to reverse the

motor it is either necessary to reverse the field connec-

tions or those of the armature. It is generally the sim-

plest method to reverse the armature connections auto-

matically. In the second sketch are shown the connec-

tions for reversible shunt motors. The reversing is done

by the starting box, as indicated, which throws in and out

the armature collections. The held remaining fixed and

the current in the armature reversing the armature nat-

urally rotates in the opposite direction.

THE EFFICIENCY OF DIRECT CONNECTED
MACHINE TOOLS.

The machine shop has been transformed from a forest

of belts and rattling countershafts to a clean, orderly and

cent. The direct connected motor wastes no power in

mechanical transmission. It docs not rim when not in

use and the wear and tear under such circumstances is

reduced to a minimum. A waste of forty horse-power per
annum at an average cost of one hundred dollars per
horse-power for that period of time will represent a I

of four thousand dollars, which during a period of ten

years would represent a -mall fortune. An outlay of ten

thousand dollars in a well-equipped machine shop for the
purpose of driving machines by motors would probably
cause an actual saving at the end of the time specified

instead of the loss sustained through belting. In the
above article are represented cases of C.-VV. motors at-

tached to machines, such as shapcrs. blooming mill rolls,

etc.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IX HORDEACX.
American manufacturers of electric railway supplies

may find it to their interest to note the fact that the Tram
and Omnibus Company of Bordeaux, a company having
the exclusive right to operate street cars and omnibuses
in this city, whose charter had still several years to run.

has recently sold out to a new company, which will oper-

ate under a new charter. It is understood that the old

company is to receive [2,000,000 francs ($2,316,000) for

its property and rights for the unexpired term of its

SEE THAT STRIP USUALLY
CONNECTING TWO OF
THE BINDING POSTS ON
ONE SIDE OF MOTOR IS

REMOVEO IF PRESENT

FIELD COILS

Connections for Reversible Shunt Motors.

efficiently operating establishment in which the machines

are driven and governed separately. Strange as it may
seem the losses of power in a machine shop remained

unknown for years. These losses were due to the friction

of bearings, the slipping of belts and the waste of power

when machine tools were not in use. A series of tots

were instituted for the purpose of discovering how much

power was wasted in the ordinary belt driven shop. The

results showed that out of every hundred horse-power ap-

plied to the main shaft about forty horse-power was

wasted: sixty being available for industrial purposes.

This comparatively great waste of power drew the atten-

tion of several electrical manufacturers to the situation

and experiments were tried with direct collected motors.

The results were surprising, it being shown that the loss

of power was reduced to a little over ten per cent, and the

.average loss during the year did not exceed fifteen per

charter, stockholders being allowed the option of stock

in the new company on favorable terms instead of cash.

The former company was English, with headquarters in

London; the new one is French. The chairman iA the

board of directors is M. Mercet. 10 rue de Londres. 1'aris.

It is understood that the present managing director. M.
Bretherton, will continue to hold the same position under

the new management. As the legal formalities are not

yet complete, the terms of the new concession cannot

be given. It is understood, however, that the\ require

an immediate increase of the service in the city and

vicinity, and that the new company will at once proceed

to substitute electric power for horse power, which has

been used heretofore. Information can be obtained b)

addressing M. Bretherton, managing director, Tram and

Omnibus Companv, rue Tivoli, Bordeaux, France.

ALBK )N \\ . TOURGEE, Consul.
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A NEAT APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC POWER. DRAWBACKS IX THE NERNST LAMP.

A profiler is a difficult machine to directly apply an

electric motor without intermediate belting, owing to the

fact that the distance between motor and spindle varies by

reason of the constant shifting of the carriage.

To surmount the difficulty of a constantly changing

Industries and Iron formulates many objections to the

N'ernst lamp. There is no automatic heating arrange-
rangement for the small power lamps, and they require

about eight seconds of artificial heating before they can
be brought to incandescence. There are as yet no lampsIU MUlllOlllll lilt Ullllt liny Ul cv ^wiiom..... . v .......£,...£, ~*. ^.....^..w v.- ... ^.^. ^ ».,., ^...^.^ ... ^ .... . ^ ,. ,.w ...........

length of shaft, the Bullock Electric Mfg. Co. place the of small candle power, ami as each lamp has three wire-..

Bullock Motor Direct Connected to Profiler.

motor upon a revolving base and connect the motor and

spindle by a splined shaft and sleeve. The shaft sliding

within the sleeve allows for the variable distance between

motor and spindle.

The motor is described in Bulletin Xo. 6,935, which

may be had by addressing the Company at Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Strav Currents.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE SKULL AND CROSS-
BONES.

In Germany at points where there is danger of high
voltage electric currents, there is a conventional repre-

sentation of a zigzag bolt of lightning. This is painted

on transformer chambers, poles and similar places.—Ex.
LIGHTING LAMPS FROM WATER PIPES.
Prof. Blake, of the University of Kansas City. Kansas,

who has been lately studying the effect of electrolysis

upon water mains and gas pipes, states that there are

some places in that city where an incandescent lamp can

be lighted by simply attaching it to a fire hydrant. Some
of the water pipes taken up seemed ready to go to pieces,

and in some of the pipes it was possible to penetrate the

metal with the blade of a knife.—Ex.

their connection is not always convenient. There have
been no practical tests of the light of the lamp outside

of the laboratory, and there are as yet no lamps of this

design in commercial use. It is thought by some that the

Xernst patent cannot be held valid, owing to the same
principle being involved in the Jablochkoff candle.— Ex.

TIMING THE PEATS OF A CHRONOMETER BY
ELECTRICITY.

Mr. A. Berget has recently described before the

Academic des Sciences ait arrangement he has devised to

obtain from an ordinary chronometer records of the beats

of the escapement. The method is especially applicable

for use on board ship, where the seconds pendulum with

the usual relay circuit for recording seconds cannot be

used. It consists of playing a delicate microphone on the

chronometer connected with a magnifying telephone, on

the diaphragm of which a relay is attached. The almost

imperceptible vibration of the chronometer due to the

escapement is tints magnetically recorded on a moving
cylinder. One of the most common uses to which the

apparatus will be put will be in comparing the time-keep-

ing of a chronometer with that of a standard clock. Of
course the method is equally applicable to astronomical

clocks.—Ex.
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IK >\Y FAR ( AN ELECTRIC POWER BE TR \\S

MITTED?

The transmission of many thousands of horse-power

over a line is already an accomplished fact. The ques-

tion, therefore, need not arise in relation to the possi-

bility of actually transmitting large quantities of power

but would be better trained in relation to the distance

over which transmission is possible. In erecting a plant

and line from which economical transmission is expected

the limitations are expressed in terms of insulation and

voltage. Experiments have been tried with temporary

lines through which currents pass of more than forty

thousand volts pressure. It was noticed during the

course oi these experiments that the insulation became
less and less reliable, the leakage increased and the risk

and losses rendered the practical equipment of a line at

this pressure almost an impossibility. In fact, an exami-

nation of the conditions expressing the limits of electric

transmission prove that the question of insulation is in

certain respects more important than any other.

The rules governing the electro-motive force is as fol-

lows : "If the weight of the copper is fixed with any given

amount of power transmitted and given loss in distribu-

tion the distance over which the power can be trans-

mitted will van directly as the electro-motive force.'" In

other words if the electro-motive force is doubled, other

conditions remaining the same, the distance is increased

in proprtion. The probabilities are. therefore, that a

power transmission line extending from New York to

Niagara I alls would require an insulation of Mich a char

acter that n would he anlc lu withstand several hundreds

of thousands oi volts. 1 lie remarks ol Dr. Louis Bell on

the limitations of electric power transmission assume the

tollowing form : "as we get to working higher and higher

voltages at longer ana longer distances tile electrical

phenomena most likely to cause trouble are those con-

nected with electric capacity, chiefly resonance and light-

ning. To get these under control a good bit of hard study

and experimentation will be necessary. * * For

working out the matter practicalh a transmission of a

thousand or two kilowatts over one hundred or two

hundred miles in a favorable climate is a step greatly to

be desired."

"The difficulties Dr. I '.ell relets to above are not as great

as he imagines. flic capacity effects in a long distance

transmission plant are not very serious neither can liniita

lions be expected from other causes. 1 lie main trouble,

which will not cease to arise if the climate is apt to be se

vere. is lack <)i proper insulation. The Niagara plant,

sending power a distance of some twelve or tuteen miles

to Buffalo, generates live thousand volts and the eth

ciency is over seventy per cent. The voltage ol a one

hundred mile plant would be between lift) and seventy

thousand volts. That oi a four hundred mileplant would be

from two hundred to three hundred thousand volts.

From these figures it would seem evident to the general

reader that means must be taken to thoroughly insulate

a line in orller to protect it from severe leakages. In the

dark a line carrying a pressure half as great as this would

be visible as a series of corruscations. An unusualh

heavy insulation would be required for the conductor as

well as its permanent support. But in spite oi these diffi-

culties there is no theoretical reason why long distance

transmission should not be a success.

An interesting subject, being discussed by some ol

the magazines, is "\\ hen Coal Gives Out." The thou.,

is a painful one and the theme certainl) presents a rather

gloomy future to the civilized world. It would lead to

many changes of a nature that can only be speculated on

at present and in all probability plunge the unhapp) earth

into a condition worse than that experienced h\ her

during the glacial periods. It is some consolation to

know that for five thousand years ai least there will be

coal to burn and it certainly seems as if that was sufficient

time for many budding geniuses to perfect solar engines,

devices for storing up heat, and certain chemical, electri-

cal and magnetic means oi protecting a virtuous man-

kind from dee] i snows and March winds.

At the present rate at which coal is being consumed,

with main future industries in sight calling for more, a

five thousand year estimate may be subject to criticism

as the length of time coal will last. ( >nl\ one-third of the

coal mined reaches the large cities ; the balance is wasted :

in addition the engineering fraternit\ is well acquainted

with the fact that only ten per cent, of the coal consumed

gives any return. ( in this basis we utilize one-tenth oi

one-third or about one thirtieth oi the coal mined. The
danger seems to lie in our not being able to perfect a heat

engine suflicienll) to overcome this waste oi fuel. The

field is open to those whose training will enable them to

investigate the chemical and electrical possiblities. A
chemical method of consuming coal by which the oxygen

is insidiously introduced, bringing about complete com-

bustion and not too great a rise i>i temperature, might

help to solve the problem. The human bod\ is a fair ex

ample of this and its efficienc) as a heat engine is more

than twenty per cent. A thermo-electric device or a bat-

terv in which the energ) oi coal is directly transformed

into electricity is a speculation man) inventors have in-

dulged in.
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VENTILATION AND POWER.

The refinement of the art of motor construction has

brought with it additional improvements m battery con-

struction. The general public require and are willing to

pay for a light, convenient electric fan and a briskly run-

list of devices where small power and high speed can be
applied. Outfits of more importance than this, produc-
ing greater power and running larger fans, are supplied
by the above company with two cells of battery, which
will run for ten hours without attention. Eight inch
four bladed fans with fan guards, battery cord and a

charge of battery salt for $12 net, or a smaller outfit con-
sisting of one battery with fan running for at least twenty
hours, costing only $9 complete. Not only are these

little motors and batteries perfectly serviceable for ven-

The Adjustable Battery.

The ••Prize" Battel v.

niug motor for sewing machines or an equivalent pur-

pose. Receiving a small motor by mail for $2 net is

certainly indicative of improvement in the design and
construction of the same if a guarantee goes with it. The
American Oddity Company manufacture motors of this

tilation at the invalid's bed, in the merchant's office, or

any other place occasion demands, but physicians and
dentists, as well as a large host of small power users, find

them exceptionally good. No unusual claims are made
for this battery or motor in any of its sizes. Everything
is carefully and conservatively calculated as regards the

life of the battery, the cost of operating it, the speed and
power of the motor. A S10 outfit, consisting of a motor

Fan Motor Complete with Battery.

description with a speed of over two thousand revolu- with fan guard, running an eight and a half inch, four

tions a minute, and operated by a single Mason battery. blade fan, and two dry cells, is manufactured for pur-

It will then run a five inch fan. various toys, model ma- poses of a purely hygienic nature. Only a hve or ten

chincry.etc. revolving show windows and quite a long minute run is expected at a time, but for the purposes to-
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which it is devoted this is nol an objection. Zincs arc
supplied with the Mason battery which will last through
three charges ^i batter} salts for twenty cents a piece;
in larger lots at a correspondingly lower price. Neither
the motor nor the battery wears away, except the liquid
and the zinc, which can be readily replenished or renewed

support of the application of Edward Ei Gold, have both
been decided in favor of the Gold Car Keating Company,
not only on the original hearings but also on appeal. As
a consequence on the 17th da) of October, 1899, some
more very important patents covering electric heaters
were issued to the Gold Car Heating Company.

Portable Electric Fan Outfit.

after a certain number of hours' use. These interesting

outfits, well within the reach of the general public, are

fully described and on exhibition at the sales rooms of

H. J. Linder & Co., 123 Liberty Street. New York, jg

Xegal.

VICTORY FOR THE GOLD CAR HEATING
C( >MPANY.

The suit recently brought by the Consolidated Car
Heating Company against Palmer and Monson Street

Railway Company on the McElroy patent for system of

heating by electricity. Xo. 608,211, dated August 2d.

1898, has been dismissed. The Palmer and Monson
Street Railway Company adopted the Gold system of

Business "Hews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW YORK CITY FOR WEEK
E NDING 1 ) EC. 9, 1 899, $32,393.

.Yew York, X. Y.. Dec. 9, 1899.—The following were
the exports of electrical material and kindred lines from
the port of Xew York during the week just ended :

British Guiana.— 11 cases electrical material. S215.
British East Indies.—41 cases electrical material.

British Possessions in Africa.—7 case.- electrical ma-
chinery. $3,956; 52 cases electrical material. $3,234.

British West Indies.—64 cases electrical material.

$2,314; 1 case electrical machinery, S4N

Unassembled Fan Motor.

electric car heating and the Consolidated Car Heating
Company brought suit for alleged infringement of the

above patent with the result above stated, because the

Gold system does not infringe that patent nor any other

existing patent.

The Gold Car Heating Company voluntarily defended
the suit by its own counsel and at its own expense, re-

lieving the Palmer and Monson Street Railway ( om-
pany of all trouble and expense whatsoever in connection

therewith. The two interference suits in the United

States Patent Office relating to valuable improvements
in electric heaters prosecuted by the Consolidated Car
Heating Company in support of the application of James
F. McElroy and by the Gold Car Heating Company in

British Australia.—30 cases electrical material. S688

;

7 cases electrical material. S4_'(>.

Central America.-- 2 packages electrical material. S48.

Canada.—3 cases electrical material. S106.
Dutch West Indies.— I case electrical material. Si. 150.

French Possessions in Africa.—7 cases electrical mate-
rial. $1,015.

Hamburg.— 3 cases electrical material. Si. 172: 14
uivs electrical material. $328 •

Havre.— 1 17 cases electrical material. $8,521.
London.—Ji, cases electrical material. S5S4 : k) cases

electrical machinery. S335.

PortO Rico.—2 packages electrical material. S_'o

Rotterdam.— 1 package electrical material. S40.
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Southampton.—23 packages electrical material, $1,694.

I". S. Colombia.—3 packages electrical material, $85.

Venezuela.— 12 packages electrical material, $628.

1Rew llncorporations.

Charleroi, Pa.—The West Side Light. Heat and Power
Company has been chartered with a capital of $[,000.

VV. M. Murdock is the treasurer.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The G. W. Frey Company has

been incorporated; capital stock. 815,000, for the pur-

pose of manufacturing lighting apparatus.

Kokonio, Ind.—The La Clede Battery Company has

been incorporated for the manufacture and sale of bat-

teries and electrical supplies; capital, $25,000.

liazelhurst, Miss.—The 1 lazelhurst Electric Light

Company has been incorporated; capital stork, $5,000;
1. X. Ellien and ( i. T. Kagsdale, incorporators.

Charlotte, Mich.—The Charlotte General Electric

Company has been incorporated; capital, $40,000; incor-

porators, J. C. Farrar, W. Farrar, W. 11. Halleck, E.

llalleck, H. A. Homes, all of Brighton.
San Francisco, Cal.—The Martcl Power Company has

been incorporated to generate power, light and heat ;

capital, $100,000; incorporators, A. F. M artel. E. F.

Sagar, M. D. Levenson, J. Newbauer, L. Martel, B. A.

Goldsmith, A. 1. Black, all of San Francisco.

New York, X. V.—The American Lower Transmission
Company has been incorporated to manufacture and dial

in heat, light and power; capital, $500,000; incorporators,

S. A. Bennett, A. S. Fisher, T. X. Riprom, L. R. Mes-
taniz, E. F. Perry, all of New York city.

Sing Sing, N. Y.—The Sing Sing Lighting Company
has been incorporated to supply gas and electricity in

Sing Sing and other towns and villages of Westchester
County. Capital, $50,000; directors, John T. Kirk and
B. F. Williams, of Brooklyn, and L. B. Lampmann, of

Coxsackie.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Tifton, Ga.—A new telephone line is soon to be built

from this place to Ashburn.
New York, N. Y.—A fourth telephone company, to be

known as the Universal Telephone Company, has been
organized to do business in this city. The capital stock

is $5,000,000.
Mt. Vernon, Ind.—The Pose) County Telephone Com-

pany has been incorporated to operate telephone lines
;

capital, $10,000; incorporators, W. M. bird, W. M. Mc-
Gregor, E. Reed, J. Bailey, all of Mt. Vernon.
Albany, N. Y.—The Rochester Telephone Company,

with a capital of $100,000, has been incorporated. The
general route of the company, besides operating in Roch-
ester, will connect with Syracuse, Utica, Oswego, Water*
town, Ogdensburg, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Mayville,

Corning, Elmira and Binghamton.
Waterbury, Conn.—The Waterbury Automatic Tele-

phone Company has been incorporated; capital, $10,000;
incorporators, G. F. Hughes, M. J. Byrne, W. L. Hall,

W. D. Richardson, W. S. Jones, J. Blair, all of Water-
bury; B. F. Mahon, of New London.

Boston, Mass.—The Clark Telephone and Telegraph
Manufacturing Company has been incorporated to manu-
facture and deal in telephone and telegraph apparatus

;

capital, $100,000; incorporators, D. J. O'Connor, L. A.

Frink, F. O. Emerson, J. M. Conlan, E. L. Tierney, all

of Boston, Mass.
Albany, N. Y.—The Independent Telephone Com-

pany, of Xew York city, was recently incorporated here.

Its capital stock is $100,000. which may lie increased to

$20,000,000. The directors are Frederick .Myers, James
Russell, C. W. Phillips, Henry Teneyck Wendell, of New
York, and Franklin Noble, Charles Tremaine and James
C. Merwin, of Brooklyn.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Tacoma, Wash.—Rydstrom & Goerig have been

awarded the contract lor constructing the i'acoma-Seat-
tle Electric Railway.

Oil City, Pa.—The Citizens" Traction Company has
been incorporated; capital, $150,000; incorporators, W.
Hasson, D. G. Geary, H. I. Leers, P. Boyle and E. Liebel.

Guthrie, O. T.—A charter has been issued for the con-
struction of an electric line between the cities of Shawnee
and Tecumseh, in Pottawatomie County.

Galesburg, 111. —The Galesburg & Monmouth Rapid
Transit Company has been incorporated; capital, $200,-

000; incorporators, F. Seacord, of Monmouth; li.

Knowles. R. Chappel, both of Galesburg.
Norfolk, \ a. — The Hampton Roads Development

( ompany has been chartered at Portsmouth with a capi-

tal of $300,000. The company proposes to build an elec-

tric railroad from Portsmouth to Pig Point, on Nase-
mond River, opposite Newport News; operate a ferry

across the James, and build a town at Pig Point Par-

ties closely connected with the Seaboard Air Line Rail-

way are believed to be behind the project.

P( ISSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
Chickasha, ind. Ty.—Chickasha will have an electric

light plant.

McAdoo, La.—An electric light plant is to be erected

here at a cost of $5,000.

Gillman, 111.—A franchise has been granted to F. L.

West for installing an electric light plant at this place.

Ligonier, La.—The Byers-Allen Lumber Company, of

this place, is contemplating the erection of an electric

light plant in its factories.

Valley Stream, L. J.—A movement is on foot here to

again introduce the electric light, and petitions are now-

being circulated for the necessary signatures.

Norwich, Conn.—The Aldrich Manufacturing Com-
pany is preparing to light its large plant in Moosup by-

electricity. A large dynamo, capable of sustaining 1 .000

lights, will soon be put in position.

Muscoda, Fla.—Muscoda is to have an electric lighting

system of about 600 lamps. The plant will be operated

by water-power, located at the mill situated on a lake

about three miles from Muscoda.
Line Bluff. Ark.—An ordinance has been adopted

authorizing the expenditure of 890,000 for the purpose of

providing the city of Pine Bluff with arc and incandescent

lights for a period or fifteen years.
'

Rutland, 111— S. Milliken. of Walnut, 111., has been

granted a 20-year franchise by the village board, and

will at once install a complete electric light plant. The
village street will be illuminated with 16 2.000-candle-

power arcs.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upon the same general
principle and are just as accurate as

our regular Standard Portable Di-

rect Current Voltmeters and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working parts are inclosed in a

neatly designed dust-proof cast-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing

influences of external magnetic
fieKK

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

114-140 William St., Newark, N.JT., U. S.A.
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The Making of an Electric Sign ; From the Sketch to the Finished Article.

ELECTRIC SIGNS; THEIR ORIGIN AND CON-

STRUCTION.

The remarkable fertility of the commercial soil in me- of that generally met with in the spreading of a new idea,

tropolitan cities is manifested by the rapid growth of the When the necessity for an article arises it passes through

electric sign industry. A process has taken place in this evolutionary stages less and less utilitarian ^nd more ar-

department of applied science which is the very reverse tistic urifth each advance. The crudest applications ap-
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pear first to be followed later by a product representing

the outcome of aesthetic taste. In the case of electric

signs, we first find them applied indoors in various beau-

tiful forms for purposes that were originally entirely artis-

^ %
r r

One of the Famous ""Writing*' Signs.

Lamps are thrown into Circuit in Rapid Succession,

Producing effect of Writing.

tic. To-day thev have become of considerable practical

importance as a means of advertising, but have lost none
of those qualities which have made them a most interest-

ing novelty. The skill now manifested in electric sign

construction is something extraordinary. Various magic
effects are simulated and delusions created that give rise

in every case to wonder and surprise. The rippling' of a

flag in the breeze, tin- gradual growth and disappearance
of a characteristic signature in letters of electric fife, and

A Well-known Sign.

the changing oi color in the appearance of an electric

sign have become comparatively familiar sights to the

residents of large cities. The means by which these re-

markable effects are produced are simple enough vet a

vast amount of skill, labor and ingenuity is represented
by the completed article. The demands <<i a customer

arc first carefully considered and the designing
nient applies it> energies to the task of evolving approxi-
mately what he wants in the shape of a sketch. The pre!
paration of this sketch, which forms the basis of a com-
mercial otimate. is necessarily the work of an experience!
electrician. The design once accepted, the various de-
partments are put to work, as illustrated in the views, to

produce the letters and sheet metal forms of which the
sign is to he composed. For this purpose.' a plant is re-

sign 75 F g. Maximum Height of Lei

quired roomy enough to allow speed to he made without
there being a lack" of "elbow room."

fhe f.lcetric Motor & Equipment Company. 12-14

A Conspicuous Example "t" ••Flush Letter" T;

S - instruction.

Beaver street. Newark. X. I., operate along the lines

above outlined, fhe designing and construction depart-

ments are under the personal supervision <A Mr. E. J.

McAllister, who had complete charge of all decorative
and sign work' of the Edison Decorative and Miniature
Lamp Department of the General Electric Company, i

remarkable aptitude in this particular held of work
shown by various illustrations which have been inserted

in the text oi this article. Not onh ineering skill
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required for the final accomplishment of any particular matic time switch, also illustrated, is an excellent addition

problem in electric sign construction bul an artistic sense and forms an integral part of an electric sign system. It

as well and this rare combination is but infrequently met

with aim
by mean
about is

Knights Templar Emblem.

>ng the engineering fraternitv. The mechanism
s of which these various changes arc brought
a rotary commutating switch which throws in

Automatic Time Switch.

opens the circuit automatically and prevents the wasting
of current in case the watchman forgets to throw it oft.

Another Writing Sign.

and out the various sections of a circuit automatically. An electric sign supplied with the commutating device

and automatic time switch represents the ne plus ultra i^i

'mam

I.. A. W. Emb

A Novel Effect

The Hags appear to w.i

.

This operation is performed by a small motor which is electric invention and human ingenuity in this particular

built for either alternating or direct current. An auto- department oi work.
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A NEW COHERER SUBSTANCE.
Peroxide of lead, when used as a coherer substance,

shows the peculiar property of decreasing in conductivity

under the influence of electric waves. This property has

utes' exposure to electric waves, the current was reduced
to 5 milliamperes, and after twenty minutes to 5 milliam-
peres. At the same time, the amount oi Pb02 was slight-

ly reduced, but the author does not seem to be able to

Commutating Device for Electric Signs.

hitherto been held to disprove Eodge's theory of the co-

herer, based upon the formation of conducting chains by
find the reason of this reduction. The only clew he give-,

is that PbC>2 contains some moisture, and this, of course.

Brazilian Coat-of-Arms.

the welding together of successive particles. T. Sun- might be evaporated by the sparks. But whatever change
dorph has studied the behavior of this substance, and takes place seems to be confined to the neighborhood 01

found that a cell containing Pb02 powder transmitted a the terminals, and the positive pole becomes hotter than
current of 8.5 milliamperes to begin with. After two min- the negative pole.—Ex.
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INSULATION FOR HIGH POTENTIALS.

It is well understood by practical men that the thor-

ough insulation of high potential circuits calls for a more
intimate knowledge of the insulating properties of die-

lectrics. Some of those in use at present will resist enor-

mous potential differences for a considerable period of

time. Others, when exposed to the influence of an alter-

nating current of high potential deteriorate very rapidly.

The breaking down of a dielectric therefore remains to be

discovered for all the conditions met with in the trans-

mission of high potentials over long lines. From calcula-

tion it can be assumed that in air under the ordinary con-

ditions of normal temperature, pressure and moisture an

isolated metal sphere of ten centimetres radius will resist

a potential of about two hundred and forty thousand

volts. The value of other insulating media, as far as their

dielectric strength is concerned, reaches enormously high

figures. Paraffined paper, according to Macfarlane and

Pierce will resist a strength of three hundred and sixty

thousand volts per centimetre ; beeswaxed paper reach-

ing as high as five hundred and forty thousand volts.

From these facts it is evident that many of the insulating

materials in use have enormous resisting power but seem

unable to meet the exigencies o\ practice A curious

phenomenon occurs in relation to high potential dis-

charges; the gas near the surface of a negatively <-hareed

metal conductor seems to possess a greater electric

strength than that in other portions of the circuit. What

this may be due to only careful analysis can explain. But
it would be most interesting for certain of our wire manu-
facturers in testing the finished product to find out
whether the insulation used is more apt to break down
un the negative leg than the positive when tested with a

high potential continuous current.

In connection with the electric strength of dielectric-,

their resisting power is a fixed quantity determined
solely by the molecular condition oi the material. In ad-

dition to this the mechanical mixture, unless stronglj •

herein or homogeneous, is apt to lose in insulating value.

In tests that have been made with two cylinders of metal,

charged to high potentials in dry air. particles of lloating

dust were cpiite sufficient to change this insulating pro-

perty of the air. This subject has been well treated by

J. J. Thomson, and he states that the least roughness of

the surfaces or of clinging or floating particles of dust
produce great variations in the resisting power of air as a

dielectric.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.
The improvements noticed in the design and construc-

tion of lightning arresters are mainly due to a more
thorough knowledge of this electro-static phenomenon.
Lightning in its mad pranks has been known to avoid
lightning arresters and to cause the same damage as

though they were not present. This irregularity of con-
duct has produced a feeling of uncertainty in the minds of

many regarding the reliability of this indispensable at-

tachment to an electric plant. The protective action of a

lightning arrester depends almost entirely upon self-in-

duction. The electric discharge, as it were, is allowed the

choice of two things : one is a circuit of considerable self-

induction, the other is a circuit leading to the earth. It

is presumed according to the laws governing the path

of discharge of this nature that the grounded circuit is

preferable through which the charge will dissipate it-

self. If the self-induction of tne arrester is not suf-

ficient it will not prevent a static discharge of

low frequency from entering or leaping across from
helix to helix and thereby entering the forbidden
path. In other words, the rate of oscillation of the elec

tro-static discharge and the amount of self-induction in

the lightning arrester must be so related to each other

that co-operation results. In many arresters we find an
automatic device actuated by an electro-magnet to mow
the blocks farther apart after the lightning stroke. In

others an electro-magnetic device is supplied with an in-

tense magnetic field playing upon the spark gap. These
are all ill chosen means to an unfortunate end. The
efficient and practical lighting arrester designed and built

on scientific principles should be one in which no nee

sity arises for such auxiliary appliances. An arrester

tested experimentally to meet all rates of oscillation and
successfully withstanding such a test is the besl for elec-

tric light and power circuits. Were it possible to so ad-

just them that the spark gap can be automatically ad-

justed then low and high oscillations in the lightning dis-

charge would be met with equal satisfaction.

In incandescent lamps the candle power ami rise in

temperature are so related that up to a certain point a

proportion exists between them. This proportion rap-

idlv disappears when the temperature of the carbon ex

ceeds a certain figure. The additional heat is supplied b\

a heavier current until incandescence is reached. When
only seventy-five per cent of the current is supplied to

an incandescent lamp about ten candle power is given.

A rise of about twenty-live per cent, in current strength

gives six more candle power ami an excess of from 6ft)

to one hundred per cent, would raise the illuminat

power to fifty or one hundred candle.
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Z\k Storage JBatterp.

TESTING STORAGE BATTERIES.

A brief review of the method of testing storage batter-

ies may possess some interest for the technical reader as

well as the manufacturer of electrical apparatus. The
points of primary interest are those relating to the ca-

pacity, life and watts per pound of the cell complete.

CAPACITY.—The capacity of a storage batten- is

governed largel) by the amount of active surface ex-

posed. In order to obtain the best results in this respect

the lead is subdivided in a variels of ways, either by cor-

rugation, tin- casting of ribs, slotting, etc. in the inter-

stices thus formed, or the channels left open, oxide of

had is applied. Peroxide of lead then forms by electro-

lytic action and becomes an integral part oi the frame

work. The frame work is either comp >sed of an alloy of

lead or is made sufficiently thick, when composed of pure

lead, to resist the strains incident to heavy dischargi

The thickness of the active material, when in the form
peroxide, represents the number of ampere hours the

J -

\
'

IT

IT*r^' " w"

Testing Laboratory.

plate is capable of delivering; a thin film of peroxide

possessing proportionately less than a thick one. h si ad
of the above types of plates grids are frequently used and
the paste is either pressed into the openings or formed
there from ribbons of lead. In testing for capacit} therC

cell is charged and when discharged the current
]

through an ammeter and the number of hours recorded

during which the pressure remains at approximately 1.9

volts. A ten ampere discharge for ten hours, at approxi-

mately the above pressure, would indicate a capacity of

one hundred ampere hours. At a twenty ampere rate of

discharge in the same cell a three or four hour discharge

may be all that is obtainable, the total number of am-
pere hours diminishing as the discharge rate is increased.

LIFE OF BATTERY.—The life of t,.e cell is deter-

mined by the rate of discharge and the mechanical con-

struction. If the mechanical construction is weak', that

is, if the plate is very thin and the frame work likely to

yield to much pressure, a heavj discharge will cause

buckling, the plugs will fall out and the life of the plate

come to a premature end. With a moderate discharge

rate and a plate of sufficient thickness to withstand the

strain, other things being equal, the life of the battery is

pretty well assured. Cells used for street railway pur

poses have a life of about six months. For stati< »nary w< >rk

the\ last from a year to two years. For automobile pur-
poses, daily service, the period of usefulness would not
extend over a year. The plates most frequently renewed
are the positive, a stock of which must be kept on hand
in all cases for rapid renewals. A negative will outlast a

positive at the rate of three and sometimes five to one.

WATTS PER POUXD.—The watts per ponnd of a

storage batten are very easily obtained, with reference to

the plates, or the cell complete with acid solution. 1>\

tlXITt

Mini'

III'!

Small - Battery Installation.

dividing the watts output by the weight in pounds. The
number of watts output per pound of cell varies with the

character ai the cell. In the Plante or lead plate cell it is

less than for the Faure cell. In a certain type of standard
batter) on the market this rating varies from two to three

ampere hours, or from four to six watt hours per ponnd
weight. In certain other types of storage batteries, in

which the weight of acid and jar bears a lesser proportion

to that of the plates, an output of ten watt hours per

p< uuid ( if cell is obtained.

Marion. Ind.—The Marion Transit Railway Company
has been incorporated: capital. $150,000; incorporators,

I-".. II. kerroe. J. A. Gauntt. A. S. Wade. 1'. l'eslle. VV. T.

Caumack. II. Williamson, M. Petrie, all of Marion.
Bedford Station. X. Y.—The Bedford X Eastern Rail-

way Company has been incorporated: capital. $30,000;
incorporators. ('. Haines, W. H. Lyon, of Bedford Sta-

tion: W. V. Malloy. of Xew Rochelle ; G. Jeungst, Jr.,

II. II. Thacken, C. I. < )ecker, all of Croton Falls.

Etmcattonal.

HOW TO BECOME AX ELECTRICAL EXl

XEKR.

Until the past few years, men and women who wished
to study professions or trades which demand skilled ex

perts, were compelled to go to college or to a technical

school in order to acquire the necessary information.

That is the principal reason why only a very small pro-

portion ^>\ the population could enter said fields of labor,

for it is plain to anyone that the vast majority o\ people
have to earn their own living by daily work, and therefore

they could not spare the time or the money necessary for
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attendance upon one of the old educational institutions.

Now, however, The United Correspondence Schools, ol

w York, have developed a system whereb) an) person
living within reach of the mails ma\ take a thorough
course of <tudy in one of the many professions and trades

and equip himself or herself for successful work therein.

One of the most important courses offered 1>y The
tited Correspondence Schools is thai of electrical engi-

neering, and the field is so great for skilled workmen that

it offers endless opportunities and excellent incomes to

those who are capable of doing good work. Any am-
bitious man of average intelligence can take this course
of stud_\" and lit himself to become an electrical engineer,

motornian. draughtsman, telegraph operator, lineman,
designer, dynamo tender, no. It docs not matter where
he lives so long as he is within reach k^\ the mails, for

upon enrolling as a .student he receives printed instruction

papers, which have been prepared especiall) for this

course by instructors who are recognized experts, and his

course of Study is carried on entirely by mail. 'Those of

our readers who are thinking seriously of becoming elec-

trical engineers would do well to write for particulars to

lite United Correspondence Schools Company, 154-156-

[58 Fifth avenue, :\'ew York. The cost of tuition is mod-
erate and ma) be met b) easy monthly payments.

JBustncss "Mews.

SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS

FROM NEW YORK CITY FOR WEEK
EN1 )l N't . I )EC. 16, 1899, $61,507.

New York, X. Y., Dec. id. 1899.— The following is a

list of the exports of electrical material from the port of

New York for the week just ended:
Antwerp.— 22 cases electrical material. S r ,7 1 I.

Argentine Republic.— _'o cases electrical material.

$ ' .>.•> ; '45 cases electrical material. S0.S44 ; 3 cases elec-

trical machinery, $664.
British West Indies.—21 packages electrical material.

Brazil.— 104 packages electrical material, $3,177.
Belfast.— 53 packages electrical material. $970.
British Australia.— 102 packages electrical car mate-

rial. Si
1 ,851.

Bradford.— 2 cases electrical material. Si 50.

Cuba.—8 cases electrical material. $183.
Chili.— do eases electrical material. $1,302.
( liina. -

1 case electrical machinery, $50.
Central America.—67 cases electrical material. Si. 207:

3 cases electrical machinery, $48.
Havre. 1 case electrical machinery, $6
London.—222 cases electrical material. $17,651;

cases electrical machinery. $930.
Liverpool.— IOO cases electrical material. S7.055 :

cases electrical machinery. $2,464.
Manchester.-- 1 6 cases electrical machinery. Si.

Mexico.—56 cases electrical matt-rial. $450.
Newcastle.— 6 cases electrical material. $325.
Porto Rico. 6 cases electrical material. S210.

Peru.—32 packages electrical material. Si.54 1.

U. S. Colombia.— 2 packages electrical material. $29

21

NEW [NO JRPOR \TI< >NS.

South Bethlehem, Pa. \ movement is on Foot to in-

corporate a local electric light company.
Dover, Del.—The Trenton Company, of Chicago, has

been incorporated for the operating of water and electric

light wi >rks
: capital, S_*y

icago, 111.—Karas Electric Manufacturing Coni-
ne. Chicago; capital. $1.5,0.00.; general electrical manu-

facturing: incorporators. Joseph Karas, \ . T, Kissinger,

R. Buhrke.

Chicago, 111 Tin International Electric Indicator
I ompau) has been formed; capital stock. in-

corporators, I . I . Davidson, John P. Martin and Edward
A. I )el ,asaux.

I
'is Angeles, 1 Electrozone Manufacturing Com-

pany, to manufacture electrozone; capital. > - in-

corporators, \. G. Hall, B. White. I). C. Burrey, II. M.

J(
iluis! hi. C. \.

(
'( >le. all of Los Ai

Wfldwood, X. J. The Seacoasl Electric Light Com-
pany, of Five Mile Beach, has been reorganized, and the

new management promises to soon light this place and
Molly Beach and also build a trolle) road along the

island.

Ecssn Falls, X. J.—The Essex Falls Electric Light and
Water Company, principal office, Essex Falls, Ess
comity. X. |.. has been formed to furnish electricity for

light, etc. Capital. $10,000; incorporators, Herman
Wendell. Frederick II. Treat, of Wayne, Delawa

unty. Pa., Charles < '. A. Maunle, Essex halls. Ess

c« unity. X. J.

Trenton, X. J.—The Columbus Electric Light Com
pane, which will furnish electric lighl to southern towns.
has keen incorporated in the office of the New Jers

Corporation Agency. Jersey City. Papers hav<

tiled in Trenton. I he capital of the company is place.

1

at s >. with these incorporators: Albert McMah<
John I. Mulvam and Charles X. King.

TELEPH( >XE C M.I.S.

Albion, Xeh.
—

'The Albion Telephone Compan) has

been formed to erect and construct a telephone line: capi-

tal, $4,000; incorporators, A. Harris, M. il. Needham,
T. F. Marleiis. all of Albion.

( olumbus, Ohio.— The Putnam 'Telephone Compan)
of ( Utawa. has keen formed to operate a telephone line:

capital, $40,000; incorporators. W. II. Harper. <> t

Handy, k. II. Wolf. J. T. Bisser. G. W . Biss

Guthrie, Okla.— A charter has keen granted by the
Secretary of State to the Independent Telepln
pan\. of Enid; capital stock, $5,000; incorporal

E. I foldredge, < reorge W. Welsh and Charles J. W
Sennett, X. Y.—The Sennett Teleph mpanv has

keen formed to operate in Sennett and Weeds;
uga county: Eldridge and Jordan, and other towns in

« Inondaga and Cayuga counties: capital $5 1 1; dir

1 I . ( . ( Y. icker. S. (
".

I >epew and Walter E. Spurr. 1 • 5

nett. ( 'ayuga county.
West i Ineonta, X. Y.- The Butternut \ alley Tele-

phone Company, of < )tsego county, to maintain lines in

Gilbertsville, Maple Grove, Morris and other villages in

tin' county, with terminus at West ( hieonta. has been
formed: capital, $3,500; directors. G. C. Peck. E. E.

Steele. New Lisbon : W . F. Ward. E. (
'. Brewer. Gilbei

ville; Frank Hull. las. Martindale, I Williams
M< irris.

STREET R \II.W \Y NEW -

'Toledo. ( >lho. The Northwestern and Eastern Kail-

wax Co. has keen formed to operate a railroad; cap-
ital. $50,000; incorporators. |. Caldwell. W. Sheridan.
I. C. Stui/. 1 1. \. Conlin, C. C. Wilson.

Danville. X. Y.—The Danville Street Railwa) and
Lighl Company has been formed to furnish electricity for

all pin capital. $700,000; incoqjorators, F. kind 1

\. R. Samuel. O. VV. Cannon, all of Danville.

Danvers, Mass Work has begun in earnest on the
construction of the Middletown & Danvers Electric Kail-

way, with a large force of men. It has keen delayed be-

cause rails and other materials could not be obtained
s. >< mer.

Bridgeton, Pa.—The Bridgeon & Millville Traction

Company has begun the work ^i erecting a large new
building in the centre of the city, in which their power
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house and the electric lighting plant, which is now con-

trolled by them, will be consolidated.

Louisville, Ky.—The Louisville Street Railway Com-
pany is contemplating extensive improvements in its lines

and service during the year, and when the improvements
are made Louisville will have not only a modern and up-

to-date railway in every particular, but will have one that

willl compare with the larger lines of other cities.

Latrobe, Pa.—A company composed of Captain James
H. Peters, John B. Anderson, Joseph Head, Dr. J. YY.

Hughes, and others, with a capital of $45,000, is to con-

struct an electric railway line eight miles long, beginning
at the corner of Depot and Ligioner streets and running
to Youngstown, Bagaley, Whitney and Lippencott, with

a branch to Dorothy coke works.

Newburyport, Mass.—The Citizens' Street Railway
Company held its annual meeting last week, when E. R.

McPherson, of Boston, A. B. Bruce, of Lawrence, H.
Fisher Eldredge, of Portsmouth, A. D. Besson, of Chel-

sea, E. P. Shaw, Jr., of Brookline, Phineas W. Sprague,
Albert C. Titcomb, of Newburyport, and George A. Mar-
den, of Maiden, were elected directors.

Charleston, W. Va.—Articles of incorporation have
been obtained here by the Clarksburg Street Railway
Company, which proposes to construct a street car line

at that place. The company is composed of Virgil H.
Highland, Frank B. Haymaker, Sherman C. Denham,
Marcellus M.Thompson and Leonard Peck, all of Clarks-

burg. The subscribed capital is $600, 10 per cent paid

up, and authorized capital of $500,000.

Frederick, Md.—A preliminary survey for the pro-

posed Frederick, Liberty & Emmitsburg Electric Rail-

road has been made between Frederick and Liberty, and
from the latter point will be continued to Woodsboro.
It is not intended to go beyond the latter point at present,

the object being to construct a railway which will give

transportation facilities to the towns of Mount Pleasant

and Liberty and the interlying country. The line sur-

veyed follows the Frederick and Liberty turnpike most
of the way.

Newark, N. J.—Articles of incorporation of the Mur-
phy Safety Third-Rail Electric Company, which has a

capital stock of $2,500,000, have been recorded. It will

equip railroads and vehicles with electrical power ami
apparatus, "or other power," and may build central sta-

tions for the generation of electricity. The capital stock

is divided into 25,000 shares, of which 12,500 shares will

be preferred stock. The amount paid in is $3,500. Mat-
thias Plum, Alexander Beach, William M. Keepers, ot

this city; George H. Carey, John B. Renwick, of Brok-
lyn ; Lauron Ingels, of New York, and Charles T. Hay-
man, of Cincinnati, are the incorporators. They each
hold $500 worth of common stock. The principal office

will be in this city.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATION'S.
Pratville, Ala.—Pratville is discussing a new system of

street lighting.

Kansas City, Mo.—The problem of electric lighting

for Kansas City has been revived for discussion by the

request of the Home Electric Lighting Company for a

franchise.

Kokomo, Md.—As a result of a recent advance in the

price of electric lighting, a meeting of Kokomo merchants
was held last week to organize the Merchants' Mutual
Light Company.

Yonkers. N. Y.—Mayor Sutherland's message to the

Common Council contains a recommendation that the

city should own and operate its own electric lighting

plant. He said that municipal ownership should begin
with the expiration of the next year of the contract with

the present company.

New Wilmington, Pa.—W. J. Shields, of New Wil-
mington, Pa., is working on the final drawings for a new
electric light plant, to be erected at the same place early
next spring. It will embrace a power house and cost
about $5,000. G. H. Getty, president of the Council, is
the head of the project.
THE BULLOCK COMPANY ENLARGE THEIR

PLANT.
The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, are advertising for bids to extend their
main building two hundred feet. This will make their
main machine shop five hundred feet long by one hundred
and one feet wide. The tremendous volume of business
that has come to the Bullock Company from all parts of
the world during the last six months' has overwhelmed
them, and it is now imperative that the above extension
to their works be made with all possible haste.

NEW YORK NOTES.
MR. J. ELLIOTT SMITH, who was removed from

his position of superintendent of Fire Alarm Telegraph
and Electrical Appliances in the Fire Department of the
City of New York in March of last year, when that office
was ordered abolished by Fire Commissioner Scannell,
has been reinstated in accordance with a peremptory
writ of mandamus, issued by Supreme Court Judge Gil-
dersleeve. Mr. Smith was also entitled to recover arrears
of salary, together with costs, amounting to $3,786 2\
MR. A. W. KOENIG, of 9 Maiden Lane, New York

city, representing the Belknap Motor Company, of Port-
land, Me., states that orders for the company's Chapman
voltage regulators have been closed with the Suburban
Electric Co., Elizabeth, N. J., Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) Elec-
tric Light & Power Co., Oneonta (N. Y.) Electric Light
& Power Co. and the Jersey City Electric Light & Rower
Co., Jersey City, N. J.

ANNOUNCEMENT IS made of the organization of
the New York Air Compressor Co. under the laws of the
State of New Jersey. The capital stock of the company
is $100,000, and a complete foundry and machine shop
has been purchased on the line of the New York and
Greenwood Lake Railroad at Arlington, N. J. Con-
tracts have already been let for a full modern equipment
of tools. It is intended to manufacture a complete line

of air compressing machinery at the new plant. The
officers of the company are : J. W. Duntley, president

;

Alexander MacKay, vice-president ; W. P. Pressinger.
secretary and treasurer. The directors are : J. W. Dunt-
ley, Alexander MacKay, W. P. Pressinger, William B.
Albright,. YY. O. Duntley, Thomas Aldcorn and Austin
E. Rressinger. The New York offices of the company
are at 120 Liberty street.

WESTON STANDARD
PORTALE DIRECT READING

VOLTMETERS and

WATTMETERS
For Alternating and Direct

Current Circuits.

The only standard portable In-

strument of the type de =

serving this name.

write for circulars and Price Lists

6 and 9.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

114- 120 WillUm Street, Newark, N. J.
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The Craig Machine Telegraph.

Perforator to the left, Receiver and Transmitter in center receiving message on right, the sending apparatus with message ready

to transmit on left, Resistance box on right, \s H. P. motor below, furnishing power sufficient to

receive, transmit and perforate

MACHINE TELEGRAPHY OF TO-DAY.

COPYRIGHTED BV W. L. CRAIG.

For nearh twenty-five years much of the best electrical

ability and mechanical skill of this country has been ap-

plied to the perfection of machine telegraphy. Its possi-

bilities have long been understood, but the perfection of a

complete system, adaptable to every phase of telegraphy,

presented great obstacles. Every difficulty has now been
surmounted, as has been abundantly proven by the most
thorough tests, on good wires and on bad, in all kinds of

weather, and for distances ranging from ioo to 1,000

miles.

THESE ARE THE RESULTS.
Thirty days" test between New York and Chicago,

1,027 miles, copper wire, about two ohms electrical rel-
iance per mile. 600 to 800 words per minute.

Test between Xew York and Washington, 351 mi
copper wire. 3.000 words per minute.

Test Februarj 22. 1892, between Jersey City and Phila-

delphia, about loomiles over an iron wire having a resist

ance of 25 ohms per mile. [,500 words per minute, with a

reserved transmitting capacity of about 500 words per

minute.

WHAT THIS SPEED MEANS.
It means cheap and instantaneous telegraphing, many

times quicker and cheaper than telephoning :

Letter correspondence by telegraph. One hundred
words by day and two hundred words b\ night for 25c,
in 1,000 mile circuits:

Absolute secrecy of messages. Persons of limited ex

perience may do with accuracy and facility half of the

whole work of telegraphing:

That we have increased the carrying capacity of a

single .Morse wire from 25 to 3,000 words per minute:

That one machine wire is equal to thirty-six Morse
ware-circuits :

That fifteen thirty-word messages can be telegraphed

complete, over oik w ire in one minute, from Xew York
to Chicago

:

That editors of daily journals within 1 .500 miles oi

Xew York can he served with special and exclusive news
reports from their own special correspondents, at the rate

of 1,000 words per minute, at less than one-fourth part of

what they now pay for inferior associated reports :

The end of hand telegraphy between cities :

Postal telegraphy by private enterprise :

Unlimited facilities tor individual journals or as

ciated presses at one-half of current charges.

KKASONS Win.
Because, according to the testimony of the president

of the Western Union Company before a committee of

Congress in [890, the average cost to that company oi

handling all its business was 22 4-10 cuts p.-r message,

and according to the testimony of the president of the

Postal Telegraph Company, before the same committee,

the average cost to that company was j<> cents per mes-
sage. Both these companies use the quadruple* system,

the limit of which is three artificial circuits over a single

wire, while the Machine System yields the equivalent of

40 to 100 artificial circuits over a single wire, according

to distance.

This speed means that in the very near future all cities

of importance throughout the country will be in com-
munication by the .Machine System, carrying 95 per cent.

of all the telegraphing, and that the Morse hand system
will be confined to small towns and private lines.
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it has been frequently remarked of late among those

who have taken note of the progress of electrical develop-

ment, that the first and most important branch of electric

science, telegraphy, has made the least advance.

With the exception of the Delany Multiplex System, it

may be said that no important improvement in telegraphy

has been introduced since the invention of the duplex and

quadruplex systems twenty years ago; and as these im-

provements retain the hand method of operation, the

gain has been simply an amplification of that slow-

method, limited in speed to the expertness of the opera-

tor in the manipulation of the Morse key.

The limit of enlargement of facilities over one wire to-

day in this country is four Morse circuits over a single

wire, by the quadruplex system. By reason of this ad-

dition of circuits over a single wire, the distance over

which the wire may be operated is greatly limited, and

the conditions of wire, weather, etc., must be very favor-

by that company cost 26 cents. These figures may be
safely accepted as the minimum average cost of handling
messages to-day, under the most careful and economical
management, by the several systems now in use. The
only other system of telegraphy in use, besides those
mentioned, is the \\ heatstone System, which is exten-
sively employed in England, principally for carrying
newspaper reports, and on a small scale in this country
for general business. As a whole, the Wheatstone Sys-
tem, for commercial telegraphing, is inferior to the quad-
ruplex system.

It will be obvious, therefore, that, with the highest
development of the most approved methods of telegraphy
now in use, the minimum rate for carrying messages has
been reached, and no better evidence of the correctness
of this statement can be asked for than the failure of the
Baltimore and Ohio Company a few years since in an
endeavor to carry messages at an average cost of 20

Jungfrau Mountain Electric Railway, Switzerland.

able, so that it cannot be said that the "phantom" or

artificial circuits are equal to separate and independent

wires, operated simplex. The average rate of transmis-

sion over a single wire operated on single circuit during
the entire day cannot, under the most favorable con-

ditions, exceed 15 to 25 words per minute. The quad-
ruplex circuits do not average, in good weather, over 15

words per minute, so that to-day the greatest capacity of

a wire in this country, operated on the most approved
plan of hand telegraphy, is 60 words per minute, requir-

ing eight first-class operators—a fraction over 7 words
per minute for each operator.

LOWER RATES IMPOSSIBLE, WITH PRESENT SYSTEMS.

The president of the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany testified in 1890, before a committe of Congress,

that the average cost of telegraphing to the company was
22 4-10 cenls each message. The president of the Postal

Telegraph Comp my testified, that each despatch handled

cents.

It must be plain, therefore, that if we are ever to have
cheaper telegraphy, it must be brought about by the em-
ployment of a more rapid system of operation, and that

the extent to which the rates may be reduced will be

directly proportioned to the increased speed of operation

;

that is, the increase of the number of words delivered at

the receiving end of a wire within a given time. It has

already been well known that but a small part of the

actual carrying capacity of the wire has been obtained by
the systems now in use. The facilities of the wire have
always been many times greater than the demands made
upon it by the hand systems of operation ; and. as the

limit of manual operation has only been raised two words
per minute during the nast ten years, nothing more may
be looked for in that direction.

(To be Continued.)
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Electric IRailwags.
SOME DIFFICULTIES IN ELECTRIC RAILWAY

WORK.
The great Horse Shoe Bend is regarded as a triumph

of engineering and is frequently referred to by civil engi-

neers. In the western section of the United States there-

are several other illustrations \i difficult and even haz-

ardous surveying and construction work; but few, if any
of these cases, can exceed in enterprise the building of an
electric road through the Alps. Ihere is in the Alps, of

Switzerland, an inclined railway which drags passengers
thousands of feet up the mountain side. It is an example
of rack and pinion work that excites considerable sur-

prise. This is now of secondary importance in compari-
son with the new electric road running along the moun-
tains and thus allowing convenient ana rapid transporta-

tion. The storms that sweep over the Jungfrau and
the dangers associated with it in the minds of travelers

have made its name famous among the cultured public.

Transportation from point to point, by means of an elec-

tric road, has stripped these dangers of many of their

most trying qualities and adds to the wild grandeur of the

scene that little touch of civilization that a descending
tourist views with considerable approbation. Some of the

difficulties confronting engineers in the installation of

this road were as great as those attending the erection of

the famous Niagara Gorge railway. The above road will

soon be completed ; then tourists will be able to spin

through Switzerland with all the conveniences of home
surroundings.

Hectmtcal ittorcs.

CONDENSER DISCHARGES AND CONXEC-
__ _TIONS.
The application of a condenser to circuits containing

self induction has been sufficiently understood to give

rise to many interesting experiments of practical and also

purely scientific value. The famous lecture of Nikola

Tesla was termed by him "Condenser Reactions" and

IMMh

According to Dr. Lodge, a microfarad condenser dis-
charging through a good conducting coil of one henry
self induction gives a curent alternating 160 times a sec-
ond and emits ether waves about 1,200 miles long. A-

Discharge of a Condenser Through a Resistance,

gallon Leyden jar (capacity about .003 microfarad) dis-
charging through a stout wire, suspended around an
ordinary size room, emits ether waves between three and
four hundred yards in length, its current alternating at

Elements of a Leyden Tar.

the rate of about 1,000,000 per second. An ordinary
electro-static charge on a sphere two feet in diameter, if

disturbed in any way, will surge to and fro at the rate of
300,000,000 vibrations per second, emitting ether waves
a yard long."

THE GROTTHUES HYPOTHESIS OF ELEGTRO-
LYTIC DISSOCIATION.

The various reactions due to electrolytic dissociation
may be classed under the head of the following:

Simple decomposition.
The analysis of a complex solution.

Reactions in an accumulator.

—Condensers in Series.

illustrated in a startling manner the consequences of a few
novel applications of this device.

Condensers in series give the total voltage of the series

as if each were a separate cell of battery. Condensers in

multiple give the voltage of one, but represent a capacity

equal to the sum of their respective capacities. Condens-

4- + +
W —Condensers in Mcltji-i e Ari .

ers in series have a total capacity equal to the reciprocal

of the sum of the reciprocals of their individual capacities.

The simple condenser or Leyden jar offers a study in

dielectrics and electrical oscillations which led to many
of the famous conclusions of Clerk Maxwell and Dr.

Hertz. A Leyden jar discharge occurring through a low
resistance sets up a series of waves in the ether and os-

cillations in the circuit, as diagramatically represented.

II

nr © ©
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Fig.
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With electrodes present, as in u plating bath, complex
actions occur which puzzle even the savant. According
to Grotthues an interchange or transferance of atoms
takes place during electrolysis, as shown in sketch 1.

The actions are threefold :

(i). The normal condition of the fluid.

(ii). A positive and negative element separated, i. e.,

oxygen and hydrogen.
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(hi). Decomposition as manifested by the visible escape

of the elementary constituents.

In the second sketch this action is somewhat prolonged

but similar in all other respects. In fact, the iv. stage ol

the process, as shown in sketch 2, indicates the ultimate

resolution of all the liquid into atoms. It further illus-

lii
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Fig. a.

irates the presumption oi Grotthues that the atomic
affinity is due to a positive and negative electrification,

native to the elements and thereby responding to the in-

fluence of a superior eletrification at the twu electrodes.

The above hypothesis is often referred to the change of

partners in a dance, that illustrating the passing on or

transferance of atoms.

Stray Current*.

THE SAFETY THIRD RAIL ON 'I HE LONG
ISLAND RAILROAD.

The practical working section of five miles in length
of the patent safety third rail, which has been thoroughly
tested on a half-mile length of track, south of Jamaica,
for twelve or fifteen months past, is to be laid on the line

of the Long Island Railroad. It will be placed on the

Far Rockaway division, and the regular trains of the

Long Island Railroad running over that branch will be
operated by electric power. The application of this prin-

ciple, if found to be successful, it is said, will in a few years
revolutionize the motive power on the steam railroads of

the country. If successful and feasible it will, as soon
as practicable, probably be adopted on all the lines of the
Long Island Railroad in the borough of Queens west of

lamaica and on the North Side division.—Ex.

A LARGE SUBMARINE TELEPHONE CABLE.
What is claimed to be the longest submarine cable of

its size was recently laid in Lake Michigan for the Erie
Telephone Company. It crosses the Straits of Macki-
naw, between the city of that name and St. Ignace. The
cable consists of 20 strands, laid together in tape and jute,

and armored with a No. 6 iron wire. In this way 10 tele-

phone circuits are provided for by the cable. Two of the

conductors used arc larger than the others, their sec-

tional area being equivalent to a No. 8 wire. The other

nine pairs of wires have a sectional area of copper equiva-

lent to a No. 12 wire. The outside diameter of the cable

over the armoring is about 2\ inches, while the total

length which is laid in the water is 5 miles 170 feet. The
greatest depth of water on the line of route is 256 feet.

The cable, after being joined up into a continuous length,

was placed upon a barge, which was then towed across

the straits by two steam tugs.—Ex.

EFFECT OF MAGNETIZATION ON THE MODI'
LUS OF ELASTICITY.

It has already been found that temperature changes
affect the modulus of elasticity, and Professor J. B. Stev-

ens shows the result of an experiment to test the effect

oi magnetization. Steel and wrought iron bars 60 x 1

x 0.64 cm. were used, and loads of 1 kg. and | kg. fastened

to the centre. These caused a deflection. When the rods
were magnetized by forces ranging from 19.9 to 126
C.G.S. units, the deflection was decreased, showing that

magnetization increases the modulus. The change in de-

flection was increased by an interferometer, one plate

oi which was fastened to the bar, and the motion read
in wave lengths of light. Temperature changes were
guarded against—(1) by a stream of water flowing be-

tween coil and rod
; (2) by testing with a sensitive ther-

mometer
; (3) by noticing that the change in deflection

was always sudden
; (4) by discovering no change in a

copper rod. The measurements were not considered

sufficiently exact to enable it to be stated that there is a

regular relation between magnetic force and the modulus
increased with the magnetizing force.—Ex.

GENERAL GREELY'S REPORT ON THE
CUBAN TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.

A report by General Greely, of the chief signal office,

on the telegraph system of Cuba has just been issued.

This report shows that since the system was taken over

no less than 600 miles of new line have been added to

those previously in use at Cuba, and at the close of the

year there were in all some 2,500 miles of telegraph line

in operation. In the conclusion of his report, General

Greely discusses the various questions connected with

the Cuban cable and telephone concessions, as well as the

practical conditions under which the military cable lines

are kept in order. He recommends the immediate laying

of a deep-sea cable between Porto Rico and Cuba at a cost

of $600,000. In the same report figures are also given of

the signal office in the Philippines. In this part of the

report the value of an ail-American Pacific cable is natu-

rally referred to. General Greely states that wireless

telegraphy has received the careful attention of his office,

and that the system should prove of great value in con-

necting the different islands of the Philippines and

Hawaii. It seems that the signal corps have already

tried this system between Fire Island and the Fire Island

Lightship. In this case the distance was about 10 miles.

—Ex.

ELECTRIC CANAL HAULAGE IX GERMANY.
Some very interesting experiments in the electrical

hauling of canal boats are being made at Tinow. under
the auspices of the German Government, says an Eng-
lish contemporary. The first system being experimented
with is due to Messrs. Siemens & Halske and is in general

design not unlike the Thwaites-Cowley system. Instead.

however, of having an elevated rail for the hauling car-

riage to run on. in this system an electric cable is used.

This cable is used as the earth conductor, and the trollej

wire placed over it serves as the other. The disadvantage

of the system will be the uneven hauling motion due to

the sagging of the cable. Thus, at every point of support

the motor carriage will meet with an up-grade which will

check its speed, and immediately the support has been

passed the motor will receive considerable impetus while

running down the sloping cable. But for this drawback
the system can be very cheaply arranged, and it dors no!

involve so much structural work on the limited space

usually available on the towpath. The other system em-

ploys a small locomotive to do the hauling, and is re

markable from the fact that only one rail has to be laid

down for this locomotive. The other wheels are made
broad to run on the towpath.—Ex.
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A LIGHTER STORAGE BATTERY.
With the invention of a lighter storage battery a series

of advantages are gained in automobile work which will

lead to a revolution in the streets of cosmopolitan cities.

Aside from this fact there are certain other heids of work,
in which the application of a storage battery when it is

radically lighter and more economical, which are still

commercially inchoate but would then develop with enor-

mous rapidity to a successful culmination. The great

problem then is to build a storage battery of much greater

lightness for these particular purposes. The uncertain

actions taking place in a storage battery during the pro-
cess of charging and discharging prevent a thorough
analysis being made of the exact nature of the charges
taking place. It is not thoroughly understood as yet

whether it is hydrated peroxide of lead or ordinary lead

peroxide that is formed on the positive plate. In fact,

manufacturers Have adopted the method in many cases of

using lead sulphate as the active material. The amount
of electricity obtainable from lead sulphate, lead peroxide
or hydrated peroxide of lead is dependent upon certain

extraneous conditions which may be classed under the
heads of active surface, active material and density of

the solution.

Aside from these facts, which relate purely to the
chemical features of the case, the weight of a storage bat-

tery is to be mainly found in the grid or supporting de-

vice tor the oxides. Many experiments have been tried

with heavy and light grids and a variety of oxides for the

purpose of discovering the least possible weight tor a

given output of energy. Practice has reduced these
figures down to two or three watt hours per pound
weight. Further investigation has shown that of the total

weight of electrodes used only about fifteen or tweim
per cent, is actually available in the form of active ma-

terial. This 1<.\\ percentage of plate efficiency is. entirel)

due to the heav) weight ol the material employed. 1 tit

reticall) a pound ol lead is not capable of giving up
much power as an equivalent weight ol /inc. iron >r cop
per Its advantage mainly lies in the insolubility of its

sulphate, a fact not generall) recognized in others than

experts. A quarter of a pound oi iron, copper or zinc

possesses more latent energy than one pound of lead ; yet

the other metals are Useless, due to their sulphates being
highly soluble.

According to man) of our authorities about fun
ampere hours per pound of weight are the theoretical

limits expressing their storage capacity and represented

by the active material attached to them. In actual prac-

tice, however, these figures are considerably reduced,
falling to as low as eight and reaching in normal cases

no more than sixteen ampere hours per pound. The
reason why this deficiency is so recurrent and apparently

ineradicable is because the materials used are not en-

tirel) porous. The coating of active material from which
the energy is to be drawn after having been stored is

only penetrated electrolytically about ten or-Twent) per
cent, during discharge. In other words, a cell from
which a full discharge has apparently been obtained, if

Us plates were rendered more porous, would be capable
of giving three or four times the output over again with-
out strain or rapid deterioration. Storage battery plates

therefore contain within themselves a deiicienc) which
can only be obviated by a form of construction which
bares every interstice to the action of the acid and the
effect of the currents. The present type oi storage bat-
tery is stronger, more durable and. in many respects,

more efficient than any of its predecessors; the greatest
fault to be found is that of weight and this is only of con-
sequence when their application to automobiles is under
consideration.

In a middling sized electric light station, not ver\ far

from Xew York city, business so improved that the nor-
mal load of two thousand lights threatened to rise to
three thousand. The dividends the station paid were of
a most satisfactory character to the original investors, and
the) would have been considerably reduced for a lew
years if the additional five hundred to one thousand
lights required the installation of new boilers, engine and
generator. Unless immediate action took place the sta-

tion would not be able to withstand the increasing load
and a rival company would assimilate a certain interesting
income. To overcome this dilemma, which, like many
others, had two horns, an expert electrical engineer was
engaged to see what could be done. It was evident that
the cost of the new machinery and the time required for
its installation would be very great. In addition it would
( nly be put to a few hours" use each day. The engineer
immediately recommended the use of storage batteries,
the installation of which, for the service required, saved
the dividend and routed the rival company.

A plant oi moving machinery to be used but a few
hours each day does not yield adequate returns for the
investment unless no substitute can be possible employed.
< me thousand lights for four hours is equal to two thou-
sand ampere hours in total, at one half ampere per lamp
For a hundred and ten wilt system sixty station cells can
be readily installed, charged ami operated within thl

days' In addition, during the hours oi light load the
storage batteries can make the plant pa) by directing
the energy into themselves. By this mean's the load dur-
ing the day remains nearly uniform, the batteries being
taken off when it rises above its normal value. When
night comes and the thousand extra lights are called for
the batteries are thrown on. in addition to the generators
running at full load, and service is rendered outside with-
out strain or risk to the plant in operation,
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£)vmamo design,

DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
The general configuration of a motor or generator is

determined by the conditions of its operation. The simple

alternating- current dynamo, with its armature wound as

shown and terminals ending in two rings, represents the

foundation of an extensive series of armature windings.

In the particular illustration referred to a departure is

made in having the two halves in multiple. This idea is

Simple Alternating Current Armature.

more fully developed in armatures of continuous cur-

rent dynamos. Each section in this case and the con-
nections leading to each commutator bar throw two equal

windings in multiple. Except in those cases when
higher potential is required a lap winding is generally
employed. In multipolar generators lap winding necessi-

tates the use of as many brushes as there ere noles to the

generator. In other words, the armature is so sub-divided

by these parallel flows of current that in a six pole ma-

Edison machine. In contradistinction to the lap wind-
ing the development of a wave winding is shown for a six

pole miltipolar generator. The single pair of brushes are

indicated by the positive and negative symbol, and flhe

Lap Wound Continuous Current Armature, Toothed.

conditions of the conductors superposed on the pole faces

clearly shown. In this case the total winding is the

equivalent of a lap winding in a bipolar dynamo, whose
polar area is equal to that of three north poles or three

south poles in the sketch. The electre-aiotive force gen-
erated is led in series through each half of the winding
and in consequence can be removed by means of two

rfn f
.
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Wave Winding.

brushes, as shown.
In fitting together the parts of generators, as, for in-

stance, the core of an inverted horse shoe type into the

keeper, the rule to be observed is as follows: If the core

Lap Wound Continuous Current Armature, Smooth Core.

chine there are six separate circuits operating in multiple

and hence six brushes are required.

In the illustrations diagrams of lap winding are shown,

in one case for a smooth core armature of sixteen con-

ductors and eight commutators segments: in the other,

i »f fourteen armature conductors and seven commuta-
tor segments. An uneven number of segments in the

commutator is to be found in the early types of the

Small Direct Connected Plant.

is wrought iron the surface that enters in contact with
the keeper should possess twice the area <>i its own cr

section, provided the keeper is cast iron. By this means
the joint instituted betwen the cast and wrought iron will
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be the magnetic equivalent of each other. For instance,

if the caoss section of the core is one square inch two
square inches of the core must enter the cast iron ; other-

wise the surface of cast iron in contact will not he suffici-

ently great to carry the lines of force without undue
saturation.

Where small direct connected plants are in operation

the speed of the generator largely govern.; the period of

active operation, rate of deterioration, etc. It is a general

practice to use lap wound armatures, through which more
than one pair of brushes are required, to provide an in-

tense held in the generator, so that an armature of large

diameter and many conductors will rotate slowly. By
this means slow speed is secured although at the expense
of a slight increase in weight but a direct gain is made in

less vibration and more wear to the machinery. In the

illustration a small plant is shown running at a maximum
speed of three hundred per minute, the generator capable

of running one hundred and fifty lights.

Business "Hews.

-SPECIAL EXPORT COLUMN'.
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ELECTRICAL EXPORTS
FROM NEW YORK CITY FOR WEEK END-

DEC. 23, 1899, $100,654.
Xew York. X. Y., Dec. 23, 1899.—The following were

the exports of electrical materials and kindred lines from
the Port of Xew York for the week just ended :

Argentine Republic.—283 cases electrical material,

$36,628; 5 cases electros, $29; 8j cases electrical ma-
chinery. $5,131.

Alexandria.—7 cases electrical material, $315.
Brussels.— 12 cases electrical material, $1,020.

Pritish Australia.— I case electrical material, $90.
Pritish East Indies.—4 cases electrical material, $242;

3 cases electrical machinery, $130.
Berlin.— 1 case electrical machinery, $28.

Bremenhaven.— 1 case electros, $13.
British West Indies.—63 packages electrical material,

?456.

Barcelona.—66 cases electrical material, $11,276.
Central America.—21 case electrical material, $437.
Chili.—14 cases electrical material, $806.

Cuba.— 1 case electros, S13; 1 electric light plant,

$3,964.
Ecuador.— 19 cases electrical material, $250.
Glasgow.— 1 case electrical machinery, $4,750.
Hong Kong.— 11 cases electrical material, S300.
Havre.—-1 case electrical machinery, S83.

Hamburg.

—

$j cases electrical machinery. $1,100.

Japan.—32 cases electrical machinery, 82.104.

Leicester.—3 eases electrical material. S132.

Marseilles.— 258 packages electrical material. $8,520.
Manchester.—216 cases electrical material, $4,343.
Nova Scotia.-— 1 case electrical material. $37.
Naples.—42 cases electrical material, $14,452.
Newfoundland.— 10 cases electrical material, $313.
Peru.—67 calses electrical material, $2,154.
Southampton.—5 cases electrical material. 8100.

St. Petersburg.—3 cases electrical material. 8157.
Turin.—9 cases electrical material. $1,294.

1 Mieida County ; capital, $15,000; directors, Marinus \Y.

1 err) and C. M. \\ ickwire, of Watcrville, and 11. 11

Sweet, oi L'tica.

New Brunswick, X. J.—Articles of incorporation
the New Brunswick Light, Heat and Power Company
have been filed. The company is incorporated by the

Newark and Paterson capitalists who recentl) bought
out the .New Brunswick Gas Light Company.

Jersey City, X. J.—The Lehigh Power Company, with

its principal office at No. 243 Washington street, Jersej

City, X. J., has been incorporated to manufacture elec-

tricity for light., heat and power; capital. $5oo,oihj; in-

corporators, George \\ . Griffith, Henr) G. Cavanaugh,
Charles X. King, all of Jersey City.

Tampa, Ida.— Letters patent have been granted for

the incorporation of the Tampa Electric Company, with
a capital of $500,000. The company is organized for the

purpose of furnishing light, heat and power for raiiw..

and other purpose The incorporators are Ccorge J.

Baldwin, Peter O. Knight, Eliot Wadsworth, W. II.

Flood, Jr., and H. G. Pradlee.

Columbus, Ohio.—The Morrow County Illuminating
Company was recently incorporated, with a capital stock
of $25,000. The incorporators are E. W. Ladder. George
W. Cleveland. ( reorge R. McKay. X. C. Whipple and M.
Fisher.

Los Angeles. Cal.—Articles of incorporation have been
filed of the Boyle Heights Electric Company. Its pur-
pose is to make and use electricity for lighting purposes,
and to exercise the privilege of occupying the public

streets with poles and wires, under the laws. Capital

stock is $100,000, divided into 1.000 shares $500 has
been actually subscribed. The directors are \Y. P..

Palmer, W. C. Petclmer. D. E. Skaggs, lames Adams
and C. M. Puck.

l'tica. X. Y.—The l'tica Electric Fight Company and
Trenton Falls Electric Fight and Power Company have
consolidated under the name oi the l'tica Electric Fight
and Power Company. The new company will furnish
light, heat or power to villages and towns of ( meida and
I lerkimer counties. The capital stock is Si.000.000. and
the directors are Henry D. I'izley, Daniel \. Crouse, T.
Solomon Griffiths, M. Jesse Rrayton, William K. Lewis.
of l'tica: William G. Phelps. Binghamton

;
Joseph Fox,

Xew York citv.

TELEPHONE CALLS.
Philadelphia, Pa.—A charter has been granted i111

NEW IXCORPORATIOXS.

Philadelphia. Pa.—The Hudson Valley Electric Com-
pany has been incorporated to operate railroads and elec-

tric plants; capital, $40©,ooo: incorporators. I [. D. Long.
E. A. Lyon, C. E. Lent, G. S. Wertsner. A. A. Sparks, all

of Philadelphia, Pa.

Waterville. X. Y.—The Watcrville Electric Fight and
Power Company has been chartered to operate in Water-
ville. and the towns oi Sangerfield, Marsal and Augusta,

Delaware to the Eastern Telegraph and Telephone Com-
pany, of Philadelphia; capital stock, $1,000,000.

Dover, Del.—A charter has been granted to the Inter-
state Telephone and Telegraph Company to operate tele-

phone lines; capital, $2,000,000; incorporators, J. C.
Landes, of Morristown, Pa.; T. Dougherty, of Allen-
town; A. M. Worstall, of Philadelphia. Pa.

Fall River, Mass.—The Fall River Automatic Tele-

phone Company has been incorporated
J
the capital stock

i> $135,000, and the par value oi shares is $50; R. F.
Davis is president, and P. D. Davoll is treasurer. The
company is to engage in a general telephone business in

and outside the State.

Slatington, Pa.—A charter has been granted to the
Slate Pelt Telephone Company, of Slatington. for the
porte and Michigan City.

construction and maintenance oi telephone lines, e!

capital, $I0,000; incorporators. I. I ). Zellner, VV. H. Gish,

A.J. Kern, all of Slatington ; F.Jacobs, F. H. Trexier, of
Allentow n.

New York, N. Y.—The General Telephone and Elec-
tric Company, of Xew York city, has been chartered
manufacture appliances; capital, $IO,0OO; din
Richard C. Weithas, of Brooklyn, and I. M. Dunscomb,
Irank M. Holahan and W. 11. Carr. oi Xew York citv.
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delphia, Pa.; George W. Beers, Fort Wayne, Ind.
;
James

E. Hays, Camden, N. J.

Albany, N. Y.—The Columbia Long-Distance Tele-

phone Company has been incorporated with a capital oi

$50,000. It is expected tnat the line will be extended
from Albany to Troy and to Fonda, Little Falls and
Ctica. There will be connections with intermediate vil-

lages, and radiating lines will be connected. Troy will

thus be the eastern terminus of the system.

STREET RAILWAY NEWS.
Boston, Mass.—Counsel fur the \\ orcester Consoli-

dated Street Railway Company appeared before the Rail-

road Commissioners last week, asking for authority to

issue $150,000 additional stock and an equal amount in

bonds.

Warren, Ohio.—G. B. Stern and J. D. Elkington, rep-

resenting Philadelphia capitalists, have completed a tour

over the route of the proposed electric railways between
Warren and Ashtabula, Burton and Meadville, Pa. They
will report favorably to the enterprise.

Moundsville, W. \ a.—The Aioundsvillc, Benwood &
Wheeling Railway Company is reported to have sold its

electric line between Moundsville and Benwood to a syn-

dicate, composed of Wheeling gentlemen, who are inter-

ested also in the Wheeling Railway Company.
Guthrie, O. T.—The Guthrie City Council has granted

a franchise tu a Xew York syndicate, represented by Mrs.
A. C. Beckwith, of Los Angeles, Cal., to construct and
operate an electric railway system here for a period of

forty years. The Council required a forfeit of $500 from
the company to commence within a year.

Bloomsburg, Pa.—For some tune past Columbia Co.
capitalists have been agitating the building of a trolley

line between Berwick and Bloomsburg, and to co-operate
with Mountour County moneyed men to extend the road
to Danville and thence on to Sunbury. The right of

way has been secured, and the project now looks favor-

able.

Kansas City, Mo.—The County Court was asked re-

cently for a franchise to Albert E. Holmes, A. H. Green,

J. D. Strother, F. P. Swan and A. N. Gossett for an elec-

tric railway along certain roads in the county. The mat-
ter was referred to County Counselor Sebree, who is to

make a report as to the power of the court to give a
franchise along public roads.

PottsvilltyPa.—A new trolley line is to he constructed
from Pottsville to Tamaqua, a distance of 17 1-2 miles,

and thence to Shenandoah. The right of way has been
secured in all of the towns and townships along the route
except Port Carbon and Pottsville. Shenandoah and
Philadelphia capitalists are back of it. They have no con-
nection with the Pottsvile Union Traction Compam.
which operates the lines in this own and vicinity.

Elkhart, Ind.—The Indiana Railway Company, which
'

owns and controls the Interurban electric line connecting-
South Bend, Mishawaka, Elkhart and Goshen, and the
city lines at each place, is compelled to double the capa-
city of the large power plants at midway stations, Osce-
ola and Dunlap, and to build a new plant at South Bend.
The work will be done as early in the spring as possible.

The company is also preparing to extend its lines to La-
porte and Michigan City.

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS.
West Orange, N. J.—The West Orange Electric

Light and Power Company has given notice that it will

make application at the next meeting of the South Or-
ange Village Board of Trustees for a franchise to do
business in the village. The company will also make an
effort, it is said, to secure a franchise in Yailsburgh

NEW YORK NOTES.
NORTHWEST FIXTURE COMPANY, of Seattle.

Wash., have opened up an eastern office at the Have-

meyer Building, 26 Cortlandt street, New York city,
Room 921, in charge of Mr. C. J. 1'urdy, as purchasing
agent, for the purpose of purchasing goods for the vari-
ous hues they represent in the west. The company
handles a complete line of electric .supplies, electric, gas
and combination fixtures, dynamos, motors, etc.; the oi-

ers of the company are A. L. Kasson, president and
manager, and A. 1. Gould, secretary and treasurer.
Y LARGE ORDER has just been received b\ the

Sprague Electric Company, Xew \ ork. for sixteen mo
tors to be used in running the presses and machinery in

a lithographing establishment in Tokio, Japan. It will

be one of the hnest equipped plants in Japan and will be
operated under the supervision of a Japanese expert who
is now in this country gathering ideas. The selection of

the Lundell motors demonstrates the ability of the
Japanese to recognize the importance of electrically

operated machiner) and also the best motors.
G. A. NESBET & COMPANY, 39-4] Cortlandt

street, .Yew York city, manufacturers' agents and elec-

trical specialists, make a special feature of installations of

all kinds: from a push button to an electric light or power
plant for manufacturers of electrical apparatus, supply
houses, etc. Messrs. Xesbet and Joyce, the two mem-
bers of the company, have had a large experience in the
manufacturing and installation of all kinds oi apparatus.
elevator plants, electric light and power plants, dynamos.
motors, etc., and the writer has heard nothing but the
highest praise for their trustworthiness and reliability on
all sides.

JOHN A. ROBLlNG'S SONS COMPANY. 117-

1 i<J Libert}- street. New York city, are distributing
among their friends and customers a handsome leather-
bound vest-pocket calendar and stamp receptacle, one of

the daintest of its kind which we have yet received and
lit alike for my lady's pocketbook and my lord's waist-
coat pocket.

Tllk. FIRMS of Wilbur P.. Driver & Co.. of New
York, and F. R. Harris, of Waterburv. Conn., have been
consolidated under the name of Driver-Harris Wire Co.

The business of the two concerns will be carried 0:1 as

heretofore with increased facilities. Their attention will

be devoted particularly to the manufacture of resistance

wires and line wires in all metals, ranging from No. 15

B. & S. (.057) to .001", and they are prepared to furnish

brass, copper, phosphor bronze, German silver, iron.

steel, and any other material that can be drawn. .All out-

standing accounts should be settled with Driver-Harris

Wire Co.

WESTON STANDARD

ILLUMINATED DIAL

STATION
INSTRUMENTS.
THESE INSTRUMENTS are

based upon the same general
principle and ate just as accurate as
our regular Standaid Portable Di-
rect Current V'ohme eis and Am-
meters, but are much larger, and
the working

|
arts a'e inclosed in a

neatly designed Hu-t-prooi cast-

iron case, which effectively shields

the instruments from disturbing

influences of external magnetic
fields.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
114-120 William St., Neivark, S.J , U. S.A.
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Fifteen Volumes of

KIPLING
And One Year's Subscription to

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

$2.50
A bright, newsy, interesting, and up-to-date Electrical

Paper.

The oldest in years, but the youngest in spirit.

To gain 5,000 new subscribers we will give away 9,000

sets of Kipling's works, of 1 5 volumes a set.

For $2.50 you can obtain a set and receive

THE ELECTRICAL AGE,

a copy each week, for one year.

At a great expense Kipling's works have been collected

and published in 15 volume sets, which all new subscribers

will receive, prepaid, on sending postal order, check, cash or

2 cent stamps for $2.50 to

The Electrical Age Publishing Co.,

12 J World Building,

New York, U. S- A.
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•J

;,L$39.00„ AN INCHJ £

^;~PER YEAR. £ f .H

GARVIN MACHINE

j COMPANY,
. Spring and Yarick Sts.,

New York,

MACHINE TOOLS
of all kinds for all purposes.

CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISERS.

SAVE YOUR CASH and

BUY OF DIRECT AGENT.

WIRES and Cables below com-

bination, prices.

ARC LAflPS, (enclosed,) Brass

Cases, 100 to 150 hours. Com-
plete with Globe, hung up in

New York City $8, $10, &12
NEW and 2nd hand Dynamos

and Engines in stock, 5 to 75

K. W. and 20 to 100 H. P.

Direct' and* Belted.

Everything Electrical New and
Second hand at bottom prices.

Books on Dynamo Electric Machi-

nery, $3. to $6. each, other

Electrical Books from 25 cts.

up.

General Electric Agency,

121 World Building. N. Y.

The Akron Insulator

and Marble Co.

Manufacturer of

"STANDARD"
Electrical Wiring Tubes
Insulators, Cleats and Elec-
trical Ciay Specialties of

all kinds.

Cheapest and Best on the Market.

Write for Prices.

Akron, OHIO.

ACETYLENE APPARATUS.
Auto-Acetylene Co.

ALTERNATING GENERA-
TORS.

Bogue, C. J.
Jones & Son, J.

ARC LAMPS.
(See "Lamps.")

ARMATURES.
Bogue, C. J.
Stucky & Heck El. Mfg. Co.. Ltd.

AMMETERS AND VOLTME-
TERS.

Weston Elect. Instrument Co.

BATTERIES. PRIMARY.
Gordon Battery Co.

BATTERIES. STORAGE.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

BATTERY MATERIAL.
Gordon Battery Co.
Jones & Son, J.

BELLS.
Jones & Son. J.

BOILERS.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.

BOOKS. TECHNICAL.
Electrical Age.
Scientific Publishing Co.

BRUSHES. DYNAMO.
Bogue. C. J.
.Stuckey & Heck.
Jones & Son. J.

Fuller. J. E.
Perfection Supply Co.
Schiff, Jordan &. Co.

CABLE HANGERS.
Standard Underground Cable Co

CARBON POINTS.
Schiff. Jordan & Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Washington Carbon Co.
Ward Electric Sup. & Ccns. Co

CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
Cutler-Hammer Co.

CLOCKS.
Imbauser. E.
Prentiss Clock Improvement Co.

COMMUTATOR BARS AND
REPAIRING.

Bogue, C. J.
Stuckey & Heck.

CONNECTORS AND TERMI-
NALS.

Mclntlre Co.. The C.

CONDUITS.
American Circular Loom Co.
National Conduit & Cable Co.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.
Sprague Electric Co.

DYNAMOS AND iix TORS.
Bullock Electric Mfg. Co. -

Bogue, C. J. y
Jones & Son, J.
Riker Electric Motor Co.
Vance Electric Co.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
NOVELTIES, &c.

American Electrical Novelty &
Mfg. Co.

Bibber-White Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Holtzer Cabot Electric Co.
Barron, James S.. & Co.
Incandescent Electric Light

Manipulator Co.
Jones & Son, J.
Fuller, J. E.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co
McCreary, A A.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRAC-
TORS.

Barnett & Co., H. C.
Hatzel & Buehler.
Hochausen & Hall.
Norden Electric Works.
Zimdars & Hunt.
Bidstrup * Co., J. F.
Vance Electric Co,
Ward Electric Sup. tt Cons. Co.

FANS AND FAN MOTORS.
Blizzard Motor Co.
Vance Electric Co.
Fuller. J. E.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
Riker Electric Motor Co.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.

FIXTURES, GAS AND ELEC-
TRIC.

Frlnk. I. P.
Gleason Mfg. Co.. E. P.
Vosburgh Mfg. Co., Ltd., W. C.

FURNITURE. OFFICE.
, Schwarzwaelder & Co.. Wm.
FUSE WIRE AND LINKS.

Mclntire Co., The C.
Fuller. J. E.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.

GAS-LIGHTING APPARATUS.
Bogart Co., A. L.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.

GLOBES. SHADES. ETC.
Gleason Mfg. Co., E. P.
Phoenix Glass Go.

GRATES.
Tupper & Co., W. W.

HOUSE GOODS.
Bunnell & Co.. J. H.
Jones & Son. J.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Edison Dec. & Min. Lamp Dept.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.

INSTRUMENTS. ELECTRI-
CAL.

Cherry Electric Works.
Weston Elec. Instrument Co.

INSULATORS. INSULATING
MATERIAL.

Standard Underground Cable Co
National Conduit & Cable Co.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.

LAMPS, ARC.
Baker & Fox.
Bogue. C. J.
General Incan. Arc Lamp Co.
Moers Sons. E. M.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.
Ward Electric Sup. & Cons. Co.

LAUNCHES. ELECTRIC.
Electric Launch Co.

MACHINE TOOLS.
Garvin Machine Co.

MAGNETS.
Jones & Son, J.

MICA
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

MINIATURE LAMPS.
(See Incandescent Lamps.)

PAINTS. PROTECTING AND
INSULATING.

American Pegamoid Co.
Standard Paint Co.

PATENT SOLICITORS,
llosenbaum, W. A.
Hull, J. H.
Alunn & Co.
Schatz, Adam E.

PLATINUM.
Baker & Co.

POLES. BRACKETS, PINS.
ETC.

Central Mfg.Co.
Jones & Son, J.

REFLECTORS.
Gleason Mfg. Co.. E. P.

REPAIRING. ELECTRICAL.
Bogue, C. J.
Electric Motor Inspection and

Repair Co.
Stucky & Heck El. Mfg. Co., Ltd
Fuller, J. E.

REWINDING, ARMATURE.
(See Repairing, Electrical.)

RHEOSTATS.
Ross, F. C.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

EXPERIMENTAL AND MOD- SECOND-HAND APPARATUS
EL WORK.

Bogue, C. J.

Fuller. J. E.
Stein A Langloa.

Bogue, C. J.
Jones & Son, J.

Moers Sons, E. M.
Stucky & Heck El. Mfg. Co.. Ltd.

$39.00 AN INCH

PER YEAR.
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FOR SALE

One 25 Light, 2000 C. P.

AMERICAN ARC DYNAMO.

Jay Holm

39 Cortlandt St., N. V.

Number < r New Auto-

matic Switches- - t(

r> Horse Power, will sell at a

low price.

Address, "Switches"

Care Electrical Age.

SPRING WIRE.
Carey Spring Works.

SWITCHBOARDS
Bogue, C. J.

Jones & Son, J.
Zimdars & Hunt-

THERMO APPARATUS.
Thermo El«c. Ce.

TUBES.
Kirkland, H. B.
Sprague Electric Ce

SWITCHES. ETC.
Bogue, C. J.

Cutler-Hammer Co.
Jones & Son, J.

Ross, F. C.
Universal Electric Pull Socket

& Switch Co.
Zimdars & Hunt.

TALKING MACHINES.
Columbia Phonograph Co.
Edison Phonograph Co.

TELEPHONES.
De Veau & Co.
Ericsson Telephone Ce.
Mianus Electric Co.
New York Telephone Co.
Phoenix Telephone Co.
Schmidt & Bruckner.

VOLTMETERS
tSee Instruments.)

WATER AND TURBINE
WHEELS.

American Impulse Wheel Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.

WIRES AND CABLES.
Brlxey, W. R. (Kerite).
Driver k. Co., Wilbur B.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha

Insulating Co.
Montauk Multiphase Cable Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Safety Insulated Wire & Cable

Co.
Standard Underground Cable Co.

X-RAY APPARATUS.
Edison Dec. & Min. Lamp Dept
Meyrowitz, E. B.
Waite & Bartlett Mfg. Ce.

WANTED.

Wanted: 1 2 3 & 5

Horse Power Meters (^^

hand) in good order.

Address 'Motor,

care Electrical Age.

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
Latest and Best Type and Guaranteed by Respon-

sible Makers.

$13 Put Up.
Address Arc Lamps, Care Electrical Age.

20-1-Horse Power Multi-

Polar Motors $45 each.

2-| -H. P. Bi- Polar Motors.

5-5-H. P. Multi-Polar "

2-75. Arc Dynamos.

2-150. Arc Dynamos.

Address Electric,

Care Electrical Ace.

TYPE E BATTERY.
CHEAP IN PRICE ONLY—WILL
RUN FAN MOTORS. LAMPS ETC.

1

SIZE 6| in, n 11 in.

WILL GIVE 15 AMP. HOURS.

NO 'POLARIZATION.

M. J. UNDER & CO.,
123 LIBERTY STREET. N. Y.

^•ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES**-

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS
BOUGHT SOLD AND EXCHANGED.

ELECTRIC SAND-BEST PRIMARY

BATTERY EXCITANT MADE.

We are sole manufacturers of this

Sand which requires the addition of

WATER ONLY to make the strongest

electropoin fluid. Put up in i. 2 and 5II).

cans which can be shipped anywhere
with safety.

If you haveany thing to BUY
or SELL write us for prices.

Prompt attention given to all in =

quiries and QUICK SHIPMENT a

specialty.

No I 0DD0 MOTOR.

BUILT TO RUN AND
GIVE A STRONG PULL

3 BLADE 4i IN. FAN.*

FURNISHED IF RB-J*J*

QUIRED j*Jtjtj*jtJ*J*J
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DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS,

ELECTRIC,

AND

COMBINATION

FIXTURES,

DO YOU USE

Weather-Proof Globes?
WE MAKE THEM.

LICENSED

PATENT APPLIED FOR
N? E 2086 - 1 LIGHT.

LtNSTM 46 INCHES.SPREAO 18 INCHES

NEAR SMITH ST.

to:manufactlre electric

AND COflBINATION FIXTURES

269-281 1STATE STREET,

BROOKLYN, N. Y,

E. P. GLEASON MFG. CO.
181 to 189 Mercer St.. New York

We are Headquarters for.

NON-SUCH "

Stereopticons, Su?tab,e for-
Fl FCTRIC , AMPr

OIL, ELECTRIC or ELECTRIC LAMP

Magic Lanterns, lime light.

Z^llClvoa illlllSa (American. English or French ) and

All Accessories...

Back or Top Feed Light, Porta-
ble, Simple, Easily Manipulated-
Best Lara [i of Its kind on tb»
market.

KU KINEOPTOSCOPE
Project-- and depicts every movement of ucliuil Uie va Uie screeu-

SEND FOR OUR CATALOCUE AND PRICES.

RILEY BROTHERS,
iO Beeknian Street, IVew York.

BRANCHES IN UNITED STATES:

ttoston, Chicago, Kansas City, Minneapolis; also Bradford, Eng., hud Dunedin. New Zealand.
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1

$78.00

PER YEAR.

TriE MAN BEHIND THE BOOKS
holds ;> responsible position. We guarantee to pre-
pare young men and women to fill the highest places
in bookkeeping it they are anxious to advance and
will study '-between times." Thousands havi- piv

pared through our unequalled course of

EDUCATION BY MAIL
In Electrical, Mechanical, Steam
.Mining: and civil Engineering
Metallurgy. Art, Architecture
Practical Newspaper Work. Eng
llsh Branches. Stenography, Mae
nine Design and Mecli inlc il Draw-
ing, Low price; easy Terms. Sent
iTectothoseivhoenroUnmv, a compter

draining outfit worthtu.io. Mention subjeets you ar

interested in when writing to

THE UNITED CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
154 Fifth Ave., X. Y., for catalogue No. 128

CENTRAL MFC CO.
Manufacturers and Dealers in

YELLOW PINE CBOSS ARMS, LOCUS1
INS, OAK PINS, ELECTRICAL
MOULDINGS, OAK BRACKETS.

Chattanooga, Term.,

5. no volt X H. P. Diehl motors.
i. no C&C
i, lio " C. W.
I, 220 " " C. W.

All In good order at a net cash price of

Twenty-five Dollars, $25.

AGENTS FOR
Bates Ceiling and Desk Fans.

Belknap Hotors and Dynamos and
Regulators.

THE BREWSTER ENGINEERING CO..

74 Greenwich Str.. New fork City.

EVERYONE KNOWS.
Or ought to know, that wu load In th« manufacture of

Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battoiy p.nrt Minia-

ture Lamps Our latest Catalogue (No. 1,017) to be

had for the asking.

SOME OF OUR SPECIAL X-RAY TUBES
Ilave Iridium Targets. The regulars have Platinum

Targets. We are still making tho best Barium

Fluoroscopy.

Edison Dbcorativr and Miniatt/bb Lamp Deft.

General Electric Co.

)

Harrison, N.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Ceu.
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Maaagcr,

225 237 WEST 28th ST , N EW YORK.
MANUFACTUlEJtS OF

Submarine Cables
OFALLSIZESAND D tSCRIFTION*.

•'SAFETT" Nary Marine Wires and Cable* need exeln»lr«b;

ea Uie principal U. if War Teasels.

Electric Railway Feeder Wirea, "Safety" Undergroond Cillia,
" kcqua Wh.ti Cora" and "Saiet," Wire.

The cMarine

Engineers
7"~

'

'

/

283 Hudson Sheet
&{_EW YORK

Exchange
j*

f^OMPETENT Engineers may always be

obtained for steamships, yachts, tcnv-

boats and launches ; also for power-houses.

electric light plants, refrigerating plants, and

for all kinds of machinery. t
< .<

Telephone, 570 Spring
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Gary Spring Works,
240 & 242 WEST 29TH STREET,

NEW YORK CITY,

MANUFACTUKERS OF

WIRE and SPRINGS
For Machinery, Motors, Clocks, Music Boxes,

and all Electrical Purposes.

Office Furniture and Fixtures
THE BEST FOR DESIGN AND QUALITY.

MANUFACTURED BY

WM.'SCHWARZWAELDER & CO..
3t3.,,!™^£Tw

THE EVERLASTING
DRY BATTERY

Furnishes plenty of current tor Instant
use (.r a little at a lime for years. I'm lec-
tion for all open circuit work
Also electric, go day, calendar and pro-

gram clucks.

Send for Catalogue No. r.f.R.

The Pr.>nti s deck linnro«f> ni nt Co.
Dept. 6G. 49 Dey St., New V<.rk City.

THE '

POCKET
HOCCSON
TIME STAMP

Prints Tear, Month, Day, Hour and Min-
ute. Correctly timing every act. opera-
tion or transaction. Watchman and Em-
ployes' register, general time and check
system, an absolute necessity in every
business. Air cushion base. Operated
without pounding. Complete with die
and ink ready for use. fW~ Guaranteed
for perfect work and correct ttnu, ormoney
refunded. 27 Thames St., N. V.

The Audit Company
OF NEW YORK,

Equitable Building, 120 Broadway,

EXTRACT FROM BY-LAWS OF
The Audit Company

Of New York
ARTICLE XIV.

EXAMINATIONS TO BE CONFIDENTIAL.
Section i. The results of all audits and examinations made

by this Company shall be treated as strictly confidential by both
the examiner and the manager of the Company. In all cases,
unless otherwise directed or requested by | the applicant, the
reports of the Company shall be made in 'duplicate, one to be
delivered to the applicant and the other to be sealed up and
retained by the Company. ^ *

Sec. 2. In no case shall the duplicate report so retained by
the Company be open to the inspection of the directors, officers,
or employees of this Company, nor shall the contents be made
kn iwii except upon authority of a resolution of the Board of
Directors of the Company.

Sec. 3. E ich officer and employee of the Company Jwho shall
participate in making examinations or audits shall, on entering
the empl >v of the Company, make oath that he will not divulge
any information obtained by him in the course of his employ-
ment relating to audits or examinations.

A Great Annual Encyclopaedia of Mining and Metallurgy.

THE MINERAL INDUSTRY
ITS STATISTICS, TECHNOLOGY AND TRADE,

IN THE

UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES.

EDITED BY

Richard p. Rothwell,
EDITOR OF THE ENGINEERING ANO MINING JOURNAL.

HI These are the most thorough and exhaustive works published in any
language on mining, metallurgy, markets, and uses of the commercial
minerals and metals.

VOLUHES ALREADY PUBLISHED.

Vol. I From the Earliest Times to the close of 1892, $2.50
Vol. II Supplement ng Vol 1,

CI If II t * 1893, 5.00
Vol III. , < Vol. 1 & II

(4 II * t t

«

1894, 5.00
Vol. IV. <

«

Vol. I-III it (1 i i t t 1895, 5.00
Vol. V. i

,

Vol. I-IV t i < 4 i i «

<

1896, 5.00
Vol. VI. i

,

Vol. I=V it II « i » 4 1897, 5.00
Vol. Ml .

t

«

Vol. I-VI it || II t * 1898, 5.00

Automatic and Hand F^eed
Focusing
Arc

Lamps,
For Stereoptlcons, Moving Pic-

ture Machines,

Photo-Engraving and Theatre
Use,

Portable Kheostat Repairing

83 Schermerhorn St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

This series of annual volumes it is intended to cover the entire
mineral industry of the world, giving its statistics, its technology
and its trade, each succeeding volume not repeating the data
given in previous issues, but supplementing them, and consti-

tuting a veritable up to date encyclopaedia of the industry.

Mining •>"

THE jnOSTIJINFLUENTIAL AND WIDELY CIRCULATED
MINING PAPER IN THE WORLD.

EDITED BY
RICHARD P ROTHWELL, n. E. C. E

ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE TO THE PROSPECTOR,
HINER. CHEMIST, ENGINEER HETALLURGIST,

MERCHANT BANKER. MANUFACTURER,
INVESTOR AND ENGINEER

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Including Postage, Per Year

For United States, | cc nil Foreign
flexico and Canada I

.•"•'• u" |„ the P
Countries I c 7 f\n

In the Postal Union) »'- uu

published weekly.

The Scientific Publishing Co., publishers.

253 Broadway, NEW YORK,
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«£-j&New Addressing Machine * <

FOR PRINTING NAHES IN HONTHLY BILLS.

PRINTS NUMBER, NAME, ADDRESS AND DATE, LIKE:

215 John Anderson & Co., Dec. 12,

119 E. Broadway. 1899.

AT ONE MOTION OF THE FOOT.

fOOO different Addresses in 30 Minutes.

ADDITION AND CHANGES EASILY HANDLED.

' Will you continue to write and re-write

your addresses when it can be done with a

machine in 1-20 the time at 1.20 the cost?

Price of Machine $35.00, addresses

vary according to style used.

SEND SAMPLE BILL FOR ESTIMATE.

1000 in use, Electric Light, Water, Telephone Gas,

Railroad Companies, and all the leading

merchantile firms in all lines.

ADDRESSOGRAPH CO.,

171 S. Canal St., Chicago.

MACHINE ALSO ADDRESSES:

Envelopes, Postals, Pay Envelopes,

Pay Sheets, Meter Books, Records, Etc.
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Sockets.

Price. $16 (K)

Wc carry a complete stock of all supplies

and can furnish at short notice

everything necessary for

Lighting, Wiring, Bell hanging, etc

Medical Batteries.

We make a half a dozen styles.

Cut shows inexpensive medical coil.

The reputation of our Knife Switches

is second to none. Prices reasonable.

MANUFACTURERS

1 XPORTFRS

Phonographs the best. All Prices.

Cut shows $5.00 Size.

The J. Jones & Son Co.

96 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK CITY.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUES.

WHOLESALERS No
-
7™ep

J!°
n
!*; lrl , c ,.

No. 8 Electrical Lighting Supplies.

No. 9 Switches. Switchboards. Etc.

No. 10 Bells and Supplies.

NOW IN PRESS.

The Jones Ceiling Switch.

$3. (Hi Without Fuse Termnials.
$3.50 With

The best switch made for overhead work

"Quick Make and Quick Break."

This Electric Portable

$6.00.

We have a full line

comprising the mostde-

sirable styles.

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL
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THE VETTER CURRENT TAP.

A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined,

For Sale by all Electrical Supply Houses.

Send for Descriptive Circular and Discount Shet

A simple and safe device for tapping and carrying
the current from any electric light fixtureto Motors,
Drop-lights and other electrical devices Without
the Loss of Lamp in Fixture. Adapted to any
system of electric lighting When ordering, state

what socket is used. Each tap is packed, with full

instructions, in a neat box.

E. B. MEYROWITZ,
Manufacturer and Patentee,

104 E. 23d St. and 124 W. 42d St.,New York.
604 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.

3 rue Scribe Paris France.

Separable Electric Clusters

From 2 to G Light.

Polished Brass

If you use these, we will make prices right.

E. P. GLEASON MANUFACTURING CO,

181-189 MERCER STREET,

NEW YORK.

K. T. Paul Music Co.
TALKING MACHINE RECORDS.

We Manufacture Only Original Master Records.

WHAT WE HAVE
We have ODe of the best equipped Phonograph Plants in this coun>ry.
We have all of the litest, up-to-date and improved appliances tor n aking record*.
We have the best skilled operators in the business found anywhi
We have and contr. I the best talent and artists in the profession.
We have the clearest, the cleauest, the loudest the purest and best toned records n>r Phonographs, Qrapbophones and talking

machines that can be had.

WE ARE MAKING A SPECIAL FEATURE OF COON SONGS
Sung by Charles Clinton Clark

Mr. Clark i> without any exception the best coon song singer that ever atteni] I g in a Phonograph

We have the only original Casey Series of Master Talking Records, made by

JOSEPH R GANNON.

These Records have a world-wide reputation. 1 hey an the greatest talking Re r made. KioeedJiigly funny,
and amusing. Try them.

E. T. PAULL, Plays His Own Compositions.

One of the tV it arcs ol our Phono business will bathe Piano solos «>t Mr. E. T. Paull, who mil play his own oo in positions

which are well known from one end of the country to the other.

WHAT WE WANT
Wewantevrrydealerintalkingina.il:' in t' nr original master records. Wewai arson who baa

l talking-machine ut any kind to have our records We w.ini t\' ider records to

write us for the very low prices, that we offer to introduce our production

SPECIAL NOTICE
We guarantee to furnish a betl

the trade, who m.iK
for the special inducements we shad make
this paper, mentioning this advertisement.

i >^mpii i'Tiii't t* 1

e rlee'in

rds. WHae us
any reader of

Address all orders and communications to the Manufacturers,

E. T. PAUL MUSIC COMPANY, 44 West 29th St., New York.
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BULLOCK
BACK-GEARED

MOTORS

j*jt.i».>iSEND FOR BULLETIN &Z5j****

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

CINCINNATI,

OHIO.






